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Abstract
The paper examines legal issues concerning employee share ownership in the European Union and the latest achievements in the field by European Commission. The analysis of the legislative proposals set in EU Commission: Promotion of Employee Ownership and Participation and its’ alleged impact on companies in EU member states is based on primary and secondary sources. European Commission is still not offering common legal definition of employee share ownership and employee financial participation across EU member states. The author argues that different national laws in EU member states regulating employee financial participation is an important obstacle for international companies to implement employee share ownership schemes in cross-board situations. The “Common European Regime” proposed by European Commission would offer employers and employees a choice between two alternative employee financial participation regimes one originating in national legislation, the other in European legislation. That could be considered to be a great step towards solution of cross-border situations when international companies are obliged to apply different national laws when implementing employee share ownership schemes, thus causing inequality between employees from different EU member states. This paper analyses problems with implementation process of employee share ownership schemes in cross-board situations and offers most suitable way to implement common EU wide regime on employee share ownership.

Key words: employee ownership, employee financial participation, legal framework
JEL code: K22

Introductions
Employee share ownership and employee financial participation in general has been on European Union (Further: EU) agenda for over twenty-five years. Across the member states of EU, employee financial participation is the focus of increasing attention. Employee ownership and share ownership have a significant role to play in advancing economic growth and promoting a faire distribution of income and wealth. The first attempts to create systems enabling employees to receive regular shares in profit dates back to the early nineteenth century. (Blaszczyk 2014, p. 13) The subject of employee share ownership is interdisciplinary involving the issues of finance, economics, human recourse management and law perspective. It is important to note, that there is no common legal definition of employee share ownership and employee financial participation across EU member states. That makes the research of the subject more challenging and the need for collaboration of different study fields is essential.

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: marta.abula@rsu.lv
This report describes legal aspects of employee share ownership and recent developments in financial participation of employees in their enterprises, especially employee share ownership, within the EU. The aim of the report is to present insights that will serve as a basis for discussion for further developments. Research tasks are to analyze literature about the issues mentioned above and latest EU Commission: Promotion of Employee Ownership and Participation. At the end of 2014 EU Commission initiated new Promotion of Employee Ownership and Participation where it offers legislative proposal creating uniform rules for employee financial participation schemes. In this article the new proposal, its critiques and impact on companies in EU member states is discussed. The research is based on legalistic approach where the main method used is legal analyse.

While financial participation has been supported in a number of EU Member States through tax incentives and other forms of legislation, approaches differ widely across the EU Member States. Some EU member states lack employee share ownership regulation at all. The fact that forms of employee financial participation continue to be purely national in scope means that it cannot be expanded in Europe to the extent desired to harmonize and remove impediments in the internal market for free movements of capital.

Fragmentation of regulations of employee share ownership in EU member states makes it demanding for international companies to use employee share ownership plans in cross-border situations without causing inequality between employees of different EU member states. International companies are faced with difficulties of applying different national law to implement employee share ownership schemes in cross border situations, thus making the application more complex and expensive. Principle of equality is one of the ground principle of EU and it means that the goal of EU wide employee share ownership regime would be to offer a regime applicable in all EU member states. That must be done taking into consideration that tax laws and labor laws are not in the competence of EU.

1. **Understanding employee share ownership from legal perspective**

   In Europe, the participation issue of employees has always been a significant aspect of organization and management in companies. Some EU member states have developed legislative arrangements to promote the involvement of employees in various ways, employee share ownership being one of them.

   Financial participation is the participation of employees in the profits of the company and / or assets of the company. Employee financial participation in companies covers a very wide range of solutions ranging from participation in profits, through individual shares in equity and employee stock options, to employee ownership systems specially designed to serve this purpose, which combine employees’ participation in the profits and capital of the companies. (Bernard 2012, p. 695-696) Due to dissimilarities in the manner and degree to which employees are linked with the finances of their companies, it is possible to distinguish three basic forms of financial participation: individual employee share ownership; Employee Stock Ownership Plans and profit sharing. In the article the author will concentrate on share ownership legislative issues in EU.

   Employee share ownership is a qualitatively different form of employee financial participation, since employees become co-owners and investors in the company by acquiring
shares. The practical meaning goes even farther, by defining the true meaning of employee share ownership. The employees’ stake must underpin organisational structures that promote employee engagement in the company. Thus employee ownership can be seen as a business model in its own right. (Nuttall 2012)

Employee share ownership means that employees hold the legal right to a given part of the company’s assets and to the profits produced by these assets. Employee share ownership exists either in the form of direct employee shareholding or indirect employee shareholding. An example for direct employee shareholding would be situation where employees individually acquire shares in joint stock companies. Indirect employee shareholding on the other hand includes special shareholder plans.

Employee ownership of a company’s shares or bonds does not guarantee influence on business decisions. Most often, employees are represented at shareholder assemblies by substitution, and if they participate in person, their proportion among shareholders is usually too small to constitute the deciding vote. Some forms of employee ownership are purposefully designed so as not to give workers the full voting rights of their. (Blaszczyk 2014, p. 13) Nevertheless, some scholars have found positive links between employee ownership and productivity in workplaces where financial participation was combined with employee involvement in decision-making. (Bryson, Freeman 2010, p. 201-224)

There are several different ways in which employees obtain their shares in enterprises: in some systems, employees bear the acquisition costs at least partially, and in others, the acquisition of shares or stocks is fully covered by the employing company, through a bank loan or a combination of financing mechanisms, often supported by the state.

There are many justifications in different levels that support employee share ownership. For example, at the macroeconomic level it leads to higher productivity, greater competitiveness and growth. At company level it can solve labor turnover problems and improve business progression. At regional level it can encourage enterprises to stay rooted in their home communities. (Inter-University center for European Commission’s DG MARKT 2014, p. 1) During the last 20 years, a fast and resilient development of employee share ownership was detected across Europe. Some research shows that the number of employee shareholders in continental Europe decreased from 2011 to 2014. (EFES Position Paper 2015)

Research have long-established that companies partly or entirely owned by their employees are more profitable, create more jobs and pay more taxes than their competitors without employee ownership. (Inter-University center for European Commission’s DG MARKT 2014, p. 1) The bulk of the empirical evidence on employee financial participation in a variety of countries and variety of settings have concluded that employee financial participation has a positive influence on the performance of companies. (Hashi, Hashani 2013, p. 188-190) There are more than 31 per cent of EU private firms who offer some form of employee financial participation – either employee share ownership or profit sharing. (Inter-University center for European Commission’s DG MARKT 2014, p. 92)

Employee share ownership in European countries is strongly determined in detail by the relevant company, commercial and tax law. The legislative framework for employee financial participation varies widely across EU member states, reflecting their recent history and their different approaches and attitudes to the role of employees. The specific laws on financial participation are limited to only few countries. Mostly regulation on financial participation
is included in national commercial laws. It has to be stressed that there is no common legal definition of employee share ownership in EU member states, thus delaying cross-border employee financial participation plans.

The legislative framework for employee participation was largely developed in the course of privatization and complemented by the provisions of other laws, most importantly the company laws and the laws on cooperatives. These laws were intended to transform ownership of all or parts of companies from state to private. Those laws were not laws specifically aiming at financial participation. The specific laws on financial participation are limited to only few countries. Some EU member states as France, Belgium and United Kingdom provide detailed rules for the implementation of employee share ownership, but some, as Baltic states stipulate only a few rules for implementation on employee share ownership and on employee financial participation in general. Employee financial participation can be regulated in the form of company laws, tax laws, contract laws, commercial laws and labor laws in each EU member state, thus making the issue more complicated.

In Europe large companies operating in several countries can face practical implementation problems with share ownership schemes. Because of different tax laws and company statutes a participation offer of shares in a company represents different costs for the company and differing returns for individual employees, depending on the country in which the scheme is being run. For companies operating in several countries in cross-border situations important hindrances are identification of applicable law and adaption of their employee financial participation plans in other country.

Important distinguishing features of employee share ownership practice in Europe include: (Poutsman 2001, p. 14)

- access to participation schemes: for all employees or only a part;
- dependence of schemes on company performance;
- regulations on the introduction of a plan and approval: approval obligations of the authorities, collective bargaining parties or employees;
- voting rights and involvement of employees;
- range of participation: limited to one enterprise or even sectoral or regional schemes;
- state-recognized plans or voluntary company plans;
- prescribed holding periods and disposability for employees;
- allocation formula: according to company affiliation, level of earnings, and so on;
- financing of participation: profit-sharing or employees’ contributions (deferred compensation).

Dissimilarities in national laws governing the forms of employee financial participation are major obstructions, which prevents employers and employees from reaping the advantages of the EU internal market. The use of all regulations is limited to their implementing Member state.

There is a need of transformation to facilitate employee plans going forward. For example, legislation and procedures relating to the offering of company shares to employees – principally under the EU Prospectus Directive. The Prospectus Directive has a number of implications for employers who wish to offer securities to employees in an EU country. An offer of shares to employees will in principle be classed as an offer of securities to the public under the Prospectus Directive, which requires the publication of a prospectus. All EU member states have implemented the EU Prospectus Directive (Prospectus Directive). However, the situation across
Europe is still not a harmonized one, due to differences in the way in which the Prospectus Directive has been implemented and is being interpreted at a national level. Those stock-market laws have been reformed significantly, but the reform is only partially complete. In 2015 EU Commission started a public consultation procedure regarding needed changes in Prospectus Directive, which closed on May, 2015. (European Commission 2015)

Recently, the European Commission and the European Parliament have undertaken initiatives to promote financial participation and to find common institutional solutions, so as to implement them on a broader scale.

2. Recent development in EU regulation

More than 25 years have elapsed since the Commission of the European Communities expressed an interest in promoting an EU instrument which would facilitate the implementation of financial participation of employees in companies. (European Commission 1989) At the European level, the deliberation on employee financial participation began in the early 1990s. First report of the European Commission was PEPPER I (full name: Promotion of employee participation in profits and enterprise results), was written in 1999. On the basis of this report, the Council of the European Union issued a recommendation concerning the promotion of employee participation and the European Parliament adopted a resolution on the same subject. Subsequent PEPPER reports, which were designed to diagnose progress in the field of financial participation in Europe, were written successively in 1997 (PEPPER II), where for the first time EU Commission admits that financial participation is an important way of promoting workers motivation and adaptability. (European Commission 1997) Further reports followed in 2006 (PEPPER III) and 2009 (PEPPER IV). The latest report also discussed the obstacles for implementation of the programs and legal, fiscal and other incentives for their application. (European Commission 2004) This report was followed by the opinion drafted by the European Economic and Social Committee in 2010. This report stressed the need to develop “a facultative, simple, uniform incentive model, with the same tax arrangements and incentives throughout the EU, [which] could considerably boost the number of cases where there is a willingness to introduce employee financial participation.” (EESC opinion 2010) In the same year the Reports and Studies by the European Parliament was issued. Following that EU Commission issued the 2012 European Company Law and Corporate Governance Action Plan. Later on Commission considered options to promote employee share ownership throughout Europe.

In 2014 European Parliament issued Resolution on Employees Financial Participation emphasizing the growing importance of employee financial participation especially in small and medium sized enterprises.

So far a single common legal framework for the EU still has not been created. This is justified by the fact that the EU has no conclusive competences on internal regulations concerning enterprises or tax and fiscal systems within EU Member States. So far, the EU could only advise on good practices and provide recommendations on the mutual recognition of their rights in other EU member states.

In October, 2014 EU Commission issued The Promotion of Employee Ownership and Participation, which provides for an optional Common European Regime on employee financial participation. It introduces a “market approach” to harmonization, triggering competition
between the existing national rules and the newly introduced second EU-wide regime. The proposed legislation is limited to the competences set for EU in the Treaty of Functioning of European Union. For example, EU competence does not extend to direct taxation and labor law.

EU Commission proposes the formation of the regime on Employee Share Ownership/Employee Financial Participation, which would be an optional legal framework at the EU level that would exist on the top of 28 national legal regimes. Members States would be free to either keep their own national framework or opt for the proposed one. That means that there would be one single European regulatory framework. It is presumed that, since national best practice influencing the common European regime would be expected to prevail in this market-based approach, over time this development could eventually lead to mutual approximation of national regulation. The common European regime would be only an optional solution to supplement national law where there is a lack of regulation or if it is not sufficient. Advantage for state where there is no law regulating employee share ownership is the fact, that firms could utilize the common European Regime on employee share ownership in domestic setting. That would be imperative for small and medium size enterprises. In the longer term, employee share ownership schemes could also be part of the reflection on harmonization of national taxes, especially for the euro area Member States.

The most efficient instrument to be used is consider to be Regulation. The author agrees that, it would avoid a risk of discrepancies due to transposition, if the Directive were chosen as an appropriate instrument. Transposition does not require a verbatim or “copy-out,” reproduction of a directive in national law, (Case C-59/89 Commission v Germany (1991) ECR I-2607, para. 18) and Member States have some leeway in deciding how to achieve the outcomes required by a Directive, using suitable legal concepts and terminology. (Case 363/85 Commission v Italy (1987) ECR 1733 Regulation on the other hand are measures that are directly applicable within all EU member states and should not be transposed in national regulations. (Case 34/73 Fratelli Variola S.p.A. v Amministrazione italiana delle Finanze. (1973) ECR 981)

The proposal of EU Commission is criticized as expensive and ineffective. (EFES Position Paper 2015, p. 8) It is argued that fiscal incentives are indispensable fundamentals for the development of employee share ownership, not the multiplicity of regulations in EU member states. The counter proposal is to implement in each EU member state a dedicated legislation, providing an optional simple, uniform incentive model, with the same tax arrangements and incentives. This option was included already in European Economic and Social Committee Opinion in 2010. (EESC opinion 2010, para. 4.2.1.) The goal of this option is the offer of the same tax arrangements and incentives throughout the EU. These tax arrangements and incentives could not be managed at EU level as they belong to the Member States' competence. Apart from EU Commission, the European Economic and Social Committee were calling for each Member State to introduce in its national legislation the same optional, simple incentive model, with the same tax arrangements and incentives. There is an obstacle for the authors to analyze this proposal as it doesn’t offer any legal instruments for implementation in EU member states. It should be stressed that also European Economic and Social Committee states that before a European model with uniform tax incentives is established, mutual recognition of the schemes of the individual EU Member States should be the aim. (EESC opinion 2010, para. 4.2.3.) The new proposal of EU Commission is offering that and therefore doesn’t contradict with the proposal of European Economic and Social Committee. Furthermore, it has been confirmed
that tax incentives are not a precondition for employee financial participation, but an effective instrument for promoting their dissemination in countries that offer them. That also shows that there is no inconsistency between the two proposals. The new proposal of EU Commission will provide for a single Employee Share Ownership regime helping to overcome obstacles raised by different regulations of employee share ownership in EU member states. It has to be added that in 2016, only non-binding recommendations will be made, which Member States may use as an orientation guide and in doing so employee share ownership will remain a voluntary instrument.

**Conclusions**

1. For the past years’ employee financial participation, as profit-sharing and employee share ownership, has proved effective in the leading European economies.
2. It has been proved that financial participation can deliver real benefits for employees, enterprises and national economies. However, despite this potential, it remains little used in most EU Member States, and is very unevenly distributed across the EU. Depending on the historical development and attitude towards employee share ownership, regulation in EU member states varies greatly in all areas including labor laws, tax laws, company laws and other laws concerning the issue.
3. The “Common European Regime” proposed by European Commission would offer employers and employees a choice between two alternative employee financial participation regimes one originating in national legislation, the other in European legislation. That could be considered to be a great step towards solution of cross-border situations when international companies are obliged to apply different national laws when implementing employee share ownership schemes, thus causing inequality between employees from different EU member states.
4. At a time when the issue of equality is increasingly relevant in EU internal market, it is time to launch a debate across the EU on employee share ownership schemes, which can help integrate the economies of the Union, while improving opportunities for businesses and their employees in the long term.
5. The research concentrated more on the instruments used in EU to regulate employee share ownership rather than on the substance of regulations, as it is impossible to intervene in national regulations by EU. It is argued that the best way to implement common EU wide regime on employee share ownership would be a regulation apart from recommendation or directive. Thus avoiding most common transposition problems and offering a simple and uniform regulation for companies to choose in EU internal market. It is important to conclude that single common legal framework for the EU is not possible because of the competences set in Treaty on Functioning of European Union.
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HOW TRUST IN ORGANIZATIONS AND INFORMATION SOURCES IMPACTS LATVIAN CONSUMERS’ ATTITUDE TOWARDS GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS

Inese Aleksejeva, University of Latvia, Latvia

Abstract
This research examines public opinion towards genetically modified organisms (GMO) used for food, feed and other industries in Latvia and how trust in organizations and information sources impacts attitudes toward these organisms.

Consumer attitude towards GMO depends on a number of factors including the information obtained from a variety of information sources (scientific papers, TV, radio, relatives, friends etc.) and trust in regulatory actors involved in decision making process and stakeholders. Many consumers report that they receive information about genetically modified (GM) products from the media, Internet and other news sources. These sources may be less reliable than scientific experts whom consumers trust more to present the facts. Trust in regulatory actors and stakeholders involved in handling of GMO is important as they are primary source of information about new technologies. In all walks of life, individuals often look to others to help them make decisions, in particularly, when they admit a personal lack of knowledge in that area. However, if these actors are not trusted, their claims are likely to fall on deaf ears, or be consciously rejected. A lack of trust in public officials in this regard is likely to further erode public support for use of GMO.

The survey method was chosen as a tool to collect data and elicit Latvian consumers’ attitude towards use of GMO in different industries. The survey was composed of 18 questions; seven of them have been structured on one to ten-point scale. The survey data of Latvia’s inhabitants (N = 1184) were collected by the telemarketing company from September 2014 until June 2015. To select the units to be included in the sample systematic sampling was applied – every twentieth inhabitant was approached by phone call and invited to answer on survey questions.

In the frame of this research the part of the results obtained were discussed regarding the media’s role in shaping public opinion, and how trust in regulatory actors and stakeholder impacts consumers’ attitude towards GMO in Latvia.

The results of Latvian consumers’ survey showed Latvians’ attitude towards GMO were sceptical; less positive towards GM animals compared to GM plants. It was also indicated that scientific publications were the most trustful information source on GMO but friends and relatives – the lowest evaluated information source. Public trust in regulatory actors and stakeholders involved in handling of GMO played an important role on consumers’ attitude shaping regarding GMO.
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Introduction

The question of use of genetic engineering in different industries is a hot debate in many countries all around the world. Many supporters of this technology point to potential to improve quality of life and environment. While genetic engineering refers to a number of economic benefits not just for food production but also for other industries, the community holds a lively discussion referring to health concerns, social and economic aspects, and political preferences.

The aim of this paper is to examine public opinion towards GMO used for food, feed and other industries in Latvia and how trust in regulatory actors, stakeholders and information sources on GMO issues impacts attitude towards these organisms. The main tasks were to evaluate scientific publications on consumers’ trust in information sources and in regulatory actors and stakeholders involved in handling of GMO; to evaluate how trust impacts consumer’s attitude towards GMO.

To date research on consumers' attitude to GM products have not been performed in Latvia and no factors identified that affect the consumers’ attitude to the products obtained with the help of genetic engineering. Our consumers’ opinion is mainly reflected by the Eurobarometer without revealing the real reasons that form Latvian consumers’ attitude.

Research methods applied: analysis of scientific publications, analysis of research results, analysis of statistical data and the consumers’ survey on issues related to trust in regulatory actors, stakeholders and informative sources on GMO. Descriptive statistics (indicators of central tendency or location and indicators of variability), cross tabulations and correlation analysis were used.

Consumer attitude towards GMO depends on a number of factors including the information obtained from a variety of information sources (scientific papers, TV, radio, relatives, friends etc.) and trust in regulatory actors involved in decision making process and stakeholders. Many consumers report that mainly they receive information about GM products from the media, Internet, and other news sources. These sources may be less reliable than scientific experts whom consumers trust more to present the facts. But usually it is media what plays an important role informing the public about the new technologies, including genetic engineering. Media can reflect and shape public opinion on scientific achievements as well as to influence policy-making (Bubela et al., 2009; Mehendale, 2004).

Trust in regulatory actors and stakeholders involved in handling of GMO is important, it is a primary source of information about new technologies. In all walks of life, individuals often look to others to help them make decisions, in particularly, when they admit a personal lack of knowledge in that area. However, if these actors are not trusted, their claims are likely to fall on deaf ears, or be consciously rejected. A lack of trust in public officials in this regard is likely to further erode public support for use of GMO.

Most results show that consumer who trust the people who manage risk believe technology poses a lower risk but the consumer who express no trust in the managers of risk believes that technology poses a greater risk (Johnson, 1999; Metlay, 1999).

It is very important that public authorities provide reliable and objective information on GM food risks and benefits, because false information that can be distributed by specific interest groups and different private organizations affects consumer attitudes toward GM food. Role of the government in building of public confidence in the competent authorities would be a good strategic step in the field of GMO. Although, according to Costa-Font and Mossialos (2006),...
there is a lack of effective communication in relation to the potential GMO risks and benefits, taking into account the fact that there is scientific uncertainty caused by a high number of information sources.

Considering the fact that the media (including – Internet and television) plays a vital role in shaping public opinion, the mutual cooperation of media, scientists and policy-makers should focus on offering the public a scientifically based and balanced information, not unfounded facts and data from a dubious source of information.

Research results and discussion

In order to understand public opinion regarding the new technologies, it is essential to be aware of public confidence in scientific institutions, institutions involved in the decision-making process and other interested parties (Bonny, 2003). For public risk assessment of the new products is one of the most sensitive and important steps in GMO decision-making process. Public and a number of non-governmental organizations have expressed their lack of confidence in the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) – the main risk assessment body in the EU. GMO opponents pointed out and continue to point to the defective GMO environmental risk assessment – interbreeding with wild relative plants, possible impurities in conventional and organic crops, uncontrolled spread of herbicide-resistant crops into environment, erosion of biodiversity etc. (Priest, Bonfadelli, & Rusanen, 2003).

One part of the public indicates that it is not sufficiently involved in the decision-making process regarding the release of GMO and express the desire to participate in the processes related to biotechnology (Miles, & Frewer, 2001, 2002).

Others believe that sometimes the responsibility for decision-making should lie solely on the shoulders of experts, because they “know better” (Gaskell et al., 2010). This assumption cannot be generalized, because sometimes the issues are too sensitive to decide only at the expert level. Distrust in the competent authorities and companies involved in the commercialization of GMO, is growing rapidly, stimulated by the public faith that “they are hiding something from us” or that there is still too much unknown.

Often it is not clear for consumers or they are not aware of the existence of the legal framework on GMO risk assessment and handling. With regard to the regulatory system it is believed that “the regulatory system works well if there is a compliance” or “the rules always will be modified as needed” or “the rules have to be broken.” The legislators are always reproached that they allow that citizens without specific knowledge depend on the imposed point of view or producers’ influence (Marris, 2001).

The decisions of the scientific community and decision-makers should be well thought out, reliable and clear in relation to GM food safety or riskiness. But in recent years a number of food-related accidents (bovine spongiform encephalopathy, dioxin, foot and mouth disease, bird flu, etc.) is strongly undermined public confidence in food producers and their ability to produce safe food; the public has lost confidence in the researchers responsible for risk assessment and institutions involved in risk management (Gaskell et al., 2010). As a result, food security has become a key priority among the European legislative bodies.

Public and consumers have expressed distrust to the national authorities involved in GMO decision-making, to scientists responsible for GMO risk assessment and companies developing GMO for commercial purposes. The most obvious it is in relation to GM food,
environmental activists and organizations have launched a fight against the leading companies, such as Monsanto, thereby increasing public concerns about the safety of GM food (Weldon & Laycock, 2009).

There is still a discrepancy in the scientific community regarding the risk assessment that makes the public dependent on interpretations and explanations of information provided by the scientists and the media (Bonny, 2003). Consumers have expressed frustration with the fact that the uncertainties related to the potential risks are not adequately taken into account in decision-making process and risk communication with the public.

According to Weldon and Laycock (2009) confidence to the competent authorities is essential for two reasons. First, the competent authorities are the primary source of information and data relating to new technologies. In all areas of life, individuals often look to others to help them make decisions, particularly when they perceive a personal lack of knowledge in that area. As “official” sources of scientific knowledge, scientists and state regulators can play a critical role in educating the public. However, if these institutional actors are not trusted, their claims are likely to fall on deaf ears, or be consciously rejected. Individuals will then look to other sources of information, such as relatives or friends, social or political organizations, or other perceived experts, as a conscious basis for their judgments (Bennett & Calman, 1999). Secondly, and that is probably even more important in the development of relevant policies and the promotion of public welfare, the competent authorities are responsible for determining the balance between the potential risks and benefits of the new technologies. Lack of trust in competent authorities may adversely affect the support for new technologies (Weldon & Laycock, 2009).

Despite the fact that in the society there are many different uncertainties related to the safety aspects, in many countries around the world scientists, government representatives and international companies continue to support GM food. They argue that the researchers conduct genetic changes in plants in order to increase their usefulness – quality and productivity, nutritional value, resistance to pests, diseases and drought, and in order to obtain proteins useful in human and animal treatment (Omobowale, Singer & Daar, 2009).

According several studies, benefits indicated by the scientists, government representatives and international companies, often are denied by society that shows that the public is sceptical about the potential benefits of genetic engineering and concerned about the potential risks GMO may cause to the individual and society.

According to Durant and Legge (2005) support to GMO positively related to the trust of public to the competent authorities, if they provide the public with information about the potential benefits and risks of GMO, but Hossain et al. (2003) believes that confidence in the competent authorities constitutes indirect support for genetic engineering technology. Consequently, trust in the government and scientists is seen as an essential factor in GM food acceptance (Hossain and Onyango, 2004; Hossain et al., 2003; Onyango, 2004).

For example, Siegrist (2000) found that in Switzerland trust in the responsible authorities in the field of genetic engineering positively correlate with the potential benefits and negatively – with the potential risks. Similarly, Priest (2001) found that in the US the individuals’ trust in representatives of agriculture, biotechnology and retail is much more important than individuals’ knowledge of genetics or genetic engineering.

In the surveys conducted in Italy and the US it was found that the confidence in public institutions responsible for GMO control has a significant impact on Italian and American
consumers' wish to buy GM food. With increasing faith in ability of the competent authorities to control GMO and to carry out the monitoring, consumers’ wish to buy GM food is also increasing (Harrison, Boccaletti & House, 2004). According to another survey conducted by Lang (2012) in the US it was found that honesty was a key factor of confidence in the competent authorities involved in the handling of GM food.

Analysing public confidence in the existing legislation and legislative bodies in the UK it was found that the trust contributes to greater support for gene therapy, human cloning, gene databases, than, for example, individuals’ interest in genetics or their education level in this field (Barnett et al., 2007). Investigations performed by Frewer et al. (1996) and Moon and Balasubramanian (2001) showed that according to American and British consumers' point of view the government and the scientific institutions are the main competent authorities for GM food control.

Study performed by Rodriguez-Entrena et al. (2013) showed that the Spanish trust in competent institutions, government and scientific representatives, raise awareness of the potential benefits of GM food. The same findings were proved in a study carried out by Costa-Font and Gil (2009) in Mediterranean countries (Italy and Spain). Thus, the confidence in the competent authorities responsible for risk assessment may increase confidence in the national competent authorities. Consumers will feel protected and informed about GM food development, therefore it is possible to predict potential future commercialization of GM food.

According to Durant and Legge (2005) the public preference to GM food is influenced by its understanding of the government's ability and wish to control GM food as well as to protect public health, safety and the environment. The greater the faith of individuals in the government and biotechnology policy development, the more likely that they will support GM foods.

In the study of Eurobarometer 2005 public confidence in the safety control and legislative bodies in the field of biotechnology was investigated, as well as how the trust correlates with support for this technology. Overall, the results showed that confidence in the relevant institutions in this area in the EU is quite low. Significantly large proportion of the EU citizens are not sure about the control bodies’ ability to protect them from damage caused by GM (Gaskell et al., 2005).

Public distrust in decision-makers (especially in the EU) has negatively impacted the release and placing on the market of GMO, so it is essential to perform consumers' attitude analysis and to find out the sources of dissatisfaction in order to set up a regulatory system that meet consumers’ needs and expectations and facilitate placing on the market of GM products (Miles, Ueland, & Frewer, 2005).

It should be noted that five years later according to the Eurobarometer 2010 results, despite the controversy associated with GM food and GM crops and concerns regarding the new technologies, appeared robust and positive understanding of biotechnology. The Europeans left the distrust in the competent authorities in the past. It should be also noted that both national governments and the EU earned the same confidence in most of the EU Member States. It is possible that the idea of development of national GMO legislation in the frame of the EU legislation has gained public support (Gaskell et al., 2010).

Of course, it is important to understand that consumers are affected not only by the information available but also by the level of trust in the information source. For example, in a study conducted by Meijnders et al (2009) it was found that consumers have more trust in those information sources that provides information which is in line with their own views.
When we open the newspaper, there is a chance that we will find an article on technological innovations in various fields. Testing of the new products allows the consumer himself to make conclusions about the usefulness of the product, but testing is not always possible, because the new product may not be available in the market or a new technology is not one consumer can directly test. When direct experience is not possible, the consumer is often looking for other sources of information. Although even product testing does not say anything about its long-term health effects; this information can be obtained by the consumer from other sources and here the press and the media play a key role, as it were, for example, in the case of bovine spongiform encephalopathy, when the increased press attention and negative information provided decreased beef consumption substantially.

In the 80s of the last century, when there was a little article on GMO, the journalists positioned biotechnology as a promising innovation (Bonny, 2003). In 1995–1997 media attention to the issues on GMO increased in such countries as France, Austria, Great Britain, the Netherlands and Sweden. During this time several non-governmental organizations were involved in discussions on these issues and various advisory groups were established (Liakoupoulous, 2002). As a result, the articles on GMO and on pros and cons aspects increased rapidly and still continue to grow (Gaskell, Thompson & Allum, 2002).

At the end of the 20th century more and more critical articles on GMO appeared in the press. Several journalists focused only on potential risks of GMO and fought against placing on the market of GM products, sometimes by joining to various opposition movements. This is explained by the fact that initially the issues related to GMO were reflected by scientific journalists who had a relatively positive attitude. Later on when the issue became politically and economically sensitive the subject began to be challenged by those who worked with issues such as BSE, asbestos, etc. and who tried to draw a parallel between these issues (Durant & Lindsey, 2002; Kassardjian, 2002).

Another explanation could be found in the specific of journalist profession and the growing competition among the media (Champagne, 2001). Research shows that the newspapers for majority of society are one of the main sources of information in relation to potential food risks (Frewer et al., 1996). Shocking titles reveal hidden dangers and dramatic presentation of the issue guarantees a wider audience and affects the readers more than reasonable titles and proficient information; it is a tendency to exaggerate and beat each other (Bonny, 2003).

In the study carried out by the US, the UK and Spain in 2008 it was found that, for example, in Spain and the UK press more focuses on the risks and potential dangers of GM foods to human health. As in other EU Member States (unlike the US) available articles highlight risks and show GM food in controversial light. The press articles in Spain and the UK rarely show GM food benefits (Vilella-Vila & Costa-Font, 2008).

In the study conducted in 2012 in China an analysis of 77 articles of two major Chinese newspapers were made. It was found that the potential GMO benefits were more reflected compared to potential risks. 48.1% of the articles gave positive information about GMO but 51.9% – neutral. The potential risks were mentioned in the newspapers but none of the articles reflected a negative opinion which indicated that the Chinese media was more supportive of GMO. This situation could be explained by the fact that the Chinese government provides strong support for genetic engineering research and development of new products. Many articles reflected interviews with experts in the field as well as provided educational information about the nature of genetic engineering (Du & Rachul, 2012).
In Latvian, for example, most of the articles related to genetic engineering reflect negative position as well as reflect more risks than potential benefits. This situation can be explained by the fact that in Latvian genetic engineering is not allocated as priority, in the country there is no almost research activities related to GMO, GM products available are imported and not produced locally and policy-makers are not directly involved in these issues. Thereby the media has greater opportunities to manipulate with information and data influencing public perception of GMO risks.

**Methodology of the Empirical Study**

This study has been carried out with survey method within the descriptive research method. The survey method was chosen as a tool to collect data and elicit Latvian consumers’ attitude towards use of GMO in different industries. The survey was composed of 18 questions; seven of them have been structured on ten-point Likert scale. Likert scale is widely used since it allows the consumers to express their attitudes in a regular and meaningful way and it is easy to use for those who conduct market researches (Koç, 2008). The survey data of Latvia’s inhabitants \( (N = 1184) \) were collected by the help of telemarketing company (contracted by author) from September 2014 until June 2015. To select the units to be included in the sample systematic sampling was applied – every twentieth inhabitant was approached by phone call and invited to answer on survey questions. Telemarketing company reported daily on results: number of respondents approached and responses received.

Among other questions about consumer attitudes towards GMO, the questionnaire contained question about information sources on GMO. The survey instructed respondents to choose among 8 sources (it was possible to choose several variants or to indicate other source): friends, relatives and acquaintances; books; informative events and seminars; Internet; newspapers and magazines; radio; TV; scientific publications. The survey instructed respondents also to rate their trust in these informative sources using Likert scale? (there 1 – no trust at all, but 10 – complete trust).

In addition, the survey instructed respondents to rate their trust in eight organizational actors and stakeholders concerning GMO. Specifically, the instructions asked respondents “Is your attitude towards GMO impacted by trust in the following groups?” (there 1 – no trust at all, but 10 – complete trust). These groups – responsible decision makers, government agencies responsible for supervision and control, media, producers of GMO, scientists responsible for risk assessment, consumer protection organizations, food manufacturers, grocers and grocery stores, environmental organizations – were selected because of their importance in the organizational field, and because surveys such as the Eurobarometer have also included basic trust measures for some of these groups, permitting future cross-cultural comparisons.

General sociodemographic variables of the respondents consist of gender, age, income, education, marital status, occupation, religious affiliation and residence. The obtained data were analysed through SPSS programme.
Analysing the Collected Data

The results of the survey indicated that the most of the consumers use different information sources on GMO (Table 1).

Which information sources do you use to obtain information and knowledge on genetic modification and GMO?
(Several options could be chosen)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information sources on GMO*</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friends, relatives and acquaintance</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informative activities and seminars</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>69.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspapers and journals</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>44.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific publications</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not have special interest on this issue and with special purpose do not seek any information</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s calculations based on Inese Aleksejeva conducted Latvian consumers’ survey in 2014 and 2015 ($n = 1184$).

*Original questionnaire was created in Latvian and alphabetic order was applied for information sources to exclude influence on respondents.

The results of the survey indicated that the respondents mostly used Internet (69.6%) and watched TV (44.3%) to obtain information and knowledge on GMO. The books, informative events and seminars was mentioned as the least usable information and knowledge sources (around 20%); almost 20% of respondents also stated that they have no particular interest in GMO issues and they did not purposely seek information.

According data obtained consumers’ trust in different information sources on issues related to GMO in general were very different, but average evaluations for all analysed sources of information (friends, relatives and acquaintances; books; informative events and seminars; Internet; newspapers and magazines; radio; TV; scientific publications) were rather high and no one source of information related to GMO had average evaluations (neither arithmetic mean, neither mode, neither median) less than 5 in the 1–10 point scale as it is indicated in Table 2. The results of the Latvian consumers’ survey indicated that the most trustful source of information on GMO were scientific publications with average mean evaluation 8.2, mode 9 and median 9 although all evaluation scale was covered. The lowest evaluated source of information was expressed regarding friends, relatives and acquaintances with average mean evaluation 5.2, mode 5 and median 5 although all evaluation scale was covered. The biggest variability of evaluations was for source “friends, relatives and acquaintances” (see Table 2).
Main statistical indicators of consumer evaluations on trust for sources of information about GMO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information sources</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Error of Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friends and relatives</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7 and 8</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informative events and seminars</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspapers and journals</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific publications</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s calculations based on Inese Aleksejeva conducted Latvian consumers’ survey in 2014 and 2015 ($n = 1184$), evaluation scale 1–10, where 1 – do not trust; 10 – fully trust.

Latvian consumers considered that scientific publications, books, informative events and seminars are the most trustful sources of information on GMO. About 75.6% of consumers trusted or fully trusted in information obtained from scientific publications, about 42.9% – in information from books, about 42.7% – in information from informative events and seminars (evaluations 8–10), consumers trusted less in information obtained from TV (about 24.8% trusted or fully trusted), Radio (about 21.4%), Internet (about 20%), newspapers and journals (about 19.9%), friends, relatives and acquaintances (about 16.9%) (see Table 3).

Consumers’ evaluations on trust in information sources on GMO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluations (points)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friends and relatives</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informative events and seminars</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspapers and journals</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific publications</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s calculations based on Inese Aleksejeva conducted Latvian consumers’ survey in 2014 and 2015 ($n = 1184$), evaluation scale 1–10, where 1 – do not trust; 10 – fully trust.
The females evaluated the trust in information sources on GMO higher than males. The differences in the opinions of trust in scientific publications, informative events and seminars, newspapers and journals, books were statistically relevant with high probability, proved by Mann-Whitney test results (accordingly \( z = -8.830, p = 0.000; z = -5.448, p = 0.000; z = -2.482, p = 0.013; z = -3.130, p = 0.002 \)). The females and males’ evaluations of different information source on GMO are presented in figure.

**Fig.** The females and male’s evaluations of different information sources on GMO

Latvian consumer trust in regulatory bodies and stakeholders involved in handling of GMO are reflected in Table 4.
Main statistical indicators on respondent’s evaluations for
“Do your attitude towards GMO influences trust level”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information sources</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Error of Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responsible politicians and decision makers</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.239</td>
<td>5.012</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competent monitoring and control institutions</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.531</td>
<td>6.405</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass media</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.225</td>
<td>4.952</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companies responsible for GMO development</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.724</td>
<td>7.42</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientists responsible for GMO risk evaluation</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.588</td>
<td>6.698</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer protection institutions</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.503</td>
<td>6.263</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food producers and sellers</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.164</td>
<td>4.683</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental activists and environmental organizations</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>6.352</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s calculations based on Inese Aleksejeva conducted inhabitants of Latvia survey in 2014 and 2015 \((n = 1184)\), evaluation scale 1–10, where 1 – do not trust; 10 – fully trust.

The results of the survey indicated that consumers expressed the most confidence in scientists responsible for GMO risk evaluation (arithmetic mean was 6.29, the most of respondents gave evaluation 8 (mode) and half of respondents gave evaluations 7 or less and half of respondents gave evaluations 7 or more (median). Environmental activists and environmental organisations were indicated as the second most trustful stakeholder (arithmetic mean was 6.23 the most of respondents gave evaluation 7 (mode) and half of respondents gave evaluation 7 or less and half of respondents gave evaluation 7 or more (median). The responsible politicians and decision makers were indicated as less trustful (arithmetic mean was 3.14 the most of respondents gave evaluation 1 (mode), half of respondents gave evaluation 3 or less and half of respondents gave evaluation 3 or more (median). Almost the same evaluation was expressed regarding food producers and sellers with arithmetic mean of evaluations 3.14, mode – 1 and median – 3. The biggest differences in respondents’ evaluations were expressed regarding companies responsible for GMO development (the biggest standard deviation of the evaluations).
Conclusions

Conclusions resulting from the analysis of scientific publications:

1. In a number of countries, public confidence in the competent authorities involved in GMO decision-making process and control affect consumers’ attitude and willingness to buy GM products;
2. Trust in the competent authorities and related legislation is a precondition for acceptance of new technologies;
3. Trust in GMO risk assessment and authorization process is low in all EU Member States, although in recent years a positive tendency is observed.
4. Media plays an important role in public information reflecting and creating a public perception of genetic engineering thus affecting the relevant policy-making;
5. The consumers are affected not only by the information available but also by the level of trust in informative source; furthermore, the consumers more trust informative sources that provides information in line with their own views;
6. The predominance of negative information related to GMO in the media can be explained by a number of food crises to which journalists tried to draw a parallel reflecting the issues on GMO as well as in the specific of journalist profession and the growing competition among the media.

Conclusions resulting from the analysis of survey’s data:

1. To obtain information and knowledge on genetic modification and GMO Latvian consumers mainly use Internet and TV as information sources.
2. The most trustful source of information on GMO were scientific publications, the lowest evaluated source of information was friends, relatives and acquaintances.
3. The females’ trust in information sources on GMO was higher than males. The differences in the opinions of trust in scientific publications, informative events and seminars, newspapers and journals, books were statistically relevant with high probability.
4. From Latvian consumers’ point of view he most trustful regulatory actors and stakeholders involved in GMO issues were scientists responsible for GMO risk evaluation and environmental activists and environmental organizations. The responsible politicians and decision makers and food producers and sellers were indicated as less trustful.

In the end, it is even questionable which degree of support of genetic modification can be reached and which degree is needed. As everywhere, people have different opinions about technologies and there is not a single one which is supported by all consumers. Genetic modification will likely never reach full support. Therefore, a successful management of the coexistence of GM and GM-free production appears to be a crucial step in fostering the social acceptance of the technology.
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Abstract

Female involvement in governance and management is the outcome of the political, legal and social systems as well as culture and religion at the country level. At the company level, women’s presence on board is determined by certain company characteristics (size, industry of operation, ownership structure, age) and is believed to be tied to firm performance. We add to this literature by examining the links between female presence on board and ownership structure in the post-transition Central European context. The goal of the paper is to identify how ownership concentration and shareholder identity are related to the presence of (at least) one woman on board. The paper is based on the empirical analysis of the composition of supervisory boards of 100 largest Polish companies for the period 2008–2014.
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Introduction

Female involvement in governance and management is the outcome of the political, legal and social systems as well as culture and religion at the country level. At the company level, women’s presence on board is determined by certain company characteristics (size, industry of operation, ownership structure, age) and is believed to be related to firm performance. We add to this literature by examining the links between female presence on board and ownership structure in the post-transition Central European context as this research still remains very limited. The goal of the paper is to identify how ownership concentration and shareholder identity are tied to the presence of (at least) one woman on board. The paper is based on the empirical analysis of the composition of supervisory boards of 100 largest Polish companies for the period 2008–2014.

The article is organized as follows. The role of shareholders in corporate governance referring to the post-crisis challenges and recommendations towards the improvement of the oversight and control quality are discussed in the first section. The second section provides the outline of the relations between females presence on board and various ownership structure types with respect to the degree of ownership concentration and shareholder identity. The research method and the research results on the presence on women on corporate boards in regard to different shareholder structures are delivered in the third section. Final remarks are presented in conclusions.

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address maria.aluchna@sgh.waw.pl
1. Ownership structure and corporate governance

Ownership structure remains in the center of the principal-agent theory which based on the fundamental assumptions of conflicts of interests and information asymmetry (Fama and Jensen 1983). This theory identifies conflicts in the firm between shareholders, executives and creditors and offers a set of control mechanisms to improve the efficiency of the relations between agents and principals (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). The existing literature identifies various models of shareholder structure analyzing its impact upon performance as well as strategic decision, restructuring, and corporate governance practices (Holderness and Sheehan, 1988; Gedajlovic and Shapiro, 1998; Tihanyi et al., 2003). The shareholder structure is analyzed upon the application of two dimensions: ownership concentration and the shareholder identity. The first approach allows to distinguish dispersed ownership and concentrated ownership (Morck, 2000; Bennedsen and Nielsen, 2010). The dispersion of ownership refers to the situation of the absence of the majority shareholder with 10% or 20% seen as the threshold and is identified in Anglo-Saxon economies (US, UK). The ownership concentration revealed in continental Europe, Asia, Latin America (Morck, 2004) refers to the number of shares controlled by a single entity what can be simply realized by acquiring a large stake of shares. The second criterion for ownership structure analysis refers to the shareholders identity and usually identifies (Mallin, 2004; Tricker, 2012):

- individual investors who are represented by individuals directly buying the shares and include private investors and founders/ founders’ family,
- institutional investors who encompass industry (strategic) investors, financial investors such as funds (pension, investment, venture, mutual and others), banks and insurance companies,
- insiders who include executives and employees,
- the State.

From the perspective of the principal-agent theory, the dispersed ownership allows for risk diversification and raising substantial funds as well as leads to a greater liquidity and the disciplinary role of the stock market (Becht et al., 2003). However, it lowers the engagement of the fragmented shareholders since, owning small stakes, they have neither the motivation nor the sufficient expertise and experience to provide active monitoring (Hawley et al., 2011; Tricker, 2012). The concentrated ownership as well as concentrated control are believed to address these issues as majority shareholders do not suffer from coordination problems, get involved in governance and provide efficient monitoring for the company (Morck, 2000). They, however, may show the tendency to realize private benefits abusing the minority shareholders. Although the growing role of institutional investors in today’s companies is perceived as a positive change due to their expertise, the evidence on their activism remains deeply disappointing (Tricker, 2012; Hawley et al., 2011). The industry investors known for their long term orientation and involvement in management and governance are seen as efficient owners aiming at enhancement of corporate performance and firm value may also get involved in the related party transactions with business groups at the cost of minority shareholders (Morck, 2005). Finally, families and founders control are praised for their long term orientation and strategic dedication to the company development although may also depict the threat for expropriating minority shareholders (Bertrand and Schoar, 2006; Schulze et al., 2001).
2. Shareholder structure and women on board

Research shows that it truly matters who, in terms of the control and identity, owns shares and how engages in company’s operation. The type of shareholder is tied to the strength of the focus on financial performance, time horizon, development scenarios, patterns for growth and profit distribution (Gedajlovic and Shapiro, 1998). It also impacts the characteristics of the company bodies such as supervisory board, management board and top management team in structural, demographic and procedural terms (Bozec et al., 2013; Tihanyi et al., 2003). Thus, based on the heterogeneity of shareholder interests we expect that ownership structure determines the presence of women on corporate boards. We formulate the following hypotheses:

H1: Ownership structure with respect to the various degree of concentration differentiates the presence of women on corporate boards.
H2: Ownership structure with respect to the largest shareholder type differentiates the presence of women on corporate boards.

2.1. Ownership concentration

Ownership concentration reflects the influence of the majority shareholders (Solomon, 2010). Large shareholders exert stronger influence on strategic decisions in the companies they own and are more involved in the process of appointing management board members. They can prevent the reproduction of the same ‘male’ elite. Thus, most researchers expect that higher ownership concentration consequently results in greater board diversity. As Hillman, Cannella and Paetzold (2000) point out it is important to have board members with varied skills, such as business experts, support specialists and community influentials who represent owners’ interests. Oehmichen et al. (2012) find the evidence that the concentration of individual as well as institutional owners positively affects the probability of having female management board members. Their study is consistent with the studies by Carleton et al. (1998) and Farrell and Hersch (2005). Yet the results of Oehmichen et al. (2012) on the effect of ownership concentration on the number of women on German management boards do not confirm that the existence of a dominant owner affects the probability of having at least one female manager. Adopting the insight of principal-agent theory indicates that dominant shareholder may act at the cost of minority investor and pursue his or her own goals and interests (Thomsen et al., 2006). In emerging markets characterized by weak institutional environment, dominant shareholders may not particularly see a need for a dialogue with minority shareholders and may show stronger resistance to adoption of corporate governance guidelines. Thus their impact on the representation of females on boards may be negative. Therefore we formulate the following hypothesis:

H3: Companies characterized by the concentration of ownership are less likely to have women on corporate boards.

2.2. Individual investors

Regarding family-owned firms, a large number of studies (Campbell and Minguez-Vera, 2008; Moulin and Point, 2012; Ruigrok et al., 2007) show that women are more numerous in the boards of family controlled firms, which would mean that women directors are more frequently than man recruited within families (Bennedsen et al. 2006; Cucculelli and Micucci
Dang et al. (2014) find, among other things, that 10% of women are on boards thanks to family link. Harrigan (1981) suggests that women may have more opportunities as directors in smaller organizations than in larger firms. For example Bianco et al. (2011) investigate the drivers of women presence overall and in the sub-groups of family and non-family female directors and report that female directorship is associated with some characteristics of firms and of women themselves, depending in particular on whether they are related (through family links) to the controlling agent. The evidence suggests that at a first glance, women are more frequently appointed in smaller companies, consumer sector and ITC. As for the ownership and control structure summary statistics show that women are common in single-controlled companies (rather than coalitions and widely-held firms) and in family-controlled companies (women sit in nearly half of family firms). Based on this findings we formulate the following hypothesis:

**H4:** Companies with the individual investor as the largest shareholder are more likely to have women on corporate boards.

### 2.3. Institutional / financial ownership

Institutional investors are viewed as an important governance mechanism. They have greater ability than the scattered investors to monitor management behavior. In addition they play an important role in aligning management interests with those of shareholders. Institutional investors are very rigorous about firm’s reporting system and voluntary disclosure so might have a preference for diversity (Carson and Simnett, 1997). According to this reasoning, larger firms attract greater attention from the media, policymakers and regulators (Watts and Zimmerman, 1986) and are more exposed to societal and state pressures to hire women at the executive level (Dobbin and Sutton, 1998). Principal-agent theory suggests that board diversity is beneficial in terms of board independence and executive monitoring, and therefore may have a positive effect on firm performance. It provides rationale for increasing the presence of women in boards stipulating that outside directors will act as good monitors for shareholder’s interest. Oehmichen et al. (2012) do not show any evidence for negative effect of banks and insurance companies or industry investors on the presence of women on management boards. However, this argumentation addresses institutional investors who are portfolio-oriented, enhance the standards of corporate governance and provide efficient monitoring proposing the adoption on best practice. The financial / institutional investors who are controlled by dominant shareholder directly or via a chain of firms in a pyramid do not follow this pattern as they represent the logic of large controlling shareholder. According to the principal-agent theory the large shareholders pursue their own interests and show stronger resistance to adoption of corporate governance guidelines. Additionally, when operating with the business group and institutional (financial and industry) shareholders are less responsive to external pressure. Thus we formulate the following hypotheses:

**H5:** Companies with financial investor as the largest shareholder are less likely to have women on corporate boards.

**H6:** Companies with (domestic and foreign) industry investor as the largest shareholder are less likely to have women on corporate boards.
2.4. Governmental ownership

State/governmental ownership represent a separate shareholder type which reveals long
term orientation and provide stability and intervention if needed. The State as shareholder exerts
political influence over corporate board composition and direction for strategic development of
the company. Pursuing economic and social goals, the State is expected to increase the number
of women on boards in line with the anti-discrimination policy and integrating social goals into
corporate governance. Thus we formulate the following hypothesis:

H7: Companies with the State as the largest shareholder are more likely to have women on
corporate boards.

3. The empirical study

The goal of the research is to identify the pattern for women’s presence in corporate
boards (in the case of Polish two-tier system, this means supervisory and management boards)
in public companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange with respect to selected criteria of
the ownership structure. The finding would help estimate the degree of diversity management
in companies characterized by concentrated ownership, controlled by the State, industrial,
individual or financial investor. The research covers the period of 7 years (2008–2014) sampled
every two years and reveals the characteristics of companies with larger presence of women
on boards. The company characteristics refers to its size (assets, market capitalization), sector
of operation, the stake controlled by and the type of the dominant shareholder, and the general
board characteristics such as the size, and number of independent directors, number of board
committees (audit, remuneration).

3.1. Research sample and variables

The research sample covers 100 largest companies by market capitalization as of the
end of 2012. In order to trace the patterns between company ownership structure and female
involvement in governance the information was hand collected for four years, i.e. 2008, 2010,
2012 and 2014. Altogether, this is the long period of seven years which gives an opportunity to
trace the patterns for women presence on boards, measured every two years as the changes are
not observed rapidly. For the purpose of the analysis, the data is taken from the annual reports
as of December 31st for each of the studied years. The variables on women’s involvement in
management and governance include the following measures:

• Supervisory board:
  • Number of women on the supervisory board,
  • Size of the supervisory board,
  • Proportion of women on the supervisory board (%),
  • Is the board chairman a female (no / yes);

• Reporting on gender balance:
  • Company reports on gender balance, the information is provided in the annual
    report / corporate governance compliance report (no / yes).
Variables describing the company characteristics included the following measures:

- Market capitalization;
- Assets;
- Sector of operation categorized into:
  - the ‘typically masculine’ sectors (coal and copper mining, energy generation) and other sectors (IT, trade, food and beverages, finance),
  - the financial sector and other sectors;
- Stake of the largest shareholder: percentage of votes controlled by the largest shareholder during General Shareholder Meeting:
  - The identity of the largest shareholder, categorized into the State, domestic industry investor, foreign industry investor, individual investor, financial institution, and other;
- Information on the compliance with the best practice of assuring for the balanced participation of men and women on corporate boards included in the annual report (no / yes);
- Number of independent directors: the number of supervisory board directors who declare compliance with independence criteria;
- Audit committee: the information whether the audit committee is formed within the board (no / yes);
- Remuneration committee – the information whether the audit committee is formed within the board (no / yes).

The analysis was carried out with the use of EViews 9 econometric software.

### 3.2. Empirical results

**Descriptive statistics**

The descriptive statistics of the selected research variables on supervisory boards of sample companies are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

#### Table 1

**Descriptive statistics on female presence on supervisory boards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presence of at least one woman on supervisory board</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of women on supervisory board</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Authors’ calculations.*

As shown in Table 1, the presence of female directors on board remains relatively stable over the analyzed period. On average, every second listed company has a woman on its supervisory board. The high standard deviation indicates that analyzed companies are highly differentiated with respect to the average number and percentage of women on boards.
As shown in Table 2, the number of supervisory boards with at least one woman reveals slight changes over the analyzed period – the increase in 2010 was followed by the drop in 2012 and 2014 to reach the number of 49 boards. The female presence is estimated at 11% and the average number of women per board equals 0.7–0.8 which means that usually 7–8 women sit per 10 boards. The number of supervisory boards with a female chair remains very low and equals 8 boards in 2012 and 2014. Furthermore, Table 3 delivers brief characteristics of supervisory boards of sample companies. The average board is composed of approximately 7 members with slightly below 2 independent directors. The number of supervisory boards with an operating audit committee rises from 37 in 2008 to 59 in 2010 and 2012 and 70 two years later. The pattern is similar for remuneration committee: the increase starts from 28 boards in 2008 and climbs to 38 in 2010, 51 in 2012 and 48 in 2014. Additionally, 49 companies in 2010, 54 companies in 2012 and 71 companies in 2014 published information on the balancing presence of men and women according to corporate governance code of best practice.

The econometric models

In order the test whether companies of certain characteristics reveal higher or lower probability of the presence of women on supervisory board, the econometric analysis was carried out. We estimated two separate models to explain female presence on supervisory boards of the Warsaw stock exchange listed companies:

- a binary logit model for dependent variable equal to 1 if there is at least one woman on supervisory board and 0 otherwise,
- a tobit model for dependent variable equal to the number of women on supervisory board.
All the factors listed in section 3.1 were considered as explanatory variables in the equations. Most of them were found not to influence the presence of women on supervisory boards in a statistically significant way, among them company size (measured in terms of market capitalization or logs of assets), sector of operation, percentage stake of the largest shareholder, ownership concentration, information on the compliance with the best practice code or establishment of audit or remuneration committees within the company. As the result, we reject hypotheses H1 and H3 which focus on relationships between presence of women on supervisory boards and concentration of ownership.

The only feature that was found to significantly impact presence of women on supervisory boards was the identity of the largest shareholder. For the purpose of the econometric analysis, the variables are coded as follows:

- binary variable equal to 1 for State Treasury and 0 otherwise (type_1),
- binary variable equal to 1 for domestic industry and 0 otherwise (type_2),
- binary variable equal to 1 for foreign industry and 0 otherwise (type_3),
- binary variable equal to 1 for individual investor and 0 otherwise (type_4),
- binary variable equal to 1 for financial investor and 0 otherwise (type_5).

Results of the logit estimation (the odds ratios and statistical significance tests), with variable type_1 as the base category, are presented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Female presence on board vs. shareholder type: results of the binary logit model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of observations</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type_2</td>
<td>0.1231 (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type_3</td>
<td>0.2308 (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type_4</td>
<td>0.0684 (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type_5</td>
<td>0.0308 (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>count R²</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) variable statistically significant at 0.1 significance level.
Source: Authors’ calculations.

As shown in Table 3, the odds ratio of having at least one woman on board in 2008 in the case when the domestic industry shareholder is the largest investor is lower by 87.7% \((1 – 0.1231 = 0.8769)\) than in the company controlled by the State. All the remaining coefficients are interpreted similarly; for all the types of largest shareholders considered, odds ratios are lower as compared to the category “State controlled”. Therefore we find support for hypotheses H2 (that is, that ownership structure with respect to the largest shareholder type differentiates the likelihood of women’s presence on corporate boards) and H7 (which states that companies with the State as the largest shareholder are more likely to have women on corporate boards). We find that companies with the individual investor as the largest shareholder (variable type_4) are more likely to have women on corporate boards than firms with financial investor as the major shareholder; this result lends partial support to hypothesis H4.
Count $R^2$ represents the number of observations classified correctly by the logit model as either 0 (company does not have a single woman on its supervisory board) or 1 (there is at least one woman on the supervisory board). The percentage of correctly classified observations reaching 70% may be interpreted as satisfactory.

In order to augment the quantitative analysis, we also estimate a tobit model for the percentage of women on supervisory boards. Selection of the tobit model instead of the classic linear model is dictated by the large percentage of companies with no women on their supervisory boards (about one half; see Table 1). Results of the tobit estimation (parameter estimates and statistical significance tests), with variable type_1 as the base category, are presented in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Female presence on board vs. shareholder type: results of the tobit model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type_4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type_5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*): variable statistically significant at 0.1 significance level.

Source: Authors’ calculations.

As shown in Table 4, companies controlled by the State exhibit the highest willingness to employ larger percentage of women on their supervisory boards as compared with other shareholder types. Companies with individual or financial investors as the largest shareholders reveal the lowest willingness to have women on their boards. These findings partially remain in line with the results obtained on the basis of the logit model; they provide support for hypotheses H2 and H7. All the remaining factors considered in section 3.1 as possible explanatory variables remain statistically insignificant, and on this basis we reject hypotheses H1 and H3.

3.3. Discussion

Our empirical analysis shows that approximately 50% of companies listed in the Warsaw Stock Exchange have at least one woman on supervisory board. The participation of females on board is estimated on average at 11%. This data suggests that the female involvement in governance in Polish companies remains at the moderate level, placing Polish boards below the EU average. The changes in the corporate governance guidelines introduced at the Warsaw Stock Exchange were to assure for gender balance and reporting on the number of females on boards by companies. As the dynamic analysis carried out over the period of 2008–2014 indicates, they did not have any impact on the presence of females on corporate boards in Poland.

The research findings reveal links between ownership structure and presence and participation of females on board. More precisely, we do not identify links between ownership concentration and presence/participation of women on boards (no support for hypotheses 1 and 3). However, the results show that the identity of the largest shareholder differentiates the presence and participation of women on board (support for hypothesis H2).
The results show that the presence of the State as the largest shareholder promotes female presence and participation on boards (in support of hypothesis H7). Shareholder identity in terms of individual, industry and financial investors is shown to exert negative influence over the presence of women on boards. However, in terms of women’s presence on board (measured by the variable of the presence of at least one woman) we find partial support for hypotheses H4 and H5 revealing that companies with the individual and financial investors as the largest shareholders are less likely to have at least one woman on board as referred to the state but are more likely as compared to industry investors. The second model examined the percentage of women on board and indicated that companies with the individual and financial investor as the largest shareholder are less likely to have women of supervisory boards (no support for hypothesis H4 and H5). In both models we find no support for hypothesis H6.

The research has failed to establish a convincing case for the presence of women on corporate board of directors and in this aspect it differs from previous researchers, mainly Oehmichen et al. (2012) it is not clear from the literature what the optimal ownership structure is in achieving good performance in general; in particular how two important aspects of ownership structure characteristics, that is, ownership type diversity and ownership concentration, influence the number of women on management boards. The authors of numerous studies argue that they find evidence for “business case” for female directors, but the results are very mixed. Because firms are not all the same and quotas are costly, Adams and Kirchmaier (2014) recommend other mechanisms to increase the representation of women on listed companies’ boards. They argue that having a corporate governance code that emphasizes gender as a criterion for nominating committees is enough, because the problem is with the society, not just with companies (Adams, 2015). A gender quota (if implemented) would need to be supplemented by other policies in order to ease female inclusion into directors’ social networks, associations, and other institutions, and so cultivate the emergence of a new, modern, post-traditional corporate elite. Changes in board composition follow a slow, evolutionary process. Corporate owners with a strong interest in supporting compliance with the new governance proposals and public expectations, such as institutional investors may be more likely to support gender diversity in the boardroom.

The demographic reflection of the social network of decision makers in banks and strategic investors expect to have a negative impact on the acceptance of women on management boards (McPherson et al. 2001). However, there are several plausible reasons to expect that women are more likely to ascend to board position when the environment is especially volatile, unstable, or turbulent. Instability could create opportunities for organizations to break from the status quo of organizational inertia and alter hiring and promotion practices (Khurana, 2002; Reskin and McBrier, 2000). Ryan and Haslam (2005) theorize that unstable environments provide an opportunity for women to attain leadership positions because the risk of failure is higher. Because executive positions in unstable firms are likely to be less prestigious, the competition from male candidates may be less intense. Indeed, Stainbeck and Tomaskovic-Devey (2009) find that women’s growing presence in management has been circumscribed mostly to emergent sectors and to larger workplaces where they manage other women. Furst and Reeves (2008) contend that turbulence in four key industries – financial services, consumer products, technology, and media – has facilitated the emergence of female executives in those fields. Similarly, Blair-Loy (1999) concludes that turbulence – within organizations, across industries, or the economy – significantly affects the career trajectories of female finance executives, creating risk, but also mobility and advancement opportunities.
Conclusions

The study examines the links between ownership structure on the presence and participation of women on supervisory boards of firms listed on Warsaw Stock Exchange. Adopting the framework of principal-agent theory, we relate the degree of ownership concentration and identity of shareholder to the presence and participation of women on boards. Empirical results may be summarized as follows. First, we distinguish between different types of investors and find that identity of the major shareholder remains the only statistically significant factor which influences presence of women on supervisory boards. Second, we confirm that the State ownership favors participation of women on supervisory boards as compared to all the other investor types. Third, we identify the complexity of women presence and participation on boards as we reveal different impact of individual and financial investors with respect to appoint at least one woman or have larger percentage of women on board. The research is not free of some shortcomings. The larger sample would allow to address the question whether the identified links remain stable over time. Additionally, the research should distinguish between different shareholder identities including families and portfolio-oriented financial investors. Relating the Polish finding to the larger CEE sample would offer a possibility to identify the examined relations with the vaster geographical region. We plan to address these issues in the next stages of our research project.
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Abstract

Financial statements are the principal means through which a company communicates its financial information to those outside it. Every country has its own requirements of financial reporting. Estonia has had market economy for 25 years. Through that time, financial statements have changed a lot. The aim of the current paper is to show how the balance sheet and income statement as the main financial statements have changed from 1991 to 2015.

The authors provide analysis of layouts of balance sheet and income statements (years 1991; 1995; 2003 and 2015). Quite different from others are 1991-year statements. This can be explained by the fact that there was a lack of experience how to prepare financial statements under conditions of market economy. The layouts of statements introduced in 1995 and 2003 are quite similar. The 2015-year statements are shorter, because many items have been moved to notes. There is a positive and negative effect on that. It is positive that financial statements have been simplified and include only essential information. At the same time, the main financial statements have lost a lot of information. To get this information, it is necessary to look at the notes.

Not all changes have been correct: some terms have been incorrectly used and some important words have been removed. In the paper, the two-factor variance model is used to estimate the changes in the number of words in financial statements. The indicators of rate variance and usage variance (volume variance, quantity variance) are calculated. From 1991 to 2015, the balance sheet and income statements have both lost approximately 100 words. During the last 10 years, the layouts of income statement have not changed as much as the balance sheet.

Key words: financial statements, content analysis, Estonia
JEL code: M40, M48

Introduction

Financial statements are important tools for understanding everyday business of companies. This information is used to reach decisions about how to manage the business, invest in it, or lend money to it. Official reporting requirements depend from regulations set up by countries.

Different studies have looked at disclosure practices in different countries. Robb, Single and Zarzeski (2001) undertake a topic-based analysis of non-financial disclosures. Jones and Shoemaker (1994) review studies concerning content of accounting narratives. Readability studies are designed to quantify the cognitive difficulty of text and generally use some readability formula (Beattie et al., 2004). Approach of linguistic analysis is used by Sudserff
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During the Soviet period, the accounting terminology in the Estonian language was quite well developed but only in the frames of command economy and socialist accounting and under the pressure of the Russian language. Because of this (Soviet accounting) influence, there were and sometimes still are many international accounting and reporting terms and concepts unknown in the former Soviet republics, now independent countries, including Estonia. Hence, English/Estonian/English translation of accounting texts including the translation of IASs/IFRSs has been a big problem.

The aim of the current paper is to examine how the balance sheet and income statement as the main financial statements have changed from 1991 to 2015. The two-factor variance model is used to estimate the changes in the number of words in financial statements. The indicators of rate variance and usage variance (volume variance, quantity variance) are calculated.

Research results and discussion

On July 6, 1990, the Estonian Regulation of Accounting was adopted by the National Government and came into force on January 1, 1991. It is of special interest because it was the first measure adopted in any of the constituent republics of the USSR to mark a departure from the path of the Soviet accounting evolution. As pointed out by Bailey (Bailey et al., 1995), this event marked the beginning of the spread of accounting disharmony within the territories comprising the USSR. It was really an “accounting step” on the transition from command economy to market economy. The declared purpose of the Regulation was to bring about the organization of accounting in the conditions of a market economy. Real accounting continued to be perceived as properly subject to centralized prescription and its primary purpose the meeting of the needs of the central authorities of Estonia (Statistics Bureau, Tax Department) and not, as hitherto, those of the USSR (Alver and Alver, 2008). The Regulation was in force until 1995. This document introduced a number of new accounting concepts and principles, new terms and a new set of annual statements (included the balance sheet, the income statement and the statement of changes in the financial position and notes).

The second step started with the introduction of the first Estonian Accounting Act, which was passed by Parliament on June 8, 1994 and came into force on January 1, 1995. It was supported by introduction of the Estonian Commercial Code, which was passed by Parliament on February 15, 1995 and came into force on September 1, 1995. The Accounting Act did not contain a detailed set of rules and can best be characterized as constituting a legal framework. The legal framework was general and applied to all legal entities and physical persons registered as businesses in Estonia (referred to as accounting entities in the Act) with the exception of the Bank of Estonia (Alver et al., 2001). It was declared to be based on internationally recognized accounting principles, which were established with the Accounting Act and good accounting practice (Estonian accounting guidelines, Estonian GAAP). The true and fair view (TFV) override was declared. The main financial statements under Accounting Act included the balance sheet, the income statement and notes.
The third step started with the introduction of the new Estonian Accounting Act, which was passed by Parliament on November 20, 2002 and came into force on January 1, 2003. The new Accounting Act regulates basic accounting functions in all business entities registered in Estonia. It does not regulate accounting for taxes, which are regulated by other laws and acts. The essence of the law is framed in compliance with IFRSs. For companies it is optional to select the Estonian GAAP or IFRSs for annual and consolidated accounts. An accounting entity which prepares its annual accounts in accordance with the Estonian GAAP shall use the balance sheet format set out in Annex 1 to this Act and one of the two income statement formats set out in Annex 2 to this Act. A more detailed subdivision of items in the formats of the balance sheet and income statement is permitted and new items may be added to the existing items if this makes for greater clarity. Instead of the former two basic statements (the balance sheet and the income statement) the annual accounts shall comprise the main statements (balance sheet, income statement, cash flow statement and statement of changes in owner’s equity) and notes on the accounts.

The authors of current paper have analysed development of main financial statements during last 25 years. Special attention has been paid to readability and thematic content analysis.

1. Analysis of developments in balance sheet

The Estonian equivalents of the English term “balance sheet” are ‘raamatupidamisbilanss’ or simply ‘bilanss’. The Estonian equivalent of the English term “income statement” (“profit and loss account”) is ‘kasumiaruanne’. It is necessary to note that the Estonian terms are not the literal translations of the English terms. For example, “balance” can be translated as ‘bilanss’, ‘tasakaal’ (equilibrium), ‘tasakaalustama’, ‘kaal’ (weight), ‘saldo’, ‘jääk’ (residual, remainder). “Sheet” is translated into Estonian as ‘lina’ (linen) or ‘leht’ (sheet of paper). The literal (but incorrect) translation of English term “balance sheet” into Estonian – ‘bilansileht’ – can be seen in almost all general English-Estonian dictionaries. English equivalent of the Estonian term ‘kasumiaruanne’ is “profit statement”.

The 1991 balance sheet is most different from other (years 1995; 2003 and 2015) balance sheets. The 1991 balance sheet was not structured into current assets and non-current assets. The items were numbered and it made easier to follow the outlay. Despite of the fact that in 1991 Estonia only began to shift from centrally planned economy to a market economy the authors are in opinion that the 1991 balance sheet was well prepared. Within the equity side clear distinguish between two categories of shareholders’ equity (“Tied up shareholders’ equity” and “Free shareholders’ equity”) was made. The first item included “Paid-in capital” and “Reserves”. The second item included “Retained earnings” and “Net profit of financial year”. Unlike the following outlays, the 1991 balance sheet included line item “Untaxed reserves and governmental grants”.

The 1995 balance sheet is more comprehensive than the 1991 balance sheet. The 1995 balance sheet includes a lot of new items, that were not in the 1991 outlay. There are also many items that were presented in separate lines in 1991 but were aggregated in 1995. Unfortunately, in the 1995 layout several incorrect wordings were found, for example “Advances to suppliers”, which was translated into Estonian as “Advances to contractors” and “Treasury shares” (‘tresooraktsiad’) was translated into Estonian without knowing what the word ‘tresoor’ means. The 1995 balance sheet was subdivided into sections (current assets, non-current assets, current
liabilities, long-term liabilities and equity). The 2003 balance sheet is quite similar to the 1995 balance sheet. It must be emphasized that the wording has been improved, the sequence of words is set up more logically and line items are shorter.

The 2015 balance sheet is shorter than the previous ones, because many of the former line items are presented in aggregates. The separate line items of the balance sheet like “Accounts receivable” and “Advance payments” are now represented as one line item “Accounts receivable and prepayments”. Since the items are aggregated, it is necessary to use the notes for receiving the full information about the company. In comparison the 2003 balance sheet layout with the 1995 balance sheet layout it must be noted that the corrections in the order of words and improvement of the wording took place, but in 2015 balance sheet layout there are not so many changes as were in the 2003 layout. If to compare the 2015 balance sheet layout with the 2003 layout the term “debt” was changed by the term “loan liability” (however, this change has not been done throughout all the 2015 layout). It should also be noted that thanks to the aggregation of the balance sheet items, the fixed tangible assets are presented in the carrying value.

The authors analysed the changes in the number of words and line items of the financial statements. The results of changes in the layouts of balance sheet (years 1991; 1995; 2003 and 2015) are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of words in the balance sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of line items in the balance sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of words per one balance sheet line item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ calculations.

In years 1991–2015, the balance sheet has lost more than 100 words. For the analysis purposes the authors used following formula:

Total number of words = Number of line items × Average number of words per line item  \( (1) \)

The change of total number of words is caused by change in number of line items and change in average number of words per line item:

\[ \Delta \Sigma qp = q_1p_1 - q_0p_0 \]  \( (2) \)

where,

\( \Delta \Sigma qp \) – change of total number of words (total variance);
\( q_0 \) – total number of words in the moment 0;
\( q_1 \) – total number of words in the moment 1;
\( p_0 \) – total number of line items in the moment 0;
\( p_1 \) – total number of line items in the moment 1;
\( p \) – average number of words per line item in the moment 0;
\( p_1 \) – average number of words per line item in the moment 1.
The separate effects of changes of factors to the total number of words is calculated by following formulas:

\[
\Delta(q)\Sigma wp = q_1p_0 - q_0p_0 \quad (3)
\]

\[
\Delta(p)\Sigma wp = q_1p_1 - q_1p_0 \quad (4)
\]

where,

\(\Delta(q)\Sigma wp\) – effect of change in the number of line items (volume variance);

\(\Delta(p)\Sigma wp\) – effect of change in the average number of words per line item (rate variance).

Following calculation shows the effect of factors to the change of total number of words in balance sheet from 1991 to 1995. The effect of change in the number of line items to the total number of words was

\[
\Delta(q)\Sigma wp = q_1p_0 - q_0p_0 = 118 \times 3.202 - 301 \approx 377.8 - 301 \approx 76.8 \text{ (words)}
\]

The effect of change in average number of words per line item to the total number of words was

\[
\Delta(p)\Sigma wp = q_1p_1 - q_1p_0 = 353 - 377.8 = -24.8 \text{ (words)}
\]

From 1991 to 1995, the total number of words in balance sheet increased by 76.8 words because of increasing the number of balance sheet line items. Because of decreasing the average number of words per line item the total number of words decreased by 24.8 words. In total, the number of words in balance sheet increased by 52 words.

From 1995 to 2003 the effect of change in the number of line items to the total number of words in balance sheet was

\[
\Delta(q)\Sigma wp = q_1p_0 - q_0p_0 = 109 \times 2,992 - 353 \approx 326.1 - 353 \approx -26.9 \text{ (words)}
\]

The effect of change in the average number of words per line item to the total number of words was

\[
\Delta(p)\Sigma wp = q_1p_1 - q_1p_0 = 293 - 326.1 = -33.1 \text{ (words)}
\]

From 1995 to 2003, the total number of words in balance sheet decreased by 26.9 words because of decreasing the number of balance sheet line items. Because of decreasing the average number of words per line item the total number of words decreased by 33.1. In total, the number of words in balance sheet decreased by 60.

From 2003 to 2015, the effect of change in the number of line items to the total number of words in balance sheet was

\[
\Delta(q)\Sigma wp = q_1p_0 - q_0p_0 = 77 \times 2,688 - 293 \approx 207 - 293 \approx -86 \text{ (words)}
\]

The effect of change in the average number of words per line item to the total number of words was

\[
\Delta(p)\Sigma wp = q_1p_1 - q_1p_0 = 193 - 207 = -14 \text{ (words)}
\]

From 2003 to 2015 the total number of words in balance sheet decreased by 86 words because of decreasing the number of balance sheet line items. Because of decreasing of the average number of words per line item the total number of words decreased by 14. In total the number of words in balance sheet decreased by 100 words.
For the 25-year period (from 1991 to 2015) the total number of words in the balance sheet decreased by 108. The effect of change in the number of line items to the total number of words in balance sheet was

$$\Delta(q) = q_1p_0 - q_0p_0 = 77 \times 3.202 - 301 \approx 247 - 301 \approx -54 \text{ (words)}$$

The effect of change in the average number of words per line item to the total number of words was

$$\Delta(p) = q_1p_1 - q_1p_0 = 193 - 247 = -54 \text{ (words)}$$

Both factors had equal effect to the decrease of the total number of words in the balance sheet.

2. Analysis of developments in income statements

The 1991 income statement differs quite a lot from the following ones. At first, there was only one income statement layout (similar to the layout 2). The layout of income statement was longer and had different structure from the following ones. The first item of the income statement was “Gross sales” (included value added tax). Today, the income statement starts by Net sales revenue. Also in the 1991 income statement used some terms that were not used in latter outlays.

When comparing the 1995, 2003 and 2015 income statements’ layout 1 (income statement by nature of expenses), then it turns out, that the layouts have not changed a much. During this period layout 1 has lost about 60 words. The main difference between the 1995 and the 2003 income statements’ layout 1 is that the order of lines have slightly changed. In the 2003 and the 2015 layouts financial income and expenses are merged into one-line item (in 1995 they were separate). It should also be noted that in 2003 and 2015 layout 1 there is a separate line item “Interest expense”, but for interest income separate line item is missing (interest income was included in the line item “Other financial income and expenses”).

The main difference between income statement layout 2 (income statement by function of expenses) and layout 1 (income statement by nature) is in the first part (till operating profit). Income statement layout 2 has not changed a lot since 1995 (schemes 2003 and 2015 are identical). During this period layout 2 has lost 42 words.

Comparative analysis of layouts of income statements (years 1995; 2003 and 2015) is provided. The analysis based on the changes in lines and words and the results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of words in the income statement (layout 1)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of lines in the income statement (layout 1)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of words by one income statement line (layout 1)</td>
<td>3.500</td>
<td>3.555</td>
<td>3.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of words in the income statement (layout 2)</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of lines in the income statement (layout 2)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of words by one income statement line (layout 2)</td>
<td>3.517</td>
<td>3.318</td>
<td>3.158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ calculations.

To analyse changes taken place in layouts of income statement were used the same formulas (1–4) which were used in analysis of changes taken place in layouts of balance sheets.

Following calculation shows the effect of factors to the change of total number of words in income statement’s layout 1 from 1995 to 2003. The effect of change in the number of line items to the total number of words was

$$\Delta(q)\Sigma q = q_1p_0 - q_0p_0 = 27 \times 3.500 - 140 \approx -45.5 \text{ (words)}$$

The effect of change in average number of words per line item to the total number of words was

$$\Delta(p)\Sigma q = q_1p_1 - q_1p_0 = 96 - 94.5 = 1.5 \text{ (words)}$$

From 1995 to 2003, the total number of words in income statement layout 1 decreased by 45.5 words because decreasing the number of line items. Because of increasing of the average number of words per item the total number of words increased by 1.5 words. In total, the number of words in income statement layout 1 decreased by 44 words.

From 2003 to 2015, the effect of change in the number of line items to the total number of words in income statement layout 1 was

$$\Delta(q)\Sigma q = q_1p_0 - q_0p_0 = 24 \times 3.556 - 96 \approx 85.4 - 96 \approx -10.6 \text{ (words)}$$

The effect of the change of the average number of words per item to the total number of words was

$$\Delta(p)\Sigma q = q_1p_1 - q_1p_0 = 80 - 85.4 = -5.4 \text{ (words)}$$

From 2003 to 2015, the total number of words in income statement layout 1 decreased by 10.6 words because decreasing the number of line items. Because decreasing of the average number of words per item the total number of words decreased by 5.4 words. In total, the number of words in income statement layout 1 decreased by 16 words.
For the 20-year period (from 1995 to 2015) the total number of words in income statement layout 1 decreased by 60. The effect of change in the number of line items to the total number of words in income statement layout 1 was

$$\Delta(q)\Sigma qp = q_1p_0 - q_0p_0 = 24 \times 3.500 - 140 \approx 84 - 140 \approx -56 \text{ (words)}$$

The effect of change in the average number of words per line item to the total number of words was

$$\Delta(p)\Sigma qp = q_1p_1 - q_0p_0 = 80 - 84 = -4 \text{ (words)}$$

The main effect to the decrease of the total number of words in income statement layout 1 had decrease of the number of line items.

In the following calculation, there is calculated the effect on the total number of words in income statement layout 2 in 01.01.1995 and 01.01.2003 by changing the factors.

Following calculations show the effect of factors to the change of total number of words in income statement’s layout 2 from 1995 to 2003. The effect of change in the number of line items to the total number of words was

$$\Delta(q)\Sigma qp = q_1p_0 - q_0p_0 = 22 \times 3.517 - 102 \approx 77.3 - 102 \approx -24.7 \text{ (words)}$$

The effect of change in average number of words per line item to the total number of words was

$$\Delta(p)\Sigma qp = q_1p_1 - q_0p_0 = 73 - 77.3 = -4.3 \text{ (words)}$$

From 1995 to 2003, the total number of words in income statement layout 2 decreased by 24.7 words because decreasing the number of line items. Because of decreasing the average number of words per line item the total number of words decreased by 4.3. In total, the number of words in income statement layout 2 decreased by 29.

From 2003 to 2015, the effect of change in the number of line items to the total number of words in income statement layout 2 was

$$\Delta(q)\Sigma qp = q_1p_0 - q_0p_0 = 19 \times 3.318 - 73 \approx 63 - 73 \approx -10 \text{ (words)}$$

The effect of the change of the average number of words per line item to the total number of words was

$$\Delta(p)\Sigma qp = q_1p_1 - q_0p_0 = 60 - 63 = -3 \text{ (words)}$$

From 2003 to 2015, the total number of words in income statement layout 2 decreased by 10 words because decreasing the number of line items. Because decreasing of the average number of words per line item the total number of words decreased by 3 words. In total, the number of words in income statement layout 2 decreased by 13.

For the 20-year period (from 1995 to 2015) the total number of words in income statement layout 1 decreased by 60. The effect of change in the number of line items to the total number of words in income statement layout 1 was

$$\Delta(q)\Sigma qp = q_1p_0 - q_0p_0 = 19 \times 3.517 - 102 \approx 66.8 - 102 \approx -35.2 \text{ (words)}$$
The effect of change in the average number of words per line item to the total number of words was

$$\Delta(p)\Sigma qp = q_1p_1 - q_0p_0 = 60 - 66.8 = -6.8 \text{ (words)}$$

The main effect to the decrease of the total number of words in income statement layout 2 had decrease of the number of line items.

Conclusions

1. The analysis of balance sheet shows that in two cases from three the change in total number of line items had an important effect to change of total number of words, but with opposite sign (+76.8 and -86, respectively). The change of the average number of words per line item had insignificant effect. From 1991 to 2015 the total number of words in balance sheet decreased by 108, of which decrease by 54 words took place because of the decrease of the line items and decrease by 54 words took place because of the change in average number of words per item.

2. In both, income statement layout 1 and layout 2, the total number of words decreased mostly because of the decrease of the number of line items. The change of the average number of words per line item had insignificant effect.

3. Not all changes have been correct: some terms have been incorrectly used and some important words have been removed.
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Abstract

Classroom training and e-learning are two main learning forms with their own benefits and methods for reaching learning aims. Blended learning is the combination of both main training forms that has been widely used in order to create useful training programs using a combination of teaching methods. The challenge of life-long learning is to develop such learning process that is based on the opportunities provided by ICT, and that could increase the life-long learning involvement reaching the 21st century needs and facilitating information society.

In modern society with its mobility and culture of using ICT, e-learning has become a useful media allowing self-regulated learning, learning in collaboration and providing opportunity to acquire digital skills through learning process.

To sustain learners’ motivation for learning and to avoid cognitive overload it is crucial that the learning materials and information is presented in different forms – auditory and visual, avoiding redundancy and presenting information clearly and in a well organised way. Learning materials also need to be suitable for all learning styles giving an opportunity to learn in the most appropriate way for each learner.

The aim of the research is to apply e-learning principles to the design of online collaboration tools used to train teachers of secondary schools in Latvia Online4EDU. The research is based on literature review and the case study analysis including the evaluation of the usefulness of training process and course results.
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Introduction

Nowadays, a learning process is organised in two main forms – classroom training using traditional pedagogical methods and e-learning using information and communication technologies (ICT). Each of these forms is beneficial and appropriate for reaching learning aims. The difference is in ways and methods how the knowledge is given and how the understanding and acquisition of skills is reached. The traditional learning process is mainly based on simultaneous joint activity, whereas the e-learning process is based on the individual and self-organised work.

In last decades more and more the combination of both main training forms are used in order to create an optimum training program for a specific audience – so called blended learning (Bersin, 2004). As pointed by Wedgwood (2013), the blended learning refers to a complementary...
mix of teaching methods delivered using an appropriate selection of related resources (often technology-based resources).

Due to the rapidly evolving information and communication technologies (ICT) and development of new products and technological solutions, people at their professional and everyday life have been more and more urged for immediate skills and transdisciplinary knowledge. More and more enterprises have started to rely on e-learning as a way to provide the acquisition of new knowledge, to assess the existing competencies, and to facilitate the improvement of qualification.

Taking into account that learning in a virtual environment depends greatly on learner’s own self-discipline, motivation and time management, it is important to create concise, reliable and content appropriate learning materials in order to ensure the necessary knowledge and qualitative learning process.

The aim of the research is to apply e-learning principles to the design of online collaboration tools used to train teachers of secondary schools in Latvia Online4EDU. The research is based on literature review and the case study analysis including the evaluation of the usefulness of training process and course results.

Research results and discussion

1. Motivational e-Learning within the Context of Information Society

An individual is not only directed and influenced by his/her own will, abilities and needs for learning, but also by the ongoing processes and changes in the society, including the acquisition of necessary skills and knowledge. Nowadays these are innovations and opportunities caused by information and communication technologies that have already aroused changes in science and people daily and professional life by requiring new skills, mobility, and ability to orient oneself in the situation of informational overload. As pointed by Commission of the European Communities (2006), the education and training are critical factors for raising economic growth, competitiveness and social inclusion.

We all live in a society that is characterised by the term “information society”, and, as it was agreed in year 2005 by the international community at the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS), the overall vision is to build information society that is people-centred, inclusive and development-oriented (ITU, 2015). The concept “information society” is widely used, but as L. Z. Karvalics (2007) has explored, the central elements of different definitions of the term “information society” are information and knowledge. In order to acquire new knowledge and to get new information, the society participation in life-long learning is crucial.

Life-long learning participation rate is measured annually on the basis of EU Labour Force Survey data (that relate to all education or training whether or not relevant to the respondent's current or possible future job). The latest data shows that in 2015 the provisional percentage of adult population aged 25–64 participating in education and training in the European Union was 10.6%. The leader in life-long learning activities is Denmark with participation rate 31.4%, the lowest rate was in Romania (1.1%). For Latvia this rate is also very low – in 2015 the provisional rate was 5.1%. (Eurostat, 2016). These data show that there is a gap between different EU Member States with respect to life-long learning participation rates.
The role of life-long learning for acquiring the necessary knowledge and skills for facilitating human resource competencies in modern society are not any more under question. The challenge emerges in the development of life-long learning process that is based on the opportunities provided by ICT, and that could increase the life-long learning involvement.

There is a strong statistically significant positive correlation (0.779) between life-long learning participation rate and the Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI), see Figure 1. This index summarises indicators on Europe’s digital performance and tracks the evolution of EU member states in digital competitiveness (European Commission, 2016). The member states with higher DESI index value have also higher participation rate in life-long learning. It means that states with better digital performance have more educated and trained adults (who foster the development of information society), and vice versa. Member states are at different levels of development and are progressing at different speeds in DESI, the same is also valid for life-long learning participation.

The use of technologies in e-learning shifts the focus from theoretical to practical activities and that are largely based on the opportunities provided by ICT. There is an ongoing trend of changing the learning form from the traditional full-time learning to e-learning or blended learning.
learning (López-Pérez et al, 2011; Nazarenko A. L., 2015). Another one ongoing debate is about the learning quality when we compare learning at the online environment with the traditional classroom training (Güzer B., Caner H., 2014).

The usage of ICT in learning process brings in the necessity to overview the traditional learning methods and adapt to self-regulated learning. As Garrison and Kanuka (2004) stated that “blended learning is the thoughtful integration of classroom face-to-face learning experiences with online learning experiences”. And it is argued that blended learning can improve and transform face-to-face learning (Donnelly, R., 2010; Okaz A. A, 2015).

Blended learning involves various media provided by ICT (Singh H., 2003) and mutual interaction between students and tutors (Donnely, 2010). In blended-learning, various event-based activities (like practical works, laboratory works, creation of models, and usage of simulations) are mixed with face-to-face classrooms and self-paced e-learning (Singh H., 2003). The reasons why blended learning can be chosen, are improved pedagogy, increased access/flexibility, and increased cost effectiveness (Graham, 2004). Blended learning also has reduced dropout rates and has raised final marks by means of the blended learning activities (López-Pérez et al, 2011).

In the design of a blended learning seven activities have to be incorporated – assimilative activities (reading, watching, listening), finding and handling information, communicative activities, productive activities, experimental activities, interactive activities, and assessment activities (Rienties R., Toetenel L, 2016).

The important factor for sustaining the learning motivation is receiving the feedback, evaluation, next tasks and control. By means of ICT tools, these motivational elements can be achieved providing correct answers or references, assigning following tasks and giving encouragement, for example, by means of badges. The feedback can be provided also by synchronous or asynchronous communication with tutor or groupmates if such communication is agreed upon. (Wedgwood, 2013).

It leads to the conclusion, that blended learning can provide personalized learning process where learner’s individuality is not detached from the learning results that have to be achieved. The blended learning could be facilitated also by the materials that are developed on didactic principles with scientific, consistent, logical, and consecutive content. Logical and consecutive principles provide the content accordingly to the learner’s previously obtained knowledge or accordingly to the learner’s previous activity. ICT can be of a great help by providing individualized learning process, if contrasted to the traditional classroom training where lecturer works with a unified content within a definite timeframe with a group of learners. These traditional classroom training’s traits do not comply anymore within the context of the dynamic, mobile and inter-branch knowledge demanding society.

2. Role of Learning Context and Cognitive Load

Factor of a learning process is learning context: it is influenced by other factors and at the same time it influences other factors such as learning outcomes and results. The word “context” with its roots in Latin word “contextus” is defined in Merriam-Webster dictionary (2016) as the interrelated conditions in which something exists or occurs. As pointed by G. Chen and D. Kotz (2000) the various explanations of the meaning of context include:
“Computing context, such as network connectivity, communication costs, and communication bandwidth, and nearby resources such as printers, displays, and workstations.

User context, such as the user’s profile, location, people nearby, even the current social situation.

Physical context, such as lighting, noise levels, traffic conditions, and temperature.

Time context, such as time of a day, week, month, and season of the year.”

The adjustment of learning content to the learner’s needs with respect to the learning characteristics and context parameters requires to define the widest possible range of parameters that are included in the preferable learning process for the learner. As stated by Minu. M. Das, T. Chithralekha and S. Sivasathya (2010), these parameters are learner personal profile, level of expertise, learning style, learner preferences, learner intention, learner situation, quality of learning service, network and device.

Learner’s personal profile contains information about learner’s personal details such as name, ID, date of birth, knowledge of the learner. Level of expertise allows indicate whether the person is a beginner or if the learner has some previous knowledge about a topic or the learner is an expert in that topic. Learning style allows to define the type of delivery of learning materials: more theoretical or problem-oriented materials, and with learner preferences it is possible to determine the type of learning – theoretical, practical or simulations. The depths and specifics of necessary materials allows to understand the learner’s intention. In order to perceive the best possible way for supplying learning materials the learner’s situation is important (private or public place). Quality of learning service, network and device are parameters that allow to measure network response time or availability, network capacity and device type. (Das M. M., et al., 2010)

From the perspective of individuality, learners have different learning styles that influence their concentration to various types of information and define that information is perceived in various types, as it is stated by North Carolina State University’s professor Richard M. Felder and Rebecca Brent. (Felder R. & Brent R., 2005)

For the learning process it is advisable not only to obtain these context characterising parameters, but also to model and to organise the process in a way that it allows to structure information accordingly to the learner’s needs.

By providing the individual approach of the learning process, it is also preferable to ensure that the learning process can be carried out in such amount and intensity as it is in accordance with learner’s individual demands without overloading cognitive system (Eysenck M. W., Keane M. T., 2005; Sweller J., 1994; Johnson-Laird P. N., 1980). According to Jan L. Plass et al. (2010), one of the principles of how people perceive information is through dual channels – one channel is for perceiving information in words (auditory information), the other channel is for perceiving visual information. It also has to be taken into account in the development of learning materials that the perceived information is processed in 3 stages – sensory memory, working memory and long-term memory (Jones et al., 2011; Mayer R. E., Moreno R, 2003).

The factors that influence the cognitive ability to perceive and acquire the information in the given time of the learning process are as follows:

- learner’s ability and talent,
- motivation,
- quality of the learner’s previous knowledge,
The problem could arise that the thinking and perceiving process for acquiring new knowledge during the learning task performance may exceed the capacity of a learner’s cognitive system – a situation that is called cognitive overload (Mayer R. E. & Moreno R., 2003).

Therefore, learning materials have to be designed to assist learners in transferring information from their working memory to their long-term memory. It means that in the training materials there is need to present the information without non-relevant items and, if possible, increase the usage of items that assist to acquire knowledge (Guyan M., 2013).

According to R. E. Mayer and R. Moreno (2003), there are 5 most common cognitive load problems in e-learning that can be solved by specific actions, see Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Overload Scenario</th>
<th>Solutions for Reducing Overload</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Visual channel is overloaded.</td>
<td>Off-loading: Items from visual channel has to be transformed to auditory channel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Both (visual and auditory) channels are overloaded.</td>
<td>Segmenting: Material has to be divided in smaller segments (smaller piece of information).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pretraining: Information about terms and main concepts before the main training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>One or both channels overloaded by additional information.</td>
<td>Weeding: Eliminate interesting but not so important information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Signaling: Provide marks for additional and not for main learning target necessary information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>One or both channels overloaded by to many items in one segment.</td>
<td>Aligning: Place legends near corresponding parts of graphics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eliminating redundancy: Do not repeat the same information in visual and audio format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>One or both channels overloaded by memorizing.</td>
<td>Synchronizing: Present pictures and corresponding sound jointly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Individualizing: Make sure learners have skills at holding mental representations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The overview of the theories on cognitive overload and its problems points to the necessity that in order to sustain learners’ motivation for learning and to avoid cognitive overload the learning materials and information has to be presented in different forms. The texts should be given in a clear and intelligible language, the schemes should be well organised with clearly given information, as well as audio and visual materials should be provided without redundancy. Learning materials need to cover all learning styles giving an opportunity to learn in the most appropriate way for each learner.
3. Case Study

The presumption that self-regulated learning with receiving constant feedback combined with learning in collaboration using ICT can provide successful learning outcomes and motivate learners was tested in the project Online4EDU. This project was designed for school teachers with the aim to give them knowledge about how to use and apply various online collaboration tools in everyday school life – in teaching process. The teachers as target audience was chosen for two reasons – firstly, for their role in society as knowledge providers for digital natives, and, secondly, for their own lifelong learning necessity.

The project Online4EDU introduced online collaboration tools in education by providing a blended learning course for teachers. Five partner organizations from Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Germany and Ireland were involved in creating and establishing a training that complies with the ECDL-Test standards for online collaboration tools. The project was founded within the Erasmus+ program of the European Commission.

During the project the blended learning curricula and training materials about the usage of online collaboration tools were designed and tested for school teachers of primary, lower and upper secondary and vocational schools. The learning process for teachers was designed with a view to prepare teachers for the ECDL Online Collaboration certification test at the end of the training. The project “Online4EDU” lasts from September 2014 till the end of August 2016, the teachers’ training was provided from January till April, 2016 (http://www.online4edu.eu/).

One of the project’s targets was that at least 30 teachers from Latvia participate and successfully finish the training process. At the beginning of the training there were 34 teachers, and training was finished with 30 teachers. 4 teachers dropped out during the project in various its phases due to personal reasons.

The training was organised as a blended learning with the first and final face-to-face meetings and individual and group work in Moodle environment. The duration of the project was 11 weeks that consisted of covering 3 training modules. Training process started with pre-training survey, then followed face-to-face introduction meeting, after which the e-learning process started that consisted of 3 training modules, and it was finished with face-to-face final meeting (including final exam) during which the after-training survey was filled-in, see Figure 2.
The pre-training survey helped to understand the characteristics, experience and background of potential participants. The survey was carried out 1 month before the introduction meeting and allowed for course designers and tutors to adapt learning content. The pre-training survey showed that 50% of potential learners had previous experience with e-learning activities. Survey also indicated that almost half of learners have never used file sharing, social media, online calendars, and online collaboration tools. That was taken into account for making appropriate changes in learning curricula and adjusting the depth of materials.

The face-to-face introduction meeting gave an insight into the project and briefly acquainted learners with Moodle environment. At this meeting learners introduced themselves, and small working groups (4 to 5 people) were formed by game. During the game tutors mixed learners so that each group had participants with different knowledge levels, experience and location (but this was not known to learners). Then the individual learning process was started.

The Module 1 was designed for the theoretical acquisition of technical aspects of online collaboration tools (OCT). Its duration was 4 weeks. The Module 2 with its lengths of 3 weeks covered methodological aspects of online collaboration tools – how to use OCT in teacher’s everyday life and how to implement OCT in a teaching process. During the learning process of the Module 1 and Module 2, teachers were asked to cover the theoretical training materials, to fill-in self-assessment tests, and hand-in individual and group works. These works were designed in a way that teachers were supposed to use OCT both for completing the task and for collaboration with each other during the task's fulfilment. The Module 3 was a creative process during which teachers were asked to create a concept of a lesson plan in groups of how to use OCT for freely chosen school subject, for example, how to incorporate OCT in teaching English, Arts, Geography, Literature etc. The length of Module 3 was 4 weeks. During the project teachers got acquainted and used such online collaboration tools as OneDrive, Doodle, OneNote, Trello, WebWhiteBoard, Padlet, Sway, Skype.

As the project involved teachers from all around Latvia, the groups were formed from teachers of various schools of various cities and they collaborated with each other and with tutors.
by means of tools they were learning about. For the final face-to-face meeting learners were asked to prepare a presentation of their lesson plan involving OCT. At the final presentations it turned out that teachers successfully involved also their pupils and collaborated across schools.

All tasks, the teachers handed in, were evaluated by the tutors of the project. Participants were expected to participate actively in forum, participate in webinars at the end of Module 1 and Module 2 as well as to complete the necessary tasks. The learning process was supervised by the project’s tutors who gave feedback, communicated with teachers and supported and motivated individually by e-mails or even phone calls.

All theoretical materials and tasks were designed so that 2–4 hours per week were necessary for covering the material and providing all required assignments. The total learning time was estimated to be 48 hours – 32 hours for individual and group work in Moodle environment and using OCT, and 16 hours for initial and final face-to-face meetings (8 hours for each). At the end of the training learners received the certificate about the participation in the training that will add up 48 hours for their annual professional qualification.

During the final face-to-face meeting the participants took ECDL tests that were mandatory. One of the tests was prepared specially for teachers on OCT usage in learning process. This was newly developed ECDL test that was piloted and tested in this project. The other was standard ECDL test on Online Collaboration.

30 out of 34 participants were highly interested in the learning process by handing-in their individual and groups’ works, collaborating with their group mates as well as by participating in forum and contacting tutors. These participants attended the final face-to-face meeting, took ECDL examination, presented their concepts that were created during the Module 3 and received graduation certificate.

The low drop-out rate and the fact that 88.2% of participants successfully completed the training project signify that the initial concept of the project that involved constant feedback, support, mutual collaboration with group mates and communication with tutors was a sufficient motivator for participants. After the learning process tutors also received e-mails and thank-you words from learners about the received support and encouragement.

The after training survey gave information about learning process quality and usefulness. As we can see from Figure 3, the aim of the training was sufficiently defined – 82% of learners understood it clearly. For 61% of all learners the blended learning method was suitable for this course. The course content was in compliance with the course aims for 75% of learners. Only 43% considers that course duration was sufficient for acquiring the course content. 68% of learners have answered that self-assessment was a positive stimulus for successful course completion.
The course was clearly understandable.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

The knowledge and skills acquired in the course will be useful in my work.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

I would advise this course for other teachers.

- Fully agree
- Partly agree
- Partly disagree
- Completely disagree

Source: authors’ construction based on Online4EDU survey results.

Fig. 3. **Online4EDU Training Process Evaluation by Trainers**

Also the training course quality was evaluated by the learners. As it is shown in the Figure 4 the results are as follows: 79% of learners evaluated that support and assistance during the learning process was provided sufficiently. For 86% of learners the acquired knowledge and skills will be useful in their work. 79% of learners would advise and recommend this course for their colleagues – other teachers.

The lessons learned, taking into account the survey results, are as follows: there should be more face-to-face meetings or webinars during the learning process in the middle of each training module because there were misunderstanding of individual work. The time was allocated insufficiently – the learners spend more time than it was planned and the whole duration of the learning process was too short. The group work has a positive as well as negative impact. The positive is that mutual encouragement and support and driving force within the group. The negative is that not all people can be self-disciplined, the business trips, family life and individual interests or events sometimes interfere with other group members’ time organization. There could be also made some changes to course materials by providing more practical instructions of how to perform certain tasks.
Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

The research showed that ICT can be of a great help by providing context appropriate and useful learning process where the traditional classroom training methods can be used by means of online collaboration tools. The overview of the theories on cognitive overload and its problems pointed out the necessity that in order to sustain learners’ motivation to reach learning aims and to avoid cognitive overload, the learning materials and information has to be adapted to learners’ needs and experience, and collaboration should be provided for maintaining motivation and reducing dropout rates.

The main conclusions are as follows:
1) The central elements in different definitions of information society are information and knowledge. Consequently, the challenge of learning process emerges in the development of such life-long learning that in nowadays maintain learners’ motivation, that have a concise and appropriate content and that are largely based on the opportunities provided by ICT.
2) In EU the member states with better digital performance have more educated and trained adults (who foster the development of information society).
3) E-learning materials need to cover all learning styles giving an opportunity to learn in the most appropriate way for each learner.
4) To create a complete context-aware learning, the context characterising parameters must be obtained and organized according to the needs of learner. A cognitive overload creates a negative effect that interferes with a learner’s aim and motivation. This negative effect can overwhelm the positive effects. Therefore, cognitive overload as a negative effect must be managed.
5) Consequently, the usage of ICT in learning process brings in the necessity to overview the traditional learning methods and adapt its traditions to self-regulated learning, as well as learning in collaboration together with acquiring digital skills through learning process.
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Abstract
Ethical behaviour and honesty had an ambivalent meaning in the Soviet Union compared to the Western approaches. The aim of our research is to analyse generational differences with regard to honest behaviour and honesty as a personal value in Post-Soviet Business Environment: in Estonia and Latvia.

In this study we explore differences in approaches towards values and especially honesty amongst four generations of retail sector employees – starting from those, who were still to great extent exposed to pre-Soviet values, continuing employees who started their careers during the Soviet times and ending with those, who were educated and entered the workforce after the collapse of the Soviet Union. 781 service employee from 6 retail organizations in Estonia and Latvia were surveyed to assess likelihood of dishonest behaviour and to rank their values according to the Rokeach instrumental value scale.

Arguing that for post-Soviet countries rather specific events and timelines could have left the main impact on worldviews, in order to assess the generational differences, we define four generations currently active in the workforce – Post-war generation, Early Gen X, Transition generation and Millennials.

We confirm that despite dual morality and ambiguous ethics in the Soviet Union, twenty-five years after the collapse of the system retail sector employees tend to report likelihood of rather honest behaviour. Moreover older generations report higher likelihood of honest behaviour than younger generations. And Post-war and Early generation X, born between 1945 and 1970, rate honesty and responsibility higher as their individual values. We also find that in a post-Soviet context there are significant differences between early and late generation X, at least as far as honesty in the retail business environment is concerned.

Originality of this study is the following – the complexity of generational differences towards ethical behaviour, values and honesty amongst them has not been widely researched in Post-Soviet business environment.

Key words: Values, Honesty, Post-Soviet Business Environment, generational differences, retail
JEL code: M14

Introduction
Ideas of equality and class struggles widespread among intellectuals at the end of 19th century in both Western Europe and Russia were based on altruistic and selfless moral reasoning. Indeed, situation of workers at that time was inhuman, leading to development of socialist and communist movements. However, when USSR became the first country trying to introduce communism, equality, unselﬁsh and noble reasoning gradually became present only in the
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formal ideology, while in reality double morale and special web of informal relationships (blat) was prevalent, when only certain layer of society was able to get particular commodities and services absent for others. Bribery and corruption, embedded in the communist leadership, were broadly accepted ways of action (Karklins, 2005).

Thus it could be assumed that under communism people from East Europe demonstrated less moral maturity than people from the Western societies (Riha, 1994). This assumption was practically tested by Smith, Šumilo and Karnups in 2009, concluding that Americans were associated with higher levels of moral judgement and moral development than Latvians (Smith, Šumilo and Karnups, 2009). Hisrich et al. (2003) studied specifically business people and found that Russians displayed the lowest level of business ethics, followed by Slovenians (belonging to former Socialist Yugoslavia), then Turks, and finally Americans.

Business ethics in transitional Post-Soviet countries has been mainly studied in Russia, while following the break-up countries had different paths of transition and development. For instance, countries that perceived the Soviet time mainly as oppression shared Soviet work values and double morality much lesser extent (Rees, Miazhevich, 2008).

While unethical and dishonest employee behaviour can harm enterprises in general, previous research finds retail sector particularly vulnerable with employee theft amongst the key reasons for loss (Moorthy et al., 2015). And retail sector was also amongst those business areas that experienced the most rapid changes transitioning from centrally planned economy under the communist regime to market economy after the Soviet Block collapsed. In Soviet times shortage of commodities ensured a more privileged status of retail employees, in market economy the power has shifted towards the customer.

In this study we explore differences in approaches towards business ethics and honesty among four generations of retail sector employees – starting from those, who were still to great extent exposed to pre-Soviet values, continuing employees who started their careers during the Soviet times and ending with those, who were educated and entered the workforce after the collapse of the Soviet Union.

1. Ethics and Morality

Business ethics can be understood and defined in different ways, as it is based on intangible qualities. In English literature, notions “morality” and “ethics” are frequently used as synonyms that have originated from different stems – the Latin word moralitas and the Greek word ethikos (Boatright, 1997).

Morality describes a sociological phenomenon – a presence of certain rules and standards in the society. Moral norms present in each society serve as a basis to ensure human intercommunication that is mutually beneficial. Without such fundamental rules as “Don’t kill!” and “Don’t steal!” a stable society would not be possible. However, it should be noted that not all rules are related to moral norms. For example, eating with a knife and a fork is part of a cultural etiquette while crossing the street on a green light is part of observing traffic regulations and not an adherence to social moral standards.

The word “ethics” is frequently applied when talking about moral standards of a particular social group or a profession. Ethics can be descriptive or regulatory. Descriptive ethics studies current norms and behavioural standards that exist in a certain social group or tries to understand processes of an ethical argumentation or decision making. On the other hand, regulatory ethics
carries out a theoretical scrutiny of moral principles based on the argumentation and fundamental moral principles.

Ethical theories are usually divided into the three big groups. Very widespread is the division into teleological, deontological and moral ethics theories (Boatright, 1997; Fisher, Lovell, 2003; Jonsson, 2011; Belak, Rozman, 2012). Teleological ethics theories are based on an assumption that a decision behind certain conduct has to be based on an assessment of a respective outcome. On the contrary, Deontological theories stress the presence of universal ethical principles that need to be followed irrespective of the outcome.

Another interesting group of ethical theories are the so-called Moral theories. These theories originated in Ancient Greece and have been associated with Aristotle. In this case, moral conduct is not determined by universal conduct code or an outcome of a specific action but by specific personal traits that guarantee the right choice in front of moral dilemmas. Thus, the object of moral ethics’ analysis is not an ethical conduct but personal traits that ensure taking ethically correct decisions. In this case, a personal trait exhibited as a habit is considered to be a virtue. “A virtue can be thought of as a habit or character trait that is part of one’s identity and that affects one’s behaviour” (Jonsson, 2011: 31).

We can claim that a person is honest if we have observed him or her behaving honestly on several occasions. Furthermore, virtue is something admired in other people. Thus, we accept virtue’s universal nature – it suits everyone and not merely representatives of certain professions or industries. In addition, virtue has got a rational foundation – it helps to reach set goals and to lead a complete life. For example, honesty increases trust that is helpful in mutual relationship and entrepreneurship. Courage helps in overcoming hardships. Whereas lack of virtues such as moderation will aggravate any situation as the person will be subject to different temptations and addictions.

It should be noted that personal traits deemed to be requirements for a moral life do not stay forever but change as the time goes by, for they depend on reigning social norms and values. For example, in Homer’s time – 400 years before Aristotle, a period of continuous wars – militancy was regarded as an ethical trait. During the later Athens city-state period which saw the development of Aristotle’s Moral ethics concept, among the most important personal traits were intelligence, courage, self-control and justice. It was also believed that it was exclusively the prosperous aristocracy that were endowed with these virtues. Albeit Christianity introduced a number of significant changes in the list of the adopted ethical traits – in difference to Ancient Greek beliefs, slaves and the poor were regarded to be more ethical than the rich. In turn, industrial revolution defined other personal traits that became important in the 18th-century. For example, Benjamin Franklin advanced such virtues as cleanliness, punctuality and frugality, all having utilitarian nature (McMylor, 1994). However, contemporary authors that study aspects of moral ethics in modern international corporations distinguish such virtues as honesty, sense of responsibility and fairness, as well as the presence of vision and an ability to implement it in real life (Bertland, 2009; Moore, 2013; McCloskey, 1998; Jonsson, 2011).

It is important to note that ethical concept developed at the time when interpersonal relationship played a huge role – only those members of the society who were deeply integrated into their respective social classes and served their interests in good faith were deemed ethical. Besides, morality and ethics referred exclusively to the members of one’s circle. Consequently, we can claim that moral ethics is closely linked with collective values. Besides, moral ethics is
closely related to values for they determine which personal traits will be deemed as virtues in certain societies – something that changes throughout the course of time.

Contemporary authors that study aspects of moral ethics in modern international corporations distinguish such virtues as honesty, sense of responsibility and fairness (Bertland, 2009; Moore, 2013; McCloskey, 1998; Jonsson, 2011). According to Schwartz, the three aforementioned values fall into benevolence cluster of Schwartz, being close also to helpful, forgiving and responsible – values emphasising concern over and preserving in-group welfare. These values, belonging to a broader group of self-transcendence, contradict values of self-enhancement – values that emphasize personal interests and relative success and dominance over others (values of power, achievement) (Schwartz, 2012).

Lately, a research field called Behavioural ethics has evolved. In contrast to Classical or so-called normative ethics theories, Behavioural ethics is descriptive as it studies the individual decision making under ethically challenging real circumstances. Through the definition of Behavioural ethics one can claim that it studies “individual systematic and predictable ethical decision making that contradicts both intuition and welfare of a broader society” (Bazerman, Gino, 2012: 95) and as a discipline that “studies individual behaviour, assessed on the basis of universal moral standards” (Trevino, et al., 2006: 952).

Honesty is considered to be a moral value – society defines, whether certain actions are considered moral and honest, and therefore context is an important factor in this assessment (Vadi and Vissak, 2013). According to Rosenbaum (2014), two conceptual approaches explain, why some people are honest and others are not. First approach assumes that a wealth-maximizing, self-regarding person is honest as far as the material rewards of being honest exceed incentives of acting dishonesty. In this case the proportion of honest people in society depends on external incentives. The second approach suggests that societies internalize certain norms that are considered ethical and create intrinsic, psychological costs associated with lying. As the percentage of honest people in society increases, honesty becomes an integral value. Comparing results from different experiments, Rosenbaum concluded that 50% to 60% of all people could be characterized as in overall honest (Rosenbaum et al., 2014). Unfortunately no such comparable evidence is available for post-Soviet countries.

Honesty is described in value-terms, but its antipode, dishonesty, can only be described via behavioural manifestations. Lewicki and Stark (1996) have conceptualised dishonest behaviour as a three dimensional phenomenon, with discerning the following classical expressions of dishonest behaviour: stealing, lying and rule-breaking.

In the explanation and definition of dishonest behaviour, a number of authors have used lies as a prototype that forms the basis of further concepts and assumptions about an honest and dishonest behaviour. For example, the US scientists Elizabeth D. Scott and Karen A. Jehn in their article on the assessment of dishonest behaviour demonstrated by involved parties in organizations, have proposed a prototype of dishonesty model (Scott, Jehn, 2003):

a) Falsehood;
b) Deliberate action;
c) Intent to mislead.

With the three elements of the given set coming true, the claim can be unambiguously defined as lies. On the other hand, with no components of this prototype coming true, the claim cannot be allocated to the category of lies. In the event of juxtaposing the two claims – with
two components of the set coming true in the first claim and a single component coming true in the second claim – the first claim will be more regarded as lies than the other one. Thus, it is possible to say that two poles – the lies and the truth – have been formed, both having numerous possibilities of categorizing claims as more or less corresponding to lies.

A similar principle has been applied to creating a prototype of dishonesty where besides lies, a set of other dishonest actions resembling lies have been included (Scott, Jehn, 2003). Thus, the prototype of dishonesty includes the following actions:

a) False claims, gestures, look, questions, facial expressions, signs, images, silence or any other kinds of communication;

b) Individual’s belief that the action has been dishonest;

c) Individual’s intent to mislead.

This is an interesting and a beneficial concept that aids in understanding the essence of dishonest behaviour; however, it is rather narrow and does not contain a full spectrum of expressions behind dishonesty. Although lies and deception are a significant component of dishonesty, there are many more expressions of dishonest behaviour that are very different to deception in their essence.

Values are socially constructed and develop early in the childhood, maturing within the moral reasoning of individual by the age of twelve (Hofstede, 2001). Previous research has found that people considering others broadly dishonest do not regard honesty highly themselves (Vadi and Jaakson, 2011) and have also demonstrated more dishonesty in experiments (Houser et al., 2012; Abeler et al., 2014). This can be explained by belief-action causality – a belief about and knowledge of others’ norm violations lead to dishonest actions of the individual (Rauhut, 2013, Diekmann et al., 2011).

2. Generational Differences and Post-Soviet Context

As honesty by its nature is not a dichotomy but a full spectrum phenomenon with more cardinal and less pronounced expressions allowing assessing a specific behaviour as “slightly dishonest” or “almost honest”, depending on the context, society and traditions, the same action might be considered honest in one setting, while perceived dishonest in another.

In the Soviet Union honesty had a twofold connotation. Dishonest actions such as stealing and not disclosing information towards the State were often considered necessary, broadly practiced and accepted. On the other hand, private ownership was respected and people were more honest, when interacting in social settings. This could be illustrated by an example, where stealing from the state and stealing from a private owner were seen as rather different actions, the first was generally practiced, the second – generally condemned (Grossman, 1977). However, this duality caused tensions and value ambiguity, when making daily decisions.

Informal practices and using relationships for one’s benefit were widespread because formal governance system was not able to provide services and commodities needed (Morris, Polese, 2015). Ambiguity intensified with transition from a centrally planned to a free market economy – such major system changes led to change of both – change of external incentives to be honest (private priority rights, legislation) and change of value patterns in society. System change was particularly visible at the retail sector. In Soviet system demand generally exceeded supply due to fixed state-subsidised prices. As retail employees were close to the limited goods they thus had relative power over customers. In the market economy power shifted from retail employees...
to customers – the psychological legacy left behind by Communism created contrasting role expectations for employees and customers that are still evident in Estonia and Latvia (Vadi and Suuroja, 2006).

Twenty five years after the collapse of the Soviet Union, retail workforce in the Baltic States is very diverse and consists of employees with Soviet background as well as those who grew up and entered workforce in market economy after Estonia and Latvia restored independence. And while generational differences in workplaces are generally recognized due to different values, attitudes and commitments (Arsenault, 2004), the systemic change in Post-Soviet countries could result in significant differences towards honesty of actions and honesty as a value itself in Estonian and Latvian retail workforce.

Traditionally and biologically a generation could be defined as the time span between the parent cohort is born and their children cohort is born. Yet such definition has many limitations in modern societies, where generations are defined using sociological perspective and where focus on changes in events and processes would provide a more suitable basis for segmentation. Defining a generation sociologically, it refers to a cohort of people born within and shaped by a certain span of time – this way generation can be characterized by a certain pattern of attitudes, values and beliefs (Strauss and Howe, 1997). According to Wyatt (1993), generation is constituted of six determinations: (1) a traumatic or formative event, (2) a dramatic shift in demography, (3) a certain major economic cycle, (4) a creation of sacred space to sustain collective memory, (5) mentors and (6) work and cooperation of people, who know each other.

Many different approaches have been used to segment generations, most of them developed in the United States of America. In context of this research paper, one of the commonly used generation segmentations was developed by Zemke, dividing workforce into the Veterans (also called the Silent Generation, born 1922–1943), Baby Boomers (born 1944–1960), Generation X (Xers, born 1961–1980) and Generation Y (also named Nexters, Echo Boomers, Millennials, Internet Generation, born 1981–2000) (Zemke et al., 2000). With margin of changes and adoptions in starting and ending years of a generation, this framework has been extensively used for segmenting generations in the Western societies globally.

Yet we could argue that for the post-Soviet countries certain other events and timelines could have the main impact on worldviews. As no Baltic-specific model was found, we defined our model considering several events and processes, such as the end of the Second World War in 1944–45, end of the Stalin era in 1953, industrial development and labour immigration from other Soviet states in 1960s, influence of Western culture and values from the late Brezhnev era in 1970s, beginning of Gorbachev era in 1985, collapse of the Soviet Union and restoring independence in 1990–91, and joining the European Union in 2004.

Given the scope of this research paper, we focused on those generations currently active in the workforce (generally aged from 18 to 64), on the defining events and processes as well on the period a certain generation gained their education and work experience (Table 1).
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>Range of birth years (roughly)</th>
<th>Defining events and processes</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Employment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-war generation</td>
<td>1945–1960</td>
<td>Post-war generation, end of Stalin era.</td>
<td>Soviet Union</td>
<td>Soviet Union and Post-soviet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Baby Boomers)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Gen X</td>
<td>1961–1970</td>
<td>Industrial development, increasing welfare, labour immigration, influence of Western culture from 1970s.</td>
<td>Soviet Union</td>
<td>Soviet Union and Post-soviet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition generation</td>
<td>1971 – ~1984</td>
<td>Gorbachev era and independence movements, experience collapse of the Soviet Union as young adults.</td>
<td>Soviet Union and Post-soviet</td>
<td>Post-soviet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(late Gen X)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gen Y)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: compiled by the authors.

The earliest generation still active in the workforce is the **Post-war generation**, born in the period from the end of the Second World War till roughly 1960 (corresponding to the Baby Boomer generation in the Zemke framework). This generation is born in families of the Veteran generation, thus arguably influenced by values from pre-communist times, as well as by interpersonal attitudes developed throughout the war years.

Post-war generation is followed by **Generation X**, in Zemke framework born 1961–1980. Given the different context in Post-Soviet business environment, we have divided this generation in two – **Early Gen X** (born 1961–1970) and the **Transition generation** (born from 1971 till roughly 1985-1987). We assume that in comparison to the gradually developing US environment, the disruptive system change that affected the late Gen X as young adults could result in different values, attitudes and behaviours in comparison to the early Gen X.

Finally in our context **Millennial generation** start slightly later – from roughly 1985, this generation is educated and starts working in market economy and alike their counterparts in other Western cultures are influenced by globalization and the rapid development of information technologies.

In the following article we assess, whether those generations born during the Soviet time report higher levels of dishonest behaviour and lower ranking on honesty itself than the post-Soviet educated Millennial generation. Research has found that ethics is positively related to age and experience (Hollinger, 1986; Trevino, 1992; Coscarella, 2005; Deshpande, 2010; Abeler et al., 2014), suggesting that older cohorts will exhibit more honest behaviour in comparison with the younger ones. On the other hand, in the our study context Millennial generation has grown up without the dual morality and centrally planned system and it may also be that younger employees have higher career aspirations and are therefore more concerned about their reputation and honesty (Mackevicius, Giriūnas, 2013).
3. Method and Sample

A questionnaire was designed to assess values and behaviours of retail service employees. They were asked to assume a role of a floor manager in a hypothetical retail enterprise in their country and evaluate the likelihood of dishonest behaviours of their hypothetical subordinates, as well as to rate their own values and provide socio-demographic data (gender, education, tenure and age). The hypothetical enterprise was described as a relatively well-known retailer in the given country. It was also said that the organization aims to become a market leader in its field.

Likelihood of nine dishonest behaviours was rated using a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (completely unlikely) to 7 (very likely). They included several forms of cheating employer (including shirking, misuse of facilities, hiding relevant information), stealing or damaging property, behaving disloyally, as well as several dishonest behaviours towards the customer – lying to the customer, stealing from the customer and impolite behaviour towards customer.

Respondents’ values were assessed using the Rokeach Value scale (Rokeach, 1973). Each respondent received 18 tags with Rokeach instrumental values, and they were asked to rate the values placing the most important value as first and a coloured test tag in the end. If the test tag was left in the middle, answers were not considered.

Questionnaires were provided in Latvian, Estonian and, if required, in Russian. They were placed in sealed envelopes and distributed via store managers, who did not take part in the research themselves.

Data from 6 retail organizations was collected during time period from 2012 till 2015. As a result 781 response was collected with the characteristics presented in the Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample characteristics</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>% of female</th>
<th>Average age (years)</th>
<th>Average tenure (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>76.6%</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>79.6%</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: compiled by the authors.

Given that most of the retail sector employees are female, the sample was also female dominated. Service employees were on average 35.4 years old and had been working for their respective companies for over four years.

The youngest respondent was 18 by the time of completing the questionnaire, the oldest – 64. Respondents represented four different generations using the framework defined in the previous section (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample characteristics of generations</th>
<th>Birth years of generation</th>
<th>Percent of sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-war</td>
<td>1945–1960</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Gen X</td>
<td>1961–1970</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>1971–1984</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millennials</td>
<td>1985–2000</td>
<td>41.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: compiled by the authors.
Research results and discussion

1. Dishonest Behaviour

Looking at the overall results, we can conclude that honest behaviour is more prevalent than dishonest behaviour as respondents assess dishonest actions less likely than their corresponding honest actions.

Assessing nine forms of dishonest behaviour, we found that damaging employer property, cheating the customer financially and stealing from the employer were the least likely forms of dishonest behaviour, while shirking and misuse of facilities were more commonly reported (Fig. 1).

![Likelihood of various forms of dishonest behaviour](image)

*Source: authors’ calculations.*

Fig. 1. **Likelihood of various forms of dishonest behaviour**

Not surprisingly reporting likelihood of dishonest behaviour amongst various actions was slightly related – respondents considered dishonest behaviour more or less likely across various categories of action.

Our study also found female employees reporting more honest behaviour in all nine types of actions, and for misuse of facilities, hiding information from employer and customers, damaging property, as well as behaving disloyally this difference was statistically significant. Yet, given the small male sample, these results cannot be generalized.

As suggested by earlier research, we were able to confirm that age is positively related to reporting of honest behaviours. Using Kendall’s tau_b and Spearman’s rho coefficients for non-parametric correlations, we found age negatively correlated with all nine researched forms of dishonest behaviour (Appendix I).

Tenure, on the other hand, was not statistically significantly linked to prescribed dishonest behaviours (Appendix I).

---

2 Tested with Mann-Whitney U test not assuming the same shape of distribution, Appendix II.
2. Generational Gaps and Dishonest Behaviour

Despite the discussed dual morality and ethical dilemmas in the Soviet Union, our research found that the two generations that received education and started employment during the Soviet time, respectively the Post-war and Early X generations, reported more honest behaviour in all categories (Fig. 2).

![Reporting of dishonest behaviours by generation](image)

*Source:* authors’ calculations.

Fig. 2. Reporting of dishonest behaviours by generation

As assumed when formulating the theoretical generation framework, significant differences can be observed between Early Gen X and the Late Gen X or the Transition generation. In fact, Early Gen X reported greater likelihood of honest behaviour in 4 out of 9 action categories than the previous Post War generation, and the difference for misusing facilities was particularly significant.

3. Generations and Values

Our research also confirms that certain instrumental values are related to dishonest behaviours. Honesty as a value is associated with lower likelihood of shirking, misuse of facilities, hiding information from employer and customers, stealing from the employer and behaving disloyally. Responsibility (being dependable and reliable) is related to less stealing from the employer, less cheating the customer financially, less damaging property, as well as more polite loyal and loyal behaviour. On the other hand individuals that rank higher independence are reporting more likelihood of hiding information from employer and customers, damaging property, being impolite towards the customer and behaving disloyally.

Similarly to likelihood of dishonest behaviour, generational differences can be observed, when ranking the Rokeach instrumental values. Post-war and Early X generations tend to rank honesty, responsibility and capability (competence, effectiveness) higher than their following generations, Millennials on the other hand rank helpfulness (working for the welfare of others), love (affection, tenderness) and cheerfulness (being light-hearted and joyful) higher (Fig. 3).

3 Using Kruskal Wallis Test we confirm that all these differences are statistically significant.
Fig. 3. Generations and instrumental values

All four generations rank honesty and responsibility amongst the most important values. Interestingly, Post-war, Transition and Millennial generations rank honesty the highest amongst all values (while the Post-war generation exhibit a more clear preference towards this value than the later generations), at the same time Early X Generation ranks responsibility the highest, followed by honesty in the second place (full rankings are provided in Appendix III).

4. Discussion

In this research paper we confirm that despite dual morality and ambiguous ethics in the Soviet Union, twenty-five years after the collapse of the system retail sector employees tend to report likelihood of rather honest behaviour. Moreover older generations reported greater likelihood of honest behaviour than younger generations, even though earlier generations had been more exposed to the Soviet system. We also found that in post-Soviet context there are significant differences between early and late generation X.

These findings reopen the question, whether honest behaviour is more a function of generation or a function of age. Previous literature has suggested generations’ attitudes as life-long effects (Arsenault, 2004), thus implying that generational effects should be the dominant, yet one could also consider that the external consequences and tendency to reduce risk at the workplace for older employees could play a role towards more honest behaviour for Post-war and Early Gen X.

These findings also question the extent of retained impact of the Soviet system over values, beliefs and attitudes in the Baltic States today. Given that the Soviet Union lasted slightly more than a generation and that this system was considered as oppressive in Estonia, it could be argued that early generations were still influenced by values of pre-Soviet generations and that Soviet work values and dual morality was not upheld after gaining independence (Rees, Miazhevich, 2009). Same could apply to Latvia. In addition, the impact of gradually incoming Western culture since 1970s could also be considered in forming values and identities.

This leads to much broader consideration, whether certain values and worldviews could be shared by generations even across different systems – for instance, Generation X has been strongly characterized by honesty in the Western world – could we make an assumption that influence of the Western values from 1970s has been strong enough to form the tendency towards honesty also in Early Gen X in the Soviet system?
Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

We can conclude that generational differences exist towards honesty as both behaviour and intrinsic value. And that despite exposure to the Soviet system, earlier generations tend to report higher likelihood of honest behaviour also in post-Soviet business environment.

We can also conclude that in the Baltic States as in the post-Soviet societies there are significant differences between early and late generation X, at least as far as honesty in the retail business environment is concerned. This issue and differences of the so-called Transition generation could be explored further.

Our study has several limitations. As business ethics can be understood from many different perspectives, the potential research field is very broad and cannot be fully covered in a single study. This study is concerned with pre-defined forms of dishonest behaviour, yet many other aspects of business ethics could be assessed. Our study, moreover, analyses dishonest behaviour as reported by retail employees assuming a theoretical scenario – it does not measure the actual honesty or dishonesty. Different perceptions of what constitute dishonest behaviour also poses a significant challenge here – even though the survey clearly suggested whether a certain behaviour would be considered honest or dishonest, values and norms have changed and it cannot be excluded that some participants view a behaviour as dishonest while others – as fully acceptable. Thirdly given the scope of the study it cannot be excluded that certain behaviours are more affected by age than by belonging to a certain generation. This could be another important area of further research – to assess to what extent values, attitudes and behaviours of a given generation change over time with this generation ageing.
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### Appendix I

*Age, tenure and dishonest behaviour – non parametric correlations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kendall's tau_b</th>
<th>Spearman’s rho</th>
<th>Kendall's tau_b</th>
<th>Spearman’s rho</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shirking</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>-.122**</td>
<td>-.168**</td>
<td>-.037</td>
<td>-.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Misuse facilities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>-.106**</td>
<td>-.145**</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hiding information – customers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>-.124**</td>
<td>-.169**</td>
<td>-.031</td>
<td>-.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hiding information – employer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>-.130**</td>
<td>-.175**</td>
<td>-.034</td>
<td>-.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stealing from the employer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>-.144**</td>
<td>-.191**</td>
<td>-.012</td>
<td>-.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.686</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cheating the customer financially</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>-.161**</td>
<td>-.210**</td>
<td>-.016</td>
<td>-.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.576</td>
<td>0.583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Damaging property</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>-.148**</td>
<td>-.190**</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impolite behavior – customer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>-.148**</td>
<td>-.199**</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Behaving disloyally</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>-.130**</td>
<td>-.180**</td>
<td>-.049</td>
<td>-.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>723</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Appendix II

*Generations and dishonest behaviour – non parametric correlations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kendall’s tau_b</th>
<th>Spearman’s rho</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shirking</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>.115**</td>
<td>.140**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Misuse facilities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>.113**</td>
<td>.137**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hiding information – customers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>.133**</td>
<td>.160**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hiding information – employer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>.142**</td>
<td>.170**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stealing from the employer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>.140**</td>
<td>.164**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cheating the customer financially</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>.154**</td>
<td>.179**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Damaging property</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>.145**</td>
<td>.164**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impolite behavior – customer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>.153**</td>
<td>.182**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Behaving disloyally</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>.130**</td>
<td>.158**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Generations and dishonest behaviour – Kruskal Wallis Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Statisticsa,b</th>
<th>Shirking</th>
<th>Misuse facilities</th>
<th>Hiding information customers</th>
<th>Hiding information employer</th>
<th>Stealing from the employer</th>
<th>Cheating the customer financially</th>
<th>Damaging property</th>
<th>Impolite behavior – customer</th>
<th>Behaving disloyalty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymp. Sig.</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix III

Generations and mean rankings of instrumental values (n = 678)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Post-war</th>
<th>Early Gen X</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Millennials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Honesty</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politeness</td>
<td>7.39</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obedience</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>9.21</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>8.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpfulness</td>
<td>10.17</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>8.68</td>
<td>8.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Control</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>9.42</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>9.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellect</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>9.68</td>
<td>9.87</td>
<td>10.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>10.37</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambition</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>10.63</td>
<td>10.01</td>
<td>9.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>9.78</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>10.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad-mindedness</td>
<td>10.46</td>
<td>10.26</td>
<td>10.51</td>
<td>10.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheerfulness</td>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>11.18</td>
<td>10.06</td>
<td>9.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courage</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>11.41</td>
<td>11.37</td>
<td>10.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgiveness</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagination</td>
<td>11.87</td>
<td>11.59</td>
<td>12.35</td>
<td>12.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love</td>
<td>13.31</td>
<td>12.68</td>
<td>11.41</td>
<td>11.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract
The measurement of human development has a potentially strong impact on investigation of development gap and building of new policies. In broad terms, the human development approach appeared as a means to reallocate human beings at the center of the actions related to politics, economy, and society. Therefore correct and fair measurement has got a great importance. The human development index (HDI) is a measure of human development based on the three major dimensions such as longevity, knowledge, and standard of living. In this paper, the assessment of the HDI for the OECD countries is reconsidered in the light of data envelopment analysis (DEA). The aim is therefore to provide complementary information for efficiency measure of HD in OECD countries. Instead of a ranking the countries, human development is benchmarked on the basis of empirical observations of the best practice countries by applying output-oriented DEA. As a result of the correlation analysis, there is a highly strong positive correlation between normalized HDI values and the values that we calculated from output oriented DEA model. Hence, the values that we calculated from DEA model fit HDI results. Both HDI and DEA results yield the same three topmost (Norway, Australia, and Switzerland) and the three lowermost countries (Hungary, Turkey, and Mexico).
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1. Introduction
The particularities of the development processes, both economic and human have been increasingly investigated even these processes, especially the latter are still not fully understood. Human development can be defined as the process of expanding people’s capacity to perform freely chosen core value activities. It includes expanding well-being for all people and increasing the possibilities of individual choice (Marianoa et al., 2015).

The final aim of development should be to improve the welfare and to flourish each human being on this planet (Dahl, 2013). The term “well-being” is used in a general sense and encompasses work on the measurement of quality of life, social development, human development, sustainable development, and social and economic performance as well. In broad terms, the human development approach appeared as a means to reallocate human beings at the center of actions related to politics, economy, and society, in such a way that the central
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It is possible to approach the human development and well-being from different points of view of diverse academic disciplines (such as psychology, sociology, education, anthropology, and philosophy), or as determined in many cultures and religious/spiritual customs of the world. At the same time there has been governmental and academic effort to determine and measure human development (Dahl, 2012).

During the last years, a huge interest in indexes of economic and social well-being at all levels (national, provincial, regional, and community) has been observed and this tendency is going on and even increasing. The social indicators movement that began in the 1960s elicited the emergence of today’s interest in the development of indexes of economic and social well-being. The public’s attention has been captured by these indexes in a very successful way (Sharpe, 2000). Country’s economic development is frequently measured by per capita income. Nevertheless, per capita income cannot completely reflect country’s development level, as it doesn’t take into consideration the prosperity of society and individuals. (Wu et al., 2014).

Human Development Index (HDI) is the most famous composite index of social and economic well-being, developed by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). The index that was first published in 1990 has become a significant alternative to the traditional unidimensional measure of development (i.e. the gross domestic product) (Sagar and Najam, 1998). The HDI is founded on three indicators that are presented by **longevity**, that is estimated by life expectancy at birth; **educational attainment**, that is estimated by a combination of adult literacy (two-thirds weight) and the merged first, second- and third-level gross enrolment ratio (one-third weight); and **standard of living**, that is estimated by real GDP per capita in Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) terms (Sharpe, 2004). The geometric mean of these three indicators yields HDI value which falls between zero (0) and one (1), where one indicates the maximal value of human development and zero a deplorable lack thereof. In 2015, the HDI ranged from 0.944 (Norway) to 0.348 (Niger).

Since its establishment, the HDI has met considerable criticism from the various perspectives as the choice of indicators, weightings of the elements in the indicators, and measurement methods used. The first issue addresses lack of indicators in relation with economic, social, environmental well-being, although the developers of the HDI argue that the variables do capture all important dimensions of human development (Sharpe, 2000). The second emphasizes the necessity of endogenously calculation of the weights of the component indices. The third discourses the computational method for calculating the HDI (Mahlberg and Obersteiner, 2001). Data envelopment analysis (DEA) can greatly contribute to the second and third issues based on two basic arguments: (a) human development of a country should be assessed by means of benchmarking against best practice countries and (b) the weights of the component indices should be directly derived by the data themselves that were proposed by Mahlberg and Obersteiner (2001). Thus, employing an appropriate approach to overcome the above issues and to provide complementary information for the measured decision making units are vital (Wu et al., 2014).

In this paper, the assessment of HD for the OECD countries is reconsidered in the light of data envelopment analysis (DEA). Accordingly, the aim of this study is to provide complementary information for efficiency measurement of human development for the OECD countries in which the organization has the mission of promoting policies that will improve the economic and
social well-being of people around the world. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the second chapter, we briefly present DEA method. Then, we revisit the literature in the context of social dimensioned performance considerations and also human development evaluation by DEA. In chapter 3, we present output-oriented DEA model for the revisiting of HD values of OECD countries. We finally present results, conclusion, and future direction in chapter 4.

2. Data Envelopment Analysis

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a “data oriented” approach for evaluating the performance of a set of homogenous entities called Decision Making Units (DMUs) (Coelli et al., 2005). It is a mathematical procedure based on linear programming, which can determine the set of weights that maximizes the efficiency of a DMU, allowing it to incorporate multiple inputs and outputs into a single value, without the need to convert them into a common unit of measure (Mariano et al., 2015).

The typical DEA problem runs, through mathematical programming, a range of observed quantities of inputs consumed and outputs produced by a number of Decision Making Units (DMUs) to benchmark the implementation of decision-making units contrary to frontiers of best practices. These frontiers are formed by an inspection of the observed performance of all the units in the data set. Benchmarking contrary to these best practice frontiers forms the framework for computation of inefficiency measures for each DMU (Reig-Martinez, 2013). It measures the efficiency of each unit by its distance from the best practice frontier, which is represented by the best practice units (Mizobuchi, 2014). Basically, DEA provides a categorical classification of the units into efficient and inefficient ones by assuming either constant or variable returns to scale for the inputs and outputs (Despotis, 2005-a). Because it requires very few assumptions, DEA has also opened up possibilities for use in cases which have been resistant to other approaches because of the complex (often unknown) nature of the relations between the multiple inputs and multiple outputs involved in DMUs (Coelli et al., 2005).

DEA have been widely used to measure the performance of diverse substances from micro dimension as hospitals, universities, business firms to macro dimension as regions, countries, economies, etc. In the context of macro dimension, social facets of subject matters are widely included into the models. Debnath and Shankar (2014) measured the efficiency of happiness, Giambona and Vassallo (2014) calculated the composite indicator of social inclusion for European countries, Hsiao and Hsiao (2015) evaluated elderly social welfare performance, Wu et al., (2014) evaluated the performance efficiency of 21 OECD countries, Grubesic et al. (2012) investigated violence in urban areas, and Dominguez-Serrano and Blancas (2011) calculated a gender well-being composite indicator. As the part of social facets of macro dimension, evaluation of human development by DEA has been widely studied in the literature.

Mahlberg and Obersteiner (2001) proposed the idea of using two DEA approaches to reassess the HDI values for 174 countries on the basis of the data given in the Human Development Report of 1998. In their study, constant returns-to-scale output-oriented DEA model was applied since the scores of all indicators are preferred to be as high as possible (e.g. life expectancy, expected-mean school of year, and GNI per capita). They discussed the differences between HDI and DEA measurements and accentuated the advantage of their proposal.

Despotis (2005-a) reconsidered the measurement of HDI by data envelopment analysis (DEA). A new approach for HDI is proposed within two phases. He developed a DEA-like
linear programming model to assess the relative performance of the countries in terms of human development. Then he extended his calculations with a post-DEA goal-programming model to derive estimates of a new development index by using optimal weights for the socioeconomic indicators. He emphasized that the new measure of human development is comparable and highly correlated with the HDI. The transformation paradigm is also introduced in his paper to assess the relative efficiency of the countries in translating income to social prosperity. Hence, the real GDP per capita is used as input to reflect the expansion of peoples’ ability to access the resources needed to acquire knowledge and to achieve a long and healthy life. This new approach is applied to the countries in the region of Asia and The Pacific to estimate an ideal value of the composite index for each one of the countries. Despotis (2005-b) extended his work by assessing 174 countries’ HDI by DEA.

Bougnol et al. (2010) presented three “standard practices” each a well-established and widely used approach to make efficiency or performance evaluations such as evaluating the stores in the retail industry, evaluating bonds, and evaluating of 15 countries’ human development. The last practice uses scorecard assessment ranking schemes which is a special case of DEA where all weights are constants and all attributes are outputs.

Despotis et al. (2010) proposed a general modeling approach with nonlinear virtual inputs and outputs in DEA. They revisited the work of Despotis (2005-b) on assessing the HDI by DEA that can assess the efficiency of the units in the presence of nonlinear virtual inputs and outputs. Their modeling approach eliminates the need for working with the logarithm of per capita income in the HDI.

Hatefi and Torabi (2010) proposed a common weight multi criteria decision analysis (MCDA)–data envelopment analysis (DEA) approach to construct composite indicators (CIs). In order to validate the proposed new MCDA–DEA model, it is applied to two case studies taken from the literature to construct two well-known CIs, as Human Development Index (HDI) and Sustainable Energy Index (SEI). They accentuated that the proposed method with an improved discriminating power and notable saving in the number of LP models to be solved, can be considered as a convenient decision tool and a sound alternative to the DEA-like models in CI construction.

Vierstraete (2012) assessed the performance of various countries in reaching a human development target as measured by the non-income HDI. Using classical and bootstrapped Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) models, she investigated whether past or current expenditure levels in these various countries are yielding an optimal HDI—i.e. the “best” possible HDI in light of the resources invested.

Reig-Martínez (2013) calculated human Wellbeing Composite Index (WCI) for 42 countries, belonging to European space and the MENA countries. To attain this goal, different data envelopment analysis (DEA) models are used as an aggregation tool for seven selected socio-economic variables which are income per capita, environmental burden of disease, income inequality, gender gap, education, life expectancy at birth and government effectiveness. He expressed that this study highlights the usefulness of constructing a multi-dimensional index of wellbeing to cover more aspects than those traditionally considered by the HDI and discusses how to go about doing so.

Mizobuchi (2014) applied DEA to aggregating 11 individual well-being indicators into a composite indicator using the World Bank’s estimates of each country’s productive base.
The author adopted two approaches based on BOD and DEA to construct composite indicators. The composite indicator based on BOD is distributed similarly and is highly correlated with the existing HDI as well as GDP per capita while the composite indicator based on DEA is negatively correlated with HDI as well as GDP per capita.

Wu et al. (2014) proposed a super-efficiency model to empirically investigate whether the efficiency rankings of the selected 19 OECD countries provide a more reasonable conclusion than the HDI rankings. In the light of the estimated efficiency scores and input slack(s) in the super-efficiency model, they suggested the path of improving the usage efficiency of input resources. They emphasized that compared to the HDI rankings, the efficiency rankings measured by the super-efficiency model have the following two advantages: (1) they consider the inputs that are used to generate the indicators for constructing the HDI, and decide the weights of inputs and outputs endogenously; (2) the input slacks measured by the super-efficiency model can evaluate whether the inputs are over-used and provide the improvement path of each country’s input variables.

All of the studies briefly discussed above contribute to the evaluation of human development process from various perspectives either the choice of indicators, the weightings of the elements in the indicator or the measurement methods used.

3. DEA Model for Assessing the Human Development

In this paper, we used Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to reassess the HDI in a multiple output setting. Since the most notable advantages of DEA models are that they endogenously construct a non-linearly arranged set of best practice countries and that the weights of each indicator entering the HDI is endogenously determined based on an optimization calculus. We utilized the output-oriented DEA proposed by Mahlberg and Obersteiner (2001) in order to evaluate the human development of 34 OECD countries drawing on the data published by the Human Development Report Office (UNDP, 2015) in this study. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to provide complementary information for efficiency measure of HD in OECD countries by employing a DEA. Notably, our purpose is not to propose a new HDI; rather, to assess the relative HD efficiency of the countries by means of DEA employing recently published data from UNDP (2015).

In order to assess countries’ efficiency in achieving a certain value of the HD, we will perform inter-country comparisons and hold their results up to a target. The DEA method allows us to determine this target, which is defined by the best performers in the sample.

3.1. Selection of Decision Making Units

In this study, OECD countries were selected as the decision making units since the mission of the OECD is to promote policies that will improve the economic and social well-being of people around the world. In broad terms, the OECD promotes policies related with (i) achieving the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising standard of living in member countries, while preserving financial stability, and in this way to promote the growth of the world economy (ii) contributing to sound economic expansion in member as well as nonmember countries in the process of economic development and (iii) contributing to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, nondiscriminatory basis regarding to international responsibilities.
3.2. Selection of Input/Output

In this study, *life expectancy at birth, expected years of schooling, mean years of schooling*, and *GNI per capita* are selected as outputs since the scores of all indicators are preferred to be as high as possible. All the individual indicators are considered as outputs and a dummy input (equal to one) is assumed for all the countries (Mahlberg and Obersteiner, 2001).

3.3. Output-Oriented DEA Model

In this study DEA, which is a non-parametric approach that uses a linear programming technique, is utilized. The DEA defines the best practice frontier which allows us to classify countries into best performing units if they are at the frontier and into worse performing units if they lie below. In this study, since the scores of all indicators (*life expectancy at birth, expected years of schooling, mean years of schooling*, and *GNI per capita*) are preferred to be as high as possible, output-oriented DEA model is applied (Mahlberg and Obersteiner, 2001).

The following optimization problem is solved for each individual country in the sample, for the computation of the performance score Zo of each country and weight of each indicator as well (Mahlberg and Obersteiner, 2001). See Appendix Table A.1 for the DEA results.

$$Zo = \min \sum (v_i \cdot X_{ik})$$

s.t.

$$\sum (u_r \cdot Y_{rk}) = 1$$

$$\sum u_r \cdot Y_{rj} - \sum v_i \cdot X_{ij} \leq 0$$

$$u_r, v_i \geq 0$$

where,

- Zo – performance score,
- $X_{ij}$ i-th resource of the j-th country
- $Y_{rj}$ r-th indicator of the j-th country
- $X_{ik}$ i-th resource of the country k
- $Y_{rk}$ r-th indicator of the country k
- $\epsilon = 10^{-6}$ – number of resources, $m = 1$
- s – number of indicators, $s = 4$,
- n – number of countries, $n = 34$,
- k – the country under instigation
- $v_i$ – weight of the i-th resource,
- $u_r$ – weight of the r-th indicator,
- i = 1, ..., m
- j = 1, ..., n
- r = 1, ..., s

Because we combine the four indicators of the HDI as the output, the resource side consists of the unity vector. The model computes weights so that the country under consideration is determined as best as possible. The weights can differ from country to country in contrast to the standard definition of the HDI, where the weights are equal for all countries.
3.4. Data

We used the same indicators as those in the 2015 Human Development Report that is published annually by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), which are used to compute the Human Development Index (HDI). Correspondingly, our computations are based on data published by the Human Development Report Office (UNDP, 2015).

3.5. Solution

Basically, in order to measure the human development performance of OECD countries, we used indicators utilized in HDI calculation in the following three categories: longevity, knowledge, and standard of living. Applying the basic output oriented DEA model developed by Charnes et al. (1978) we revisited performance indices for each country in the sample.

The scores of output-oriented DEA-model are, by definition, 1 or larger and a value of 1 is assigned to the best performing country. By transforming the scores of the DEA to the domain between zero and one, we make the DEA scores comparable to the values of the HDI. The transformation is done by inverting the DEA scores. The values of the transformed indicators lie between 0 and 1, as in the values of the HDI. The domain of the HDI, as published in the Human Development Report (See Appendix Table A.2), is between 0 and 1, but even the best performing country does not achieve the highest possible value. To ensure comparability with the DEA values we normalized the HDI. To the highest developed country a value of 1 is assigned and to all relatively less developed countries a value of less than 1. Accordingly, the normalized HDI values and the inverted DEA scores for each OECD country are given in Table 1.

The values of DEA indices show the distance that a country has already moved towards the maximum possible value of 1 and allows comparisons with other countries. The difference between the values achieved by a country and the maximum possible value of 1 shows the country’s shortfall and indicates how far the country has to go.

3.6. Discussion

To analyze the relationship between two scores a correlation analysis was conducted \( r = 0.83, p = 0.00 \). The result shows that there is a positive and strong correlation between the two scores. Thus, it can be said that the scores obtain from the normalized HDI and inverted DEA fit each other.

Both HDI and DEA results yield the same three topmost (Norway, Australia, and Switzerland) and the three lowermost countries (Hungary, Turkey, and Mexico). It can be observed that Norway (1), Australia (0.99046), and Switzerland (0.98516) record the highest first three values among the normalized HDI values while Norway, Australia, Switzerland, Germany, United States, and Japan record maximum value of “1” for inverted DEA scores. Germany (0.970338) and United States (0.969279) took place at the sixth and eight orders among the first ten normalized HDI values. The countries in the most favorable situation are usually among those that enjoy the highest level of human development as a result not only of their high level of GNI per capita, but also to their social policies applied.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Normalized HDI values</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Inverted DEA scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>0.9904</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>0.9851</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>0.9777</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>0.9766</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>0.9703</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>0.9703</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>0.9994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0.9692</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>0.9984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>0.9671</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>0.9981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>0.9671</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>0.9965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>0.9608</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>0.9938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>0.9608</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>0.9903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>0.9523</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>0.9896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>0.9512</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>0.9896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>0.9470</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>0.9883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>0.9449</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>0.9869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0.9438</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>0.9861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>0.9427</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>0.9853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>0.9406</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>0.9785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>0.9375</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>0.9784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>0.9353</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>0.9784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>0.9322</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>0.9774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>0.9279</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>0.9744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>0.9247</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>0.9735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>0.9216</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>0.9723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>0.9163</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>0.9712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>0.9120</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>0.9675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>0.8940</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>0.9540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>0.8930</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>0.9495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>0.8813</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>0.9332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>0.8792</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>0.9308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>0.8771</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>0.9178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>0.8061</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>0.9053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>0.8008</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>0.9019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* author’s calculations

In contrast, the countries whose current socioeconomic situation is far from their efficient frontiers including Hungary, Turkey, and Mexico share the worst three values for calculations. Normalized HDI values are 0.87711 for Hungary, 0.80614 for Turkey, and 0.80084 for Mexico while DEA values are 0.91783 for Mexico, 0.90535 for Hungary, and 0.90194 for Turkey.
The largest gap among the OECD countries are found in GNI per capita and mean years of schooling when comparing with the other factors which are life expectancy and expected years of schooling. Those countries especially Turkey and Mexico should increase their outputs level to their efficient frontier.

On the other hand, although both values for the rest of the OECD countries became different, the main argument has not changed. The countries in the rather favorable situation are usually among those that enjoy the highest level of human development as a result not only of their high level of GNI per capita, but also to their social policies applied. The countries which have the lower level of human development have highly lower level of GNI per capita when compared with the favorable ones.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

The purpose of this study is to provide complementary information for efficiency measure of HD in OECD countries. Instead of a ranking the countries, human development is benchmarked on the basis of empirical observations of the best practice countries by applying output-oriented DEA. The DEA problem handles a variety of observed quantities of inputs consumed and outputs produced by a number of DMUs to benchmark the performance of individual decision-making units against frontiers of best practices. It measures the efficiency of each unit by its distance from the best practice frontier, which is represented by the best practice units (Mizobuchi, 2014).

In the literature, DEA have been widely used to measure the performance of diverse decision making units from micro magnitude as banks, hospitals, universities, business firms to macro magnitude as regions, countries, economies, etc.. From the point of view of macro perspective, social aspect of subject matters are widely included into the models such as measurement of happiness efficiency, elderly social welfare performance, violence in urban areas, and a gender well-being composite indicator. As the part of social aspects of macro dimension, human development assessment has also been studied by DEA in the literature. The data envelopment analysis can be an excellent tool to help in the measurement and analysis of issues related to human development. It also makes an indirect appeal for assignors whose are economists, socialists, politicians, and researchers to pay more attention to the question regarding how to utilize human resources efficiently for further improving human development (Wu et al.; 2014).

In this paper, we used Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to reassess the HD in a multiple output setting. We utilized the output-oriented DEA proposed by Mahlberg and Obersteiner (2001) in order to evaluate the human development of 34 OECD countries drawing on the data published by the Human Development Report Office (UNDP, 2015). Thus, we aimed to provide complementary information for efficiency measure of HD in OECD countries by employing a DEA instead of proposing a new HDI. We rather employ a DEA model for reassessing the efficiency scores with recently published data by UNDP (2015). In this study, OECD countries were selected as the decision making units since the mission of the OECD is to promote policies that will improve the economic and social well-being of people around the world.

As a result of the correlation analysis, there is a highly strong positive correlation between normalized HDI values and the values that we calculated from output oriented DEA model. Hence, the values that we calculated from DEA model fit HDI results. Both HDI and DEA results yield the same three topmost (Norway, Australia, and Switzerland) and the three lowermost countries
(Hungary, Turkey, and Mexico). Additionally life expectancy, expected years of schooling, and mean years of schooling values of those countries are not compatible as well.

On the other hand, It should be noted that since the DEA gives the relative efficiency of the countries, if other countries were included in the study, the efficiency of some of those presented would change.

As a future direction, relative efficiencies of other countries belonging to other unions or committees should be analyzed in order to shed the light on human development issues. On the other hand, the efficiency of the countries can be analyzed by using other inputs and/or outputs. Finally, the source of inefficiencies in our DEA model and the proposals for how to tackle with those issues should be studied as future work.
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### Table A.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>DEA Value</th>
<th>Weight of life expectancy</th>
<th>Weight of expected years of schooling</th>
<th>Weight of mean years of schooling</th>
<th>Weight of GNI per capita</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0106</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0113</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0691</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1.0139</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1.0219</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
<td>0.0686</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1.0018</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0544</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1.0104</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1.0117</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>1.0005</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0752</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>1.0015</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>1.0149</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>1.0097</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1.0104</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1.0284</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1.0132</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1.0220</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1.0272</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>1.0334</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1.0061</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1.0034</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>1.0531</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>1.0262</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>1.0481</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0764</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>1.0715</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0582</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>1.0743</td>
<td>0.0121</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>1.0231</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>1.0296</td>
<td>0.0118</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>1.1045</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>1.1087</td>
<td>0.0127</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1.0895</td>
<td>0.0129</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: author’s calculations*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>HDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>0.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>0.935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>0.930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>0.923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>0.922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>0.916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>0.916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>0.913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>0.913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>0.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>0.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>0.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>0.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>0.888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>0.885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>0.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>0.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>0.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>0.873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>0.844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>0.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>0.832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>0.828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>0.761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>0.756</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract
Over the recent years, there is a growing topicality in the business segment, as well as among individuals, of technologies that allow connecting a wide range of devices in a unified information environment, thereby providing automation and online monitoring of operations. Application of solutions ranges from transportation and logistics to health care, environment and rescue and safety.
Including the devices in a single network allows achieving increased operational optimization, improved accuracy and efficiency; therefore, ensuring a business potential in virtually any market or industry.
Although the topicality and prevalence of internet of things (IoT) are increasingly growing, as smart devices are seamlessly included in the day-to-day operations of the business environment, the benefits arising from the new digital technologies and online connectivity still remain largely underexplored in Latvia.
Hence, the aim of the paper is to identify the main development drivers and the business potential of internet of things in Latvia by exploring the current experience and future readiness to optimize the cost base, develop new technologies and business models, enter new markets or industries, as well as to strengthen cooperation with the current and potential business partners by capitalizing on 24/7 connectivity of a range of devices.
To achieve the above-stated aim, in January 2016 a web-based questionnaire is sent out to business organizations’ representatives in Latvia asking respondents to evaluate their current experience and future potential of application of internet of things solutions in their organization to achieve an increased efficiency or develop new technologies or business models.
Research results indicate that even though the general awareness of the benefits that internet of things has to offer can be considered as relatively high, the practical application of the respective solutions show that the technology adoption in this field is still fairly low; therefore, indicating unrealized potential of internet of things usage in day-to-day operations.
Practical implications of research results are mainly based on the opportunity to identify gaps that prevent business customers from wider application of internet of things solutions and, consequently, benefiting from opportunities in technological and efficiency advancement.
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Theoretical background

There is no doubt that over the last few years we have experience a spiralling development of new technology revolution. Various business sectors, as well as individuals have increasingly opted for technologies that allow connecting various devices in a single information environment, thus automating and continuously monitoring their operations – from vehicles in the area of logistics to health care equipment, surveillance in the environmental sector and operations of rescue services. According to a widely recognised descriptive definition of IoT in the sector “IoT allowing things and real world objects to connect, communicate, and interact with one another in the same way humans do via the web today” (Holler J. et al. 2014).

IoT as a new efficiency potential

By integrating devices in a single network, optimisation of operations is achieved, along with higher precision and increased efficiency, thus ensuring business potential in practically any area of business. According to technologies experts, in about 5–10 years we will already be able to evaluate the economic effect of the application of internet of things; moreover, it is expected that the effect will be rather far-reaching. According CISCO forecasts (Bradley J., et al. 2013), till 2022, the IoT Technologies and applications usage will generate $14.4 trillion added value – from increased revenues and lower costs as well. The main added value contributors will be asset utilization generated from structurally lower operational costs through business process and capital utilization efficiencies – 2.5 trillion USD; employee productivity generated from labour efficiencies that result from higher productivity person-hours – 2.5 trillion USD; supply chain and logistics based on improvement in business process efficiencies across the global supply chain – 2.7 trillion USD; customer experience based on increasing a customer’s lifetime value and technology adoption expansion through new customer additions – 3.7 trillion USD; reduced time to market resulted from better R&D investments returns and improved key business performance metrics such as time to market advantage, in addition to creating new revenue streams from new IOT business models and use cases – 3.0 trillion USD.

According to forecasts, internet of things is a new and promising concept. It is not merely a technological vision for development, but already a technological solution, which offers return already in the present. Internet, data analysis and cloud computing, in combination with sensors and remotely controlled devices, generally ensure the potential for a more effective use and optimisation of resources (see Figure 1 for graphical representation of the relationship).
IoT is not only a new paradigm in the modern society. First of all, it is a complex technological solution. From the functional viewpoint, IoT is the combination of sensors, computing resources, mobile networks as the hardware and specific mobile applications, big data, analytics as the software. In most cases, the ecosystem of IoT is only in the development stage (Sundmaeker H., et al. 2010), however, a range of sectors have already made significant steps to use this technological innovation in business development.

**IoT as new technological solution**

It is apparent that various technologies are involved in IoT development, therefore, in order to use the potential of IoT technologies as broadly and effectively as possible, it is necessary to identify the problems and risks, which will have to be faced at the time of introducing new technologies (Fleisch E., 2010). So far, IoT has not gained generally known or broad market recognition, and it is delayed by objective market hesitation, in evaluating the opportunities offered by new technologies and the associated possible risks. Since IoT solutions provide for a closer co-operation between various devices, by using internet as the co-operation environment, problems related to interoperability and data safety are brought to the forefront. There is no doubt that interoperability is a very significant aspect for promoting IoT applications in order to get the maximum return. McKinsey Global Institute estimated that “situations in which two or more IoT systems must work together can account for about 40 percent of the total value that can be unlocked by the Internet of Things.” (Manyika J., et al. 2015) Even though International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the United Nations specialized agency in the field of telecommunications, information and communication technologies, already back in 2012 defined the basic requirements for IoT solutions, which would ensure a single standard and a stable interoperability of various devices in a network, no comprehensive agreement has yet been received about the creation of such standards. This delays not only further advancement of technological processes, but also makes the end users concerned about sustainability of use of specific IoT solutions and the ability of selected suppliers to adapt the existing solutions in the future to the necessary standards. The awaiting position of end users regarding investments into IoT solutions is understandable, before all technological conditions of their functioning are known.

Another aspect that objectively makes the end users cautious is cyber security and associated risks. As society becomes increasingly concerned about cyber security and threats caused by cyber-attacks increase, accordingly, concerns about the security of corporate activities are brought to the forefront. It is understandable that in addition to already ascertained risks, IoT can cause new threats as well. In situations when essential processes are managed autonomously, by fully trusting digital solutions and internet connections, billions of devices connected to a unified network, storing and transferring data of various types, large volumes of sensitive information about each of devices are processed and stored on a regular basis, the methods of protection that are widely used in the traditional IT environment are no longer sufficient. In order for IoT solutions to gain clients’ trust, a new level data security and protection system must be developed to protect data from unauthorised access (Vermesan O., Friess P. 2014). Data anonymizing is one of the topical solutions, which allows reducing the value of the accumulated data to anyone, who would like to use it without authorisation. Certainly IoT security will be a hot topic for conversation in the next following years.
Progress is also needed in creating software to collect, capture and analyse data received from various sensors, aggregate and convey complex findings in ways that make them useful for decision making and automated systems actions. As research shows, companies applying data-driven decisions in their regular business processes are, on average, by 6% more profitable and 5% more productive than competitors. (McAfee A., Brynjolfsson E., 2012).

IoT solutions may have very different levels of complexity to support different activities and perform a particular automation task. IoT solutions can increase automation effectiveness and sophistication in two ways – in the way companies gather data and the way they use the collected information.

The level of application of IoT nowadays very often is limited to the visibility phase, expressed by connection and monitoring (depicted in Figure 2). In this phase some small steps in data gathering are done, data usage for process automation is limited, process monitoring is mainly done manually and a simple alert triggering system is implemented. If IoT systems usage is developed into the efficiency phase, expressed by more digitalized control and reaction mechanism, the company is involved in more systematic data gathering processes, higher processes automation, systems remote control usage and performance indicators analysis systems application.

Source: Verizon, 2015.

Fig. 2. **IoT complexity and development model**

In the more sophisticated agility phase, data from IoT sensors are combined with wide-scale external data sets to perform an in-depth analysis. A lot of predictive analytic tools are used to describe and analyze various business processes to get integrated solutions for digital management of a particular process. Innovation, related to transformation and exploration, is the most developed and less visible phase in the everyday business environment. Data from IoT sensors and data analysis results are used in the entire company, every significant business process or targeted activity. Facts based insights are applied to run a new digital business model to get economy from full-scale data-based automated decisions.

The full potential of the IoT will be unlocked when small networks of connected things become one network of connected things extending across industries. New sensors and tags will generate a new data stream – the added data volume from sensors only will reach the data volume which is currently being produced and managed globally. Even more, since many business models emerging from the IoT will involve the exchange of data, the importance of free flow of information will increase.
of information across different networks will arise. (Atzori L., et al. 2014) Big data and data privacy issues are fundamental components of the IoT future. The lack of trust and concerns about data privacy would negatively influence consumer uptake of the IoT.

**Managerial implications of IoT implementation**

Even though technological solutions, their prevalence and performance ability are essential aspects in assessing the potential of IoT prevalence in the business environment, the digital environment can be only one of the aspects for a company to become truly data-driven. As the application of IoT increases, by automating processes and using digital assistants and robots more broadly, fundamental changes will be observed not only in the skill set required of employees, but also the contents of the work task itself. Aspects related to the introduction and management of digital processes and involvement in new business processes are equally important. Employees’ abilities to work with complex IoT projects and a large data volume are of crucial importance, along with the ability to develop business systems and processes in a way that allows full use of IoT generated data and their application in decision-making and managerial processes. The need for highly qualified employees will grow very quickly. According to IDC forecasts, the amount of data processed “is doubling in size every two years, and by 2020 the digital universe – the data we create and copy annually – will reach 44 zettabytes, or 44 trillion gigabytes.” (Turner V., et al. 2014) This process in a short term will lead the industry to the new problem – lack of well-trained and experienced data processing and analysis professionals. Some estimations show that “the number of gigabytes per IT professional will grow by a factor of eight between now and 2020, while the number of devices on the IoT grows by a factor of 2.” (Turner V., et al. 2014) This trend of rapid development shows that companies must invest resources in due time to ensure that their IT experts have the necessary skills to work with Big Data.

The development of IoT solutions will require to develop and to enhance also other competences traditionally important for a product-oriented company. Competences and skills related to the development of new service concepts, business models and supply chains, which would result in a wholesome use of IoT resources and possibilities, are subject to increasing attention. It means that a broad spectrum of skills combined with the ability to focus on the performance of priority tasks, by ensuring constant adaptation to changes in the digital environment, are pre-requisites to take into account when building teams that will be responsible for implementing and using IoT solutions.

The introduction of IoT solutions will create new and yet unknown challenges because they will fundamentally change the business models known and applied up to now. In these circumstances, such questions are brought to the forefront, which are related to business management matters to maximise the effect achieved from introducing IoT. To reduce uncertainty and risks in this situation, it is important to start a company level initiative to determine where and how to focus the potential of IoT technologies. It must not only be determined what type of new products should be developed and what business processes to enhance or automate, but also a scheme must be developed for how to respond to technological changes and development in the most effective way possible not to lose momentum according to the overall trends of the industry. It means that regular and planned operations must be put in place for the development and application of IoT at a company, and that demands significant human resources and the ability to make relevant long-term decisions.
It arises from the aforementioned that the introduction of IoT solutions is a complex task, the handling of which must be started in due time, before technological solutions are delivered for setting up at the company. To assess the prevalence, application and global development potential of IoT, in the summer of 2013, researchers from The Economist Intelligence Unit (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2013) conducted a study by surveying representatives of 779 various business sectors around the world and asking to assess the current and future prevalence of IoT, effectiveness of its application in various sectors, gains offered by IoT, planned investments in IoT development, as well as barriers delaying effective introduction of IoT solutions.

Nearly a half (49%) of the respondents in this study was senior level managers or board members. Regional division allows comprising the entire world in this study: 29% of respondents in Europe, 29% in North America, 30% in Asia, and the remaining 12% in South America, Middle East and Africa. Overall, 19 sectors are represented in the study, with the most widespread being financial services, manufacturing, health care, pharmacy, information technologies, energy, construction and real estate.

Upon examining the respondents’ answers about the impact of IoT on business development in the upcoming three years, it is clear that company managers consider IoT an important innovation, which will comprehensively change business. 38% of respondents mentioned that the development of IoT will significantly affect most sectors and markets; 40% suggest that IoT will have certain, but limited impact – it will affect only some sectors or markets; 15% say that the IoT development will affect only global market players, while only 6% do not see a significant potential of impact of IoT solutions, by indicating that the importance of IoT is only a stir created by technologies industries without an actual added value. These data suggest that overall company managers globally see a significant potential of impact of IoT solutions development on the business environment in the global market.

Furthermore, when dividing smaller business areas which might experience the biggest gains from the development and introduction of IoT solutions in the upcoming 3 years, more than 30% of respondents see the added value in the client service/support area, as well as in ensuring products or services (both in the individual and business segment), from 20% to 29% of respondents believe that the development of IoT solutions will affect such areas as data processing, management and analysis, management of logistics systems and supply chains, development of employee productivity and management of technology infrastructures; moreover, 12% of respondents recognise the positive effect of these solutions on the management of energy supply and consumption, as well as asset management; whereas only 2% cannot name any area of business, where IoT could provide added value in the upcoming 3 years. The results show that the sphere of areas, which could be directly affected by the development of IoT solutions, is vast, which points to the versatile application of IoT solutions in business practice.

When considering potential gains from IoT development, in order to assess the possible value added more accurately, respondents were asked to specify how IoT solutions will change the operations of the company they represent in the upcoming 3 years. 30% of respondents emphasised that it will open up new opportunities to gain new income from the implementation of existing products or services. 29% of respondents stressed that IoT solutions will foster the development of new business processes; 23% of respondents admitted that the development of
IoT solutions will change the existing business model or strategy, as well as will foster a new wave of innovations. 17% admitted that these solutions will reduce the costs for company’s basic activity. 16% of respondents pointed out that the introduction of IoT will allow entering new markets or expand the framework of the sector. Another 13% of respondents said that IoT solutions will promote investments in technological solutions, whereas less than 10% of respondents admitted that they see the most significant impact of development of IoT solutions in the increasing competitive pressure from new players in sectors, as well as in the possibility to have closer co-operation with the competition through various forms of partnership. Only 9% of respondents did not see how the development of IoT solutions could change the operations of the company they represent in the upcoming 3 years.

To assess the readiness of companies to use IoT solutions in the development of products and services, as well as in improving efficiency of business processes, respondents were asked to assess the extent to which their organisation is planning to apply or is already applying IoT solutions. Research results show that readiness to use these solutions in the development of products / services and in improving efficiency of internal processes is relatively similar – 26% of respondents said that they had not been planning to include IoT solutions in the produced products; whereas 24% in promoting effectiveness of business processes. Furthermore, accordingly 40% and 36% pointed out that they are looking into the possibilities of applying these solutions in the aforementioned areas. 17% and 20% stated that they are planning to introduce these solutions already in the nearest future, while 12% and 16% admitted that IoT solutions in the companies they represent are in the implementation phase; 5%, however, said that IoT solutions are already applied in the development of products or services, and an equally large number of respondents said that these solutions are used in improving business process efficiency.

If we look at obstacles delaying IoT application, the most widespread reason for delays given by the representatives of companies are insufficient employee skills and knowledge (26%), insufficient involvement of the company’s management (23%), apparent lack of coherence of the manufactured products or offered services with the gains offered by IoT (21%), insufficient availability of standardised IoT solutions (19%), significant investments that are needed in the development of IoT solutions (18%), insufficient consumer awareness and demand for these products (17%), infrastructural deficiencies at the company, delaying full-fledged application of IoT solutions (15%), regulatory environment that is not stimulating innovations in the data protection area (15%), insufficient public communications infrastructure (12%), and overall economic instability which does not encourage investing (10%). These results suggest that the spectrum of factors delaying the development of IoT solutions is broad – starting from weaknesses in the company’s administration, to deficiencies in infrastructure and normative regulation, which prevents comprehensive use of potentially offered advantages of IoT.

Assessment of IoT development potential in Latvia

In order to compare the global experience with the readiness of companies to develop and apply IoT solutions in Latvia, a study was performed in the environment of business representatives in Latvia. Representatives of 2233 companies were approached in January 2016, by using a personalised online survey questionnaire. Of the approached respondents, 211 filled in the survey questionnaire (response rate – 9.5%), by giving answers to questions that describe
the openness of the Latvian business environment to the application of IoT solutions, possible gains and obstacles.

Several limitations of the model applied needs to be taken into account – the respondent base is limited to those entities that are reachable via the internet, which is also the target group for IoT solutions, hence the results are representative only to the type of enterprises surveyed. Also, the model does not cover processes of IoT introduction and is limited to application, benefits and obstacles only.

The division of respondents according to the represented sector of activity and location is given in Table 1.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Represented sector</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>ICT</th>
<th>Industry, manufacturing</th>
<th>Wholesale</th>
<th>Construction, architecture, designing</th>
<th>Finances, legal, and consulting services</th>
<th>Retail</th>
<th>Production of food and drinks</th>
<th>Agriculture, hunting, fishing</th>
<th>Education and science</th>
<th>Health and social care</th>
<th>Catering services</th>
<th>Hotels, camping, tourism</th>
<th>Real estate transactions</th>
<th>Beauty care, hairdressers, fashion</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Riga</th>
<th>Other city</th>
<th>Other town</th>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Outside settlements/rural areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Riga</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Survey of company representatives conducted by the authors.

As shown in Table 1, the respondents represent more than 15 sectors, and the representation of companies within Riga and outside is rather similar.

If considering the answers of representatives of surveyed companies when asked to assess how, in their opinion, the development of IoT will affect business in the upcoming 3 years, it is apparent that, even though the importance of IOT and the potential of its effect in Latvia is assessed lower than elsewhere in the world, the possible impact of IoT is recognised as relatively significant also in the local market. Respondents’ evaluations are summarised and compared in Figure 3.

As seen from Figure 3, 72% of respondents admit that the development of IoT solutions will have a significant impact on at least some sectors and markets (19% of respondents admit significant impact on most sectors and markets; 53% see potential impact in some sectors). It points to the fact that even though technological solutions are relatively recent and are in the development stage, over the 3-year report period, already now, representatives of the Latvian business environment see the potential of IoT impact in various business sectors.
It will significantly affect most sectors and markets

It will have some impact but it will be limited - IoT will affect only some sectors or markets

It will have a major impact only on some companies - global players dominating on the world market

It is only a stir created by technologies industries without any real added value

38% 19%
40% 53%
15% 13%
6% 15%

Source: Survey of company representatives conducted by the authors and the study by Economist Intelligence Unit.

Fig. 3. Impact of IoT solutions on business in the upcoming 3 years

When considering the areas of business, in which respondents see the biggest potential from application of IoT solutions (Figure 4), it is apparent that most frequently mentioned in Latvia are data processing, management and analysis (38%), client service or support (29%) and management of logistics systems or supply chains (25%). Unlike the global experience, a significantly lower number of respondents point out that they see gains from the application of IoT solutions in ensuring products or services (21% in Latvia vs. 30% in the world), however, a significantly more important role is attributed by the surveyed representatives of the business environment in Latvia to data processing, management, and analysis, if compared to the global experience (29% in the world).

Source: Survey of company representatives conducted by the authors and the study by Economist Intelligence Unit.

Fig. 4. Division of impacts of IoT solutions in areas of entrepreneurship
Comparing with the global experience, respondents surveyed in Latvia attribute a significantly lower role to IoT solutions in management of technology infrastructure (20% in the world vs. 9% in Latvia), employees’ productivity development (also 20% in the world vs. 9% in Latvia), management of energy supply and consumption (12% in the world vs. 9% in Latvia) and asset management (12% in the world vs. only 1% in Latvia). Overall, it is apparent that business representatives of Latvia recognise lower impact from the development of IoT solutions in various business areas than respondents globally.

Evaluating the gains offered by IoT solutions, the most significant gains in Latvia are seen in the reduction of costs of basic activity (17%), in development of new business processes (13%) and in the possibility of gaining new income from sales of existing products or services (12%), which, overall, points to the possibilities of IoT solutions to improve business efficiency and boost profitability. A more detailed division is presented in Figure 5.

It must be recognised that, in comparison with the global experience, a significant number of respondents (35% in Latvia, 9% in the world) at this time do not see how the implementation of IoT solutions could improve the company’s management in the upcoming 3 years, which suggests that, even though in the business environment overall respondents see the impact of IoT solutions (Figure 3), it is not directly linked to the sector represented by the respondent and to practical application of IoT, which implies that a broad, undiscovered potential opens up for the development and application of specialised IoT solutions adapted to the sector.

Comparing the readiness to use IoT solutions in the company’s manufactured products or offered services and application in improving efficiency of business processes, polarisation of respondents can be observed. In Latvia, unlike the global experience, a significantly higher percentage of respondents claim that they are not planning to apply IoT solutions in products that they offer or in internal business processes (40% in both aspects in Latvia, as opposed to accordingly 24% and 26% globally), a significantly lower percentage admit that the application of IoT solutions is in the research stage (22% in both aspects in Latvia, if compared to 36% and 40% globally). Similarly, a substantially lower percentage of the respondents suggest that IoT
solutions are in a test stage or that their implementation is planned in the nearest future (4% and 6% in Latvia, as opposed to 20% and 17% globally). A more detailed division of readiness to use IoT solutions, by applying them to the offered goods or services and the internal business processes, is provided in Figure 6.

At the same time, a substantially higher number of respondents in Latvia, if compared with the global experience, state that IoT solutions are already being used in the company’s manufactured products or in business processes (18% and 17% in Latvia vs. 5% around the globe in both aspects). The absolute leader in the application of IoT solutions at this time is already the ICT sector and the transport sector, the representatives of which have stated that IoT is already being used in company’s products and business processes.

![Graph showing readiness to use IoT solutions for products and services and business processes](image)

**Source:** Survey of company representatives conducted by the authors and the study by Economist Intelligence Unit.

**Fig. 6. Readiness to use IoT solutions by applying them to the company’s manufactured products (left) or in business processes (right)**

If we consider obstacles delaying the implementation of IoT solutions in companies, the key aspect mentioned by representatives of the business environment of Latvia is the lack of coherence between the company’s produced product or offered services with the offered possibilities (34%), which suggests that the understanding of IoT possibilities and readiness of solutions as such are still in the development phase in Latvia. It is important to note that a lower proportion of respondents, if compared with the global experience, indicate that lack of knowledge or skills (23% in Latvia, 26% globally) or insufficient involvement of the company’s management (18% in Latvia, 23% globally) is an obstacle, which suggests that the intellectual basis and theoretical openness to innovations is above the world average. The division of obstacles to introduction of IoT solutions, if compared to the global experience, is offered in Figure 7.
Latvian respondents assess the role of economic insecurity in delaying the introduction of IoT solutions higher than the world average (15% in Latvia, 10% globally), which suggests that macroeconomic growth in the country could promote a broader use of IoT solutions in practice. At the same time, only a small part of respondents recognise the existing normative regulation in the area of data protection as a deficiency (4% in Latvia, 15% globally), which means that the existing laws and regulations are not a significant factor delaying the application of IoT solutions.

**Conclusions and implications**

Having analysed the theoretical basis about possibilities offered by IoT solutions, the survey performed among business representatives regarding the practical experience in applying these solutions and comparing it to the global experience, the authors propose the following solutions:

1. The available literature about the opportunities and application of IoT solutions admits that in most cases the IoT ecosystem is only in the development stage, and therefore, in order to use the potential of IoT technologies as vastly and efficiently as possible, it is necessary to identify the problems and risks, which will have to be dealt with while introducing new technologies. Currently, the available academic literature about IoT solutions is relatively limited.

2. In the upcoming years, IoT solutions will fundamentally change the business model known and applied up to now will create new and yet unknown challenges, which, in the business environment, will demand enhanced involvement for the part of company management and new employee competences and technologies, in order for the development of IoT solutions to reach utmost gains.

3. If the level of IoT readiness in Latvia is looked at empirically, it can be assessed as relatively high – nearly three quarters of respondents admit that the development of IoT solutions is expected to have substantial impact on at least some sectors and markets. It suggests that, even though technological solutions are relatively recent and in the development phase,
over the three-year report period, Latvian business environment representatives already see the potential of IoT impact in various business sectors.

4. Considering the areas of business, in which respondents see the biggest potential to the application of IoT solutions, the following are mentioned most frequently: data processing, management, and analysis, client service or support and management of logistics systems or supply chains. ICT and transport sectors are already now using IoT solutions in their daily operations.

5. Even though the most significant gains from the introduction of IoT solutions are linked to reducing costs of basic activity, developing new business processes, and creating the opportunity to gain new income from sales of existing products or services, nevertheless, a significant part of business representatives do not recognise an apparent gain from the introduction of IoT in the company that they represent, which means that the potential of introducing IoT solutions in Latvia is not yet absorbed.

6. Among obstacles delaying the introduction of IoT solutions in companies, representatives of the Latvian business environments state the lack of coherence between products manufactured or services offered by the company with the possibilities offered by IoT, lack of employees’ knowledge and skills and insufficient involvement of the company’s management, which suggests that the understanding about the possibilities of IoT and the readiness of own solutions are only in the development stage in Latvia.

7. Consequently, factors that could foster a faster and more effective development of application of IoT solutions in Latvia include investments in technological solutions and increasing knowledge and qualification of employees, higher management involvement and better understanding of return on these investments, as well as macroeconomic environment and normative regulation promoting growth, which would ensure balanced development of the IoT sphere.
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Abstract
Renewal of society is a crucial point of Latvian reality because of depopulation, territorial polarization and shrinking processes during last decades. One of the tasks of local municipalities of rural territories has been to find ways of attracting people and promoting further development of rural territories. Renewal of society includes a set of interpretations concerning its quantitative and qualitative solutions, e.g., demographic solutions as well as social and economical traits and practices. The aim of the article is to identify social practices of rural population that fit with theoretical statements of renewal of society and give evidence of potential for rural communities to survive and develop.

The article is based on analysis of theoretical literature about renewal of society (Steiner R., Neumeier S., Hody E., Reckwitz A., Nicholls A. et al.) as well as empirical results collected using semi-structured interviews with representatives of local municipalities, entrepreneurs, farmers and representatives of the Latvian Rural forum and rural NGOs during the projects of the National Research Programme for the period 2014–2017.

Main results of the research reveal high level of cultural and social activities in rural territories that have developed recently and serve as a way of surviving of rural population and contain certain potential for economic development of rural territories. New institutionalized practices have appeared in order to meet common purposes of local agents. To conclude, current cultural, social and economical practices are quite new and still fragile, but they are relevant to meet challenges of depopulation of rural areas of Latvia.

Key words: renewal of society, social practices, social innovations, cultural and economic traits
JEL code: Z10, Z13

Introduction
Depopulation and changes in structure of labour market of rural areas, polarisation of settlements of Latvia that have emerged during the last two decades (Krisjane Z. et al., 2014, Cunska Z., 2010), have presented new challenges to the rural local municipalities and local communities forcing to seek for ways of survival and potential development (Dzenovska D., Aistara G. A., 2014, Cimdina A., 2012). Therefore, renewal of society is not only an academic issue but has turned out to be an important real-life aspect for rural development in Latvia. In addition to demographic or economic solutions of mentioned problems, the importance of social relations, social innovations as potential drivers for territorial development should be highlighted. Therefore, the aim of the article is to identify social practices of rural population that fit with theoretical statements of renewal of society and give evidence of potential for rural

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: dina.bite@llu.lv
Task of the article are related to the establishment of a set of theoretical statements and analysis of empirical information collected during fieldwork in rural areas in Latvia. Authors use the qualitative approach of social studies, e.g. semi-structured interviews with representatives of local municipalities, entrepreneurs, farmers and representatives of the Latvian Rural forum and rural NGOs. The research was done in 8 settlements in Latvia (case studies) interviewing different social agents ($N = 60$) and analysing documents. In addition to this, interviews with representatives of 6 rural NGOs during the 2 nd session of the Parliament of Rural Communities and an interview with an expert of the Latvian Rural forum were performed. The results of the research point out the main social and economical practices in rural areas as well as provide insight in the development of rural community.

Recent theoretical discussion concerning rural development highlights local initiatives and “bottom-up” development which is known under the name “endogenous development”. It is an opposite way of discourse to what was experienced in post-Soviet countries, e.g. centralised economics, directed social and cultural life, low self-initiative and weak civil society. The post-soviet heritage is still apparent in rural areas where people have lost the sense of ideological and economic protection, are more conservative, less dynamic and less able to compete and are nostalgic for large industrial type enterprises. Still, the situation is gradually changing; people are getting more engaged in civil activities and take responsibility about their individual and collective benefits.

Renewal of society as a term has wide interpretations. Most of them are concerned with urban renewal that implies solving problems both in spatial-constructional and social system in urban areas as well as demographic solutions of shrinking societies; however it is more important because of limited resources in rural areas.

Conceptual framework of renewal of society entails re-building of social and economical structures. Renewal is understood as an act of extending the period of time when something is effective or valid or the state of being made new, fresh, or strong again. Other explanations of the term stress moving away from routine and repetitious behaviours, and sometimes behaviours are greatly affected by the rules and the traditions that are prerequisites for the stability that permanent organisations and the surrounding society can provide. Thus, social norms and behaviours are closely linked to institutional structures of society. When the society faces serious difficulties (economical crisis, emigration, failure of political solutions of problems) previous economical and social patterns become less effective; and that calls for the renewal of existing order and behaviours. Sociologist Gary Runciman suggests that sometimes change should involve recovering or recreation of the past but more important is the coping with the challenges that exist in our rapidly changing world.

Theorists of endogenous and neo-endogenous development claim that the power and initiative for coping with different challenges come from local people and their ability to satisfy their needs. In relation to renewal of society, endogenous development was described by philosopher and social reformer Rudolf Steiner who noted that “the only way to renewal, to a really healthy economy and healthy system of
justice, is to create free space for the good impulses and aspirations living in humans to come to the surface” (Steiner R., 2000). R. Steiner claimed that the main realms of society are economy, politics and culture because they cover basic people’s needs. According to him, society needs freedom for all activities in the cultural sphere – education, science, art, religion – they must be independent of state and economic power (Steiner R., 2000). Recent discussions regarding renewal of society also highlight the importance of social and cultural activities (Marshall D., 2000), creativity, flexible thinking, communication and cooperation (Institute for Social...), 2013). Results of researches and several territorial planning documents confirm above mentioned ideas about significance of opportunity to build local society “bottom-up”, to appreciate power of relationships (Kretzmann J. P., McKnight J. L., 1993) and often hidden resources in communities – the skills and talents of individual people, the resources offered by local associations and organisations, the resources offered by institutions such as major employers, schools, and the council, land, property, buildings, parks or the environment, local businesses or industries, the arts, culture and heritage of the community. Critical role in these processes is assigned to the community organisations that enable those who are vulnerable in some way to participate more fully in their community (Cavaye J., 2011). Similarly, the Great Britain strategy for social renewal stresses the necessity to find and develop local resources for further territorial development as programs of the state government or private sector cannot solve complicated social and economical problems. The document includes following strategies for developing of renewal of society: spreading of power and responsibilities (decentralisation), fostering contribution and reciprocity, strengthening shared institutions (activities of civil societies) (Lawton K., 2014). Another territorial planning source suggests that “village improvement is mainly a coordinating and moderating action in the local community. The main concern is to create a fruitful atmosphere in the community that improves their self-development potential and that strengthens their sense of responsibility for their surrounding living space. Mental, social and cultural renewal creates economical and creative renewal almost automatically” (Hody E., 2001). On the one hand, above mentioned issues are not widely popular and accepted in public space despite of social and economical benefits that can be achieved through active engagement and growing of cooperation and trust. Its main reasons are power relations and conservative opinion about economic determinism as a main driver of changes and development. On the other hand, the ideas about sustainable and based on cooperation establishment of communities, seeking of balance between extensive economics and intensive life of community and between crafts, creativity and consuming society (Chen M., 2015), and social economy as a new paradigm of production are being more acknowledged (Murray R. et al., 2010).

Activities of local communities in relation to renewal of society are discussed in a set of social theories – development of society (Nederveen Pieterse J. 2010; Social Progress Index, 2014), social sustainability (McKenzie S., 2004; Dillard J. et al., 2009; Colantonio A. et al., 2009) and social innovations that are especially important for rural development as they discover people’s ability to develop sustainable structures for adapting and creating stability (Neumeier S., 2012).

Authors of the article use theories of social innovations in order to explain activities of rural inhabitants in Latvia. Social innovations are not defined uniformly and can refer to the effort, method, result or change initiated by collaborative actions. Social innovations have many different aspects but they serve as a tool for renewal of society. Social innovations are socially,
Social innovations are also strongly related to the innovation of established processes in politics and governance. Social innovation needs innovative governance that allows for the inclusion of non-traditional, marginalized actors, integrates various policy issues, and seeks to meet unmet public needs and to create public value where markets and common socio-economic policies have failed (Moularet F. et al., 2005, Phillips J. A. et al., 2008). Newest researches suggest that social innovations appear to be entering a new phase – a phase in which it is increasingly seen as offering solutions not just to localized problems but to more systemic and structural issues (Nicholls A. et al., 2015).

Social innovations must be developed and supported on local and regional levels as they are significantly related to the renewal of society. They are vital in shrinking societies, communities experiencing deep crisis because they can help adapt to new circumstances, survive and even develop. The adapting to socio-demographic change is not just a passive reaction but rather active coping behavior that might also bring about innovation (Steinfuhrer A., 2014). Thus, collective learning, coordination and communication processes between different actors in teams, actor networks and other means of cooperation, that are new in relation to the horizon of experiences of the local people concerned are important factors for the success of neo-endogenous regional development (Neumeier S., 2012).

In relation to social innovation authors use the term of social practices. They are defined as “routinized type of behaviour which consists of several elements, interconnected with one other: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, ‘things’ and their use, a background knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotion and motivational knowledge. The practice as a ‘nexus of doings and sayings’ is a routinized way in which bodies are moved, objects are handled, subjects are treated, things are described and the world is understood. A practice is social, as it is a type of behaving and understanding that appears at different locales and at different points of time and is carried out by different body/minds” (Reckwitz A., 2002). Thus, social practices are interpreted as routinized, collective actions with certain aims and are considered as parts of social structure. In terms of the article, social practices are understood as current forms of organising social, cultural and economical life of rural population in Latvia. In relation to renewal of society, these social practices should create and maintain individual and collective ability to solve their problems and satisfy their needs.

**Research results and discussion**

During the interviews done in summer 2015 and in March 2016 significant number of examples emerged to reveal social reality of rural communities. It is possible to state that a certain part of rural population has overcome their nostalgia about past and expectations about “somebody that will come and give work”:

“It was hard for me to accept that there will not be large production/factories in the area”
(head of municipality, 2015)
The results of interviews disclosed diverse cultural and social activities in most of rural areas – cleaning of the area, preservation of natural and cultural heritage and promotion of new economic activities by creating new products using the natural resources, creation of new tourism services etc. Rural population develops different social and economical practices in their local places that bring out specific cultural and economic traits.

1. Social and cultural practices in rural territories

Rural population is not a homogenous system with clear set of characteristics; social relations vary in different regions, towns and villages. According to the results of interviews, it is possible to create relative division of rural population – incomers from urban territories, active rural people and passive rural people that plan to move away from rural territories. It is impossible to determine the correct size of those groups; they draw some trends in rural territories only. As proved by the results of interviews, there is a set of factors that influence these movements and attitudes. These factors are both objective like infrastructure, employment opportunities and subjective that include personal motivation, attitudes, relations in local community etc. Sometimes, the willingness to move to the country (or to stay there) is stronger than objective circumstances that limit their actions there, for example, rural people get involved in entrepreneurship but they have problems with sending formal accounts electronically due to periodic loss of power. People overcome these barriers and continue achieving their purposes developing ironical point of view on these things. It suggests that rural life and rural territory is not a place to be used rationally or for gaining certain benefits but rather must be viewed as a value in itself and that way serves as a more powerful motivator for action.

The interviews reveal a crucial point of rural attractiveness in Latvia – social relations that include acceptance of each other, common identity and support. It finds its expression in cultural activities, e.g. amateur groups, educational and sports activities, festivals and also in social relations of the daily life:

“The roots, the willingness, the understanding that you can go alongside, that things are happening... This understanding is important to everyone. It ensures capability, it is a safety tool for people; it gives you boldness to step out and do something. That is where the people’s openness lies..” (representative of LRF, 2016)

Development of rural communities suggests that it is possible to transform passive people into active ones. It is a long-term process and it works through active leaders and welcoming of everyone:

“There are people covered with plaque as an old coin, nobody cares for them. But everyone has his or her even if small talent. It must be used” (representative of NGO, 2015)

It suggests that it is important to believe in people and let them express themselves. Above mentioned is more of a philosophical statement and does not sound rational, but it is an important characteristic of rural communities and should be taken into account during the planning process. As it was confirmed by the informants, it is not so much money, entrepreneurship and/or economics that is able to transform passive people into active; the most important thing is the developing of solidarity within a local community:
“They are being seen by others as a community; they do things together, and that is where the sense is born that every single person is important and that every single person is a part of this place” (representative of LRF, 2016)

Obviously, this is an effective way to activate local people despite of limited resources and certain difficulties that must be overcome. Those patterns that are based on traditional views of economic growth as a driver for territorial development fail in rural areas.

Social activity spreads to neighbourhoods and to broader region. Specialists say that the main value of rural communities is active individuals or groups that encourage other people. They suggest that even competitive relations among entrepreneurs act like promoters for activating rural community.

It is difficult to estimate level of activity of rural communities but the current trend shows the multiplication of social and cultural activities. One of the mentioned positive moments is cooperation between sectors and crossing narrow borders between different sectors and levels of authority of similar activities. For example, a dance group develops small entreprenurships based on the skills of its participants; Zebrus Lake managers’ association organizes theatre performances with the involvement of local residents. Very successful practices have been found in Tirza village where a small local school offers a variety of educational opportunities; also they have their own credit union. The school cooperates with a farm and Tirza development association that includes representatives from local municipality and NGOs as partners. They carry out different projects and it is hard to see borders between the involved agents despite of their differences; they have merged their borders in order to achieve common purposes.

Collective activities of local community sometimes confirm or sometimes break existing statements and stereotypes about the certain location. It is related to the claims of local municipalities about specialisation and place marketing that help to survive and attach new residents. Most of them create their image based on traditional historical sites, cultural values and traditional producing, e.g. ice cream producing in Rūjiena is presented as “gastronomic tourism”. In other cases, people change traditional perceptions about the place, and it must be stressed that it comes from local peoples’ ideas is considered to be features of endogenous development. For example, there is the village of Druviena where the local community agreed on the future vision of the village as a centre of traditional Latvian wisdom. Druviena presents a good practice of how to involve inactive people: if they do not see themselves as the providing ideas for different events, they can take part in technical things or in marketing. It can be concluded that currently rural population is in a process of creating of the image of their villages or towns, as well as their identity and community. In addition to this, specialists say that rural people in Latvia are very good in creating their values and representing them. They do not need significant objects or specific traditions to build their “story”:

“People have understood they identity; they have the products as representation of this identity in every place. It seems as they are holding hands; they know what is important to them and they are guarding them. At present we are trying to let go one of the hands and encourage people to look outside their circle” (representative of LRF, 2016)

“Rural tourism is like a show business currently, I like it” (entrepreneur, 2015)
Social and cultural activities can grow into economic ones, thus providing for further development. As mentioned before, the example of inter-sectoral cooperation in Tirza village has promoted the relocation of young people to Tirza in order to live and work there:

“Relocation to the countryside is reasonable if it concerns families with children. But if it is done by young singles… it means they are sure that they won’t lose social ties, won’t live in a degraded environment; they see some type of potential” (representative of LRF, 2016)

Good social and cultural practices spread gradually; nevertheless, the informants also point to a few weak points in rural areas and in the process of establishing of communities. Several representatives of NGOs have claimed that rural residents are active in carrying out different projects (e.g. LEADER program) and they have developed good skills of creating and performing different ideas through available financing. The LEADER program that is especially aimed to rural territories is a usual tool for local municipalities to arrange the infrastructure. The problem is their dependency on finances that mostly come from EU foundations, figuratively speaking “from above”, and this dependency from EU funds limits their freedom to carry out the ideas that are birthed by the needs of community. It causes a situation when local agents apply to all possible contests of projects without a deeper analysis about their necessity. In order to survive, active people write project proposals and implement different ideas but these activities look more like short-term actions without long-term goals. In order to conquer this problem, the plan is to add list of criteria for carrying out projects that promote cooperation and coordination of local agents as well as sustainability of the project results. It would give a chance to guide the development of local territories leaving the definition of needs and development of aims to the local communities.

Another problem that specialists stress as important for community developing is a role of local municipality. There are cases when they try to keep control over local initiatives and make the involvement of NGOs highly formal and ineffective. According to the results of collected interviews, hypothetically it is possible to assume that the rural territories and communities with formally working local municipalities are weak and passive. And vice versa – in the communities that receive support from the council of local municipality, moreover, if it acts as a driver of social and economical activities, local population is more capable to develop new ideas:

“We must think of how to attract people. People must be creative; otherwise there is no production” (head of municipality, 2015)

As interviewed representatives claimed, all of these initiatives need support from all levels and in different ways. It includes both emotional recognition and gratitude from other people, local municipality, public authorities as well as transparent, stable and supportive legislation on the state level, growing of quality, capacity of NGOs, decentralisation, cross-sectoral and integrated look at the rural territories.

2. Economical practices in rural territories

According to the results of the research, it is possible to state that economic structure is changing in rural areas. Gradually, a number of small businesses increase in rural areas instead of large enterprises. Especially popular is home production that also receives certain state support.
Economical activities often start with small ideas and narrow social networks (family, friends), without confidence about further development. There are wide variety of small business ideas that are based on people’s previous and current skills, examples in other countries and available personal and infrastructure resources in rural areas. For example, a woman in small village in Latgale has developed business of sewing blankets using ecologically friendly sheep wool from her own biological sheep farm:

“I thought I would never go back to sowing. But then I went back to making blankets. It began giving them as gifts to my relatives and they loved them... You need to choose a positive direction that people can appreciate” (entrepreneur, 2015)

As other popular crafts examples are: carpentry, pottery, weavers, home winery, collecting of herb teas, beekeeping, and traditional baths that mostly are examples of traditional Latvian housekeeping and production. The informants recognize that the network of small businesses (obviously, not always formally registered) has widely developed in rural areas:

“You just need commitment and willingness [to start a business]... my mother-in-law sows, the neighbour up the hill smokes fish...” (entrepreneur, 2015)

It suggests that the network of mutual help and exchange of goods and services has developed in rural areas. It is difficult to point out which part of economic activities is registered legally and which is not; nevertheless it confirms the claim about people’s self-organising and taking responsibility of themselves.

One of the positive moments is the development of cooperation between rural entrepreneurs and other social agents in local community. In the beginning of entrepreneurship, the family and relatives are involved in the business only (e.g. wife helps with accounting because she is an economist; daughter prepares webpage and the image of the enterprise etc.) but gradually the network of involved agents becomes broader. For example, local entrepreneur makes wooden dishes that local municipality uses for its representation activities.

Since small entrepreneurs base their business on their individual values and skills, they are not always interested in growing their production if it means to lose their originality. Therefore, some businesses stay on individual and local level escaping massive production and involvement in marketing chains. It confirms the above mentioned statement that people of rural areas appreciate their individual and cultural values and act in accordance with them. Therefore, the economic rationality is not always the main driver of activities. Probably, there are other factors too; some active people claim that post-soviet heritage is inability to manage things:

“Through the craft associations, we offer the opportunity to produce and sell products. There are still lots of barriers in peoples mind, but they slowly overcome them. One of them is lack of motivation to work more and more productively” (head of municipality, 2015)

There are examples in rural areas when organizers of events must cover the costs because they primarily think about social and cultural and not economical aspects of the event. Gradually, they learn to reconcile the emotional and practical sides.

Entrepreneurship in rural areas in Latvia is based on values and beliefs of entrepreneurs, on well-developed network of reciprocal exchange; but at the same time it is characterised by remoteness from the state and wide public space. Therefore, quite often these social and
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Economical practices are publicly invisible despite of their success. There are some attempts to collect and show examples of entrepreneurship in rural areas thus attracting consumers; but it is just a part of economical relations in rural areas.

Another effective tool for developing of rural territories in Latvia is a partnership between entrepreneurs, NGOs and local municipalities and the practice of using local raw materials for different projects. It helps to look at a village or a town as a system. According to interviews, this is the next step for rural communities – building of cooperation and searching for sustainability.

3. Discussion

The results of the research reveal only a part of social and economical practices in rural territories in Latvia. If they are compared with theoretical statements of endogenous development, renewal of society, and social innovations, they fit with them suggesting certain potential of rural population to re-create and re-build their society.

The highest point of identified examples is the situation when different agents involved in the development of rural territory act together creating well integrated network and merging borders of political power. It is the most appropriate mode of actions that confirms the ideas expressed by theorists of social innovations (Neumeier S., Bock B. B.) regarding people’s ability to develop sustainable structures for adapting and creating stability as well as efforts, methods, results or changes initiated by collaborative actions. Cross-sectoral cooperation is considered to be the best driver in meeting the needs of community and leading it to the renewal of society by re-creating social and economic structures.

The existence of social innovations is also proved by examples of activation of community and its social and economical consequences when people’s behaviour, norms and values have changed. These active members of the community are interested in improving their common life and they appreciate their collective work building social empowerment and inclusion, social capital and cohesion. As B. B. Bock claims, innovators engage citizens in their practices so that new products and processes better meet their expectation and needs. The situation in rural territories in Latvia fully proves this statement – socially and economically active individuals are the main resource for activating local community. An important social innovation and social practice is how innovators activate rural community. They act according to the ideas expressed by R. Steiner and E. Hody about significance of “creating free space for the good impulses and aspirations living in humans to come to the surface” through appreciation of talents of every individual in community and involving him or her in common activities. Quite often it starts with small projects or insignificant social activities. Gradually, if people are supported, they are able to further develop their ideas and build their common life.

Considering relocation of urban inhabitants to rural areas and perception of rural areas as a place to fulfil different ideas, as well as existing good social practices in rural communities, it is possible to state that rural territories have the potential for their re-creation, re-building, as it requests renewal of society.

At the same time economic activities (exchange of goods and services, development of small entrepreneurship) have developed as patterns of coping with existing economic and social challenges in rural areas. Probably, they are small and invisible; however they meet current needs of rural population. This also requests deeper investigation and analysis because data
found in Latvia rural areas are similar to what scientists call the invisible or the “hidden” creative rural economy or the “hidden” rural craft economy that means marginalised, statistically not differentiated and not supported economical activities (Raubisko I., 2012, Creative Rural Communities, 2010). Another one of the coping strategy is the creation of the image of the community and presentation of their main values and products in a way that attracts visitors and sells their production.

Social and economical practices are not yet stable in rural territories. They are quite new, dependent on a set of influencing factors and it is hard to predict their further development. They have replaced old social norms and practices and they have adapted to existing challenges to some extent. New social practices are based on active, energetic people (innovators), emerging of some signs of cooperation and trust, depending on project financing that is not considered to be a very sustainable base. Still, it is the beginning for further development and requires a set of supportive activities.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

1. Social, cultural and economical activities in rural territories of Latvia are diverse. Diversity is expressed as individual and collective activities, as well as realized practices in rural areas. As a whole, it is possible to identify social practices in Latvia that fit with theoretical guidelines of renewal of society, endogenous development and social innovations.

2. Integrated, common look to the development of village or town, cooperation between social agents of different sectors and levels of decision making, reducing political power and developing of horizontal ties serve as more successful drivers of renewal of society and rural development.

3. Socially important and relevant aspect for renewal of society is the type of relations in rural community that is characterized by emotional, social and economical support and significance of separate individual as well as common values of rural communities. Development of a complex and diverse system of different relations in rural territories and an opportunity to carry out creative ideas persuade people to stay in rural territories or to move there.

4. Population of rural towns and villages has created their identity and representative products by means of the local natural, cultural, social, economical resources. These products as well cultural activities, traditions and small entrepreneurship are seen as a way of surviving and a possible basis for further development both for community and settlement.

5. To conclude, there is a visible tie between social and cultural activities that grow into economic ones and vice versa. Although these structures are quite fragile, they can bring out new social practices, innovations and serve as a transition to new social and economic structures.

6. Existing social practices call for support from different levels of the system of decision-making (national, regional and local level) that includes public recognition, financial support, and establishment of appropriate legal framework and development strategies.
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Abstract

Previous studies mostly discussed how to improve the corporate board structure and processes. Therefore, they examined the relationship between the appointment of independent directors, board committees or female directors and firm performance. Although the results of this research were ambiguous, they contributed to the growth of our knowledge on corporate boards. In our study, we argue that these bodies still need enhancement, and institutional changes are also necessary. We present the point of view that these changes are especially important in systems of corporate governance with a two-tier board model, such as the Polish system of corporate governance. We present the results of our questionnaire research and argue that legislators in Poland should consider the implementation of the optional board model that is the introduction in law of the choice between a one-tier and two-tier board model. However, the main aim of this article is the description of the main features of the Polish board model and the directions of its possible changes.
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Introduction

The role, structure and efficiency of corporate boards were widely discussed in the literature worldwide (Mallin, 2011; Nadler et al., 2006). The discussion became more intense and the critics more vociferous after the waves of managerial frauds, when these bodies turned out to be inefficient in the supervision of top managers and at the same time they were not able to protect shareholders from losses (Uzun et al., 2004; Zahra, et al., 2005). But in the literature it was also emphasized that despite their failings and contradictions, the critics of these fiduciary tools are like Churchill’s critique of democracy, that is that corporate boards are the worst possible tools, except for all the alternatives (Ward, 2003). Hence, corporate boards still play a crucial role in public companies and are potentially the most important device of shareholder value creation (Carter and Lorsch, 2004).

At the same time, some authors tried to discuss how to improve board structure and board processes. Therefore, they examined the impact of the appointment of independent directors (Koerniadi and Tourani-Rad, 2012), board committees (Klein, 1998; Lam and Lee, 2012), female directors (Ahern and Dittmar, 2012; Campbell and Minguez-Vera, 2008) or generally
board diversity in terms of age, gender and the nationality of the directors (Randøy et al., 2006) on firm performance. The results of this research were ambiguous, but they contributed to the growth of our knowledge on corporate boards. In our study, we argue that these bodies still need enhancement and institutional changes are also necessary. We present the point of view that these changes are especially important in systems of corporate governance where a two-tier board model exists, such as the Polish system of corporate governance. However, the main aim of this article is the description of the main features of the Polish board model and the directions of its possible changes.

The article consists of three sections. The first section deals with the functions and composition of the Polish two-tier board model. Amongst others, we present here the results of our research on board structure. In the second section there is a discussion on on the potential of a two-tier board model. The third section describes the results of questionnaire research in Polish listed companies.

The Polish two-tier board model

There are two corporate board models. The one-tier model is where companies are run by unitary boards. These boards are composed of outside and inside directors. Outside directors are members of a company’s board of directors, but at the same time they are not employees of the company. Inside directors are typically top executives. In the two-tier board model there are two boards, i.e. the management board and a supervisory board. The management boards consist of only inside directors. Supervisory boards are composed of only outside directors.

In Poland the two-tier board model is obligatory and both boards have various functions. The management board is responsible for managing the company. It is the powerful and real decision-making body. Its main functions comprise the formulation of a strategy and the managing of the company’s operations. Sołtysiński (2013) mentioned that the management board is the only permanent body in the companies, and jurisprudence has developed the principle of presumption of competence of the management board in all matters when the law does not empower the general meeting of shareholders or the supervisory board to perform a given function.

The supervisory board exercises day-to-day supervision in all areas of the company’s activity. According to Polish company law, this board cannot issue commands to the management board. Its duties include:
1. Evaluating company financial reports for their compliance with accounting standards and the company’s present situation;
2. Evaluating top management’s proposals for profit sharing or loss coverage;
3. Appointing, dismissing and suspending top management members;
4. Establishing remuneration policies for top management.

Moreover, the responsibilities of the supervisory board can be extended by shareholders through provisions contained in the articles of association. It is commonly found that their duties also include approving long-term plans and annual budgets, selecting external auditors, representing companies in disputes with their management, approving issue prices, accepting unified texts of the articles of association, granting approval for the purchase or sale of real estate, giving investment guarantees, assuming financial obligations, raising equity capital, purchasing shares of significant value, purchasing or selling movables, establishing or liquidating
company divisions, setting up new subsidiaries, granting procuration, and the sale of preferred shares or their exchange for ordinary shares (Bohdanowicz, 2014; Jeżak, 2010b; Rudolf, 2002). Furthermore, Sołtysiński (2013) underlined that, in practice, they often pass resolutions advising the management board to consider a concrete project or express opinions on a project presented by the management board.

Although the Polish system of corporate governance is regarded as a Germanic one (Aggestam, 2004; Weimer and Pape, 1998), the Polish two-tier board model differs slightly from the German two-tier board model. In Germany, companies are stakeholder-oriented and the co-determination rule requires one half of the supervisory board to represent the workforce with employee representatives as directors, the other half represents capital investors, elected by shareholders (Buck and Shahrim, 2005). Additionally, some shareholders’ representatives are elected by large German banks, because company law entrusted these large banks with proxy voting rights. Thus, German banks have a great influence on companies both as providers of funds and proxy voters. In Poland there is no such legislation and the Polish supervisory boards are composed solely of shareholders’ representatives, who are appoint by the annual shareholders’ meeting and the banks only have an impact on companies as suppliers of capital, unless they have a share in ownership. In addition, there is no substantial workers’ representation on Polish supervisory boards (Aluchna, 2007).

According to Polish company law, the minimum number of management board size is one, but the management boards of Polish listed companies usually have more members. Table 1 reports the mean, minimum, median, the first and third quantiles and the maximum for management board size of the non-financial Polish listed companies between 2008 and 2014. The mean for the whole period is 3.0102. In 2008 it was to 3.112 and then decreased to 2.9198 in 2014. The median has 3 members and the maximum has 11 members. The maximum for the period was 11 members. The first quantile, median and the third quantile show that most companies have management boards which consist of more than the minimum number of members. Previous research showed that the management board size of Polish listed companies is positively related to managerial ownership, foreign ownership, company size, company age and number of female directors (Bohdanowicz, 2010).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>1st quantile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>3rd quantile</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>3.1122</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>3.0126</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3.0793</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>3.0560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2.9625</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2.9460</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2.9198</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>3.0102</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ own calculation.
Similarly, Table 2 describes the mean, minimum, median, the first and the third quantiles and the maximum for supervisory board size of the non-financial Polish listed companies between 2008 and 2014. Polish company law assumes that the minimum number of supervisory board’s members counts 3 for private companies and 5 for public companies. The mean of supervisory board size for the whole period amounts 5.6933 and remained almost unchanged. In 2008 it was 5.6731 and in 2014 was 5.6791. The median counts 5 members, the third quantile 6 members, and the maximum 15 members. These results show that more than 50% of companies appointed supervisory boards which have only the minimum number of members. Moreover, research showed that the supervisory board size of Polish listed companies is positively related to foreign ownership, company size, company age and the number of female directors, but negatively related to managerial ownership (Bohdanowicz, 2010).

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>1st quantile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>3rd quantile</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>5.6731</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>5.6593</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>5.7195</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>5.7109</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>5.7118</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>5.6960</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>5.6791</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>5.6933</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: authors’ own calculation.*

Furthermore, the Polish code of best practice in corporate governance (Dobre Praktyki Spółek Notowanych na GPW 2016) encourages companies to appoint independent directors on supervisory boards and to support gender diversity. Tamowicz (2006) mentioned that the introduction of independent board members in Poland seems to be a promising development and the most far-reaching innovation. However, it appears that neither solution significantly affects the quality of corporate governance as substantive compliance with codes of best practices in Poland is low (Campbell *et al.*, 2009).

**Discussion on the potential of a two-tier board model**

A two-tier board model is often criticized in Poland (Jeżak, 2010b; Postuła, 2013; Rudolf *et al.*, 2002; Siemiątkowski, 2004). This criticism applies in particular to supervisory boards and concerns: the lack of their members’ professionalism, excessive dependence on the dominant shareholders and management boards, concentration on the monitoring and control functions and the lack of involvement in strategic decision-making processes.

Discussion on the potential of both board models has been carried out also worldwide and, so far, scholars and practitioners have not reached a consensus on the superiority of either of them. Previous studies underlined that problems with information asymmetries, dominant CEOs and group dynamics exist in both board models (Maassen and Van Den Bosch, 1999; Pettigrew and McNulty, 1995). Accordingly, they mentioned that regardless of the model, corporate boards
need knowledge, information, power, motivation and time most of all (Bezemer et al., 2014, Conger, et al., 1998). Most prior research has been conducted in countries where a one-tier board model exists, hence, this model seems to be better known worldwide. However, some authors have also described the advantages and disadvantages of two-tier boards. For example, Bacon and Brown (1977) indicated that:

1. two-tier structures separate in a tangible way the direct management of a company and the function of supervising and overseeing the management function. In countries with a single board, these functions are perceived as separate and, to some extent, are carried out separately. But since certain individuals bear the responsibility for both, they can become muddled and the supervisory function may become weakened in the process;
2. the physical separation into two bodies not only results in delineating and defining the two functions of management and supervision, but it ensures that one person is not requested or expected to do both;
3. the two-tier structure changes – and to an important degree, diminishes – the role of the traditional director. The supervisory body is not granted direct managerial authority over company affairs;
4. a two-tier structure may insulate supervisory directors from the degree of liability that, in some countries at least, is attached to serving as a director on a single board.

Cadbury (2002) underlined that a unitary board remains in full control of every aspect of a company’s activities. Unlike the unitary board, a supervisory board is primarily a monitoring body not an initiatory one. However, supervisory board members do not suffer from conflict of loyalties to top managers, which is possible in a one-tier board because they are the members of the same body. Hence, they are in a position to take an entirely independent view of the actions of management. In addition, the division of duties in a two-tier board model is clear and in line with the separate legal responsibilities of both boards. Tricker (2009) mentioned that criticisms of a two-tier board differ significantly from those of one-tier board models, and argued that two-tier boards are inevitably dominated by top managers, and lack the information input, advice, and wise counselling that can be provided by external, non-executive directors in a unitary board. Jungmann (2006) stated that the key advantage of a two-tier model, i.e. the independence of the members of the supervisory board due to the separation of control and management, is, at the same time, the reason for a number of structural weaknesses. Consequently, the way in which the supervisory board exercises its control is always reactive and never active. Hence, it necessarily leads to a decrease in the quality of control. He added that the supervisory board is restricted to commenting on the chosen solution, and might criticize the choice made by the management board and even go so far as to remove management, but this does not enhance the current status of the company, but rather only reduces the possibility that the same mistake will be made again. Jungmann also remarked that due to a strong information asymmetry between supervisory and management boards, since providing information on the supervisory board meeting lies in the hands of the management board, there is a danger that the supervisory board cannot uncover any deficiencies.

With this backdrop, Millet-Reyes and Zhao (2010) carried out research on the French system of corporate governance, where companies can choose between a one-tier and a two-tier board model. They indicated that blockholders are in a position to manipulate two-tier boards. In particular, French institutional investors, mostly banks, are likely to misuse their dual role...
as providers of both equity and debt capital whenever the board structure is more complex and less transparent. Additionally, Belot et al. (2014) scrutinized a sample of French companies and found that companies with severe asymmetric information are more likely to opt for a one-tier board, while companies with the potential for private benefits extraction are more likely to utilize a two-tier board. Moreover, closely held companies controlled by their founders tend to have a one-tier board. Finally, they concluded that there are gains from allowing freedom of choice about board models.

Similar arguments on the two-tier board model were presented in Poland. Rudolf et al. (2002) mentioned that Polish supervisory boards fulfill, predominantly, a monitoring function. Jeżak (2010a) also underlined that Polish supervisory boards are heavily criticized in Poland because they are passive and mostly concentrate on monitoring and control functions. He also emphasized the need for their involvement in strategic decision-making processes, which is now difficult due to the current Polish legal framework. Postuła (2013) scrutinized Polish stated-owned companies and emphasized that their supervisory boards are passive and politically influenced. Moreover, these supervisory boards are duplicated by the departments of corporate governance in the Ministry of Treasury and their members are mainly engaged in writing reports to the Ministry. Earlier, similar problems were emphasized by Sobolewski (2001) in the Polish subsidiary companies owned by international holding companies. In view of this, Wąchol (2002) suggested that a two-tier board model is simply too expensive in relation to the performed functions. Bohdanowicz (2014) also showed that the frequency of supervisory board meetings of Polish listed companies is lower than the frequency of board meeting in countries where a one-tier board model exists. These differences arise from the difference in functions of boards of directors and supervisory boards. Boards of directors perform four functions, i.e. accountability, strategy formulation, policy making and supervising executive activities, while supervisory boards mainly concentrate on supervising executive activities. Hence, taking in consideration the weaknesses of the Polish board model, some studies suggested that the legislators in Poland should consider the introduction of an optional board model and the possibility of the introduction into law of the choice between a one-tier and two-tier board structure (Jeżak, 2010b; Nartowski, 2002; Siemiątkowski, 2004; Wąchol, 2002).

Research findings

The problem of changes to the Polish board model was also raised by our research questionnaire, which was mostly devoted to the participation of the Polish supervisory boards in the strategic-decision making process. It involved a group of 86 supervisory board members from Polish companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange in 2014. In this research, we asked the members of the Polish supervisory boards for their opinions on the need for change in the Polish system of corporate governance and implementation of the optional board model. The distribution of their answers is shown in Table 5. 41 respondents answered that a two-tier board model is suitable for Polish companies (47.67%), whereas 32 respondents replied that the legislators should introduce into Polish law the possibility of a choice between a one-tier and two-tier board model (37.21%). In addition, 6 respondents mentioned that a one-tier board model would be better for Polish companies. Hence, overall, 38 respondents recognized the need for change in the Polish board model (44.19%).
Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A two-tier board model is suitable for Polish companies</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>47.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The legislators should introduce into the Polish law the possibility of</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choice between a one-tier and two-tier board model (optional model)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A one-tier board model would be better for Polish companies</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have no opinion</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


On the base of the previous Polish research, we assume that the confusion among certain respondents on the Polish board model may refer to the main responsibilities of the Polish supervisory boards. Jeżak (2010a) recognized that Polish supervisory boards are mostly monitoring bodies and their engagement in the strategic decision-making process is low, despite the members of Polish supervisory boards believing that these bodies should also be advisory and initiating bodies. We continue to explore this problem. In view of this, our research demonstrates that Polish supervisory boards devoted most of their professional time (65%) to the implementation of control functions, that is, to supervising their company’s activity to the extent stipulated by the Companies Code, and to appraising management performance. Two other functions, providing advice and using their own initiative, were deemed of secondary importance (Figure 1).


Fig. 1. The functions of supervisory boards of Polish listed companies. How supervisory board members believe boards balance their functions.
The above mentioned research also evaluated the hierarchy of supervisory boards’ duties. According to the respondents, i.e. supervisory board members, the most important were: evaluating the management board’s performance, approving corporate strategies, establishing executive remuneration policies and selecting new management board members. Ranked relatively low on the respondents’ agenda were important supervisory board activities such as: participation in investment planning, ensuring dividend payments, supervision of the executives’ development plans, as well as mediating between stakeholders (Table 1). However, these results support a popular in Poland observation about the weakness of Polish supervisory bodies and their insufficient involving in strategic decision-making process (Jeżak, 2010; Rudolf et al., 2002).

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Type of activity</th>
<th>Mean (1-5 scale)*</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Evaluating management board’s performance</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Approving corporate strategy</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Establishing executive remuneration policies</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Selecting new management board members</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Monitoring the management board’s key decisions</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Protecting the company’s reputation</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Controlling the company’s debt</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Participating in the formulation of corporate strategy</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Succession planning in the company</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Ensuring growth in shareholder wealth</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Participating in investment planning</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Ensuring dividend payments</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Supervising the executives’ development plan</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Mediating between top management and stakeholders (shareholders, employees, banks and other creditors, local government, etc.)</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Scale: from 1 = least important to 5 = most important.


The results of the aforementioned research as well as the analysis of the present legal regulations indicate that Polish supervisory boards primarily perform monitoring and control functions. At the same time, as mentioned in previous research, certain members of Polish supervisory boards consider that these bodies should be more active in the strategic decision-making process (Jeżak, 2010a). We argue that their greater involvement in this process is impossible under the current legal framework. Hence, we support previous opinions that Polish legislators should consider legal changes and introduce the optional board model (Nartowski,
2002; Siemiątkowski, 2004; Wąchol, 2002). This model would give companies the possibility to choose between a traditional two-tier board model and a new one-tier board model, removing certain disadvantages of the Polish board model and allowing Polish non-executive directors to engage in the formulation of strategy. Our research questionnaire showed that this opinion is shared by many Polish supervisory board members.

Conclusions

In our study we described in detail the Polish two-tier board model. We also underlined its imperfections and, amongst others, we pointed out that supervisory boards are perceived as passive and reactive. Moreover, they often have restricted access to information on companies and play a weak role in the process of strategy formulation. Hence, we argue that the Polish system of corporate governance needs certain institutional changes. Accordingly, we expect Polish legislators to consider the implementation of an optional model.

The implementation of an optional model would also increase the elasticity of corporate boards. Companies in countries where this model exists can employ a traditional board model or a new one. After these suggested institutional changes Polish companies could choose between a two-tier model and a one-tier model with its composition adjusted to ownership structure or company size, i.e. unitary boards with a majority of inside or outside directors. The need for change in the Polish board model was shown by our research questionnaire and is in line with trends in certain other European countries.

At the beginning of the 21st century, several countries introduced the optional board model (e.g. Croatia, Hungary, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Romania and Slovenia). Belot et al. (2014) even suggested that there has been a slow but steady increase in national regulatory competition within European Union, and this competition brings to mind the competition for chartering among US states. They added that as a result of this competition several countries have adopted new national corporation law or codes that incorporate the key element of the French approach of allowing firms to choose between a unitary and two-tier board.

In view of this, our study is mostly of a practical value and has implications for both practitioners and public authorities. Most of all, it enhances the understanding of the deficiencies of the two-tier board model and thus contributes to the discussion on the institutional changes in the Polish model, including in other countries where a two-tier board model exists.

The results of this study are not without limitation as they are based on a research survey. It has to be underlined that a questionnaire is a tool which has its drawbacks. Amongst these is the inability to control the environment where the respondents provide answers to the questions in the survey, and the possible results limited to only those outlined in the original research proposal, due to the closed type questions and the structured format (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1996). Moreover, previous research has shown that the relationship between respondents’ attitudes and their behavior is positive but not always strong (Chandon et al., 2005). Therefore, these drawbacks result in a need for caution when reaching conclusions.
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Abstract
The development of qualified and competitive labour force at all levels is the issue of paramount importance for the social and economic development. Therefore new approaches for vocational education and training (VET) governance are being introduced and tested by Latvian public administrators responsible for the implementation of the VET reform. The role of co-operation between the local governments, the local entrepreneurs and VET providers is the key aspect in the new governance approach aiming at improved labour market training with closer links between the worlds of education and work. The aim of the research is to study the opinions of local stakeholders regarding new approaches in the implementation of the VET reform and VET governance for improved labour market training. The research is based on an empirical study implemented in Latvia – a survey among public administrators and employers, as well as a focus group discussion with social partners at local level. Research methods applied: studies of scientific publications and policy documents; a survey and focus group discussions. The conclusions have been drawn based on the analysis and comparison of the opinions of local public administrators and entrepreneurs regarding the introduction of new approaches in VET provision and VET governance at local level. The key finding: the VET systems should be more integrated into the local/regional administrative, economic, employment and societal contexts. This implies a close coordination between the public administrations, the education, training and employment providers. This also implies the new role of local public administrations in potentially taking the lead in developing locally/regionally more integrated VET approaches – taking into consideration that VET in Latvia is primarily under the supervision of the centralised government. Consequently, the development of novel VET governance models in compliance with the improved legal framework and corresponding to the local characteristics is needed.
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Introduction

In Latvia the VET reform that started in 2009 is still ongoing, and new approaches for improved VET governance in the context of economic and labour market developments are being continuously sought. The identification and implementation of national VET priorities are set against the background of the most recent EU policy developments, thus securing better visibility of the Latvian approach in the overall European context. Currently a high level EU VET policy priority is the implementation of apprenticeship or work-based learning (WBL) schemes putting closer together the worlds of education and employment. These approaches

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: ilze.buligina@gmail.com
require a much more co-operation between the various stakeholders not only at national level, but even more in regional and local settings. The reasons for this are diverse. However, they are greatly linked to the need for uniform strategic approaches at local level, since in Latvia in local communities there is a relatively limited diversity in economic activity, lack of large enterprises and traditionally shortage of skilled workforce. Thus, the public administrations in charge of VET provision should take measures to address these challenges specifically at local level, in order to improve the overall VET provision in the country and secure the training of competitive labour force in compliance with the national economic and employment demand.

The Latvian public authorities are taking immediate measures to address these issues through amendments to VET Law. These activities are prompted by the need to follow the most urgent training needs and labour market demands. Regarding a longer perspective new goals are being set also in the Education Development Guidelines for the period 2014–2020. In the context of the amendments to the VET Law, the authors’ interest lies in particular measures stipulated by these amendments – the promotion of new modes of governance and new modes of VET delivery – the WBL approaches in VET provision. These measures are aimed at providing closer links between education/training and actual work environment for improved competitiveness of the trained labour force. This refers to both – VET provision and VET governance. The present research allows for deeper insights into the opinions of public administrators and employers at local level regarding new approaches to VET implementation and VET governance for improved labour force training.

The present research is especially relevant in relation to the establishment of the Conventions of VET institutions – as stipulated by the amendments to the VET Law – with this enhancing the role of the regional and local stakeholders in the VET provision is increasing. The authors performed the survey and the focus group discussions among the relevant stakeholders at local level in 2013 – when the amendments to the VET Law were in the process of preparation. Based on the textual analysis – academic and policy discourse, as well on the results of the empirical study – conclusions have been drawn on the opinions of local and regional stakeholders regarding the emerging approaches in VET provision and VET governance. This has allowed to analyse the results of the survey against the actual VET developments in this respect a few years later in 2015 – when the amendments to the VET Law have come into force. The focus has been laid on the development of closer links between the worlds of education and work, as well as on the changed VET governance approaches – with closer co-operation and shared responsibilities among social partners. This corresponds to the current top=level priorities in VET in Latvia, as well as in the broader European context.

2 The amendments determine work-based learning as a mode of vocational education and training (VET) program delivery; the role of Sector Expert Councils (SECs) in the implementation of WBL approaches is being established; changes in the VET governance by creating Conventions as the corporate coordination and management mechanism for VET institutions, with the involvement of local/ regional authorities, employers and other relevant stakeholders is prescribed. The amendments also address the issue of the linkage of the professional qualifications’ levels to the national qualifications’ framework, thus contributing to the integration of WBL approaches into the overall system of recognised qualifications. Thus, these amendments address the WBL issues in a complex way, by creating pre-conditions for the involvement of social partners in the WBL content and provision, by broadly determining the roles and responsibilities of the involved parties, by setting pre-conditions for improving the correspondence of the acquired skills to the labour market demands.
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Theoretical justification – academic and policy discourse

As increasingly pointed out by researchers – it is the regional level that can best address the local needs and initiatives in the context of global challenges, and close co-operation of the stakeholders can better address the future demands (Lansu et al., 2013). Arriving at novel and jointly supported solutions is possible only through exchange and integration of diversity of perspectives (Kraker et al., 2013). Moreover, as pointed out by Sotarauta – the key issue is how to bring these fragmented groups of involved actors to work together for the creation of a new perception of the needed changes; thus, also the issue of the motivation of the involved actors needs to be addressed – how and why they become enabled for supporting and participating in change processes (Sotarauta, 2009). This concerns also the issue of improved labour force training through the learning at a workplace, where not only the training institution as such is relevant but also the regional and networking aspect contributing to the overall process. Providing education model as a means for developing qualified workforce in relation to actual work environments is being seen as a potential means and solution for emerging challenges in industry, education and society in general – through involving of all relevant stakeholders and implementation of collaborative actions in linking education with employments (Ilyas, I. P., Semiawan, 2012). Education and respective skills are being seen as the determining factor for future social cohesion, prosperity and sustainability (Chenic et al., 2012), and appropriate skills can be obtained only through adequate labour market demands in view. The relationship between technical and vocational education and training and innovation are on the research agenda of many researchers (Ruth and Deithmer, 2010). The issues of perceived effects of competency-based training on the acquisition of professional skills are on research agenda also for researchers from the Netherlands (Boahin and Hofman, 2014) where new approaches are analysed and discussed. All this requires new governance models for efficient vocational education corresponding to the labour market needs.

The EU member states public administrations parallel to the identified national VET developments put much effort into keeping up with EU VET policy issues – not only for formal policy reasons but purely from the practical and pragmatic point of view – to align with and stay competitive in broader European contexts, as well as to benefit from the offered EU programs and other opportunities. In order to promote innovation, growth and competitiveness, the excellence in national VET systems has been put highly on European VET agenda among other issues implying 1) linkage between the world of education and the world of work with respective changes in the VET governance models; 2) aligning VET policies with regional or local economic and employment development strategies. The Bruges Communique – being the key VET policy document till 2020 – implies the changes in VET governance with a much closer involvement of regional stakeholders and social partners. In the context of more recent VET developments in Europe – The Riga Conclusions set work-based learning as a high-level European VET priority in medium term. The analysis of the current policy discourse shows that the Latvian VET public administrators are taking measures to address the VET development needs at national level, which generally comply also with EU VET priorities. This is clearly manifested in the draft amendments to the VET law, as well.

The Information note to the Cabinet of Ministers “On the implementation of WBL approaches in the VET developments in Latvia” alongside with the analysis of the current
situation in the implementation of the WBL (including the WBL pilot project started in 2013) also identifies the key challenges and proposes the possible solutions for the attention of the key involved stakeholders – branch ministries, sectoral expert councils (SECs), employers and employees organisations, chambers, local and regional governments and other authorities. Thus, it can be concluded that through the formal reference process on the amendments to the VET Law and to the Information note the public authorities and employers will be involved in discussion and joint decision making processes on the possible models of VET governance and WBL implementation, on the potential funding mechanisms of WBL (apprenticeship schemes), including the questions of ensuring adequate remuneration and social protection of learners (apprentices), and in the provision of appropriate incentives for all actors to participate. These priorities and planned activities by the Latvian VET public administrators are also in line with other EU high level VET priority – implementation of the Declaration of the Council of the European Union “European Alliance for Apprenticeships”.

The Education Development Guidelines for 2014–2020 (EDG 2014–2020) also envisage the implementation of WBL approaches and improvement of practical training in Latvia – with a systemic impact by 2020. Changes in the VET governance are linked to the improved cooperation of stakeholders at all levels. According to the Information note – in order to reach the EDG 2014–2020 targets – a pilot project in WBL has been started in Latvia in 2013/2014 in 6 VET institutions in 17 programs with the involvement of around 140 learners in 29 enterprises. The continuation of the pilot project is being planned also for the 2014/2015 academic year – altogether in 10 VET institutions with the involvement of around 300–500 learners. Provisional surveys among VET institutions indicate that even higher numbers of VET institutions might be involved – with the participation of more than 100 enterprises. There are ongoing discussions with social partners – ministries, employers organisations, chambers, professional associations and sectoral expert councils – on the issue of awareness raising, motivation and incentives for the involvement of employers (especially SMS) in the WBL processes.

Taking into consideration the policy discourse and development promoted by the Latvian VET public administrators, and in the light of the respective academic discourse, the authors have performed research on the opinions of local stakeholders regarding the implementation of innovative approaches in VET governance and provision and regarding the introduction of WBL approaches in the VET system. The analysis of the obtained results allows to draw conclusions regarding the linkage between the opinions of the local stakeholders and the latest development in the VET legislation of Latvia.

The Research Methodology

To carry out the research on the above indicated issues, apart from the textual analysis consisting of analysis of relevant policy documents and academic discourse regarding our research problem, also an empirical study in the form of a survey has been carried out. For the implementation of the empirical study, a questionnaire was developed and experts were asked relevant questions to evaluate the current situation. Before the implementation of the survey the questionnaire was tested among proved professionals in the above mentioned fields and corresponding amendments made. The questionnaire was developed in such a way that the relevant opinions of stakeholders could be analysed in a detailed way and from several
policies. As our research interest primarily lies in the training of competitive labour force at all levels and the role of VET system for preparing such labour force, also the questions were formulated accordingly. Evaluations had to be made in scale 1–10, where 1: fully disagree; 10: fully agree. Based on the material obtained by the questionnaire, the primary analysis of the opinions of the various target groups has been conducted and the results compared. The results of the survey were complemented by the analysis of the focus group discussions.

**The Findings**

A survey among top level public education administrators at local/ community level was carried out. The intention of the authors in carrying out the survey was to learn about the opinion and attitude of public administrators at local level regarding innovation and reforms in the VET system, especially regarding work-based learning (WBL) approaches – a new and emerging trend in Latvian VET reform. Through an anonymous survey which was based on a questionnaire the Heads of the regional Education Departments (HED) of the municipalities of Latvia (public administrators at local/community level) in June 2013 were asked to answer questions on innovative approaches in VET and VET reform in Latvia, and to give comments to certain questions, also substantiating their answers. Evaluations had to be made in the scale 1–10, where 1: fully disagree; 10: fully agree. All in all 79 HEDs (or their nominated representatives) participated in the survey, constituting 93% of the total target group. The survey data testify to the fact that most HEDs support and are in favour in innovation and reforms in the VET system in Latvia. Parallel to this similar questions were put to employers at local level – if they saw it important and relevant to implement new approaches in the training of future workforce, e.g. through WBL approaches, requiring also new governance mechanisms. Further on these findings were analysed and compared in order to draw conclusions on the preparedness of the various local actors to get involved in new VET approaches for improved labour force training at local level, with certain implications for changed VET governance. A more detailed analysis of the survey follows. First – questioning the public education administrators at local level. Main statistical indicators of responses are included in Table 1.
Table 1

Main statistical indicators of responses of professional education administrators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do you agree that innovative approaches in the VET system in Latvia should be introduced in order to train a competitive labour force</th>
<th>Do you in principle support the introduction of work-based learning in Latvian VET system</th>
<th>Would be prepared to support the implementation of work-based learning projects in your local government/region</th>
<th>Do you support the development of entrepreneurial forms in professional education establishments</th>
<th>Do you see the need for stronger cross-border cooperation in professional education</th>
<th>Do you support flexible modular professional education based on labour market needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>8.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Error of Mean</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8 and 10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>1.017</td>
<td>1.659</td>
<td>2.519</td>
<td>1.536</td>
<td>1.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>2.753</td>
<td>6.346</td>
<td>2.359</td>
<td>3.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Survey of regional professional education administrators in June 2013 (n = 79).
Evaluation scale 1–10, where 1 – do not support, 10 – support in full extent.

Data of Table 1 indicates that the average evaluations to the questions asked were high. The question “Do you support flexible modular professional education based on labour market needs”? received an especially high evaluation, with arithmetic mean of all responses 9.31; mode and median were of the highest evaluation; moreover, surprisingly high was the lowest evaluation which was 7. Very similar the situation was with the question “Do you agree that innovative approaches in the VET system in Latvia should be introduced in order to train a competitive labour force”? where the arithmetic mean was 9.30; mode and median were of the highest evaluation and the lowest evaluation was 6. The distribution of responses is reflected in Figure 1.
The same question “*Do you agree that in Latvia new innovative approaches need to be implemented in VET for the training of competitive labour force?*” was asked to local employers. Further on the results from the analysis of the survey results among public administrators at regional level were compared to the results obtained from the survey among local employers. The average evaluations on comparison of results obtained from entrepreneurs survey and from the survey among regional professional education educators are reflected in Figure 2. It is worth noting that the employers’ evaluations on the average are lower.
The distribution of responses to the question “Do you in principle support the introduction of work based learning in Latvian VET system”? is reflected in Figure 3.

**Fig. 3.** Evaluations of regional professional education administrators on question “Do you in principle support the introduction of work based learning in Latvian VET system”?

Source: Survey of regional professional education administrators in June 2013 (n = 79).
Evaluation scale 1–10, where 1 – do not support, 10 – support in full extent.

**Fig. 4.** Evaluations of regional professional education administrators on question “Would you be prepared to support the implementation of work-based learning projects in your local government region”?

Source: Survey of regional professional education administrators in June 2013 (n = 79).
Evaluation scale 1–10, where 1 – do not support, 10 – support in full extent.

Ilze Buligina, Biruta Sloka
The answers by the respondents testify that most of them consider these innovative approaches as needed and necessary for the training of competitive labour force. Moreover, many of the respondents have given the highest score possible. The answers to the questions on the introduction of WBL approaches in the national VET system and on the implementation of WBL approaches and projects locally show a fairly consistent and positive evaluation. Also the attitude to the introduction of modular approach in the delivery of VET programs is equally highly evaluated by the local public administrators, showing their understanding of the importance of flexible modes of delivery of VET content for an improved labour market correspondence and faster adaption to the labour market needs. It should also be noted that the responses of evaluations of local education administrators on asked questions were not significantly different regarding their work experience. There was no significant correlation between the responses and the years of work experience which shows a fairly uniform understanding on the issues of the present research. Also through the focus group discussions on the improved VET governance models in local settings with a wider involvement of social partners in VET management and provision the opinions were generally uniform with no significant differences between the target groups questioned – the VET administrators, VET providers and employers.

The textual analysis and the empirical study has allowed to draw conclusions on the opinion and attitudes of local public administrators and local employers regarding the implementation of innovative approaches in VET governance and VET provision in local settings – with an implicit reference to broader national targets and respective EU VET policy priorities.
Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

Based on the results of the textual and empirical analysis, the following conclusions, proposals and recommendations can be drawn:

1. The Latvian local public administrations in VET are supporting new approaches in VET governance – to promote an effectively functioning and labour market oriented VET system. This has been addressed by the amendments to the VET Law in 2015. Care should be taken to secure a balanced approached through effective communication between stakeholders at national and local levels.

2. Awareness should be raised that every education institution is a value in itself, and it promotes the social, intellectual and spiritual viability of the particular community. It is vital for Latvian communities, especially at local levels. The new role of VET institutions for promoting employability of the local workforce, especially in the context of continuing VET provision should be promoted, especially in the context of the newly established VET institutions’ Conventions.

3. The VET systems should be integrated into the respective regional sectoral economic, employment and social contexts with effective and integrated co-ordination and decision taking mechanisms at local level. This implies a close coordination between the education, training and employment processes also at local level, with the local public administrations potentially taking the lead (acting as the driving force); this implies also the development of diverse local governance models in compliance with the local characteristics and needs, the local governments becoming more active, and the Conventions taking the lead.

4. The co-operation with the social partners and other relevant stakeholders, e.g. the Sectoral Expert Councils should be put on new grounds – with stronger promotion of the sectoral approach, especially in regional and local contexts, avoiding fragmentation of local strategic planning.

5. New approaches are needed for the involvement of small and micro enterprises in the VET provision and training of competitive labour force. A specifically Latvian model for this should be continually discussed and promoted by the key stakeholders, with the co-coordinating role of the public administrations at national and local levels. More far reaching strategic goals for VET and VET competence export should be developed by public administrations.

6. Since the local governments’ representatives since 2013 in principle have been supportive to new VET developments, including innovative modes of delivery and improved modes of governance, the national level stakeholders should take care not to lose the momentum – the willingness of the local stakeholders to take a more active role in VET developments and the new possibilities provided by the amendments to the VET Law.

7. The overall capacity, interest and motivation of the (VET) public administrations themselves to promote innovation in VET should be strengthened. This requires new forms of governance and management, that allow the public administrations reflect on the system, in this case, the VET system, as well as that encourages the public administration reflect on their own reflection in order to change the traditional mindsets.
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REGIONAL DEMOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT IN LATVIA – DOES POLICY MATTER?

Aleksandrs Dahs, University of Latvia, Latvia

Abstract

In Latvia, the academic and political attention to the topic of regional demographic development has been growing since the restoration of independence in 1991. There is a limited amount of factors capable of influencing the aforementioned process on the national and/or regional level, and the direct policy actions carried out by the government are among the most important of these factors that can be adjusted on a relatively short notice. With the aim to gauge potential impact of policy actions on the regional demographic change, author reviews the available literature concerning regional demographic development policies, and proceeds with the content analysis of the available legal/policy documents, as well as the meeting proceedings of the national parliament – Saeima. Author evaluates the selected documents and political statements in the context of the ongoing nationwide and regional demographic processes. Study results indicate significant discrepancies between the regional demographic problems and the respective policy actions. Author concludes that over the last decade, Latvian policy makers have followed a reactive, rather than the pro-active approach to emerging demographic risks in the country and its regions.

Key words: regional demography, regional development, demographic policy, content analysis
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Introduction

While the local social and economic conditions have always been considered among core determinants of regional population change and are included in most contemporary demographic studies and surveys conducted in Latvia, the academic and political attention to this topic has been notably growing since the restoration of independence in 1991 and the beginning of a new chapter in the country’s demographic development. Past few decades have been marked by a decline in population throughout the country with many regions showing particularly significant losses in terms of both population numbers and growing instability of their demographic structure (SRDA, 2013).

The pressing need to better understand the relations between local socio-economic and demographic dynamics and account for it in the national and EU-wide policy response was repeatedly underlined by many recent studies, including those carried out by the European Commission (e.g. see Fesus G. et al., 2008). It is well known, that there is a limited amount of factors capable of influencing the aforementioned socio-economic conditions on the national and/or regional level, and the direct policy actions carried out by the national or local government are among the most important of these factors, and the only ones which can be adjusted on a relatively short notice.

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: aleksandrs.dahs@lu.lv
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With the aim to better understand and gauge the potential impact of policy actions on the regional demographic change, author begins by reviewing the available previous studies concerning regional demographic development and demographic policies; particularly focusing on the nature of the term “regional demography” and the processes it describes. Further, author follows with the selection and content analysis of the available legal/policy documents, as well as the meeting proceedings of the national parliament – Saeima, accumulated over the last decade. Finally, author studies the selected documents and political statements in the context of the ongoing nationwide and regional demographic processes and estimates the causal effects and the overall correlation existing between the political actions and the actual regional demographic processes.

Study results indicate significant discrepancies between the regional demographic problems and the respective policy actions. Author concludes that over the last decade, Latvian policy makers have followed a reactive rather than pro-active approach to the emerging demographic risks in the country and its regions. On the purely political level, some critical regional demographic issues have been included in the official Saeima debates several years after being observed by the academic and government institutions. The responsible government ministries were more active in tackling the regional demographic issues than the legislators. However, most of the proposed corrective policy actions have been largely linked to the nationwide development plans and programmes determined by the reliance on the EU Cohesion Policy funding. The lack of engagement with local stakeholders (outside of the framework of EU-funded projects) has been observed by the author and underlined in the political debates.

Research results and discussion

A sustainable demographic situation is recognised among the key preconditions for a successful regional and nationwide development, as the declining population dynamics and associated reduction of human capital unavoidably lead to serious socio-economic implications. On the other hand, evidence clearly shows that degrading socio-economic environment can significantly impair the population development potential of the region, hence, forming an infinite loop of degrading returns, which can be broken exclusively by a significant exogenous intervention. Keeping randomly occurring natural, geopolitical and economic occlusions aside, directed policy interventions and investments may be considered among the most significant exogenous interventions, which can be successfully planned, adjusted and controlled. This implies that links between policy actions and the resulting demographic responses on the regional level are not only relevant for the demographers, but also for policy-makers and the responsible public institutions.

Although, the demographic change, as well as the associated population development processes are often referred to as macro-phenomena influenced and driven by localised events and the individual decisions of local actors, all evidence suggests that these decisions and events are in turn a direct product of the social and economic context in which these actors are embedded (see Klusener S. et al., 2012). These ideas may be challenged by the assumption that majority of the demographic parameters (age, sex, birth rate, mortality etc.) and the associated population processes are natural and genetically inherited factors influenced by the environmental conditions at best.
However, the main question of regional demography in this context is – whether the socio-economic factors and policy actions being exogenous to the natural demographic processes can actually influence individuals’ decisions on migration, family planning, choice of lifestyle and healthcare on the regional level, or even go beyond that – altering the pseudo-exogenous environmental conditions like the Psychosocial stress, frequently cited as a contributing factor in higher mortality in former socialist countries (e.g. see Cockerham W. C., 1999 or Dinkel R. H., 1999). Contemporary literature sources dealing with this question are rather limited and divergent in terms of scope and methodologies, which is not surprising, as each country or region has its own characteristic demographic problems and the associated set of related influencing factors or corrective policy measures. However, some common principles and research dimensions can be deduced from the accumulated population studies both in Latvia and other countries around the world.

1. Regional demographic development in the literature

First, it is important to mention that multiple interpretations of the term “regional demography”, which is quite often used by Latvian scholars, exist in the literature. One way of looking at the regional demography is to place it in between the spatial population statistics and population geography, connecting and enriching both disciplines by adding the theory-based interpretations and region-specific information to the spatial/geographical data (e.g. see Voss P. R., 2006). Another possible interpretation describes the regional demography as a process of adding the concept of place (and often – time) to the traditional population statistics, which is, basically, a new look at the century old techniques of building demographic trends and population data analysis within the framework of regional development processes. Such studies have been once referred to as “micro demography” (see Bogue D. J., 1957). Third and the most popular explanation of the term (which does not necessarily exclude the first two) sees Regional demography as any demographic/population research with the limited geographical scope (i.e. urban, rural, local, national or even international, but not global), depending on the existence of the wider framework under which the particular study is carried out (e.g. see Zvidrins P., 2009).

With this in mind, one might easily conclude that regional demography is just another name for the well-known discipline of spatial demography. For example, Paul Voss (2007) explains, that most of the traditional demographic research is, in fact, a direct product of spatial demography, with few exceptions involving the pioneering works of anthropologists, statisticians and mathematical demographers who have elaborated general theories and causalities of population development, free from the empirical factors like time and space (e.g. see Feller W., 1941; Lotka A. J., 1938; Dublin L. I. & Lotka A. J., 1925). While finding this statement true, and after reviewing the available previous regional demographic studies conducted in Latvia (e.g. see Zvidrins P. et al., 2009, Gosa Z., 2008), author would like to argue that the concept of regional demography goes beyond the framework of spatial demography, by adding the regional development context and the regional impact factor analysis to the spatial population data. Such perception considerably broadens the research field, as the processes and implications of regional policy and regional development issues have to be analysed along with the population dynamics and the traditionally associated factors like the environment or socio-economic conditions.
Going into more detail, several key research dimensions can be identified within the accumulated literature connected with the topic of spatial and/or regional demography. While, in general, majority of the studies tend to analyse the differences of demographic development between various territorial units, only few follow the complex, multifactorial approach (see Krisjane Z., 2005; Krumins J., 2006; or Dahs A., 2014). More common are the studies on/about variances in specific demographic factors among regions of the same country or populated by the same ethnic groups. For example, in Latvia, as well as other European countries, there is a significant amount of research available concerning regional variance of mortality (e.g. Kibele E., 2012; Gosa Z., 2008 or Krumins J. et al., 2009). Another group of studies evaluate the onset, progress and consequences of the demographic transitions at the specific territorial level (usually, countries or macro-regions) (e.g. Bjorvatn K. & Farzanegan M. R., 2013). In some rare cases, the historical specifics of the territories in question is also placed under review (Brainerd E., 2010 or Golc G., 2004).

From the sources listed above, one can see, that many authors attempt to analyse the underlying social, economic or environmental factors preceding the regional demographic change, but only a handful of studies focus specifically on the demographic effects of the public policy (intentional or unintentional). Such studies are normally limited to the specific countries or regions, where there are known population development issues, which are/have to be addressed by the corrective policy measures (e.g. Smailes P. et al., 2014; Klusener S. et al., 2013; Pol L. G. & Thomas R. H., 2013 or Eglite P. et al., 2004).

This fact makes it even more important to learn about the mechanics of interactions between the policy planning (e.g. at the executive levels of governance), political will (at the legislative level) and actual regional and nationwide demographic processes: What level of planning documents addresses the regional demographic issues in Latvia? What is the role of the EU Cohesion Policy instruments? How quick are the legislators to react to the emerging demographic challenges? Are regional demographic problems viewed separately or in line with the nationwide issues?

In the following two sections of this paper, author attempts to, at least partially, answer these questions and pave the way for further qualitative and quantitative research on this topic.

2. Role of demographic development in Latvian policy planning

In this section, author analyses the contents of several key Latvian national policy planning documents and relevant legal acts in the field of social, regional and cohesion policy, while searching for references or specific proposed actions concerning the nationwide and/or regional demographic issues.

Table 1 below, shows the number of references to the selected demography-related keywords associated within the main, currently relevant Latvian national policy planning documents. These results have been obtained using a software-based adaptive content analysis methodology, following the basic principles outlined in the literature (see Lowe W., 2002). Such methodology has been extensively reviewed and evaluated as a tool for the content analysis of the political texts and policy document by Grimmer and Stewart (2013).
**Table 1**

**Content analysis results of several key Latvian national planning documents with the selected key-words**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Demography</th>
<th>Birth rate</th>
<th>Mortality</th>
<th>Life expectancy</th>
<th>Migration</th>
<th>Immigration</th>
<th>Emigration</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Marriage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Sustainable Development Strategy of Latvia until 2030</td>
<td>150 (24)</td>
<td>21 (0)</td>
<td>3 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>8 (6)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>19 (0)</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. National Development Plan 2014-2020</td>
<td>139 (9)</td>
<td>6 (0)</td>
<td>6 (0)</td>
<td>4 (0)</td>
<td>3 (0)</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
<td>6 (0)</td>
<td>32 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Declaration on the Planned Activities by the Maris Kucinskis’ Cabinet of Ministers</td>
<td>9 (0)</td>
<td>5 (0)</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>3 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>18 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. National Regional Development Law</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. EU Structural and Cohesion Funds Operational Programme “Growth and Employment”</td>
<td>250 (18)</td>
<td>15 (1)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>10 (0)</td>
<td>3 (0)</td>
<td>4 (2)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>57 (7)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Addendum to the EU Structural and Cohesion Funds Operational Programme “Growth and Employment”</td>
<td>62 (3)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>22 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. State family policy Guidelines 2011-2017</td>
<td>88 (2)</td>
<td>44 (1)</td>
<td>45 (0)</td>
<td>13 (0)</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
<td>9 (1)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>2 (0)</td>
<td>811 (2)</td>
<td>109 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1) matches located in the same sentences with the regional context key-words (e.g. rural, urban, regional, municipal etc.).


It is important to note that the data mining software tool utilised in this particular part of the study (RapidMiner) allows for some degree of fuzzy-logical search, meaning that not only the exact key-word matches, but also the logically related word matches have been recorded and analysed (see Hofmann, M. & Klinkenberg R., 2013). The quantitative content analysis of the selected national planning documents shows that key words associated with “population”, “demography” and “family” are the most often used demographic terms in the policy planning documents. Term “Population” (and its various forms/ combinations) has been frequently employed in the regional and or spatial context – together with terms “regional”, “rural”, “urban” etc. Most other terms, with some exceptions for terms “migration” and “family”, had little to none connections to the regional and/or spatial perspective.
“Sustainable Development Strategy of Latvia until 2030”, and “National Development Plan 2014–2020” (Saeima, 2010; State Chancellery, 2012) have the largest share of the demographic references for the majority of key words analysed and the biggest total number of “regional population” mentions among all the documents under study. It is not surprising, since these strategic documents mainly address the long-term sustainability challenges for the country and its regions. On the contrary, “Declaration on the Planned Activities by the Maris Kucinskis’ Cabinet of Ministers” (Cabinet of Ministers, 2016), being the key short-term operational planning document for the government priorities, has only few sentences specifically addressing the demographic challenges and regional disparities. National Regional Development Law (2002) also contains but a few references to the demographic issues, demonstrating, that on the legislative level, demographic issues are still viewed separately from the regional development concept.

EU Structural and Cohesion Funds Operational Programme “Growth and Employment” as well as its Addendum (Ministry of Finance, 2014, 2015) contain surprisingly numerous references to both, demographic and regional population development issues, which can be explained by government’s attempt to (at least partially) use the available EU funding for tackling the pressing regional development needs. Despite the numerous key word matches found in the “State family policy Guidelines 2011–2017” (Ministry of Welfare, 2011), this document mostly ignores the regional context of demographic development, what places it in one group with the Government Declaration discussed above.

Figure 1 shows the graphical “word-cloud” representation of the text mining process. Particular example demonstrates the most popular logical association within the sentences containing key word “population” (iedzīvotāji) in all seven documents under review.

Source: author’s construction.

Fig. 1. Word-cloud representation of the text mining results for key word “population” (iedzīvotāji) within the main Latvian national planning documents in 2016
The provided analysis example demonstrates how the term “population” is frequently used in connection with such regional context terms as “rural”, “urban” and “municipalities”, as well as several other logically associated keywords, including “demography”, “mortality”, “inclusion”, “activity” etc.

3. Demography as a political issue

This section is devoted to the content analysis of the meeting proceedings of the Latvian national parliament – Saeima, accumulated over the last decade. A recently developed search tool and repository of the Saeima debate records “Saeima Debate Corpus” was used for this particular part of the study (see Dargis et al., 2016). Using the aforementioned tool, author was able to identify numerous occasions, when the demographic and regional demographic issues were referred to by the politicians and experts participating in the Saeima debate. By conducting the follow-up review of these debates, author attempts to associate them with some specific demography-related events (major reports and publications). Consolidate results of this analysis are provided in the Table 2 below.

First, the analysis results indicate a clear time lag between the specific events and the associated mentions in the Saeima debates, ranging from a few months up to several years. This is not surprising, as in most cases such references were made in order to support a position, motion or a legislative proposal when necessary, for example: I. Godmanis speech in support of the law “On Administrative Territories and Populated Areas”, or V. Buzajevs proposal for amendments to the “Unemployed and Job Seeker’s Support Law”.

Second, it is interesting to note that over the first few years of the period under study regional demographic issues were often called upon by the left-wing and the so-called “pro-Russian” opposition parties in support of their anti-EU sentiment. As a result, for a time, such topics have become associated with the opposition’s policy objectives and were received antagonistically and dismissively by majority of the members of parliament, irrespectively of the actual context. Some years later, with the onset of the 2008-2010 economic crisis, somewhat similar situation had developed, when representatives of both left and right-wing parties started using references to the regional demographic problems in order to question the economic consolidation policies implemented by the government.

Third, following the publication of the official 2011 census results, one can notice a growing understanding among the legislators of the severity and urgency of the regional demographic problems in Latvia. However, there is still a substantial lack of political will and decisiveness necessary to address these problems on the parliamentary level - either by allocating the necessary funding or by supporting the associated legislative proposals.
### Table 2

Content analysis results of the meeting proceedings of the Saeima, focusing on the specific population-related events in 2004–2014 period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Year (approx.)</th>
<th>Notable references in the Saeima debates (Who? &amp; When? / Topic / Context / Conclusions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Reports on increase in economic out-migration after Latvia’s accession to the EU | 2004           | **I. Ostrovska** [New Era MP], August 2004/  
- Low birth-rate and poor socio-economic conditions in Latgale region/  
- Proposal for changes in the State budget 2005 for better regional social support and education/  
- Proposal rejected by majority. |
| ForHRUL MPs, December 2005/   |                | - Emigration and degrading demographic situation/  
- Motion for extraordinary hearing on emigration and demographic risks/  
- Motion blocked by majority. |
| SRDA reports significant depopulation of rural areas due to the economic crisis | 2008           | **I. Godmanis** [Prime Minister], December 2008/  
- Poor regional governance as a cause for ineffective regional support policies and regional demographic risks/  
- Motion to support law “On Administrative Territories and Populated Areas”/  
- Law approved. |
| V. Buzajevs [ForHRUL MP], April 2009/   |                | - Unemployment and poverty leading to regional depopulation/  
- Proposal for amendments to the “Unemployed and Job Seeker’s Support Law”/  
- Proposal denied by majority. |
| M. Hazans publishes estimations of the true emigration numbers | 2009           | **I. Paradnieks** [All to Latvia - FF/LNNK], December 2011/  
- Unregistered migration, low birth rate, rural depopulation/  
- Proposal for the amendment to the “Rules of Procedure of the Saeima”, foreseeing assessment of all future legislative proposals by the Demography committee/  
- Proposal rejected by the majority. |
| Full 2011 census results published, confirming worst-case scenario estimations | 2012           | **V. Dombrovskis** [Prime Minister], January 2013/  
- Depopulation and high dependency ratio demonstrated by the 2011 census results as a risk for national stability and security/  
- Annual National Security Report/  
- Largely dismissive reception, highlighting ethnic and geopolitical issues. |
| I. Vanaga [Reform Party MP], March 2013/   |                | - Depopulation and re-emigration/  
- Report on thematic welfare programmes incl. “Re-emigration plan”/  
- Agreement on lack of financial resources for the Plan to be effective. |

Conclusions

1. Contemporary literature sources dealing with the concept of regional demography are rather divergent in terms of scope and methodologies, often placing it within the scope of such wider disciplines as population statistics, population geography or spatial demography.

2. By reviewing the relevant literature, one can observe that many authors attempt to analyse the underlying social, economic or environmental factors preceding the regional demographic change, but only a handful of studies focus specifically on the intentional or unintentional demographic effects of the public policy.

3. Content analysis results of the key national planning documents indicate that the strategic planning documents, addressing the long-term sustainability challenges for the country and its regions, have the largest share of demographic references in comparison to the short or medium term government planning frameworks.

4. From the perspective of national legislation and the specific national support programmes, regional population issues are viewed separately from the general regional development concept, which leads to the obvious lack of normative basis for a comprehensive policy-based response to the contemporary demographic challenges.

5. Latvian Government’s responsible institutions tend to rely on the use of available EU funding for tackling the pressing regional development needs (including demographic problems), hence the national Cohesion Policy planning documents include numerous references to the regional population development issues.

6. In the majority of Saeima debate transcripts reviewed in this study, demographic issues have been called upon only when required in order to gain support for a position, motion or a legislative proposal. As the result, there is a general time lag between specific demographic events and the associated reactions within the Saeima debates.

7. On several occasions, in the political discussions analysed by the author, the regional demographic issues have been referred to by the opposition parties (both far right and far left) with the obvious purpose of supporting their own political agendas. Consequently, for a time, it has made these topics undesirable for the ruling coalition and the government, irrespectively of the actual problems under question.

8. It is possible to observe a growing understanding among the legislators about the importance of the contemporary regional demographic situation in Latvia. However, there is still a substantial lack of political will and decisiveness required for tackling this issue on the legislative level.
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Abstract
The article is orientated towards discussion of taxation aims and consequences. The authors argue that any tax is aimed for creation of welfare in the society because they play a transfer role. There is no definition of welfare taxes in economic literature. According to the authors welfare taxes are individual consumption, social security and wealth taxes related to the welfare of today and tomorrow. Long-run welfare tax (like excise, property tax, capital tax, etc.) is related with welfare in a long run. In Nordic countries where tax income level is higher welfare tax (property tax) are of bigger importance. In Baltic countries excise tax revenue has a bigger share. The authors perform panel regression that aims to test statistically the relation between welfare tax and wellbeing in the countries. The econometrical results prove a statistically significant but weak negative relationship between the variables. It suggests that higher welfare taxes led to lower wellbeing of the society.
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Introduction
Economic policy of every society is oriented to welfare creation and distribution. The taxes are the main instrument for the realisation this target and welfare creation. According to Hird S. (2003) and others there is no precise definition on what welfare is. However, most researchers agree on three things: first – government is the institution which should ensure the environmental conditions for welfare in society; second – welfare of an individual cannot be separated from welfare of society and do not oppose it; third: welfare has two dimensions (objective and subjective). Objective welfare can be described by satisfaction of objective material needs of human beings, while subjective – describes cognitive and emotional evaluation of life. We can say that welfare of society can be interpreted as sum of individual welfares, where welfare is environment determined satisfaction of objective human needs evaluated by subjective experience.

Virtually, terms “welfare” and “wellbeing” are usually used as synonyms in economic literature. However the first term is used to reflect government policy or objective conditions more frequently, while the second – state of individual or society (Braun B. and others, 2002; Blume L., 1996).
As there are many indexes reflecting welfare and wellbeing, there is a scientific trend to value not the complex sum of multidimensional conditions, but rather societies reaction to environment in which it lives and acts (Easterlin R., 2004; Diener E., 2000; Huseyin N. and Ioannidis J., 2015). For this reason, many scholars tend to analyze how different economic phenomena influence subjective wellbeing – the reflection of how people react to various objective conditions (Cheung, 2015; Nevae J. and Oswald A., 2012). One of the most accepted and used valuations of subjective wellbeing is satisfaction of life (Veenhoven and others, 1996; Veenhoven R. 2011).

The target of the article is to define the welfare taxes in the tax system, to assess the possibilities of welfare tax structure optimization and the possible changes estimating the linkage between welfare tax and wellbeing.

The article was performed in fourth main sections: the first one was used for literature analysis, the second- for presentation of methodology, the following section was conceived to present dynamic analysis of excise and wealth taxes, their structural change over time and in the final section using regression analysis the contradictions between welfare taxes and wellbeing were revealed.

1. Literature Review

In general the existing literature reveals the dualism of taxation while talking about welfare. First, all tax decrease the welfare because they lead to lower disposable income and thus lower consumption. Second, looking at the tax as budgetary income it could be assumed that the entire public budget is actually constructed and used to increase the welfare of citizens. So, all taxes might be assumed to have an influence on wellbeing.

Macroeconomic environment changes show unfavourable social and wealth context. According to Keen M. (2013) and Bradbury D. (2015) there is rising income inequality (immobility) and wealth concentration (at the top) 1970–80+. It was the tendency of rising wealth-income and capital-output ratios to unprecedented levels since 1914. Rising wealth means ability to pay. But mainly (latent) there was a tendency of rising capital gains on housing. Rising longevity is other element of context: retire is later, inheritance is received in full property as late as 60 on average and social transfers are growing also. Wealth is more and more concentrated in the hands of elderly.

Evaluating the context and discussions in economic literature (Masson A., 2016) and others authors point current economic arguments and problems on household taxation:

• Incensement in labour income tax is not favourable, especially for the young, because of the massive unemployment, high labour costs, decreasing labour/output ratio;
• Annual wealth tax is increasing, but there are problems with the market value;
• Recurrent taxes on immovable property (housing-land) are growing but it must be the shift from transaction tax to increased recurrent property tax (there are arguments for the reducing transaction taxes on housing);
• There are different approaches to the taxation of wealth transfers.

Theory of optimal capital taxation is looking for optimisation of taxation level from individual perspective. Cremer and others (2010) says that for a number of social philosophers and classical economists, estate or inheritance taxation is the ideal tax. Cremer and others
(2012): “our basic goal of finance government services with a tax that is as efficient and painless as possible. On all counts it is difficult to imagine a better tax than the estate tax. Piketty, Saez, Zucman (2013) conclude that there are strong meritocratic reasons we should tax inherited wealth (an unearned income) more than earned income or self-made wealth. But people had resistance and wealth transfers tax becoming more and more unpopular today (Prabhakar R., 2008). They are decreasing as a percent of GDP since 1960, and not the same decline for the lifetime wealth or capital taxation, rations are higher in 2007 than in 1995. Wealth is more a sign of “success”, no matter its original (Beckert J., 2008), because of the rising family values and morality: family is safe haven. Masson A. (2016) summing up the attitudes conclude that must be the tendency of the lowing wealth transfers tax and collective preference for life time taxation.

The analysis of theoretical discussions on wealth and wealth taxation, economic changes, and government policies, assumes that all taxes might have an influence on welfare but the authors conclude that the definition and classification of welfare tax is problematic. The authors of this paper suggest that welfare tax can be defined as taxes direct related with welfare. According to authors welfare taxes are individual consumption, social security and wealth taxes related to the welfare of today and tomorrow. Some of them are directly related with everyday consumption, income and social security, some of them – with the historical wealth (immovable property tax, wealth transfers tax and others) and future welfare (Excise tax). (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The classification of tax according to welfare

Authors distinguish that the taxes directly related to welfare (or later just welfare tax) have important influence on social wellbeing in short and long run. Long run welfare taxes are most problematic. There are two groups of long run welfare tax:

• tax on created long run wealth (property and capital taxes) – represents the distribution role of taxes and social cohesion. That is mostly tax on physical (immovable) and financial assets. It means that if you are richer (you have more assets) you have to pay taxes because you probably need more services from the state (like security, better governance of county, etc.) and you can help those who lack the most in the society.
tax on *future long run* welfare – aims to create better societal welfare in the future. That is excise tax that aims to decrease socially and personally unfavourable consumption (alcohol, smoking, fuel and others) and is oriented towards better physical (material) and moral health of individuals’ social wellbeing in the future.

Authors believe the excise tax in our classification suggested requires a little bit more explanation. First of all, excise tax is a penalty tax, which is applied on the sale or use of specific goods and services, such as alcohol, cigarettes or gasoline. Hines J. R. (2007) defines four reasons for application of excise tax. (1) Revenue generation and (2) application of the benefit principle of taxation is applicable to most of the taxes. But (3) control of externalities and (4) discourage consumption of potentially harmful substances are the motivations of excise tax that links it with welfare in a very specific way. The tax should increase the welfare of society by lower externalities (pollution, violence, illness, etc.) in a short and long run.

The paper discusses the taxes on long-run welfare and aims to analyse its effect on wellbeing. The literature review backgrounds the idea of tax having an effect on individual and societal wellbeing. As all the taxes can be considered as having an effect on wellbeing (“welfare tax”), the paper concentrates on the wellbeing in a long run and taxes that are related to it. So it can be conclude that excise and wealth tax are the ones that are named as welfare tax in this case.

2. Methodology

Logics of the analysis and methods. Authors start the analysis of welfare tax structure from looking at the taxation income in the selected countries and the relative size of welfare taxes (as define them in our paper) in government budget. This structural analysis is aimed to see if there are any noticeable differences from country to country and what explanations there might be. As we aim to link the structure of taxation income with the wellbeing of the countries, dynamics of welfare tax structure also might matter. So we analyse the trends of excise and wealth and capital taxes. For the first step we apply principles of comparative structural analysis.

The second step of the analysis is based on econometrical tools which are used to test the hypothesis about the relation between welfare taxes and wellbeing of the countries. We test the relation between the relative size of welfare taxes (its share in total taxation revenue) and satisfaction with life, as a measure of subjective wellbeing. We construct a panel multivariate regression with time and place dummy variables. We include GDP per capita as controlled variable in order to represent “other” economic differences among countries.

Data. The empirical analysis includes Baltic and Nordic countries, namely Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia and Denmark Finland, Sweden, Norway. This data set of countries is constructed to have two very different groups of countries in terms of taxation practice and wellbeing of society. Nordic countries are famous for high taxation rates and big taxation income which leads to the creation of welfare state. Also in most of the rankings Nordic countries are among the leaders in wellbeing of society. On the other hand, Baltic and Nordic countries are from very similar region which might mean similarities in culture and history of the countries.

For taxation data we use official database of Eurostat. We treat *Current taxes on capital* as an indicator for taxation income from wealth and capital taxes. And we take a sum of *excise duties* and *excise duties and consumption taxes* as an indicator of excise taxation income. Our analysis takes a period of 16 years which is grouped into three groups: 2000–2004; 2005–2009; 2010–2014.
3. Structural analysis of welfare taxes

In general, all the taxation income might be judged as having an influence on welfare if we see the initial aim of taxation is redistribution and provision of public services. So first of all we look at the total tax revenue in the selected countries (Fig. 2).

![Graph showing total taxes relative to GDP, %]

Source: EUROSTAT.

Fig. 2. Total taxes relative to GDP, %

The relative size of tax revenue is much bigger in Nordic countries than in the Baltic countries. All four Nordic countries are above the EU level, where the tax revenue makes about 40% of GDP constantly. In Nordic economies taxation income is almost 50% of national GDP with the highest value in Denmark and the lowest in Finland. Meanwhile in the three Baltic countries taxes revenue is at about 30% of national GDP.

In Lithuania, Finland, Sweden and Norway there is a slightly decreasing trend in relative size of total tax revenue. And only in Estonia we can find an increasing trend. Coming back to our initial idea about the taxation aim to increase welfare and knowing that most of the indexes about quality of life and wellbeing of society rank Nordic countries far above the Baltic countries, we can suggest that increasing the relative size of taxes in Baltic economies may lead to higher welfare of society.

One of the taxes that are directly related with wellbeing is excise. We include both: excise duties on imports and excise into our analysis. The Fig. 3 represents the relative size of excise taxes in Nordic and Baltic countries. Here we can conclude few findings. First of all, obviously the share of excise tax in taxation income is bigger in the three Baltic countries than in the Nordic countries. The highest it is in Estonia (13% on average in 2010–2014) and the smallest it is in Norway (a little above 4% on average in 2010–2014). This finding may be explained by the fact that excise tax is partially fixed and united across the EU. Excise tax revenue is structurally bigger in countries with lower income and smaller in countries with higher income. Estonia leads in excise tax revenue probably because much of it is paid by Finnish tourists that come to buy cheaper alcohol. And we do not observe anything similar to that in other Baltic countries.
The next finding says that the relative size of excise in Nordic and Baltic countries is bigger than the average of EU. This suggests that in the rest of EU countries excise plays a much smaller role in taxation income. Probably as the economy is growing and causing taxation revenue to increase, the excise taxes lose their structural importance. So we may also expect the share of excise tax should decrease in taxation income in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia.

Looking at the development of the structure of taxation revenue in selected countries we should say that we could not make a conclusion about the general trend in Nordic and Baltic countries. In EU the average share of excise tax is stable at 6% of total taxation income. We can also observe the decreasing trend in excise tax in Denmark, Norway and Sweden which brings countries close to EU average. But there is a clearly fast increasing trend estimated in Estonia. But maybe we can count it as an exception because of peculiarities of Estonian economy that was mentioned above.

The second type of welfare taxes – taxes on wealth – in the countries under investigation are presented in the Fig. 4. In this case Eurostat do not provide aggregate data for EU and they are not applicable in Estonia. In general the share of various wealth taxes is very small in taxation revenue in all the countries. On average it is the biggest in Denmark were wealth taxes make almost 1.5% of taxation income during 2000–2014. It is registered to be the smallest in Lithuania where wealth tax income stands at 0.1% of total tax revenue during entire period analyzed. In line with our expectations we find the share of taxes on wealth in total taxation income to very low in Latvia and Lithuania. That kind of taxes are just started to be introduced there. On the other hand, Latvians and Lithuanian have less property and its value is lower compared with Nordic countries.

Source: EUROSTAT.
Our data does not allow making any conclusions about the changes of structural importance of wealth tax in taxation income. As the average share is very low in all the countries its minor changes recorded in Finland, Latvia or Norway does not necessary mean the development trend. Aiming to make a better investigation, we need to have more detailed information about tax structure in Nordic and Baltic countries that would allow having a better judgement about other types of wealth taxes.

To generalize about the welfare tax structure in Nordic and Baltic countries we can already say that taxes related with indirect (social) welfare (excise) has a bigger share in taxation compared with the taxes on financial wealth. Aiming to analyze the welfare tax structure in more details we plot the figure presented in the Fig. 5.

**Fig. 4. Taxes on wealth relative to total taxes, %**

**Fig. 5. Excises plus wealth taxes relative to total taxes, %**

*Source: EUROSTAT. Estonia provides no data.*
Looking at the summarized values we cannot draw a clear line between Nordic and Baltic countries. Only Sweden and Norway go out of the group with the lowest share of welfare taxes in taxation income. In both countries it stands at 6% on average during the period analysed. All three Baltic countries as well as Denmark and Finland records welfare taxes to make about 10% of total taxation revenue. The leader here is Estonia where the share of welfare taxes increases to 13% in the last period analysed.

The data suggests some changes in tax structure since 2000. In most of the countries we find a trend of decreasing share of welfare taxes. Though, the changes are not very steep (1 or 2 percentage points). This allows us to make a conclusion about quite stable tax structure where wealth taxes have a constant share in total taxation revenue. Only in Estonia we can see a more dramatically increase of share of wealth taxes.

However, the biggest structural difference between welfare taxes in different countries is inside them. In Nordic countries the smaller share of excise is compensated by various wealth taxes and the Baltic countries rely much more on excise tax. This finding suggests that economic growth that leads to increasing income and wealth of society leads to structural changes in welfare taxes. The relative share of excise tends to decrease and taxation revenue is compensated by wealth taxes.

4. The linkage between welfare tax and wellbeing

In the second part of our research we aim to test statistically the relation between welfare tax and wellbeing (results in Table 1). The purpose is to see if the welfare taxes are linked with a better wellbeing of the society. From the theoretical point of view there should be a positive relation between the two as more taxes leads to better public services and bigger welfare tax leads to more even distribution of income in the society.

After solving the problems of heteroscedasticity and elimination of autocorrelation of errors the constructed panel regression proved to statistically significant negative relation between different types of welfare taxes and wellbeing. The coefficient of current taxes of capital is the highest. So we can assume that wealth taxes haves the biggest negative impact on current welfare. However, the coefficients are small indicating that the linkage is significant but weak. These findings suggest that welfare taxes as well as any other tax decreases the wellbeing of citizens as they perceive a direct loss of financial wellbeing. It is more complicated for people to link themselves with the public services and to see the indirect incensement of their wellbeing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Adjusted R-squared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total taxes</td>
<td>-1.54520e-05</td>
<td>0.0259 **</td>
<td>0.999397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollution tax</td>
<td>-0.00335699</td>
<td>0.0028 ***</td>
<td>0.999372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital tax</td>
<td>-0.000491103</td>
<td>5.19e-05 ***</td>
<td>0.999426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real estate tax</td>
<td>9.92562e-05</td>
<td>0.0758 *</td>
<td>0.999251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excise and consumption tax</td>
<td>-0.000157317</td>
<td>3.45e-10 ***</td>
<td>0.999445</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ calculations based on EUROSTAT data.
On the other hand there might be some problems with data that was used in research. As changes in welfare tax structure and society wellbeing are very slow, 16 year period may be too short. The results of panel regression might be improved by including more countries into consideration. When doing this it is important to include countries that differ much more in welfare tax structure and wellbeing too. Most likely non-European countries should be included. The other way of improvement of the research is improvement in data. Taxes on wealth are very bad documented in EU statistics that we used. It would be advantageous to look for other data bases, such as OECD and other.

**Conclusions, proposals, recommendations**

1. The reviewed literature on taxation and wellbeing reveals the *dualism* of taxation from the welfare point. First, all taxes decrease the welfare. Second, looking at the taxes as budgetary income it could be assumed that the entire public budget is actually constructed and used to *increase* the welfare of citizens. General linkage between taxes and wellbeing is ambiguous.

2. Assuming that all taxes might have a negative influence on welfare the authors of this paper define some of the taxes as direct related with every day (SR) consumption (income and social security, VAT and others), and long run welfare taxes that are related with historical wealth (immovable property tax, wealth transfers tax and others) and future welfare (excise tax).

3. *Long run* welfare taxes are most problematic. They have a big influence on social wellbeing in *long run*: the taxes on *created long run* wealth (wealth and capital taxes) represent the distribution role of taxes and social cohesion. That is tax on physical (immovable) and financial assets mostly. The taxes on *future long run* welfare aim to create better society in the future. The excise taxes (here it is seen to be as future wealth) aim to decrease socially and personally unfavourable consumption (alcohol, smoking, fuel and others) and are oriented towards a better physical (material) and moral health of individuals (social wellbeing in the future).

4. Analysing the wealth and excise tax changes in Baltic states and Nordic countries the authors estimate same changes in taxation income structure in Baltic countries. First, total tax to GDP rate should growth. Second, as the excise tax rate is relatively big and increasing welfare pushes other types of taxation income, excise share should decrease in the future. Third, the tax on wealth is relatively small in Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia. So, authors suggest that it should increase as society becomes richer and income increases. In general the main suggestion in this paper concerning the structure of taxation income is the idea that there should be internal changes in welfare taxes in Baltic States: fall of excise tax and increase in wealth taxation.

5. After solving the problems of heteroscedasticity and elimination of autocorrelation of errors the constructed panel regression proved to statistically significant negative relation between different types of LR welfare taxes and wellbeing. The coefficient of current taxes of capital is the highest. So we can assume that wealth taxes have the biggest negative impact on current welfare.
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Abstract

To develop a sustainable, low carbon, resource-efficient and competitive economy, transition to a circular economy is essential. The circular economy through eco-design, waste prevention and increased re-use and recycling of products, provides that the value of products, materials and resources is maintained in the economy for as long as possible, and tackles the current environmental problems. Circular economy is an industrial system that is restorative or regenerative by intention and design and calls for considerable change in the mindset of businesses and hence radical changes in business education. Circular economy and eco-design are a focus of EU policy, like the adopted Circular Economy Package that seems to be a crucial turning point for further implementation of the eco-design concept into various sectors of the economy and will contribute to “closing the loop” of product lifecycles.

The aim of the current paper is to study what competencies students should acquire in business and economics education and to formulate guidelines for human resource development through higher education according to requirements of a circular economy.

The authors use literature studies, semi-structured interviews and an analysis of the syllabuses of bachelor and master degree business and economics study programmes in three Latvian higher education establishments as the main methods for the study.

The authors concluded that study programmes in higher business and economics education should review the key competences regarding circular economy issues. Proposed measures in the development of a circular economy require systems thinking, development of an approach to product lifecycle, transdisciplinary knowledge, long-term thinking, more flexible approaches to interdisciplinary studies, as well as creativity, consciousness and a proactive attitude. According to the framework of a circular economy, human resource development should be considered as a principal precondition for a sustainable and competitive economy.

Key words: circular economy, eco-design, business education, economics education, competencies
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Introduction

Nowadays, to develop a sustainable, low carbon, resource-efficient and competitive economy, transition to a more circular economy is essential. Circular economy through eco-design, waste prevention and increased re-use and recycling of products, provides that the
value of products, materials and resources is maintained in the economy for as long as possible. Circular economy and eco-design are now a focus of EU policy. At the end of 2015, the European Commission adopted a Circular Economy Package that seems to be a crucial turning point for further implementation of the concept of eco-design into various sectors of the economy, and will contribute to “closing the loop” of product lifecycles through greater recycling and re-use. The circular economy development initiatives create new challenges for business and policymaking and draw up new perspectives. Implementation of circular economy principles in business and meeting EU Action Plan targets for the Circular Economy calls for considerable change in the mindset of businesses and hence radical changes in business education.

The aim of the current paper is to study what competencies students should acquire in business and economics education and to formulate guidelines for human resource development through higher education according to the requirements of a circular economy.

There have been numerous efforts to formulate essential competencies and personality traits for future leaders in scientific literature. However, there is a gap in research regarding the suitability of business education to meet the needs of future entrepreneurs and leaders in Latvia. This paper attempts to assess the current situation in Latvia’s biggest higher business education establishments, namely, The University of Latvia, Riga Technical University and BA School of Business and Finance, regarding competencies necessary for the development of a circular economy.

The authors use literature studies, semi-structured interviews with stakeholders and analysis of the syllabuses of bachelor and master degree business and economics study programmes in three Latvian higher education establishments as the main methods for the study. The authors’ research is organized as follows: 1) literature studies to reveal what the main characteristics of a circular economy are, and what competencies are necessary for future leaders and managers to implement the new business approaches; 2) An analysis of EU policy documents to understand the scope and speed in which circular economy implementation is intended in the member states; 3) Six in-depth, semi-structured interviews with experts from different stakeholder groups – business, professional association, NGO and education, to gain a better understanding of the peculiarities in Latvia and their opinion regarding role of education in the process of circular economy implementation. Finally, following an analysis of the content of the three biggest study programmes, according to student numbers, in business and economics in each higher education establishment, the authors draw conclusions about the readiness of business education in Latvia for a circular economy and put forward proposals for the development of study programmes.

Research results and discussion

1. Circular economy – roots and definitions

Scientific literature urges us to adopt the principles of a circular economy and ways to tackle current environmental problems like the scarcity of resources, pollution and climate change. The idea that people must consider planetary boundaries in their social and economic activities is not new in the context of sustainable development. In 1966, Kenneth Boulding in his “The Economics of the Coming Spaceship Earth” pointed out that economists have failed to realize limitations of the closed system earth. The opinion that future generations will solve their
problems according to their needs is dangerous, as problems created by not considering closed system earth are developing very quickly. He points out that in a closed system all outputs from consumption would constantly be recycled to become inputs for production (Boulding, 1966).

The main principles of circular economy correspond to the principles of “spaceman” economy introduced by Boulding

“in which the earth has become a single spaceship, without unlimited reservoirs of anything, either for extraction or for pollution, and in which, therefore, man must find his place in a cyclical ecological system which is capable of continuous reproduction of material form even though it cannot escape having inputs of energy.”

There are various possibilities for defining a circular economy. In line with eco-industrial development, a circular economy is understood as “realization of closed loop material flow in the whole economic system” (Geng & Doberstein, 2008). Another definition states that a circular economy is the circular (closed) flow of materials and the use of raw materials and energy through multiple phases” (Yuan, et al., 2006). Since 2012 a very activepromoter of circular economy, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, defines circular economy as “an industrial system that is restorative or regenerative by intention and design” (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2012, 2013). In this paper, the authors use the broad meaning of circular economy, which includes a restorative and regenerative industrial system, societal innovations necessary for implementing these systems, changes in consumer behaviour and ways to measure the success.

A review of the vast amount of literature available shows that the majority of scientific journal articles about circular economy comes from China as a result of the “Circular Economy Promotion Law of the People's Republic of China”, which has been in force since 2009 (Lieder & Rashid, 2016). Nevertheless, researchers from other regions are providing an increasing number of articles regarding the implementation of a circular economy and the role of higher education in this process.

We can find many other similar documented concepts which are part of the circular economy, like cradle-to-cradle (Braungart, et al., 2007) (Kumar & Putnam, 2008), eco-design and whole process design (Hodgett, et al., 2014), industrial ecology (Ehrenfeld, 2000), the closed loop lifecycle management (Guide, et al., 2003), zero waste (Connett, 2006) (Zwier, et al., 2015), and others. Eco-design and life cycle thinking is very closely related to the practical implementation of the circular economy. A product’s full life cycle is the series of stages that each product inevitably goes through. The life cycle is usually assessed from the time raw materials are first removed from the ground, continues through various stages of manufacturing and transportation, through use and finally to re-capturing, recycling and perhaps the final discard and deposition. In many cases, the life cycle of a product will include re-use of components and recycling of materials.

Life cycle thinking means recognizing the various impacts that occur at all points along the life cycle of the product or material. It also means recognizing how certain choices – materials used, manufacturing process, energy sources, distribution channels, disposal possibilities – influence those impacts. In practice, life cycle thinking means evaluating the potential influences as part of the decision making process (UNEP, 2007). Life cycle thinking is a broad concept that facilitates an integrated assessment of the benefits and the burdens in terms of environmental, social, and economic aspects, for specific products and regions, etc. The application of life cycle thinking requires specific methodologies.
A circular economy requires a different approach to defining economic success, development of fiscal systems to create the right incentives and building knowledge by embedding systems thinking in education and launching broad circular economy research programmes (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015).

2. EU policy analysis regarding circular economy

The concept of the circular economy reflects the recognition that European systems of production and consumption need to be fundamentally transformed to achieve the EU's 2050 vision of “living well within the limits of our planet”. Creating a circular economy in Europe can help to address many of these challenges, and further improving the efficiency of resource use has obvious economic benefits, such as reducing costs and risks while enhancing competitiveness. European leadership in the transition to a circular economy also offers opportunities to drive innovation in new materials and better products and services, creating new jobs and securing first-mover advantages in the global economy (EEA, 2016).

At end of 2015, the European Commission adopted a Circular Economy Package that seems to be a crucial turning point for further implementation of eco-design concept into various economy sectors and will contribute to “closing the loop” of product lifecycles through greater recycling and re-use. The Circular Economy Package is assumed to be a new and more ambitious step for EU Environmental policy. The Circular Economy Package consists of an EU Action Plan for the Circular Economy that establishes a concrete programme of action, with measures covering the whole cycle: from production and consumption to waste management and the market for secondary raw materials (Commission of the European Communities, 2015, Circular economy, 2016).

Moreover, the Circular Economy Package (CEP) highlights the scientific research and broad involvement. The CEP propose funding innovative projects under the umbrella of the EU's Horizon 2020 research programme, and have targeted action in areas such as plastics, food waste, construction, critical raw materials, industrial and mining waste, consumption and public procurement. The CEP action plan focuses on broad and long-term involvement at all levels and for various key target groups, including businesses and citizens (Commission of the European Communities, 2015, Circular economy, 2016).

The life cycle thinking and implementation of design for a sustainability concept are very important from an academic perspective and has been discussed over the last decade. A sustainable development concept in production leads to bridging environmental issues with product development reducing environmental, social and economic impacts along a product supply chain and throughout its life cycle. That should result in a “cradle to cradle” instead of a “cradle to grave” mentality (Clark, Kosoris, et al., 2009). Life cycle approach and eco-design issues focus on the integration of environmental considerations in product development, and that helps to combine business oriented design goals and environmental considerations.

Integrated Product Policy (IPP) had been considered as one of most principal EU policy level initiatives aimed at reducing the environmental impacts of products and services throughout their lifecycles by using policy instruments in order to obtain ‘green’ markets through ‘greening’ both the demand side (consumption) and the supply side (product development). IPP is not assumed to be a stand-alone policy, but to be integrated into already existing EU policies and objectives (Charter, Young et al 2001). Eco-design development had been defined
by EC Integrated product policy, comprising together eco-design, green procurement and environmental technology issues. IPP includes a variety of tools, such as the use of economic instruments, eco-labelling and voluntary agreements. It is necessary to stress the IPP orientation not only to traditional instruments, but more to voluntary instruments; that means an increase in information, communication and awareness-raising within both supply and demand sides (Governance, 2006).

Another important circular economy promotion tool is Green Public Procurement (GPP). Although GPP is a voluntary instrument it has a key role in a resource-efficient economy and stimulates a demand for more sustainable goods and services – various eco-design issues which would otherwise be difficult to get onto the market (Commission of the European Communities, 2008).

Furthermore, the Europe 2020 strategy and its two Flagship Initiatives on Sustainable growth, i.e. Resource efficient Europe and Industrial Policy, emphasize the policy objectives of sustainable development and an increased attention to resource efficiency and EU competitiveness. The EU eco-design concept comprises a rather broad spectrum of product groups for the adoption of implementing measures and there is a trend which features a larger number of product groups in each of the forthcoming planning periods (European Commission, 2012).

3. Business education for circular economy

Both business management and business education related literature point out that the current global challenge requires future managers and leaders who are responsible and have knowledge in issues of central relevance to society and policy, including those related to environmental problems and exogenous events (Blass & Hayward, 2015). In business education, it is important to acknowledge the main drivers and reasons which create global environmental problems, and business education should place a greater emphasis on the ethical and moral questions. High demands for future managers calls for a radical change in business and economics education. A report “Delivering the circular economy – a toolkit for policymakers”, puts education and knowledge building in the foundation of development of the circular economy (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015). In understanding the important role of education and particularly higher education, there is concern for the time lag in the education sector where the usual timeframe to update the curriculum for professional disciplines is too long to meet the changing market and regulatory requirements for emerging knowledge and skills (Desha & Hargroves, 2014).

As circular economy is a very complex issue, involving resource extraction, transportation, production, consumption, distribution, waste management, social norms, biological and technological cycles, professionals from many disciplines have to work as a team. Business and economics students, as future leaders, need to understand the whole system and its interconnections; therefore they should receive problem-based interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary education. Along with the importance of professional competencies are the essential human capacities, like systems thinking, creativity, consciousness, responsibility, communication skills for co-creation, and knowledge of processes of human change. The future leaders have to be flexible in their approach, understanding their own strengths and the strengths of others. They would be embedded in networks rather than as isolated individuals, which would enable them to have different attributes and purposes in different networks and situations (Blass & Hayward, 2015).
Future leaders meeting the demands of a circular economy need many competencies, such as sustainable development – thinking and working both locally and globally, long-term thinking is essential, a broad understanding of how to measure success, learning and capacity building for the common good, focusing on community development and learning. These competencies require a shift in teaching methods and content, as well as conducting research across traditional subject silos to develop new technologies and business practices that work at a system level. For example, the use of metaphors both as markers of existing perceptions and possibly as didactic tools in teaching students about the value of nature could employ more positive models such as cradle-to-cradle and the circular economy, which could be applied both in business education and in general environmental education (Kopnina, 2014). Goal-oriented education for sustainability is crucial to permit transcendence from unsustainable practices. A circular economy also requires new approaches in accounting, reporting and financial regulations including accounting for natural capital and resources, and the fiduciary duty of investors and managers (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015).

Life cycle thinking and circular economy related business education aspects have been analyzed in a number of publications. The integration of eco-design related strategies into strategic planning documents in sectors of the economy, improvement of eco-design competences in enterprises, better cooperation with science and technology are all issues recognized as principal measures for eco-design development. Environmental information and communication measures should comprise the main three target groups – state institutions, employers and consumers (Benders, 2015).

Development of study programmes regarding these three target groups had been considered as one of most important preconditions for eco-design development in the country promoting:

a) environmental awareness and life cycle thinking for all graduates as part of society and consumers;
b) eco-design competence for prospective enterprise staff;
c) eco-design professional competence for eco-design experts (Benders, 2007).

It is interesting to consider the role of legal and voluntary instruments in the eco-design development process in Latvia. Research confirmed that legal measures are more or less in operation in the country (for instance Eco-design Directive requirements, Green public procurement). In return, voluntary measures (for instance, Design for sustainability, environmental performance of enterprise, eco-design focused trading, better cooperation with science and technology) which are based on environmental competence and, particularly on life cycle thinking, are not understood well enough and accepted in enterprises (Zucika, 2010; Danusevica, 2013, Koklacova, 2011).

Circular economy oriented education forms a great challenge to the Latvian education system. Previous investigations indicated insufficient eco-design understanding in entrepreneurship and society and insufficient proactive initiatives at state institutions level (Belmane, 2006). In addition, circular economy oriented education development should be reviewed within the whole higher education development process in the country because the quality aspects of contemporary education should enhance the circular economy oriented education process. The successful realization of a circular economy should be assumed as being the principal precondition for economic development of country (Benders, 2015).
The definition of key competencies and results to be achieved is a principal part of study programme development. Researchers and experts who have been interviewed support the large role of a systemic approach in eco-design development and motivation of eco-design measures within entrepreneurship and green economy development. It is important to achieve competences for analysis of causes and consequences of identified economic, environmental or social issues. Study programmes should focus on achieving competencies for assessing nature, economic and social aspects in new product development and entrepreneurship, as well as being proactive and having creative attitudes (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013; Wolf, 2014).

4. Necessary competencies and the current state of business education for the development of a circular economy

In-depth, semi-structured interviews with experts from the spheres of eco-design and education were conducted to find out what perspectives of implementation of circular economy are in Latvia and what competencies are considered to be the most important for economics and business students. All experts were unanimous that the circular economy package includes very ambitious targets and its fulfillment could be complicated due to rather different economic development levels in EU countries. At the same time, appropriate education at all levels and forms could be one of the implementation tools for a successful circular economy in real life. The following competencies and knowledge of principles for future managers have been recognized:

- life cycle thinking and principal eco-design understanding,
- systemic thinking, ability to think in causal relationships,
- a multidisciplinary approach to problem solving,
- ability to work in interdisciplinary groups,
- creativity.

Interviews indicated that circular economy oriented education is current for wide study programmes: economists, finance sector, engineers for all levels (BSc, MSc and further education). As the most suitable ways in which these competencies could be obtained during bachelor and master studies, experts indicated the following:

- including study courses, which develop systems thinking and life cycle thinking, in the curriculum,
- including study courses or topics of circular supply chains, industrial ecology, green procurement,
- developing innovation platforms or business incubators at universities with particular attention to circular economy principles, which provide education by experience,
- ensuring good co-operation and coordination between academic staff and students of different study fields in universities to ensure multidisciplinarity,
- teaching by good examples from local and foreign companies,
- using IT provided opportunities to communicate product environmental and social impacts,
- stressing the benefits of a circular economy which are most important for ordinary people, like health issues and cost savings.

Experts suggested that there is a need for more comprehensive feasibility studies focused on eco-design understanding in Latvia for different target groups, as well as regarding the necessary measures for successful eco-design development in the country. In general, the level of eco-
design understanding varies considerably in the entrepreneurship sector. A comparatively higher level of awareness is in small innovative businesses, particularly craftworks. A considerable number of enterprises have eco-design understanding as a market driven issue and mainly from the point of view of cost reduction. A large part of the entrepreneurship sector is more focussed on production and technology processes and minimization of resource use, but not to the improvement of product. Biological farming was recognized as a sector with a great potential for implementing eco-design and circular economy principles, but it still lacks the understanding of the complexity of a full life cycle.

Public institutions play an important role in the implementation of a circular economy. Previous experience shows that, in general, public institutions have a positive attitude to the principles of a circular economy, but more target oriented activities and better cooperation with industries are very crucial. For example, The Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional Development is one of the key institutions for implementing CAP targets, but they work very little with industry. Although the Ministry of Economics work with industry, CAP issues for them are of secondary importance. The State should stimulate and support research regarding environmental and health impacts of various substances when they enter the circular material supply loops. For example, if some substances are not harmful in one kind of product, they may become dangerous after recycling and be included in products which have contact with food. Promotion of research, use of expert knowledge, cooperation between state, universities and NGOs, understanding of the global perspective and promoting social responsibility of enterprises are key areas to affect a circular economy.

It is important to change society’s attitude and behaviour to consumption. Some consumers believe eco-design to be an expensive extra, part of higher quality issues. As purchasing power generally is low, improved product qualities are often excluded from consideration when making a purchase. Up to now, attention has mostly been focussed on the reduction of resources and their re-use.

To increase public awareness and eco-design understanding, experts suggested:
• positive cases should have a principal role;
• formal and informal education at all levels is important, including general knowledge of chemical and biological processes;
• communication and information to society should be more effective;
• eco-labelling and information retrieving using IT possibilities could be made more attractive;
• more close cooperation with industries and increasing the role of Environmental awards;
• development of infrastructure for eco-design implementation.

The assessment of curriculum of business and economics education in three Latvian higher education establishments showed that there is a lot of room for improvement to develop competencies pointed out by experts during the interviews and discovered in the literature. The authors found out that from the nine programmes at bachelor degree level and nine programmes at master degree level there is not one study course devoted particularly to circular economy, life cycle thinking or eco-design. Amongst studied programmes, most attention to development of competencies necessary for circular economy is devoted in programmes of Riga Technical University. This could be explained by dominance of professional programmes and engineering approach. Nevertheless, there are several study courses which already have some topics and also
good potential for development of necessary competencies and include circularity issues in the syllabus. Investigation revealed that quite often a publicly available description of the course does not completely disclose the real content of the course, therefore any quantitative assessment of the study programmes will not show a true picture. There is a trend to adapt study courses for implementation of circular economy, but this is rather vague. In understanding the limitations of the information available, we concluded that the focus should be put on suggestions for further development of curriculum and teaching methods in order to educate circular economy managers.

![Diagram of Circular Economy Competencies](image)

*Source: author’s construction based on literature studies and interviews.*

**Fig. 1. Developing competencies for Circular Economy in business education**

In Figure 1, authors present main competencies necessary for development of circular economy and means by which these competencies could be acquired: studies of particular issues, gaining practical experience through study projects, participation in business incubators or innovation platforms, working in multidisciplinary teams and even encounter of different specialists during social activities. By putting values, actions and knowledge in the basis of competence development, authors stress important role of previous education, culture, family background and personality of students to become true implementers of circular economy.

**Conclusions, proposals, recommendations**

The current study provides support to research previously carried out in other countries regarding the essential competencies necessary for future entrepreneurs and managers. The authors concluded that circular economy implementation requires highly developed systems thinking and creativity skills combined with eco-design and life cycle thinking competencies, as well as the ability to work in multidisciplinary teams, long-term thinking and to pursue high ethical standards. Not only a general knowledge of science, but also an ability to cooperate with local communities and use of local knowledge is essential for solving current global problems.

In order to develop the required skills and competencies we recommend a revision of curricula in higher business and economics education study programmes, as these prepare future leaders, managers and state officials who can make a great contribution. Study programmes should include some separate study courses devoted to eco-design or life cycle approach...
principles and also various specific topics integrated in the existing study courses. The related topics include conscience economy; business models for a circular economy; support of IT for a circular economy; waste management principles; industrial symbiosis functioning; refurbishing, remanufacturing and redistributing products; ownership, insurance and taxation in sharing economy; carbon finance; environmental accounting; environmental voluntary instruments and others.

Teaching methods should foster students’ creativity, systems thinking, proactive attitude, teamwork, long term thinking. For example, multidisciplinary study projects involving students from different faculties could enrich students’ knowledge in different scientific disciplines, practice collaboration between unfamiliar team members, understanding different perspectives and defending one’s opinion. Use of metaphors could help to explain the new paradigm and influence change. It is crucial that we find familiar systems with feedback loops for a better understanding and to explain how the economy, as a very complex system, works. Good examples of the use of biomimicry can help a lot to develop circularity thinking.

Furthermore, the authors propose the following support measures, which could promote the implementation of CE development in the country:

1) Further development of Green public procurement should have a principal catalytic impact due to promoting influence to eco-design successful implementation. Reversely, any obstacles for Green public procurement could endanger the CE development.
2) Comprehensive concordance between Ministries, especially the Ministry of Environment and Regional development and the Ministry of Economy, should be established. That is a principal precondition for life cycle thinking and circular economy based industry and business development. As circular economy concept includes both waste management and eco-design oriented industry development, they should be realized under the supervision of both Ministries.
3) Development of cooperation between state and industry, including various support measures from the state, as well as development of industry related NGO institutions.
4) Facilitation of feasibility studies and research activities and projects focused on eco-design understanding in Latvia and necessary measures for successful eco-design development in country. Discovering and promoting successful examples of circular economy implementation in education and society in general.
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Abstract

In the article, we have made attempt to identify factors determining the investment attractiveness of the New EU Member States using the Visegrad Group countries as examples. We engaged several groups of determinants of the investment climate connected, inter alia, with overall economic performance of the country, transport infrastructure, labour market situation, the size of the domestic market and business environment, household affluence, availability of State aid and investment incentives, IT advancement or corruption. Some of them have turned out to be statistically significant for the infl ow of foreign direct investments into the Visegrad Group countries and, more broadly, to the so called new Member States of the European Union.

This study is structured as follows. First, it explores the existing literature on FDI definition and main effects of its infl ow into the host country. Subsequently, we discuss the investment attractiveness and its determinants in theory and based on empirical studies. Then we discuss investment attractiveness of New Member States of the European Union in selected international rankings, paying special attention to the positions occupied by the four analysed countries. The final part studies the correlation between selected variables characteristic of investment attractiveness and the infl ow of foreign investment. The study is based on statistical methods (Spearman’s rank correlation and Pearson correlation). Lastly, we present the key conclusions. They demonstrated that factors important for the infl ow of FDI are: infrastructure, market size, availability of suppliers, subcontractors, business partners and State aid schemes, including resources from the European Union budget.

Key words: investment attractiveness, FDI, Visegrad Group countries

JEL code: F20, F21

Introduction

The ‘new’ EU Member States have been attracting FDI for more than two decades. Integration with the European Union structures accelerated the dynamic development of the region and facilitated an increase in investment resources for economic and social projects, which additionally enhanced the attractiveness of FDI. We can observe this especially clearly in the countries of the Visegrad Group (V4 – the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia), which comprises an interesting collection of small open economies, all of which simultaneously embarked on systemic transformation. They offer investors a relatively good location and human resources at relatively low operational costs, and by investing in infrastructure have become attractive investment locations. Their overall security situation, related to the membership in international organizations and being a part of the European single market, is an additional asset.

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: tdorozynski@uni.lodz.pl
Investors can meet their specific expectations in the V4 countries and may benefit from all sorts of allowances and preferences and boost business development.

According to the OECD definition, foreign direct investment “reflects the objective of establishing a lasting interest by a resident enterprise in one economy (direct investor) in an enterprise (direct investment enterprise) that is resident in an economy other than that of the direct investor.” (OECD 2008, p. 48). FDI also covers subsequent capital flows between a parent company and the direct investment enterprise, such as reinvesting profits, net purchases of shares in the company and/or debt instruments by the direct investor, and internal borrowings from the direct investor. The usual threshold that allows a particular investment to be classified as FDI is ownership by the foreign investor of at least 10% of stock or shares of the direct investment enterprise.

Foreign direct investments are claimed to be key drivers of trade, financial stability, promotion of economic development, technological modernisation of the economy, increased well-being of societies, and international economic integration (OECD 2002). On top of that, they mobilise economic activity in less developed regions and improve economic efficiency (e.g., reduce unemployment as foreign investors create new jobs). These positive effects make countries compete for FDIs by offering favourable local conditions and investment incentives. This is especially visible in developing countries, emerging economies, and countries in transition. The exacerbated competition for capital poses the question about the factors decisive for the selection of a particular investment location, in other words, about the determinants of the investment attractiveness of a given country.

It is clear that areas attractive to investors are those which help reduce investment outlays and operating expenses, which facilitate profit maximisation and limit the potential risk of failure. This means that some regions offer advantages (connected e.g., with the size of the market, developed infrastructure, human capital, etc.) and better conditions for investment than others. The combination of location-related benefits and the specific characteristics of a particular area can be referred to as the investment attractiveness of a country or region. It is assessed by entrepreneurs using various criteria. Knowing the stimulants followed by investors enables a country or region to create a friendly investment climate conducive to attracting FDI.

Taking the above into account, we may assume that the ‘investment climate’ covers the entirety of actions of the FDI host country which encourage potential investors to make an investment, or discourage them from doing so. Numerous theories have sought since the 1960s to explain the determinants of FDI inflow. Some of them were based on microeconomic factors, such as organizational aspects, cost reduction, and economies of scale. Others related to macroeconomics, e.g., availability and allocation of resources, barriers to entry, political stability, market size, etc. Researchers dealing with the subject conclude that the most relevant determinants of FDI inflow into a host country usually refer to market size (e.g., Mottaleb 2007, Anyanwu 2012) and its growth rate (e.g., Mottaleb 2007, Busse, Hefeker 2007); cost of labour (e.g., Janicki, Wunnava 2004, Bellak, Leibrecht and Riedl 2008) and labour quality (e.g., Nunnenkamp 2002, Carstensen, Toubal 2004); taxes (e.g., Clausing, Dorobantu 2005, Bellak, Leibrecht 2007), special industrial parks (Guagliano, Riela 2005) and other investment incentives (Nene, Pasholli 2011, Owczarczuk 2013); infrastructure (e.g., Zhang 2001, Botric, Skuflic 2006, Mengistu, Adams 2007); openness to trade (e.g., Bhavan, Xu and Zhong 2011, Anyanwu 2012); political risk (e.g., Krifa-Schneider, Matei 2010, Asongu, Kodila-Tedika 2015);
quality of the institutional system (e.g., Du, Tao 2008, Ali, Fiess, MacDonald 2010, Bartels et al. 2014); low corruption (e.g., Mateev 2009, Castro, Nunes 2013).

As demonstrated by the above considerations, a large number of factors are decisive for investment attractiveness. Their multitude and diversity usually causes researchers narrow the research framework to several selected factors. In our study we analyse several groups of determinants of the investment climate connected, inter alia, with the overall economic performance of the country, transport infrastructure, labour market situation, the size of the domestic market and business environment, household affluence, availability of State aid and investment incentives, IT advancement, and corruption. Some of them have turned out to be statistically significant for the inflow of foreign direct investments into the Visegrad Group countries and, more broadly, to the so-called ‘new’ Member States of the European Union. Detailed results of our analyses are presented in the final part of the study.

1. Rankings

When analyzing the results of leading international rankings, we may conclude that over the last several years, including the times of crisis and economic downturn, the Visegrad Group countries have remained an attractive investment location. Studies by Ernst & Young show that Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) is still the most attractive investment spot globally (E&Y attractiveness survey, Europe 2015). Investors even ranked CEE ahead of Brazil, Russia and India. Countries of the Visegrad Group are popular among the countries of the CEE region, however, the attractiveness of Western Europe has increased very rapidly in recent years. Data shows that 50% of investors say Western Europe is the world’s most attractive FDI destination (E&Y attractiveness survey, Europe 2015, p. 7), while CEE is the first choice for ca. 28%. The appeal of the CEE countries has diminished by 14 points since 2008. That is most probably caused by the crisis in Ukraine and mutual sanctions imposed between Russia and the EU, which have damaged business, trade and confidence in CEE. Nevertheless, we need to stress that there has been a significant difference in the perception of the attractiveness of individual countries in the region. Even though Poland and the Czech Republic were voted the most attractive CEE countries, their overall attractiveness scores declined by six and four percentage points respectively, and they lost to, e.g., Romania (up two points) (EY’s attractiveness survey, Europe 2014, p. 5).

Poland is also the leader, according to UNCTAD, when it comes to investment attractiveness. Its major competitive advantages are a large and rapidly developing internal market, an educated and flexible workforce, a stable banking system, access to international local markets, and the availability of suppliers and partners. The World Investment Report for 2014 also stresses that Poland adopted the “Programme to support investments of high importance to the Polish economy for 2011–2020”, with the aim of increasing innovation and the competitiveness of the economy by promoting FDI in high-tech sectors (World Investment Report 2014, p. 113). Most probably the above-mentioned factors gave Poland, as the only member of the Visegrad Group, a place in the group of the top 15 attractive FDI locations in recent years (World Investment Report 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014).

Poland is also the only country among the Visegrad Group members included in the basket of 25 countries covered by the FDI Confidence Index. It occupied its highest ranking position –
sixth – in 2010, while in 2013 and 2015 it ranked 19th and 23rd respectively. In 2014 Poland dropped out of the ranking altogether. Authors of the Report highlight Poland’s strategic location, large population, and economic stability as the major determinants of FDI inflow into the country. Apart from that, Poland is also likely to benefit from the substantial planned improvements of its infrastructure. In the years to come Poland will be the biggest beneficiary of EU structural funds, which will additionally stimulate regional development (A. T. Kearney, FDI Confidence Index 2015, pp. 16-17).

To sum up, we should cite the conclusions from the report of the Economist Intelligence Unit examining the business potential of the new EU Member States. It states, inter alia, that the rising labour costs in China is set to bring investors’ attention back to the CEE region, especially Poland. On top of that, the gap in growth dynamics between the countries of Asia and CEE is narrowing, which additionally favours the countries of this region. The Visegrad Group countries are actively supporting their manufacturing sectors with investment incentives and special economic zones. Besides, one of the key trends is the growing importance of SMEs, which will shape the business environment in the region. Poland is considered a country with development potential in the manufacturing sector, BPO/SSC services, and R&D. This potential is enhanced by the highest rate of absorption of EU resources (85%) among the new EU Member States (Economist Intelligence Unit 2015, p. 10).

2. Examining relationships between selected determinants of investment attractiveness and FDI inflow into the new EU Member States

As we have already mentioned in the first part of this article, investment attractiveness and the inflow of foreign direct investment to countries may result from various economic, social and territorial factors. In order to examine their relevance for the Visegrad Group countries, against the backdrop of the 13 new European Union Member States, we used Pearson correlation coefficients and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.

In the analysis we used a series of variables which directly or indirectly determine the investment attractiveness of countries (and regions). They have been selected based on the review of the theoretical and empirical works more broadly discussed in the first part of this paper. These variables can be grouped in the following categories, which identify:

1) general economic performance of the country, e.g., GDP, GDP p.c.;
2) the labour market situation, e.g. unemployment rate, employment rate, labour productivity;
3) the development of transport infrastructure, e.g., total length of railway lines, total length of motorways;
4) the use of ICT, e.g., individuals using the internet for interacting with public authorities, computer use by individuals;
5) the size of the domestic market and business partners, expressed by the size of population, disposable income of households, and the number of enterprises;
6) the level of corruption (World Bank Aggregate Indicator: Control of Corruption);
7) the availability of EU resources under the budget for 2007–2013;
8) State aid, in particular tax allowances and support offered in special economic zones.
We used data from the years 2007–2013 for the Visegrad Group countries, i.e. for Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovakia, as well as for the nine remaining new EU Member States, i.e. for the Baltic States (Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia) and for Romania, Bulgaria, Malta, Cyprus, Slovenia, and Croatia. Hence, the number of observations was usually thirteen, In some categories of variables it was slightly smaller due to the lack of data, especially for Malta and Cyprus. The variables were contrasted with cumulated value of foreign direct investment inflow to the above listed States at the end of 2013. The study uses data from Eurostat, UNCTAD, the World Bank, and additional data from the statistical offices of the countries included in the study.

The first step of our analysis consisted of identification of the strength of relationship between ratio variables. For that purpose we used one of the most popular correlation coefficients – the Pearson correlation coefficient. Calculations were made using the SPSS software (version 14.0 PL). Results are presented in Table 1.

The results in Table 1 indicate a statistically significant, strong relationship (p = 0.01) between selected factors which determine the investment attractiveness of the Visegrad Group countries and other new EU Member States, and the inflow of FDI. The relationship is particularly strong for variables identifying the size of internal market, State aid, investment incentives and transport infrastructure. A slightly weaker, but still statistically significant relationship, p = 0.05, was obtained for the variable representing total length of motorways. The remaining variables connected with overall economic performance, expressed in GDP and GDP per capita, variables describing the labour market, use of ICT or corruption turned out to be irrelevant for the inflow of FDI into the countries included in the study.

In the second stage of analysis we used Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, also referred to as the order correlation coefficient. It measures the strength and direction of associations between two characteristics by comparing the ranks (ranking orders) of two variables. This coefficient, unlike the Pearson correlation coefficient and linear regression, measures a wider class of relationships, showing monotonic, not necessarily linear, relationships between differences in the ranks.
the variables. It is also much more resilient to the presence of outliers in the sample (Sobczak 2000, pp. 249-251). Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient has several versions. In our study we used the formula applied in the SPSS software (version 14.0 PL):

\[ r_s = \frac{cov(R_X, R_Y)}{\delta_{R_X} \cdot \delta_{R_Y}} \]

where:

- \( cov(R_X, R_Y) \) – covariance of ranks for variables X,Y;
- \( \delta_{R_X} \cdot \delta_{R_Y} \) – standard deviation of ranks for variables X,Y.

The results are presented in Table 2.

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>No. of observations</th>
<th>Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ( (r_s) )</th>
<th>Significance (p-value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of all enterprises / Number of SMEs</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU funds 2007–2013</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total length of motorways</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total length of railway lines</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-crisis state aid</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax exemptions</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: authors’ estimates using the SPSS software, based on UNCTAD, EUROSTAT and World Bank data.*

Despite less restrictive assumptions, the results obtained in Spearman’s test practically confirm those obtained when using the Pearson correlation coefficient. The relationship between FDI inflow into the Visegrad Group countries and to the remaining new EU Member States and the same determinants of investment attractiveness (size of the internal market, population of enterprises/business partners, availability of subsidies and incentives from EU resources, and the development of transport infrastructure) turned out to be significant at the level of significance 0.01. Although absolute values were replaced with order data, we did not arrive at any significant level of ranks for any of the remaining variables. However, it is worth noting that for the Spearman’s test the p-value for some variables was below the p-value for the Pearson correlation coefficient. This means a lower significance of the relationship, according to Spearman, for variables describing State aid.

In conclusion we may say that some variables used in the study significantly impact the inflow of FDI into the group of countries included in the study. A relationship was detected first and foremost in the case of certain factors that shape investment attractiveness, such as transport infrastructure, size of the domestic market, number of enterprises – potential suppliers, customers, business partners and the availability of subsidies and other forms of the EU assistance.
Slightly weaker relationships with FDI inflows were identified for one of variables decisive for the development of road infrastructure, and State aid in Spearman test. Other relationships were not identified, e.g., with respect to the potential and development of countries expressed using GDP and GDP per capita.

All variables connected with the labour market proved insignificant. That should provide the basis for further and deepened quantitative analyses, especially when the earlier works of the authors who focused mainly on investment attractiveness of regions in Poland demonstrated slightly different foreign investors’ preferences. Accordingly, the key factor considered by foreign investors was production costs, including labour costs and resources, but almost equally important were the conditions of running the business, such as economic and social infrastructure. State attempts to impact the choice of investment locations by differentiating the intensity of State aid and other incentives offered in, e.g., special economic zones, were usually secondary for investment decisions made by companies with foreign capital in Polish regions (Dorożyński, Świerkocki, Urbaniak 2014, 2015). The study is consistent with results of earlier works which validated the hypothesis on the existence of a statistical relationship between spending EU resources and the inflow of foreign direct investment into voivodeships in Poland (Dorożyński 2015).

Conclusions

The aim of this paper was to evaluate the investment attractiveness of the new EU Member States, using the Visegrad Group members as examples. We focused on the main determinants of the inflow of foreign direct investment to Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia. The choice of these four countries was dictated by geographic proximity, political, economic, and cultural similarities, as well as their shared experiences of economic transformation. These countries are also connected by their cooperation within the structures of the European Union, NATO, OECD, and WTO.

1. The general assessment of FDI inflow to Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia is positive. All these countries introduced significant changes, which made them attractive investment destinations.

2. This, however, should not be taken for granted. One must not forget the competition of other countries and regions in the world. Advantages based only on cheap labour and low operational costs are not enough. This means that public administration should continuously strive to improve the investment attractiveness of regions by, e.g., investing in hard and soft infrastructure.

3. The available rankings of investment attractiveness present the Visegrad Group countries as attractive prospective investment locations for FDI. Moreover, they highlight the strengths of the region, which include, *inter alia*, skilled labour and a quite well-developed infrastructure. Multiple assistance schemes should not be forgotten.

4. Our own studies in principle have confirmed these conclusions. They demonstrated that factors important for the inflow of foreign direct investment are: infrastructure, market size, availability of suppliers, subcontractors, business partners and State aid schemes, including resources from the European Union budget.
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REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN LIFE EXPECTANCY, REPORTED ACTIVITY LIMITATIONS AND CHRONIC MORBIDITY IN LATVIA DURING 2006–2014

Natalja Dubkova, University of Latvia, Latvia

Abstract
During the last decade life expectancy from birth for males and females in Latvia has increased. The gap between genders during these years has not changed significantly and remained one of the biggest in Europe. In 2014 it amounted 10.2 years. Life expectancy at age 65 for males and females has improved by 1.3 and 1.7 years respectively compared to the year 2006. Despite the apparent improvement of the indicator, keeping in mind population aging issue special attention should be paid to the quality of life and in particular to the healthy life expectancy at pre-retirement and retirement ages. The decrease of the relative share of years spent without activity limitations to total life expectancy at age 65 for both genders emphasizes the necessity and importance of the study of mentioned indicators to evaluate the real society benefits from increasing life expectancy. Unlike other countries in Latvia life expectancy in recent years is calculated only for males and females, while information on the indicator by area and region is missing. Previous studies have shown that differences between Latvian regions in terms of life expectancy and healthy life expectancy exist. The current study aims to analyse regional differences and development trends of life expectancy and healthy life expectancy at age 65 for both genders based on activity limitations and chronic morbidity in Latvia during 2006–2014 as well as to identify Latvia’s regions with the best and worst life expectancy and healthy life expectancy indicator values.
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Introduction
Healthy life expectancy extension is a main challenge in both Europe and the world. Population aging and related social and health care expenditure growth makes life expectancy and healthy life expectancy improvement for pre-retirement and retirement ages of a great importance.

Healthy life years in 2005 were accepted as one of the EU’s structural indicators in the context of the Lisbon strategy. While the year 2012 was declared as European Year for Active Ageing and Solidarity between Generations. Numerous studies of the issue serve another evidence of the growing importance of the qualitative life especially in the elder population groups.

The general model of health transitions (WHO, 1984) shows the difference between years spent in different states: total survival, disability-free (without activity limitations) survival and survival without chronic disease (long-lasting illness). However there are as many health
expectancies as concepts of health. In the current study the most common approach is used – health expectancies are calculated based on self-perceived health, activity limitations and long lasting illness.

In Latvia life expectancy in recent years is calculated only by gender, while information on the regional differences and moreover on the regional differences in quality of the remaining life years absents (Krumins J. et al. 1999, 2006, 2009). Such a data would help to define specific features of demographic and socio-economic development, as well as to allow for more detailed analysis of possible ways to raise quality of the life years lived.

All the regional indicators further presented and analysed are calculated by the author based on EU-SILC\(^2\) and mortality data as well as population numbers provided by Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia. Data should be compared and analysed keeping this in mind. Life expectancies were calculated from abridged life tables with Chiang (II) method which allows to handle zero deaths within an age interval for the variance calculation (Chiang, 1984, Stephens A. et al. 2013).

**Research results and discussion**

Previous study (Dubkova N., Krumins J., 2014, 2012) conducted for the year of Census (2011) showed that regional differences in life expectancy, healthy life years, long lasting illness free life expectancy as well as health perception in Latvia exist. Population of eastern regions of Latvia can expect to live shorter life with more years spent with long lasting illness and activity limitations. Life expectancy, healthy life years and long lasting illness free life expectancy of rural population in Latvia at all ages were found to be shorter than for those, living in urban areas (Krumins J., 2008; Dubkova N., 2014).

Taking into account the previous results but keeping in mind the impact of the sampling as well as subjective nature of the replies it was decided to evaluate presence of the regional differences at age 65 on the basis of the time series for the years 2006–2014. Sample size didn’t allow splitting to both region and gender for three out of the four indicators covered by the study. Therefore for the consistency reasons all the indicators reflect both genders.

\(^{2}\) EU-SILC sample size in the years covered by the current research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU-SILC sample size</td>
<td>6 018</td>
<td>6 717</td>
<td>7 042</td>
<td>7 610</td>
<td>8 151</td>
<td>8 463</td>
<td>8 572</td>
<td>8 510</td>
<td>8 209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia.
The first step performed in order to find an answer regarding the presence of regional differences was graphical presentation of the calculation results (Fig. 1). The format chosen allowed to evaluate both the development trend of each particular indicator as well as to identify regional differences. At this stage it was possible to conclude that the most stable indicator in terms of both development trend and regional differences was life expectancy. The conclusion is quite obvious taking into account absence of the subjective component in the indicator’s structure. Though already at this stage significant difference from other regions demonstrated socio-economically least developed Latvia’s region Latgale. For self-perceived health, healthy life years and long lasting illness free life expectancy, the differences were not so straightforward. Rigas, Pieriegas and Latgales regions could be pointed out, but values and levels of the indicators as well as their development trends neither in Rigas nor Pieriegas or Latgales regions were found to show similarity or indisputable difference from other Latvia’s regions.
### Table 1

One-way between groups analysis of variance (ANOVA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Life expectancy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>25.487</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.097</td>
<td>11.974</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>20.434</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>.426</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>45.920</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthy life years</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>32.699</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.540</td>
<td>9.099</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>34.499</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>.719</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>67.198</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long lasting illness free life expectancy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>8.405</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.681</td>
<td>3.160</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>25.532</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>.532</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33.937</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-reported good and very good health</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>10.596</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.119</td>
<td>11.711</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>8.686</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>.181</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19.282</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on the data provided by the Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia.

### Table 2

Tukey’s HSD (honest significant difference) test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V1</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Life expectancy</th>
<th>Subset for alpha = 0.05</th>
<th>Healthy life years</th>
<th>Subset for alpha = 0.05</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Long lasting illness free life expectancy</th>
<th>Subset for alpha = 0.05</th>
<th>Self-reported good and very good health</th>
<th>Subset for alpha = 0.05</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latgales region</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>15.025</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vidzemes region</td>
<td>3.860</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zemgales region</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>15.817</td>
<td>15.817</td>
<td>Latgales region</td>
<td>4.028</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidzemes region</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>16.037</td>
<td></td>
<td>Zemgales region</td>
<td>4.696</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurzemes region</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>16.062</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rigas region</td>
<td>4.952</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierigas region</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>16.594</td>
<td>16.594</td>
<td>Kurzemes region</td>
<td>5.174</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigas region</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>17.263</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pierigas region</td>
<td>6.208</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 9.000.

Source: author’s calculations based on the data provided by the Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia.
Without prejudice to the previous study results, taking into account only the conclusions made on the basis of the visual test there was an evidence to think that regional differences do exist.

One-way between groups analysis of variance was conducted to explore the impact of the region on the life expectancy, healthy life years, long lasting illness free life expectancy and self-perceived health figures (Table 1).

The results of the analysis allowed to conclude that there are significant regional differences for all four indicators. However to define the regions with most significant deviations as well as to find out whether the “outliers” don’t change by the indicator, additional tests were performed.

Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that for life expectancy significant difference from other regions shows Rigas region and Latgales region. While for healthy life years Pierigas region and Vidzemes region were found to be undisputable areas. For long lasting illness free life expectancy significant difference showed Pierigas region, though it should be mentioned that the indicator was the only one resulted with two not three homogeneous subsets (Table 2). After the study of the Tukey HSD test results it was possible to assume that no significant regional differences for the long lasting illness free life expectancy present. Above described regional differences could be obtained also from the discriminant analysis results which shows that on average 63.0% of original grouped cases are correctly classified. Predicted group membership for all indicators in Rigas, Vidzemes and Latgales regions had the highest rates – 77.8% (Table 3).

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discriminant analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: author’s calculations based on the data provided by the Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia.*

---

3 The Post-hoc results are too expansive for the format of this paper therefore reference will be made to the homogeneous subsets (Table 2).
The presence of the regional differences in the life expectancy, healthy life years, long lasting illness free life expectancy and self-perceived health figures was checked also within simple lineal regression models (Table 4). Model summaries showed that region is not a determining factor for the long lasting illness free life expectancy indicator values for both genders at age 65. Taking into account results of all the tests covered by the paper for the long lasting illness free life expectancy no distinct regional differences were found. Regional differences for the life expectancy indicator and self-perceived health for both genders at age 65 are the most pronounced ones and proved by all performed tests analysed throughout the paper.

**Conclusions**

1. Significant regional differences in life expectancy, healthy life years, as well as health perception at age 65 for both genders in Latvia exist;
2. Long lasting illness free life expectancy at age 65 for both genders doesn’t depend on the Latvia’s region;
3. Population of the eastern part of Latvia and in particular of Latgales region have the lowest values of the life expectancy indicator and can expect to live more years with activity limitations.
4. Significance of the regional differences as well as regions with the best and worst values for each particular indicator differs substantially. High value of the life expectancy indicator are not the necessary condition for healthier or higher valued life years and vice versa.
5. Research focused on the main determinants for the differences would give better understanding of the situation and serve as a good base for further improvements.
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SOCIAL DISPARITY AND CONVERGENCE PROBLEMS IN THE EU STATES

Elena Dubra, University of Latvia, Latvia

Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to investigate social development condition and convergence evaluation in the EU-28 states in the context of the EU social policy goals. The arm of this research is to estimate social disparities and social convergence problems in the European states by applying real valuations of well-being situations and development challenges in the EU member states for avoid social disparities. The research methodology is based on the European Commission legitimate documents application and socio-economic strategies, on the convergence theory and convergence scenario calculations and on the social forecasts analysis in the EU states. This research present information about different socio-economic indicators, indexes and scheme of information’s flows for convergence level estimation. This study contain objectives and general outlines of period 2014-2020 in the framework of Europe as a whole, as well its impact on the EU member states economics and living conditions. Changes of key socio-economic concepts impact on EU convergence policy and rapidity of convergence depends on the initial discrepancy of the development level in the EU states. The efficiency of European convergence policy can also be improved by significant economic growth and by clever choice of the country-specific social activities. This research investigate major information for social situations estimations in EU states as well as GDP growth, unemployment, population’s income level and different welfare indicators. The main results reflect the overall social situation valuation in the EU countries and present European convergence policy’s impact on social development in the European states. The conclusions contain socio-economic situations appreciation in the context of European social strategy goals and social inequality problems clarification in the EU states.
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Introduction
European convergence policy is a place-based policy which gives a role to each European state in the sense that it is not an obstacle to the optimal allocation of economic activity but can become a source of growth on its own. Recent economic theory confirms this approach in numerous case studies which show that convergence policy can make a difference. In fact, the EU has achieved impressive economic and social convergence.

The passing decade has emphasised the fight against poverty and exclusion, particularly within the EU strategy and its economic, social and environmental pillars. It set the challenge of making Europe “the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion” and included modernization of the European social model, investing in people, and combating
social exclusion. “Europe 2020” strategy includes the Platform against Poverty and Social Exclusion and the Agenda for New Skills and Jobs. Through its Social Investment Package, the Commission provides guidance to member states to modernise their welfare systems towards social investment throughout life. The package complements: the Employment Package, which sets out the way forward for a job rich recovery; White Paper on Pensions, presenting a strategy for adequate, sustainable and safe pensions; and Youth Employment Package, which deals specifically with the situation of young people. This means in particular that labour markets and welfare systems need to function well and be sustainable in all euro area member states. Better labour market and social performance, as well as social cohesion should be at the core of the new process of social convergence (European Commission, 2010. “Europe 2020”).

The European strategy must ensure that policies are ranked with respect to their effects on short and long-term growth, employment and income distribution, social impact and fiscal sustainability. Evidence shows that fiscal consolidation instruments can have vastly different impact on equity and growth – such is the case of cuts in education, healthcare and family policy. For future’s social development investigations and governmental decisions needs to be pragmatic approach into financing in order to create employment and reduce poverty level and social disparities in the national economy.

European national economies strategies have been related to the influence of several internal and external factors and EU convergence process can guarantee political stability and sufficiently consistent implementation of economic and social development. Taking into account the actual socio-economic problems in the EU countries European cohesion policy should provide more attention for countries with minimum income level and high income’s disparity with target to reduce unequailities between EU countries and contribute social situation improvement in the EU states.

Research results and discussion

1. European social and convergence policies concepts

The social policies are an integral part of the “Europe 2020” Strategy and European Commission also supports EU countries efforts to address their social challenges through the actions foreseen in the Platform against Poverty and Social Exclusion and Social Investment Package as well as the EU funds, in particular the European Social Fund. The Commission works together with EU countries through the Social Protection Committee using the Open Method of Co-ordination in the areas of social inclusion, health care and long-term care and pensions (social OMC). However this is a voluntary process for political cooperation based on agreeing common objectives and measuring progress towards these goals using common indicators. The process also involves close co-operation with stakeholders, including social partners and civil society (The Social protection committee, 2011).

European social policy priorities are already part of the European strategy, but they tend to be of a more generic nature in comparison to fiscal policy recommendations, which have specific numerical targets. The crisis pressured EU member states to pursue budget consolidation, which often led to indiscriminate cuts in social welfare systems as well as inordinate tax hikes on the working population.
In general, EU needs to augment the use of social indicators to better assess economic impact, both in the short- and long-term. The interplay between social and economic indicators can also serve as a tool to discourage countries from enacting indiscriminate cuts because it is the easiest way to bring budgets in line in the short-run, without understanding the scarring implications over time.

The forecasts and opinion of the socio-economic situation in EU states and its development analysis concerning issues of national policy improvement. The information’s flows for national convergence level estimation is outlined in Figure 1. The basic directions of the socio-economic policy for the achievement of the established objectives and convergence are as follows:

- To reach macroeconomic stability;
- To create favourable preconditions for economic activities;
- To stimulate effective growth of national economy;
- To reduce social and economic disparities and ensure sustainable development.

**Historical data:**
- National account data
- Data of socio-economic Development in EU states
- EU and National Survey’s

**Information of:**
- Socio-economic indicators
- Data estimations
- Trends of the social and welfare Indicators in the EU-28 states

**Forecasts of socio-economic Situation in the EU-28**

**National Growth Model**

**Convergence level estimation for the national state**

*Source: author’s construction based on forecasting theory.*

**Fig. 1. Scheme of information’s flows for convergence level estimation**

The social conditions and employees also become more and more aware of the possibilities offered by the global market. It requires not only a structure of national social models but also a discussion on the strategic choice of countries concerning the social policy. The social structure undergoes not only quantitative changes but also qualitative changes decreasing disproportions between the social indicators of national economy, which generates a range of problems in implementing national social development programmes. Development of social processes in the EU states to a large extent connected with guidelines of strategic documents of national economy development and social situation in the countries, reflecting goals and tasks defined by EU programmatic documents for the areas of social development in the EU states.

European convergence policy is an EU development policy. Convergence process in EU is trying providing recommendations for the future development with target to achieve socio-economic well-being in the European states.
The neo-classical theories of growth generate real social convergence. The standard growth model incorporate major factors of production and capital flows which influence on economy as long–term strategic scenario. National socio-economic growth model targets and forecasts are formulated by main priorities attainment for economy and social policy. Trends for the recent years are taken as socio-economic situation development strategy of the EU states which can be used for social estimation as income’s and pension’s policy improvement, labour market and education system optimization

Economic literature suggests that the term convergence in its economic essence describes gradual elimination of disparities in the income level. Economic growth theory provides two types of the convergence: $\sigma$-convergence (sigma) and $\beta$-convergence (beta) (Barro, Sala-i-Martin, 2004).

The first kind serves as an indicator to measure weather the distribution of income across regions or countries has become less uneven over time. In contrast, $\beta$-convergence, attempts to describe the mobility of income within the same distribution and predominantly serves to find out whether the convergence occurred because poorer regions and/or countries have grown faster than the rest.

The results from convergence analysis are usually used to test the validity of the two economic growth models- neo-classical and endogenous. The former one predicts $\beta$- convergence scenario. Convergence reflects the measure of progress, while Catching-up convergence regardless full, partial or absence of the capital mobility (Marzinotto B., 2012).

The Catching-up rate is calculated by means of the historical actual growth rate. It gives a framework for ex-post analysis of the catch-up dynamism. In the case of negative catch-up rates the disparity between the country concerned and the EU average decreases, while the positive catch-up rate shows the increase of this difference. The negative rate indicates that there has been a reduction in the GDP gap between new member states and average GDP per capita of the EU-28. The positive catch up rate shows the actual growth of the rate.

The relationship between GDP growth and the level of income is considered as $\beta$- measures the distance to be travelled. The pace of Catching–up usually relates to $\beta$-convergence and is expressed as a Catching -up rate ($R_{Catch-up}$). For convergence estimation used new measure how to calculate country’s convergence of compared to average EU-28 level (Halmai P., Vasary V., 2010):

$$ R_{Catch-up} = 100 \cdot \frac{\Delta (y_t - y_t^*)}{(y_{t-1} - y_{t-1}^*)} $$

In the equation:
- $y_t$ – reflect the level of GDP per capita as PPS for country i at a time t;
- $y_t^*$ – is the average for the $y_t$ of EU-28;
- $\Delta$ – indicates the difference between t and t-1;
- $y_t^*$ – is the weighted average of the EU-28.

Convergence policy must be connected with a judgement of the likely future evolution of the national economy and it depends on a member state’s domestic policy orientations after it has joined the euro area. Convergence processes for the EU states must be based on the strong socio- economic development and GDP, investment flows, new technologies and productivity.
growth. Trends of the recent years of development of EU-28 economy, which shows steady GDP growth require social legislation improvement, income’s growth, education system and labour market development.

Using \( \beta \)-convergence scenario by formula (1) and European statistics forecasts in 2016–2017 the main calculations show that GDP growth and current economic situation improved in EU at whole and especial in Ireland, Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Slovakia, Poland and Romania. Nevertheless significant differences in levels between member countries continued to influence the current economic situation negatively. In several member states were significantly scaled back especially in Italy, France, Portugal and Finland. The GDP growth outlook for the next two years in the EU-28 increased slightly to an annual from 2.0 percent to 2.1 percent in 2020.

Convergence processes for the EU states must be based on the strong economic growth of GDP per capita. Euro area real GDP is forecast to grow by 1.6% in 2015, rising to 1.8% in 2016 and 1.9% in 2017. For the EU as a whole, real GDP is expected to rise from 1.9% this year to 2.0% in 2016 and 2.1% in 2017 (European Commission data, 2015).


Fig. 2. Differences between development of Latvia’s GDP and EU-28 GDP

For example, the situation in the social policy in Latvia continues improving. Latvia’s economy growth is projected to increase from 2.4% in 2015 to 3% in 2016 and 3.3% in 2017 as domestic demand improves.

According to author’s calculation based on methodological framework of latest \( \beta \)-convergence scenario convergence theories, the level of Latvia’s GDP per capita compared to EU-28 in 2015 was 64.2% and will increase up to 69.3% in 2020 and up to 80.2% in 2030 (see Figure 2).

Domestic demand is projected to be the main growth driver over the forecast horizon and private consumption is supported by steadily rising income growth. Risks to the GDP forecast are related to the government’s ability to deliver on the revenue measures, unexpected spending pressures and overruns, as well as the uncertain growth outlook (European Commission – Press release, 2015).

The process of real economic convergence suggests Catching-up in standards of living in new member states with those of the old EU member states and describes gradual elimination of disparities in the income level. Catching-up and convergence process in the European Union
is based on economic growth. This process, however, is usually accompanied by a rise in price levels, which is known as nominal convergence. The inverse relationship between growth and the level of income is considered β-convergence scenario. If this factor is present, poorer countries get closer to the richer ones.

2. Measurements of social disparity in the EU states

Term social disparity is a multi-faceted phenomenon, which can have various origins and causes. According to Eurostat definitions and explanations term inequality refers to disparities in the distribution of monetary resources within or between populations. Socio-economic inequality has been rising in most EU countries over the past ten years. Europe, as part of the “Europe 2020” strategy, has committed itself to lifting 20 million Europeans out of poverty and inequality, which is interconnected with poverty and social exclusion.

The main principle for living standards growing and welfare increasing can defined as observance real proportions between indicators of productivity, wages and inflation’s annual growth. Social conditions determined by the national economy development level, the number of population and level of urbanization, the geographical location, availability of infrastructure.

The social situation is influenced by the GDP level, economic structure of the national economy, which is determined by products offered by sectors and the total consumer’s income and demand levels, labour force skills and education, but also a discussion on the strategic choice of countries socio-economic policy. Social standards can be compared by measuring the price of a range of goods and services in each country relative to income, using a common national currency called the purchasing power standard (PPS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GDP per capita in PPS</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>GDP per capita in PPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Cyprus (CY)</td>
<td>Bulgaria (BG)</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Spain (ES)</td>
<td>Romania (RO)</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Italy (IT)</td>
<td>Latvia (LV)</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>United Kingdom (UK)</td>
<td>Croatia (HR)</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>France (FR)</td>
<td>Poland (PL)</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Finland (FI)</td>
<td>Hungary (HU)</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Belgium (BE)</td>
<td>Lithuania (LT)</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Germany (GE)</td>
<td>Estonia (EE)</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Sweden (SE)</td>
<td>Slovakia (SK)</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Denmark (DK)</td>
<td>Portugal (PT)</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Ireland (IL)</td>
<td>Greece (EL)</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Netherlands (NL)</td>
<td>Czech Republic (CZ)</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Austria (AT)</td>
<td>Slovenia (SI)</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Luxembourg (LU)</td>
<td>Malta (MT)</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing GDP per capita in PPS provides an overview of living standards across the EU. The EU strives to improve living standards by protecting the environment, encouraging job creation, reducing regional disparities and connecting formerly isolated areas by developing cross-border infrastructure. This indicates the need for more structural reform to remove rigidities in the allocations of resources, which is essential in order to raise living standards. The real situation in EU states by main convergence indicator as the GDP per capita last years can illustrate in Table 1.

The convergence in the EU during the past decades showed a relatively steady pace. The social situation is influenced by the GDP level, economic structure of the national economy, the total consumer’s income and demand levels, labour force skills and education. At the same time future projection shall be based on the GDP potential growth rate, but now forecasts of social development based of GDP per capita at purchasing power standard.

In EU much attention is currently being paid to the consequences of inequality, such as poverty and lack of social cohesion, and policy interventions generally tend to focus on how to redress these outcomes through tax instruments instead of addressing the underlying causes. However, relying solely on taxing more and spending more can only be a temporary measure, which is not a solution to redress inequality in the long- run. The EU strives to improve living standards by protecting the environment, job creation, reducing regional social disparities. Progress supports policy development work in following five areas: 1) employment, 2) social inclusion and social protection, 3) working conditions, 4) anti-discrimination, 5) gender equality.

The disparity can be defined and measured as specific resource is distributed across the whole society, while economic inequality means primarily differences in earnings and incomes, social inequality relates to differences in access to social commodities including education and health care, but also social and institutional networks. The multidimensional term social exclusion relating many spheres:

- **In economic field** – livelihoods, employment, housing, property, poverty and material deprivation;
- **In social field** – education, health, personal contacts, respect;
- **In political field** – civic engagement, citizenship, migration.

While the EU has a clear role, and competences, in reducing EU-wide inequality, still reducing inequality at national level within EU countries is a precondition for reducing European inequality. This might be a sign that tackling inequality has not featured prominently enough on the policy agenda and that social policies have not been efficient enough to redress the persistent tendency towards a worsening of inequality.

**Income or earnings disparity** is moderated by social transfers, taxes and benefits but these redistributive mechanisms have not prevented income inequality from rising over the past decades. One of the reasons for such an increase may also be that moving from household earnings to market income requires broadening the analysis to include self-employment and capital income, where the concentration among individuals is generally much higher than that of household earnings.

The national **minimum wages** on 2015 of the EU-28 member states was ranged from € 194 per month in Bulgaria to € 1923 in Luxembourg. However, when adjusted for differences in purchasing power, the disparities between EU states are reduced from a ratio of 1 to 10 in euro to a ratio of 1 to 4 in purchasing power standards PPS (see Table 2).
**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Monthly minimum wage, euro</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Monthly minimum wage, euro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria (BG)</td>
<td>194.2</td>
<td>Greece (EL)</td>
<td>683.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania (RO)</td>
<td>234.7</td>
<td>Malta (MT)</td>
<td>720.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania (LT)</td>
<td>325.0</td>
<td>Spain (ES)</td>
<td>756.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia (LV)</td>
<td>360.0</td>
<td>Slovenia (SI)</td>
<td>790.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia (HR)</td>
<td>398.9</td>
<td>France (FR)</td>
<td>1457.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary (HU)</td>
<td>333.4</td>
<td>Ireland (IL)</td>
<td>1461.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic (CZ)</td>
<td>337.5</td>
<td>Germany (GE)</td>
<td>1473.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia (SK)</td>
<td>380.0</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1501.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia (EE)</td>
<td>390.0</td>
<td>Netherlands (NL)</td>
<td>1507.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland (PL)</td>
<td>417.5</td>
<td>United Kingdom (UK)</td>
<td>1509.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal (PT)</td>
<td>589.1</td>
<td>Luxembourg (LU)</td>
<td>1922.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The **Gini coefficient** captures differences in inequality in household incomes over time or between different regions and countries. It ranges between 0 (absence of inequality) and 1 (total inequality); – quintile ratios measure disparities in earnings between high and low paid workers. Frequently used are the 80/20 quintile ratio, which contrasts the top 20% of earners with the lowest 20%. The gap between rich and poor, which is usually measured as the ratio of the top 20% of the population to the bottom 20% on the income scale, has been steadily growing: from a ratio of 4.8 in 2008 to 7.2 in 2015 across the EU as a whole (European Commission data, 2015).

Socio-economic inequality refers to disparities in a range of economic and social resources that have an impact on individuals’ well-being, such as income, education and health. In nutshell, The EU uses an **“at-risk of poverty”** measure, defined as “those living below 60% national median equalised disposable income”, as not all those with low incomes are necessarily poor. The unit of measurement is households adjusted for household size: equalised incomes are defined as the household’s total disposable income divided by its “equivalent size”. Europe, as part of the Europe 2020 Strategy, has committed itself to lifting 20 million Europeans out of poverty which is interconnected with poverty and social exclusion: the more unequal a society is, the more widespread poverty and social exclusion tend to be.

European statistics show that in 2015 24.5% or 121 952 000 people of all the EU population are at risk of poverty or social exclusion and this includes 27.6% of all children in Europe, 18.3% of those is over 65 age old and 25.3% of adults (see Table 3).

The at-risk-of-poverty rate or the share of the population below the poverty line increased during the period when the total income of the population was increasing substantially and the unemployment rate was comparatively low.

It means that the increase in income of the population was unequal and not all people were able to adapt to the changes and benefit from the growth opportunities. Poverty and social exclusion among those of working age (18-64 years) have increased significantly in two thirds of EU member states as a combined result of rising levels of unemployment and in-work poverty.
The likelihood of entering into and exiting from poverty varies greatly across EU member states. In some countries a significant proportion of the population is trapped in persistent poverty, while in others they succeed in escaping poverty but often only temporarily.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>At-risk-of-poverty rate (% of total population, 2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria (BG)</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania (RO)</td>
<td>40.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia (LV)</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia (HR)</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland (PL)</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary (HU)</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania (LT)</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia (EE)</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia (SK)</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal (PT)</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece (EL)</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic (CZ)</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia (SI)</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta (MT)</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus (CY)</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain (ES)</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy (IT)</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France (FR)</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland (FI)</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium (BE)</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany (GE)</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden (SE)</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark (DK)</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland (IL)</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands (NL)</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria (AT)</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (LU)</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Available data show that social mobility varies significantly across EU countries. For example, the UK is highly unequal but also mobile, while in Germany there is mobility but only within the original socio-economic group, making it hard to move from a lower to a higher category.

Not coincidentally, the recent financial crisis proved that countries with more dynamic and inclusive labour markets – as well as a better skilled labour force and interventionist social systems – are more resilient: they better withstand shocks and recover more quickly.

Increasing in the private consumption will depend on changes in personal income. The social and personal income taxes in EU is planned to be gradually decreased from 2016 and this changes can to increase personal incomes and fostering growth of private consumption. However, the still high unemployment rate does not allow to increase wages and the medium-term changes in wages are unlikely to exceed the increase in productivity.

Domestic demand is strengthening in most euro area Member States resent years and economic activity should rise across the EU in 2016 and 2017. Private consumption is growing as a result of rising nominal incomes and low inflation. Investment is also expected to strengthen somewhat on the back of rising disposable incomes for households, improving profit margins of corporations and favourable financing conditions.

Unemployment rate in the EU in 2015 reached to 10.5%. The social costs inflicted by the crisis continue to weigh heavily on the euro area’s performance and internal cohesion.
They also reveal a dramatic divergence between EU member states – be it in unemployment rates, which vary from 4.7% in Germany to 25.7% in Greece, or the share of low skilled in the workforce, which ranges from 15.1% in Estonia to 56.3% in Portugal. Such divergence is not sustainable in the context of EU targets for social development (Eurostat and European Commission data, 2015). Income and living conditions database European Forecast Autumn 2015). One in five long-term unemployed EU citizens has never worked, three quarters of them being below 35 years of age. This creates a strong risk of marginalisation, exacerbated by the low demographic growth of the continent, which is pushing more and more European societies. Long-term unemployment (i.e. individuals unemployed for 12 months or more) has increased in most member states in recent years, doubling between 2008 and 2015 at EU level. The problem, however, is particularly acute in some countries, notably Spain, Cyprus and Greece. In recent months, very long-term unemployment (for 24 months or more) has continued to increase, while overall unemployment has only modestly declined. Men, youth and low skilled workers are more vulnerable to long-term unemployment, as well as those employed in declining occupations and sectors, whose skills often need upgrading (see Table 4).

Dynamic and inclusive labour markets are key for convergence high-performing, inclusive labour markets need to be at the heart of the social dimension of EU. Modern social policy must be both about enabling people to make the most out of their talent as well as ensuring equity in opportunity. Only effective social policy and labour markets development in European states can successfully master the challenge of overcoming mass unemployment and growing social exclusion. The European Union is committed to the principle of the free movement of people within its frontiers, which is central to the concept of EU citizenship. But this principle has given rise to concerns caused by the inclusion of more Eastern European countries with much lower wages. Many people in Germany, Britain, the Netherlands, Austria and other “old EU” members, particularly those with low skills in precarious low-wage jobs, who are threatened by unemployment and disadvantaged in housing markets, fear the consequences of the unlimited movement of workers from the East.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They fear that their wage and job prospects may be undermined by the employment of immigrant workers at lower salaries; that incoming migrants may push up rents and property prices; that migrants may impose greater burdens on the welfare state, particularly if migrants have lower skills and wages than the indigenous population, are more prone to unemployment, and likely to pay lower taxes. The debate about migration and public policy has become highly charged for European community. The 2015 review of Employment and Social Developments demonstrates an urgent need to increase efforts to return to convergence, both economic and social. Jobs and Growth remain EU number one priority. Following recent initiatives on the integration of the long-term unemployed, the Youth Guarantee and the Youth Employment Initiative, EU states will take forward work on proposals for a European Pillar of Social Rights, on labour mobility and on skills. EU will continue working side by side with the social partners to achieve an inclusive recovery and to make a social progress for all Europe countries a reality (European Commission – Press release, 2015).

The EU social and countries cohesion has been at risk because states and its regions are affected in different ways and to varied degrees of intensity. The mechanisms in social policy are not sufficient with regard to future progress in the European integration and with regard to the need to reduce social inequality. The European budget as the financial instrument promote economic, social and regional cohesion at the national and EU levels. Consequently, all policies and all community budget spending will have to be more effective, in particular 2014–2020. One of the main step of social policy development in EU shoule be combine competitive economies that are able to innovate and succeed in an increasingly globalised world, with a high level of social cohesion between EU states.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

1. The EU states disparities in the GDP annual growth rates in terms of economic development are incentive structures for individuals, firms and countries need to be rethought in order to better link social and economic outcomes. Trends of the recent years (2014-2020) of EU states economies are taken as the important priorities developing of social legislation, situation in the income’s growth, pension’s policy improving, education system and labour market development.

2. EU national economies strategies have been related to the influence of several internal and external factors. EU convergence process can guarantee political stability and sufficiently consistent implementation of economic and social strategies and programmes. European social policy is shared competence between the EU and its member states and includes new objectives for social matters like full employment, social progress, the fight against social exclusion and social protection of EU citizens.

3. Socio-economic convergence of the EU new member states has been considered as one of the most important economic development targets in the EU. It supports job creation, competitiveness, economic growth, improved quality of life and modernising social protection.

4. Taking into account the actual problems of social situation in the EU countries, it is important for the national economies to open market and companies producing goods with a high value added, as well as to use modern information technologies in their work.
The socio-economic policy improvement in general connected with investment flows, new technologies and productivity growth and more flexible and balanced labour market, taking into account the actual demographic situation of the society and national economies competitiveness EU and world market.

5. European Union main aims to reduce the economic, social and territorial disparities that still exist between Europe’s states. Leaving these disparities in place would undermine some of the cornerstones of the EU, including its large single market and its currency – euro. Best Protection from poverty human capital is one of Europe’s undisputed strengths, but emerging economies are quickly catching-up, threatening to erode our basis of competitive advantage and source of high living standards.

6. The necessity for the EU to move towards harmonization of social policy and a harmonisation of minimum social standards is becoming more obvious. Convergence policy must be connected with a judgement of the likely future evolution of the national economy.

7. The effectiveness of European convergence policy can also be improved by significant economic growth and by clever choice of the country-specific social activities. Increasing EU economic integration at the regional or states level may have contributed to enclosure of regional disparities by strengthening the more dynamic regions of the country, but at the same time, it can determine substantially growth prospects at the national level.

8. National economies will need to recognize that labour market and lower corporate taxes are the only competitive tools if they want to attract new capital – the key to lower unemployment, in the longer-term. In the short-term will mean that the restructuring of EU economy will continue with the innovative sector share increase into GDP.
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ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPMENT IN PATIENT SAFETY OVER THE LAST 15 YEARS

Barbara Ehrnsperger, University of Latvia, Latvia

Abstract

Patient safety is a significant healthcare issue with substantial clinical and economic consequences. The extensive research in 1999 on patient safety stated that preventable medical errors in the US were killing as many as 99,000 people per year (Kohn, 1999). This report increased awareness and concern about patient injuries worldwide. The aim of this paper is the analysis of patient safety management development to identify main obstacles and success factors for its improvement, coming from global literature review combined with a case study where 15 hospitals were interviewed on an innovative labeling system. Hospital management is increasingly confronted by governmental, regulatory, and consumer groups to demonstrate organizational safety culture that assures patients safely from medical error. This article helps to understand what really happened or improved regarding patient safety over the last 15 years and may support answer the question “what can we do to improve patient safety?”

A comprehensive review of patient safety literature globally. The review was a qualitative meta-analysis from which identified barriers and critical success factors for improvement. This research is underlined by a case study which also shows clear adoption barriers.

In the result of analysis of literature review and secondary statistical data main conclusions can be stated such as: 1) The scope of improving patient safety has not made significant progress and further efforts are rare and not centred, 2) several macroeconomic obstacles are still observable and especially in the field of commitment, funding, education, but main attention paid by author of this paper is the analysis of managerial aspects of patient safety on micro-level which is creating the third group of conclusions.

Key words: Patient safety, hospital management, medical error

JEL code: M10

Introduction

Patient safety is a significant healthcare issue with substantial clinical and economic consequences. What is patient safety? According to AHRQ, “patient safety refers to freedom from accidental or preventable injuries produced by medical care. Thus, practices or interventions that improve patient safety are those that reduce the occurrence of preventable adverse events.” (AHRQ Patient Safety Network (AHRQ n.d.; Sherman et al. 2009).

The patient safety movement was brought to the medical mainstream by a report of the Institute of Medicine To Err is Human (Kohn, 1999), with the goal to eliminate preventable patient harm through improved systems and find solutions to previously “unpreventable” errors (Wachter 2012). Improvement in patient safety is also a major aim of hospital management these days. Five years after to err is human, two authors Leape and Berwick state “The groundwork for

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: barbara.ehrnsperger@gmail.com
improving safety has been laid in these past five years but progress is frustratingly low” (Leape and Berwick 2005). Nearly 10 years later, RAND Europe estimated that in the 27 European Union member states between 8% and 12% of patients admitted to hospital suffer from adverse effects while receiving healthcare (Conklin et al. 2008). A report from the National Patient Safety Foundation stated that 15 years after the IOM released To Err is Human the work to make care safer for patients has progressed at a rate much slower than anticipated. They further state that safety issues are far more complex and pervasive than initially appreciated (National Patient Safety Foundation 2015).

The two key underlying questions of this research are:
1. Why is the patient safety progress over the last 15 years slower than anticipated?
2. What are the key drivers to improve patient safety?

This research is fully based on literature research. The literature is used to analyse both kind of case studies, successful and not successful studies in improving patient safety. Based on the literature findings, the author analyses factors which are influencing the adoption of patient safety initiatives in hospitals to help management to overcome these barriers.

**Theoretical Background**

Even after 15 years of patient safety initiatives, recent research has found that roughly 1 in 2 surgeries had a medication error and/or an adverse drug event (Nanji et al. 2016) and more than 12 million patients each year experience a diagnostic error in outpatient care, half of which are estimated to have the potential to cause harm (Singh, Meyer, and Thomas 2014). On the other side, 1.3 Million estimated reduction in hospital-acquired conditions (2011–2013) as a result of the federal Partnership for Patients initiative (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 2015).

Although the current evidence regarding overall improvement in patient safety in the US and internationally is mixed (R. J. Baines et al. 2013; R. Baines et al. 2015; Landrigan et al. 2010; Shojania and Marang-van de Mheen 2015), the majority of the panel in “Free from Harm” and management felt that overall health care is safer than in the past (National Patient Safety Foundation 2015).

**Analysis**

Patient safety improvements demand a complex system-wide effort, involving a wide range of actions in performance improvement, environmental safety and risk management, including infection control, safe use of medicines, equipment safety, safe clinical practice, and safe environment of care (Hughes and Clancy 2005; Reid et al. 2005; Smits et al. 2008). Further, advancing patient safety requires an overarching shift from reactive, piecemeal interventions to a total systems approach to safety in which safety is systematic and is uniformly applied across the total process and also includes management commitment (Pronovost, Ravitz, et al. 2015).

According to Ball, Kaminski and Webb, patient safety depends on the actions and beliefs of the person highest on the health care ladder (as health care has a long tradition of being hierarchical). The understanding of errors is linked to the ability to maintain a “fair and just culture” one in which errors are quickly reported and addressed rather than hidden. However, such a culture is often difficult to construct, modify and maintain (Ball, Kaminski, and Webb 2016). Patient
safety culture, which is also called patient safety climate, is an overall behaviour of individuals and organizations, based on common believes and values which should be supported by hospital management (Nieva and Sorra 2003).

Already in 2005, two authors of to err is human, Leape and Berwick, stated that the main reason for no measurable improvement is due to culture of medicine. Creating a culture of safety requires changes that physicians may perceive as threats to their autonomy and authority. Fear of malpractice liability, moreover, may create an unwillingness to discuss or even admit to errors. Other issues include a lack of leadership from management at the hospital and health plan level; and a scarcity of measures with which to gauge progress (Leape and Berwick 2005). All this articles are showing that patient safety depends on the culture. Consequently, improvement fully depends on the culture. There is a growing change trend in the number of articles on patient safety culture research; however there has been no objective and quantitative evaluation of the quality of these researches so far (Xuanyue et al. 2013). A project-by-project approach did not lead to widespread, holistic change. To generate holistic change, we need to embrace a wider approach to safety rather than focusing on specific, circumscribed safety initiatives – meaning culture. This requires clear guidance and support from management in hospital with priority to patient safety and clear role modelling, that reporting mistakes is something which no one is blamed for.

After understanding that the major barrier for slower improvement in patient safety is culture, the author further analyses what drives patient safety culture. The following explains which factors are influencing culture while aiming to improve patient safety and what can help management with regard to improving the safety of patients.

An essential part of culture, and one key strategy to improve patient safety is enhancing transparency of performance on safety, clinical and service quality (Ball, Kaminski, and Webb 2016). This is of course not an easy goal since no one want to actively show mistakes. Already the IOM report in 1999 states, that if there is a safety culture where adverse events can be reported without people being blamed, they have the opportunity to learn from their mistakes and it is possible to make improvements in order to prevent future human and system errors, and thus promoting patient safety (Kohn, Corrigan, and Donaldson 1999). Actively showing mistakes also supported by management by being transparent is part of the successful patient safety culture.

By embracing safety as a core value, other industries have moved beyond competition to a stage of cooperation. Health care organizations should also make this shift. While some health care organizations have begun to work cooperatively with each other to advance patient safety, a commitment to share safety data and best practices is most evident among paediatric hospitals. For example, the Children’s Hospitals’ Solutions for Patient Safety (SPS) network has seen significant improvements in patient safety metrics as a result of collaboration (Lyren et al. 2013). Unfortunately, many other health care organizations respective their management seem to believe they must differentiate themselves based on their safety record. Organizations should not compete on safety; such competition slows progress in patient safety by blocking the free flow of information crucial to preventing harm.

The case study CLABSI (central line–associated bloodstream infections) from 2005 shows, that key success factor for improving patient safety is to create clinical communities in which peer hospitals are learning from each other (Aveling et al. 2012). These communities are powerful
vehicles in changing peer norms from infections are inevitable to infections are preventable and “I” can do something about it (Pronovost, Cleeman, et al. 2015). The power of peer communities comes from peer learning and tapping into intrinsic motivation among professionals (Dixon-Woods et al. 2013; Gould et al. 2015). This concept it has not reaped rewards in others (Reames et al. 2015; Urbach et al. 2014). To achieve success, some project-based initiatives, such as the CLABSI checklist, required major changes in teamwork and culture (Pronovost et al. 2006). It is telling that most initiatives succeed only when they implement tactics using a broader approach. In fact, a fundamental finding from the past 15 years is that patient safety initiatives can advance only by making teamwork, culture, management and patient engagement a key focus. By taking into account systems design, human failures, human factors engineering, safety culture, and error reporting and analysis, the systems approach epitomizes a more comprehensive view. Another example from Neily shows, that team training in surgery has been shown to reduce mortality by 50% compared with control sites (Neily et al. 2011).

In the decades since the Institute of Medicine (IOM) issued its landmark report, “To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health System,” there have been a number of successful efforts undertaken to improve patient safety in the United States (Leape and Berwick 2005). Nevertheless, the nation remains far from realizing the vision of eliminating harm to patients from care that is meant to help them. The case study from Ball, Kaminski and Webb describes the progress that has been achieved by one organization committed to developing a culture of high reliability. ProMedica Health System is a non-profit integrated health care delivery system headquartered in Toledo, Ohio. In 2012, they set out to transform the cultural operating system with the goal of “zero events of harm.” (Ball, Kaminski, and Webb 2016).

A study in 2015 states, that healthcare lacks robust mechanisms to routinely measure the problem and estimates of the magnitude vary widely. Further, this study states, that it is hard to gauge safety when healthcare uses multiple different measures for the same harm and provides limited investment in measurement, implementation and applied sciences. According to Pronovost, Cleeman, Wright and Srinivasan, a valid and reliable measurement system is essential to monitor progress, to do benchmarking, to hold clinicians accountable and to be able to compare and summarise measurements across different unit types (Pronovost, Cleeman, et al. 2015).

Culture is not only determined by the caregivers and the hospital management. The regulatory framework is also part of the overall safety culture and can help to improve patient safety. For example the current reimbursement system can also work against safety improvement and, in some cases, may actually reward less-safe care, Leape and Berwick say. For instance, some insurance companies will not pay for new practices to reduce errors, while physicians and hospitals can bill for additional services that are needed when patients are injured by mistakes (Leape and Berwick 2005). The complexity of the health care industry, with its vast array of specialties, subspecialties, and allied health professionals is also mentioned as a reason for slow improvement in patient safety (Leape and Berwick 2005).

The U.S. Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of 2009 earmarked more than $20 billion to foster electronic health records (EHRs) at U.S. hospitals and other medical facilities, and facilities have spent billions of their own to digitize patient records and clinical workflows. What benefits have accrued? Have EHRs lowered the cost and improved the quality of healthcare? In particular, what has been the effect of EHRs on
patient safety? There is some evidence that EHRs reduce costs over the long term and under the right conditions (Payne 2015). But evidence is scant on the effect of EHRs on patient safety (Dranove, D., Forman, C., Goldfarb, A. and Greenstein 2014). An Institute of Medicine (IOM) 2012 study, Health IT and Patient Safety, concluded, “current literature is inconclusive about the overall impact of health IT on patient safety” (IOM 2011). This lack of evidence prompted an econometric study of patient safety at Pennsylvania (PA) hospitals. Patient safety improved for Pennsylvania hospitals that adopted EHRs: a 27% decline in overall patient safety events and a 30% decline in medication errors. Electronic health records were already recommended in the review of 5 years after to err is human as a next step (Leape and Berwick 2005) however so far not very widely spread. The example of EHR shows, that even if a safer system (like EHR) was implemented it must not be successful. Without having a safe culture and commitment from management the whole new system will not be successful. In general, electronic support in health care will lead to safer care, e.g. barcoding has been shown to reduce medication administration errors (Poon, Keohane, and Yoon 2010).

Case Study

Hospitals do have several drugs which are prepared in the hospital. These drugs are either prepared in the hospital pharmacy or directly before administering into the patient on the different wards. In both cases, the drug is not in the original packaging anymore, not primary nor is secondary packaging still the original. Therefore the information with regards to the drug, e.g. dosing, concentration is not with the drug anymore. In the case study we are looking at, the original drug comes in a vial and has to be wound into a syringe which is customized for a specific patient. There is the error potential: how does the nurse on the ward know which syringe is for which patient if there is not information on the syringe?

The case study on that question was conducted by the author in 2009. During that case study, the author interviewed fifteen relevant stakeholders of fifteen different hospitals in Germany. Aim was to analyse the process of preparing drugs in the hospital with regard to patient safety and to analyse the potential of a new labelling system which could increase patient safety and reduce medication errors.

If you compare the two processes, one as it is now and the other one as it would be with the labelling solution is it clear that the added label with reduce the risks of medication errors and therefore increase patient safety.
Fig. 1  Process comparison; Authors illustration
As a result of comparing the processes with and without the label there are clear advantages of using a label: 1) Producing the label: More information at point of administration; saving of time and reduction of risk for the patient 2) Administration of drug: saving of time and reduction of risk for the patient 3) After administration: better cost effectiveness. To sum it up, the usage of labels would increase safety, reduce time and reduce costs.

In all 15 interviews, the interviewees confirmed the added value of the presented labelling solution. Further, they all confirmed that the labels would decrease the risk of medication errors and increase the level of patient safety. However they mentioned critical barriers of implementation. Most critical barrier is costs. All interviewed persons stated that costs are the major driver. Even if they see a clear reduction of patient risk, the hospitals are only willing to pay little money. The second major hurdle is the change in processes in the hospital. All hospitals involved are quite hesitating to change established processes in hospitals.

The result of the case study is clear: added value and increased patient safety is noticed however high adoption barriers due to cost sensitivity and internal switching barriers such as change of processes. 7 years later, the concept is still not implemented in hospitals.

Conclusions

These research findings are showing the picture that there is no clear evidence that patient safety has improved over the last 15 years. Further different authors explain why patient safety is not improved as expected. Figure 1 shows the flow of the research and also outlines key aspects and key literature of the research. After realizing that there is no clear improvement in patient safety until now, the question is to understand why. In order to help hospital management to improve their patient safety level, they have to understand where the barriers come from.

1. Progress in patient safety 15 years after to Err is Human is still slower than anticipated – this was analyzed by various authors as described above. This means, that even after fifteen years and a lot of initiatives, there is still no clear improvement measurable. For hospital management this means they have to pay even more attention on patient safety and to analyze it more when they really want to effectuate something.

2. Safety depends on culture, not only on system improvements – this is the major reason for no incremental improvement of patient safety. Culture is not easy to change and it takes long time and full effort to change cultural behavior. For management, this means that if
they want to improve patient safety they have to be aware of culture and even of cultural change.

3. Success factors which are determining culture are transparency, peer learning, measurement and framework. Transparency, peer learning and measurement are factors which can be influenced and has to be driven by management. However frameworks or even more implementation of new frameworks are part of decision processes in hospitals.

4. The analysis of decision making process in the hospitals needs to be taken into account for the system improvements implementation. Hospital management has to understand how decisions are made in order to follow the aim of increasing patient safety by implementing initiatives.

In conclusion, patient safety has made slow improvement over the last fifteen years. This analysis showed that the main reason is lack of awareness with regard to culture and therefore lack of frameworks. Hospital management is required to pay attention to culture and to fully understand decision processes in hospitals to overcome the barriers and to overall improve patient safety.
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Abstract
Due to increasing global competition, Employee Engagement has become a top issue on Human Resource Management agenda. Worldwide management consultancies year after year keep providing research based evidence that Employee Engagement levels strongly influence productivity of a firm. Companies with higher Employee Engagement scores also have better Employer brand and are more competitive at hiring top talent.

Employee Engagement is historically medium to low in Latvian companies, according to the market surveys provider TNS who have been researching Employee commitment and engagement with their Employers for many years in a row. Percentage of actively engaged ones fluctuates around 13% only. At the same time, share of actively disengaged or “detractors” represent high 40% and more.

Research shows that the most engaging setting is game environment. People are most engaged when feeling playful. In medicine, researchers even have been experimenting with game environment to reduce permanent pain in patients who became so much engaged with a game that reported relative reduction in pain levels. Appropriately designed games have ability to engage people for hours and psychologists have been researching game dynamics required to achieve such high levels of engagement.

Human resources is one of the business areas where gamification has been successfully used in different companies worldwide. Processes like Recruitment, Onboarding, Training and Development, Performance Management, Reward and Recognition, Internal Communication, are most commonly being gamified. Authors, therefore, have drawn the hypothesis that Employee Engagement in Latvia can be positively influenced through gamifying Human Resource Management processes. (Gamification for the purpose of this article is defined as application of game elements to the non-game context (S. Deterding, et al., 2011)).

This article proposes methodology for researching the linkage between Employee Engagement and application of gamification in Human Resource Management processes at Latvian companies. Result of the article is proposed methodology for quantitative and qualitative research to find out how many companies in Latvia are using game elements in their Human Resource Management processes. It intends to clarify, which processes are most commonly gamified in Latvian companies and whether or not those companies that do use gamification as a tool experience relatively more engaged workforce. Value of such research is in helping business organizations to design their Human Resource Management processes with the most positive impact on Employee Engagement. This is, however, a very early stage paper. It proposes methodology for the research to be carried out, while the actual research has not been started yet.
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Introduction

Since the focus in the paper is on impact of gamification on employee engagement, literature review presents definitions and discussion of both constructs, as well as offers arguments for why those are considered to be important. Within the discussion section relevant variables are briefly discussed, as well as methodology for potential data analysis described. Paper ends with conclusions.

The main reason why business community around the globe pays increasing attention to the construct of Employee Engagement, strives to understand, measure and increase it, is rather simple. Numerous research led by both, management consultants, business practitioners and academic researchers lead to proven belief that those organizations that manage raise their engagement levels, enjoy higher returns in terms of profitability, productivity, staff retention, etc. One of the persuasive and rich in data sources is Gallup’s meta-analysis from 2012 “The Relationship between Engagement at Work and Organizational Outcomes” (J. J. Harter et al., 2013) where researchers have collected data from 192 organizations representing 49 industries and located in 34 countries around the globe. They have studied nine outcomes: customer loyalty/engagement, profitability, productivity, turnover, safety incidents, shrinkage, absenteeism, patient safety incidents and quality (defects). Researchers have chosen meta-analysis as a statistical technique that is useful in combining results of studies with seemingly disparate findings, correcting for sampling, measurement error and other study artefacts to understand true relationship between engagement and each performance measure, as well as to test for generalizability. According to study outcomes, relationship between engagement and performance of the business is substantial and highly generalizable across organizations. It also proves that the top organizations with the most engaged workforce outperform those at the bottom four times in terms of business results. This is impressive result and because of the size of the research and number of participating respondents (1,390,941 employees) can be viewed as rather trustworthy.

Employee Engagement is a construct that can be related to such concepts as employee commitment or job satisfaction. Nevertheless, it should not be confused with those and perceived being the same (S. Markos, M. S. Sridevi, 2010), as difference exists and satisfied employees are not necessarily also engaged. The same way, engaged employees are not necessarily satisfied (ADP Research Institute, 2012).

There are many definition to what Employee Engagement is. Nevertheless, they all contain similar characteristics and speak about emotional state of engaged employee who feels involved with the organizational purpose, inspired by the goals the organization pursues, experiences sense of importance of the own job in the organizational context. It is defined as the emotional commitment the employee has to the organization and its goals. (K. Kruse, 2013).

Gamification for the purposes of this article is defined as application of the game elements to the nongame context (S. Deterding et al., 2011). Gamification at work, just like Employee Engagement, is relatively new concept.

Gamification is the usage of game-thinking and game mechanics in non-game scenarios such as business environment and processes, specifically in recruitment, training and development, and motivation; in order to engage users and solve problems (M. Herger, 2014).

While one of the most common problems in the business world is getting people engaged, mounting evidence suggests that games are one of the most engaging mediums possible. To the
extent that doctors are beginning to employ them as a form of pain relief for victims of severe burns and other extreme trauma. People are quite literally so engaged by gaming content that they are able to enjoy a measure of pain relief (Jameson, E., et al., 2011).

Common elements that are typically “borrowed” from traditional games and applied in nongame contexts include levels, badges, points, progress bars, leader boards, and virtual goods. Each serves to motivate users by providing feedback, recognition, status, and the potential for competition among users (Muntean, 2011).

The objective is to take techniques from game design and implement them in non-game contexts, so that the overall experience for the employee or “user” is more engaging (M. Herger, 2014).

Engagement strongly influences the state of happiness at work. (Cziksentmihalyi’s “Flow Theory” suggests that people are most happy, or, being in a state of “flow”, when their tasks are sufficiently challenging and enhancing their skill level. Games are excellent platforms for offering the state of “flow”). The results from a survey conducted by the research institute iOpener Institute for People and Performance show that happy employees:

• are twice as productive,
• stay five times longer in their jobs,
• are six times more energized,
• take ten times less sick leave.

Happier workers also help their colleagues 33% more than their less happy colleagues. They raise issues that affect performance 46% more, and they achieve their goals 31% more often and are 36% more motivated. (iOpener Institute, 2015).

The author of Gamification of Learning & Instruction, Karl Kapp (Kapp K., 2012), says the key to gamification is how addictive it can become across all generations of people. Kapp believes the advantages that are part of gamification encourage users to stay engaged and interact with each other, building stronger relationships. A number of organizations like Marriott, Cognizant, Deloitte, Aetna, and a few others are using gaming to improve workforce alignment, enhance employee skills, solve complicated issues and tap into new talent pools. Typical game design techniques consist of goal setting, competition, real-time feedback and rewards. There are also platforms such as eMee and MindTickle that facilitate Gamification in organizations.

The power of Gamification utilizes the competitive streak people have and while playing a game, we become more absorbed and engaged, we feel a greater sense of achievement and are more willing to go the extra mile in either making more effort to choose the right people, or completing more training programs, or even helping other employees to stay motivated. And as we progress, we continue to increase our engagement with the game and thus reach new levels.

Human Resources can use the traditional gamification principles to enhance the engagement of employees into different HR Processes. The most common techniques that games use to provoke users emotional response are competition, achievement, status, altruism, collaboration.

Competition is a core principle behind the performance management system, as everyone likes to be appraised as the top performer. However, the gamification can add another element to the system. For example, employees can compete who will be the first employee to finish the entire performance appraisal cycle. Most HR Teams send reminders to complete the assessment. When employees compete – they can see the progress of others. They can be motivated to speed up and finish the document as soon as possible.
The achievement and status are closely connected – everyone who reaches the threshold is awarded the achievement. However, few selected ones can be also awarded a higher status, which is an emotional prize that has a great value.

However, the best principles for Human Resources are altruism and collaboration, making people to work with others to win as a team is most often the best option. The team spirit should be the driving force behind most games and competitions run by the HR department, as the key intention of HR should be to form the group into an efficient team.

Gamified solutions in Human Resource management can be used to strategically and tactically drive, motivate and engage in main areas of people management, beginning with recruitment and onboarding of a new employee and proceeding to training, developing, rewarding, evaluating and appraising, through to informing and retaining.

Purpose of the Article is to propose the methodology for research how widely gamification is used currently in different Human Resource Management processes in Latvia and what is the impact of gamified HRM processes on employee engagement, if at all. Given the highly engaging character of the game environment, authors draw a hypothesis that Employee Engagement can be positively influenced by application of game elements to the organization’s people management processes. If the hypothesis would be proven true, organizations could make a more widespread and better use of gamification to improve their environments and raise employee engagement, through that improving profitability and competitiveness of the business. Future research should be also able to determine those Human Resource Management processes, where investment into gamification would promise relatively highest return on such investment. Is it Recruitment, Onboarding, Performance Management, Reward & Recognition, Learning and Development, Team Building or Internal Communication that responds best to the gamification effort and offers highest impact on employee engagement?

Article will propose methodology to gather information about how widely and in which HRM processes currently companies in Latvia mostly use game elements. It will also offer conceptual model for researching employee engagement effect of different dependent and mediating variables, suggest draft questionnaire and propose methodological approach to results’ analysis. Qualitative dimension of the research methodology proposes interviews as a method for surveying opinions and observations of Human Resource Management professionals in those Latvian companies that already use gamification in their HRM routines.

1. Research and discussion

1.1. Penetration rate of gamification in HRM processes in Latvia

It is suggested by the authors that the first step to research the situation would be gathering information about how widespread currently is the trend between Latvian business enterprises to use game elements as part of the people management processes design. For that purposes a short questionnaire would be distributed through Latvian Personnel Management Association to its members asking to respond whether they do use gamification currently within any of their people management practices or not. For those who respond positively, it would be further asked to indicate specific, pre-defined HRM processes in which they use game elements. For the research purposes (because HRM terminology involves several terms for the same activities,
as well as processes have a trend to overlap, it is advised to stick with specific, predefined terms throughout the research to ensure validity), 6 Human Resource Management processes are defined the following way:

- Recruitment and Onboarding – RO
- Performance Management (target setting and feedback) – PM
- Reward and Recognition – RR
- Learning and Development (training) – LD
- Internal Communication (also ideas generation) – IC
- Team Building – TB

The last question of this mini-questionnaire would be whether they do or do not measure employee engagement in their organization. Target of the authors would be to have around 100 responses to draw relevant conclusions.

Information acquired via this questionnaire would be used to assume the extent to which gamification is already widespread in HRM processes in Latvia, as well as to provide data for selecting HR Managers for the purpose of performing qualitative interviews.

1.2. Employee Survey

The second step of the research would be survey aimed at employees representing different business enterprises in Latvia. These would be a random respondents employed by business enterprises in Riga city and close area. The reason for choosing specific geographic location is the higher density of relatively more developed companies in this territory.

For the survey purposes dependent variable is Employee Engagement (ENG). There are six independent variables suggested that correspond to above outlined HRM processes, namely, Recruitment and Onboarding (RO), Performance Management (PM), Reward and Recognition (RR), Learning and Development (LD), Internal Communication (IC) and Team Building (TB). As a mediating variables are suggested Generation (GEN), Personality (PER), Job Content (JOB) and Colleagues (COL). Satisfaction (SAT) is there as a second order dependent variable to detect whether there is more influence on employee engagement or satisfaction when organizations invest in gamifying different people management processes and what is the impact that Satisfaction has on Engagement.

The reason for suggesting Personality (PER) as a mediating variable is observation that within the same environment and conditions certain individuals tend to be happier and act in a more engaged way that the others. It is believed by the authors that individuals whose personality is more positive, who assume their own accountability for their situation and conditions in life and are engaged with the life in general are also more engaged with their organizations irrespective of organizational policies and processes, including whether or not game elements are in use to better engage employees. It will be interesting to observe the extent to which this hypothesis is proved, as the outcome may have strong impact on the hiring process of the companies.

The other mediating variable, Generation (GEN), is suggested due to belief that younger individuals are more inclined to appreciate gaming and thus would feel happier and more engaged with the company that does use game elements in their people processes. Whether or not this turns out to be true may have an impact on personnel planning and future design of HRM processes when the organizations realize change of generations in their people resources.
Finally, mediating variable of Colleagues being positive and engaged (COL) is introduced under belief that those individuals whose direct team members (or most of them) are generally positive and having optimistic views on life in general, are also themselves more happy and engaged with their jobs and companies in general. The belief is influenced by the observation that many of methodologies that are applied to measuring concepts like employee commitment (TNS, www.tns.lv), employee engagement (Gallup, www.gallup.com), employee satisfaction and other close constructs, have questions related to team environment and assessment of direct colleagues. For example, one of the 12 criteria used by Gallup in measuring employee engagement, is whether or not an individual has his or her best friend at work. TNS, on their end, have questions regarding general positivity and engagement of the direct colleagues. With human beings having a high need for the close social connections and being strongly influenced by others’ opinions, it is reasonable to assume that positive and engaged social environment will influence positively individual’s own satisfaction and engagement.

Job content (JOB) is the element that according to Gallup (as well as many thought leaders in HRM domain) has high influence on employee engagement. Whether or not one perceives his or her job as being meaningful, adding up to a purpose bigger than themselves, strongly influences the extent to which such person will feel engaged with the organization he or she works for.

1.3. Qualitative Survey – Interviews

Interviews are planned with Human Resource Management professionals of those companies that will respond positively during the search for organizations who already use game elements within their people management processes. It is intended to have 10–15 structured interviews altogether. For the interviewing purposes not only such respondents will be chosen whose organizations apply gamification elements but also have measured employee engagement during the period of minimum past 3 years. Throughout interviewing authors will test observations made through the employee survey and discuss survey results to obtain more detailed background on specific work environment factors and how Human Resource Managers value the influence of different elements. Questions will be asked about general and historic employee engagement levels at their companies, what, according to them, are the factors most strongly influencing changes in engagement, as well as what are their observations about application and use of game elements in their people management processes. Throughout the interviews authors will collect information behind the reasons organizations have decided to use gamification, what are the benefits and faults of that, and whether or not HR professionals observe a link between gamification and employee engagement. Results of the qualitative interviews will be analyzed with the help of QCA – a platform designed by Mayring, Ph. (2014) for qualitative content analysis.

1.4. Analysis of Survey Results

Since the research aim is to link all the above-mentioned constructs together, they are included in the research model and the following research questions are outlined:

RQ1: Which constructs are the best predictors of employee engagement?
RQ2: What is the impact of individual’s personality, generation, job content and engaged colleagues on his or her engagement with the organization?
RQ3: What is the relationship between application of game elements to Human Resource management processes and employee engagement, job satisfaction?
RQ4: Which Human Resource management processes have the highest impact on employee engagement when gamified?
RQ5: What is the penetration rate of gamification use within HRM processes in Latvian business organizations?

Sample size for this research is planned between 200 and 300 respondents to be appraised through the Survey instrument of a structured questionnaire with questions developed for measuring employee engagement and employee satisfaction. Satisfaction will include 4 sub-constructs – work environment, management, team and job itself. The questionnaire will measure all items on a 5-point Likert-type scale, where 1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neither agree nor disagree; 4 = agree and 5 = strongly agree. The survey will be prepared in Latvian language and include demographic variables like age and gender.

Engagement (ENG) will be measured with 7 statements that are developed based on Gallup, TNS and UWES (Utrecht Work Engagement Scale) instruments, as well as inspired by methodologies used by management consulting and management solutions provider organizations like Towers Watson, Hewitt, Officevibe, Globoforce, etc., and include engagement relevant statements.

Personality (PER) will be measured by 7 questions and will seek to understand respondent’s individual optimism, positivity and enthusiasm. These answers will allow to analyze to what extent individual personality type influences the fact whether an employee will be engaged with his or her employer.

Job Content (JOB) by many authors is believed to have a strong influence on engagement of workers. 5 questions related to job meaningfulness, developing nature and autonomy will seek to test this assumption.

Whether or not attitude of surrounding Colleagues (COL) has significant influence in individual’s engagement with the organization will be checked through 5 statements related to this construct.

Satisfaction (SAT) in the model is second independent variable. It includes employee satisfaction with the job environment, workload, compensation in the company they work for, as well as organization in general. Satisfaction will be measured by 5 questions related to general work environment.

Authors will use SmartPLS software to analyze results, because it enables to look at the models from high level of abstraction instead of simply interrelating the dimensions (Kalvina, A., Ludviga, I., 2016). In order to differentiate job satisfaction from engagement authors will design higher order model that uses hierarchical components approach (May, D. R., et al., 2004).

All constructs will be measured with reflective type questions.

Survey participants will be also asked to answer the questions whether or not their Employer organization applies game elements (electronic games, virtual reality games, badges, competition, leaderboards, role plays, simulations, card games, etc.) to any of the outlined Human Resource Management processes. In case of positive answer they will have to respond about their own experience with those game elements. In case of negative answer they will have to respond whether they believe that such experience would be beneficial for them to better align with the company.
1.5. Draft Questionnaire

### Draft Questionnaire for the Employee Survey

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>Engagement</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>I strongly identify myself with the organization’s vision and goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>My opinion at work is listened to and counts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>I often do more at work than my direct responsibility is, without anybody asking for that</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>I see and suggest new ideas at work or ways how to do our work better</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>I receive timely and good quality feedback about my performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>My supervisor, or someone at work, seems to care about me as a person and my development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>During the last year, I had opportunities at work to develop, learn and grow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>Satisfaction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>I have materials and equipment to do my work right</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>My workload is reasonable and allows me to do a good quality work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>My work environment is convenient and complies with health and safety requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>The level of mental stress at work is reasonable and acceptable for me</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>My remuneration is fair for the work I do when compared to similar job holders internally and externally</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>Colleagues</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>My colleagues are committed to doing good quality work.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>My colleagues are generally positive individuals who approach their daily tasks and problems with a “can do” attitude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>My colleagues strongly identify themselves with a vision and goals of the company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>My colleagues often do more at work than their direct responsibility is, without anybody asking for that</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>My colleagues see and suggest new ideas at work or ways how to do our work better</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Job Content</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>The work I do is important for the organization to achieve its goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>At work, I have the opportunity to do what I do best every day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>I know what is expected of me at work and how my performance is assessed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>My work offers me opportunity to master my skills and become consistently better at what I do</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>I have freedom to decide in what ways to do my work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>Personality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>I consider myself being generally positive and optimistic person, I expect things to turn out well in a first place</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>I am happy with my life in general</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>I know my goals in life and sooner or later I am successfully achieving them</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>I use my failures to learn from those and be more successful next time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>My success in life and at work is primarily dependent on my own thoughts, attitude and effort</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>If I see a situation where I know I can help, I will offer my advice or support even if I’m not asked to do so</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>At work and in life I often do more than I’m expected or asked to do, because going an extra step for the sake of better outcome is a natural thing for me</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 6. Age

Please, identify your age group

| 6.1 | Until (including) 1964 |
| 6.2 | 1965–1980 |
| 6.3 | 1981–1996 |
| 6.4 | 1997 and after |

### 7. Gender

Please, identify your gender

| 7.1 | F |
| 7.2 | M |

### 8. HR Processes – Recruitment and Onboarding

My Employer uses game elements (electronic games, virtual reality games, badges, competition, leaderboards, role plays, simulations, card games, etc.) during the process of recruiting, selecting or onboarding new employees

| 8.1 | Yes |
| 8.2 | I have personally experienced game elements as part of recruitment/selection/onboarding at my company |
| 8.3 | I personally like the game elements company is using in these processes, I find them fun and helping to build better connection with the company |
| 8.4 | No |
| 8.5 | I would like if my company used game elements in these processes, it would be fun and helping to build better connection with the company |

### 9. HR Processes – Performance Management

My Employer uses game elements (electronic platforms, virtual reality games, badges, competition, leaderboards, role plays, simulations, card games, etc.) during the process of setting work related targets and measuring / showing achievement of those

| 9.1 | Yes |
| 9.2 | I have personally experienced game elements as part of target setting and performance measurement at my company |
| 9.3 | I personally like the game elements company is using in these processes, I find them fun and helping to build better connection with the company |
| 9.4 | No |
| 9.5 | I would like if my company used game elements in these processes, it would be fun and helping to build better connection with the company |

### 10. HR Processes – Reward and Recognition

My Employer uses game elements (electronic platforms, virtual reality games, badges, competition, leaderboards, role plays, simulations, card games, etc.) to praise employees for good performance, extraordinary achievements or important personal or work related occasions (like work or life anniversary, etc.)

| 10.1 | Yes |
| 10.2 | I have personally experienced game elements as part of reward and recognition at my company |
| 10.3 | I personally like the game elements company is using in these processes, I find them fun and helping to build better connection with the company |
| 10.4 | No |
| 10.5 | I would like if my company used game elements in these processes, it would be fun and helping to build better connection with the company |
11. **HR Processes – Learning & Development**

My Employer uses game elements (electronic platforms, virtual reality games, badges, competition, leaderboards, role plays, simulations, card games, etc.) for employee training and development purposes

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>I have personally experienced game elements as part of training and development processes at my company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>I personally like the game elements company is using in these processes, I find them fun and helping to build better connection with the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>I would like if my company used game elements in these processes, it would be fun and helping to build better connection with the company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. **HR Processes – Internal Communication**

My Employer uses game elements (electronic platforms, virtual reality games, badges, competition, leaderboards, role plays, simulations, card games, etc.) for internal communication purposes and/or collecting employee suggestions and ideas

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>I have personally experienced game elements as part of internal communication and employee ideas’ generation at my company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>I personally like the game elements company is using in these processes, I find them fun and helping to build better connection with the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>I would like if my company used game elements in these processes, it would be fun and helping to build better connection with the company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13. **HR Processes – Team Building**

My Employer uses game elements (electronic platforms, virtual reality games, badges, competition, leaderboards, role plays, simulations, card games, etc.) for building and improving the teamwork for departments or employee groups (e.g. management)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>I have personally experienced game elements as part of team building at my company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>I personally like the game elements company is using in these processes, I find them fun and helping to build better connection with the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>I would like if my company used game elements in these processes, it would be fun and helping to build better connection with the company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.6. Conceptual Model of the Research

Visually, relationship between the dependent, independent and mediating variables within the survey are explained by below conceptual model.

![Conceptual Model for analysis of factors influencing employee engagement](image)

**Fig. 1. Conceptual Model for analysis of factors influencing employee engagement**

**Conclusions, proposals, recommendations**

Theory research suggests that employee engagement is influenced by a number of factors, including but not limited to the design of specific Human Resource Management processes in the organization. Article suggests approach and methodology to find out whether gamifying any particular of those processes can positively influence employee engagement and whether there is any specific process/processes where gamification has higher impact on employee engagement. Article also aims at proposing means for finding out to what extent currently gamification as a practice is widespread within Latvian enterprises and whether or not HR managers in those companies that use game elements in their people processes, observe higher engagement of their staff.

Proposal of the Authors is to validate the draft questionnaire by testing it with the sample group of 30–40 individuals representing different organizations, before applying to practice and commencing the field survey.

Based on conclusions acquired through testing, draft questionnaire will be adjusted and field survey launched in spring of 2016.

Results of the survey will help organizations to make better investment decisions when faced with the question how to improve employee engagement levels.

The research is currently at the very early stage, no survey has been conducted yet, article focuses on proposing approach and methodology for the future research to be carried out.
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Abstract
There is currently no standard or requirement guiding the approaches taken by the European Union (EU) Public Sector internal audit. Therefore, the approaches taken by each country, although having some similarities are different.

The aim of this research is to compare the Latvian state administration internal audit approach with approaches of the following specific European countries: United Kingdom, Malta, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia and Poland and evaluate each country’s internal audit approach according to internal audit maturity determinants. The latter have been determined from literature, the Compendium report. Thereby, shedding light on the Latvian’s internal audit approach maturity.

The methodology includes a comparative study of 5 European countries’ public sector internal audit methodologies, by carrying out a documents analysis and evaluation of the existing normative acts, analysing cases and other scientific findings of internal audit methodology and legislation.

Authors recommend introducing a common internal audit procedures manual, standards and guidelines for the public sectors in the EU Member States. They believe that this will improve internal controls and internal audit data analysis around Europe.

The main results of the study will highlight the maturity of each of these countries’ internal audit approaches and their pros and cons. It will also highlight where improvements might be required or where changes are necessary.

Key words: internal audit, public sector, internal control
JEL code: M42

Introduction
A professional, independent and objective internal audit service, whether using a centralised or decentralised approach, is one of the key elements of good governance in the public sector of county. Public sector internal auditors need to deal with both a broad stakeholder base and the increasing demands around the globe for better transparency and accountability among government agencies. This has boosted the demand for internal audits’ services at a time when public sector internal auditors (..) are underfunded, compared to their counterparts outside the public sector. Despite these challenges, public sector internal auditors are concerned with their organisations’ strategic risks and maintaining high-level standards (Piper A., 2015).

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: ivita.faitusa@lu.lv
An effective public sector audit activity will strengthen governance by materially increasing citizens’ ability to hold their public sector entity accountable.

The aim of this research is to compare the Latvian state administration internal audit approach with approaches of the following specific European countries: United Kingdom, Malta, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia and Poland and evaluate each country’s internal audit approach according to internal audit maturity determinants. Thereby, shedding light on the Latvian’s internal audit approach maturity.

The main results of the study will highlight the maturity of each of these countries’ internal audit approaches and their pros and cons. It will also highlight where improvements might be required or where changes are required. Thereby creating a level playing field on approaches taken on the Internal Audit of Public Sector within different EU states.

Research results and discussion
Different main internal audit principles and requirements

Phil Tarling (2013) highlights the vital role played by the audit committees in the effective internal audit process. Internal audit committees in each institution will ensure stronger monitoring.

Federation of European Risk Management Associations and European (FERMA, 2014) in the section roles and responsibilities of the Confederation of Institutes of Internal Auditors refers to effective risk management and controls and highlight that:

“The audit committee reports to the board of directors on the effectiveness of internal control and risk management systems based on information it acquires directly or with the assistance of the audit functions. Good audit committee practice includes review of all lines of defence in an organisation, including their interaction” (Guidance for boards and audit committees… 2010).

“Audit committee chairs and chief audit executives must have a clear understanding of expectations for internal audit. Have a detailed discussion of the personal expectations for the chief audit executives and those for internal audit overall – and address ball expectations in the audit charter” (The audit committee and the CAE, 2013).

When public organizations are directly under control of political authorities or elected bodies, the situation is far more complex. In that case, the seniority of political governance plays a more prominent role: political institutions were established a long time before the public internal control concept emerged. Implementing public internal control based on good practice, needs modification of the balances between the elected bodies, the central or local governments (political level), and the management (executive level). If the Audit committee is derived from the elected body, the question of separation of powers arises between the lawmaker and the government. In that event, the political level controls the executive level of administration, which would then lead to a situation where it could be very difficult to find enough experts to fill the committees, notwithstanding also the political considerations that have to be taken into consideration (Chapon, 2012).

“Although external audit and internal audit have some complementary relationships, coordination of their activities is essential. Internal audit’s evaluation of the internal control systems provide significant information for the external auditor’s assessment of control/ risk affecting the financial statements. The ideal situation is when the external and internal auditors meet periodically to discuss their scope of work, methodology and audit coverage.” (Guidance for boards and audit committees, 2010).
Authors’ hypothesis that a common internal audit manual for European Union Member States public administration (public sectors) will improve common internal audit data analysis around Europe.

Where public organisations constitute two-digit percentages of GDP and cover a wide span of activities, the complexity of their organisation and their interdependencies present a number of challenges for their internal audit (Chapon, 2012, 5).

The majority of European Union Member States have an internal audit function, but this does not cover all public administration systems. The majority of countries that have an internal audit established the function in their laws or regulations. Most of European Union countries indicate that their internal audit activities are based on standards. COSO model, INTOSAI, and Standards for Professional Practise of Internal Audit have a significant role in the system development. Moreover, most internal audit systems do not cover all parts of the public sector or every part in the same manner (Compendium… 2014).

Public internal control systems differ from country to country as they have to fit into the respective overall governance arrangements with each of the constitutional stakeholders – government, parliament and the supreme audit institution – as well as the accountability arrangements that exist between these stakeholders. Within the government, internal accountability arrangements are also a determining factor, as is the content of accountability of those responsible for carrying out public tasks. A distinction can be drawn here between legal accountability for compliance with rules and regulations and managerial accountability for the use of public resources to achieve goals. Budgeting and accounting arrangements also have to be taken into account. (Analysis overview. Compendium, 2014).

Most internal audit systems do not cover all parts of the public sector or every part in the same way. Even the coverage of the central government part varies from country to country.

![Fig. 1. Internal Audit Mandated by Law in Public sector](source)

**Source:** Author’s construction based on Piper A., CBOK 2015 practitioner survey.

**Fig. 1. Internal Audit Mandated by Law in Public sector**

A global average from the Global Internal Audit Common Body of Knowledge (CBOK) 2015 Practitioner survey (14158 respondents from 166 countries, 25% from Europe, 19% from
North America, 14% – Latin America, 14% – Africa, 30% – Asia) about 7 out of 10 from a total 2572 respondents noted that the existence of their internal audit function is mandatory by law (Fig. 1).

There are still quite many (average 29%) countries around the world have no regulation for internal audit function, but they had a long history and traditions.

Across all regions, the public sector lags only slightly behind the non-public sector for use of Standards (Fig. 2). When the “use of all of the Standards” is analysed, more than half (56%) of public sector auditors say they use all of the Standards, which is only slightly lower than the global average 60% for the non-public sector respondents (Piper, 2015).

It can be noted from the Compendium report (2014) that, the majority of countries that have an internal audit established the function in national legislation or regulations. However, this is not the case in the United Kingdom, although it is nevertheless enshrined as a mandatory part of governance assurance arrangements within central policy rules, and de facto, every government department has an independent internal audit function. Similarly, Germany, did not establish this in their legislation or legal framework, but all Government departments follow the recommendations made by the Federal Ministry of Interior, in agreement with all other ministries. Some countries indicate that their internal activities are based on specified standards (Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Audit, COSO model and INTOSAI).

Moreover, traditional compliance and financial audits are increasingly supplemented by various consultancy services and audits of performance that require professional and well trained internal audit staff. Very important in this case are competence and certification of internal auditors. Estonia and Lithuania are currently considering the introduction of national certification in order to meet the demands and needs of their public sector in a better way.

Also, it can be noted that the way member states have established audit boards or audit committees do not always follow the same criteria.

Relationships between internal audit and external audit have developed over time, and in some countries, they are formal and included in legislation, but they are equally often based
on initiatives taken by the audit organisations themselves, for example to avoid duplication of work and facilitate the process for the auditee. A common basic relation is described in Maltese contribution, where Auditors share information and working papers for evaluating the effectiveness of internal control.

None of the reports drawn up by European Union countries compiled information relating to quantitative data such as the number of auditors, performed audits, certified auditors etc. Making this data a standard requirement to be reported in the Compendium report form for all countries will allow for better analysis.

After considering all the sources mentioned above the authors chose the following five indicators for comparison of the Internal Audit of Public entities in the six sampled EU countries:  
1) year of establish Internal audit function – to compare year, structure, firs law, regulations;  
2) laws and regulations changes – to compare how sustainable internal audit legislation is;  
3) certification of internal auditors – to compare internal auditors competences;  
4) audit committee existence – to compare growth of internal audit system;  
5) Internal and external audit cooperation – to identify problems with duplication of work and facilitate the process for auditee.

This represents 24.1% from all 28 EU member States. The authors used a non-probability, convenience sampling, choosing three Baltic States: Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia as neighbour countries with similar historical and economic indicators, since one of the authors is from a Baltic State (Latvia). Malta and United Kingdom, Malta being a colony of the UK for a long period from the 1800 to 1974 and therefore having a large influence on the public entities structures and the economic and financial activity in the country, since 2 of the authors are from Malta and a random choice of a central European country Poland.

**Baltic States case study**

Baltic States countries, as noted by Diamond J. in 2002, like many central and eastern European countries, which were influenced by the old soviet system, have no tradition of internal audit. Rather, these countries inherited a control department in the Ministry of Finance, which operated as an investigative rather than preventative institution carrying out special investigations on alleged irregularities and fraud. Overlaid on this traditional audit function most republics have instituted an external audit institution unfortunately, there has often been confusion in the separation of roles of both institutions. While lines of reporting have been different – the Internal audit to the Ministry of Finance and external audit to the legislature – some overlapping functions are evident. (Diamond, 2002).

**Estonia case**

Compendium (2014) highlights internal audit have been done since 2001. The most important legislative acts and interpretations are:  
2) The Auditors Activities Act (2010) specifies, among other things, the legal basis for internal auditors activity in the public sector and public interest entities, the elements of
the system for monitoring the quality – internal and external assessment, monitoring by
the Ministry of Finance and consulting by the Professional Qualifications Committee;
3) Regulation by Minister of Finance “Adoption of Internal Auditor professional practices
 standards” (2003) – the important internal audit principles that auditors are required to
follow;
4) Amendment to the Local Government Organization Act (2013) – conditions for
implementation of internal audit system in rural municipality or city government and
local government.

There have some more attempts to improve the professional quality of the internal audit
profession in Estonia, but still the curricula of the internal audit profession has not been introduced
on the levels of vocational or higher education in Estonia. Nevertheless, internal audit in Estonia
has been Europeanized rather quickly despite its short history (Linnas, 2012).

Latvia case

The legal basis:
1) The Law on internal audits (2012) – internal audit system establish, coordination, the
responsibilities of officials and internal auditors, tasks of the internal audit units, the
principles underpinning the independence of the internal audit units, ethical principles;
2) Regulations of Cabinet of Ministers (2013) about internal audit process and internal
audit evaluation and internal auditors certification;
3) An internal audit unit’s rules of procedure are approved by the head of the relevant
body – lay down the status, aims, functions, tasks, essence of consultations, scope of
work, structure and rights and responsibilities of the internal audit unit. Internal audit
guidelines,

Internal audit provide and external audit with the internal audit unit’s strategic plan, annual
plan and annual report. External auditors arranges meetings with internal audits once a year,
at which the shortcomings detected audit priorities for the coming year and possible areas of
cooperation are discussed. In 2013, internal and external auditors agreed on necessary action to
be taken to further improve cooperation.

An Internal Audit Board operates in Latvia. A consultative body’s aim is to improve the
quality of internal audits, introduce, and develop internal audit policy and methodology in public
administration.

The increase and decline of Internal audit growth in Latvia during last more than ten years
can be explained with the different economic conditions before and after global financial crises
and requirements of International Monetary Fund (IMF) as well. IMF required Latvia against
loans to develop its control system regarding money usage in the public sector (Bruna, 2014).

Lithuania case

Compendium (2014) and Vaitkevicius (2014) highlights the legal basis:
1) The Law on Internal Control and Internal audit (2002) – goals and procedures for
functioning internal audit in public legal entity, responsibilities;
2) The Standard Charter of the Internal Audit Unit (2003 Government resolution);
3) The Rules of the Professional Ethics for Internal Auditors (2003 – Ministry of Finance);
4) The Standard Internal Audit Methodology (2003 – Ministry of Finance);
5) The Internal audit Guidelines (2003 – Inter-Departmental commission for coordinating the development of the Internal audit system). Guidelines serve as an additional and comprehensive reference to provide the internal auditors of the public legal entities with principles, concepts and recommendations, which are to support them in conducting their activities and in preparing the specific manuals on internal audit; audit Needs Assessment determines the level of sufficient staffing resources.

System for internal audit is decentralized, but internal audit system of municipalities and some public legal entities are centralized – 169 internal audit units, 400 internal auditors and 1500 internal audits per year cover the entire public sector including municipalities (Vaitkevicius, 2014).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Establish Internal audit (year, structure, first law, regulations)</th>
<th>Law and regulations changes</th>
<th>Certification of Internal auditors</th>
<th>Audit committee</th>
<th>Internal and external audit cooperation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>2000 Ministry of finance Financial Control Methodology department Central Harmonising Unit</td>
<td>2003 – Law on Internal Control and Internal Audit 2003 – Standard Charter of IA Unit; IA methodology; IA guidelines</td>
<td>2010 – new certification programme 6 level training modules (university professors and professionals) Certification – voluntary</td>
<td>Till 2009 was Inter-departmental Commission for coordinating the development of IA system Parliamentary Audit Committee deals broadly with issues related to the National Audit Office</td>
<td>Based on legislation. Sharing audit experiences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s construction based on Compendium, 2014.
In table one authors compare indicators in Baltic States internal audit development in public sector. Internal audit implementation started in 1999 in Latvia and in 2000 in Lithuania and Estonia with first regulations and formation of internal audit units, in all three countries responsible institution was Ministry of Finance. In Lithuania Central harmonization unit, in Latvia – Internal audit department and in Estonia – Finance control department. All Baltic States had 2–3 changes in internal audit legislation until 2014. Latvia and Lithuania have local training and certification system of internal auditors for public sector auditors, Estonia developed system for certification based on principles of IIA and IPPF. Different approaches are with audit committees establishment – In Latvia is one audit committee since 2000, in Lithuania was Inter-departmental Commission till 2009 and in Estonia no responsibility to establish audit committee. In different ways, all countries organize internal audit and external audit cooperation – meetings one a year in Latvia, in 2 levels in Estonia and with sharing audit experiences in Lithuania.

**Malta, United Kingdom and Poland case study**

Poland and Malta joined European Union in the same year 2004, but have different internal audit implementation systems. In Poland Financial Control and IA Coordination Department formed 2002, but in Malta in 2003 Internal and Investigations Department with Hybrid structure – two Directorates, the Internal Audit & Risk Management Directorate for entities with own Internal audit and the Internal Audit Central Harmonization Directorate for others. However, in large institutions and government, internal audit in some form has been around traditionally as long as it has been around in the United Kingdom. (Malta gained its independence from the United Kingdom in 1964; the country became a Republic in 1974. In Poland – since 2010 currently there are 17 audit committees in each ministry) the head of the Internal Audit Unit would ideally ensure avoiding duplication of the Supreme Audit Office and Internal Audit Unit activities, accesses coordination in terms of costs and effectiveness

**Poland case**

The Internal Audit Functions is governed by the following:

1) Public Finance act (2009) – basic issues concerning internal audit in the Public finance sector and proper regulations;
2) The Internal Audit Standards in the Public Finance Sector Entities (the International Audit Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing issued by Institute of Internal auditors are in force);
3) Guidelines – The Internal Audit Manual;
4) The Charter of Internal Audit in Public Finance Sector Entities;
5) The code of Ethics for Internal Auditors in Public Finance Sector Entities.

The head of the entity ensures conditions required for carrying out the internal audit procedure in an independent, objective and effective manner and, inter alia, organisational separateness of the internal audit function and continuity of the internal audit procedure in the said entity. The heads of public finance sector entities are responsible for the implementation and functioning of internal management and control mechanisms, procedures and internal regulations, such as an internal audit charter. A head of the internal audit unit reports directly to the head of the public finance sector entity and in the government administration offices, within the remit specified in
### Internal audit legislation in Poland and Malta

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Establish Internal audit (year, structure, first law, regulations)</th>
<th>Law and regulations changes</th>
<th>Certification of Internal auditors</th>
<th>Audit committee</th>
<th>Internal and external audit cooperation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poland</strong></td>
<td>2002 – Ministry of finance, Financial Control and IA Coordination Department</td>
<td>Since 2002, Act on Public Finance concerning public internal control was updated in 2005, 2006, and 2009</td>
<td>Since 2006 General auditor post, the examination board and the national certification process were abolished</td>
<td>In 2010 were established 17 audit committees in the public finance sector (in each ministry)</td>
<td>Since 2002, Act on Public Finance concerning public internal control was updated in 2005, 2006, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Malta</strong></td>
<td>2003 – Office of the Prime Minister, Internal and Investigations Department: (IAID). Hybrid structure – two Directorates: the Internal Audit &amp; Risk Management Directorate (IARM) for entities with own IA and the Internal Audit Central Harmonization Directorate (IACH) for others</td>
<td>Internal Audit and Financial Investigations Act, Ch 461 updated in 2005, 2007</td>
<td>International certification – voluntary</td>
<td>Not compulsory by law, However operates for those entities falling under the decentralized structure of IARM</td>
<td>Informal cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>United Kingdom</strong></td>
<td>The main origins of the current system of accountability and audit in the 1860s</td>
<td>1960, 1970 – changes 1980 – Treasury established a central unit to oversee the quality and caliber of internal audit across government. The previous Government Internal Audit Standards have been superseded from April 2013 by the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards</td>
<td>International certification – voluntary</td>
<td>The Audit and Risk Assurance Committee is an independent committee of the board comprising independent non-executive directors.</td>
<td>Cooperate by sharing strategies, plans and working practices to optimize audit coverage and reduce the audit burden on the organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Author’s construction based on Compendium, 2014.*
a separate statute, to the director general. Any termination of the employment contract or any amendments to the payment and work conditions of the head of the internal audit unit require an approval of the competent audit committee. (Compendium, 2014).

**Malta case**

In the Public sector in Malta, the Internal Audit and Investigations Department provide its services through the four Directorates: the Internal Audit & Risk Management Directorate; Central Harmonization Directorate; Financial Investigations Directorate; and EU Funds Audits Directorate. The IAID is fully committed to assist the Maltese Government to make the best use of public funds in order to achieve the results that the Maltese and EU citizens rightly expect to see. (About the IAID, 2016).

The IAID is governed by the following:

1) The Internal Audit and Financial Investigations Act (2003) provides for the regulation of the internal and financial investigative functions, including the power to carry out effective independent internal audits and financial investigations. Providing for the necessary safeguards to ensure the protection of the financial interests of Government including the funds it may have received or will be required to manage under Malta’s international obligations (About the IAID, 2016);
2) The Code of Ethics for Accountants of the Malta Accountancy Board, which is applicable to all local accountants and auditors;

Both internal and external auditors need to gain more standing in each other’s eyes. For this to occur, a number of steps may be taken that will also enhance both audit efficiency and effectiveness. Within a holistic spectrum of government audit activities, the key is for the two functions to be and to be seen as complementing each other, rather than as treading on each other’s toes (Zammit, Baldacchino, 2012). According to the article the barriers between internal and external audit functions could be explained by the restrictive ingrained culture of certain public officers, the open-door policy that existed between the two offices, the informal communication between them was too informal and the external audit function could not make use of internal auditors’ work, limited resources. What needed to be done is to formalize the relationship with better communication and ensure more readiness to consult retention of work records;

Researchers in Malta have studied the role, function and effectiveness of the Internal Audit and Investigations Department (IAID) (Bartolo M.) and have introduced internal audit of the National Statistics Office. Issues included the building up of a diverse team, independence, reporting lines, senior support and the auditor/auditee relationship, the audit charter and plan the application of operational auditing and the issue of co-sourcing were also found relevant (Baldacchino P. J., 2015)

**United Kingdom case**

Public sector internal audit in United Kingdom have a long history and tradition. In reports, this country did not comment on the internal auditor’s certification and most countries did not give information about internal audit and external audit cooperation.
Internal audit is not a regulatory requirement, but is enshrined as a mandatory part of governance and assurance arrangements within central policy rules. This means that every government department will have an internal audit function that is held at arm’s length.

The Audit and Risk Assurance Committee plays a key role in ensuring that management’s response and resolution of issues is satisfactory (Compendium, 2014).

United Kingdom internal audit regulations include Public Sector Internal Audit Standards, Audit and Risk Assurance Committee Handbook published by the Treasury.

Authors believe that there is the need for a common internal audit procedures manual, standards and guidelines for the public sectors in the EU Member States. They believe that this will improve internal controls and internal audit data analysis around Europe. From available data in Compendium of the Public Internal Control Systems in the EU Member States, each country give information without quantitative data.

The authors found that each country followed some kind of standard or a mixture of them and their focus/strengths depended on that country’s specific requirements. However, each country had something to learn from the experience and work of the other. Estonia for example amended legislation with conditions for implementation of internal audit system in rural municipality or city government and local government. Lithuania started a certification program with training modules set by a diversity of university professors and practitioners. Poland has 17 audit committees in the public finance sector (in each ministry). Malta solutions for tackling the barriers between internal and external audit functions and the United Kingdom cooperation by sharing strategies, plans and working practices between internal audit and external audit to optimize audit coverage and reduce the audit burden on the organization can be something to focus on. Latvia and all these countries need to focus on the good things that they have done and learn from them, Latvia may be the forerunner in starting cooperation between the countries to have a set of EU Standards for the Public Sector.

Conclusions and recommendations

Internal auditors use formal and informal ways to achieve a relevant level of coordination and harmonisation. Traditional compliance and financial audits are increasingly supplemented by various consultancy services and audits of performance that require a professional and well trained internal audit staff. Not all European Union Member States have a common “basic” relationship between internal and external audit. The seniority of political governance plays a more prominent role. In fact, political institutions were established a long time before the public internal control concept emerged. Moreover, a basic component of today’s work programme for most internal audit functions is the audit of financial information and financial management processes.

However, to ensure a level playing field within the EU on internal controls of public entities and to strengthen the services and processes, the authors believe that a common internal audit manual with common guidelines and standards for European Union Member states public administration with main components will improve internal control and internal audit data analysis. Furthermore, it is believed that the quantitative data available in the European countries annual reports form for all countries would ideally be increased to allow for more analysis that is effective.
The authors found that each country followed some kind of standard or a mixture of them and their focus/strengths depended on that country’s specific requirements. However, each country had something to learn from the experience and work of the other. Latvia and all these countries need to focus on the good things that they have done and learn from them. Latvia may be the forerunner in starting cooperation between the countries to have a set of EU Standards for the Public Sector.

Authors recommend introducing a common internal audit procedures manual, standards and guidelines for the public sectors in the EU Member States. They believe that this will improve internal controls and internal audit data analysis around Europe.
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PUBLIC AND BUSINESS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES AND ECONOMIC GROWTH IN EU: A PANEL DATA ANALYSIS
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Abstract
Theoretically, for achieving long term economic growth the amount of investments in research and development (R&D) is highly important. Within the Europe 2020 strategy, research, development and innovation are key policy components of the EU strategy for economic growth. The European Commission invites the member states to allocate 3% of GDP to R&D, with 2/3 realized by the private spending. Therefore, it is interesting to focus not only on the amount of R&D but also on its composition.

The purpose of the study is to assess the effect of private and public research and development expenditures on the economic growth in European Union countries. The dynamic panel for 28 EU countries for time period 2004–2014 was estimated using Generalized Methods of Moments (GMM), based on a production function approach.

Main findings suggest statistically significant effect of private R&D intensity on GDP per working population growth. The short run partial elasticity coefficient of private R&D varies in the range 0.02–0.04 (depends on model specification and subsample). The log run partial elasticity coefficient of private R&D varies in the range 0.04–0.12 (depends on model specification). Statistical significance of public R&D is dependent on model specification. Insignificant effect of domestic R&D in the business sector is not surprising result, the same conclusion dominates in empirical literature.

Conclusions from empirical work suggest that policy in EU countries should put more focus on the distinction between private and public R&D, and governments should stimulate private R&D.

Key words: business and public R&D expenditures, economic growth, European Union, panel data model

JEL code: O30, C23, F43

Introduction
Theoretically, for achieving long term economic growth the amount of investments in research and development (R&D) is highly important. R&D contributes to increased labor productivity, creation of new workplaces, achievement an industrial competitiveness. Thus, to increase international competitiveness and to build dynamic knowledge based economy, within the Europe 2020 strategy, research; development and innovation are set as the key policy components for economic growth. The European Commission recommended the member states to allocate 3% of GDP to R&D (with 2/3 realized by the private spending). (Europe 2020) Such a recommendation motivates in modelling process focus not only on the amount of R&D but also on its composition; it raises an ongoing debate on how to allocate resources between public and private R&D.
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The purpose of the study is to assess the effect of private and public research and development expenditures on the economic growth in European Union countries in period 2004–2014. Because of observed heterogeneity in data, analysis is made for all countries together and for more homogenous sub-groups (old and new EU countries) separately. Additionally, time dummy variables were introduced for comparison of sub-periods before, during and after recent economic crisis. After the analysis some policy implications could be addressed, like to improve the conditions for private R&D sector in the union.

To accomplish the goal, following tasks were introduced. Firstly, theoretical and empirical literature background is given. Secondly, descriptive statistic is presented to show differences in R&D intensity for the period 2004–2014 for EU countries. Then the distribution of R&D expenditures by public and private funds is presented. Thirdly, to evaluate effect of R&D on the economic growth, the panel study is applied. The dynamic panel was estimated using Generalized Methods of Moments (GMM), based on a production function approach. Following recommendations from the literature, first-differenced GMM estimator for an empirical growth model is used. (Caselli et al., 1996) The advantage of this type of models is estimation robustness in the presence of endogenous covariates, allowing for individual fixed effects, heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation within the cross-section units. (Arrellano, Bond, 1991). Obtained short-term estimates reflect immediate changes in economic growth due to a temporary increase in explanatory variable with assumption that other factors do not change. The long-run coefficients then are deduced from the error correction form. For robustness check of the results, several specifications of the model are compared.

Theoretical and empirical literature background for the article is as follows. Romer (1990) proved that technological change must be included in the growth model, and R&D was used as fundamental source of technological change. Aghion and Howitt (1992) employing US data, found that the share of R&D expenditure in gross domestic product affects economic growth. In both publications results an augmented production function type was exploited. Additional factor was treated as knowledge spillover associated with R&D and human capital. (Jones, 1995)

There are also publications that examine R&D expenditures’ effect on economic growth from the perspectives of the public and private sectors. Common findings are that although there is a positive effect of R&D expenditure on growth, private sector R&D expenditures are found to be more efficient and effective compared with public sector expenditures. (Lichtenberg, 1992; David et al., 2000; Silaghi et al., 2014) analyzed effectiveness of business and public sector R&D expenditures in CEEC. Their results imply significant business R&D, but public R&D is found to be insignificant.

Some more recent publications pay attention to changes in R&D and growth relationship during and after the crisis. Karczewska (2015) analyzed effect of the gross expenditures on R&D to GDP per capita growth in the EU countries in three years separately: 2002, 2007 and 2012 and found differences in effectiveness. Gumus & Celikay (2015) in their research, based on dynamic panel data model, revealed that the relationship between R&D expenditures in the long run is positive and significant for all countries, but significance of the short run effect depends on the degree of development of the economy. These findings in empirical literature motivate to make comparisons of estimates for different sub-groups and sub-periods in the short run and in the long run. Thus in a current research a dynamic panel with additional dummies is used like main analysis tool.
The results are obtained for time period from 2004 till 2014, and that includes recent economic crisis with respective political reactions, influencing public R&D allocation. Time period was chosen because of data availability for all countries, and because 10 of current 28 EU countries entered EU in 2004. Estimation results are in line with previously mentioned empirical evidence. That confirms recommendation that governments should stimulate business R&D investments.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes situation with R&D expenditures in EU during the period of analysis. Section 2 describes panel regression model, data and estimation methods used in the analysis. Section 3 presents the empirical evidence from the model, and section 4 concludes.

Research results and discussions

1. Situation

Total R&D expenditure is split between public and private funding. Public R&D refers to both government and higher educational research activities. In several EU countries EU Structural Funds have become a significant source for public R&D funding. These countries are Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovenia and Slovakia.

Private or business R&D includes activities run by firms, organizations and institutions that produce goods and services for sale to general public. In the more advances knowledge economies business R&D funding is the main component of total R&D expenditure, it is like an indicator of the research absorption capacity of an economy.

Figure 1 shows R&D intensities in 2014 in 28 EU member states. Countries are arranged in decreasing order according to total R&D expenditure as a percentage of GDP. Five leaders are Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Austria and Germany. In all these countries proportion of business R&D in total R&D already in 2014 exceeds 2/3, what is a suggested proportion in Europe 2020 strategy. Leading countries have set their national targets even bigger than suggested 3% of GDP. Bottom five countries are Romania, Cyprus, Latvia, Croatia and Bulgaria. For these countries total R&D do not reach even 1% of GDP, and proportion of business funding is less than 1/3.

Source: author’s construction based on Eurostat data.

Fig. 1. Research and development intensities as percentage of GDP in 2014 and Europe 2020 targets
Given the Europe 2020 objectives, in new EU countries (joined in 2004 and later) the R&D intensities are low, still largely dependent on volatile and restricted public funding. Therefore econometric analysis has an additional task – to compare new and old blocks of EU.

2. Econometric framework

The initial model is like a standard growth equation model corresponding to the production function that adds two types of R&D among other types of the capital (Eq. 1).

\[
\ln Y_{i,t} = \beta_0 \ln Y_{i,t-1} + \beta_1 \ln K_{i,t} + \beta_2 \ln RD_{-\text{bus},i,t} + \beta_3 \ln \text{RD}_{\text{-pub},i,t} + \beta_4 \ln HC_{i,t} + \\
+ \beta_5 \ln \text{FDI}_{i,t} + \beta_6 \ln X_{i,t} + \eta_i + \varepsilon_{i,t}
\]  

(1)

where \( Y \) is real GDP per employed person, \( \text{FDI} \) is FDI stock as percentage of GDP, \( K \) is domestic investment, \( \text{RD}_{\text{bus}} \) is the research and development expenditure in business (private) sector, \( \text{RD}_{\text{pub}} \) is the research and development expenditures in public sector, \( HC \) is proxy variable for assessment of human capital development. \( X \) represents a set of control variables: such as openness and government balance. \( \eta_i \) represents the individual fixed effects specific to each country, and \( \varepsilon_{i,t} \) is an error term, assumed to be homoscedastic and with no serial correlation. There is no labor variable separately included in Eq. 1. Like (Jones, 1995) and (Silaghi et al., 2014) and list of other authors, impact of labor force in the dependent variable is captured by the way it is defined (in the current study: GDP per employed person). The detailed description of all variables is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \ln Y_{i,t} )</td>
<td>Natural logarithm of GDP per employed person, million euro, chain-linked volumes, reference year 2010. Employment was taken as annual averages of total employment by resident population concept.</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ln K_{i,t} )</td>
<td>Natural logarithm of domestic investments; computed as a difference in Gross Fixed Capital Formation and FDI inflows, percentage of GDP.</td>
<td>Author’s calculation, based on Eurostat and Unctad data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ln \text{FDI}_{i,t} )</td>
<td>Natural logarithm of Foreign Direct Investments, stocks, percentage of GDP.</td>
<td>Unctad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ln \text{RD}_{\text{bus},i,t} )</td>
<td>Natural logarithm of R&amp;D expenditures in the business sector, as a percentage of GDP</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ln \text{RD}_{\text{pub}} )</td>
<td>Natural logarithm of R&amp;D expenditures in the public sector, as a percentage of GDP. Public R&amp;D was calculated summing up government sector and high education sector activities, given as a percentage of GDP</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( HC_{i,t} )</td>
<td>Human Capital Development index</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{G_balance}_{i,t} )</td>
<td>Net surplus(+)/net deficit (-) of general government, as a percentage of GDP.</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ln \text{OPEN}_{i,t} )</td>
<td>Natural logarithm of the sum of exports plus imports, as a percentage of GDP</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Almost all variables are measured in logs, thus their respective partial regression coefficients will be interpreted as partial elasticities. Additionally different dummy variables were included in the model, with an aim to catch development level features of EU countries. Time period dummies cover recent economic crisis period, and let us to find its influence.

Talking about variable HC (human capital), there are several considerations to mention. Some recent theoretical articles give to R&D and human capital accumulation essential roles in driving economic growth. Findings from empirical studies suggest that in the absence of human capital variable in the growth model, estimates of R&D elasticities are very overestimated (Silaghi et al., 2014). So, it is important to include both variables in the model. In empirical literature we can see very different measures of human capital. One of most popular proxy is tertiary education: the share of population that has attained qualifications at the tertiary level. Romer (1986) was first who introduced knowledge spillover in an endogenous growth model. As tertiary education actually has just one aspect of human capital, there was idea to look for alternative measurements. OECD offers methodology how to capture two aspects of human capital as growth stimulator: “The human capital is a synonym of knowledge embedded in all levels such as an individual, an organizations and/or a nation” (Keeley, 2007). So, recently available Human Development Index was used as a proxy of typical human capital measure. “The Human Development Index (HDI) is a summary measure of average achievement in key dimensions of human development: a long and healthy life, being knowledgeable and have a decent standard of living.” (http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/human-development-index-hdi)

To remove the individual effects, Eq. 1 is rewritten in first order differences with respect to time. Panel data regression is estimated with differenced Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) procedure, that in following form (Eq. 2):

\[
\Delta \ln Y_{i,t} = \beta_0 \Delta \ln Y_{i,t-1} + \beta_1 \Delta \ln K_{i,t} + \beta_2 \Delta \ln RD_{pub,i,t} + \beta_3 \Delta \ln RD_{bus,i,t} + \\
+ \beta_4 \Delta \ln HC_{i,t} + \beta_5 \Delta \ln FDI_{i,t} + \beta_6 \Delta X_{i,t} + \Delta e_{i,t}
\]  

where denotations of variables are the same as in Eq. 1, \( \Delta \) denotes first order difference of a variable. Endogeneity problem can occur in the estimation of the empirical model because of bidirectional causality of some variables, and the residual term may exhibit correlation with factors included in the model. Autocorrelation may appear in the model residuals because of the presence of the lagged dependent variable \( Y_{i,t-1} \). To avoid possible endogeneity problems, Arellano – Bond type instruments were used. Correlation of the residuals and endogeneity problem is corrected by instrumenting \( \Delta \ln Y_{i,t-1} \) with various dependent variable lags (up to 2 lags), and FDI, RD bus, and RD pub were instrumented with their values that lagged 1 or more periods behind. Estimated coefficients of Eq. 2 are short-term partial elasticity coefficient estimates, which can be interpreted as immediate percentage change in the dependent variable when a factor value temporary increase by 1%, but all other factors do not change (ceteris paribus principle). Respective long term coefficients can be obtained from the error correction form (see Silaghi et al, 2014) via calculations by following formulas – error correction coefficient \( \phi = \beta_0 - 1 \) and for all other \( i=1,\ldots,5 \): \( \theta_i = \frac{\beta_i}{1-\beta_0} \). Calculated coefficients \( \theta \), in this case will show the long-run change in the dependent variable, when a permanent increase in the factor occurs, with assumption that all other factors do not change. An error correction term \( \phi \) reflects convergence towards the steady state; it is expected to be negative and less than unity by absolute value.
Models are tested to obtain correct results. In section 3, empirical results and model test values are shown. For the GMM estimator to be consistent, firstly, it must pass the Hansen J-test of over-identifying restrictions with a joint validity of all instruments with its zero expectation of empirical moments. The null hypothesis is that the instruments are not correlated with the residuals. For all models respective test’s p-values are included in the Table 2. The second order serial correlation problem is tested with Arellano and Bond Autocorrelation (AB test) test. This test examines the differenced residuals to identify the presence of residual autocorrelation in levels, which would be an indicator of weak exogenous instruments. Rejection of the null hypothesis of either or both tests disqualifies the estimated model (Arellano & Bond, 1991). Respective p-value is reported for each model.

3. Results and discussions

In this section, the empirical results of the models are presented and interpreted. Comparisons with other empirical results are made too.

Table 2 presents dynamic panel data regression results with several regressors combination. In all case the dependent variable is growth rate of real GDP per employee (lnGDPi,t). Upper part of the Table 2 contains error-correction form estimation results, and is related to the short-run relationship evaluation. Values in brackets below each estimated partial regression coefficient are respective standard errors. (*), (**), (*** ) denote significance levels of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively. Lower part of the Table 2 presents calculated long-term coefficients.

For all reported models Arellano–Bond test with 2 lags could not reject the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation in the residuals. Hansen J test results indicate that for all reported models there is no evidence of correlation between instruments and residuals.

As it can be seen in the Table 2, R&D in business in all specification is significant and varies around 0.02–0.03 in the short run, and 0.04–0.06 in the long run for all EU countries sample. For CEEC, short-run elasticity is around 0.04, and long – run : 0.07–0.12.

Initial models (1) and (5) differ with sample of countries. Model (1) is estimated for all 28 EU countries, while model’s (5) sample is CEE countries. Number of observations is counted after introducing lags. Comparison of the two models can show us differences for new EU members. Other purpose of the estimation was idea to compare (just in general terms) our results to Silaghi et al. (2014) estimates. Dissimilarities in the measurement of variables do not allow making direct comparisons, but main finding – highly significant business R&D versus insignificant public R&D – is evident.

Basic models (2) and (6) have human capital variable like additional factor. Our human capital proxy, HDI, seems to be significant for growth. As it was expected from empirical literature, human capital diminishes R&D coefficient values, but in all cases it is still significant at 5% level.

Model (4) involves additionally government policy measurement (Government balance) and international openness variable. Logic behind is that theoretically the government policies could stimulate education, increasing human capital and enhancing economic growth. Economic openness variable was included because of possible interactions between business R&D and international trade.
### Table 2

**Panel regression results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable / Model</th>
<th>(1) All sample</th>
<th>(2) All sample</th>
<th>(3) All sample</th>
<th>(4) All sample</th>
<th>(5) CEEC</th>
<th>(6) CEEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Short-run estimates</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnGDP&lt;sub&gt;i,t-1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.536*** (0.018)</td>
<td>0.514*** (0.027)</td>
<td>0.512*** (0.031)</td>
<td>0.569*** (0.028)</td>
<td>0.455*** (0.015)</td>
<td>0.652*** (0.012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnK&lt;sub&gt;i,t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.024*** (0.011)</td>
<td>0.056*** (0.004)</td>
<td>0.057*** (0.01)</td>
<td>0.037** (0.017)</td>
<td>0.054*** (0.020)</td>
<td>0.044** (0.021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnFDI&lt;sub&gt;i,t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.013*** (0.002)</td>
<td>0.066*** (0.008)</td>
<td>0.125*** (0.008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnRD_bus&lt;sub&gt;i,t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.029*** (0.004)</td>
<td>0.021*** (0.004)</td>
<td>0.021*** (0.004)</td>
<td>0.022** (0.010)</td>
<td>0.038*** (0.016)</td>
<td>0.043*** (0.017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnRD_pub&lt;sub&gt;i,t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-0.0025 (0.0125)</td>
<td>0.027 (0.097)</td>
<td>0.027 (0.010)</td>
<td>0.023 (0.017)</td>
<td>-0.084 (0.13)</td>
<td>-0.051 (0.097)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnHC&lt;sub&gt;i,t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.12*** (0.124)</td>
<td>0.977*** (0.184)</td>
<td>0.989*** (0.187)</td>
<td>0.777*** (0.187)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_balance</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.002*** (0.0006)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.018 (0.007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnOPEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.223*** (0.078)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of time dummies</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Long-run** (deduced values)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECM coefficient β&lt;sub&gt;0&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnK&lt;sub&gt;i,t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnFDI&lt;sub&gt;i,t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnRD_bus&lt;sub&gt;i,t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnRD_pub&lt;sub&gt;i,t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>-0.154</td>
<td>-0.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnHC&lt;sub&gt;i,t&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2.002</td>
<td>2.295</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_balance</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hansen test (p-value)</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR(2) (p-value)</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: author’s calculations (from EViews and Stata outputs)*.
Addition of more regressors in the model (Models (2)–(4) and Model (6)) does not cause principle changes in situation: public R&D is still insignificant, and business R&D significance drops from 1% to 10% in case of CEEC.

One of the articles that can be used to compare results is Silaghi et al. (2014). They analyzed the role of public and private research and development stocks in explaining growth of GDP per working age population in Central and Eastern European Countries (CEE) during 1998-2008. Our sample is extended to all EU countries, and time period is 2004–2014. Silaghi et al. (2014) found that for business R&D stocks partial elasticity is 0.050 in the short run and 0.213 in the long run. Public R&D stocks were found to be statistically insignificant.

\[ \beta_0 \] is the estimated Error Correction term. In the empirical literature for growth models with R&D component error term coefficient usually is statistically significant, and varies from -0.6 – -0.01. Models (1)–(6) show that error term coefficient is statistically significant for all specifications and is around -0.5 – -0.4. Negative coefficient can be interpreted as the speed of adjustment towards the steady state. Silaghi et al. (2014) for CEEC had quite similar values only in wider range: -0.6 – -0.3.

The long – run estimates are deduced from the short-run coefficients.

**Conclusions, proposals, recommendations**

Dynamic panel modelling approach was applied for all 28 European Union member states for annual data in 2004–2014 with the aim to assess the role of R&D components in economic growth before, during and after recent economic crisis.

**Conclusions:**
1. Panel regressions with different specifications show a statistically significant impact of business R&D on economic growth. Testing robustness the results, business R&D coefficient remains highly significant to different sub-periods and time dummies. Estimated short-run partial elasticities imply that a 10% increase in business R&D should generate an increase of 0.2–0.4% in the growth of the GDP per employed person, when all other factors remain constant.
2. Estimated long-run partial elasticities imply that a 10% permanent increase in business R&D should generate an increase of about 0.4–1.2% in the growth of the GDP per employed person, when all other factors remain constant.
3. Public R&D partial coefficient is not statistically significant in the most models. There is evidence in the literature that because of indirect effects, public R&D partial elasticity becomes significant with certain lags. May be because of too short time series, current paper’s results did not find such fact.

**Proposals:**
1. Our results suggest that policy in EU countries should put more focus on the distinction between private and public R&D, and governments should stimulate private R&D.
2. As modelling results showed that the public R&D does not directly stimulate growth, it would be interesting to find out whether it has a neutral effect, or crowds out business, or acts as a stimulus for business R&D.
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Abstract

Word of mouth (WOM) communication is recognized as a critical marketing communication tool and internet widened seriously consumers’ possibilities to share WOM about brands and products. This electronic WOM (eWOM) communication is one from many factors which influence consumer purchase decision. Research done in other countries does show that the power of eWOM factor is increasing. Still, companies in Baltics are not yet utilizing the full potential of available eWOM communication tools. Therefore, the aim of the paper was – to assess how the influence of eWOM tools (particularly – social network communication and online recommendation systems) is evaluated by online retailers and digital marketing experts in Baltic countries.

Research methods used were: 1) analysis of literature which studied the latest research done on eWOM influence on consumer purchase decision; 2) expert survey within Baltics about perceived eWOM influence; 3) monitoring study discovering which types of recommendation systems are used by leading online retailers in the Baltic countries.

Research results revealed that experts in Baltics evaluate eWOM communication as a highly influential factor in consumers’ decision where to buy and which brand to buy; they also acknowledged the eWOM ability to raise consumers’ interest in some product. The research also discovered that significant barriers to advanced eWOM usage in Baltics are an availability of qualified specialists and investments needed. The study also revealed the contradiction between experts’ opinion and current reality in eWOM usage as online retailers in Baltics are using a very limited range of online recommendation systems.

Key words: electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM), purchase decision, social networks, recommendation
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Introduction

Last decades has brought revolutionary changes in technology, globalization and sustainability. Those changes are also revising the complete paradigm of marketing communication. Partly it is because digitalisation allowed much easier and faster word of mouth communication between consumers. Word of mouth communication (further called WOM) in general is recognized by many authors (Kaufman & Horton, 2015; Laudon & Traver, 2015; Strauss & Frost, 2014) as a very important marketing communication tool and assumed to be the...
primary factor behind 20–50% of all purchase decisions (Berger, 2013). Expansion of internet fostered appearance of a new electronic word of mouth (further called eWOM) communication tools which allow consumers to exchange information and their opinions about brands and products also online. This information which consumers are spreading with the help of social networks (further called SN), online recommendation systems (further called ORS) and other eWOM communication tools is one from many factors which influence consumer purchase decision in different phases – during trigger phase when a need for product is recognized, during information search, active evaluation and purchasing phases. As a result, companies and brands are not anymore owning and controlling communication about them, but have to take into account that consumers are freely disseminating online their opinion about products, brands, and companies. Communication from “company to consumers” or “one to many” has changed to “companies and consumers to consumers” or “many to many”. And in many cases, this consumer to consumer word of mouth communication which is part of so-called earned media has been perceived by consumers as much more credible and trustworthy than information which brands or companies are spreading themselves through different owned or bought medias.

Research done in other countries does show that the influence of eWOM communication is increasing (Iyengar, et al., 2009; Oestreicher-Singer & Sundararajan, 2012). Still, the experience shows that companies in Baltics are not yet utilizing the full potential of available eWOM communication tools and might not be fully aware of its possible influence. There exist prejudices and stereotypes that consumers in Baltics are often tended to express their negative opinions when leaving feedback and advising others on some brand or product, and those stereotypes restrict businesses from using advanced eWOM communication tools. But, the online market is not limited within the borders of one country and growing overall online retail share will attract more and more players from global market to Baltic market.

Online market in Baltic countries is still relatively small, according to Ecommerce Europe report ecommerce in Baltics takes only 0.8–1.1% of GDP (Ecommerce Europe, 2015). But impact of online is growing year by year along the global tendencies (Euromonitor, 2016). As said before online retailers are not anymore limited within borders of countries, and, therefore, local companies should be well prepared to safeguard their consumer loyalty and to withstand expected increasing competition which will not be limited only to local players.

Therefore, the aim of the paper was – to assess how the influence of eWOM tools is evaluated by online retailers and digital marketing experts in Baltic countries. To achieve the aim, following tasks for the paper were defined: 1) to study the theoretical aspects of eWOM influence on consumer purchase decision; 2) to carry out an expert survey based research within Baltics about perceived eWOM influence on consumer purchase decision; 3) to monitor which types of ORS according to Schafer’s taxonomy are used by leading on-line retailers in Baltic countries; 4) to draw conclusions and to make recommendations.

There are many different ways how eWOM can be spread and reach the consumer. This paper was focusing only on two of them – eWOM spread through SN and eWOM provided using different ORS.

Research methods used were an analysis of literature, expert survey, and monitoring study. Analysis of literature contained a review of scientific research results in the field mentioned above. An experts’ survey done during February 2016 was gathering opinions from major stakeholders – leading online retailers and digital marketing experts (specialized in social
communication) in Baltics about SN and ORS influence on consumer purchase decision, to reveal possible barriers for the further development of eWOM communication. Purposive, judgement based sampling method was used to select experts who are specialists in the field of research. Authors used database of contacts gathered during their professional work life to select the specific experts asked to fill the survey. As sampling method used was nonprobability sampling method there are limitations for the conclusions derived from the research. Electronic survey tool visidati.lv was used for survey distribution and data gathering. In total 42 experts were invited to participate in the survey and 23 of them provided the answers. For the group of online retailers the experts addressed were managers or marketing specialists of leading online retailers in Baltics (hansapost.ee; euronics.ee; xnet.lv; euronics.lv; kafijasdraugs.lv; senukai.lt; avitela.lt; elektromarkt.lt; ognina.lt; kavosdraugas.lt; topocentras.lt and others). Twenty-one expert in this group was asked to participate in the survey (seven from each Baltic country) and thirteen experts provided their opinion. For the group of digital marketing specialists, the experts addressed were digital marketing professionals from agencies which do specialise into SN communication (WRONG digital; INSPIRED; BDF; Dentsu Aegis Network Baltics; Reach Smart Marketing; mCLOUD and others). Fifteen experts in this group were asked to participate in the survey, and ten experts provided their opinion. The biggest number of answers were received from Latvia (eleven responses), followed by eight responses from Lithuania and only four from Estonia. The small number of responses received from Estonia limited representativeness of expert opinion on country level and therefore conclusions were done almost only on Baltic level. Research results were summarised under four subchapters: (1) perception of the SN communication influence; (2) perception of the influence of ORS; (3) barriers to advanced eWOM communication tool usage in Baltic countries; (4) overview of ORS used in leading online retail shops in Baltics. Monitoring study done during February 2016 gathered information which types of ORS according to Schafer’s taxonomy are currently used by 15 selected online retailers in Baltics.

Literature review

As defined by Burrow word of mouth (WOM) is passing of information among people through oral communication, and it often takes the form of storytelling. In the past, it was almost the only way how to transfer information, but after the invention of writing and other communication tools, WOM process has become more sophisticated, and it is not anymore so much linked with the “mouth” part of equitation (Burrow & Fowler, 2012).

The power of WOM has been recognized in marketing world already long ago. In marketing, WOM means that consumer of a product or brand communicates information about that product or brand to another consumer. Positive WOM generates a very positive outcome for a brand or product as consumers tend to trust such consumer-generated WOM more than traditional marketing materials. Worth to mention that also opposite works and negative information spread by WOM is most likely trusted by consumers without checking whether it is true. According to research done by Berger, WOM is the primary factor in 20–50% of all purchase decisions (Berger, 2013) and is already many billion industry by itself. But nowadays individuals are not anymore limited in communication to their friends, families or colleagues. The internet allows
When a consumer wants to get info about some product – he can “Google it”, post a question in SN, read online customer reviews or do other online activities which will provide a vast amount of “customer experiences” in the form of eWOM (Kaufman & Horton, 2015). Analysis of literature was focusing only on two types of eWOM – eWOM spread through SN and eWOM provided using different ORS.

1. eWOM through social networks

Social networks are the sites where consumers are joining to share their interests, personal and professional profiles. Like-minded individuals are connecting there for friendship or business purposes. Job recruiters search SN for job candidates, business deals are made between LinkedIn members and artists are increasing their popularity by gathering their Twitter followers. The name of the game today is about whom you know online and what they say about you (Strauss & Frost, 2014).

Social networks have also changed the way how consumers seek and consume information. In fact, a social recommendation is a certain type of search – enabling environment where consumers can get advice from their friends and confederates on purchases of products or services. If Google helps a consumer to find certain things, social search is helping him to measure the quality of goods or services by listening to the advice of his acquaintances or their friends. An example is Amazon’s social recommender system which can use specific person’s Facebook profile to recommend a product (Laudon & Traver, 2015). Several research projects have collected knowledge how so-called “neighbourhood effects” and social emulation within SN influences consumer purchase decisions – where to buy, which brand to choose and which product to buy.

According to Laudon and Traver (2015) consumer’s decision to buy on the internet is closely related to the fact whether the consumer operates in “neighbourhood” where others purchase on the internet. These neighbourhoods might be consumer’s relatives and friends, truly personal, or they might also be digital – communities in SN. There is a relationship between being a member of a social network and purchasing decisions. In the same time, this relationship is not straightforward and simple. Depending on the level of social “connectedness” (both online and offline) – different behaviours appear. Those who have highest scores on connectedness (top 10–15%) try to do things differently than others, and usually, they do not share their “way” with others. Moreover, most probably those people will change their purchasing place to different if their friends will start to buy where they currently do. They are trying by all means differentiate themselves from others; they are so called “Iconoclasts”. Another group of people – those who lay in connectedness scale in middle 40% – very often share their purchasing patterns of their friends and neighbours. The third group which scores lowest in connectedness with other members (approx. 48%) – shows little or no social effect and, therefore, do not change their purchase patterns due to friends’ purchase behaviour (Iyengar, et al., 2009). It is also important to mention that “neighbourhood” effect influences significantly consumers’ choice of a brand, they become less price sensitive and also less susceptible to advertising when choosing brand for their purchase (Janakiraman & Niraj, 2011).
Moreover, it is not only place and brand which is influenced by social emulation phenomena in SN. A recent study which surveyed 6,000 SN participants showed that social media is driving substantial volume of purchasing (both in a physical store and online). The study also shows that this tendency is growing in importance compared to previous years. 40% of SN users made the actual purchase of the product which they previously “favorited” in Facebook, Twitter or Pinterest. Between those networks Facebook was showing highest score on link between “like” and purchase made, Pinterest and Twitter were following (Samuel & D. Sevitt, 2013).

Surprisingly, purchases afterwards were made in quite equal proportion – online and offline – so SN drives both ROPO (information is gathered online, but purchase made in physical store) and “showrooming” (product is checked first in the physical store, afterwards purchased online) effects rather equally. Study also tells that 50% of SN related purchasing takes place within one week after sharing or favoriting an item (Samuel & D. Sevitt, 2013) (Schleifer, 2013). Specifically, in the music industry, SN are very influential in driving up awareness and purchase of new independent music. Influence on already well-known products is lower than on innovations (Garg, et al., 2011).

Worth to mention that not always consumer communication in SN is “natural” as businesses are using viral marketing tools to create artificial eWOM and frequently those attempts result in success as the majority of readers does not recognize information provided by bloggers and opinion leaders as the marketing tool (Laudon & Traver, 2015). In those cases, businesses should use knowledgeable consumers because the credibility of the source is a very important factor which has significant influence on consumer’s purchase decision. In case marketing tactics involve communicators in SN, which are spreading information about the brand or products – credibility of those communicators should be well considered. Arguments used should be qualitative to persuade potential purchaser to trust and buy (Zhu, et al., 2016).

2. eWOM through online recommendation systems

ORS are systems used in online retail shops to advise the consumer which product to choose, they learn from a customer and recommend products that she/he could find most appropriate for particular customer needs. There are different ways how ORS recommend products – based on the demographics of a specific customer, based on customer’s historical purchasing behaviour, based on habitual behaviour gathered from customers who purchased or viewed similar products. There are also different methods how a site does personalization adapting itself to each specific customer (Schafer, et al., 1999). Those very specific personalization methods enhance greatly customer loyalty towards the specific site. Sites are learning their consumer habits and digesting this info through their systems. That allows them to present to consumer customized interfaces which are well matching needs of the specific customer. The more time consumer is spending for “teaching” ORS of some site – the more loyal she/he becomes to the specific site (Pine, et al., 1995).

Schafer and Kontan developed the taxonomy for ORS, which categorized those different types of ORS. According to it, there are distinguished four big groups of ORS – non-personalized; attribute based; item-to-item correlation based and people-to-people correlation based. Two main dimensions by which systems are measured are the degree of automation (viewed from consumer perspective – manual versus automatic) and the level of persistence in the recommendations (persistent versus ephemeral) as visible in Figure 1.
Non-personalized ORS do recommend products to consumers based on feedback received from other customers on average. In this case, the recommendation is the same for all customers. Those systems are classified as automatic as they require very little customer effort to be generated, and they are also ephemeral as the system does not recognize the customer from one session to another. Any customer rating system using five stars measurement can be used as an example on non-personalized ORS as this recommendation is entirely independent of the particular client. Attribute based ORS recommend products to customers by analysing syntactic properties of the products. For example, if the client is searching for a particular book about modern architecture – ORS offers a list of alternative books about the same subject. This type of ORS can be either ephemeral or persistent depending on whether the site remembers attribute preferences of the specific customer. Those systems are mostly manual as customer has to enter all needed product properties. Item-to-item correlation ORS recommend products to customers based on a small set of products the customers have expressed interest in. An example of this system could be accessory or complementary product offer based on the content of customer shopping bag. Those systems can be either automatic or manual and usually are ephemeral as they do not need to know specific customer purchasing history. People-to-people correlation ORS recommend products to a customer based on the correlation between that customer and other customers who already made purchases on the specific site. Those systems are mostly automatic and persistent, but become ephemeral if a customer has long enough session. The best example of people-to-people correlation system is Amazon’s “People who bought this item, bought also ..”. This technology is also called “collaborative filtering” as it uses group opinions filtered to recommend specific items to the individual (Schafer, et al., 1999). This type of ORS proved to be very effective and triples purchases of complimentary products even people within network do not know each other personally (Oestreicher-Singer & Sundararajan, 2012).

Non-personalized ORS usually are visible to all, but within people-to-people correlation category also exists innovative, very personalised recommendation type – so-called social
recommendation which is based on profile similarities with other customers (e.g., Apple Genius Recommendations and Netflix Cinematch). It gives personal endorsement designed to realize value for the client. An analogy for those systems in traditional stores is when consumers ask a fellow shopper for advice (Strauss & Frost, 2014). Before mentioned ORS is also a good example how SN influence purchasing decision through ORS as, for instance, Amazon’s recommender system (“Consumers who bought this item also bought …”) creates a co-purchase network which provides to consumer recommendations based on her/his Facebook profile.

The experiment done by Senecal and Nantel showed that ORS have a strong influence not only on loyalty but also on consumers purchasing decision. Results showed that subjects who viewed product recommendations selected recommended products twice as often as subjects who did not consult recommendations. The experiment also showed that online recommendation source in the form of “recommender system” was more influential than traditional recommendation sources even perceived as possessing less expertise than human experts and as being less trustworthy than other consumers (Senecal & Nantel, 2004).

It might be naturally assumed that only positive reviews play the role in influencing a consumer to make the purchase of a particular product. But, different researches are showing that best result is achieved when there are mixed (positive and negative) reviews provided. It is based on consumers’ emotional trust – naturally people consider too positive reviews and comments to be artificially made and influenced by seller interested in them. When reviews are inconsistent, the influence of emotional trust on purchase decision is much stronger. This moderating effect of inconsistent reviews differs across genders. It is stronger for female consumers than for male consumers (Berger, et al., 2010) (Zhang, et al., 2014).

Online retailers use online ORS to recommend products and enhance promotion effect. ORS are an important element to increase consumer’s loyalty towards the site. Many e-commerce sites disappeared because they were investing into consumer awareness, but were not increasing their customer loyalty. Well-functioning personalized ORS are keeping customers connected to the site which knows already a lot about his habits and preferences (Chaffey, 2011).

Research results and discussion

3. eWOM specifics in Baltic states

There are no statistics available about size or share of internet retail within Baltics, there is also no reliable research done which are the leading online retailers in the market. But according to Euromonitor report online retailing as a retail channel is growing in all three Baltic countries – in Lithuania many companies are starting multichannel approach for retail trying to join traditional channels with online retailing, many of those companies already generate a sizeable portion of their revenues from online sales. Online pure play retailers also performed well in Lithuania during 2015 as they continued to gain the trust of consumers gradually. In Latvia, factors such as – access to fast internet, increased security of payments by cards, doubled number of smartphone users and more attractive pricing – resulted in double-digit growth of online retailing in 2015. In Estonia as well consumers are increasingly searching for the most rational purchasing options and store-based retailers are forced to start multichannel strategies there (Euromonitor, 2016). Besides that, also Swedbank reports seriously increasing usage of
online payments – payments by credit cards in online retail increased by 26%, payments through internet bank in online retail increased by 23% (Swedbank, 2015). Euromonitor also reports that pre-purchase information search on the internet is increasing in Baltics. Both those facts – increased internet retailing activity and growing pre-purchasing search for information on the internet in Baltic states – allow to conclude that factors which influence consumer decision process when buying online are becoming more and more important for entrepreneurs in Baltics. One of those factors is eWOM communication which will be analysed more deeply from an expert perspective further on.

3.1. Perception of the social network communication influence

The first part of the expert survey was focusing on the evaluation of SN influence on consumer’s choice which store to choose for shopping, ability to raise the consumer interest about some product and influence on consumer’s choice which brand to choose. Figure 2 presents experts’ opinion about above mentioned factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influence on the choice which brand to choose</th>
<th>No influence</th>
<th>Low influence</th>
<th>Average influence</th>
<th>High influence</th>
<th>Very high influence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to raise interest about some product</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence on the choice which store to choose for shopping</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Experts’ opinion about social network influence on specific elements of consumer decision process (%)

According to Figure 2 communication within social networks have a high or very high influence on consumers’ decision which brand to choose recognized by 87% of experts. In smaller extent, but still significant is the ability to raise interest about some product as 69% of experts evaluated it as high or very high. Also, influence on the choice which store to choose for shopping is assessed as high or very high by more than half of experts. It means that according to experts’ opinion SN communication is a very important factor for awareness phase and also for information search and alternative evaluation phases of consumer decision.

Experts also evaluated SN communication as a very effective communication tool to inform consumers about promotional activities – average score given was 4.04 (78% of experts evaluated it as having “high” or “very high” effect) and to inform about news in product range – average score given 3.87 (74% of experts evaluated it as having “high” or “very high” effect). Although many authors stress that communication in SN for companies should be the tool to
listen to consumers, only 61% of experts surveyed saw SN communication as a highly effective tool to gather consumer opinions. It should also be mentioned that this particular aim (to gather consumer opinions) showed significant differences in evaluation between different groups of experts. Figure 3 visualizes differences in opinions between two groups of experts – digital marketing agency representatives and online retail representatives.

![Graph showing differences in opinions between two groups of experts.](source: authors’ construction based on survey results.)

**Fig. 3. Differences between expert groups evaluating how effective is social networks’ communication as the tool to reach the listed aims (Likert scale score from 0 to 5)**

As data were measured using five level Likert scale measurement with numerical values attached – it can we analysed as quantitative data and answers between two different groups were compared. T-test done showed with 95% probability statistically significant difference between opinions of marketing agency specialists and online retail representatives – the first group evaluated the effectiveness of SN as a tool to gather consumer opinions by average score 4.4, while the second group – only with score 3.3. Also evaluation of SN communication as an effective tool to increase company’s brand awareness differed significantly (with 95% probability) between groups of marketing agency specialists and online retail representatives – marketing agency specialists gave average score 4.3, while online retailers’ group gave lower average rating 3.6.

There were no statistically significant differences recognized between expert opinions if split into country groups.

### 3.2. Perception of the influence of online recommendation systems

The second part of the expert survey was focusing on the evaluation of different ORS influence on consumer purchase decision. Three types of ORS from Schafer’s taxonomy were chosen to be evaluated by experts. Figure 4 presents experts’ opinion about the impact of those types of ORS.
According to Figure 4 ORS “consumer reviews and ratings” has the highest influence on consumer decision if compared with other more sophisticated ORS, evaluated as “high” or “very high” influencer by 69% of experts. According to Schafer’s taxonomy “consumer ratings and reviews” belongs to non-personalized ORS and is the most simple form of ORS. ORS “frequently bought together” which belongs to more sophisticated ORS category – attribute based ORS – is also quite influential as 52% of experts said it has high or very high influence. Lower evaluation by experts is given to most sophisticated ORS “consumers who bought this item also bought …” which belongs to the person to person correlation category of ORS and is not used at all by online retailers in Baltics. There were no statistically significant differences found between groups – digital marketing agency representatives and online retail representatives. But, when data were analysed using split into country groups – statistically significant differences appeared even for relatively small country groups. Evaluation of people-to-people correlation ORS influence was significantly lower for Lithuanian expert group (average score 2.4) compared to Latvian and Estonian expert groups (average scores 3.5 and 4.2) when tested by using ANOVA test with 95% probability.

3.3. Barriers to advanced eWOM communication tool usage in Baltic countries

Survey was also evaluating which factors experts recognize as obstacles for Baltic companies to implement innovative ORS. Figure 5 shows the importance of different factors.
According to Figure 5 majority of experts surveyed see two important factors as leading barriers for advanced ORS system usage. First and leading barrier is the required volume of investments as advanced ORS need sophisticated and tailor-made software. Experts also mentioned that besides the investment also running costs for such systems can be rather high. The second barrier recognized by the majority of experts is the availability of qualified specialists. But, the tendency that consumers tend to share only negative opinion was identified as a barrier only by 30% of experts and majority of experts acknowledged that competitors (mostly international online retailers) are already using quite advanced ORS. Another factor mentioned by some experts was companies’ management attitude that this question is not a priority for today.

3.4. Overview of online recommendation systems used in leading online retail shops in Baltics

To evaluate the current level of ORS usage with Baltic online retail, monitoring study evaluating usage of different types of ORS within selected online retail was done. As there were no official statistics available which are leading online retailers in Baltics, authors’ used their own gathered knowledge and experience to select shops representing the online market. Both types of channels were selected – pure play online retailers and multichannel retailers. Table 1 contains the overview of used ORS according to Schafer’s taxonomy.
### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Online retailer</th>
<th>Non-personalized recommendation systems</th>
<th>Attribute based recommendation systems</th>
<th>Item-to-item correlation recommendation systems</th>
<th>People-to-person correlation recommendation systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>EE</td>
<td>euronics.lv</td>
<td>“ratings and reviews”</td>
<td>“additional accessories”</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>EE</td>
<td>onoff.ee</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>“similar products”</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>EE</td>
<td>hansapost.ee</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>“alternative products”</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>EE</td>
<td>1a.ee</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>“consumers who purchased this, purchased also ..”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>pigu.lt</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>“consumers who purchased this, purchased also ..”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>elektromarkt.lt</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>senukai.lt</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>“consumers who purchased this, purchased also ..”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>topcentras.lt</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>varle.lt</td>
<td>“ratings and reviews”</td>
<td>“similar products”</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>1a.lt</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>xnet.lv</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>“alternative products”</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>220.lv</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>“consumers who purchased this, purchased also ..”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>elkor.lv</td>
<td>“ratings and reviews”</td>
<td>“related products”</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>euronics.lv</td>
<td>“ratings and reviews”</td>
<td>“additional accessories”</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>1a.ee</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>“consumers who purchased this, purchased also ..”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: authors’ construction based on monitoring study results (monitoring date 27/02/2016).*

The table shows that part of online retailers does not use any ORS, and none from online retailers use more than two different ORS according to Schafer’s taxonomy. This study also discovered that in some online retail stores people-to-people correlation system “consumers who purchased this, purchased also…” might be offering products based on a different algorithm, and
not on real people-to-people correlation algorithm. The study was limited by the fact that results might be different if some specific product group would be searched and results might also be different if monitored on various dates. Even factor “consumers tend to share mostly negative opinion” was not evaluated as a significant barrier to advanced ORS usage still monitoring study revealed that only four from fifteen observed online retailers were allowing consumers to express their opinion about a product through “ratings and reviews” option.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

Based on the results of the theoretical analysis and the research done the following conclusions are derived:
1. Previous research done in other countries show that SN communication and ORS are important factors influencing consumers’ decision which product to purchase, which brand to choose, which retail channel to use.
2. Specialists in Baltics (particularly – internet retailers and digital marketing specialists) recognize the eWOM communication through social networks as the factor which has a high influence on consumer’s decision during the trigger, initial consideration and active evaluation phases of consumer decision process.
3. Specialists in Baltics also recognize the eWOM communication in different forms of online recommendation systems as the factor which has a high influence on consumer’s decision during the active evaluation and moment of purchase phases of consumer decision process.
4. The results of the expert survey do not prove the assumption that the stereotype that consumers in Baltics are often tended to express their negative opinions when leaving feedback or advising others restrains businesses from using advanced online recommendation systems.
5. The significant barriers recognized by experts for businesses in Baltic markets to use advanced online recommendation systems are required the volume of investments and availability of qualified specialists.
6. Although experts recognize the importance of online recommendation systems, online retailers in Baltic countries are using a quite limited number of online recommendation systems or are not using them at all.

Retail on the internet is growing its share within markets of three Baltic countries and factors influencing consumers’ decision process are becoming more and more important for local retailers to stay competitive in the online market which also allows global players to take part in fighting for consumer attention. In conclusion, we propose online retail businesses in Baltics to include advanced eWOM communication tools as part of their integrated marketing communication strategies to be better prepared to withstand pressure in online market from global players which are using very sophisticated eWOM systems in the form of ORS and also through social network communication. More open two-way communication with consumers in social networks would also correspond with the global trend that companies should adapt their “mindset” becoming radically transparent with their customers and extremely responsive to them while being honest, to be able to sustain their business within new “open communication” era.

Research can be further continued by carrying out consumer survey which would discover eWOM communication specifics in Baltic countries from a consumer perspective.
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Abstract
Foundation of state-owned companies has a relatively long history. Over time, the state can both intensively found companies and, later on, make decisions on company privatization based upon situation assessment. These processes are defined state-specific goals, needs, and the state, as the company owner, defines specific functions and tasks of the company.

Bailey’s (Bailey, 2010) statement: “As the regulatory movement of the 1930s reflected the view that market failure was pervasive, so the deregulation movement of the late 1970s and early 1980s reflected the view that economic regulation of prices and entry was a government failure, generating misallocations and inefficiencies.” The Latvian government has also admitted that involvement of public persons in commercial operation creates the risk of market disturbance. The main economically justified purpose of a public person participation in a capital company is the elimination of market deficiencies and, thereby, enhancement of public welfare.

Up until now, this sector in Latvia has been relatively poorly researched – operation of state-owned companies, therefore the aim of the research is to analyse the state-owned companies, their establishment purposes and scope of operation, for example, the number of employees, state capital investments and profit during two periods of time (1920s–1940s and the period after Latvia regained its independence). In addition, the research gather the main reasons and economic aspects, which are the reason for establishing the state companies in Latvia during the respective period of time, as well as the risks and problems identified in respect to their management and control. For comparison, also the data on state-owned companies located outside the state were summarized.

In the research qualitative analysis methods were used – analysis of scientific literature, normative acts and historical sources, as well as quantitative analysis methods – analysis of statistical data.

Both in the 20th and 21st century, profit-making is not the main argument for the state during the process of company establishment, as the owner. Survey results show that, the state invested more in companies than received from them. The reasons of establishment can be found in the economic and historical situation, for example, takeover of companies owned by other states, and in the social aspect, for example, companies operating in the hospital sector or cultural sector where a private owner is not able to make profits sufficient enough for the company operation and development. Certain of examined sectors the operating volumes of state-owned companies are relatively significant.

Key words: state-owned enterprise, state enterprise formation, state enterprise management

JEL code: L32
Introduction

Discussions on the involvement of the state in business are known already since the establishment of the first state-owned enterprises. The critics of establishing such businesses have counter-arguments on the operating efficiency of state-owned enterprises, the amount of state-invested financial resources, the operational transparency of state-owned companies and the fulfilment of objectives.

This study was carried out to assess the involvement of the Latvian state in business regarding two historical periods – 20s–40s of the 20th century, and from 1991 to 2015. These two periods are marked by a different situation in economy, since the first period began with difficulties arising from the new government to be formed and the consequences of the war, while the second – by receiving the Soviet heritage – can be referred to as the time for state ownership becoming private. Since during these periods a variety of changes was also present, the study has stressed out the following points:

• What are the reasons for the start-up and establishment of state-owned companies;
• What is their role in the national economy;
• Why were such companies dismantled.

Research results and discussion

1. The involvement of the Latvian government in business during 20s–40s of the 20th century

Since the establishment of the Latvian government, it has been actively involved in business. Already during the first Latvian independence (1918–1940), because of different goals and reasons the State was carrying out business. Discussions on the State as a company owner were updated also during this time. E. Jakobsongs, head of the State Economic department declared, that “the State need to fulfil the obligations of an entrepreneur, if it required by particular economic considerations. A certain economic sector can, in general, be removed from the private sector, thereby creating a national monopoly, but it can also introduce private initiatives and activities in the desired direction by using state-owned companies” (Jākobsons Ē., 1938).

The grounds for establishing Latvian state-owned companies during the 20s–40s of the 20th century:

• companies taken over from the former Russian government or the German occupation authorities (national railways, post, telegraph and telephone, electricity company “Jugla”, Liepaja port workshops, Spirits monopoly, Kemer sulphur spring institution and the printing press);
• companies, that were founded by economic considerations and the goal of which was to find ways to place products on the external market more profitably, as well as to serve the society and the state objectives (Latvian Bank, the State Land Bank of Latvia and the Latvian Mortgage bank, the State forests, Cereals institution, Sugar monopoly, Kegums power plant, Country freezer, National artificial slate factory, Radio and the Herbal company);
• companies that were established for fiscal purposes – for supporting agricultural and flax cultures, the Government paid higher prices to flax farmers than they would receive by exporting their products (flax and hemp monopoly);
companies established due to the lack of private initiative (National Management Bureau of peat factories with several companies: in Sloka, Aizpute, Ploci, Livani, Salaspils etc., the State forest development department and the Baldone sulphur spring institution);
• companies established for fulfilling more narrow /specific tasks (the National Insurance Company, the state land holdings, the Ship Management bureau, the State Electrotechnical Factory, Army economic shop and companies of the Ministry of War, Prison Department workshops, teaching aid company, Latvian University serum station, “Leta”, Country paper mill, pharmacies of the University of Latvia and the Ministry of People’s Welfare, Liepaja Freeport, “Economist” and other monthlies, as well as the workshops of the Latvian Institute for the blind).

Already in 1919 the country founded various state-owned enterprises, monopolies and workshops to gain additional revenue, currency, to restore the industry that was damaged during the war and to supply itself with the necessary goods. Major companies were evacuated to Russia; the owners were abandoned, looted or destroyed. At first, private companies were not trusted, because of making price speculations (Aizsilnieks, 1968). One of the first companies to be founded was the Flax monopoly according to the Government’s Provisional order of March 27, 1919 on the import monopoly. Still, the operation of a monopoly began only after the Government returned to Riga from Liepaja (Loze, 1934). This monopoly provided substantial revenue and expanded the national treasury of foreign exchange that was very necessary for the new state. However, not all monopolies worked so positive, so e.g., two years after its launch, the leather and linseed monopoly was liquidated (the Cabinet of Ministers, 1921). In order to promote the production of goods and private initiatives, the Government set up a variety of workshops, factories, plants, that were under the umbrella of the State Supreme Board factory founded in December 1919 (Jubilee Commission, 1928). Furthermore, in 1920 a spirits monopoly was established, and, later on, a sugar and grain monopoly (Aizsilnieks, 1968).

As mentioned above, the objective of establishing state-owned enterprises was not always attributable to gaining profit, and a relatively large amount of state budget funds was invested in these companies. During the first years of the Latvian independence, even half of the period’s budget was invested in state-owned enterprises, see Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Total national expenditure, mln. lats</th>
<th>Included capital investments, mln. lats</th>
<th>National capital investments, % of the total expenditure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1918/20</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920/21</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>49.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921/22</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Even in the later years, investment in these enterprises was relatively large, so until 1938 the country had invested 1 211.1 million lats (see Table 2) in state-owned companies (Jakobsons E., 1938).
Table 2

Investment of the Latvian country in state-owned companies, 1919–1938

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of company</th>
<th>Investment, mln. lats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>companies taken over from the former Russian government or the German occupation authorities</td>
<td>341.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>companies, that were founded by economic considerations</td>
<td>807.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>companies established for fiscal purposes</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>companies established due to the lack of private initiative</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>companies established for fulfilling more narrow /specific tasks</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1 211.1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s construction based on Jakobsons, 1938.

The country was running business in various forms, such as a monopoly, as an institution (e.g., Forest Exploitation Administration), joint stock companies, banks and public autonomous companies. On January 12, 1922, the Cabinet of Ministers adopted “Regulations on the autonomous national enterprises” (the Cabinet of Ministers, 1922). Paragraph 1 of this provision states that “1. The state-owned enterprises can be turned into an autonomous economic entity with the structure and status of a private company, which is then determined by the Cabinet of Ministers, according to the proposal of the head of the policy department.” However, the autonomous national companies acquired rights of a legal person only with the law adopted in 1935 (Prime Minister, 1935).

The newly established companies added some value to the Treasury of the new country, and according to the Credit Department the revenue during the period from November 18, 1919 until 1920 was 8,585,480 lats which was 13.26% of the total revenue and took the second place just behind the national Treasury notes. Flax monopoly revenues amounted to 554,974 lats or 0.86% (Credit Department, 1923). Also in the coming years these companies generally provided quite a lot of revenue to the state budget, see Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Revenue of monopolies, state-owned enterprises and capital companies from 1925/26 to 1937/38](image)

Source: author’s construction based on data of the Statistical Bureau.

Fig. 1. Revenue of monopolies, state-owned enterprises and capital companies from 1925/26 to 1937/38
The next phase of new national business start-ups began in 1935 when the law on Latvian credit cooperatives was adopted (the Cabinet of Ministers, 1935), where it was expected that the bank may participate in the establishment of a new joint stock company. Bank “on behalf of the government, freed the farms from commercial and industrial businesses that could not successfully operate due to large losses or whose performance did not meet the interests of the State” (Latvian Credit Bank, 1939). However, this action was not evaluated unambiguously, since the country began to operate as an entrepreneur in different sectors of economy and had a significant impact on cross-cutting activities. In the period up to March 1939, the bank had founded 38 companies (e.g., “Aldaris”, “Bekona eksports”, “Laima”, “Maiznieks”, “Vairogs”). In order to attract private capital to public undertakings, shares of advantage were released (Latvian Credit Bank, 1939). Although state-owned enterprises grew relatively quickly, the number of employees accounted for about 10% of the total number of employees in industrial enterprises.

![Graph showing the number of enterprises and employed persons from 1932 to 1936.](image)

*Source: author’s construction based on data of the Statistical Bureau.*

**Fig. 2. The state-owned industrial enterprises and the number of persons employed therein, 1932–1936**

Biggest contribution in income to the state provided monopoly, for instance, in financial year 1926/27 profit of monopoly provided 33.7% income for the state (State Statistical Bureau, 1937). Biggest profit was to monopoly of alcohol and vodka, sugar monopoly, post, telegraph. Separating the only state-owned companies, it can be seen, that they accounted for a relatively small revenue budget, see Figure 3. The largest part of profit comprised from railways, forestry companies and state institutions. These profits comprised only from 2.2 till 9% from total budget income. Only profits of financial year 1936/38 exceeded investments. From 1925 till 1936 these investments were 5.6–10% from all budget expenditures.
Assessing large investment in state-owned enterprises, relatively early started a discussion on the usefulness of state-owned enterprises. Thus after achieving the set objectives or failing to achieve set objectives, the state ceased to participate in enterprises, for private investors, in the area in question, to operate. Already in 1921 Ministry of Finance stated that private initiative has to be widened, and Ministry of Finance reduced participation in state-owned enterprises and dealt only with supervision measures (Ministry of Finance, 1921). As previously mentioned, in 1921 several monopolies were liquidated, as well as Forest Operations Manager and Ministry of Maintenance. Director of Credit department of Ministry of Finance A. Karklins stated (Karklins, 1927) “State-owned enterprises, events and installations failed to meet expectations. They requested more and more funds, came up with new projects and gave promises after promises to the state, only not the money, pretexting one or another accident.”

Activity of state-owned enterprises had plenty of positive aspects, for instance, reduction of unemployment, support for farmers and other sectors, but also number of aspects were indicated to burden national corporate governance (Jakobsons E., 1938):

- Complicated form of enterprise’s administration and organization, which makes it relatively inelastic;
- Implementation of key questions required consent of highest instances;
- Need for thorough control, that would raise the cost of enterprise’s administration;
- Interest of enterprise’s management in the results.

The situation changed significantly in 1940. After inclusion of Latvia in Soviet Union, on July 22, 1940 Saeima implemented a declaration about the proclamation of the state property of large industrial, commercial and transport companies, and on the basis of this declaration, on July 25, 1940 law “Nationalization of banks and large industry companies in territory of Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic” was adopted and it was accompanied by list of 804 companies to be nationalized (Cabinet of Ministers, 1940). The process of nationalization of companies continued and other documents determining nationalization of other companies were issued, for instance,
Decree for nationalization of trading companies, 28.09.1940. (Latvian SSR Supreme Council, 1940), Decree for nationalization of private cinemas, large hotels, clinics, pharmacy warehouses and chemical pharmaceutical industrial enterprises, 28.10.1940. (Latvian SSR Supreme Council, 1940). Thus in a relatively short time, most private companies became state-owned.

2. State-owned enterprise in Latvia at the end of the 20th century and early 21st century

Following regaining Latvian independence it was need to launch privatization of state-owned enterprises. Thus on August 3, 1990 The Supreme Council adopted a decision On development programs on national economy of Republic of Latvia, that stated “to assign Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Latvia till September 15, 1990 to develop and present to the Supreme Council for approval program for conversion of state property and privatization, in which provide – options for return of illegally confiscated property to citizens and legal persons, State property transfer procedures to individuals and legal entities Republic of Latvia” (The Supreme Council of the Republic of Latvia, 1990). On March 20, 1991 also a decision On basic principles of state property and its conversion, which identified the essential conditions of public property denationalisation and privatization was adopted (The Supreme Council of the Republic of Latvia, 1991). On June 16, 1992 law On State and local government property (company) privatization procedure, set methods of privatization, also process of privatization, provided by ministry or committee, in charge of state property, or district, city, parish governing board, in charge of state property. To ensure privatization process in 1994 (Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Latvia, 1994) Privatisation Agency was established, that provided privatisation process for state property. In time frame from April of 1994 till October 31, 2015, 2552 state property (except land) privatization regulations were approved and 94 companies were converted into a public joint stock companies (The Ministry of Economics of Republic of Latvia, 2015a).

In turn, in State and municipal property privatization and privatization certificates Law on completion (Saeima of the Republic of Latvia, 2005) state-owned enterprises are set, which cannot be privatized and disposed and they are: public limited company “Latvenergo”, public limited company “Latvijas pasts”, public limited company “Starptautiska lidosta “Riga””, public limited company “Latvijas dzelzceļš”, public limited company “Latvijas gaisa satiksme” and public limited company “Latvijas valsts mezi”.

On December 12, 1990 LR Supreme Council approved law On state-owned enterprises, which determined the company’s founding, operations, management, and disposal procedures (The Supreme Council of the Republic of Latvia, 1990). With January 1, 2003 State Administration Structure Law provided (Saeima of the Republic of Latvia, 2002) that public person can do commercial activities: 1) if the market is not able to provide the company’s interests in the relevant field; 2) in a sector in which there is a natural monopoly, thus ensuring the public availability; 3) strategic sector; 4) new sector; 5) in a sector in which the development of infrastructure require large capital investments; 6) in a sector in which according to the public interest need to provide a higher quality standard.

Amendments of law (Saeima of the Republic of Latvia, 2015) which entered into force on January 1, 2016 significantly narrowed the cases in which the State may establish limited liability companies:

1) It is a market failure – a situation where the market is not able to ensure the implementation of the public interest in the area;
2) public persons, corporate or public person controlled capital activities leading to the creation of goods or services, which are strategically important to development of the state or local government administrative territory or national security;

3) such properties are managed, which are strategically important for development of the state or local government administrative territory or national security.

With these law amendments public persons has to evaluate and justify the capital start-ups or acquisitions. Also Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Latvia should determine “development of the country or the security of strategically important assets or market failure, or goods and services, that in result of capital activity are created and are strategically important for the state’s development or safety (Saeima of the Republic of Latvia, 2015)”. This indicates that the state wants to give sufficient and clear reasons for participation in the capital.

Latvian State wholly or partly owns a relatively large number of limited liability companies that have major impact on national economy, that is, after financial data in the end of 2012 18,2% from Latvian gross domestic product (Ministry of Economics of Latvia, 2015). On July 1, 2015 100% in state’s cooperation were 67 limited liability companies, in state’s decisive impact – 5 (Cross-Sectoral Coordination Centre, 2015). Situation in economics is variable, and after a certain time, that is, not less frequently than once every five years, it is necessary to reassess the state’s cooperation holding in limited liability companies and its compliance with the public person business principles (Saeima of the Republic of Latvia, 2014).

As it is seen in table 3, state-owned enterprises are represented in most of the sectors, with a tendency to decrease. As an exception is year 2014 when a number of the Ministry of Health subordinated state medical institutions and rehabilitation centres were transformed into public companies with share capital. The largest number of people employed is in the transport sector represented by public limited company “Latvijas dzelzcels”, and the health sector, in which are hospitals and rehabilitation centres.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Agriculture, hunting and forestry</td>
<td>2 611</td>
<td>2 668</td>
<td>3 967</td>
<td>3 1076</td>
<td>3 1352</td>
<td>3 1271</td>
<td>2 1335</td>
<td>2 1432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Manufacturing</td>
<td>12 3480</td>
<td>5 183</td>
<td>5 169</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Electricity, gas and water supply</td>
<td>1 6965</td>
<td>1 6544</td>
<td>1 6389</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5615</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1367</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Construction</td>
<td>1 69</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Wholesale and retail trade</td>
<td>2 345</td>
<td>2 238</td>
<td>2 228</td>
<td>1 188</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Hotels and restaurants</td>
<td>1 30</td>
<td>2 65</td>
<td>1 467</td>
<td>1 478</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Transport, storage and communication</td>
<td>10 2479</td>
<td>10 2267</td>
<td>10 2355</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Financial intermediation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K Real estate, renting and business act.</td>
<td>31 1938</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1699</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Public admin. and defense; compulsory social security</td>
<td>19 2078</td>
<td>18 1980</td>
<td>13 1541</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>863</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M Education</td>
<td>8 640</td>
<td>7 620</td>
<td>7 649</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1194</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Health and social work</td>
<td>25 9527</td>
<td>26 9742</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>11980</td>
<td>N Administ. and support service act.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2072</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Other community, personal serv. act.</td>
<td>20 2936</td>
<td>21 2929</td>
<td>21 2954</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8086</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8086</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In total</td>
<td>133 52975</td>
<td>126 47369</td>
<td>137 60799</td>
<td>111 49773</td>
<td>98 47257</td>
<td>93 43610</td>
<td>88 44249</td>
<td>87 41632</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s construction based on data taken from Statistical Bureau.
Comparing the 34 countries that provided information for year 2012 to The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, a great variety of public corporations can be seen in this country. For example, in some such companies do not exceed 10 (Austria, Belgium, Switzerland), while in others even exceeds 100 (the Czech Republic, Hungary, Lithuania and Poland). As can be seen, the situation is very different and it is after the country’s privatization program in the 1990s, when aim was put forward to increase national efficiency and reduce the budget burden. See Table 4.

### The size and sectoral composition of national state-owned enterprise, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Majority-owned listed entities</th>
<th>Minority-owned listed entities</th>
<th>Majority owned non-listed enterprises</th>
<th>Statutory corporations and quasi-corpor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26 281</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15 859</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>53 554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31 300</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21 761</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>139 911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>713 890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 920</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40 401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>63 187</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>64 211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36 074</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>64 525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>73 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19 514</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* author’s construction based on OECD data.

As shown in Table 4, the highest level constitutes significant state-owned companies, but the following are statutory corporations and quasi-corporations.

### Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

State-owned enterprise objectives and tasks, in both historical periods reviewed in the study are similar in certain areas, but in some – different:

1. Both in the 20th century and in the 21st century in setting up businesses with the state as the owner for making profit is not the only argument. The reasons are found in the economic situation, such as alcohol, flax monopoly, and the social aspect, for example, companies operating in the hospital sector, where the private owner does not have the opportunity to earn a fair income for company’s operation and development.
2. Latvian State in both reviewed periods by means of establishing companies, the objectives were different, because the first period was affected by the war legacy, and the second period began with the privatization. However, there are identifiable and similar state-owned enterprise establishing objectives, such as if the market is not able to ensure the implementation of the public interest in the certain field.

3. State as the owner, taking into account the economic situation, had to take decisions on the extension of ownership, reduction or preservation of companies. These decisions must be justified and weighted so that the state may conduct business in a particular area. Unjustified, unexplained decision-making can lead to a negative public reaction.

4. Latvian state-owned companies and the number of employees is not unusual and does not stand out in comparison with other countries; in some countries the number is significantly lower while in others – higher.

5. In order to compare the Latvian companies in various sectors, not only those who are well represented, but also in those companies that have a monopoly, the next research will be carried out, assessing the Latvian state companies, compared with other countries’ state-owned companies.
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OPTIMIZATION ON DECISION MAKING DRIVEN BY DIGITALIZATION
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Abstract
The content of this paper refers to the global trend of digitalization and its implications on decision making. Digitalization is currently the key driver for change in business and organizations. Affected is everything, from market structures to customer behaviour over supply chain and production itself. Internal processes have opportunities for a new design, production and logistics. Therefore digitalization will influence every work place and create new challenges for the entire organization. This massive game changing opportunity has to be steered by management and hence management decisions are a must while this transition phase; furthermore decisions will influence this transition but decisions itself are also affected. In the first part of the paper, typical decision models will be discussed; a rational model with first ideas of the neoclassical economists (e.g. Adam Smith or Max Weber) and scientific approaches of Pascal and de Fermat or Bernoulli, mainly focused on agents which maximize their utility. Further developed by von Neumann/Morgenstern economic decisions seem to be a strong rational and mathematical process to find utility maximization. This rational model is illustrated on the one hand to explain the traditional way and have a view on the model of homo oeconomicus. On the other hand, a new view on decision making was completely described by an emotional model from Kahneman/Tversky, which shows an emotional aspect of decisions, because humans don’t follow strict rational rules. Especially in organizations a mixed view of both ideal models are still vital, as explained from March/Simon, continued in Simon’s bounded reality. In the second part of the paper, digitalization as one part of globalization will be explained. Digitalization will change completely the business environment and the setup of organizations. New market structures, customer behaviour and processes will change the entire operations of business and organizations. Then the main discussion of the paper, the impacts of digitalization on decision making will show the trend toward the well known model of homo oeconomicus, which is a common model in economics; but known with a lot of limitations. Automatization of processes will affect the decision process in organization and consequently an adoption of business models seems obvious. This new decision making processes will be mainly automated in the future, hence an algorithm logic is required and enables the model of homo oeconomicus a revivial, driven by machines.

Key words: decision making, globalization, digitalization
JEL code: F60

Introduction
These days, two main trends are on the agenda of organizations; globalization and digitalization. The ongoing trend of globalization increased tremendously the complexity of business. This trend shows two flipsides of a coin, opportunities and challenges. Huge opportunities are a wider scope of a customer base and further possibilities of global sourcing.
These variety of alternatives increased the complexity of an organization; decisions are today more extensive than in the past, because the need for decisions in organisations was since ever an endogenous procedure, but the quality of a decision was never so complicated but important than today. The new megatrend of digitalization supports the opportunities of globalization and will change decision models dramatically, because concentration of business is one part of this trend, a “winner takes it all” mentality is a digital phenomenon, e.g. the global success of Amazon, but who’s number two? The possibilities for organizations by increasing efficiency or designing a new business model are manifold. Machines already took over routine jobs, but in the new age machines will communicate between each other and will independent optimize their production flow (Spath D., 2013). For instance, in 2010 Google made the first driverless car test in California (Brynjolfsson E. and McAfee A., 2014). Hence the attitude and process of decisions will change by these trends. Contemporary literature and research regarding decision making, have to re-evaluate the current status. Today’s view on behavioural driven decision (human view) is very popular, discussed from Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky, e.g. the “prospect theory” or the “endowment effect” – well collected in their book “Thinking, Fast and Slow” (Kahneman D., 2011).

Today’s view on digitalization is eye opening, because it is not temporary fashion, it will change the entire economy. Kondratieff’s waves shows the evidence, that in the last years the next step of Kondratieff’s waves already started; about the year 2009/2010 (Wilenius M., 2014), in the beginning of the financial crisis. Hence a new era of business will start with the trend of the second machine age (Brynjolfsson E. and McAfee A., 2014). For a new era a new type of decision making is necessary and this paper will analyse the current status of decision making in organizations and will discuss the new way of making decisions in the new era of intelligent machines.

Research results and discussion

1. Theoretical Foundation of Decision Making

Decision theory is a wide area in science, with a long tradition. The first idea of decision theory reaches back over hundreds of years and is still relevant in the presence. Rational models were discussed from the neoclassical economists (e.g. Adam Smith or Max Weber) with a view on rational behaviour of agents which maximize their utility – the homo oeconomicus. A more scientific approach of Pascal and de Fermat shows a calculation of probabilities and Bernoulli laid the foundation of risk science by examining random events. Further developed by von Neumann/Morgenstern economic behaviour in a strong rational and mathematical approach, decision making follows utility maximization. Today’s view of decision theory as an interdisciplinary science (economics, psychology, sociology, philosophy, mathematics, computer science and statistics) with different approaches is generally accepted (Buchanan L. and O’Connell A., 2006). One of the most popular is still the theory of games and economic behaviour (von Neumann J. and Morgenstern O., 1944). The theory of von Neumann/Morgenstern explains a rational behaviour of market participants (either consumers or entrepreneurs). Consumers strive for a maximum utility or satisfaction and entrepreneurs strive for maximum profits. Meanwhile a wide area of mathematical approaches and models of rational theories were further developed.
on the foundation of von Neumann/Morgenstern theories. The opposite of the rational view, is a behavioural view on decisions. In the late 1940ies Simon discussed the theory of bounded reality, which means a certain influence of human attitudes with not pure rational decisions (Simon H. A., 1997). A deeper view in the psychology science shows that theories on behavioural economy are currently quite popular, because human behaviour is on part of organizational actions. In the 70ies Kahneman/Tversky developed the prospect theory. The idea of the prospect theory is a human approach in decision making. The theory of Kahneman/Tversky demonstrates that market participants don’t act as rational as assumed, i.e. by von Neumann/Morgenstern. Depending on the used system of a human (system 1 or system 2) a choice is more emotional or more rational. The drivers of the emotional system have a different set up, hence loss aversion and optimistic bias or overconfidence are important to understand in a decision making process and will be explained in detail.

**a. Rational View**

In the classical field of the economical view on decision theory, a rational, mathematical founded approach is discussed. The process of pure calculating to find a maximum of utility or profit is a typical rational procedure. First of all an overview of the basic elements will enable a better view on the concept of a decision model. In figure 1 “Basic Elements of a Decision Model” the common structure of decision models is shown.

![Basic Elements of a Decision Model](source)

*Source: Author’s construction based on Bamberg G., 2012.*

**Fig. 1. Basic Elements of a Decision Model**

In the dimensions of decision fields the alternatives are very important to analyse. There is only a decision problem, if there are minimum two alternatives. Hence a determination of these alternatives must be reflected in the decision model. In the next step an evaluation of these alternatives must be done. These consequences will lead to a result of the alternatives into the decision model. Important figures of the decision maker are defined as targets, these values are the result. (Laux H., 2014).

Key for a structured process the environmental conditions are very important. Measures are not manipulable by the decision maker, these measures are called decision relevant data.
These data are no variables of the decision maker. These characteristics are decision relevant environmental conditions. The illustration of figure 2 “Structures of Environmental Conditions” (Laux H., 2014) shows different environmental situations and a possibility of designing decision conditions.

![Structures of Environmental Conditions](image)

Source: Author’s construction based on Bamberg G., 2012.

Fig. 2. **Structures of Environmental Conditions**

A decision structure under certainty means, that the decision maker has the real condition of the alternatives, hence all relevant information for the decision are given. Therefore the result is known and alternatives are certain. In reality quite often decision models are formed as models of decision under certainty, because the set up and the usage of this model type is easier to handle (Bamberg G., 2012).

A decision structure under uncertainty means, that the decision maker has minimum two possible alternatives, but not all relevant information for a decision are given. Therefore the result is not known and alternatives are uncertain. In the case of uncertainty there are two more possibilities. Either for the decision maker it’s not possible to calculate a likelihood of conditions (uncertainty – narrow sense) or for the decision maker the probability of occurrence of a condition is computable (risk); (Laux H., 2014).

This differentiation of the environmental conditions is important to define; especially decision making in the context of globalization and digitalization. While globalisation creates a more complex world with an increase of uncertain decision structures, a more sophisticated model with an adopted process of decisions is a need for an organization. In terms of digitalization a need for an algorithmic structure is necessary, computers need a mathematical logic in their system to calculate a result for a decision process.

**b. Human View**

Important developments in decision theory took place over the recent decades, though a trend to a behavioural approach was supported by psychological science. An outstanding contribution to the development of behavioural economies was made by Kahneman and Tversky. A collection of their scientific contribution and analysis is made in the book “Thinking, Fast
and Slow” (Kahneman D., 2011). Describing decision theory with a strong psychological view makes decision more emotional than rational. Depending on the activated system in the mind; Kahneman named it system 1 and system 2.

- “System 1 operates automatically and quickly, with little or no effort and no sense of voluntary control” (Kahneman D., 2011)
  
  Examples: answer of $2 + 2 = ?$; Drive on an empty road, orient the source of a sudden sound

- “System 2 allocates attention to the effortful mental activities that demand it, including complex computations. The operations of system 2 are often associated with the subjective experience of agency, choice, and concentration.” (Kahneman D., 2011)
  
  Examples: tell someone your mobile number, fill out a form, look for a woman with white hair.

- The human structure is based on usage of system 1, only if really necessary, system 2 is activated.

This concept of system 1 and system 2 set the basis for a human behaviour of decision making, which absolutely defers from a rational decision view. Continuing this idea, the question what prevents a rational decision should be answered with Kahneman/Tversky’s prospect theory. The fact that lot of decisions have both elements, a risk of loss and an opportunity of gain, effects a decision to gamble or to deny. Focussing on loss aversion (Kahnemann D. and Tversky A., 1974) means, people avoid losses while there is a huge opportunity to gain this particular option. As a result people deny this option and this is controversial to a rational choice, with a pure calculation of probability. On the other hand the “optimistic bias” means that chances for success are overestimated. Risks are undervalued or not in scope of the decision maker (Kahneman D., 2011).

Source: Author’s construction based on Kahneman D. and Tversky A., 1974.

Fig. 3. Prospect Theory
Figure 3 explains the loss aversion theory and as opposite to a rational decision it’s not a straight line. The chance of losses is moving the decision and also the chance of gains is moving the line, with a peak to losses.

The graph is showing the following effects:
- The psychological value of gains and losses as carriers of values (as opposite Bernoulli stated wealth as carrier of value);
- Reduced sensitivity for gains and losses;
- The slope of the function changes at the reference point;
- The response to losses is stronger than the response to corresponding gains (loss aversion);
- The two curves of the S are not symmetrical.

Prospect theory is only one topic raised in the context of behavioural decision making. Further effects were discussed from Kahneman/Tversky, e.g. adjustments, anchoring or frames, but will not discussed in this paper. Many ideas were based on these fundamental theories and contributed a lot to this scientific field.

c. Rational Choice

In the standard view, rational choice is defined to mean the process of determining what options are available and then choosing the most preferred one according to some consistent criterion. In a certain sense, this rational choice model is already an optimization-based approach. We will find that by adding one empirically unrestrictive assumption, the problem of rational choice can be represented as one of maximizing a real-valued utility function. Rational choice is based on individual decision making (Levin J. and Milgrom P., 2004). Rational choice is an idea, based on social and psychological perceptions, to reach maximum utility, based on human decisions. But as we have seen from Kahneman/Tversky, a rational decision made by a human is more a wish than reality.

d. Decision Process in Organizations

The decision making process in organizations is made by humans and hence reflect human behaviour in organizations. March/Simon grouped this in 3 classes (March J. & Simon H. A., 1993):

1. Organization members are primarily passive instruments; performing their work and accepting direction, but not initiating actions.
2. Organization members bring their own attitudes, values and goals into the organization.
3. Organization members are decision makers and problem solvers.

This classification refers to a different type of decisions in organizations, hence a robust process must enable decision making and decision execution, over the varied layers in an organization.

Therefore it is important to understand the decision process in organizations. The theoretical process is rational designed (Laux H., 2014):

1. **Problem definition**: a decision maker realises, that a situation is not satisfactory.
2. **Specification of the target system**: Targets will be formulated for the defined goal.
3. **Investigation of possible action alternatives:** Search, analysis and prognosis for alternatives are designed, collected, calculated and analysed.

4. **Choice of an alternative:** Based on the target system, the best alternative should be chosen.

5. **Decision in the realization phase:** still while realizing the alternative, decisions have to be made and followed up.

Following this process, the maximum utility for the decision will be made. But the main question is, if in an organization this strict process will be executed. As H. A. Simon explains, “all decision is a matter of compromise”. In an organization with different interests of members, the question of a maximum utility for the decision problem is to be questioned. In an organization there is never a perfect achievement of targets reachable. The environment of the organization limits the alternatives and the maximum of utility (Simon H. A., 1997).

Further questions will be raised in today’s business world with an increase of a democratic leadership style, that for decisions committees are installed. The set up of a committee is quite important and all restrictions have to be taken into consideration, e.g. information asymmetries in different areas (Bamberg G., 2012).

This opposite view to a rational decision process raises the question how the decision process in organizations is really made. Are organizations as rational as expected or are there emotional driven which have effects on decisions. The behavioural influence in organizations has to be respected and the result is based on this set up (March J. & Simon H. A., 1993).

2. **Globalization and Digitalization**

a. **Globalization**

Globalization is the international integration arising from the interchange of world views, products, ideas and other aspects of culture (Albrow M. and King E., 1990). “Globalization is a process of interaction and integration among the people, companies, and governments of different nations, a process driven by international trade and investment and aided by information technology. This process has effects on the environment, on culture, on political systems, on economic development and prosperity, and on human physical well-being in societies around the world.” (http://www.globalization101.org) The global phenomenon of business technology diffusion is worth to analyze in detail. For the paper this particular part of globalization is in scope – digitalization.

b. **Digitalization**

“Digitalization refers to the practice of taking processes, content or objects that used to be primarily (or entirely) physical or analogue and transforming them to be primarily (or entirely) digital. The effect of digitizing processes, aside from potential efficiency gains, is to make processes more tailor able and malleable” (Fichman R., 2014). Not only based on data, moreover targeted on markets, organizations and processes digitalization will deploy its full value to businesses and industries. The new era of digitalization has started already and shows today a first step of a new business world with a change in division of work. In the early 20th century a “computer” was an employee calculating tables the whole day. In a first step, an automated computer (as we understand today) took over this task and increased quality and efficiency of
this process. Since then, the automation of our world was ongoing and influenced by computers and machines. Important for the development was the definition of rules for computers, because computers are perfect in following algorithmic rules. (Brynjolfsson E. and McAfee A., 2014). Further actions took place to develop more feasibilities of machines, i.e. Apple iPhone is now with the software Siri able to understand and direct the user. This is a real quantum leap, because to automatize language and transfer this into instructions was a giant step change for the industry. Currently the speed of development is increasing, either the trend of “Industry 4.0” with full automation of the production flow (Zelinski P. 2016) or “artificial intelligence” that robots tend to make autonomous decisions and developed self-awareness and self-maintenance (Lee J. 2014). Robots and machines are striving into our working environment and will stronger replace human work. The balance of division on work changed already but will change dramatically in the future, though traditional professions will disappear, but new professions will appear. To close the loop of digitalization and globalization means, that a global business process only can be managed successful, if a proper digital support is in place, e.g. automated warehousing or supply chain management.

Referring to the effects of digitalization on decision making, this trend will completely change the way of making decisions. Flexibility and transformability are key attitudes of successful organizations in the future and drive them on the road of digitalization (Bauer W., 2015). Digitalization will have an effect on customer structure, increase the efficiency of operations and at the end change the entire business model. (Westerman G., 2014)

4 levers of transformation have to be in scope of the decision maker (BDI, 2015)
1. **Digital data** (big data): recording, processing and analysis of mass data will enable more predictable forecasts and decisions.
2. **Automation**: the combination of traditional work and artificial intelligence will enable autonomous work in self-organization systems with high quality and high efficiency.
3. **Integration**: connection of the entire value chain will enable synchronized supply chains with shorter production cycles and faster innovation (mobile or fiber optic net).
4. **Digital customer access**: new competitors, new services and new transparency will increase competition.

3. **Digitalization Implications on Decision Making**

Described above, the digitalization of businesses and organizations will change dramatically decisions with all related circumstances. The decision making process will be stepwise automated, hence machines will make choices. In the past, this scenario was unthinkable, because independent machine decisions are under big criticism. But today’s world shows that machines make decisions for humans, e.g. in current cars, lots of electronic systems help to drive the car, like anti-lock braking systems or intelligent speed assistance systems. In the next step we will face an autonomous driving car, as mentioned in the introduction. Today we face earmarked and specialized machines, in the future we will face all-purpose robots (Brynjolfsson E. and McAfee A., 2012).

The author’s view in this paper is a revitalized view on decision making. In Table 1 “Development over Time of Decision Making” the development of decisions is illustrated. In the past the decision process was typically an administrative task of managers and consequently human based, with all emotional influences. The development over time shows a trend towards
a decision making automation, based on the capabilities of machines. In the future, more sophisticated machines and artificial intelligence will be the decision maker for businesses.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision conditions</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Today</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision under certainty</td>
<td>human</td>
<td>automated</td>
<td>automated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision under risk</td>
<td>human</td>
<td>automation started</td>
<td>automated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision under uncertainty</td>
<td>human</td>
<td>human</td>
<td>partly automated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: author’s construction.*

Supported by digital data and creating the opportunity to get massive volumes of data (big data) recorded and processed in an robust process, the analysis and usage of these data will organizations enable to create a rational decision process to reach maximum utility (v. Neumann J. / Morgenstern O., 1944).

Automation of workforce by robots and artificial intelligence with autonomous processes in a self-organizing system will improve decisions on a rational level. In a real-time manner intelligent machines are able to make fast decisions with a precise result.

In the next level of integration on an inter-organizational view, data flow will ensure the real-time communication of systems with an efficiency gain for all participants (win-win situation). Decisions are made based on algorithmic logic and strive toward maximum utility.

New customer access, with a lot of relevant customer data, will enable organizations to create a customized offer per each customer, i.e. a tailor-made solution with services and new products.

**Conclusion**

After analyzing the theoretical background of decision making, the two opposite theories of rational view, as von Neumann/Morgenstern describe the game theory to reach maximum utility and to analyze the psychological view of decision making, explained by Kahneman/Tversky with a huge participation of system 1, with spontaneous respond to decisions, currently a new paradigm occurs. Moreover the rational choice theory will also not deliver the expected outcome, because human beings are still involved in the decision making process in an organization. The theoretical homo oeconomicus, which was over decades in the economic science an exemplary agent for utility maximization seems now becoming reality, but in form of automated decisions in the era of digitalization. Automation of processes with self-organizing systems have a clear algorithmic structure, this logical structure will be followed by the system. That means, homo oeconomicus will be first time reality, by recording, processing and analyzing all relevant data and draw autonomous decisions to reach maximum utility. This step changing process will increase efficiency and profitability of organizations. As a result, utility maximization seems first time reachable with a win-win situation, for customers and organizations. Based on these rules, no human error probability is will occur in organizations; at the end it is a “digital oeconomicus”.
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Abstract
Addressing the time-sensible schedule of part time students creates the need to provide flexible online preparation to ensure continuous learning progress. Introducing the Flipped Classroom method focuses the teacher’s attention on knowledge acquisition in face-to-face sessions by providing online preparation beforehand. This approach promotes meaningful learning and media competencies by applying a sensible mix of multi-media tools that is able to offer any kind of content online, thereby leaving time for group work and discussions when learners and teachers actually meet.

Focusing on part-time students needs, a scheme of interchanging phases has been compiled in an explorative design by the means of literature review and design science. This approach is the centre of the description of how of how to flip a classroom successfully under ideal conditions; moreover, the approach will be put to use in real-life circumstances, which will provide further knowledge on details such as choice of tools, schedule construction and general organisation.

This project achieves two outcomes. Firstly, it allows for an independent, scalable framework, which can be adapted to different learners’ and teachers’ needs as well as different contents and numbers of students; not only in part-time situations but in distant learning and regular courses as well. Secondly, this project includes an evaluation which in the future will be interpreted and summarized in a guideline.
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Introduction

The key aspect of introducing the flipped classroom method to any course or content is to further meaningful learning as well as provide flexibility to both learner and teacher. But how should a course be structured to satisfy all participants’ needs for transparency, coaching, organizational flexibility and success in learning – and especially for part-time students? This paper provides the reader with explicit techniques and methods to plan and implement a flipped classroom arrangement successfully. These methods are based on a literature review and an extensive knowledge base we derived over the past decade from numerous practical blended

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: anne.jantos@tu-dresden.de
Learning arrangements at our institutions; they also represent a theoretical approach which has been implemented and will be evaluated during this semester.

Applying our well-known arrangement to further the part time studies brings a yet unprecedented combination with new and unexpected potential and obstacles. This paper offers an overview of the general opportunities and limits given by the flipped classroom method, as well as show the application to a B2B-Marketing course.

Designing the scalable Flipped Classroom Framework

Most university courses aim to provide a high number of students with large quantities of information. Most teachers revert to handing out extensive materials in big lecture halls and give recitation (Butt, A., 2014, Cassidy, S., 2011). That leaves the student to deal with the main part of learning and understanding alone and out of reach of the teacher. The flipped classroom method enables the teacher to shift the data-driven part of the lecture outside of class to make room for meaningful learning in class and evolve from a one dimensional mediator to an actual partner in learning (Bull, G., 2012, Handke, J., 2012, Koh, C., 2016). In addition, the flipped classroom offers numerous opportunities to allow part time and distance learning because it leaves the student free to decide how, when, where and for how long they work on the material (Schäfer, A. M., 2012).

This paper shows the development of a scalable framework to introduce the flipped classroom to a university course using design science, literature review, and the reprocessing of the vast experience we gathered over the past decade on an actual practical example, addressing especially the potentials for part time students. Fig. 1 shows the three cycles of design science combined with our proceedings through the cycles (Hevner. A., 2007). It shows the current state of this project:

![Diagram of design science cycles](image)

*Construct by Hevner A., 2007.*

**Fig. 1.** *Proceedings through the design science cycles to create scalable Flipped Classroom Framework*
1. Research

Firstly, we focused on the environment. We perceived a general change in teaching and learning over the past years and found that a regular course at university does not sustain the demand to improve and promote meaningful learning. Teacher-centred teaching has been reduced gradually in some courses, but still presents the most common teaching method at universities (Pfäffli, B. K., 2005). Secondly, we gathered information by reviewing previous experiences in E-Learning (Knowledge Base) over the past decade (Virtual Collaborative Learning (VCL), eTutor Qualification, Case studies in the Virtual Classroom etc.) and created an overview of how to approach part-time students, and identified various concepts to create a more flexible and meaningful learning environment (Lerche, J., 2015, Balázs, I. E., 2005). Furthermore, we analysed lessons learned and student feedback by interviewing students and teachers alike and identified profiles for students to be able to assess their needs, experiences and potential.

To improve teaching and meet the students’ needs, we have decided on a flipped classroom arrangement which offers time-sensitive teaching and promotes meaningful learning (Rigor Cycle). Based on the extensive knowledge base, we have been able to create a scalable flipped classroom framework that can be freely adjusted (Design Cycle). The flipped classroom method is a combination of various blended learning tools and traditional teaching. This approach in “flipping” a course separates the transmission of information and the acquisition of knowledge in several successive phases (Handke, J., 2013, Lage, M. J., 2000, Giannakos, M. N., 2016). Information transmission will mainly take place in a virtual manner. Content will be delivered before students and teachers meet to discuss the content of that particular part of the course (Schäfer, A. M., 2012). Students are required to acquire basic knowledge by consumption of said content before the according face-to-face session starts. Tools and methods like the following are suitable for online content delivery and have been used widely for a long: videos, texts of any kind, e-lectures, podcasts, forums and wikis. Knowledge consolidation takes place in face-to-face sessions. Students come to the university sporadically to discuss and thereby intensify what they have learned. Teaching methods suitable to achieve meaningful learning are i.e.: group work, discussion, students’ presentations, responsive classroom discussion (Lyman, F., 1981), video creation (Lave, J., 1991), storytelling (Frenzel, K., 2006), self assessment (Andrade, H., 2009), portfolios, journals, and concept maps.

2. The Prototype

Consequently, we describe the prototype design which, under ideal circumstances, creates a learner-centred environment providing steady input via an online platform, regular face-to-face meeting opportunities to broaden and intensify the learning, and both online and personal feedback as well as peer review and self assessment.
Fig. 2. **Design of the scalable Flipped Classroom Framework**

To ensure stable learning success, the didactical design for the scalable framework for part-time students follows a more flexible and time-saving way with successive phases that ensure constant steady learning with comparatively long preparation phases and face-to-face sessions which are spread evenly over the learning period (Handke, J., 2012).

The kick off phase gives teachers and learners the opportunity to get acquainted with each other and with the flipped classroom method. Teachers give an overview of the upcoming phases and their challenges. They form groups and introduce the media that are going to be used. Preparation phase enables the learner to get acquainted with the topic by consuming contents specially prepared for the coming phases. Multimedia tools deliver content which can be discussed in groups or recessed in additional research. Previous sessions are evaluated separately or in groups by means of peer assessment and journals or e-portfolios (Andrade, H., 2009).

The active learning phase offers educational space for varied learning activities. Learners are actively involved in knowledge consolidation by using concept practice, engage in discussions and debates as well as brainstorming. This way, they find and solve problems while constructing knowledge. Teachers function as tutors, coaches, guides or moderators to oversee and encourage the transmission of meaning. Face-to-face sessions last two to three hours. In VCL, learners check their understanding with reflection tools and extend their learning. Teachers act as tutor managing online discussions and oversee and encourage collaborative group work and reflection. Learners immerse themselves in case studies to prepare for the upcoming exam (Arbaugh, J. B., 2000). Phases 2, 3, and 4 are supposed to be repeated regularly until the course aims are met.

The organisation of the cycle will depend on the scope of the course in general as well as on the number of students and the available time frame to finish the course. The course ends with either...
the obligatory exam or with any other kind of learning artefact, such as a video presentation or a personal presentation, which is assessed by the teacher with consideration of online and face-to-face interaction and e-portfolio work. Students do not necessarily need to be present for this phase. Most universities, however, will need to hold an actual exam for regular credit acquisition.

### 3. Application

The University of Applied Sciences Dresden offers a part-time course in B2B-Marketing with 5 ECTS points awarded to every student who is enrolled in a business Master program. The course is addressed to master students in their first semester. It started on March 17th 2016. All participants were expected to have fundamental knowledge of multimedia usage and basic knowledge of Business and Management. They were also expected to be between 20 and 30 years of age and to have previous experiences with various teaching and learning methods. This course was chosen for the trial run of the research as it had not jet been planned and offered a suitable subject and a promising audience.

In an attempt to apply the framework to an actual course in the best possible way, research has been carried out with more specific focus on the target group. Jödicke, C., Schoop, E., Freudereich, R., Lorenz, T., Claus, T., Schuster, E., and Kawalek, J. (2014) identified various factors that influence students learning in virtual classroom situations and outlined a rather non-independent picture of students in such a learning environment. She pointed out, that most students see coordination and communication in teams as the main challenge in online learning. They prefer detailed guidance as they work on their online assignments and frequently ask for help regarding content and organisation. Sporadically, they even demand active tutor involvement in tasks and regular meetings.

An interview with the professor who will be teaching the B2B-Marketing course in question showed that the potential target audience is even less self-efficacious. The professor pointed out the fact that students usually participate passively in lectures delivered in big lecture halls. It is not common to interact with the lecturer and group work is usually not a part of regular courses. The professor feared that the slightest obstacle would scare students off and reported that it is necessary to introduce the new approach of teaching slowly and gradually to ease the audience into the new learning and teaching style. He also viewed as wise to clearly point out what there is to be gained by this change. Students should be repeatedly motivated to make sure that they are fully aware of the opportunity and willing to take a risk or try something new.

Based on the information we had gathered from literature review, interviews, and our own previous experiences, a shortlist today’s students’ needs was possible to be compiled:

- Students demand higher flexibility in learning (Lübben, S., 2015);
- They are less willing to travel to lectures or study groups;
- They ask for learner-centred learning and teaching;
- They need transparent organisation of time and place (Minks, K.-H., 2011);
- They want to use multimedia and online learning as a crucial part (Bargel, T., 2014);
- They require frequent help and motivation (Jödicke, C. et al, 2014).

A great number of issues affects learning and learning organisation, but time proves to be the main issue (Maschwitz, A. and Brinkmann, K., 2015). These needs mostly amplify when
working with part time students. Students frequently face the following issues when they study part-time (Fischer, M., 2012):

- They have a fulltime job but still want to study for personal or professional reasons;
- They rely on income from the daytime job or have other financial reasons not to quit;
- They take care of family members such as elderly or children;
- They cope with illnesses or disabilities which might make traveling and attending class harder;
- They have to commute to attend classes.

After the start of the B2B-Marketing course, within the kick-off session, we handed out a questionnaire which identified several factors about the actual audience. We asked about the students’ online behaviour and preferences in online tools as well as their employment and degrees. The class counted 30 students. They all show very high affinity to social media (Facebook) and online video (Youtube) consumption (90%). The following online tools turned out to be merely used (neither passively nor actively) by our focus group (20–30%): blogs, file-sharing, photo-sharing and Wikipedia. About 50% of the audience are employed and consequently study part-time. All of the participants have a bachelor’s degree in business. According to this evaluation, we can assume that our audience’s needs coincide with the needs and profiles we described above.

After having designed the scalable framework which can be used to fit any content, purpose, time frame or attendance numbers the flipped classroom method was applied to an actual course. We worked out a detailed flipped classroom arrangement to fit all course contents into either online phases or face-2-face sessions by dividing the didactical outline into transmission of information and acquisition of knowledge always considering the taxonomy levels of learning (Bloom, B. S., 1956). By this means, we were able to reposition various parts of the course to the preparation phase. Students will now be able to read texts and watch videos by themselves in their own pace and at their own convenience as long as they’re finished by the time the face-to-face-session starts. That fits the need of the part time students perfectly and offered the opportunity to improve multimedia competencies as well.

The following table shows the detailed plan for this semester’s course in B2B-Marketing. It consists of eight face-to-face sessions which include the kick off session in the beginning and the final session in the very end. The course load was designed to fit 150 working hours. Visible also are the seven sequenced online preparation phases which are placed right between the face-to-face sessions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kick Off</td>
<td>Introduction to B2B-Marketing</td>
<td>meet and greet, short lecture by the professor to introduce the flipped classroom method</td>
<td>90 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Online Preparation</td>
<td>Organization and Processes in B2B-Marketing</td>
<td>videos, email, literature, submit at least 2 questions via email</td>
<td>7 Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Face-2-Face Session</td>
<td>Buying behaviour, customer benefit</td>
<td>form groups, group work, feedback, discussion, professor moderates discussions</td>
<td>120 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Online Preparation</td>
<td>Different kind of Businesses</td>
<td>videos, literature, interactive social media learning platform, submit at least 2 questions via email</td>
<td>14 Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Face-2-Face Session</td>
<td>short student presentation, discussion, lecture, feedback</td>
<td>120 Minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Online Preparation</td>
<td>Marketing Mix</td>
<td>videos, interactive social media learning platform, literature, online group work, concept map, ePortfolio, submit at least 2 questions via email</td>
<td>14 Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Face-2-Face Session</td>
<td>short student presentation, discussion, lecture, feedback</td>
<td>120 Minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Online Preparation</td>
<td>Trade Marketing</td>
<td>videos, interactive social media learning platform, VCL, ePortfolio, peer review</td>
<td>14 Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Face-2-Face Session</td>
<td>short student presentation, discussion, lecture, feedback</td>
<td>120 Minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Online Preparation</td>
<td>Quality Management</td>
<td>create videos, interactive learning platform, literature, VCL, ePortfolio, peer review</td>
<td>14 Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Face-2-Face Session</td>
<td>short student presentation, discussion, lecture, feedback</td>
<td>120 Minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Online Preparation</td>
<td>Customer Relationship Management</td>
<td>videos, interactive social media learning platform, literature, VCL, ePortfolio, peer review</td>
<td>14 Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Session</td>
<td>feedback, summary, peer review</td>
<td></td>
<td>180 Minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Designing a schedule which is repetitive and follows simple rules provides a structure and transparency to the course which is demanded (see above) and appreciated by most students. The following simple graphic shows how each step brings the students closer to the end of the course which is thereby highly motivating. The simplicity counteracts with the high complexity of the content itself and helps the student to navigate through the course.

Anne Jantos, Matthias Heinz, Eric Schoop, Ralph Sonntag
Content delivery in preparation phases takes place by the means of reading literature and watching video. We have excluded any other media to ensure that students are not overwhelmed. In the very first online phase we provided content using a simple e-mail. Starting April 8th we introduced a social media platform (elgg) to the course which offers all necessary tools to cooperate. Students will be asked to submit at least one question for each artefact they have consumed to be handed in before the face-2-face session starts. This creates a bridge between preparation and application and offers the teacher to address these questions and watch the students’ progress. Students must be prepared to really participate in the active learning so we will not provide any content delivery while meeting face-2-face.

For the knowledge consolidation phases in the face-2-face session we have prepared several techniques for group work and active learning in big crowds, such as: case studies, pro and contra debates, poster creation and jeopardy question rounds. Face-2-face sessions will be video-taped and provided online for those who could not attend the session. Thus, we hope to create content and have the opportunity to watch ourselves and improve our techniques.

These face-2-face techniques are going to be intensified with the progression of the course. Soft and less intimidating forms will suffice for the first two sessions but more complex and demanding tasks will be part of the active learning as the course progresses to increase meaningful and self-efficacious learning. This progression will be mirrored in the online preparation work as there will be more reflection of the learning progress as well as peer review and self-assessment.

Fig. 3. Learners’ Autonomy in different Stages of the Course
of all artefacts. To intensify group work even further, we offer virtual collaborative learning (VCL, Balázs, I. E., 2005) which will focus on the creation of a case study by student teams and will be monitored and supervised by an eTutor who is fully trained in pedagogics and marketing. He or she will chaperone the students throughout the course and offer help and feedback.

The final task in this course will be the creation of a video in group work. This video will serve other teams as content delivery and will be subject for grading the teams – together with any other artefact they have submitted and a detailed evaluation by the teacher. Each group submits the video they produced and other teams are required to review and feedback those videos. The following figure shows the students autonomy in learning while the course progresses. The increase of autonomy dependent on the teaching method as well as the taxonomy levels are shown in relation to time.

We aim to increase the autonomy in learning and thereby improve meaningful learning with this explicit approach. We have gradually raised the autonomy in learning by changing the tasks accordingly with the progress of this course. The figure shows that with passing time we have arranged learning opportunity with increasing complexity and virtuality to address all taxonomy levels (Bloom, 1956).

4. Evaluation

We shall evaluate the results of this particular course and hope to reiterate the design cycle. By this we hope to achieve better results for future application of the flipped classroom framework to other courses. As pictured in Fig. 4, we shall use the results for redesign and adjustments of the methods and tools we suggested above.

![Future Proceedings through the science cycles to create a scalable Flipped Classroom Framework](image)

*Construct by Hevner, A., 2007.*
5. Problems

While applying the framework to the B2B-Marketing course we faced a great number of problems which arose both on teacher’s and students’ side, both regarding to the content of the course as well as its organisation and technology. Firstly, there were legal issues to be dealt with. Some universities obligate their students to attend all sessions to get the credit and thereby don’t allow working from home. We did not face that particular problem in this case, but still were forced to ensure that this approach was in fact legally acceptable.

Secondly, professors might not wish to merely be moderator or coach in learning – they are used to their position in front of the class and are not necessarily comfortable with this approach. They might also fear loss of image because the visibility of the course decreases. Furthermore, they have to cope with the additional workload to apply the flipped classroom and face new challenges in didactics and organisation.

Thirdly, we assume quite a lot of commitment from the students, which can not be depended on universally. Students might not want to change their learning habits or fear the additional work triggered by this new approach. They might prefer the regular teaching methods and be reluctant to put dedication into this new approach.

Fourthly, even though most people use new media, we can not take it for granted, yet, that every student has proper access to all sorts of media. There are no requirements for students to own technological devices or have the know-how on online collaborative work.

Conclusions and further proceedings

We have found that applying a new framework to an actual course creates a number of difficulties; and are therefore interested in the outcomes of this trial run and are positive that a flipped classroom actually provides many advantages to new learning methods and the ever changing needs of today’s students. But of course, this demands not only learning processes on students’ but also on teachers’ and course designers’ side.

After our current prototype is evaluated, we intend to apply our scalable framework gradually to other courses and to spread the method of flipping a course further. In future, we also see a high relevance for the business world. A transfer of the suggested framework to learning-on-the-job situations seems promising. On the conference, we plan to present first results of our practical project in forms of lessons learned and discuss the potential of our approach for transfer into further educational and business qualification scenarios.
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Abstract
The article’s scientific problem is to assess the main problems and development challenges of Latvian labour market. Significant problems in Latvian labour market are structural unemployment as well regional disparities in unemployment figures, which can be solved complex, attracting both national and EU structural funds and business funds for the development of depressive regions. Still actual is labour emigration and increase of labour cost because of economic growth and open labour market. The aim of research is to investigate Latvian labour market development tendencies during post crisis period (2010–2014) and to identify most significant problems that limit more rapid employment increase, as well to evaluate expected structural changes in Latvian labour market and national economy till 2020. By the assessment of data there have been used methods of analysis and synthesis, reference and dynamical line. The main research sources include the information available in the databases of the CSB and Eurostat, as well as the studies and publications by the Ministries of Economics and National Employment Agency of the Republic of Latvia. Results of the analysis highlighted the potential economic policies to improve the situation in Latvian labour market. In order to promote increase of competitiveness of Latvian economy and labour market development, there is a need for further structural reforms that will facilitate the transition from low to medium and high-tech industries, as well productivity growth, improving innovation capacity, export promotion, access to finance, development of industrial zones and efficient use of resources.
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Introduction
Since 2011 the growth of GDP in Latvia was positive and one of the fastest in EU, average GDP growth from 2011 to 2014 was 4.4% per year (Ministry of Economics, 2015). However the economy of Latvia is still in the recovery phase after the economic crisis, as the pre-crisis level of GDP has not been reached yet. Faster growth was limited by weak increase in the EU and weakening of economic situation in Russia that hinder investments and the increase of the export. Under such conditions, the most important role in promoting the economic growth of Latvia is attributed to the ability to improve competitiveness, implementing structural reforms that will facilitate the transition from low to medium and high-tech industries, as well productivity growth. After the recent economic crisis situation in labour market continues to improve. In the 1st half of 2015 the number of employed was by 0.6% larger than a year ago, but unemployment level reduced to 9.8% (Ministry of Economics, 2015). However, the improvements are slowing
down due to a gradual decrease in the base effect in the labour market, as well as the drop in the pace of growth related to external tendencies. Still significant problems in Latvian labour market are structural unemployment, regional disparities in unemployment figures, as well labour emigration and increase of labour cost because of economic growth and open labour market. The aim of research is to investigate Latvian labour market development tendencies during post crisis period (2010–2014) and to identify most significant problems that limit more rapid employment increase, as well to evaluate expected structural changes in Latvian labour market and national economy till 2020. Tasks of the research are to overview Latvian labour market and the developments in the post-crisis period, discovering risk factors that should be addressed in order to promote a balanced development of the labour market in the future. Major labour market challenges and problematic questions in future are related to the imbalances between higher education supply and labour market demand, the economically active population decline, large proportion of young people entering the labour market without any particular specialty and skills, shortage in labour with secondary professional education. The topicality of the research is related to the fact that the industries, which have more rapid job growth is not the same as those where jobs were lost during the crisis, which pose new challenges in the labour market, to improve the skills of job seekers and to prevent the existence of long-term unemployment.

By the assessment of data there have been used methods of analysis and synthesis, reference and dynamical line. The main research sources include the information available in the databases of the CSB and Eurostat, as well as the studies and publications by the Ministries of Economics and National Employment Agency of the Republic of Latvia. Results of the analysis highlighted the potential economic policies to improve the situation in Latvian labour market. To promote economic growth and employment creation through stimulating demand is no longer possible. One of the main conditions for a balanced development of the labour market is the ability to reduce the productivity gap, achieving the most rapid productivity convergence with the EU average, while maintaining high wage increase rates. This can be done either by attracting additional investments, which is currently problematic taking into account investors’ uncertainty, or to increase total factor productivity through structural reforms, improving innovation capacity, efficient use of resources and developing the high-tech industry.

Research results and discussion

Although the overall unemployment rate in Latvian, compared with other EU countries is not high and more than a year already strengthened single digit range (according to CSB data, 2015 Q4. It was 9.8% of the economically active population), it has a slow reduction influenced by the base effect of the gradual decline in the labour market, as well as the relatively low growth rates. In addition, the post-crisis period has seen a downward trend of the economically active population that is mainly determined by two factors- the low birth rate in the last century 90-ies and emigrations which can be seen in Table 1, are considered. Since the economically active population has decreased more slowly than the total number of population aged 15–74 years, Latvian level of economic activity in 2015 compared with 2010 has increased by 2.9 percentage points, however, the continuing emigration of economic active population in the future may reduce economic activity negatively impacting on growth potential.
Table 1

Population by economic activity (15–74 years) Latvian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Changes 2015/2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total population</td>
<td>1635.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic active population</td>
<td>1056.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of economic activity (%)</td>
<td>64.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on CSB databases.

Evaluating the economic activity by age and sex, it can be concluded that the lowest economic activity is (in 2015 12.8%) among women of 65–74 years, but the highest (93.1%) of men 25 to 34 years, although in general during 2015 most active population is in age group 35 to 44 years (CSB Database, 2016). The relatively low economic activity is among young people (from 15 to 24 years), but during the post-crisis period, it has increased, reaching 41.3% in 2015. We must point out that during the recession (from 2008 until 2010) there was a trend of decreasing of the demand for the employees in the age group of 15–24 that can be explained by the demand of the employers for more experienced employees.

Another feature characterizing Latvian labour market is economic activity and employment rates among regional perspective. Riga and near Riga region has the highest economic activity and employment rates, while they are lowest in Latgale. Latgale region has also seen the biggest difference between the economic activity and employment (in 2015 this region had economic activity 63.4%, while employing only 51.6% of the population aged 15 to 74 years), which could be explained by the fact that in Latgale it is the most difficult to find suitable job. Looking at the breakdown of employees by sectors of the economy it should be noted that the sectors in which the last two years has demonstrated faster job growth is not the same as those jobs were lost during the crisis (Table 2).

As shown in Table 2, during the crisis there was lost a significant number of jobs in the manufacturing sector and in construction, which in times of crisis, recovering very slowly. Manufacturing job growth limited by the adverse situation in the manufacture of basic metals, which was affected by the JSC “Liepajas Metalurgs” suspension of activities in 2013, as well as Russia’s sanctions imposed on food products export. By contrast, robust job growth has occurred in health and social care, as well as the financial, insurance, scientific and administrative services, as well as operations with real estate sectors. Relatively little suffered transport, storage and IT services sector during the crisis, as well as education. However, in recent years the number of people employed in the education sector will decrease and that is related to the demographic situation (number of pupils and students decreases) and carried out educational reforms (decrease in the number of schools). Overall employment changes closely related to Dynamics of development of certain sectors, as the demand for labour is directly dependent on the economic structure and that accordingly has an impact on employment change, as well as the structure of individual branches and professions (“Project and Quality Management” Ltd., 2013). Also an important factor is labour productivity, which in Latvian is one of the lowest in
The employment by economic activity (thous.) is presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employed population</td>
<td>1,054.9</td>
<td>850.7</td>
<td>884.6</td>
<td>896.1</td>
<td>-158.8</td>
<td>+45.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, forestry and fishing</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>-12.8</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing and mining etc. industry</td>
<td>185.9</td>
<td>138.7</td>
<td>137.6</td>
<td>139.9</td>
<td>-46.0</td>
<td>+1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>124.1</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>-52.2</td>
<td>+14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade, accommodation and food services</td>
<td>197.3</td>
<td>162.0</td>
<td>161.6</td>
<td>159.2</td>
<td>-38.1</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport, storage, information and communication services</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>111.1</td>
<td>111.3</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>+13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial, insurance, scientific, administrative services; Real estate</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>102.2</td>
<td>+19.4</td>
<td>+14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public administration and defence; compulsory social security</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>-24.8</td>
<td>-24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and social work</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>+7.6</td>
<td>+6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other services</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>+2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on CSB databases.

The employment by economic activity (thous.)

The employment levels in Latvia are lower than the EU average, particularly in the manufacturing industry (Jekabsone S., Skribāne I., 2014). In 2014 productivity levels in Latvia is 44% of EU-28 average, but in the manufacturing just 35% (see picture 1).

Source: author’s construction based on Eurostat databases.

Fig. 1. Labour productivity in Latvia 2004–2014 (% of EU average level)
Low productivity level in manufacturing of Latvia is largely due to the qualitative substructure. As according to the Eurostat data the low-tech industries dominate in the processing industrial structure, which account for 60% of manufacturing value added (the EU average share of these sectors is almost one and a half times lower than Latvian). The increase in productivity is determined by several factors, such as: structures, that are related to scientific and technical progress in the role of intensification of production; socio-economic, which is mainly related to investment in human capital (education of human capital, training, knowledge, motivating people to be productive) and organizational, which are related to the production process organization and management, production specialization and concentration of production territorially, as well as horizontal and vertical cross-link establishments. The main problem of all these abovementioned factors is how to allocate investments to increase productivity between employers, workers and the state. In the same way in the near future by increases in labour costs and economic growth, and by the open labour market in Latvia, there is a risk of losing competitiveness in low cost segments faster than getting the advantages by producing goods with higher added value, therefore, to avoid the “middle income trap”, it is needed for structural reforms to facilitate the transition from low-tech to medium-tech to high-tech industries (World Bank, 2013).

One of the major problems in Latvian labour market is long-term unemployment, because looking at the unemployment breakdown by nature of the search duration, shows that more than 1/3 of looking for work from 6 months to 2 years and a further 10% over 2 years (CSB Database, 2016). This indicates a large economically active population unable to enter the labour market and a high level of structural unemployment. Most of the unemployed in 2015 were in elementary occupations, as well as skilled workers and craftsmen occupations group, while the greatest demand (vacancies) was after the various types of professionals, but simple professions group job vacancies amounted to a mere 12% of all registered vacancies in 2015 Q3 (CSB Database, 2016). It shows the mismatch between labour demand and supply within profession groups. Also job vacancy rates in Latvia are extremely low by international standards (Hazans, M., 2013). Vacancies ratio of the number of jobs in all of 2015 Q3 Latvian was only 0.4% (CSB Database, 2016). Although the State Employment Service offers a variety of retraining courses, even though the activities of involving the unemployed into the labour market is not enough. In general, different initiatives of labour market are more directed to the improvement of skills but they are less directed to support the enterprises which can create the workplaces. There is a typical unconformity between what one learns and what the real situation is which offers the opportunities. As a result, there is a demand for specialists but there is no supply. On the one hand, the people do not have a job but on the other hand other people are needed. The people have studied social sciences for a long time but now the emphasis is on engineering, the sciences, and information technologies but still there is no movement towards a potential demand. Besides, in Latvia the Labour law is rather strict, accordingly, there is a big bureaucracy and the law could be in favour of the employee who gets different protections but at the same time it causes a counter-reaction from the employers and thus, they promote illegal employment.

The level of education remains one of the most important determinants of unemployment. In 2015 the highest number of unemployed, broken down by level of education were people with vocational education or vocational secondary education, as almost 30% of the unemployed had general secondary education (CSB Database, 2016). To prevent existing disproportions in the
labor market and contribute to reduce the unemployment rate below the SEA should expand the active labour market policy measures range, reinforcing its focus on certain target groups, as well as improving the quality of the implementation measures. The studies carried out confirm that both development and depression cycle most affected workers (Krasnopjorovs, O., 2015). During the crisis, workers’ unemployment rose particularly rapidly, 3rd quarter of 2009 to almost 25%, that is, twice higher than the level of executives and specialists in the unemployment rate, so special attention should be paid to improving the efficiency of workers’ eligibility.

Besides, in Latvia the Labour law is rather strict, accordingly, there is a big bureaucracy and the law could be in favour of the employee who gets different protections but at the same time it causes a counter-reaction from the employers and thus, they promote illegal employment. As evidenced by both Latvian and abroad studies, labour market developments are limited by the high labour taxes (Project and Quality Management Ltd., 2013). The influence of taxes on labour market implies the difference between labour costs of the employers and the wages of the employees. From the point of view of the demand higher costs of labour directly and indirectly reduce the demand for labour. The IMF also notes that the high labour taxes is one of the high structural unemployment causes in the Baltic States (IMF, 2014)

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

1. Economic structural changes, as well as various external shocks lead to changes in labour demand volume, as well as its structure and a discrepancy between supply and demand and for individual groups of professions and sectors and the economy as a whole.
2. Economic growth and jobs by stimulating aggregate demand is not possible in Latvia, because it cannot bring down the unemployment rate without causing inflationary pressures and reducing competitiveness.
3. Latvia has one of the lowest labour productivity levels in the EU, largely on account of the very low productivity directly in the manufacturing industry, where labour productivity reaches only 35% of the EU average level.
4. Consequently, by increases in labour costs and economic growth, and by the open labour market in Latvia, in the near future there is a risk of losing competitiveness in low cost segments faster than getting the advantages by producing goods with higher added value, which would create “low income trap”.
5. In order to achieve faster growth of labour productivity, it is important not only to foster modernization of the production technology in all sectors of manufacturing, but also to develop the structure of production, which would increase the share of manufacturing sectors, which are marked by higher productivity.
6. In order to remedy the existing disproportion between labour supply and demand and to promote a reduction in unemployment Latvian SEA should expand the active labour market policy measures range, reinforcing its focus on certain target groups, as well as improving the quality of the implementation of measures to make it a better unemployment and vacancies compliance effectiveness.
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DATA QUALITY ASPECTS IN LATVIAN INNOVATION SYSTEM

Svetlana Jesilevska, University of Latvia, Latvia

Abstract
The research and analysis of the quality of statistics is extremely important. The ESS Vision 2020, a common strategic response of the European Statistical System, adopted by the ESS Committee in May 2014, identifies five key areas in which common action is needed for European statistics to be “fit for the future”. The quality is one of these key areas (European Statistical System. ESS Vision 2020.). Until little analysis on the quality of the Latvian innovation surveys was made. On the basis of scientific studies on data quality and methodological peculiarities of statistics on innovation, author developed an expert survey questionnaire and conducted an expert survey about the quality of the Latvian survey on innovation 2015. Based on the expert survey results, the author concluded that the most problematic data quality dimensions for survey on innovation are objectivity, data completeness, representativeness, methodological quality. The theoretical and methodological evidence is based on the analysis of the economic literature, scientific works published by foreign scientists (Wang R. Y., Strong D. M., Ballou D. P., Pazer H. L., English L. etc.); the statistics database of the Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia; Eurostat methodological materials on innovation statistics. Bibliography review, as well as methods of statistical analysis such as grouping, processing and comparative analysis has mainly been used in the paper.
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Introduction
Innovation level of the companies in Latvia is one of the most important factors affecting the sustainable development of Latvian economy and long-term competitiveness. In order to evaluate the level of innovativeness, innovation surveys are conducted. These surveys are certainly among the most commonly used statistical surveys by economists to identify the determinants of innovation, the effects of innovation, the interrelations between various innovation indicators etc. (Mairesse J. & Mohnen P., 2010). According to the recent results of innovation surveys in Latvia, Latvian innovative activity is low, for example, during the reference period 2008–2010 only 29.9% of enterprises were innovation active in Latvia, during the next reference period 2010–2012, the proportion of innovative enterprises increased slightly and remained at the level 30.4% (CSP Informatīvais apskats “Inovācijas Latvijā”).

The quality of statistical data is the main characteristic for the “official statistics”. The ESS Vision 2020 identifies five key areas in which common action is needed for European statistics to be “fit for the future”. One of the areas is strive for quality with the following objectives: abide with the European Statistics Code of Practice; apply fit-for-purpose tools to enhance quality assurance; assess the usability and quality of source data areas (European Statistical System.
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ESS Vision 2020). In the context of the ESS Vision 2020 the following problems concerning quality of statistics are stated:

- Modern societies and policy makers show little awareness of the necessity to invest in the production of high quality statistics.
- Respondents are not enthusiastic when they are asked to fill in a questionnaire.
- Tightened budgets in the public sector have led to shrinking resources also for statistical administrations (European Statistical System. ESS Vision 2020 (1)).

The research and analysis of the quality of statistics on innovation in Latvia is extremely important to successful and efficient innovation support policy making. Until little analysis on the quality of the Latvian innovation surveys was made. Summarizing the scientific studies on theoretical aspects of statistical data quality, the author found that a greater contribution in this field gave the following foreign researchers: Wang R. Y., Strong D. M, Ballou D. P., Pazer H. L., English L., Lee Y., Strong D., Parker M. B., Redman T. C., Olson J. On the basis of scientific studies on data quality and methodological peculiarities of statistics on innovation, author developed an expert survey questionnaire and conducted an expert survey about the quality of the Community Innovation Survey carried out in Latvia in 2015. Based on the expert survey results, the author concluded that the most problematic data quality dimensions for survey on innovation are objectivity, data completeness, representativeness, methodological quality.

This paper provides information on the state of innovation in Latvia, identifies some methodological peculiarities of statistics on innovation as well as discusses the results of the expert survey on the quality of Innovation Survey in Latvia. Author identifies areas that should be improved in the innovation data collection process in Latvia.

**What is the Community Innovation Survey and where statistics on innovation is used?**

The Community Innovation Survey in Latvia highlights innovation activities in Latvian enterprises with 10 employees or more. The survey is conducted every second year and is based on a harmonised survey questionnaire provided by Eurostat. The surveys cover a 3-year time-span and follow the general guidelines of the Oslo Manual. The Community Innovation Survey collects information about different types of innovations that the enterprises have introduced during a three-year period. In addition, the survey collects information about the enterprises’ expenditures for innovation activities with respect to product and process innovations as well as sources of information and cooperation deemed to be important for innovation, etc.

The target population of the innovation survey is economically active statistical units – merchants (individual merchants and commercial companies) carrying out economic activities in the following areas: NACE Rev. 2 Sections B, C, D, E, H, J, K and NACE Rev.2 Divisions 46, 71, 72, 73. The final sampling frame for 2014 consisted of 5 006 enterprises and sample for 2014 consisted of 1501 enterprises. The sample was built as stratified simple random sampling. The enterprises in the sampling frame were stratified by two main variables: by economic activity at the two-digit division level of NACE Rev. 2; and by the number of employed persons, enterprises being distributed into four size-classes, namely over 250, 50–249, 10–49, 1–9 and 0 employees (Methodological documents of the Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia).

For international comparisons, combined size-classes are used: large (250+ employed persons), medium (50–249 employed persons) and small (10–49 employed persons) enterprises.
According to the Community Innovation Survey 2014 Methodological recommendations, microenterprises (less than 10 employees) could be surveyed on a voluntary basis. In Latvia, filling out a survey questionnaire is an excessive burden for micro-enterprises, so micro-enterprises were excluded from the sample (Community Innovation Survey 2014 Methodological recommendations). Regional sampling as the third dimension could not be taken into consideration in Latvia as most strata had too small number of enterprises in them.

The CIS 2014 was mainly an online survey; the main data transmitting media was available on the website of the Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia. Enterprises still had the possibility of printing out the survey questionnaire as a pdf-file and returning it after filling by post or by e-mail. Only 4.2% of respondents used the old-fashioned way, 95.8% of respondents preferred the online version. The response rate was high. In absolute figures, out of 1501 sampled enterprises 1437 or 95.7% responded. The main non-response reasons: 29 sampled enterprises or 45.3% of non-respondents refused to provide a survey questionnaire; 23 sample enterprises or 35.9% of non-respondents stopped their work for a fixed period of time; 12 of sampled enterprises or 18.8% of non-respondents were impossible to contact (Methodological documents of the Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia).

The Community Innovation Surveys are certainly among the most exploited statistical surveys by economists in the many countries. The main purpose of innovation surveys is certainly to inform the research and innovation policies, it is not primarily to provide data for econometric analyses of innovation.


In the European Union individual innovation indicators are often aggregated to construct composite innovation indexes such as the ones of the European Innovation Scoreboard or the Global Summary Innovation Index (Arundel A. & Hollander H., 2008). Innovation scoreboards have been used for instance by the directorates of the European Commission to check whether there is an innovation gap between the European Union and some other parts of the world, a convergence in innovation between old and new EU member states, and an improvement in the overall European innovation performance as promoted by the Lisbon strategy (Mairesse J. & Mohnen P., 2010).

How innovative is Latvia?

The latest survey of innovation activities in Latvian enterprises shows that 30.4 percent of the enterprises conducted innovation activities during 2010–2012 (CSP Informatīvais apskats “Inovācijas Latvijā”). This is a higher share than before. Over the last few years, Latvia’s innovative performance has not improved significantly.

In 2010–2012 innovative were 64.6% of large enterprises (more than 250 employees), 43.2% of medium enterprises (50–249 employees) and 26.5% of small enterprises (10–49 employees) (CSP Informatīvais apskats “Inovācijas Latvijā”). Micro enterprises (less than 10 employees) were not surveyed.
In comparison with Baltic countries, Latvia had the lowest innovative activity (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 1. Innovative activity of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia (author’s chart based on CSP Informatīvais apskats “Inovācijas Latvijā”)

In 2015, Latvia has been ranked 33rd among 141 countries in the latest Global Innovation Index released by the World Intellectual Property Organization. Latvia also ranked as the 22nd most innovative country in the European region. In 2015, Latvia was ranked 30th by innovation output, 34th by innovation input and 26th by innovation efficiency ratio (Lsm.lv).

According to the Innovation Union Scoreboard 2015, Latvia together with Bulgaria and Romania are rated as “modest innovators” (countries with innovation performance well below that of the EU average). At the same time, Latvia is one of the fastest growing innovators (ASA Portal Austria).

The survey data on innovation show that only every fourth enterprise (25.5%) during the reference period 2010–2012 co-operated with other enterprises or institutions for product and process innovation activities. Most of the surveyed enterprises co-operated with other enterprises within their enterprise group (57%), the next popular co-operation partners are suppliers of equipment, materials, components, or software (44%). Most rarely enterprises co-operate with universities or other higher research institutes and with government, public or private research institutes (CSP Informatīvais apskats “Inovācijas Latvijā”). Lack of co-operation with universities or research institutes confirm the problem that Latvian enterprises do not participate in development of innovation.

Co-operation between enterprises and scientists and researchers is especially essential as they complement each other in different ways. Scientists produce an invention and the function of the enterprise is to develop the product to the mass-production stage and market it. In collaborative implementation, the university does the research, while the entrepreneur focuses on development, marketing, and production (Branstetter L. & Hyeog Ug. K., 2004).

The Europe 2020 Strategy set a 3% objective for R&D intensity for the EU as a whole and most Member States have adopted a national R&D intensity target for 2020. Latvia has set a national R&D intensity target of 1.5%. During the period 2007–2012, Latvian R&D intensity grew at an average annual rate of 2.0 %, which is somewhat below the EU average. Latvia needs to increase this rate significantly; an average annual growth rate of 10.8 % is required over the
period 2012–2020 to reach the 1.5% target (Research and Innovation performance in Latvia. Country Profile 2014).

Innovative activity in Latvia is influenced by various factors, like political and legal factors (policy agendas and legislation), economic factors (e.g., availability of external funds for social innovation), social and cultural factors (e.g., lack of information, risk of changes and instability), technological factors, individual factors (e.g., knowledge, motivation, skills) etc. According to statistical data discussed above, most valuable are policies for Latvia are that improve cooperation between the enterprises and research institutions in the innovation system and increase the innovative capacity of enterprises.

**Data quality dimensions**

Studies in data quality are not new; they have been conducted since at least the 1970s (Sadiq S. et al., 2011). Summarizing the foreign scientific studies on theoretical aspects of statistical data quality, the author found that a greater contribution in this field gave the following foreign researchers: Wang R. Y., Strong D. M, Ballou D. P., Pazer H. L., English L., Lee Y., Strong D., Parker M. B., Redman T. C., Olson J. In Latvia there is a lack of both popular and scientific literature on statistical data quality.

The most popular approach of defining data quality is the “fitness for use” introduced by Juran (Juran J. M., 1962). There is a consensus that the quality of data or information is contextual and must be evaluated relative to the context of its use (Strong D., Lee Y. & Wang R., 1997; Stvilia B., Gasser L., Twidale M. & Smith L., 2007).

In author’s view, statisticians and data consumers define data quality differently. For data consumers the main criteria is how well data is able to serve the purposes of its intended use or uses. From statistician’s point of view, statistical quality is embedded both in the statistical products themselves and in the processes used to produce them. Statisticians are responsible not only for data collection and dissemination, but also for promoting the use of statistical data.

This also supports that data quality is a multi-dimensional concept and should include various data quality dimensions and different types of indicators (e.g., objective & subjective, qualitative & quantitative).

A data quality dimension, as defined by Wang R. and Strong D. (Wang R. & Strong D., 1996), is “a set of data quality attributes that represent a single aspect or construct of data quality.” I author’s opinion, data quality dimensions deal with measurements or, in other words, are quantifications of characteristics of an object or phenomenon.

Many scientists have identified various frameworks for assessing and improving data quality through different techniques on the data quality dimensions (Batini C. et al., 2009). Some scientists identified important data quality dimensions (Batini C. et al., 2009; Wand Y. & Wang R., 1996; Pipino L. L. et al., 2002). For example, Ballou D. P. and Pazer H. L. (Ballou D. P. & Pazer H. L., 1985) proposed accuracy, completeness, consistency, timeliness as significant data quality dimensions; Wand Y. and Wang R. (Wand Y. & Wang R., 1996) proposed the following data quality dimensions: correctness, completeness, unambiguity, meaningfulness. Bertossi and Bravo split data quality dimensions into three groups: dimensions that characterize metadata quality, dimensions that characterize quality of data values and dimensions that characterize presentation quality (see Table 1).
In author’s view, basic dimensions that need to be addressed in order to present information that can be identified as reliable include: data completeness, data actuality, data accessibility, data interpretability, data informativeness, data utility, statistical disclosure control, costs effectiveness, validity concept.

In author’s opinion, validity in the context of statistical data quality is a complex concept—it shows whether the methodology of research is oriented on the certain purpose (methodological quality), it characterizes the accuracy of the research results (objectivity, consistency, accuracy of calculations) and it characterizes justified conclusions (representativeness) derived from the research results. That is why validity is evaluated in the context of a particular research and one universal approach to the determination of validity does not exist. Depending on the aspect of validity is necessary to evaluate certain specific dimensions are analyzed, that is why validity itself is multi-dimensional concept.

### Quality of the Community Innovation Survey in Latvia

Based on scientific studies on data quality and methodological peculiarities of statistics on innovation, author developed an expert survey questionnaire and conducted an expert survey about the quality of the last Latvian survey on innovation. The expert survey questionnaire was paper-based. The survey covered representatives of the Central statistical bureau of Latvia, who were responsible of the Community Innovation Survey, conducted in Latvia in 2015.

The proposed data quality assessment framework contained 13 dimensions:

1. **Data objectivity** – the ability of statistical data to reflect the actual situation and its independence from the data users' interpretations or evaluations.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptual view/associated metadata</th>
<th>Data values</th>
<th>Presentation quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate use</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Appropriateness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas covered</td>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>Ease of interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute granularity</td>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Formats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear definition</td>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>Format precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essentialness</td>
<td></td>
<td>Handling of null values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td></td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogeneity</td>
<td></td>
<td>Portability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifiability</td>
<td></td>
<td>Representation consistency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naturalness</td>
<td></td>
<td>Use of storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtainability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision of domains</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevancy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic consistency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural consistency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **Data completeness** – data meets user needs.
3. **Data representativity** – Sample data generalization capabilities.
4. **Data accuracy** – The degree of reflection of the actual situation.
5. **Quality of methodology** – Methodological scientific justification (including methodology approbation), correct use of methodology and unification level of methodology.
6. **Coherence** – Logical links between different statistical surveys findings, the data from different sources are comparable.
7. **Actuality** – Data collection and processing speed and frequency of renewal.
8. **Data accessibility** – Simplicity of data availability to the users.
9. **Interpretability** – Statistical data collection and processing methodologies is available to the data users in order to make the correct interpretation of data.
10. **Informativeness** – Data presentation form that will enable data users to capture data quickly and easily navigate the data range.
11. **Utility** – Data users demand to the data.
12. **Statistical disclosure control** – Confidentiality of the information provided by respondents.
13. **Cost effectiveness** – Efficient use of existing resources for data collection and processing.

For evaluation of each data quality dimension, author developed indicators. Experts were asked to evaluate how certain data quality indicators affect the quality of the Community Innovation survey results.

Based on the expert survey results, the author concluded that the most problematic data quality dimensions in the context of the Community Innovation survey are objectivity, data completeness, representativeness and methodological quality.

**Objectivity**

Objectivity – a dimension that reflects the extent to which information is without distortion by personal feelings, prejudices, or other information (Malá J. & Černá L., 2012).

Author define objectivity as *the ability of statistical data to reflect the actual situation and its independence from the data users' interpretations or evaluations.*

**Indicators for objectivity,** proposed by the author:
1. Data acquisition form (statistical survey)
2. Data stability over time
3. Data changes freedom from external random events (e.g., political)
4. Different survey question understanding (statistician – respondent), the question is asked ambiguously
5. Influence level of mentality (e.g., religion, culture, history, traditions, climate) on the respondents’ answers
6. Impact level of public opinion on the respondent's answers
7. Statistical data relevance to reality

In experts’ view, *Data stability over time* is not necessary for the quality of the innovation survey results, because the process of innovation development is a wavelike: innovation is developed and introduced to the market only after some research is carried out.
According to results of the experts’ survey, most notably objectivity of the results of the innovation survey is aggravated by Different understanding of the survey question by statistician and by respondent. Data acquisition form (statistical survey in the case of the Community Innovation survey) also has a strongly negative impact on the objectivity of the innovation survey results.

In practice, there are two mains actors in the communication process of official statistics – statisticians and respondents (respondents at the same time could be the users of statistical information). Both sides – statisticians as well as respondents are responsible for the quality of statistical information. Good practice is when statisticians consult respondents during the survey, they provide guidelines to fill the questionnaires as well as assist respondents to get desired statistical information. This approach promote the correct understanding of the question by respondents and is extremely important in the context of innovation survey. Firstly, because the innovation survey is conducted every second year (not every year). Secondly, every next innovation survey questionnaire contains new additional questions, which were not included in the previous one, as a result respondents are asked to provide completely different information. Thirdly, the concept of innovation is difficult to understand for the majority of respondents.

**Representativeness**

If the samples are not representative, any conclusions or decisions based on data will not be correct. A complete understanding of the data quality objective process, sample plan design, sample plan implementation, and quality control is required to assess sample representativeness (Ramsey C. A. & Hewitt A. D., 2005).

Author define representativeness as sample data generalization capabilities.

Indicators for representativeness proposed by the author:

1. Selected sample technique is in compliance with the task of statistical survey
2. Sample size is in compliance with the statistical survey task
3. The specific sample survey results attributing to the entire population
4. The survey response rate
5. Number of incorrect answers obtained during the survey

In experts’ opinion, the indicator Selected sample technique is compliance with the task of statistical survey is difficult to justify. According to the Community Innovation Survey Methodological recommendations, data on innovation should be collected through a census, sample survey or a combination of both. The stratification variables to be used for the Community Innovation Surveys, i.e. the characteristics used to break down the sample into similarly structured groups, should be the economic activities (NACE classification), enterprise size according to the number of employees, regional sampling (NUTS 2 classification). No statistical variables are provided in the methodological guidelines the choice of sampling techniques is based on.

The same problem is with the indicator Sample size is in compliance with the statistical survey task. According to the Community Innovation Survey Methodological recommendations, there is no minimum sample size defined needed. The expected response rate should be borne in mind i.e. the sample size should take into account the non-response rates experienced in the previous Community Innovation Survey and compensate accordingly.
What concerns *The survey response rate*, focus on just this indicator of survey quality can be misleading as a low response rate does not necessarily imply that the accuracy of survey estimates is poor. The literature on survey methodology contains examples showing that response rates by themselves are poor indicators of non-response bias, see e.g. Curtin R., Presser S. & Singer E., 2000; Groves R. M. & Peytcheva E., 2006; Heerwegh D. et al., 2007. As a result, additional survey quality indicators are necessary to provide more insight in the possible risk of biased estimators.

**Quality of methodology**

Author developed the following definition: quality of methodology is *scientific justification of methodology* (including *approbation of methodology*), *correct use of methodology* and *unification level of methodology*.

**Indicators for quality of methodology** proposed by the author:

1. Complexity of statistical data collection and processing, calculation methodology of statistical indicators for statistician
2. Data collection and treatment process can be adapted to the needs of data users and a rapidly changing environment
3. Speed of implementation of new data collection and processing methodology and / or new indicators calculation methodology
4. Complexity of statistical data collection and processing for data users
5. The proportion of complex indicators (e.g., GDP)
6. Applied data correction and imputation methods, which are regularly reviewed, corrected and updated
7. Unification level of statistical data collection and processing methodology
8. Capability of resources (time, labor, finance, etc.) for data collection and processing
9. Quality programs and quality assurance procedures are approved and running in the statistical office
10. Questionnaires testing before launching the statistical survey
11. Data collection and processing methodology is in compliance with EU and international benchmarks
12. Data audits in accordance with the operational experience and clearly understandable procedures
13. Errors and shortcomings repair is carried out in accordance with certain standards
14. Statistical indicators calculation methodology is scientifically justified, regularly monitored and improved
15. Data collection and processing methodology is scientifically justified, regularly monitored and improved

In experts’ opinion, the indicator *Questionnaires testing before launching the statistical survey* is one of the most important for identifying possible shortcoming and should be placed among the most important indicators. Unfortunately in Latvia innovation survey questionnaires are not tested. This is a serious omission, because every new innovation survey questionnaire differs from the previous one.
In experts’ view, the indicator *Complexity of statistical data collection and processing, calculation methodology of statistical indicators for statistician* is the most important in evaluation quality of methodology as lack of understanding in this context leads to decrease in quality and confidence in statistical research findings.

Statistical measures of innovation are based on operational definitions of the measured phenomenon – innovation. Definitions of innovation specify it, include some aspects of it and exclude some others. This, in turn, affects not only the idea of the innovation but also the quality of the information of the statistical indicators (Nieminen M. & Lehtoranta O., 2015). At the core of innovation statistics is the concept of innovation. In author’s opinion, the current concept of innovation provided in the Oslo Manual has some shortcomings, e.g.:

- The current Oslo Manual states that innovation can occur in any sector of the economy, including government services such as health or education, at the same time the current measurement framework applies only to business innovation.
- According to the Oslo Manual, “An innovation is the implementation of a new or significantly improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organisational method in business practices, workplace organisation or external relations” (Oslo Manual). Currently, it is difficult to distinguish between significantly improved and non-significantly improved products, it is too subjective.
- According to the Oslo Manual, “A common feature of an innovation is that it must have been implemented” (Oslo Manual). The concept of implementation provides a means for objectively assessing whether an innovation has taken place. Nevertheless it is necessary to define implementation more specifically to avoid confusion.
- The Oslo Manual does not classify innovations according to how radical they are.
- The Oslo Manual does not distinguish between “(a) commercialising something for the first time and (b) copying it and introducing it in a different context” (Fagerberg J., Mowery D. C. & Nelson R., 2004). However, scientists point out that the innovation process is not only a process of inventing, designing, testing, redesigning and marketing (Kline S. J. & Rosenberg N., 1986) but also of adopting, modifying, testing, re-modifying and marketing or implementing (Fagerberg J. & Godinho M. M., 2004).
- The Oslo Manual does not give answer to the questions, like: how abandoned and ongoing innovation activities should be reported or how a potential innovator can be identified in practice.

In author’s view, the concept of innovation during the 2000s has broadened from technological product and process innovations towards broader content, including service and social innovations, organisational and behavioural innovative changes. As a result, innovation nowadays should be defined in wider socio-economic context. Author shares the opinion of E. von Hippel, that “innovation processes have become more open and require multifaceted collaboration as reflected for instance in the concepts of open and inclusive innovation, democratising innovation and consumer innovation” (von Hippel E., 2005).
Data completeness

Author developed the following definition for data completeness: *Data meets user needs.*

Indicators for quality of methodology proposed by the author:

1. All the data that are needed to carry out the assessment of the dynamics of the phenomena are collected
2. All the data that are needed to carry out the assessment of the phenomena by the objects (by industry, by enterprise size classes, by types of innovations, etc.) are collected
3. All the data that are needed to carry out the assessment of the phenomena by the objects (by regions, etc.) are collected
4. Data interpolation required

In Latvia all the data according to the methodological guidelines provided by Eurostat (Eurostat. Community Innovation Survey 2014 Methodological recommendations) is collected and in the experts’ opinion indicators proposed by the author to evaluate data completeness positively effect the quality of innovation statistics.

In author’s opinion, statistical data on innovation mostly satisfy needs of European Commission, not Latvian policy makers. Indicators on innovation are essential for better understanding of the Latvian Innovation system. Innovation statistics is a collection of indicators. Quantitative data on innovation needs to be complemented with qualitative data for sound interpretations. Deeper analysis of statistical data on innovation in Latvia needs to be performed to understand functional-structural analysis of the Latvian Innovation system. Deeper analysis of indicators gives a comprehensive picture of the functioning of the Innovation system in Latvia and shows connections between the elements the Innovation system.

Nieminen M. & Lehtoranta O. (Nieminen M. & Lehtoranta O., 2015) provide some examples of components for the functioning of the innovation system and a number of indicators for analysis (see Table 2):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System functions and indicator examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Function</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurial activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge dissemination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources mobilisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Nieminen M. & Lehtoranta O. point out that this is the way to organise and interpret indicators. In addition, indicators should measure issues, which are relevant targets for policymaking.
In author’s view, in future some steps should be performed to make statistics on innovation more relevant for the needs of Latvian policy makers:

- The Community Innovation Survey data appears with a time lag, e.g., in 2015 the data was collected for the reference period 2012–2014. During the time period when the Community Innovation Survey is not conducted, it would be necessary to carry out smaller sample surveys (for example, only for large enterprises with 250 and more employees) so as to collect the basic indicators of innovative activity which are essential for national policymaking. This approach gives the possibility to obtain operational data.

- The Community Innovation Survey is a sample survey which does not cover all enterprises and sectors of the business economy. In author’s opinion, it would be useful to collect time series on innovation activities in the manufacturing sectors. The output from this study shall be used by policy makers in analysing and understanding the diffusion, usage and practice of innovation in the manufacturing sectors in Latvia.

- According to NUTS classification Latvia is one region, that is why the Community Innovation Survey collects data for Latvian region. Nevertheless, in author’s view, it would be useful to develop additional innovation survey to collect data on innovation activities on the regional level (Kurzemes, Latgales, Vidzemes, Zemgales, Rīgas regions etc.) for Latvian policymaking.

Summarizing experts’ survey results, author concluded that in the official statistics data quality is determined mainly by the following factors:

- The quality of information provided by respondent (respondent has enough knowledge and skill in the area of statistical surveys, to give true information, respondent give thoughtful answers, respondents are prone to cooperation, conscientiously take part in statistical surveys);

- The professionalism of the statistician (knowledge of mathematical statistics, practical experience and knowledge about the development and characteristics of the survey object);

- Cooperation between institutions involved in the preparation of the information, as well as users of information;

- Validity and relevance of the statistical methodology used (including the legal basis of the statistical survey, the purposes for which the data is necessary, the data protection measures).

**Conclusions, proposals, recommendations**

Until little analysis on the quality of the Latvian innovation surveys was made. That is why author’s study is a significant contribution in the analysis of the quality of statistical data on innovation in Latvia.

Based on scientific studies on data quality and methodological peculiarities of statistics on innovation, author developed an expert survey questionnaire and conducted an expert survey about the quality of the last Latvian survey on innovation. Author provides indicators for evaluation of the most problematic data quality dimensions according to experts’ survey results: objectivity, data completeness, representativeness, methodological quality.
Author discusses some shortcomings of the current methodology of statistics on innovation, like no recommendations on how abandoned and ongoing innovation activities should be reported or how a potential innovator can be identified in practice, lack of clarification on the concept of implementation of innovation etc. Author provides some future steps that should be performed to make statistics on innovation more relevant for the needs of Latvian policy makers.
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THE IMPACT OF PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SERVICES ON JOB SEARCH OUTCOMES – THEORY, METHODS AND EVALUATION

Inese Kalvane, University of Latvia, Latvia

Abstract
Public employment services (hereinafter – PES) operate as governments’ tool for implementation of the employment policy, reduction of unemployment and facilitation of competitiveness of the labour market. The key task of the PES is matching of labour supply and demand in order to stabilize the labour market and provide sustainable employment. To achieve these goals, the PES implement employment programmes.

According to the job search theory, the outcome of job search depends on
(i) jobseeker’s human capital (education level, experience, professional and other (“soft”) skills, health, etc.) personality traits (ambition, motivation etc.) and social capital (networks);
(ii) job search strategy (including the reservation wage) and intensity/effort of job seeking, but
(iii) the number of available vacancies and their distribution with respect to offered salary, required qualification and skills, terms and conditions of work.

The PES provide assistance in all above-mentioned respects

The purpose of this study is to assess efficiency indicators of support methods provided by PES to jobseekers and to collect and analyse local labour market experts’ opinions of on the efficiency of the support provided by PES and possible ways to improve it.

Using the job search theory as a conceptual framework, this study performs a comparative analysis and assessment of business models of the Latvian, Estonian and Danish PES, support measures implemented by these PES, as well as efficiency indicators used by them. Furthermore, for Latvia we present two city-level case studies using semi-structured interviews with eight labour market experts in Valmiera (a low-unemployment city) and Liepaja (a high-unemployment city).

The study results in conclusions regarding the relation of assessment indicators of the support provided by PES in job seeking with the elements of the theory of job search and recommendations for further research of the efficiency of the work of PES. The vision of the local employment experts of efficient PES operation can be ensured through cooperation of the PES and other institutions (municipalities, representatives of employers, trade unions, and educational institutions). The operational efficiency of the PES must be evaluated together with the operation of the mentioned institutions.

Key words: theory of job search, public employment services, efficiency indicators
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Introduction

PES services provide population with support in creating, implementing, evaluating, and reviewing job seeking strategy.

PES can impact and create an individual’s understanding of an appropriate job seeking strategy if the respective individual is using the services of PES. In labour market theoretical literature one can find theory and researches on job seeking theory and the role of PES in the process of seeking a job or employees. However, the number of studies related to PES operational efficiency evaluation and preconditions necessary for such operation to be efficient is limited. In this study, the author proposes a new approach to the PES operational efficiency evaluation, which is based on the elements of job seeking theory and the evaluation of efficient PES operation and organization performed by local employment experts.

Using the job search theory as a conceptual framework, this study performs a comparative analysis and assessment of business models of the Latvian, Estonian and Danish PES, support measures implemented by these PES, as well as efficiency indicators used by them. Furthermore, for Latvia we present two city-level case studies using semi-structured interviews with all together eight labour market experts in Valmiera (a low-unemployment city) and Liepaja (a high-unemployment city).

The study results in conclusions regarding the relation of assessment indicators of the support provided by PES in job seeking with the elements of the theory of job search and recommendations for further research of the efficiency of the work of PES. PES business mandate and role is related to human resource management of the aiming at improving social welfare through the following three channels: (i) increasing labour market effectiveness; (ii) promoting equal access to labour market; (iii) mitigating the negative consequences of cyclical and structural changes in labour demand.

People tend to have several workplaces during their working age. Transfer from one workplace to another can also interchange with periods of unemployment.

Osberg (Osberg, 1993) compares job seeking with fishing; making a decision on accepting an appropriate job offer he compares with making a decision on a caught fish – analysis of which fish is “big enough” to keep (if you can only keep one).

According to Osberg, contemplation on whether the fish is big enough for keeping it is similar to an individual’s contemplation on reservation wage and the factors of job seeking process impacting such contemplation.

According to Osberg (Osberg, 1993), it can be written down in a general form:

\[ P_{it} = f(e_{kit}, C_i, X_{it}, Y_{it}) \], \hspace{1cm} (1)

which express the probability of an individual \( i \) getting a job in period \( t \) \( (P_{it}) \), as a function of the effort used by the individual \( (e_{kit}) \) in all the \( (k) \) methods used, personal contacts in the labour market \( (C_i) \), the personal characteristics \( (X_{it}) \) that influence the reservation wage, and the characteristics of the labour market in which they search \( (Y_{it}) \).

By setting the reservation wage relatively high, the worker is less likely to receive an acceptable wage offer and will, on average, spend more time waiting for an acceptable offer than if she set reservation wage lower. Fitzgerald & Fitzgerald (Fitzgerald & Fitzgerald, 1998) has noted that the lower reservation wage implies a higher job-acceptance rate, lower
unemployment duration, and lower steady state unemployment. An increase in the firing rate reduces the expected length of time at a given job, and thus reduces the benefit of waiting for a relatively high wage offer.

McCall in his model (McCall, 1970) assumes that a job seeker knows the distribution of wage for his particular skills, and the costs of search is a known constant. The individual continues to search and remains unemployed as long as the offers are less than some minimally accepted value. A critical value is associated with each individual’s optimal search policy. The expected length of unemployment is calculated when the individual follow the optimal policy. Information on the labour market is very significant in job seeking and in economics in general.

Job search strategy is promoted by the following social skills of an individual: efficient use of information and services in job seeking, including use of information and communications technologies, ability to use informal social contacts efficiently, ability to prepare a CV – curriculum vitae, ability to take part in job interviews and present oneself, availability of recommendations, understanding of one’s own strong and weak sides, and understanding of the opportunities provided by the labour market.

Employers announce their vacancies both at the PES and seek employees on their own by placing advertisements in mass media, social networks and the services of private recruitment companies. All things equal, direct application to potential employers is associated with a higher probability of employment at the subsequent date of interview, while replying to advertisements results in higher paying employment. Job search intensity, measured by the number of search methods used, has a positive impact on both the probability of employment and on the wage at the subsequent date of interview. The fact that individual characteristics determine the use of various job search strategies, and different strategies have different effects on labour market outcomes (employment and wages) suggests that job search strategy plays an important role in matching workers with jobs (Rene & Mark, 2001).

The key task of the PES is matching of labour supply and demand in order to stabilize the labour market and provide sustainable employment. To achieve these goals, the PES assists job seeker in the job search strategy and implement employment programmes.

**PES business models and indicators**

National governance structure in which PES operate depends on PES degree of autonomy from parent ministry or department, the involvement of private sector, the organisation of benefit system, the participation of social partners in decision making process and degree of administrative decentralisation. When social partners are involved in decision making of PES, this can contribute to better and more informed decision. The implementation phase may be less troublesome because these partners are able to create support among their respective stakeholders, namely employers and employee organisations (Leroy & Ludo, 2014).

For implementation of Europe 2020 strategy (European Commission, 2010) PES of European countries have developed their own strategy “PES 2020 Strategy” (European Commission, 2012). According to this strategy PES services are divided into five groups: services for employers, services for alignment between labour market supply and labour market demand, services for improving workforce skills and competences, the unemployed sustainable activation services,
services for improvement of career of the unemployed. ALMP measures cover two of these groups of PES services – services for improving workforce skills and competences (various vocational education programs) and the unemployed sustainable activation services (various subsidized employment, public works programs).

PES use different groups of indicators for business monitoring. Table 1 summarises these indicators.

Table 1

Comparison of Latvia’s, Estonia’s, and Denmark’s PES business monitoring indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALMP and other PES measure types</th>
<th>PES business monitoring indicators</th>
<th>Number of the jobseekers involved</th>
<th>Number of the created workplaces</th>
<th>% of entrances to employment after jobseekers participation in ALMP (in 4, 6 or 12 month period)</th>
<th>Number of jobseekers involved in another ALMP (in 6 or 12 month period)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training measures</td>
<td>L, E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L, E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment measures</td>
<td>L, E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other measures</td>
<td>L, E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreasing of the unemployment duration</td>
<td>L, D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreasing of the unemployment duration for young people</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreasing of the unemployment duration for immigrants from third world countries</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The process of accumulation of information about job vacancies isn’t being monitored in Latvian PES, as well as the speed of finding a job. The Latvian PES’ performance is not evaluated by the amount of days in which PES provides unemployment benefits, because Latvian PES does not grant them. On the other hand, the Latvian PES does not monitor its speed of granting services, which could be an important PES business efficiency indicator. Due to data limitations, the Latvian PES does not evaluate if there are positive changes in the wage levels of the unemployed placed to jobs via PES although in principle this is possible by matching PES data with data of the State Social Insurance Agency (this has been done in the World Bank project “Latvia – Who is Unemployed, Inactive or Needy?”, (The World Bank & Hazans Mihails, 2013)). Latvian PES doesn’t evaluate the expenses for PES of recruiting one unemployed person, and also PES doesn’t even out the business evaluation results according to regions, taking into account the different unemployment rates in country’s regions. Latvian PES doesn’t separately evaluate the effectiveness of services provided to the immigrants.

For the countries examined in this research – Latvia, Estonia and Denmark – PES organization and management are different.
In Latvia the social partners, non-governmental organizations and municipalities are not involved in the organization and management the PES. The Latvian PES cooperates and consults with social partners, non-governmental organizations and local authorities in the process of performing its duties. The cooperation with municipalities take place in accordance with the provisions of the Law of the Support to the Unemployed and Job Seekers, on the basis of the cooperation agreements concluded between PES branch manager and the local government. The PES organization of Latvia has only two levels – central office and 28 regional branches, whose managers are subject and accountable to the central management of the PES.

The Latvian PES uses the following indicators to assess performance efficiency and the impact on the labour market: (i) the number of jobseekers involved in ALMP measures; (ii) rate of jobseekers entrances to employment by ALMP measures within 6 months after the person’s participation in ALMP measures; (iii) rate of long-term unemployed involved in ALMP measures; (iv) the share of unemployed youth (%) who within six months after getting the status of the unemployed have become active – recruited or involved in any of the ALMP measures; (v) the filled vacancy rate (%) in cooperation with employers; (vi) the unemployment duration for registered unemployed placed to jobs. For each of 28 Latvian PES branches the annual goals to be achieved are defined according to “Management by Objectives” methodology.

The Latvian PES operations are financed centrally and from the state budget, special budget, financial resources of the EU Structural Funds and other investment projects attracted.

The Estonian PES operates as an independent public institution managed by three bodies representing the government, the trade unions and the employers’ organizations. The three bodies have equal rights and responsibilities. The organization of Estonian PES has a three-level structure – central office, 15 regional branches and 26 customer service points.

The Estonian PES is financed by the Estonian Unemployment Insurance Fund, governmental and other financial resources of the EU Structural Funds. The decisions on the aims of use of financial resources and their proportion are adopted by the Estonian Unemployment Insurance Fund (EUIF hereafter) tripartite council.

The goals and indicators of the EUIF are divided into four sets: impact indicators (labour market integration); output indicators (access of employment services); quality indicators; activity indicators. The Estonian PES applies the following performance indicators: (i) rate of entrances to employment within 12 (6 or 4) months for newly registered unemployed (excl. recipients of unemployment insurance benefit), %; (ii) rate of entrances to employment within 12 (6 or 4) months for new recipients of unemployment insurance benefit, %; (iii) participation rate on ALMP of long-term unemployed (period of registered unemployment at least 12 month) within past 12 month; (iv) participation rate on ALMP (monthly average), %; (v) satisfaction index of job seekers and employers (Estonian Unemployment Insurance Fund, 2013).

The governance model of the Danish PES more than the other models discussed in this study focuses on the co-ordination of implementation of employment policy at three-tier levels (national, regional and local) and on the involvement of stakeholders of all levels in this process.

The municipalities have political competence to prioritise and design employment measures. Together with political accountability follows financial accountability. The refunds system provides a strong incentive for prioritising the employment area locally by carrying out active employment-direct measures. Financial management is basically deemed to provide each municipality with flexibility in relation to deciding budget levels and resource allocation for
employment measures. Each municipality can determine allocation of operating resources and staffing levels at job centres, as well as the resources used on ALMP (Mploy, 2011).

The system of the assessment of the Danish PES performance and the impact on the labour is complex because the employment policies of the implementation of the system are complex. At the national level strategic objectives and indicators are set for assessing the implementation of employment policy. At the regional level, these national objectives are coordinated with the needs of employers. Compared with the indicators used for the assessment of the Latvian PES performance, these indicators are more directly focused on the faster involvement of the unemployed into the labour market, as well as the involvement of the young people without education into the education system in order to obtain professional qualifications. Positive is the fact that in the process of implementation of employment policy objectives in Denmark, they are adjusted regionally in order to account for considerable differences in labour markets between the four Danish regions.

Data and conceptual framework

In order to compare how the local employment experts assess the operation of PES at a local scale and how such approach to assessment is consistent with the indicators of efficient operation of PES used by the PES and factors specified in job seeking theory that the PES can impact in the process of an individual seeking a job, the author interviewed employment experts in Valmiera and Liepaja.

In this study the author applies the approach of grounded theory and partially structured interviews, which involved asking a total number of 18 questions related to the role of the PES, their operational efficiency and institutional form to eight local level employment experts.

The study sample is created with the aim to acquire in-depth understanding of the studies issue at a local level. Employment and labour market issues of a local level are addressed not only by the job seeker, but also by the municipality, trade unions and a PES branch. Therefore, representatives of these institutions are the most competent experts and provide the most information on the issue under study.

Interviews involved four local employment experts from Valmiera and Liepaja, with each group of experts represented by one expert. Such size of aimed sample is justified, proportional and sufficient since it is possible to interview only one municipal manager and PES branch manager. Therefore, in order to maintain balance of experts among different groups, only one representative from each group in each city participated in the interview. For expressing the opinion of employees, employers with the biggest number of employees (large company) and with experience of at least ten years in addressing issues of local employment promotion from the most characteristic sectors of each city participated.

Valmiera was selected for interviewing local employment experts by the researcher because this city has a stable and below state average unemployment level in various stages of state economy development. Liepaja, in its turn, was selected for interviewing employment experts by the researcher because this city has a stable and above state average unemployment level in various stages of state economy development, and also – during the last three years more than 1000 employees lost their job because a large company ceased its operation.
The researcher carried out all interviews on-site in Valmiera and Liepaja during time period from 20.01.2016–27.01.2016, and recorded them in a recording device, created interview transcripts, and coded them using the approach of open coding. The researched numbered the codes according to the interview question number. The codes retain the designation of the person interviewed.

Afterwards, the researcher transformed these codes into categories, each of them retaining also the code number and, as a result, creating six PES evaluation category groups: (i) PES operation; (ii) scope of PES functions; (iii) PES communication; (iv) subjective evaluation of the PES; (v) PES cooperation partners; (vi) external economic environment. These categories are interrelated and impact one another (Table 2).

Table 2

PES operation evaluation categories of local experts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External environment</th>
<th>Operational scope</th>
<th>Operational model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic environment</td>
<td>Scope of functions</td>
<td>Operational model (including evaluation indicators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation partners</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: table created by the author.
During validation phase the researched validated the acquired theory by comparing it with the job seeking theory and the general practice of PES and the practice of the Latvian PES for the evaluation of PES operational efficiency.

**Research results and discussion**

In this study on PES operational efficiency, the experts most commonly expressed their opinion on the scope of functions of the PES (especially, regarding retraining, employment and labour market issues), external environment (especially, on cooperation partners) and on the scope of functions of the PES (especially, on services provided to the employees, retraining and labour market issues).

**Table 3**

Data analysis review broken down by PES performance evaluation (done by local experts)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code categories</th>
<th>PES operational model</th>
<th>Scope of PES functions</th>
<th>PES cooperation partners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribute and its frequency</td>
<td>centralization</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>branch network</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>retraining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conception</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>labour market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coordination</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>unsuccessful PES operation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>administrative decision</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>partially centralized</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>for youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>limitations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>centralization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NVA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>career</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>planning</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>target audience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>municipality programmes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>lifelong education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reputation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code categories</th>
<th>PES communication</th>
<th>PES public rating</th>
<th>External economic environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribute and its frequency</td>
<td>informing</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>communicate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>traditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>information analysis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>stereotypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>good practice</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PES branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>homepage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>social networks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* Table created by the author; designations: NVA – State Employment Agency, which is the PES in Latvia, LTRK – Latvian Chamber of Trade and Industry, LDDK – Employers’ Confederation of Latvia, mentioned times – n.
This leads to conclusion that efficient PES operation is primarily associated with actions promoting employment, forecasting the labour market and promoting cross-institution cooperation. The priority of PES operation must be the local level so that the services of the PES would correspond to the specifics and needs of the local level.

In order to achieve the expected operation results from the PES at a local level, the interviewed experts pointed out that additionally to the currently implemented registering of unemployed persons, training and cooperating with municipalities, the PES must also be an ombudsman of the labour market, inform on the activities within the labour market, make inquiries about the plans, problems and needs of the employers, and organize a dialogue between the employers and educational institutions on the preparation of skills and competencies required by the workforce. The PES must also explain to the job seekers how job seeking strategy is formed; they must work only with motivated job seekers. Their external communication must contain advertisements of their own services and examples of good practices.

Thereby, according to the opinions of the local employment experts, the PES could change the existing stereotypes among population on their operation (PES works only with unmotivated, poorly qualified and unhappy people; the PES offer only vacancies of low quality; the PES provide services of bad quality because they are free-of-charge) and strive to find job seekers and employers/employees of higher priority of order within the list. It is indicated in the studies that the PES is not the primary job seeking method. The relatively good jobs paying are usually found through “informal information network” (Osberg, 1993). Also, the local employment experts pointed out in the interviews that in the search for qualified employees placing advertisements in mass media is the choice of priority instead of the PES since people who are really looking for a job respond to such advertisements.

The local employment experts evaluated in the interviews that the reservation wage of a non-competitive job seeker would be justified in the range 370–500 EUR, for an average competitive job seeker – 550–1100 EUR, and for a fully competitive one – 600–1500 EUR.

External PES environment promoting employment was characterized in the interviews as a good business environment, well organized public transportation, beneficial geographical location, and successfully retained sectors of historical production industry with adaptation to the nowadays globalized world.

The local employment experts admitted in the interviews that the PES, municipality, employers and their associations, and educational institutions are not the only ones interested in the efficient operation of the PES. At a local level, the operation of the PES should be of interest also to such institutions as trade unions and Employers’ Confederation of Latvia. Also, experts pointed out the need for institutions, at a local level, to analyse their operational results in a comparative manner and plan their improvement.

For its operation to be efficient, the PES operational model must take into account the specifics of the local situation. The precondition for successful operation of a local branch must be the implementation of national-level tasks of the PES.

By defining a good job seeking result, the employment experts defined it as a combination of variables, which is made up by a factor of an individual’s employment and satisfaction.
The following indicators should be applied in evaluating the PES operation:

**Table 4**

**Comparison of job seeking theory elements and PES operational efficiency indicators suggested by the local employment experts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job seeking theory elements</th>
<th>PES operational efficiency evaluation indicators suggested by the local employment experts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job seeking strategy</td>
<td>Number of unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservation wage</td>
<td>Duration of unemployment period (in days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to communicate</td>
<td>Number of people who found jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contingency between the number of job seekers and number of vacancies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills</td>
<td>Recruitment of unmotivated unemployed (in numbers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency</td>
<td>Recruitment according to the acquired qualification (in numbers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquiring a qualification according to the company needs (qualitative assessment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labour market monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of vacancies</td>
<td>Number of vacancies in a municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offered wage</td>
<td>Number of registered vacancies in a municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work conditions</td>
<td>Information on workforce demand in each company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work duration</td>
<td>Number of satisfied inhabitants of municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of employees in a municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of economically active people in a municipality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unemployment level (%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: table created by the author.*

The view of the local employment experts regarding the PES operational efficiency indicators corresponds to their opinion on the role of the PES in the local labour market and its ability to impact this labour market. The PES operational indicators must be defined so that they would promote the PES operational efficiency at a local level, especially: (i) through occupying the free vacancies of the employers, (ii) through dedicated promotion of the competitiveness of job seekers and (iii) through ensuring information on the labour market.

**Conclusions and recommendations**

The centralized approach of the Latvian PES operational models, together with the state policy and limited allocated financing for the employment promotion activities ensures a unified approach to the promotion of workforce competitiveness, however, it does not take into account the specifics and solutions of the local labour market, as it is offered by other PES in cooperation with municipalities.

Workforce competitiveness promotion requires fast and precise support from the PES, therefore, the PES operation model must ensure both equal approach to the services throughout
the whole country, as well as it must take into account the specifics of the local labour market. The PES operational monitoring indicators must be comprehensive, so that it would be possible to evaluate the changes in the standard of living and improvement of competitiveness within the labour market of an individual.

For its operational efficiency evaluation the Latvian PES does not use such important elements mentioned in the job seeking theory as (i) duration of employment after a period of unemployment, (ii) amount of wage and the dynamics of its changes, (iii) work conditions, as well as (iv) does not complexly evaluate the impact of the PES on the implementation of the job seeking strategy of an unemployed.

The signs mentioned by the local employment experts based on which the operation of the PES is considered efficient, correspond to the elements of job seeking theory. The vision of the local employment experts of efficient PES operation can be ensured through cooperation of the PES and other institutions (municipalities, representatives of employers, trade unions, and educational institutions). Hence it is clear that the operational efficiency of the PES must be evaluated together with the operation of the mentioned institutions.

Efficient PES operation is primarily associated by local experts with actions promoting employment, forecasting the labour market and promoting cross-institution cooperation. The priority of PES operation must be the local level so that the services of the PES would correspond to the specifics and needs of the local level. PES must also be an ombudsman of the labour market. PES must also explain to the job seekers how job seeking strategy is formed. PES could change the existing stereotypes among population on their operation. PES operational model must take into account the specifics of the local situation. The precondition for successful operation of a local branch must be the implementation of national-level tasks of the PES.

Therefore, in the future studies it is advisable to evaluate whether the range of PES operational evaluation indicators must be complemented, as well as – it must be evaluated, whether the use of all indicators is efficient and possible in cross-sections of data availability, including at the local level. The ability of the PES to impact the labour market must undergo more studies: (i) PES customer survey on the efficient PES operation, through including unemployed, job seekers, employees with experience of unemployment in Liepaja and Valmiera in the sample, as well as – (ii) to interview unemployment experts of a national scale regarding efficient operation and organization of the PES.
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Abstract

Problem statement and research aim. The modern model of social policy implemented in many countries, both at the macro (state) and the micro (companies) levels shows low efficiency. The lack of serious systemic shifts in social sector, growth of social risks testify the crisis of the idea and practice of a social state, give grounds to skeptical assessment of corporate social performance effects. The latter necessitates rethinking the prevailing notions and theories, the formation of new research approaches, bringing the objectives and content of corporate social policy (CSP) into line with the modern challenges and risks, the implementation of a new model of CSP in practice.

The article shows the features of corporate social performance of major international and Russian companies, the reasons for its poor results, substantiates the necessity of transformation of the goals and content of CSP, reveals the basic principles and directions of CSP version 2:0. adequate to the conscious economy principles.

Research methods used. The propositions and conclusions of the paper are based on the modern corporate social responsibility (CSR) and sustainable development conceptions, the comparative analysis of scientific research approaches used and the results of studies of corporate social practices of Russian and international companies conducted by Russian and foreign research centers in the years 2004–2015, as well as on the results of research carried out at Economics Faculty of St. Petersburg State University in the years 2008–2015, aimed at identifying the characteristics features of Russian companies social policy.

Main results and findings. The authors conclude on the necessity of CSP reconceptualization (one of its directions should be the integration of CSR, CSP and sustainable development issues); bringing the objectives and content of CSP in compliance with the modern challenges and risks; the implementation of a new CSP model in the Russian companies practice. For its formation should be solved a set of interrelated problems of theoretical and applied research, such as the instrumentalization and operationalization of CSP, its professionalization and institutionalization. Their solution requires the joint efforts of academic, professional and business communities.

Practical implication. The results could be the basis for CSP reconceptualization and the formation of the modern CSP model.
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Introduction

In recent years some researchers in their work are increasingly using an original scientific technique – they introduced the concept of “versions” of 1.0 and 2.0. to indicate that studies carried out analysis of the current trends in the study area and the necessity of relevant changes, the transformation of attitudes and research approaches, the search for alternative development models (Hamel G., 2010; Hamel G. et al., 2011; Visser W., 2010, 2011, 2012). The situation we are witnessing today in the sphere of social policy, including CSP, gives every reason to use this technique. And it isn’t a tribute to the fashion trends, for it usage there are valid reasons.

No serious systemic changes in the social sphere, growth of social risks testify about the crisis of the idea and practice of the social state, about low efficiency of social policy model being implemented in many countries, both at macro (state) level and at micro (corporate) level, and low efficiency of corporate social performance, in general, (Visser W., 2011). This situation forced to rethink current approaches to social policy, its objectives and content (Aganbegian A., 2013; Barton D., 2011; Bljahman L., 2012).

The corporate social policy, in the most general terms, we can define as a form of implementation of corporate social responsibility (CSR); the company’s activities aimed at identifying social needs and expectations of interested parties, implementation of its relevant social obligations; mechanism of development and implementation of decisions in the social sector at the level of individual companies (corporate level).

A number of studies (international, national, regional), aimed at investigating the characteristic features of business ideas and perception of CSR, analysis of the social practices of Russian companies and assessing the structure and dynamics of social investments were carried out in Russia in 2004–2015 (The report on social investments in Russia, 2004, 2008, 2014; Analytical review, 2015). Related subjects research aimed at studying the characteristics of corporate social performance and CSP of Russian and international companies operating in Russia were conducted in the Faculty of Economics of St. Petersburg State University in 2008–2014: “CSR: St. Petersburg Companies Experience” (2008); “Social practices of 200 companies included in the list of the largest companies of Russia according to the “Expert” journal” (2010). These researches was conducted by the method of content-analysis of the materials placed on the official corporate websites, as well as by analysis of social reports of these companies. The results made it possible to identify a number of criteria to actualize companies social policy typology by the following criteria: CSP formalization (formalized and non-formalized policy); CSP integration into the company’s strategy (integrated and non-integrated policy); the scope of the CSP implementation (foreign and domestic policy); CSP objectives (short-term, local, long-term, sustainable development); CSR pattern (proactive, reactive, democratic, authoritarian); CSP complexity (complex, fragmented SP). The research results were presented in the monograph “Corporate Social Policy: Theory and Practice of Management Decisions” (Kanaeva O., 2013).

The generalization of the results of above mentioned studies, as well as of the studies of companies’ financial statements, the materials placed in the “Library of corporate practices” (Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RSPP) publishes them since 2008) and corporate web sites reveal the features of corporate social performance and Russian companies’ social policy, the reasons for its low efficiency. Despite of the obvious lack of empirical data obtained and their limited representativeness and comparability, the research
results adumbrates the extent of Russian companies’ involvement in the corporate social performance, the most common approaches to the understanding of directions of the CSP, its trends and constraints.

Research results and discussion

1. Social policy of Russian companies 1.0

Comparative analysis of Russian and foreign scientists’ research approaches to CSR and CSP indicates that there are some differences between them. Abroad, the social aspects of company activities traditionally considered within the broader perspective of CSR. In Russia, we are observing a certain alienation, autonomy of CSP research from a more general perspective of CSR and sustainable development (Kanaeva O., 2013. P. 190-207).

So, abroad corporate social policy CSP has become a subject of debate since the mid XX century, firstly within in the emerging corporate social responsibility concept and issues associated with it – the corporate social responsiveness and corporate social performance concepts and the concept of shared value proposed by M. Porter and M. Kramer (2011).

One of the first author who described the relationship between CSR and company policies was H. Bowen. In famous work “Social responsibility of the businessman” he defined social responsibility as “the obligations of businessmen to pursue those policies, to make those decisions, or to follow those lines of action which are desirable in terms of the objectives and values of our society” (Bowen H., 1953, 6). Thereby H. Bowen linked CSR implementation with an adoption of appropriate management decisions. Later in 1960 the need to consider CSR within a management context was firmly highlighted by K. Davis, who define business social responsibilities as “businessmen’s decisions and actions taken for reasons at least partially beyond the firm’s direct economic or technical interest” (Devis K., 1960, 70).

However the most significant contribution to the formation of CSP theoretical bases has been made by the creators of the corporate social performance conception, which has become the starting point of wide theoretical and applies researches of CSR management aspects, forms and mechanisms for its implementation – A. Carroll, S. Wartick, P. Cochran, D. J., E. M. Epstein, D. J. Wood and D. Swanson. The key provision of this conception which allows us to incorporate the concept of “social policy” in the CSR conceptual system and to disclose their relationships is S. Wartick and P. Cochran notion: “the CSP model reflects an underlying interaction among the principles of social responsibility, the process of social responsiveness, and the policies developed to address social issues. The CSP model relies on this expanded version of social responsibility and this principle/process/policy approach in order to provide a distinctive view of a corporation’s overall efforts toward satisfying its obligations to society” (Wartick S. et al., 1985, 758).

Familiarity with CSR modern publications as a whole shows that the “social policy of the company” concept is widely used in corporate social responsibility issues researches, although this phenomenon per se has not become a subject of special studies. Despite some differences in its interpretation, the most of authors consider CSP as a particular form of CSR realization or a special managerial mechanism of response to social demands of corporate stakeholders – as decisions taken by companies to solve to identified social problems. The analysis of above mentioned concepts indicates that at the present time an approach was formed to build
a sufficiently harmonious system of concepts reflecting companies position in respect of its social responsibility (CSR), the nature and means of possible responses to social problems and stakeholder requests (corporate social performance) as well as the forms and mechanisms of social responsibility realization and implementation – corporate social strategy and policy (tab). For purposes of our study the CSP concept could be defined as a form of CSR implementation; the system of settings, goals and principles of the company activities in the social area (sphere); defined sequence of actions a system of measures aimed at achieving these goals; a mechanism for appropriate decisions making and their implementation.

The situation in Russia publications can be characterized as highly ambiguous. On the one hand, studies show that the number of companies that declare their commitment to CSR, following the international CSR standards and implementing non-financial reporting is increasing (see National register of corporate non-financial reports). Development of social activity of Russian companies in general corresponds to global trends (The report on social investments in Russia-2008, 2008). Currently, it is possible to select a group of leading companies (about 60 major Russian and international companies operating in Russia), implementing effective social policies. In professional and scientific communities outlined common approaches to the interpretation of content and form of CSP implementation, its objectives and directions. However, on the other hand, the research findings also confirm the availability of certain contradictions in manifestation of this trend and indicate the existence of serious problems and limitations.

1. There is no common approach to the interpretation of the content and the possible forms of implementation of CSR, the objectives and content of the relevant corporate policies; there is a high variability of CSP types. The range of approaches to understanding of the contents and implementation of CSR is very wide – from liberal ideologist of which was Milton Friedman (Friedman, 1970), to a strategic approach (Porter M. et al., 2006). In our opinion, at present, we can distinguish at least five approaches to CSR companies realized in practice: liberal, traditional (traditional charity), social-oriented, integrated and strategic (Kanaeva O., 2013. P. 129–169). The overwhelming majority of Russian companies adhere to the traditional and socially-oriented approaches.

2. The studies conducted confirm the availability of link between the approach to CSP implemented in practice and its objectives and priorities. As CSP objectives are generally
considered to achieve short- and medium-term social effects (local in nature) related to internal social problems solutions: fulfillment of current requests of staff and local community; strengthening the company’s reputation; increase staff loyalty. The CSR priority areas includes HR development, health and safe working conditions.

3. These studies indicate as a distinct feature of modern Russian business practice the presence of high variability of social projects and programs, of evident underestimation of comprehensive and systematic approach to CSP. Companies focus on detached elements of the CSP, which is not seen as a multidimensional process.

4. There are no clear conception about the criteria and mechanisms for determining of CSP priorities. In most companies the priorities of CSP choice is carried out based on the subjective assessment of severity of existed social problems, company resource potential, managerial internal attitudes and power of external pressure. Criteria such as effectiveness of CSP measures, assessment of the priorities degree of certain social programs executed by company’s stakeholders and severity of non-financial risks, with rare exceptions, are not considered.

5. The number of Russian companies with an interest in the identification of stakeholders, their needs and expectations, the analysis of the possible ways to respond to them is small. The activity in this issue displayed those companies that intends to enter to international markets or companies who are forced to bear greater social responsibility (for example, town-forming). The mechanism to identify stakeholders, the interaction with them and define their needs is under development – only 8% of companies made an attempt to detect their stakeholders, only 17% of companies were planning such research in the future according to the studies conducted (The report on social investments in Russia-2008, 2008; Kanaeva O., 2013)

6. A small part of Russian companies assess the effectiveness of social investment – only 17.9% of companies taking part in research “CSR: St. Petersburg Companies Experience” (2008)” recognized the need to evaluate the CSP effectiveness (Kanaeva O., 2013). In practice, the assessment of the socio-economic impact of corporate social performance and CSP implementation were replaced by assessing the individual social programs cost-effectiveness, which, in turn, was reduced to measuring quantitative results (amount of investment, number of persons involved in particular program, number of employees who took part in implementation of these programs, number of measures undertaken).

7. The most Russian companies underestimated the efficiency of the management approach to CSP (according to which the latter is treated as an independent object of management), as well as the possibility of using methods of operational and strategic management in CSP realization. The integration of CSR in the company corporate governance system and the development of organizational support of corporate social performance are very slow and generally chaotic.

8. There is no clear understanding of the mechanism of CSP formation, methods and tools for its implementation. The most widely used by Russian companies internal and external social policy tools reflect the dominant practice approaches to CSR, the degree of company involvement in solution of particular social problems. According to the “set” of these tools can be judged on the type of social policy specific for a particular company.
9. The rather characteristic feature of the Russian companies’ CSP is, on the one hand, a clear underestimation of the importance of CSP formalization, and on the other hand – the lack of generally accepted ideas about which documents should reflect CSP principles, objectives and direction. This situation is confirmed by a wide variety of documents reflected their accepted social obligations.

10. Despite of the tendency growth of Russian companies engaged in the non-financial reporting published on a regular basis were being revealed the information on the triple bottom line mode (economic, environmental and social performance), the expansion of reporting companies industrial structure and the improvement of reporting quality, the total number of companies involved is relatively small. During the period from 2000 to 2015 only 159 companies published 634 non-financial reports (Analytical Surveys of RSPP on non-financial reporting).

11. Only in a few cases CSP is seen as a factor in improving the competitiveness and corporate sustainability and the sustainable development of society as a whole. However, the global international and some major Russian companies implementing a strategic approach to CSR are increasingly considering CSP as a strategic management tool applied to social factors for improving the company competitiveness and sustainability, as a company’s contribution to socio-economic development of regions, to solution of national social policy problems. Among them are: the raw material companies (Lukoil, Gazprom, SUEK, Polysus Gold), the ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy companies (UC Rusal, “VSMPO-Avisma”, Evraz Group, MMK), the chemical and petrochemical industry companies (Fosagro, EuroChem, Sibur), the engineering companies (Power machines, Kamaz, OMZ), the transportation companies (“RZ”, Aeroflot) etc.

Thus, above mentioned researches confirm the commitment of the majority of Russian companies to CSR “reactive” model, in which the CSP is treated as a set of social projects and programs aimed primarily at company personnel and are able to provide a local effect of short-term and medium-term. The CSP objects are company’s staff and local community; and its subject is (identified in some way) social problems and requests (primarily related to provision of social packages, creation of favorable working conditions, personnel training) and corresponding to them a set of social obligations.

2. CSP 2.0: formation principles and directions

The characteristic features of Russian companies’ social activities formulated in the above mentioned studies lead to conclusion that for the most of companies social policy are characterized as non-formalized, fragmented, local on objectives and reactive in nature. Revealed approaches to CSP formation and implementation indicate varying degrees of involvement of Russian companies in corporate social performance, as well as the certain logic of this involvement – motion from the traditional and socially-oriented approaches to strategic one. At the same time, the model of strategic CSR is still exotic, even for companies have perceived CSR ideas. These features also indicate the necessity to rethink approaches to the interpretation of objectives, content and mechanisms of realization of CSP, to bring them in line with modern challenges and risks, the implementation in practice of Russian companies a new model of social policy – CSP 2.0.
In order to form a new CSP model it is practical to solve a set of interrelated theoretical and applied tasks, such as reconceptualization, instrumentalization and operationalization of CSP, its professionalization and institutionalization. Their implementation requires joint efforts of the academic, professional and business communities.

**CSP reconceptualization** involves the development of a holistic, consistent and generally accepted system of views on the objectives, functions, content and mechanism of CSP implementation adequate to the principles of responsible and conscious economy, as well as system-relevant concepts. Formation of the conceptual foundations of CSP should, in our view, be based on a multidisciplinary, multisubjective and systemic approaches and suggests integration of CSP theories and conceptions associated with CSR and sustainable development problematic (conceptions of: CSR, corporate social performance, creating shared values, corporate citizenship, sustainable development, corporate sustainability).

*The multidisciplinary approach* involves study of CSP phenomenon in the framework of the sociological, economic and management research areas. Its advisability is associated with the necessity to integrate such scientific areas approaches for interpretation of the research methods and tools of CSP phenomenon. In the sociological framework researchers attention focuses on interaction in social sector between companies, the state and society, on the problems of their interests balance. In the economic framework – on the effectiveness of CSP assessment, CSP influence on company core activities and its long-term competitive advantages formation. With management science positions CSP is considered as an independent management object, and in this regard, of particular interest are the managerial aspects of the CSP.

In accordance with *multisubjective approach* received, at the moment, quite broad support, a business organization is regarded as one of social policy subjects, along with the state, regional and municipal administrations, civil society institutions. According to this approach one of the CSP fundamental principles should be considered *the principle of solidarity responsibility of all parties* interested in solving social problems and social development: government, business and citizens.

In accordance with *systematic approach*, CSP should be considered, on the one hand, as an element in a system of national social policy, on the other – as a phenomenon with complex internal structure, its specific (local) goals, object and subject, as well as an integral part of corporate strategy. The integrity of this system should be ensured by common (shared by all) social values, the unity of the strategic goals of social policy.

The severity and nature of the social problems, the specifics of socio-economic situation in Russia and innovative type of economic development requirements allow us to consider as a social policy strategic objective a human potential development and creation of favorable conditions for its implementation. It is clear that achievement of this goal requires solution of a set of tasks, which priority is determined by many factors and conditions. As a priority should be considered problems, which implementation will be able as soon as possible to provide the greatest contribution to the established goals achievement. These, in our view, should include a set of tasks for population health management, formation of the system of education adequate to today’s challenges and creation of equal opportunities, improving personal social stability of citizens.

The identified problems solution and as a result, the strategic goal implementation will require not only a change in the principles and the institutions functioning in these spheres, but also assessment of feasibility of each social policy subjects in their implementation, development
of appropriate mechanisms for CSP. Thus, on the one hand, the focus should be on delimitation of the responsibility scope of the state, regional authorities and companies, on the general and local, specific social functions definition, and on the other hand – on finding the intersection of their interests in the field of social policy. The latter is particularly important from the point of view of increasing business interest in solving various social problems and can be treated as a condition of effective CSR formation, serve as a guide to determine the priorities of internal and external social policy of the company and contribute to the goals of social policy.

Obviously, that as these areas of business and the society interests intersection, and consequently, as a priority CSP directions could be considered kinds of activity, which results of the implementation will be so-called shared social values, the overall socio-economic impact consists for companies – in the formation of unique intangible assets (in the form of intellectual, human, social and reputation capital) and, consequently, to ensure the long-term competitive advantages, improving corporate sustainability; for the individual – in the development of his personal capacities and personal social sustainability; for society as a whole – in human development and sustainable development.

Thus, as the CSP objectives should be considered the accumulation and improvement of quality of human, social and intellectual company capital, since a solution of complex problems is relevant to the social policy long-term objectives and the interests of both companies and society.

CSP operationalization and instrumentalization – the formation of a clear understanding of the basic managerial processes and functions, as well as the methods and tools of CSP formation and implementation – are possible within the framework of management approach to company social policy according to which it is regarded as a particular object of management.

The managerial approach to CSP implies the interpretation of company social policy as company’s involvement in corporate social performance, including a specific sequence of interrelated steps: CSP formation (planning, formalization, organization); social policy implementation; evaluation of its effectiveness and stakeholders informing. It also means the incorporation of stakeholders and strategic management conceptions in CSP theory and practice. It should be emphasized that building relationships with stakeholders on a systematic basis (stakeholder management), CSP formation based on identified stakeholders requests are an important feature of the managerial approach.

The CSP management mechanism (mechanism of its formation and implementation) development has not only theoretical, but also of a great practical importance, since it would identify the main stages of CSP formation and implementation, indicate the corresponding management processes and functions, i.e. makes CSP manageable. Talking about the practical significance of CSP management mechanism formation, it should be emphasized the necessity to develop a standard (reference) CSP management model which, on the one hand, would be a reflection of the best corporate social practices, on the other hand – would give companies an idea of appropriate actions algorithm and management functions.

The implementation of the managerial approach to CSP makes the necessary of CSP and corporate social performance professionalization, which presumes the implementation in companies practice scientific and professional approaches to CSP creation and implementation, integration CSP management in corporate governance system, the involvement of experts with appropriate knowledge and competences who are able to develop and implement in Russian companies’ practice strategies and mechanisms of socially responsible business.
Conclusion

In conclusion it should be underlined that characteristic features of Russian companies CSP indicate the necessity of CSP institutionalization, i.e. the formation of generally accepted understanding of CSP possible objectives and directions, its rules, regulations and requirements, the reflection of such understanding in the relevant documents and business community and other stakeholders wide informing. From our point of view successful solution of these problems could be facilitated by the development of national standards of CSP, which, in contrast to the Russian National Standard GOST R ISO 26000-2012 “Guidance on Social Responsibility” (2012) and the Russian National Standard RF GOST R ISO 26000-2011 “Enterprise management. Guidance for managing sustainable development” (2012) should contain the uniform requirements to the company activities in social sphere and the recommendations for their implementation, as well as criteria and indicators for effective CSP.

Thus, within the framework of this understanding of CSP nature, the company social policy should be regarded simultaneously as a complex (system) object; form of business organizations social responsibility realization; set of corporate principles, values and objectives; the activities aimed at achieving of social objectives and execution of liabilities; the tool of strategic management of corporate sustainability social factors.

The fundamental principles of the CSP version 2.0 should be the following ones:
• solidarity responsibility (business is responsible for social policy objectives implementation, along with other social policy subjects);
• objectives convergence (CSP objectives must comply with the main social policy objectives and company strategic objectives);
• aims orientation (CSP should be focused on the establishment of shared (common) social values and sustainable development promotion);
• systemacy and harmonization of interests (CSP implies consistency of stakeholders interests, short-term company interests and the long-term interests of society);
• manageability (CSP is a management object);
• efficiency (CSP efficiency should be considered as a criterion for social policy priorities determination);
• transparency and accountability (information on the results and effectiveness of the CSP should be reported to the stakeholders).

The rejection of an ideology of forced replacement of a state in social sphere, the reorientation of CSP objectives from local social problems solving and negative effects of company activities on the establishment of common social values minimizing, as well as the positive effects increasing; the transition from management of individual social programs to CSP and social risks management will indicate the formation of a new model of CSR as social policy 2.0.
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Abstract.
The article presents the results of the research in the development of bankruptcy prediction models in the sectors of construction and transport & storage in Lithuania.

The possibility to apply the models of logistic regression for bankruptcy prediction is investigated. A logistic regression model was developed on the basis of financial ratios. Logistic regression model employs the financial ratios which statistically significantly differ in the financial statements of bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy companies (in Lithuanian companies in construction and transport & storage sectors) 3 year before bankruptcy were distinguished in prior research works of authors.

The present study distinguishes itself by its broad scope that was targeted for the first time. In order to evaluate the accuracy of bankruptcy prediction models and ensure the quality of the acquired data, empirical calculation was carried out including 485 companies whose bankruptcy processes were initiated in 2009–2013 and 459 companies that did not go bankrupt during this period.
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Introduction

Financial failures of businesses have a negative impact on the interested parties including shareholders, creditors, clients, suppliers and employees. Therefore, in order to ensure business continuity and guarantee the interests of interested parties, it is crucial to constantly evaluate financial situation of companies, solve financial problems before companies become insolvent. The object of the research is bankruptcy prediction of companies.

Beaver (1967) and Altman (1968) studies on the bankruptcy prediction of companies prompted scientists’ and practitioners’ interest in this field. The abundance of the scientific research in this field is determined by the performed summarising studies of research of the bankruptcy models. For instance, Altman and Narayanan (1997) have analysed and summarised 43 studies carried out in 22 countries. Currently, the topicality of this theme remains unaltered. Beaver Correia and McNichols (2012) divide the analysed models into three groups that are accounting-based, market-based, and combined. These models that are created on different grounds are analysed and compared (Wu, Gaunt, Gray, 2010). Some authors analyse the application of existing models in various countries (Xu, Zhang, 2009; Siddiqui, 2012; Kwak, Shi, Kou, 2012;...
Kasilingam, Ramasundaram, 2012, Li, Rahgozar, 2012; Muminovic, 2013; Lu, Yang, Huang, 2014). While others are more interested in analysing the possibilities of creating new models (Kim, 2011). The application of bankruptcy prediction models in specific business sectors is also a field of investigation (Kim, 2011; Lu, Yang, Huang, 2014). Although this subject is analysed by quite a large number of authors, there is no single opinion on which bankruptcy forecasting methods could produce the most accurate results.

Lithuanian scholars have contradictory opinions about the possibilities to apply bankruptcy prediction models. Empirical researches provide conflicting results as well. Having performed the analysis of the empirical research which has been carried so far, it was determined that by this research companies of different branches were tested. Also, conclusions about the applicability of bankruptcy prediction models in Lithuanian companies were drawn only after testing a small sample of companies. It is important to emphasise the fact that the analysis of separate sectors is not given an adequate attention.

The aim of the research is to create the bankruptcy prediction models in Lithuanian companies in construction and transport & storage sectors. The formulation of the aim is drawn on the fact that mainly transport and construction companies have gone bankrupt since the world crisis. The article uses the following methods – modelling, statistical analysis and evaluation of corporate data.

The research of the bankruptcy prediction models in Lithuania

The research of the applicability of the bankruptcy prediction models in Lithuanian companies began in 1999. Mackevičius and Poškaitė (1999) employed the possibilities to apply Altman bankruptcy prediction models in Lithuanian companies. The researchers arrived at the conclusion that it is expedient to use the Altman Z-Score model dedicated for companies whose shares are quoted in a stock-exchange market. Lithuanian scholars have mostly applied the model of Altman to examine and apply bankruptcy prediction models. However, they have not reached a common agreement as to the application of this model in Lithuanian companies. After the analysis of the research studies, Mackevičius (2010) pointed out that the opinions of Lithuanian scholars regarding the Altman model differ because the tested companies come from different branches of industry and their number varies.

Further investigations embrace not only the Altman model but other traditional multi-criteria models of bankruptcy prediction: in most cases, the linear discriminant analytical models (Springate, Taffler&Tisshaw) and the logistic regression models (Chesser, Zavgren). Moreover, later research provides conflicting results as well. It is possible to state that scholars have no common agreement on the application of bankruptcy prediction models in Lithuania. Some scholars have expressed doubts about bankruptcy prediction models created in different countries being appropriate for predicting bankruptcy of Lithuanian companies. Some authors claim that bankruptcy prediction models might be applied in practice on condition that they are adapted. Others state that it is pointless to apply these models because the economic environment and periods of time differ, whereas the abundance of the factors that must be considered make it inexpedient to construct analogical indicators or rely on experimental methods. For instance, Purvinis et al. (2005) emphasize that due to the different conditions of operation between the companies which served as the basis for the created models and Lithuanian companies, the appropriateness of the models for bankruptcy prediction in Lithuania remains doubtful.
The majority of empirical research studies that were carried out by applying bankruptcy prediction models in Lithuanian companies showed that the Altman’s models are suitable for the bankruptcy prediction in Lithuanian companies. A very wide range of the application of these models is proposed by Mackevičius and Rakštielienė (2005): the scholars suggest applying all three Altman’s models to predict bankruptcy in Lithuanian companies. Empirical research authors also approve of the application of the Springate, Taffler & Tisshaw models. Garškaitė (2008) found the Taffler & Tisshaw model to be the most accurate one of linear discriminant analytical models; while Mackevičius and Silvanavičiūtė (2006) compare linear discriminant analytical models with logistic regression models and note that 1) the most accurate bankruptcy probability was obtained by linear discriminant analytical models: Altman, Springate, Taffler & Tisshaw; 2) the results of logistic regression models – Zavgren and Chesser – were contradictory, they often did not reflect real financial state of the companies.

There are only a few studies which analysed the applicability of bankruptcy prediction models in Lithuanian companies of separate sectors. It should be emphasised that only the construction and transport & storage sectors were analysed individually. The enterprises of transport & storage sector were examined by Jurevičienė, Bercevič (2013). Moreover, the enterprises of construction and transport & storage sectors were examined by the author group of this continuing research (Marcinkevičius, Kanapickienė, 2014; Kanapickienė, Marcinkevičius, 2014; Kanapickienė, 2014; Špicas, Kanapickienė, Ivaškevičiūtė, 2015).

Jurevičienė and Bercevič (2013), Kanapickienė (2014) applied the Altman, Springate, Taffler & Tisshaw, Zavgren, Chesser models in Lithuanian transport & storage companies. Jurevičienė and Bercevič (2013) applied the Liss models too. Jurevičienė and Bercevič (2013) found out that the application of these models in Lithuanian companies shows that, by using Altman model, it is possible to predict possible failure even three years before bankruptcy, yet with medium accuracy. Springate and Taffler & Tisshaw models are also appropriate for the companies in this sector, however these models could help to predict possible failure only two years (Springate) or one year (Taffler & Tisshaw) before bankruptcy, while Liss, Zavgren and Chesser models are unreliable for transport & storage enterprises due to ratios used for bankruptcy prediction. Despite the narrow sample of the research, which embraced 10 companies only, the research is important since it considers the data of three years before the bankruptcy of the companies. On the other hand, Kanapickienė (2014) claims that the most accurate bankruptcy prediction models showing the highest bankruptcy probability are the Altman model dedicated for service and individual companies and the Springate model (the probability of the bankruptcy prediction one year before the bankruptcy is 92–93%). These models show low probability of the Type I error, whereas the indices of correct classification are the highest. Taffler & Tisshaw and Chesser models show medium accuracy. The probability of the bankruptcy prediction one year before the bankruptcy was designated with the following accuracy: 75.0% according to the Taffler & Tisshaw model, 78.90% according to the Chesser model. The survey proved that the least accurate bankruptcy prediction model is the Zavgren model.

Having applied bankruptcy prediction models in Lithuanian companies in the construction sector, it was found out that the Springate bankruptcy prediction model is the most accurate one (the probability of the bankruptcy prediction one year before the bankruptcy is 88.7%). However, the drawback of this model in companies in the construction sector is that the more time there is left to bankruptcy, the less accurate the model becomes. The majority of models
(Altman model dedicated for service and individual companies, Altman model dedicated for for companies whose shares are not quoted in stock-exchange markets, Taffler & Tisshaw, Chesser, Zavgren) show medium accuracy: the probability of the bankruptcy prediction one year before the bankruptcy is 74–78%.

**Methodology of research**

**Data collection.** The companies forms the construction and transport & storage sectors in Lithuania were selected for the present research. The choice was determined by the following factors:

1. According to the data of the Statistics Lithuania, the majority of the economic operators in Lithuania was constituted by business units working in the fields of manufacturing, construction, wholesale & retail trade, and transport & storage (on 1 January 2009, respective to the type of the economic activity 8.7%; 8.4%; 26.3%; 7.2%; on 1 January 2013, 7.8%; 6.9%; 25%; 7.5%). What concerns these four major sectors, in 2009–2013, most of bankruptcy processes were initiated in the construction, wholesale & retail trade, transport & storage sectors (in 2009, respective to the type of the economic activity 23.6%; 23.2%; 14.9%).

2. The analysis of the sectors which show the highest bankruptcy rate reveals the fact that the construction and transport & storage sectors have the highest per cent of the initiated bankruptcy processes in the respective year regarding the whole number of economic operators in the sector registered in the beginning of the year (in 2009, respective to the type of the economic activity 6.1%; 4.5%).

While organizing the research, the population, sampling, minimal screening scope and the method of source data acquisition were determined.

**The population size.** The present research is concerned with the construction and transport & storage companies filed for bankruptcy in 2009–2013. During this period the process of bankruptcy was initiated for 1571 companies in the construction sector and 873 companies in transport & storage sectors.

**Sampling and screening scope.** In statistic investigation, the relevant data is obtained by means of sampling. The elements of the population for the research were selected by means of probability sampling.

In order to ensure the quality of the acquired data, empirical calculation of 485 companies whose bankruptcy processes were initiated in 2009–2013 was carried out. These include 350 construction companies and 135 transport & storage companies.

459 companies that did not go bankrupt during the period and were still operating on 31 December, 2013 were also included in the research. Among these companies there are 329 from the construction sector and 130 – from transport & storage sectors.

**Source data acquisition.** Annual financial statements of 2007–2012 of the investigated companies were analysed. Since bankruptcy processes for the investigated companies were initiated in 2009–2013, the financial data of the companies was taken from the period of three years before the bankruptcy initiation. The following requirements were held for operating companies: 1) the company was operating in 2007 and has continued its activity up to now (i.e., 2014); 2) the company is not being liquidated, reformed, reorganized, restructured, it does
not participate in separation, reorganization, etc.; 3) liabilities of the company did not exceed the assets of the company on 31 December, 2013. Here the idea is based on the assumption of Grigaravičius (2003) that the company is considered to be insolvent if its value (market and balance) is negative or equal to zero, i.e. the company’s liabilities shall exceed the current asset of the company.

**Research composition.** This research is a continuation of the abovementioned authors’ studies (Marcinkevičius, Kanapickienė, 2014; Kanapickienė, Marcinkevičius, 2014; Kanapickienė, 2014; Špicas, Kanapickienė, Ivaškevičiūtė, 2015). Throughout time research works of authors were 1) to investigate and evaluate the possibilities to apply bankruptcy prediction models (Altman, Springate, Taffler & Tisshaw, Chesser, Zavgren models) in Lithuanian companies of construction and transport & storage sectors (Marcinkevičius, Kanapickienė, 2014; Kanapickienė, Marcinkevičius, 2014; Kanapickienė, 2014); 2) in order to test all the relative financial ratios, the analysis of which was carried out in the theoretical research and which are used in the credit risk determination and bankruptcy prediction (Špicas, Kanapickienė, Ivaškevičiūtė, 2015). In the analysed literature authors identified 168 different relative financial ratios.

However, not all of these ratios may be calculated on the basis of financial statements of the Lithuanian companies since in Lithuania the majority of businesses are small and medium businesses. Since small companies are very important for socio-economic development, it is admitted that in order to reduce the administrative burden, the financial statement in such companies shall be simplified. However, financial statements that are not detailed enough do not allow calculating of all the desired company’s financial ratios. Therefore, the users of financial statements are not able to get necessary information about financial statements.

Due to a condensed set of financial statements, 115 of the said 168 ratios cannot be calculated. In this manner, in total 53 financial ratios were analysed in the prior research (Špicas, Kanapickienė, Ivaškevičiūtė, 2015). Each financial ratio was examined in the financial statements of the companies which went bankrupt as well as of those which did not go bankrupt. The financial ratios which statistically significantly differ in the financial statements of non-bankruptcy and bankruptcy companies (in Lithuanian companies in construction and transport & storage sectors) 3 year before bankruptcy were distinguished.

Financial ratios were analysed in several aspects. First of all, they were analysed in the sector level – the ratios were investigated in transport & storage sector, in construction sector and in both sectors. Secondly, in the level of time – the aim was to find out if a) the ratios significantly changed a year, two or three years ago (Year-1, Year-2 and Year-3) until the bankruptcy, b) if these ratios differ from the successfully operating companies at that time.

What is more, in order to substantiate the expediency of the ratios included into the model, financial statements which show statistically significant differences were grouped as follows: Profitability ratios; Liquidity ratios; Solvency ratios; Activity ratios; Structure ratios. The analysis was carried out to indicate which ratios from each group are expedient to be included in the model. Correlation matrix for the variables was developed. It is appropriate to consider the possibility to remove from the model some of the ratios that strongly correlate with each other.

Logistic regression was used in creation of bankruptcy prediction model. During the first stage of research, the following was included in the model: a) all investigated financial ratios, b) financial ratios that show statistically significant differences in the group of bankruptcy and
non-bankruptcy companies. The backward method was also used, i.e. the number of financial ratios was gradually reduced in the model. The following was applied: a) statistical method, i.e. statistically insignificant financial ratios with the highest p-values were removed; b) expert method, i.e. each group of ratios were analysed, insignificant ratios were removed only after the analysis of ratio relations. During the second, the forward method was applied, as initially the constants are determined and later independent variables are gradually included into the models, i.e., financial statements with a strong correlation to the dependent variable. During the research the most appropriate model for predict bankruptcy of companies (in construction and transport & storage sectors) was selected.

Under this logistic regression model, the probability of the bankruptcy prediction is calculated as:

\[ P = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-z}}; z = b_0 + b_1x_1 + b_2x_2 + \ldots + b_nx_n \]  

Where, \( b_i (i = 1, \ldots, n) \) is the regression coefficient, \( x_i (i = 1, \ldots, n) \) is the corresponding explanatory variable (financial ratio). \( P \) is the probability of bankruptcy (from 0 to 1). In this study, companies with \( P > 50\% \) were classified into the bankruptcy group; companies with \( P < 50\% \) were classified into the non-bankruptcy group.

The model is considered to be appropriate when Chi square criterion p-value < 0.05; Cox & Snell R Square, Nagelkerke R Square ≥ 0.2. Statistically significant variables should be included in the model, i.e., p values of Wald's p-value < 0.05.

In addition, the researchers have investigated the possibility to apply the models of logistic regression for bankruptcy prediction. The models of logistic regression for bankruptcy prediction in Lithuania have been created by Grigaravičius (2003), Butkus, Žakarė, Cibulskienė, (2014). The model created by Grigaravičius (2003) was based on the financial analysis of 88 Lithuanian stock companies. Butkus, Žakarė, Cibulskienė, (2014) have suggested a model that was based on the analysis of financial statements of 158 Lithuanian companies (63 companies went bankrupt and 95 companies did not go bankrupt). It is recommended to apply in practice prepared bankrupt likelihood prediction model and its variations for companies operating in construction, industry, trade, service and other branch specific business and also models for size specific micro-small and medium-sized companies. The models of logistic regression for bankruptcy prediction have been applied by Ohlson (1980), Ho, McCarthy, Yang, Ye, (2013), Lu, Yang, Huang (2014).

**Empirical Results and discussion**

Having analysed the financial ratios, it was established that 1) 24 ratios (NP/S; EBT/S; EBIT/CL; CA/CL; (CA-I)/CL; Cash/CL; (Cash-I)/CL; (CL- Cash)/TA; WC/TA; CA/TL; AR/TL; Cash/TL; Eq/TL; TL/TA; Eq/TA; EqA; Eq/FA; WC/S; S/Cash; Eq/S; CL/S; WC/OE; Cash/TA; RE/TA) statistically significantly differ in the financial statements of the bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy companies (Table 1). The difference existed when investigating the companies in both sector and time levels. 2) Ratios which significantly differ in one sector. This sector is observed in all years (All Year, Year-1, Year-2, Year-3). However these ratios are not suitable to be used in another sector. Ratios, that are suitable to analyse companies in transport & storage sector: EBT/TA, NP/TA, EBIT/TA, CA/(TL-Cash), AR/(TL-Cash), CA/S, CA/TA. Ratios, which are suitable to analyse companies in construction sector: ROE, EBT/Eq, Cash/Eq, S/I, I/TA,
AR/I. In addition, all financial ratios are tested with Mann-Whitney U test (The null hypothesis $H_0$ is drawn: the distributions of financial ratio of companies which went bankrupt and those which did not are not equal if $p < \alpha$, there $\alpha$ – level of significance ($\alpha = 0.05$)).

The following financial ratios indicate the possibility of bankruptcy in financial statements (Table 1):

1) **Profitability ratios.** Profitability ratios were divided into two groups: Return of sales and Return of investment. There were distinguished two Return of sales ratios that showed statistically significant differences in financial statements of bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy companies in both sectors (NP/S; EBT/S). However, each sector is characterized by different Return of investment ratios.

2) **Liquidity ratios.** This is the largest group of ratios, i.e. there were distinguished even 9 ratios that showed statistically significant differences in financial statements of bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy companies in both sectors.

3) **Solvency ratios.** There were distinguished 5 ratios that showed statistically significant differences in financial statements of bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy companies in both sectors. It should be noted that there were no financial ratios that were specific only to one sector.

4) **Activity ratios.** These ratios were divided into three groups: Asset turnover, Equity turnover (two ratios were distinguished in this group), Level of expenses (only one ratio was distinguished in this group). There were no Equity turnover and Level of expenses ratios distinguished as being specific only to one sector.

5) **Structure ratios.** These ratios were divided into two groups: Total assets structure ratios, Property structure ratios (in this group, only one ratio specific to both sectors was distinguished).

**Logistic regression model of bankruptcy prediction.** During the first stage of research, the following was included in the model: a) all investigated financial ratios, b) financial ratios that show statistically significant differences in the group of bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy companies. It was determined that multicollinearity problem exists in such models. Therefore, these models cannot be used and they have to be improved.

During the second stage, the forward method was applied. However, the models developed for transport & storage and construction sectors did not fit data as outliers were present in the models (Analog of Cook’s influence statistics > 1). Such models cannot be used as they are not reliable.
The financial ratios indicated the possibility of bankruptcy in financial statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The financial ratios *</th>
<th>Variables*</th>
<th>Both sectors</th>
<th>Transport &amp; storage sector</th>
<th>Construction sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a. Profitability ratios (Return of sales)</td>
<td>NP/S; EBT/S</td>
<td>EBT/TA</td>
<td>NP/TA</td>
<td>ROE; EBT/TA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b. Profitability ratios (Return of investment)</td>
<td>EBIT/CL</td>
<td>EBT/TA; NP/TA;</td>
<td>ROE; EBT/TA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Liquidity ratios</td>
<td>CA/CL; (CA-I)/CL; Cash/CL; (Cash-I)/CL; (CL-Cash)/TA; WC/TA; CA/TL; AR/TL; Cash/TL</td>
<td>CA/(TL-Cash); AR/(TL-Cash)</td>
<td>Cash/Eq</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Solvency ratios</td>
<td>Eq/TL; TL/TA; Eq/TA; EqA; Eq/FA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a. Activity ratios (Asset turnover)</td>
<td>WC/S; S/Cash</td>
<td>CA/TA</td>
<td>S/I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b. Activity ratios (Equity turnover)</td>
<td>Eq/S; CL/S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4c. Activity ratios (Level of expenses)</td>
<td>WC/OE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a. Structure ratios (Total assets structure ratios)</td>
<td>Cash/TA</td>
<td>CA/TA</td>
<td>I/TA; AR/I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b. Structure ratios (Property structure ratios)</td>
<td>RE/TA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The variables are tested with Mann-Whitney U test. Significant at the 5% level.

NP/S = Net Profit/Sales; EBT/S = EBT/Sales; EBIT/CL = EBIT/Current Liabilities; EBT/TA = EBT/Total Assets; NP/TA = Net Profit/Total Assets; EBIT/TA = EBIT/Total Assets; ROE = Net Profit/Equity; EBT/Eq = EBT/Equity; CA/CL = Current Assets/Current Liabilities; (CA-I)/CL = (Current Assets – Inventories)/Current Liabilities; Cash/CL = Cash/Current Liabilities; (Cash-I)/CL = (Cash – Inventories)/Current Liabilities; (CL – Cash)/TA = (Current Liabilities – Cash)/Total Assets; WC/TA = Working Capital/Total Assets; CA/TL = Current Assets/Total Liabilities; AR/TL = Accounts Receivable/Total Liabilities; Cash/TA = Cash/Total Assets; CA/(TL-Cash) = Current Assets/(Total Liabilities – Cash); AR/(TL – Cash) = Accounts Receivable/(Total Liabilities – Cash); Cash/Eq = Cash/Equity; Eq/TL = Equity/Total Liabilities; TL/TA = Total Liabilities/Total Assets; Eq/TA = Equity/Total Assets; EqA = (Equity – Intangible Assets)/(Total Assets – Intangible Assets – Cash – Lands and Buildings); Eq/FA = Equity/Fixed Assets; WC/S = Working Capital/Sales; S/Cash = Sales/Cash; CA/S = Current Assets/Sales; S/I = Sales/Inventory; Eq/S = Equity/Sales; CL/S = Current Liabilities/Sales; WC/OE = Working Capital/Operating Expenses; Cash/TA = Cash/Total Assets; CA/TA = Current Assets/Total Assets; I/TA = Inventory/Total Assets; AR/I = Accounts Receivable/Inventories; RE/TA = Retained Earnings/Total Assets.


The issue of outliers was also encountered upon application of the backward method. Thus, there was a failure in developing an expert model for the companies in the construction sector. The developed suitable models are presented in Table 2. These models are appropriate as 1) Chi square criterion p-value < 0.05; 2) Cox & Snell R Square, Nagelkerke R Square ≥ 0.2; 3) statistically significant variables should be included in the model, i.e., p values of Wald’s p-value < 0.05; 4) the total percentage of the model’s correctly classified cases is a) 82% in transport & storage sector, b) 78% in construction sector (Table 2).

The authors would like to give a few argumentative comments on the application of Model 1 (Table 2). As mentioned above, the model fits data, i.e. meets all the requirements. However, attention should be drawn to the fact that 1) the model included even 5 Liquidity ratios and 3 Solvency ratios; 2) Activity is not reflected in the model. Therefore, this model is not suitable for the bankruptcy prediction. Meanwhile, the model for the transport & storage sector developed by means of the expert method (Model 2) better reflects different aspects
of the company activities: financial ratios from 5 different groups are included in the model. The conclusion might be drawn that Model 2 is more suitable for bankruptcy prediction than Model 1. Even 4 liquidity ratios were included in Model 3, however, the reduction of the number of liquidity ratios is not possible as further reduction of the number of ratios would result in the model not fitting the data.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logistic regression models of bankruptcy prediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transport &amp; storage sector</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model development method</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected Cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The percentage of the model’s correctly classified non-bankrupt cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The percentage of the model’s correctly classified bankrupt cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The total percentage of the model’s correctly classified cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox &amp; Snell R Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagelkerke R Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog of Cook’s influence statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DfBeta(s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coeficients, Wald (p-value)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The financial ratios</th>
<th><strong>Model 1</strong></th>
<th><strong>Model 2</strong></th>
<th><strong>Model 3</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.634, 3.868 (0.049)</td>
<td>-3.349, 38.337 (0.000)</td>
<td>-2.524, 97.686 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Profitability ratios

| EBIT/TA | -1.242, 7.272 (0.007) | -1.226, 6.350 (0.012) |

2. Liquidity ratios

| CA/CL | 0.104, 15.644 (0.000) |
| Cash/CL | -1.006, 16.615 (0.000) |
| (CL- Cash)/TA | -3.759, 18.090 (0.000) | -1.845, 12.868 (0.000) |
| WC/TA | -3.549, 14.396 (0.000) | -1.843, 10.878 (0.001) |
| CA/TL | 1.893, 7.410 (0.006) | -0.325, 17.503 (0.000) |
| Cash/TL | 1.032, 11.896 (0.001) |
| CA/(TL-Cash) | -0.142, 4.494 (0.034) |
| AR/(TL-Cash) | 0.334, 9.541 (0.002) |

3. Solvency ratios

| Eq/TL | -1.782, 7.273 (0.007) |
| TL/TA | 2.559, 9.013 (0.003) | 4.141, 46.588 (0.000) | 3.351, 154.287 (0.000) |
| Eq/FA | -0.192, 4.120 (0.042) | -0.090, 1.498 (0.221) |
### 4. Activity ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA/S</td>
<td>0.726, 5.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq/S</td>
<td>-0.678, 4.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL/S</td>
<td>0.005, 4.447</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Structure ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash/TA</td>
<td>-5.070, 18.800 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR/I</td>
<td>0.00007, 0.731 (0.393)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE/TA</td>
<td>0.985, 5.220 (0.022)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Significant at the 5% level**

*EBIT/TA = EBIT/Total Assets; CA/CL = Current Assets/Current Liabilities; Cash/CL = Cash/Current Liabilities; (CL- Cash)/TA = (Current Liabilities – Cash)/Total Assets; WC/TA = Working Capital/Total Assets; CA/TL = Current Assets/Total Liabilities; Cash/TL = Cash/Total Liabilities; CA/(TL-Cash) = Current Assets/(Total Liabilities – Cash); AR/(TL – Cash) = Accounts Receivable/(Total Liabilities – Cash); Eq/TL = Equity/Total Liabilities; TL/TA = Total Liabilities/Total Assets; CA/S = Current Assets/Sales; Eq/S = Equity/Sales; CL/S = Current Liabilities/Sales; Cash/TA = Cash/Total Assets; AR/I = Accounts Receivable/Inventories; RE/TA = Retained Earnings/Total Assets.*

Source: author’s calculations.

The probability of the bankruptcy prediction in the sectors of transport & storage is calculated as (Table 2, Model 2) \( P = 1/(1 + e^{-z}) \), where:

\[ z = -3.349 - 1.226X_1 - 1.845X_2 - 1.843X_3 + 4.141X_4 - 0.090X_5 + 0.726X_6 - 0.678X_7 - 3.859X_8 + 1.319X_9 \]  

The following financial ratios were used: \( X_1 = EBIT/TA \); \( X_2 = (CL- Cash)/TA \); \( X_3 = WC/TA \); \( X_4 = TL/TA \); \( X_5 = Eq/FA \); \( X_6 = CA/S \); \( X_7 = Eq/S \); \( X_8 = Cash/TA \); \( X_9 = RE/TA \).

The probability of the bankruptcy prediction in the sectors of construction is calculated as (Table 2, Model 3) \( P = 1/(1 + e^{-z}) \), where:

\[ z = -2.524 + 0.104X_1 - 1.006X_2 - 0.325X_3 + 1.032X_4 + 3.351X_5 + 0.005X_6 - 1.846X_7 + 0.00007X_8 + 0.712X_9 \]  

The following financial ratios were used: \( X_1 = CA/CL \); \( X_2 = Cash/CL \); \( X_3 = CA/TL \); \( X_4 = Cash/TL \); \( X_5 = TL/TA \); \( X_6 = CL/S \); \( X_7 = Cash/TA \); \( X_8 = AR/I \); \( X_9 = RE/TA \).

Where, \( P \) is the probability of bankruptcy (from 0 to 1). In this study, companies with \( P > 50\% \) were classified into the bankruptcy group; companies with \( P < 50\% \) were classified into the non-bankruptcy group.

When comparing the bankruptcy models for the construction and transport & storage sectors it can be noted that

1) **Profitability ratios.** The company profitability is significant only in predicting bankruptcy in the transport & storage sector.

2) **Liquidity ratios.** Different financial ratios are significant for the bankruptcy prediction in each sector.

3) **Solvency ratios.** TL/TA ratio is significant with regard to both sectors. Even though Eq/FA ratio (used in the transport & storage sector) is not significant, its removal, however, reduces suitability of the model.
4) **Activity ratios.** Different activity ratios are significant to different sectors: CA/S, Eq/S ratios are significant to the transport & storage sector, whereas CL/S ratios are significant to the construction sector.

5) **Structure ratios.** Cash/TA and RE/TA ratios are significant to both sectors. Even though AR/I ratio (used in the construction sector) is not significant, its removal, however, reduces suitability of the model.

**Conclusions**

The paper is intended to develop bankruptcy prediction models for the Lithuanian companies in the construction and transport & storage sectors. Previous research of the authors distinguished the financial statements which showed statistically significant differences with regard to the Lithuanian bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy companies in the construction and transports sectors.

In order to substantiate the expediency of the ratios included into the models, financial statements which show statistically significant differences were grouped as follows: Profitability ratios; Liquidity ratios; Solvency ratios; Activity ratios; Structure ratios.

A logistic regression models were developed to predict the bankruptcy in the sectors of construction and transport & storage in Lithuania on the basis of financial ratios. When predicting the bankruptcy of transport & storage sector companies financial indicators from five groups of indicators are statistically important (Profitability ratios (EBIT/TA); Liquidity ratios ((CL- Cash)/TA; WC/TA); Solvency ratios (TL/TA); Activity ratios (CA/S; Eq/S); Structure ratios (Cash/TA)). The company profitability is not significant in predicting bankruptcy in the construction sector. Thus when predicting the bankruptcy in the companies of construction sector financial indicators from four groups of indicators are statistically important (Liquidity ratios (CA/CL; Cash/CL; CA/TL; Cash/TL); Solvency ratios (TL/TA); Activity ratios (CL/S); Structure ratios (Cash/TA; AR/I)). The total percentage of the model’s correctly classified cases is a) 82% in transport & storage sector, b) 78% in construction sector (the percentage of the model’s correctly classified non-bankrupt cases is a) 92% in transport & storage sector, b) 88% in construction sector; the percentage of the model’s correctly classified bankrupt cases is a) 62% in transport & storage sector, b) 60% in construction sector).

The designed models can be used by external users of financial statement information when making decisions for investment and company evaluation. The data of Lithuanian companies was used when creating the models. Without performing additional research it cannot be stated that logistic regression models can be applied to the bankruptcy prediction of other countries’ transport sector companies. It can be a future field of research.
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EMPLOYMENT AND FERTILITY IN LATVIA

Inara Kantane, University of Latvia, Latvia

Abstract
The employment instability, insufficient income, lack of means of subsistence are factors that impact the well-being of inhabitants and wherewith fertility decisions. The scientific researches show that employment is one of the key factors which are evaluated when planning children, employment stability is a determinant of children’s well-being. 
The aim of the study is to examine the employment, incomes and means of subsistence sources of inhabitants in Latvia and its impact on fertility. The tasks of this paper are the analyses of scientific publications and the analyses of employment, subsistence sources of the inhabitants and fertility rate in Latvia. The research is based on analysis of scientific publications, analysis of secondary statistical data (provided by Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia and Eurostat). For determine the strength of the association between the employment rates and fertility rates the correlation analysis was used.
Main results: only about 70% of household’s incomes in Latvia are incomes from paid employment and self-employment, large parts of the household’s incomes are another person’s maintenance, pensions, benefits and other forms of financial aids as well as other sources of subsistence. The smallest incomes from employment are in Latgale region and in households with children up to the age of 15 years. In Latvia the relationship between the employment rates and fertility rates is statistically significant moderate, positive.

Key words: employment, incomes, fertility, subsistence sources
JEL code: J31, J13

Introduction
The issues related to the improvement of the demographic situation are very topical in Latvia. In 2015 the number of population in Latvia was still decreasing, since 2010 the number of population decreased by 134 408 inhabitants (Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, 2016). The total fertility rate in Latvia is not enough, in 2014 – 1.65, comparison with 2013 fertility rate slight grew (in 2013 – 1.52). The total fertility rate in European Union also is low in 2014 – 1.58. The highest fertility rate in 2014 was in France – 2.01 and Ireland – 1.96 (Eurostat, 2016).
The total fertility rate necessary for the generational change in Latvia is 2.1–2.2 (Demography, Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, 2014).

In Latvia the important factors that impact the demographic situation are employment, insufficient incomes, lack of means of subsistence. The aim of the study is to examine the employment, incomes and means of subsistence sources of inhabitants in Latvia and its impact on fertility.
The first task of this paper is to analyse the theoretical findings in scientific publications, second task is to analyse employment, subsistence sources of the inhabitants and fertility rate in Latvia. Methods applied in the current paper: analysis of scientific publications, analysis of secondary statistical data. For the analysis of the statistical data – cross tabulations and correlation analysis were applied.
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Research results and discussion

The scientific researches worldwide have devoted a lot of attention to issues on employment, subsistence sources of inhabitants and its impact on well-being of inhabitants, fertility decisions, children’s well-being, new mothers and women with small children discrimination. The employment instability has a strong and persistent negative effect on the final number of children for both men and women (Ciganda D., 2015). Employment status is a significant predictor of fertility, child care services are an effective means for increased fertility (Hilgeman & Butts, 2009). The researcher Lutz (2014) analysed the impact of occupational activity on the timing of first births in Germany. Lutz found that differences in the timing of fertility according to occupation for women were small, greater – for men, participating in the labour market was crucial for men before becoming a parent, and less important for women. Lutz proved that occupational characteristics correlate highly with educational levels and occupational changes were rare. Erosa et al. (2002) found that in US fertility decisions generate important gender differences in labour turnover rates, with long lasting effects in employment and wages. Number of children, education, age of woman, marital status and having a preschool child are the significant predictors of female employment while marriage status is not significant (Gelo J., 2011). Hwang and Lee (2014) carried out cross-country research and established the association between women’s education and the timing and level of fertility in 1980, 1995, and 2005, researchers proved that a higher women’s education tends to delay of child birth or family formation. The researcher from Poland Mishtal (2009) made detailed research on women’s reproductive intentions and decision making. Mishtal found that the widespread fear of discrimination by employers against pregnant women, new mothers, and women with small children drives women’s decisions to postpone or refuse childbearing; researcher established that income was the most often cited barrier to childbearing, closely followed by problems with housing, gendered discrimination in employment, and lack of childcare. The increasing child care subsidies, conditional on employment increase the labour supply of all women as well as the fertility rates of the childless (Haan & Wrohlich, 2011). The fertility was affected by changes in female employment, real wage and real per capita output in the long-run (Papapetrou E., 2004). Nieuwenhuis et al. (2012) proved that both mothers and women without children were more likely to be employed in societies with a large service sector and low unemployment. Parents’ labour market status is a strong determinant of children’s economic well-being (Härkönen J., 2011).

For getting back into the labour market the important are start-up subsidies for unemployed females. Promoting of own business, self-employment among unemployed women might increase their labour market participation and give women more independence and flexibility to reconcile work and family (Caliendo & Künn, 2015). The employment has also affected migration. Bonasia and De Siano (2016) proved that worsening of the employment rates have increased migration and characterized by early retirement in Italia. Overall, these studies indicate that employment is a significant predictor of fertility.
In Latvia the number of live births slightly increased in 2014 year – 1150 children more than in 2013. The highest fertility rates in 2014 were recorded for parents aged 25–34 – about 42.2% of children were born to parents at this age. Fertility rate per 1000 population constituted 10.9 (Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, 2016). In 2014 total fertility rate in Latvia was 1.65 (Eurostat, 2016).

In Latvia in ages groups in which are the highest fertility rates the unemployment rate is high. According to the data of Central Statistical Bureau in 2015 in Latvia in age group 20–24 years unemployment rate was about 15.1%, in age group 25–29 unemployment rate – 10.6%; in age group 30–34 – 7.8%. The total employment rate was about 60.8%, unemployment rate – about 9.9% in Latvia in 2015. In 2015 in comparison with 2014 the total employment rate increased by 1.7% but unemployment rate decreased by 0.9%. The unemployment rates in Latvia from 2004 to 2015, by age groups are reflected in Table 1.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-29</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-34</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-39</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-44</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-49</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-54</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-59</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-64</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s prepared based on Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, 2016.

Wages and salaries were the main source of household’s disposable income in Latvia. Since 2010 year the share of wages and salaries in the total income increased from 63.7% in 2010 to 70.2% in 2014 but social transfers decreased from 32.4% in 2010 to 24.8% in 2014. In 2014 grew household’s income from self-employment and income from rental of a property or land – the shares in the total income 4.1%. The structure of household’s disposable incomes per household member per month is reflected in Table 2.
### Table 2

**Composition and structure of household’s disposable income average per household member per month in Latvia, 2004–2014, percentages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total disposable income</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages and salary</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income from self-employment</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income from rental of a property or land</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social transfers</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private transfers</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses decreasing total disposible income</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Over the period 2010–2014, household’s disposable income per household member grew (from 285 euro in 2010 to 387 euro in 2014). Less household’s disposable income grew for household with dependent children. The higher incomes were for households without dependent children but lower for households – 2 adults, 3 and more dependent children. Household’s mean disposable incomes per household member are reflected in Table 3.

### Table 3

**Mean disposable incomes per household member by household’s type in Latvia, 2004–2014, euro, per month**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>All households</th>
<th>All households without dependent children</th>
<th>All households with dependent children</th>
<th>2 adults, 1 dependent child</th>
<th>2 adults, 2 dependent children</th>
<th>2 adults, 3 and more dependent children</th>
<th>3 or more adults with dependent children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>141.33</td>
<td>162.75</td>
<td>125.01</td>
<td>151.82</td>
<td>132.67</td>
<td>72.91</td>
<td>121.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>175.59</td>
<td>203.73</td>
<td>154.08</td>
<td>198.45</td>
<td>153.36</td>
<td>88.08</td>
<td>144.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>223.07</td>
<td>250.50</td>
<td>201.07</td>
<td>246.63</td>
<td>194.08</td>
<td>122.84</td>
<td>197.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>316.48</td>
<td>356.81</td>
<td>283.81</td>
<td>347.64</td>
<td>295.42</td>
<td>189.51</td>
<td>270.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>355.45</td>
<td>398.93</td>
<td>319.88</td>
<td>398.48</td>
<td>321.88</td>
<td>184.52</td>
<td>315.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>302.88</td>
<td>346.46</td>
<td>266.70</td>
<td>326.39</td>
<td>283.88</td>
<td>175.57</td>
<td>250.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>285.70</td>
<td>325.00</td>
<td>250.77</td>
<td>296.53</td>
<td>270.84</td>
<td>174.80</td>
<td>238.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>304.51</td>
<td>345.25</td>
<td>267.67</td>
<td>315.85</td>
<td>288.17</td>
<td>211.05</td>
<td>248.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>319.90</td>
<td>367.20</td>
<td>275.91</td>
<td>337.26</td>
<td>287.98</td>
<td>218.82</td>
<td>254.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>353.99</td>
<td>401.47</td>
<td>306.39</td>
<td>373.48</td>
<td>310.78</td>
<td>255.79</td>
<td>287.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>386.91</td>
<td>433.98</td>
<td>342.52</td>
<td>417.34</td>
<td>349.98</td>
<td>287.24</td>
<td>318.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The smallest households incomes are in Latgale region there is the highest unemployment rate (in 2013 and 2014 the unemployment rate was 12.1%, in 2015 – 13.6%). The highest households incomes are in Riga and Pieriga regions there are the smallest unemployment rates (the unemployment rate in Riga region and Pieriga region respectively in 2013 – 8.4% and 6.4%, in 2014 – 6.5% and 6.0%, in 2015 – 6.0% and 4.5%). In 2013 household’s average disposable income per household member in Latgale region was about 264 euro per month, in Riga region about 432 euros. In Pieriga region household’s average disposable income per household member per month was about 376 euro, in Kurzeme region – 330 euro, in Vidzeme region – 299 euro, in Zemgale region – 292 euro. Since 2010 year household’s average disposable income slightly increased. (see Table 4).

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Riga region</th>
<th>Pieriga region</th>
<th>Vidzeme region</th>
<th>Kurzeme region</th>
<th>Zemgale region</th>
<th>Latgale region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>189.01</td>
<td>145.33</td>
<td>109.07</td>
<td>117.12</td>
<td>117.08</td>
<td>102.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>248.62</td>
<td>167.01</td>
<td>132.67</td>
<td>154.45</td>
<td>138.97</td>
<td>112.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>281.52</td>
<td>239.54</td>
<td>189.04</td>
<td>212.15</td>
<td>191.96</td>
<td>141.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>402.06</td>
<td>370.22</td>
<td>248.85</td>
<td>254.62</td>
<td>272.84</td>
<td>212.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>437.00</td>
<td>411.13</td>
<td>272.13</td>
<td>322.68</td>
<td>304.58</td>
<td>245.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>368.06</td>
<td>326.71</td>
<td>260.02</td>
<td>269.25</td>
<td>262.17</td>
<td>228.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>348.78</td>
<td>292.84</td>
<td>252.44</td>
<td>261.45</td>
<td>240.23</td>
<td>223.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>357.67</td>
<td>331.97</td>
<td>249.66</td>
<td>297.12</td>
<td>268.35</td>
<td>230.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>387.56</td>
<td>336.95</td>
<td>260.37</td>
<td>308.64</td>
<td>276.86</td>
<td>238.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>431.90</td>
<td>376.06</td>
<td>298.52</td>
<td>330.05</td>
<td>291.99</td>
<td>263.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s prepared based on Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, 2016.

The scientific researches have shown that income of households is one of the factor that affect fertility decisions. In 2014 in Latvia the highest fertility rate in common with household’s disposable income was in Riga region 11.7, the smallest in Latgale region 8.6. The number of births slightly increases in all regions of Latvia that can be partially explained by increases of household’s income. The changes of fertility rates in regions of Latvia are reflected in Table 5.
Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Riga</th>
<th>Pieriga region</th>
<th>Vidzeme region</th>
<th>Kurzeme region</th>
<th>Zemgale region</th>
<th>Latgale region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s prepared based on Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, 2016.

The averages employment rate of women at the fertility age (15–49) was 63.5% in 2015, compared with 2014 year employment rate has increased by 2.7% but it was still below pre-crisis period. The fertility rates of women at the fertility age slightly have increased. In 2014 the fertility rate of women at the fertility age was 48.35 per 1000 women of corresponding age. The women’s at the fertility age employment rates and fertility rates in Latvia are reflected in Table 6.
The women’s at the age of 15–49 years employment rates and fertility rates in Latvia, 1996–2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Average employment rates (women at the age of 15–49 years) (%)</th>
<th>Age-specific fertility rates (women at the age of 15–49 years)* per 1000 women of corresponding age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>33.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>31.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>30.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>32.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>34.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>33.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>34.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>36.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>35.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>38.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>40.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>42.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>44.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>41.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>38.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>38.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>41.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>44.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>48.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Including births to women under 15 and at the age of 50 and over.

Source: author’s prepared based on Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, 2016.

In 2014 in Latvia the fertility rate of women at the fertility age was above pre-crisis period and the highest in period from 1996 to 2014. The growth of fertility rates can explain by the increase of employment and incomes of households. For determine the strength of the association between the employment rates of women at the age of 15–49 years and fertility rates (women at the age of 15–49 years per 1000 women of corresponding age) the correlation analysis was used. The results of the correlation analysis show that there is a statistically significant, moderate positive correlation between the employment rates of women at the age of 15–49 years and fertility rates (women at the age of 15–49 years per 1000 women of corresponding age), Pearson correlation coefficient 0.566, level of significance \( p = 0.012 \).

The study results is in line with prior research findings (Ciganda D., 2015; Hilgeman & Butts, 2009; Lutz K., 2014; Mishtal J. Z., 2009; Papapetrou E., 2004) showing that employment are a significant predictor of fertility.
Conclusions

1. The scientific researches have shown that employment status, employment instability, incomes, child care subsidies have a significant impact on fertility decisions.
2. In Latvia about 74% of household’s incomes are incomes from paid employment and self-employment, about 25% of the household’s incomes are social transfers.
3. The higher incomes are for households without dependent children, lower for households – 2 adults, 3 and more dependent children.
4. The smallest fertility rate and the smallest household’s income are in Latgale region, the highest fertility rate and household’s income are in Riga region and Pieriga region. Since 2012 the fertility rates have slightly increased in all regions of Latvia.
5. The highest unemployment rates are in Latgale region, the smallest in Riga and Pieriga regions. The unemployment rate is high in age groups 20–24 and 25–29 years in which are the highest fertility rates.
6. The correlation between the employment rates of women at the age of 15–49 years and age-specific fertility rates (women at the age of 15–49 years per 1000 women of corresponding age) are moderate, positive, statistically significant.
7. Promoting of own business, self-employment among unemployed women might increase their labour market participation, give for women more independence and flexibility to reconcile work and family.
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Abstract

Until now the development of Latvia has not proved to have an effective and balanced implementation of a socio-economic policy in the country. There is a need for an unambiguous rapid economic breakthrough for a further development of the country where the implemented state fiscal policy is an important instrument. At present the economic development in the world and Europe, geopolitical situation, the migration of the population as well as the domestic problems of the development of Latvia pose new challenges to the government’s fiscal policy, they create new fiscal risks and problems that require strong fiscal discipline and an efficient fiscal policy. Unfortunately, during the past years the fiscal policy in the country is not sustainable, each year it is adjusted and the government steps away from the previous decisions which cause the discontent of the society and as a whole it slows down the economic development.

The aim of the research is: to evaluate the fiscal policy in Latvia in accordance with the theoretical and practical conclusions of the scientific investigations in the world, to determine the main fiscal risks and to find the fiscal policy gaps in the formation of the revenues of the state budget as well as in the use of funds and to define the recommendations for making a sustainable fiscal policy in the country.

During the investigation the most essential factors which influenced the fiscal policy were determined: administrative, political, ideological, economic, international and the fiscal risks were summarized: quantified and not quantified as well as the recommendations have been worked out in order to minimize the risks and to reduce their negative influence. In the paper the development trends of the state expenditure structure have been critically analyzed and the drawbacks of the fiscal policy have been investigated. At the end of the research the authors have defined the necessary measurements for making a sustainable fiscal policy of a rapid economic development of the country and the decrease of social inequality. During the investigation the qualitative and quantitative statistical research methods were used.

Key words: fiscal policy, fiscal risks, expenditures
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Introduction

25 years have passed since the beginning of the economic changes in Latvia and at present we can estimate the results of the process of the economic changes and restructurization as well as the aims achieved in the development of the society and in the social area, we can also identify the drawbacks and analyze problems. The previous decades were characterized by significant fluctuations in the social and economic development in the world and, especially, in Europe which have certainly influenced the development processes in Latvia. The recent crisis and the fact that Latvia did not create the resources of the fiscal reserves to overcome the crisis easier is a severe and painful lesson from the mistakes in the fiscal policy. At present we are in a new

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: lucija.kavale@lu.lv
situation which should be taken into account by the politicians. The complicated geopolitical situation, the migration of population, the slowdown of the economic development in Europe and other countries show that the policy pursued by the government is no more efficient. A lot of big problems have accumulated in Latvia: social stratification, emigration, the unsettled educational and health care systems, shadow economy, the unwieldy state government. All that is the proof of the fact that the fiscal policy so far has not given the expected results. In order to make an efficient fiscal policy it is necessary to find out the most influential factors, whether they are of an objective or subjective character and which fiscal risks can endanger the implementation of some fiscal indicators and how big the fiscal reserves should be. The choice of the research in this field was stated by the fact that the problems of fiscal policy have rarely been investigated and the government of Latvia has only recently begun the investigation of risks.

The aim of the research is to analyze the factors which affect the fiscal policy in Latvia in accordance with the theoretical conclusions of financial science, to determine the main fiscal risks and drawbacks of the fiscal policy as well as to define the recommendations for making a sustainable state fiscal policy.

The main tasks of the research are:
• The review of the opinions and the viewpoints on the use of the state fiscal instruments and the factors which influence them;
• The identification of the factors influencing the fiscal policy and the investigation of their effect;
• Finding the risks of the fiscal policy and the analysis of the situation in Latvia;
• The elaboration of recommendations and suggestions for the improvement of the fiscal policy in Latvia.

During the research the main challenges to the formation of the fiscal policy have been characterized and the main factors influencing the fiscal policy have been identified, i.e., administrative, political, ideological, economic and international; the fiscal risks have been identified: to be quantified and not to be quantified as well as the recommendations have been worked out to reduce the risks and their negative influence.

The article is based on the research and theoretical conclusions of foreign and Latvian authors, the legislation of Latvia and other regulatory documents about particular issues.

1. The factors influencing fiscal policy

The government of Latvia has set an ambitious goal – to join the countries of OECD. In order to achieve this goal the amendments to the legislation and other regulatory documents have been made, the changes in the state administration have been implemented and the economic and fiscal policy have been specified and changed. Unfortunately, the above mentioned activities have not given the expected results. Therefore, there is a reason to examine the state fiscal policy which is a precondition for an efficient state administration.

The experts of the OECD countries have estimated the public sector of Latvia and the results were not complimentary for Latvia. As follows from the research of OECD (OECD, 2015), Latvia is one of the most uneque societies compared with OECD countries, a big part of the population is at risk of poverty. The social safety net is underdeveloped and not well targeted at those most in need. The tax structure is skewed towards distortive taxes on labour,
with relatively low property and environmental taxes. The efficiency of tax administration and collection stands well below international standards, not least due to a prevalent grey economy. In the long term, there is a risk that spending allocated to key public services (education, health, pension) will prove inadequate in view of desired outcome improvements. Despite significant improvements since its independence, Latvia still lags behind the average OECD or EU and its regional peers in a number of social and economic dimensions measuring the quality of life. In the research there are a lot of recommendations for a more rapid development of the economy and public sector in Latvia paying a special attention to the increase of the efficiency of the public sector, fiscal and social policy.

The problem of the estimation of the quality of work in the state administration is longlasting and in some periods it has becomes especially topical. As it is justly stated in the economic literature the aim of the administrative investigation is mainly to detect what the government can correctly and successfully do and, secondly, how they can perform these right things with a greater efficiency and possibly lower costs (Fry, Brian R., 2008). The importance of the cost-effectiveness in the fiscal policy is emphasized by other authors, too. The principle of outcome orientation is a central point of the new public management paradigm. It requires a shift of control of resources towards a product- and outcome-based management (Reichard, Ch., 2003).

The theory of finance and the world experience suggest different methods for using and application of public finance but there is not a universally recognized mechanism which could be used in all the cases. According to Alberto F. Alesina and Silvia Ardagna fiscal stimuli based upon tax cut are much more likely to be growth enhancing than those on the spending side (Alesina F. A., Ardagna S., 2009). Other authors speak about necessity to analyze public sector efficiency and size of the government (Afonso, Schuknecht, and Tanzi. 2006., Alesina, 1998). Some authors investigate the influence of the political factors to the public policy. Political distortions lead to excessive accumulation of government debt and procyclical fiscal policy. Procyclicality of fiscal policy is more often driven by a distorted policy reaction to booms, rather than to recessions. (Alesina, Campante, and Tabellini, 2008; Rogoff, K., 2003). Issues of budget consolidation were investigated by another economist C. Mulas-Granados (Mulas-Granados, C., 2006).

However, we must point out that an ideal fiscal policy is not possible because there are always some influencing factors which lead to the choice of other ways to solve particular problems. Particular influencing factors of the fiscal policy are very similar in a lot of countries but the degree of influence can be very different and there can also be typical influencing factors only in one country. The authors have tried to summarize and analyze the most typical of them.

One of the main factors which influences the fiscal decisions in a particular country is, of course, the socio economic level of development in the country (resources available) resulting in the goals and priorities of the government as well as the needs of the population. In underdeveloped countries the fiscal decisions are focused on the satisfaction of the basic needs of inhabitants in everyday life and social sphere, besides, there is always scarcity of funds because the underdeveloped entrepreneurship and low income can not ensure tax payments to the state budget in an appropriate amount. No matter how ambitious the goals of the governments in these situations are, they are forced to go step by step, to adopt unpopular decisions in the sphere of taxes or expenses causing the dissatisfaction of a part of the society. In underdeveloped countries the governments usually think about saving money. However, in this situation the fiscal policy must not be blindly saving. During the crisis in underdeveloped countries the government must
find the possibility to stimulate the development with the help of taxes and the state support mechanisms. The higher the level of the socio economic development, the easier and simpler for governments to make the fiscal policy, it has already proved its effectiveness and sustainability, therefore, only small adjustments are needed along with the changes in economy. In any case, a responsible fiscal policy must be implemented which means to spend money correctly during the crisis and save money in the boom years. The biggest problem is, usually, to create reserves and to follow the austerity policy in the boom years. Unfortunately, Latvia has demonstrated it in the boom years when the government expenditures increased rapidly, but the fiscal support reserves were not created.

As the second factor, which influences the fiscal policy, are the international factors. The international factors manifest themselves in different ways. In the case of Latvia they are very important. Being the members of different organizations (WTO, IMF, EU, UN, NATO), it is understandable that the member states have legal obligations (also financial) to comply with contractual liabilities. First of all, it is the member fee, which must always be predicted in the budget expenditures. Besides, there are a lot of other liabilities which directly influence the fiscal policy in the country. For example, the participation in the World Trade Organization (WTO) envisages that beside all other duties the member states have decided not to subsidize export which means the restrictions of the implementation of the state support instruments for their entrepreneurs. These liabilities were incorporated in a special law of Anti-dumping (Anti-dumping law, 2000) which along with joining the EU was terminated and now these issues are regulated by the EU.

The application of the state financial support instruments which is an important part of a fiscal policy, is regulated also by the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), where there is such an connotation as “compliant with TFEU and not compliant with the state support” (it deals with the EU internal market) which shows the cases when the state support (subsidies) is not disputable. Basically, the acceptable support measures are focused on the prevention of the emergency situations in connection with natural disasters, in the regions of an underdeveloped economy and the support of such measures which promote the implementation of important projects in the interests of the EU. In accordance with TFEU there is no support to the domestic market which poses threat to the distortion of competition giving preference to particular enterprises or the production of certain goods. The government must observe these restrictions when making their support policy which are not always in the interests of the domestic producers. As we know, the member states must also take into account certain international criteria about the amount of the permissible budget deficit and the state debt. Besides, entering the EU it was necessary to restructure particular taxes (excise tax, VAT, customs duty). With the entering the Euro area the Fiscal Stability Treaty (TSCG- Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance in the Economic and Monetary Union) is legally binding for Latvia which impose an obligation to coordinate the planning of the state budget with the European Commission, to report, to discuss, to coordinate and to obey instructions. A vivid example is the implemented budget consolidation in Latvia in 2009–2011 during the crisis when during the implementation the government refused to satisfy the viatal needs of the society but the fiscal policy was focused on the fullfilments of the requirements of the international creditors. In the theory of public finance there is a term “budget agreement” which means that the governments are responsible for all international financial liabilities so that all the financial liabilities are included in the annual state budget. Basically, the budget of each country is like a budget agreement because each country has international payments, the
necessity to include the co-financing of the EU structural funds, the expenses for credit servicing and so the revenue part must include the financial aid of foreign countries, borrowings, the EU structural funds, etc. Different requirements from the international organizations may be with a positive influence (especially in the cases when the domestic politicians are not able to adopt some important decisions or obey the fiscal discipline) but the influence can also be negative if it is not in compliance with the domestic interests.

The international factors also mean that the country must respond to the economic changes in the world, to the financial markets, to the economic development trends in the countries of cooperation, to geopolitical events and to the problems caused by migration of the population. These factors can emerge rapidly and unexpectedly and they can endanger the economic development of the country. Therefore, the governments will have to correct the previous fiscal policy which can also cause the dissatisfaction in the society.

The authors make a conclusion that as a whole the international factors denote that to a certain extent the governments have less independence for fiscal decisions which is a negative factor because in such a way the fulfilment of international obligations comes first. The authors consider that the government of Latvia must put forward the arguments more actively to defend the domestic interests and they must try to achieve more favourable decisions for the society of Latvia. In Latvia the influence of the international factors on the state budget, the tax policy and expenditures is not enough investigated and analyzed. There are no calculations about the gains and losses and they are not explained to the society.

The next influencing factor on the fiscal decisions is the political factor. The political factor is usually connected with the desire of politicians to gain the votes, to increase the rating of the party, to get a higher recognition which is not always achieved with an economically substantiated increase of financing for a certain field or project, the State guarantee is unjustifiably given for a credit of a private business, there are premature and doubtful amendments in the policy of taxes, social sphere, pensions and benefits. The state activities usually increase under the influence of politicians and also its role in economy which means the increase of the costs and larger state administration. It is called the political distortions of fiscal policy. We can mention several examples in Latvia when in the political interests there were or were not adopted particular decisions in different spheres of fiscal policy. Most often we can see it when the Parliament elections are approaching, then the political parties enthusiastically try to get financing for the projects which so far were not topical or they suggest tax changes which refer to a big part of the electorate, etc.

The fiscal policy is also influenced by the ideology of the political force which is in power, whether it is a left or liberal oriented government. Basically, it is the question of the state role in economy and its functions and also an appropriate fiscal policy. A certain ideological platform of the ruling parties determines the predictability of the policy to be implemented and the reforms to be done. Unfortunately, during 25 years the political forces with a strong ideological platform have not been formed, i.e. for specifically defined economic and social objectives and an appropriate fiscal policy. There are too many parties, their programmes are mostly similar which makes it difficult for the society during the elections to choose one political party. In the countries with a high political culture the people do not vote for personalities (last names) which is the case in Latvia but the people vote for an ideological platform of the party which is included in the objectives.

The authors want to emphasise one more factor which influences the effectiveness and implementation of the fiscal policy, namely, administrative factor. It is known that each perfectly
elaborated fiscal policy can be distorted if it is incompetently administered. It is stated that if the administrators’ capacity is weak then the policy must be changed. The administrative factor must be dealt with in a broader aspect as an institutional provision of the fiscal policy. This involves a wide range of issues and it usually has a lack of attention. The institutional provision involves clear and understandable elaboration of the regulatory base, an appropriate establishment of the governance institution, an adequate personnel selection, good management, allocation of responsibilities, etc. In all the countries the main financial manager is the Ministry of Finance, although there are some differences. As we know, in Latvia the State Treasury and the State Revenue Service are under the Ministry of Finance but there are countries where these institutions are independent, they have an independent status with the motivation that in such a case the political influence on the decision-making is excluded by the administration of the ministry and the decisions are made more effectively. In the science of public finance the question about the role of civil servants in the fiscal policy has always been topical. The responsibility and resources of the civil servants to influence the fiscal policy and the budget process can not clearly be defined. There is a viewpoint that beginning with the years 70-ties and 80-ties the influence of the civil servants in the fiscal policy has substantially become less because the politicization of this process has rapidly increased and the civil servants perform only technical functions (Kliman, A., 1997). But other authors (W. A. Niskanen, 1994; J. L. Migue, G. Belengers, 1994) point out that the civil servants have a decisive meaning in the maximization of expenditures without respective results. The above mentioned authors emphasize that the unproductive costs of the budget are the result of the irresponsibility of civil servants. The authors of the research agree that the expansion of civil service substantially slow down the effectiveness of the decision-making. However, speaking about the civil servants as only technical performers we must point out that in the situation of Latvia when the governments (ministers) change rather often, the role and responsibility of civil servants in certain areas increase.

Summarizing this short review about the factors influencing the fiscal policy we must point out that the authors have mentioned only the most important ones. The fiscal decisions can be influenced also by several other factors: culture, religion, environment, demography, geopolitical situation and others. It means that, basically, unchanged and stable fiscal policy is not possible. In certain situations it is important for the governments to pursue a flexible fiscal policy and at the right time to be able to respond to the changes of any of the factors and if it is necessary to change the previously adopted decision. The authors consider that timely decisions are one of the preconditions for success because there is nothing worse than the fiscal policy which does not conform to the situation.

In order to reduce the dissatisfaction of the society and to avoid unreasonable speculations, the changes of the decisions must be explained to the society understandably and with arguments. The communication of the Latvian governments with the society as to the fiscal and other decisions is a weak point which needs radical improvements.

As we can see, the factors, influencing the fiscal policy, can be subjective and objective and they may have a different influence on the state budget. We can also conclude that there is no absolutely “clear” fiscal policy because it will always contain compromise decisions which infer from the factors which influence.
2. The risks of fiscal policy

From the problems previously discussed infers that the fiscal policy is influenced as a result of subjective activities and also as a result of objective processes. In public finance, it no longer suffices for analysts and institutions to focus solely on budget revenues and expenditures. Recent history demonstrates that fiscal performance and, in turn, economic development can be seriously disrupted by the sudden, unexpected costs of hidden contingent liabilities and other unanticipated fiscal risks. This in turn requires the government to identify, classify, and assess its fiscal risks so that it can provide reliable estimates of future payments that may ensure from past and pending liabilities. Only by identifying and measuring its exposure can a government bring its risks under effective control.

The international experience and also the experience in Latvia proves that dilatory identification of the fiscal risks and the lack of the plan to prevent them can cause additional financial liabilities for the government (for example, the budget consolidation 2009–2011), the necessity to increase financing, a substantial increase of the state debt, the risk to re-finance the state debt and even the financial crisis. Nowadays the identification of fiscal risks is especially topical because at present the economic and social environment has substantially changed under the influence of different factors and especially in the European Union. We can see the slowdown of growth in the developed countries, the influence of oil prices on the inflation, geopolitical tension and the migration of population. The governments search for the ways to face the challenges in order to protect the countries form a negative influence. The authors consider that in the policy of the EU and the euro area one can see the discrepancy and contradictions between theory and practice. Theoretically, in EU the principles of the fiscal policy and discipline are defined: a responsible fiscal policy, the levelling of economic development, the improvement of the investment environment, the stabilization of the financial sector, etc. It is stated that the national budgets must be coordinated, there are different fiscal regulations and criteria, there is a coordination of activities, etc, but at present the economic reality is Europe with a lot of speeds, which makes a choice for Latvia which group of countries to join. In the fiscal decision-making there is a big flexibility and compromise in Europe and some countries get preferences and extensions for the solution of fiscal problems, ignoring the non-observance of particular fiscal criteria. More often we can see the differences of national interests and objectives. In order to prevent these differences the question about the formation of the Ministry of Finance of the Euro area has been raised, the competence of which could include the harmonization of policy, the increase of the efficiency of supervision and a greater integration of the countries in the Euro area. There are countries which oppose a bigger integration and centralization, for example the UK. In this situation it is important for Latvia to strengthen its economy ant to adopt reasonable decisions in fiscal policy. When making decisions one must take into account the possible fiscal risks, in the occurance of which the planned goals can not be achieved. Until now in Latvia the investigations of the financial risks have been mainly based on the private sector: banks and other private institutions. The problems of the fiscal risks in the government policy are considered to be new and they are relatively little investigated but recently they are especially topical and therefore, the main investigations and conclusions will be in the future.

A fiscal risk is a financial stress which the government can face in the future. More specifically, a fiscal risk is the possibility of short-to medium-term deviations in fiscal variables compared with
what was anticipated in the government budget or other fiscal forecast. On this basis, fiscal risk is the exposure of the central government to events or circumstances that could cause short- to medium-term variability in the overall level of revenues, spending, the fiscal balance, and the value of assets and liabilities. Defining fiscal risks as the exposure of the central government reflects the fact that central government is responsible for macroeconomic management, including initiating fiscal policy responses as required. This does not mean that fiscal risk management should ignore potential risks arising outside central government. The risks must be identified and the possible consequences of their occurrence must be estimated. It means that the government needs financing in order to ensure the liabilities not only in stable but also in changing macroeconomic conditions.

Fiscal risks can be classified according to different parameters. Foreign authors have contributed to the investigation of fiscal risks (Brixi, Hana Polackova, Schick, A., 2002; Cebo-tari, A., 2008; Allen, R., Hemming, R., 2013). The above mentioned authors have investigated fiscal risks and their influence on the budget as well as the risk management methods. On the basis of the investigations of foreign researchers the authors of this paper will try to identify and systemize the most important fiscal risks as well as to investigate the situation in Latvia.

According to the origin of risks the authors divide them into external and internal risks. External risks are those whose origin is outside the country and directly or indirectly they affect the social economic activities of a particular country. In the first part of the paper the authors have already pointed at the external factors which influence the fiscal policy in Latvia. Not all the external factors are with a negative risk. External negative risks are a serious threat to the economy and financial system in Latvia because practically it is not possible to influence them. The task is to be ready to reduce their negative impact. The authors consider that at present the negative risks prevail which are connected with a geopolitical situation in the region, the recession of the economy in Russia and the mutual economic sanctions between the EU and Russia, a slow growth in the Euro area, the present immigration problem, unclear financial situation in Greece and the slowdown of economy in the world economy in China. The potential negative fiscal impact is the decrease of local and foreign investments in the region and in Latvia, the decline of economic relations with cooperation partners, in such a way reducing the potential of growth in short-term and also reducing the potential of growth in the medium term and long-term.

The origin of internal fiscal risks is in the country. The internal fiscal risks have also a negative impact on the state budget but acting in a timely manner it is possible to affect or reduce them or in general to prevent them. The internal risks can arise from the government decisions which are made without a full assessment of the enterprise which gets the state bail and the credit guarantees. The risk is connected with a probability that insolvency can set in and the obligations will not be met. It is the same with the loans provided by the state because they may be connected with the risk not to be repaid. As a result there can arise the necessity for unplanned short-term credits which is not a good practice. The state insurance budget is a special issue in connection with internal fiscal risks and it can be a big burden to this budget with a lot of expenditures which could not be covered by the state obligatory insurance payments. The increase of expenditures can arise either due to the political decisions of the government (increased benefits; new benefits introduced; the pensions increased, etc.) or due to the increase of the group of people to receive benefits. Such a situation causes an additional fiscal stress and makes it necessary to do some activities to balance the social budget. The above mentioned fiscal risks are the main subject of investigation in foreign literature. But in the situation of Latvia we must also mention other risks which are serious
threats to the financial stability. One must mention the shadow economy, non-observance of the tax discipline, the tax evasion, illegal salaries (money in the envelope), different schemes of VAT fraud, etc. which means that a big part of money is not paid to the budget. The internal risk with serious fiscal consequences in Latvia is a big corruption which to a certain extent is connected with activities in shadow economy, the corruption can also be the reason for the decisions which are economically not substantiated in the cases which were mentioned above, i.e., the problems with state guarantees, bails and state loans, etc. We can also mention poor work of the controlling authorities and slow and inefficient litigation system. We must mention such risks as demographic situation, emigration, unemployment, a.o. Latvia is characterized by a political risk, too, which means the instability of governments and the frequent changes of them that can cause the review of fiscal decisions of the previous government which is a negative signal for investors, entrepreneurs, consumers and which can also cause the lack of confidence in the programs of the governments.

According to the possibilities to assess the risks we can divide them into quantified and not quantified.

There are risks which can be quantified, to estimate the probability of occurrence and calculate their real fiscal effect on the budget revenues or expenditures and so to prepare the plan B for the future activities. But it is is more complicated with the risks which can be difficult or even impossible to be quantified. In such a case it is advisable to work out several scenarios of activities (optimistic and pessimistic) in order to reduce the adverse impact of the risk occurrence. In this connection we would like to appreciate the fact that drawing up the budget for 2016 and the next two years the Ministry of Finance has done a sensitivity analysis of the occurrence of fiscal risks as a result of which different scenarios of development have been predicted.

According to their characteristics the risks can also be divided into explicit and implicit ones. Their characteristics are shown in Table 1.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of obligations</th>
<th>Direct liabilities (obligation in any event)</th>
<th>Contingent liabilities (obligation if a particular event occurs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Explicit</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Government liability as recognized by a law or contract | • Sovereign debt (loans contracted and securities issued by central government)  
• Expenditure composition (nondiscretionary spending)  
• Expenditures legally binding in the long term (civil service salaries and pensions) | • Government bails, guarantees and loans, including private investment bails  
• Private-public partner investment projects  
• State insurance schemes (deposit insurance, income from private pension funds insurance) |
| **Implicit**           |                                             |                                                               |
| A moral obligation of government that reflects public and interest group pressures | • Future public pensions  
• Social security schemes  
• Future health care financing  
• Future recurrent costs of public investment projects | • Default of a subnational government or public/private entity on nonguaranteed debt/obligations  
• Banking failure  
• Failure of a nonguaranteed pension fund  
• Insolvency of the employment funds, social security fund and other funds |

Source: made up by authors using Brixi, Hana Polackova; Schick Allen. 2002.
The enumeration of the risks mentioned in the table in each group is not complete because each country may have its specifics.

Government direct explicit liabilities are legal or contractual obligations of the government that will arise in any event. They are: the repayment of sovereign debt, expenditures based on budget law in the current fiscal year, and expenditures in the long term for legally mandated items such as civil service salaries and pensions.

Government direct implicit liabilities will also arise in any event, but the government will not be legally obliged to act on them. Such obligations often arise as a presumed consequence of public expenditure policies in the longer term.

Contingent explicit liabilities are government legal obligations to make a payment only if a particular event occurs. It is very difficult to assess these liabilities because the financial impact is not known until it occurs, besides, it can substantially exceed the government fiscal resources.

Contingent implicit liabilities depend on the occurrence of a particular future event and on government willingness to act on them. Such obligations are typically not officially recognized until after a failure occurs. The triggering event, the cost at risk, and the required size of government outlay are uncertain.

Contingent liabilities are recognized as one of the important causes of fiscal instability. The government should assess risk even when it has already decided to provide guarantees, and even when it does so because the beneficiary is a bad risk. It should do so in order to have an accurate picture of its financial condition and of potential downstream losses and payments. Ideally, it should use this information to estimate the money needed to cover losses in the current budget or future ones. Unfortunately, governments often take on contingent liabilities in an ad hoc manner, without regard for the impact on their financial condition. The authors emphasize that each guarantee program, and sometimes each guarantee must be treated as a special case, with its own rules and procedures. The government should establish a risk management strategy to guide public organizations when they take actions that expose them to financial liability.

As we can see, there are various risks both from the source of their origin and from the possibility to assess them and the probability of the occurrence. Therefore, it is important to deal with risk management. In the process of risk management it is important to cover all issues which together make up the management cycle of the risk management.

The fiscal risk management cycle according to different authors consist of following steps (Allen, R., Hemming, R., Potter, B. H., 2013):

1. Establish the context. This means the internal and external political and economic context. The fiscal risk management cycle starts by establishing the external and internal context in which the government is operating. The external context should include the broader economic context as well as political context. The inner environment must also be estimated as comprehensively as possible. Next we must understand the ability of the government to respond to fiscal risks from the capacity of organization and from the viewpoint of financial flexibility. The understanding of context is the basis for further goals and objectives of the risk management.
2. Identify risks. Next we must estimate the possible changes in the external and internal environment and identify what can happen and how it can happen.
3. Analyze risks. Assess similar consequences of risks, given existing control measures. Categorize risks according to their significance (probability of occurrence times potential loss).
4. Mitigate risks. Implement cost-effective options for increasing potential benefits and reducing potential costs. The reduction of the occurrence of the potential risks and the mitigation of potential consequences has an important impact on the decrease of the budget.

5. Incorporate retrained risks in fiscal analysis and budget.


The results of the previous stages must be kept under regular review as events occur or circumstances change. The overall risk management function should also be reviewed periodically for effectiveness and efficiency. At all stages: communicate information on risks within government and disclose publicly.

Next the authors will deal with the identification of fiscal risks and the management evaluation in Latvia. Adopting the budget of Latvia for 2016 the government has defined that as a whole in the future the course of fiscal policy will be focused on providing the growth of sustainable economy and the implementation of a responsible fiscal policy, taking into account the conditions of the fiscal discipline. According to the provisions of the Law on fiscal discipline, the basis of the strategy of fiscal policy in Latvia is the precondition of a balanced budget in the economic cycle and the deficit of the structural budget must not exceed 0.5% from the GDP.

The first decade of euro is over with a clear conclusion that further existence of the European monetary Union requires urgent changes in the expenditures of the countries because a common currency can not be imaginable when some member states live beyond their means for a long time. Since the crisis and especially when joining the Euro area the Latvian government has also assessed the state fiscal risks more seriously and the management mechanism has been created. Since March 2013 the Law on fiscal discipline has been in effect (Fiskālās disciplīnas likums, 2013) which states such principles and conditions of fiscal policy which ensure balanced budget in the economic cycle in order to ensure the macroeconomic stability in the medium term and long-term and to reduce the adverse effect of external factors on the economy and state fiscal position. The law imposes an obligation to be economical during the boom years and to form the reserves for the fiscal risks, the aim of which is the creation of security mechanism in the cases of macroeconomic, fiscal or demographic shock. The law states that every year the government must form not only the budget for the next year but also the framework of a medium term budget where on the basis of the acceptable level of budget deficit the upper level of the budget will be defined for the next year and the year after the next. This condition is accepted as correct in order to avoid the practice in the boom years when the economy developed above its potential and the government implemented procyclical and growth stimulating policy and spent all unplanned additional revenues. The law on fiscal discipline is considered to be the management framework of the fiscal risks where the fiscal risks can be identified on the level of the government to make the assessment of the potential impact on the state budget and to choose and adjust an appropriate management instrument.

According to the law of 29 April, 2014 the Regulations No. 299 of the Cabinet of Ministers “Regulations on a general management of fiscal risks and on the methodology to determine the amount of the reserves for the fiscal support” were approved. (MK noteikumi Nr. 299, 2014). In general, giving a positive assessment for the elaboration of the regulations, the authors would like to point out that the regulations contain some shortcomings, i.e., the norms and terms can be differently interpreted and they need some clarification. According to the regulations the
fiscal risks are divided into specific and typical risks but their definition is very similar that a specific risk can also be taken as a separate case. The regulations define specific activities of the government to follow the rules of financial discipline. The general management of fiscal risks is involved in the identification of fiscal risks, the probability of their occurrence and the assessment of the fiscal impact and a specific elaboration of measures for the reduction and prevention of fiscal risks. A register of fiscal risks and the methodology to determine the amount of reserves for the fiscal provision have been worked out, too. The general management of fiscal risks has been determined on three levels:

1. The general management of fiscal risks, responsible for which is the Ministry of Finance;
2. The management of specific fiscal risks, responsible for which are the central state institutions;
3. The management of certain fiscal risks, responsible for which are the project and activity promoters financed by the state budget and the European political instruments and other funds of foreign financial aid, the project promoters of the public and private partners and the commercial associations in the government sector.

The regulations also envisage the rules of the cooperation procedure and the information exchange among the above mentioned institutions which are involved in the risk management. The central state institutions, which are responsible for any of the issues of the management of fiscal risks, must prepare a report on particular risks and submit it to the Ministry of Finance each year until 15 February. In addition to the Law on fiscal discipline and the Regulations No. 299, the Ministry of Finance has elaborated the Declaration of fiscal risks where we can find the classification of fiscal risks, besides, quantified and not quantified fiscal risks are precisely defined as well as the methods of the occurrence and impact of risks and the calculation of the fiscal security reserve have been prescribed (Finanšu ministrija, 2014). According to the Law on fiscal discipline the Council of the fiscal discipline has been established which analyzes the conformity of the amount of fiscal security reserves approved in the Fiscal declaration supplementing with the existing fiscal risks in the country. The Council of fiscal discipline as an independent collegiate institution supervises the compliance with the Law on the fiscal discipline.

So we can see that, although belatedly, Latvia has seriously begun the work on the identification of fiscal risks and the introduction of the mechanism of management which is positively. However, as we have already mentioned, there are also drawbacks. The authors of this research shares the opinion of the economist of the Bank of Latvia Baiba Traidase (Traidase, B., 2016), that such a risk management is too complicated. Besides, Latvia has chosen a wide range of quantified (the government bails and loans, the risks in the welfare system, etc.) and not quantified (insolvency of corporations, the verdicts of international courts, direct and indirect obligations of public and private partnerships) risks. Besides, each risk has an assessment of the occurrence probability according to the five-point scale and also the stage of the impact of the fiscal risks (relevant, medium or low). At the initial period of the assessment of fiscal risks when there is a lack of experience, according to the authors, it is too much. The proof of it is the numerous entries in the register of fiscal risks – at present it is not possible to assess the fiscal risk, or – the impact can be substantial but there is no possibility to calculate it. Therefore, the reduction of the number of risks for the year 2017 can be justified. As a whole, we have an impression that Latvia has focused on the creation of the fiscal risk reserves, by means of which to reduce the impact of macroeconomic and demographic fluctuations in the budget balance. It is
It is advisable to learn the experience of other countries which focus their activities on the division of fiscal risks between the state budget and the private or state stock companies in the case of giving bails or guaranties.

In the budget of the year 2016 the reserves of fiscal risks have been envisaged for the first time with the aim to create the security mechanism which can be used in different cases of economic or fiscal shock. The transitional provisions of the Law on fiscal discipline envisage that in 2016 the fiscal security reserve will be in the amount of 0.1% from GDP but in 2017 it is stated as 0.13% from GDP. The authors point out that stating the reserve of fiscal security one must expect that basically it means the reduction of the budget expenditures of the same year in the same amount which can negatively affect the financing of the current expenses predicted in the budget. Therefore, there is a question about the amount of created reserves – is it enough? The answer can be both – yes and no because on the one hand 0.13% or 37.3 mlj euros may turn out to be too little to compensate the rapid increase of social expenses if the number of benefit receivers increase or the medium pay-outs increase. On the other hand, the fiscal reserve is “frozen” money.

Therefore, the authors consider that the “airbag”, of course, is good and it must exist, but a too big reserve can cause the necessity to consolidate the budget which takes away a lot of resources from economy. It is believed that the government must more concentrate on the measures which preventively decrease the need for big security reserves of fiscal risks. The authors consider that the main areas of risks are the government bails and guarantees (JSC Liepajas Metalurgs) and the state loans, especially to the private sector. As the information of the Ministry of Finance shows, in 2015 the amount of state loans for liquidated companies (entrepreneurships) or cooperations was almost 6 mlj euros, in 2016 it is already 4 mlj euros. (Finanšu ministrija, 2016). It means that granting the loans the company’s financial situation and the development prospects are not appropriately assessed. According to the authors there is one more problem, there are increasing risks in the area of pensions and social security benefits when the expenditures exceed revenues. The proof of it is the promise of the new government to improve the formula of the pension indexation which is not predicted in the budget of 2016. The authors have already mentioned the change of governments as a special political risk when the decisions of the previous government have been reviewed.

Conclusions

1. At present the economic development in the world and Europe, geopolitical situation, the migration of the population as well as the domestic problems of the development of Latvia pose new challenges to the government’s fiscal policy. Nevertheless, Latvia has set an ambitious goal – to become the member of the group of OECD countries.

2. The fiscal policy-making is influenced by different factors, under the influence of which it is not always possible to achieve the goals promptly. The main factors influencing the fiscal policy in the macroeconomic situation are international, administrative, political and demographic. The authors consider that making the fiscal policy in Latvia the emphasis is on the macroeconomic indicators, but other factors are not fully investigated and their impact on the effectiveness of the fiscal policy is not investigated. The government should
more seriously analyze the impact of other above mentioned factors on fiscal policy in order to adopt decisions for Latvia in the most efficien way.

3. Recent history demonstrates that fiscal performance and, in turn, economic development can be seriously disrupted by the sudden, unexpected costs of hidden contingent liabilities and other unanticipated fiscal risks. This in turn requires the government to identify, classify, and assess its fiscal risks so that it can provide reliable estimates of future payments that may ensure from past and pending liabilities. Only by identifying and measuring its exposure can a government bring its risks under effective control.

4. The fiscal risk is the possibility of short-to medium-term deviations in fiscal variables compared with what was anticipated in the government budget or other fiscal forecast. On this basis, fiscal risk is the exposure of the central government to events or circumstances that could cause short- to medium-term variability in the overall level of revenues, spending, the fiscal balance, and the value of assets and liabilities.

5. The risks can be divided into: the source of origin – internal and external; the assessment possibilities – quantified and not quantified; the probability of their emergancy – explicit and implicit. The most serious problem is the obligations of the government: guarantees, bails and the state loans.

6. The risk management cycle consists of the identification of the environment, risk identification, risk analysis, risk reduction and risk mitigation, the impact of the risk on budget, monitoring and review.

7. In Latvia the process of the fiscal management risk has been started since 2014. Several regulating documents are elaborated, a risk register and the assessment system of risks have been worked out and a three level management and responsibility have been determined. The authors consider that the risk governance system created in Latvia is clumsy and complicated. A wide range of risks has been covered, as a result in the risk register there are multiple entries such as “it is not possible to assess the impact of the risk now” or “the impact can be substantial but it is not possible to calculate”. We think that the administrative factor, which is mentioned in the article, could play a negative role, namely, the capacity of administrators (mainly lack of experience) does not conform with the requirements of the regulatory documents, in which there are a lot and detailed requirements for the risk management. It is advisable to act step by step but efficiently.

8. The main attention in the risk management in Latvia is paid to the state bails and guarantees and the chief goal is to identify the necessary reserve of fiscal risks which, of course, is very important but little has been done about the measures to reduce and mitigate the risks and also about other risks. As the creation of the security reserves of fiscal risks reduce the budget expenditures for other needs, the preventive work with risks is very important.

9. Before the government accepts a new contingent liability, a government should assess the risk to its fiscal condition, including the probability of future payouts. The assessment should be conducted by an independent entity.
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Abstract
To develop a service governance, it is required to be open for the information technologies, ensure a high degree of St. Petersburg authorities’ information execution transparency and citizens’ accessibility to information on the procedure public services delivery. Transition to public and municipal services e-delivery could significantly increase the services accessibility, reduce corruption risks, and reduce time and financial cost of the state and citizens. E-government efficiency can be reached and improved towards the Lean thinking that could bring the added value to both public service receivers and deliverers.

The aim of the research is to identify features of the public services delivery system analysing the case of St. Petersburg. The objective of the research is identification of the features integration that could be identified as a lean thinking result. The main focuses of the research are a system of public services delivery and the portal of state and municipal services of St. Petersburg.

The main objectives of the portal are improvement of the public and municipal services quality, decries paper document circulation providing the services, increase level of the citizens’ comfort and satisfaction by the services delivered in St. Petersburg as well as increase their awareness of the services delivery in the megalopolis. As the conclusion it was identified that the government of St. Petersburg is actively participated in improvement of public services attainability for the local population.

The research is descriptive by design. The document and statistical data analysis, comparison and synthesis are the main research methods applied. The results and findings of the research draw an example of the public service delivery system that could be a ground for further studies on the system’s improvement, development and adaption in different cases. Besides the theoretical value of the article, the provided research results and conclusions could be helpful for practitioners.

Key words: public service, attainability of public services
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Introduction
Modern web-industry is developing rapidly in many countries including Russia. This process is influenced by both the increase of the internet users’ number and increased demand for online services. Based on the evidence on “popularity of interactive information and communication technology” (Iskender G. & Özkan S., 2013) many developing countries (IUGG, 2015) e.g. Malaysia (Rosnah Wan Abdullah, N. et al., 2013), Turkey (Iskender G. & Özkan S., 2015), Zambia (Bwalya K.J. & Mutula S., 2015) etc. started a transition process from traditional public...
service delivery to e-government. In 2010, the Russian Federation had 59th position in the world e-government ranking (United Nations, 2010) i.e. took a position in the middle cluster (Dumpe D. & Arhipova I., 2010) and 68th position in the online service index receiving the biggest amount of points for emerging information services (United Nations, 2010). To develop a service governance, it is required to be open for the information technologies, ensure a high degree of the authorities’ information execution transparency and citizens’ accessibility to information on the procedure public services delivery (Reece B., 2006). Transition to public and municipal services e-delivery could significantly increase the services accessibility, reduce corruption risks, and reduce time and financial cost of the state and citizens (Moon M. J., 2002). The current paper reflects the St. Petersburg experience in public services delivery towards online systems.

The portal of “The public services in St. Petersburg” (the portal) were developed as a result of the Administrative reform implementation in Russia. The administrative reform was focused on ensuring both the high level of informative transparency on St. Petersburg’s executive authorities’ activity and citizens’ access to information on the procedure for public services delivery (Sankt-Peterburgskiy informatsionno…, 2007–2016). Transition from the information and reference to interactive approach i.e. a possibility to submit applications for the services delivery via the portal besides usual possibility to view information on the public services was implemented towards the development of the integrated automated system called “One window”. The system was designed for the public services delivery according to the one window principle (Holding RBK, 1995–2016; Hudash A., 2008). In 2009, eight public services connected to providing child allowances implemented towards the portal were presented to the employees of public authorities. So, the applications e-acceptance was possible for implementation (Andronova O., 2009). A feature that is acceptable in the portal is a possibility to ensure access using special e-card (Andronova O., 2009). There was developed the analogical system that works by the one window principle – the net of multifunctional centres (MFC) for the public services delivery. Therefore, in 2010 the portal was merged with the information system (IS) that ensure activity of the MFC (Isayev B., 2010). The united Interdepartmental IS was developed based on these two systems merging that could be literally translated as “Operational support for the MFC for the public services delivery in St. Petersburg and public services delivery via public services portal in St. Petersburg” (Pravitel’stvo Sankt-Peterburga, 2015).

In 2012, the Register of municipal services were published on the portal. These services are delivered by the local governments of intercity municipal unions of St. Petersburg. Therefore, the portal was given another name and started to be called The portal of public and municipal services of St. Petersburg (Pravitel’stvo Sankt-Peterburga, 2012). For example, it is possible to submit application and book time for marriage registration as well as pay the state duty via the portal towards implementation of the public service delivery in full cycle mode. Currently, the MFC issue login name and password for multiple authorisation and authentication of the users (Administratsiya Sankt-Peterburga, 2012; Spbnews, 2013).

The aim of the research is to identify features of the public services delivery system in case of St. Petersburg. The main focuses of the research are a system of public services delivery and the portal of state and municipal services of St. Petersburg. The research tasks performed are describe lean thinking principles possible application in public service delivery sphere, summarize St. Petersburg’s e-government development steps, emphasise the main elements of
the public services delivery in St. Petersburg, and analyse the main aspects of the public services delivery system’s development in St. Petersburg.

The research is descriptive by design. The document and statistical data analysis, comparison and synthesis are the main research methods applied. As the main sources of information are official relevant documents, official information published online and some scientific articles. The results and findings of the research draw an example of the public service delivery system that could be a ground for further studies on the system’s improvement, development and adaption in different cases. Besides the theoretical value of the article, the provided research results and conclusions could be helpful for practitioners i.e. another cities administration representatives that implement or develop a new public services delivery system as well as for the public administration of St. Petersburg considering improvements of the described system.

Research results and discussion

1. E-government development in St. Petersburg

   The Federal Target Program “Electronic Russia (2002–2010)” included information on the public services transition to e-environment for the first time. In 2006, the more concrete terminology and plans to transfer the services to e-environment appeared in the project as well as a link to the electronic interdepartmental document circulation was added (Ministerstvo ekonomicheskogo razvitiya…, 2016). For the last years the Informatization and Communications Committee of St. Petersburg has carried out the considerable work on creation and development of e-government of the complex (Komitet po informatizatsii…, 2016).

   The main tasks performed by the Informatization and Communications Committee of St. Petersburg are (Komitet po informatizatsii…, 2016):
   
   - Automatization and consequently increase of the public services delivery’s quality,
   - Increase of the services interaction efficiency.

   To fulfil the tasks, various cross-industry databases and united IS are developed and successfully integrated. One of the most successful this kind of unification results is the Interdepartmental Automated Information System of St. Petersburg for the state and municipal services delivery in electronic format (IAIS EPS). It ensures automatization procedure of the state and municipal services delivery on the territory of the metropolis using information and communication technologies (ICT). The IAIS EPS system maintains and ensures services delivery in e-format towards “E-reception” service on the information portal Public and municipal services of St. Petersburg (www.gu.spb.ru). Thus, the citizens can receive a list of public services via internet (Komitet po informatizatsii…, 2016).

   Currently, there is published information on more than 470 public services that are delivered by the executive authorities of St. Petersburg. The users of the portal can also leave their feedback on the reception of the public service they experienced as there is a special feedback form. Since the portal existence, more than 80 million people have become its users. Towards the MFC the citizens can receive more than 260 public services at the same place. According to data for year 2014 there are 37 stationary and four mobile MFC successfully functioning in the city (Komitet po informatizatsii…, 2016).
“E-reception” is quite popular among citizens, it also offers a wide range of various public services, so it could be assumed as one of the leading innovative centres in Russia by two criteria, namely level of effectiveness and attainability of the public services for the population. Considering four stages of online service development (United Nations, 2010) St. Petersburg could be positioned between stage three and four, where (United Nations, 2010):

- Government WEB site engages in two-way communication with its citizens;
- Some form of electronic authentication of the citizen’s identity is required to successfully complete the exchange;
- Government WEB site process non-financial transactions, and handle financial transactions;
- Government is proactive in requesting information and opinions from the citizens using interactive tools;
- Government has moved from a government-centric to a citizen-centric approach, where e-services are targeted to citizens through life cycle events and segmented groups to provide tailor-made services.

It is possible to conclude that e-government in St. Petersburg has development precipitously and has already reached good results. The next subsection is focused on the main elements of the public services delivery in St. Petersburg.

2. Public services delivery in St. Petersburg

Within this subsection the authors of the present paper emphasize the main elements and peculiarities of the public services delivery in St. Petersburg. Currently, it is possible to receive public services electronically using the portal of state and municipal services of St. Petersburg. The users need to register on the portal to be able to receive all offered services as transition to public services e-delivery requires to ensure all applicants secure online identification. The portal of state and municipal services of St. Petersburg is an internet resource devoted to the state and municipal services that are delivered by the executive authorities to the citizens, legal entities and individual entrepreneurs (applicants) in St. Petersburg (Administratsiya Sankt-Peterburga, 2016).

It is possible to receive public services in St. Petersburg if a person (Administratsiya Sankt-Peterburga, 2016):

1. Contact the responsible public authority (or other organization authorized by the state) in-person with an application and a package of documents collected from various bodies;
2. Apply to the MFC for the state and municipal services delivery in St. Petersburg that are working according to the one window principle i.e. the applicants’ participation into the various necessary for the public services reception certificates and documents collection is minimized or totally excluded;
3. Submit an e-application and receive the public service via the portal for the state and municipal services delivery in St. Petersburg.

Coming back to the users’ registration process on the portal it is necessary to emphasize that the registration happens based on the united identification and authentication system (UIAS). The UIAS ensures protection of accommodated therein information in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation towards implementation of the test of the relevant
criteria for the person’s identification while registering in the UIAS. For example, the person (applicant), who is registering in the UIAS, needs to deliver accurate and up to date personal information that will be kept on the portal and used further on for filling in the e-forms for the public services reception via the portal. It is possible to register in the UIAS applying to the MFC for the state and municipal services delivery or fulfil the registration independently via the united portal for the public services, however it is needed to verify the identity after the accounts creation on the UIAS. (Administratsiya Sankt-Peterburga, 2016).

There are various convenient possibilities to receive public services in St. Petersburg. However, wishing to use e-service possibilities the users need to realize some peculiarities of registration that are implemented to ensure security of the citizens/public services clients. After the retrospective and present situation overview of the public services delivery approaches in St. Petersburg, the authors would like to devote the next subsection to the summary of information on the further development of the public services delivery system in St. Petersburg. The authors focuses on some e-government transformation indicators (United Nations, 2010) to identify the possible ways of further development.

3. Development of the public services delivery system in St. Petersburg

Development of the public services delivery in St. Petersburg has a various range of possibilities (Kirsanov S. A., 2010) that are going to be discussed within this subsection. There are various services and functions that are implemented in all fields of activity of the Administration of St. Petersburg. The authors of the present paper summarized some of them identifying the major groups (Pravitel’stvo Sankt-Peterburga..., 2012):

- Acceptance of the documents according to established order. The documents are given by the citizens for the various issues solution connected to:
  - The decision making by the departments of the regional administration,
  - The certain functions implementation focused on provision of social support,
  - Consideration of citizens’ applications and documents,
  - Addressing issues of social policy (e.g. creating a list of orphans and children left without parental care etc. that are subject of the living quarters provision from the specialized housing fund of Saint-Petersburg);
- Implementation of activities on the consumers’ rights protection;
- Implementation of activities within the education system focused on the acquisition of the state educational institutions that execute the basis comprehensive program of the pre-school education and subordinate to the administrative districts of St. Petersburg;
- Provision of information contained in the information resources of the administrative districts of St. Petersburg (issuing archival information, statements, copies of documents related to the composition of the Archival Fund of St. Petersburg and other archival documents);
- Registration and consideration (in the certain order) of notices about cultural and sports events organisation on the territory of the city outside designated places etc.

The Portal of state and municipal services of St. Petersburg is a useful tool for both service deliverers and customers. Its development presumed various additional functions integration. Currently, the Portal has 190 e-services and the list is expanding continuously. One of the functions is a developed interactive section of the portal that ensures possibility of e-communication with
the authorities responsible for the services delivery (Komitet po informatizatsii, 2016a). The options that are offered are (Komitet po informatizatsii, 2016a):

- A comfortable approach to submit an e-application for the services towards filling in a convenient and easy in usage e-forms (questionnaires);
- A possibility to give feedback from the authorities responsible for the services delivery i.e. a possibility to follow the application status;
- Fast help of information technology (IT) support service in cases of applicants inquires on the e-forms completion.
- One more function is fulfilled via the information and reference section of the Portal. It includes (Komitet po informatizatsii, 2016a):
  - Address-reference information on organizations involved in the services delivery;
  - Contact information and schedule of the MFC for the state and municipal services delivery in St. Petersburg;
  - Data on the alternative possibilities of the services reception (e.g. the traditional services delivery, MFC for the state and municipal services delivery, e-services);
  - Information on the content, structure, terms and conditions of the certain state and municipal services reception that are delivered in the region as well as documents, templates and completion samples of applications for services reception;
  - Information on the legal basis for the services delivery;
  - News feed.

So called “personal office” helps the applicants to follow the status and history of the applications for the services reception online as well as have the access to the e-documents and their usage applying for the services reception. One more opportunity is pre-trial appeal of actions and inaction of officials and authorities (organizations) in the state and municipal services provision/delivery. All these opportunities are focused on increasing of convenience to receive state and municipal services electronically (via the portal). As it was already mentioned before, the portal is integrated with the UIAS that ensures the portal users access to their “personal office” (Komitet po informatizatsii, 2016a).

The convenience of the portal is ensured by the opportunity to apply for the services reception from any e-device connected to the internet without time limits i.e. 24/7.

In 2012, the administration of St. Petersburg announced a contest on the monitoring of the public services delivery (towards MFC and online services) quality that is expected to explore improvements of the public services (Rosbalt, 2012). According to the documents that were published on the official WEB site of the state procurement, the services delivery seeks (Rosbalt, 2012):

- Guarantee of interdepartmental interaction of executive authorities of St. Petersburg and subordinate government institutions;
- Identification of gaps in the legislative basis of the public services delivery;
- Transfer of the most demanded services to the MFC.
Bearing in mind efficiency of the public services delivery, it is worth to mention that compliance with a single methodological approach in establishing a typology of public services is a key factor in the implementation of the financial valuation of these services. Incidentally, the procedure presumes formation of sectoral lists of the public services (Pravitel’stvo Sankt-Peterburga..., 2011). Some of the services were already mentioned before.

Considering a number of regional and municipal services ordered, it is possible to conclude that there is quite a constant increase of the services demanded by the number of appeals received by MFC since 2014 (Fig. 1). Comparing the data by month it is clear that the number of the appeals received is growing each year at the same month. This is a positive tendency that might reflect the users’ satisfaction by the provided opportunities and probably the quality of the services.

The issues on the law effectiveness of the IT application by the government of St. Petersburg could be solved towards usage of the latest e-services and motivation/stimulation by the superior city leaders. Besides, the authors of the present paper would propose to implement the regular services delivery monitoring by the independent organisation that are not subordinated by the authorities. One of the criteria could be efficiency of the authorities’ functions implementation. The results could be a base for the further improvements plan.
4. **Lean thinking application and public service delivery**

Analysing the case of St. Petersburg in delivering of public services towards e-government tools, the authors concluded that this is an example of the Lean thinking/philosophy (Alagaraja M., 2014) principles application. The Lean thinking traditionally is based on waste reduction (Stewart P. et al., 2016) principle as well as value maximization (Bortolotti T. et al., 2016), however, it could also be focused on “ability to engage human resources, for enhancing learning and performance at multiple levels in the organization” (Alagaraja M., 2014). Lean is more applicable for industrial area organisations (Kupiainen E. et al., 2015) rather than for organisations that deliver service, however, it is adopted for non-manufacturing organisations more often nowadays (Alagaraja M., 2014; Bortolotti T. et al., 2016).

Lean presumes the customer-centric approach (Alagaraja M., 2014) that in case of public service delivery is a focus on the citizens’ needs. In case of St. Petersburg, the MFC and mobile MFC is an example of the processes optimisation based on the customers’ needs i.e. the MFC and mobile MFC increased the public services attainability and their convenient reception. E-government as a concept presumes a constant decision-making process (Reddick C. G., 2006). As the “extension of lean programmes should include practices that involve suppliers in finding and reducing problems that affect internal and external processes” (Bortolotti T. et al., 2016) it is likely to be applicable implementing e-government activities. The present paper reflects the case of St. Petersburg public service delivery that already is focused on the services delivery systems enhancement in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. Five Lean principles focuses on enhancement of the overall performance of the organization that “essentially simplify managerial decision-making by focusing on” (Alagaraja M., 2014):

1. Identification of the organizations’ value to the customer (services in the observed case that are easy to receive avoiding queues and going to the service delivery centres in person as well as application of “one window” principle);
2. Mapping processes that create value or the value stream (St. Petersburg public service deliverers need to be examined from the internal environment to identify, if the organisations focus on the mapping);
3. Improvement of the value stream to create flow (Petersburg public service deliverers need to be examined from the internal environment to identify, if the organisations focus on the improvement);
4. Emphasise a pull of customers demanded for service triggers the delivery process (one of the example observed reflects the application of this i.e. for example couples that are looking for the marriage registration (Administratsiya Sankt-Peterburga, 2012; Spbnews, 2013);
5. Perfection achievement by consistently practicing the Lean principles.

Lean is applicable for various organizations (Fliedner G. & Mathieson K., 2009) and even project management (Ballard G. & Howell G., 2003), however the certain set of techniques (Green S. D. & May S. C., 2005) as well as metrics (Kupiainen E. et al., 2015) that presumed to be applied need to be adapted to each organization depending on the type of activity, output, culture etc. Lean might also lead to sustainability of the organization (Hartini S. & Ciptomulyono U., 2015; Piercy N. & Rich N., 2015). If the public service delivering bodies in St. Petersburg do not consciously apply the Lean, they might to apply it as its application in public administration and the sector in general is possible and can be beneficial.
Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

All research tasks have been performed and some conclusions were drawn.

1. Even the Russian Federation was only in top 70 by the online service in the world in 2010, the public online services of St. Petersburg could be evaluated high and it is moving to the fourth stage of online services development as both the service deliverers and their customers benefiting from the online services provided.

2. The increase of the public services deliverers’ work efficiency could be connected to both orientations on customers or “citizen-centric approach” and online and e-tools advantages. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that St. Petersburg’s public service deliverers most probably unconsciously implement the Lean thinking principles.

3. In St. Petersburg, the constant activity forced to formation of information technology (IT) infrastructure is conducted that ensures necessary condition for the decision-making on enhancement process of the public services delivery. In addition, the problems are solved that are connected to both automatization and consequently the state agencies work quality rising and these agencies collaboration effectiveness rising. To perform the mentioned tasks accordingly, various cross-sectoral databases and common information systems have been developed and successfully implemented.

4. The portal for public services delivery in St. Petersburg ensures mainly two tasks fulfilment namely, increase a level of St. Petersburg executive authorities’ activity informative transparency and ensure information on the public services delivery procedure attainability for the citizens.

5. More IT service is transparent and easy to use, more internet users are striving to use it, therefore attainability of online services in St. Petersburg influences increase of the e-services demand.

6. The public services transition to e-environment made them more attainable for the citizens of St. Petersburg as well as it stimulated corruption risks decrease and decrease of time and financial costs on both the services delivery and reception, hence it simply made the population life easier that can be concluded based on information about St. Petersburg government’s active work to increase a level of the public services attainability for population.

The authors of the paper would like to propose implementation of the regular services delivery monitoring by the independent organisation that are not subordinated by the authorities. One of the criteria could be efficiency of the authorities’ functions implementation. The results could be used for the further improvements plan development that could be based on reducing the public e-services delivery problems that might affect internal and external processes of the public organisations.

The authors recommend to compare the case with other public services delivery systems implementation cases in the national and international context for the further studies and good case practices as well as common challenges identification.
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Abstract

Problem statement. In recent years there has been growing interest about design concepts that seek for solutions that are more eco-effective and develop systems that have more positive output rather than less negative impact. Moreover, design concepts for socially responsible solutions in design and architecture industries are becoming even more complicated, asking for new knowledge and management methods.

Research aim is to take a critical look at the design concepts, in order to promote socially responsible solutions and concepts that have different meanings, purposes and approaches depending on their context and origin and to develop structured framework of these concepts.

Research method used is content analysis of scientific literature on design concepts that supports socially responsible solutions, abstract modeling and synthesis.

Main results and findings of the study are: (1) there are great gaps between different design concept approaches and origins, education and practice in different areas that are involved in design and architecture processes, (2) design concepts and approaches solve only certain level or some parts of social issues, (3) there is a gap between theoretical concepts and actual practices in creative industries, (4) here is a lack of design management methods and assessment tools available for socially responsible design concepts.

Key words: socially responsible design, social responsibility, design, architecture, design concepts

JEL code: M19

Introduction

Topicality. The need for socially responsible products and environment has sensibly increased in recent years even though well-established tools have been developed to help designers and architects in facing with environmental (i.e., eco-design) or social problems (i.e., universal design). In recent years there has been growing interest about design concepts that seek for solutions that are more eco-effective such as Cradle to Cradle design and Biomimicry and develop systems that have more positive output rather than less negative impact. Moreover, design concepts for socially responsible solutions in design and architecture industries are becoming even more complicated, asking for new knowledge and management methods. There is no doubt that social responsibility of the architect is an important tool to enhance accessibility awareness in the society. Nevertheless, sensitivity and awareness of responsibilities cannot be expected to exist in human nature from birth. (Ergenoglu, 2015)

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: sabine.koklacova@gmail.com
Sustainability and socially responsible solutions are widely researched recent years and also in the context of design and architecture. **The key idea of the research** is to reveal social responsibility of design in the context of architecture, to identify design concepts that promotes social responsibility, to describe the meaning, essence and context for each of them, make analysis, compare them and create brief conceptual framework for further researches. It is important because design and architecture plays the key role in shaping the world we live in and they are creating not only forms and functions, but also contexts and our quality of life. There is ongoing discussion about sustainability issues, social responsibility of designers and architects as mediators between different disciplines and creators of our future living environment. Design concepts are the ones to start with in order provide design management methodology for promoting socially responsible solutions because they hold the essence of the idea. A design concept is the one that gives a central character to the whole project and without it the project would be a chaos.

**Research questions are:** (1) What is context of design concepts for promoting socially responsible solutions in architecture? (2) What design concepts exist for promoting socially responsible solutions in architecture industry? (3) What is the meaning or essence, aim, approach, origin of each design concept and what is discussions and criticism? (4) What are the differences, gaps or similarities between them?

**Contribution to the discipline.** This study provides deeper understanding about social responsibility in the context of architecture and the latest design concepts. It determines gaps between design concepts applied for promoting socially responsible solutions and provides directions for further theoretical and practical research implications towards promoting socially responsible solutions in creative industries and these are the main contributions to the discipline.

**Description of study.** First part of the study determines what are socially responsible solutions in the context of architecture. It describes the context of further research based on the latest approaches and researches about social responsibility, design and sustainability. Authors have created models in order to set their own approach for this study. The second part of the research is analysis of design concepts for promoting socially responsible solutions. This part is based on previous researches in this field, adapted and improved for this particular research. There is deduction method used with three filters in order to find design concepts that might be used for further research.

**The problem of the research** is that there is no overview and comparison of design concepts for promotion socially responsible solutions and in order to understand their weaknesses and opportunities for further development there is need for deeper analysis.

**Research aim** is to take a critical look at the design concepts, in order to promote socially responsible solutions and concepts that have different meanings, purposes and approaches depending on their context and origin and to develop structured framework of these concepts.

**Tasks of the research are:** (1) To ascertain the context of design concepts for promoting socially responsible solutions in architecture. (2) To select design concepts for promoting socially responsible solutions that will be analyzed in this research. (3) To reveal the meaning, discussion and criticism of each design concept for promoting socially responsible solutions and analyze them. (4) To create conceptual framework for design concepts for promoting socially responsible solutions. (5) To develop conclusions, proposals, and recommendations for further research in this field – design concepts for promoting socially responsible solutions.
Research method of this paper is content analysis of scientific literature on design concepts that supports socially responsible solutions, abstract modeling and synthesis.

Novelty of this research is that it is the first attempt to compare and analyze such design concepts that are used in the practice in the context of social responsibility in architecture. As there are several streams of design concepts and approaches that are trying to solve certain dimensions of social issues, there is no one united design concept that supports all areas of social responsibility – social, economical, environmental and cultural and the aim of this work is to analyze current design concepts, to create conceptual framework and to create approach for design concept that supports all dimensions. There are new models and tables created by authors.

Problematic questions of the conducted research are connected with limitations set by authors that there are only design concepts analyzed that might be relevant to design and architecture industries.

Sources of information for this research are scientific journals and academic books. Authors used for this research findings from scientific papers from available databases – EBSCO, JStore and Science Direct and looked for the context and content depending on the relevancy for this research. Keywords used in databases for this research are: sustainable design, sustainable architecture, eco-design, biomimicry, cradle to cradle, universal design, social design, social responsibility, socially responsible design, socially responsible architecture, green design, design for sustainability.

There are following limitations set for this research subject: (1) This research analyzes only the latest design concept approaches and only the scientific literature that are available for authors in databases. (2) Design models are widely dispersed in the literature, and some interesting publications were indirectly found. Therefore, not all possibilities were covered, and this research can be considered as an in-depth exploratory study. (3) Explored design concepts are limited by relevancy and cope with socially responsible solutions. (4) There are only design concepts analyzed that might be relevant to design and architecture industries. (5) Another potential limitation was the subjectivity in the analysis of the concepts. The presented conceptual framework does not intend to cover all of the depth and richness of approaches used in the publications, and a more detailed content analysis is underway.

There has been ongoing theoretical discussion about social responsibility and sustainability issues and the need for sustainable products and environments has sensibly increased in recent years. In the field of sustainable product development and architecture, a new type of design strategies or concepts is being implemented. However, research into their application and how they influence the outcome of the design process is scarce. (de Pauw et al., 2014a) Consequently, there is a lack of knowledge as to how these design concepts differ from and does they concentrate to all aspects of social responsibility. Studies show that even though well-established tools have been developed to help designers in facing with environmental problems (i.e., eco-design), a more user-centered approach which follows design for sustainability issues or socially responsible solutions has not been proposed yet. (Fargnoli et al., 2014) Different studies show significant differences (de Pauw et al., 2014a) in the design focus and there are theoretical discussion and criticism for each design concept what this work is about to reveal in further sections.
Research results and discussion

This research is divided in two parts – the first part reveals the context of design concepts for promoting socially responsible solutions in architecture and the second part determine design concepts for further research, reveal the meaning or essence, aim, approach, origin of each design concept and discussions and criticism about them. Further research analysis and compare these concepts, create conceptual framework and approach for design concepts for promoting socially responsible solutions.

1. The context of design concepts for promoting socially responsible solutions in architecture

Being socially responsible means that people and organizations must behave ethically and with sensitivity toward social, cultural, economic and environmental issues not only in short term, but also in longer time frame perspective. Like social responsibility, sustainability can be categorized to three main dimensions: environmental, economic and social, including culture. World Commission on Environment and Development (1987) describes sustainable design as the guiding concept to create the built environment that “meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Kadir and Jamaludin, 2013). As there are so many interpretations and meanings of sustainability, in this research authors will use social responsibility that address also cultural dimension which is important in the context of architecture and design. In this context socially responsible solutions are solutions that are dealing with environmental, economic, social dimensions and, or cultural problems. Design concepts that promote social responsibility deals with problems that are related to some or all areas of the concept of social responsibility.

In the context of architecture, development of design concept for promotion socially responsible solutions has significant role and opportunity to make a positive influence to society and environment. Authors propose that this influence might be measured by environment or level where socially responsible design concept is used (Figure 1). The wider is environment or field of activity design concept for promoting socially responsible solutions is dealing with, the complicated it is and the stronger is influence to society and social issues.

![Figure 1. Relationship between dimensions in architecture and influence of design concepts](source: created by authors.)
In order to compare development of design concepts for promotion socially responsible solutions, impact to society and time that might be spent in order to create more complicated design concepts and systems, authors propose “Design concept development model” (Figure 2). This model is developed and adopted based on two well known models: Eco-design Innovation model created by Brezet (1997) and Innovative eco-design four step model created by Shervin, C. (2000). This model indicates three levels of design concepts for promoting social responsibility and their relation between time and impact to society. The first – Improvement level, can make small changes in relatively short period of time. The second – Re-design level that is more pro-active but still uses incremental approaches for development and can make more important changes in longer period of time. The third – re-thinking level is using innovative and future oriented approaches and striving for delivering radical socially responsible, eco-efficient solutions. It takes time, competence and different approaches and tools to create and implement such concepts and systems but these concepts can make the significant changes for society and its wellbeing.

**Source:** created by authors based on Ecodesign Innovation model created by Brezet (1997) and Innovative eco-design four step model created by Shervin, C. (2000).

**Fig. 2. Design concept development model**

**Latest trends in literature.** As mentioned before, following the latest researches there is growing interest about solutions and design concepts that are trying to optimize positive impact on society instead of minimize negative. It is because negative impact minimization does not solve problems but only extend and postpone problems for the distant future. According to Braungart and McDonough (2002) eco-efficient engineering does not deliver in a sufficient long-term goal. It may reduce pollution and resource consumption in the short term, but it does not address the source of the problem: the design defect of current industry. Optimization of positive solutions instead deals with problems from different perspective – trying to find solutions that creates more positive output. And most of these are Nature-Inspired systems and design concepts. In reference to literature, this study shows that design concepts for promoting socially responsible or sustainable solutions might be divided in three types by their purpose (Figure 3): (1) Concepts that tries to reduce negative impact (optimize resources, eco-efficiency) – older literature,
(2) Concepts that tries to reach zero – emission point – younger concepts, (3) Concepts that tries to increase positive effect (eco-effectivity) – the latest concepts. Visual model for these tendencies and concepts is visually illustrated below.

![Eco-effective vs. eco-efficient design concepts](source: author’s construction based on (Toxopeus et al., 2015).

Fig. 3. Eco-effective vs. eco-efficient design concepts

**Life Cycle Thinking.** What is common to all newest design approaches and concepts is that most of them are based on Life Cycle Thinking instead of Linear thinking or also known as Cradle-to-Grave thinking. This approach evaluates how both consuming products and engagement in activities that are related to this product impacts environment and takes a holistic picture of an entire product or activity system. And from this point of view again, Life Cycle Thinking approaches are used not only to minimize negative impact and the latest approaches, but also move towards positive output doing “more good” instead of doing “less bad”.

2. Design concepts for promoting socially responsible solutions – conceptual framework

**First step. Selection of design concepts.** To determine which design concepts to incorporate in the research project, an analysis was made of a comprehensive list of sustainability approaches which has been compiled in by AIGA (2009) and further developed by Ingrid C. de Pauw (2014a). The list consists of ‘the major sustainability visions, manifestos, principles frameworks and tools that have been developed over the past 50 years and that are relevant to design’ (De Pauw et al., 2010), authors have improved this list with more design concepts starting from Number (31).

Second step. Selection of design concepts for promotion socially responsible solutions.

Our main task was to select approaches which can be labeled as “design concepts for promotion socially responsible solutions” and can be applied for architecture. The following criteria have been applied as filters for selection if design concepts: Filter 1: Approaches that are based on design concepts and do not provide only principles or abstract vision. Filter 2: Approaches that are based on “Life Cycle Thinking” approaches. Filter 3: Approaches that refers to nature and/or to universality of the use of design (equal opportunities for all members of society).

In order to cover all dimensions of social responsibility, the following design concepts promoting socially responsible solutions have been selected for the current research project: Universal design, Eco-design, Cradle to Cradle design (also known as the Upcycle in latest literature), Biomimicry. The aim of following chapters is to give an overview of selected design concepts – their essence and meaning.

Universal Design (UD) is a worldwide movement that approaches the design of the environment, products, and communications with the widest range of users in mind. The term was proposed by the American architect Ronald L. Mace in 1985 during the development era of “barrier-free design” (Kawauchi, 2001). UD has evolved from a focus on disabling barriers in the environments in USA and implies to plan and manufacture goods, buildings, outdoor spaces and facilities to be useable by all people to the fullest possible extent (Lid, 2013) according to democratic principles of enabling equal citizenship (Gibson, 2014). The democratic potential for UD lies in recognizing all people as equal, it looks beyond minimums (Ergenoglu, 2015) and its implementation in the built environment is crucial due to human changing abilities over a lifetime in order to sustain everybody’s quality of life (Kadir and Jamaludin, 2013).

Discussion and different perspectives: Nevertheless, there are a plethora of books and technical packets devoted to the subject of UD (Joines, 2009), there are different perspectives such as seeing the concept of human through the lens of disability (Lid, 2013), architect has an approach that will facilitate the design to consider every user as ‘normal’ (Kadir and Jamaludin, 2013) or UD have an opportunity to improve the quality of life for clinical patients (Joines, 2009). On the other hand, UD risks limiting possibilities by bodies are included within the scope of the “universal” (Gibson, 2014). Different approaches developed characteristics of UD by adding three supplemental dimensions: durability and economics, quality and aesthetics, and health and environment (Satoshi Nakagawa). Comparatively, the 3B principles proposed by Ronald L. Mace (1970) (better design, more beautiful, and good business) focused on the economic and aesthetics dimensions, but were overly abstract when used in actual applications (Lin and Wu, 2015). The results indicated that the principles of UD evolved over 20 years, the principles have been amended to include more details, tools, they provide significant impact and principles have been applied in different countries. (Siu, 2011) Today, UD extends beyond removing barriers and can be seen as guidelines how to increase usability to as many as possible, UD eliminates discrimination and thus supports social participation for all members of society. UD sets goals and redefines disability as a universal condition (Christophersen and
UD Criticism coming from ideas that UD principles, however, have not been successfully adopted by professionals and companies in general and the theoretical content of the concept is, however, poorly developed (Imrie 2012; Lid 2012), (Lid, 2013). There is opinion that it is impossible to determine what is universal and what is not because there are so many different needs of society. Although UD is highly human centered and social, it does not mean that it should be also environment-friendly and that part of social responsibility might be excluded.

Eco-design has been described in literature for more than 35 years, with more widespread research emerging as of 1990-1995. And nowadays it is one of the most widely recognized and utilized strategies for including environmental sustainability in the product design process. (de Pauw et al., 2014b) Eco-design as defined in ISO 14062 (ISO/TR 14062, 2002) is a design approach aiming to reduce the environmental impacts of products and services throughout the whole life cycle, while assuring similar or improved services to the end customer. Aims of eco-design are to reduce the consumption of resources, to use environment-friendly materials, to optimize the production, distribution and use of the product as well as to ensure proper management at the end of its life cycle, i.e. renewal, recycling or disposal (M. Klavins, 2010). Looking back to history, eco-design has constantly borrowed ideas and terminology from ecology and environmentalism. The transition from “green” to “eco-” to “sustainable” in the design field represents a steady broadening of scope in theory and practice. (Madge, 1997) V. A. Lofthouse (1999) stated that eco-design is a key element in the journey towards sustainable development, having the potential to reduce the environmental impact of products and open up real opportunities for industry to make progressive steps beyond compliance. Several authors made an effort to clarify this generic definition. Ultimately eco-design can be seen as an industrial activity, which involves integrating environmental considerations into the design process, while maintaining price, performance and quality standards (Lofthouse et al., 1999). And literature shows many more definitions of eco-design.

Discussion and different perspectives: In eco-design the complexity of designing is increased by the necessity to explore unusual domains such as biology or climatology to validate the environmental impacts of a product. “Eco-Design can be interpreted as Design with more intelligent interrelationship to Nature”. In addition, it is characterized by the “life-cycle-thinking” which relies on a transversal integration of the environmental concern in each stage of the development of the product: from cradle to grave, or cradle to cradle (Braungart et al., 2007). Therefore, adding the environmental parameter to the usual ones forces the design process to be collaborative. (Rio et al., 2013) Wide range of contexts, numerous and diverse eco-design methods and tools have been developed by research centers, companies or public organizations (including ISO). These methods focus essentially on two main aspects of eco-design: (1) the analysis of life cycle assessment (LCA) (ISO 14040 2006). (Lye, Lee, and Khoo 2001) and (2) design for recycling (DFR) (Hundal 2000), (Goepp et al., 2013). Some authors propose to classify those supports in categories (checklists, guides, guidelines, databases, product lifecycle assessment tools, etc.) and to study their applications. The number of eco-design methods and
tools are still growing. (Vallet et al., 2013) (de Pauw et al., 2014a) Ant the seven traditional eco-design strategies proposed by Brezet and Van Hemel (1997) cover the product life cycle as follows: Low impact material, Reduction of material use, Optimization of production techniques, Optimization of distribution system, Reduction of impact during use, Optimization of product lifetime, Optimization of End of Life systems. (Vallet et al., 2013)

**Criticism:** Despite the potential benefits of eco-design and the existence of several tools and techniques for product design, the actual application of eco-design has not reached companies worldwide, mainly due to difficulties in eco-design implementation and management. (Pigosso et al., 2013) Pigosso and McAloone work showed that there are relevant gaps that may explain why eco-design integration still remains a challenge, particularly in the innovation management processes and generally in operations management. (Pigosso and McAloone, 2015) Research shows that Eco-design needs to be practiced in multidisciplinary teams in industry. (Vallet et al., 2013) It also showed that as mentioned before – Eco-design is focused on reduction of environmental impact but it does not solve the problem, it also does not pay enough attention to social and cultural dimension.

**Nature inspired design concepts.** Biomimicry and Cradle to Cradle are two examples of a relatively new type of strategic tool and design concepts currently adopted in design practice and education, that take inspiration from the natural world. (de Pauw et al., 2014a) From the point of authors, Biomimicry and Cradle to Cradle could be defined not as a strategy but rather as a strategic tool applied by companies to deliver long term sustainable solutions. Following chapters will briefly represent the main idea for each of them.

**Biomimicry.** The field of biomimicry, where flora, fauna or entire ecosystems are emulated as a basis for design, has attracted worldwide interest in the fields of architecture and engineering. This is due to both the fact that it is an inspirational source of possible new innovation and because of the potential it offers to create a more sustainable built environment (El-Zeiny, 2012). It is new science that observe the materials in nature and then aim to produce solutions for humans by imitating these designs or by taking inspiration from them. Biomimicry can be defined as imitating or taking inspiration from nature’s forms and processes to solve problems for humans (Benyus, 1997). The core concept of Biomimicry is that nature has developed highly effective, sustainable ways of performing functions, which could benefit designers when tackling comparable challenges. It might be defined accordingly as learning from nature for developing sustainable solutions. (de Pauw et al., 2014b) (Lurie-Luke, 2014). It can be expressed as the imitation of the life system in nature ir defi  ned as ‘the innovation that gets inspired by nature’ (Tavsan et al., 2015). The word ‘biomimicry’ stems from the roots bios life and mimesis to imitate. Biomimicry 3.8, an institute co-founded by Benyus, has developed different methods and tools for sustainable product design. Benyus argues that a full emulation of nature engages at least three levels of mimicry: form, process, and ecosystem (Benyus, 2008). Biomimicry is a concept that was first put forward 1997 by writer and science observer Janine M. Benyus from Montana – a biologist and leader of the emerging discipline of biomimicry (Tavsan et al., 2015). Since then various definitions are used interchangeably in literature for Biomimicry – Biomimetics, Bio-inspired design, and Bionics. However, when the emphasis is on finding solutions that are (environmentally) sustainable, Biomimicry is typically the term used (de Pauw et al., 2014b).
Discussion and different perspectives: Benyus emphasizes that in order to achieve environmentally sustainable solutions, designers need to integrate biological knowledge at the level of forms, processes, and systems. To integrate ecosystem insights into design, so called ‘life’s principles’ of biology are provided. The aspirational goal of their application is to create “conditions conducive to life” (Benyus, 1997). According to its proponents, the Life’s Principles can be used to measure the success of a design. Biomimicry started to be considered as a new science by materializing the ‘possible solutions and solution potential in nature’. According to Benyus ‘a biomimitric revolution’ is going to take place in the forthcoming years (Tavsan et al., 2015). In modern science, the search for biomimetic applications has developed into a scientific discipline and biomimicry based innovations are now the subject of systematic study (Lurie-Luke, 2014). Undoubtedly, Biomimicry will be increasingly influential on the understanding of design in the future. (Tavsan and Sonmez, 2015). On the other hand, the development of biomimicry applications can be a long and failure-prone path. Approaches to biomimicry as a design process typically falls into two categories: Problem-based (Top–Down) and Solution-based (Bottom–Top) (El-Zeiny, 2012). For design professionals, it opens up a whole new world of innovative ideas and will help connect the work with the natural environment. (El-Zeiny, 2012)

Criticism: Biomimicry has revealed new opportunities for material development across a range of fields, to utilize our environment in a new, safe and environmentally-sustainable manner. (Lurie-Luke, 2014) But studies on the application of Biomimicry in sustainable product design are scarce. Earlier studies show that it does not necessarily render more sustainable outcomes. The widespread and practical application of biomimicry as a design method remains unrealized; interior architecture commonly uses biology as a library of shapes, but this alone is not biomimetics; it has to have some biology in it. (El-Zeiny, 2012) For interior environment, it is still in its infancy. In spite of a growing number of bio-inspired materials and products, projects that incorporate biomimicry at the macro scale are few and far between. (El-Zeiny, 2012) Montana-Hoyos (2008) acknowledges the need to include the systems’ level of Biomimicry. Volstad and Boks, explicitly limit their study to the reductive form and its use “as a source of inspiration and as a toolkit for solving practical design problems”. (de Pauw et al., 2014b) It might be seen as inspiration for design, innovation, architecture and it have an opportunity to create new sustainable standard for interior spaces, buildings, communities and cities worldwide (El-Zeiny, 2012) but this nature inspired approach pays too little attention to social responsibility in sense of human needs or UD principles. To be more socially responsible this approach asks for further development.

Cradle to Cradle (C2C) design. The systems theory of C2C aims at a positive impact or eco-effectiveness; this could suggest that the state-of-the-art becomes inadequate when adopting C2C as a strategy for improvement (van Dijk et al., 2014). C2C design concept defines a framework for designing products and industrial processes that turn materials into nutrients by enabling their perpetual flow within one of two distinct metabolisms: the biological metabolism and the technical metabolism. (Braungart et al., 2007) It also defines a broad framework for creating eco-effective industrial systems, but for businesses to put this framework into practice they need both the right technologies and the right strategies. (Braungart et al., 2007) The core concept of C2C is to “take nature as a model for making things” and design products that, after their useful lives, become resources for new products (McDonough and Braungart, 2002). Architect William McDonough drew the first outlines of Cradle to Cradle with the Hannover

Discussion and different perspectives: C2C design strategy challenges designers to move towards ‘eco-effectiveness’ (de Pauw et al., 2014b), aims to avoid downcycling materials and promote upcycling ones to achieve closed cycles. C2C provides designers with three design principles, based on learning from natural systems: ‘waste equals food’, ‘use current solar income’, and ‘celebrate diversity’. (Llorach-Massana et al., 2015) It also provides strategy for businesses on the level of product design (Braungart et al., 2007). Apart from the principles, various design tools are available, offered via courses by EPEA, an agency founded by Braungart, as well as a number of Universities. Next to the design tools, a certification program has been developed to allow companies to market their progress at C2C Products Innovation Institute (de Pauw et al., 2014b). The C2C certification has gained popularity. (Llorach-Massana et al., 2015) Several studies describe advantages and disadvantages of C2C, but studies analyzing the application of the concept in product design are scarce (de Pauw et al., 2014b). The concept of eco-effectiveness also addresses the major shortcomings of eco-efficiency approaches, eco-effectiveness encompasses a set of strategies for generating healthy, cradle-to-cradle material flow metabolisms. (Braungart et al., 2007)

Criticism: Among supporters there are also criticism and skepticism found in the literature and researches. Authors argue that C2C is not always an appropriate scheme to distinguish environmentally preferable products. (Llorach-Massana et al., 2015) The C2C concept promotes an infinite economic and production growth, however, there are some limitations regarding the bio capacity of the planet and C2C biological nutrient metabolism does not seem to be a solution as simple as C2C principles suggest. Implementing the C2C concept in a worldwide scenario requires social, infrastructure, important logistic changes etc. In addition, sceptics think that it cannot be considered that renewable energies have zero environmental impact (Llorach-Massana et al., 2015). Or advise to add a minimum control from the government on certifications to ensure transparent and truthful certificates. Some authors suggest to include other eco-efficiency strategies to C2C (Llorach-Massana et al., 2015). According to research, C2C certification could not be always distinguishing environmental preferable products. (Llorach-Massana et al., 2015) C2CPII only accepts material and process evaluations submitted by an C2C assessment institutes and certification is valid for two years and must be biennially renewed (Toxopeus et al., 2015). C2C got criticized by several professionals and scholars from the field of sustainability in Netherlands. The main comment was that this new theory was not something new (van Dijk et al., 2014). C2C will probably lead to a shift in its popularity due to the lack of an innovation driver and open development and due to limitations from different sources, C2C in practice often turns out to be merely efficient (Toxopeus et al., 2015). And looking through the lens of social responsibility, there are dimensions of focus missing again – social and cultural dimensions that leads to universal design approach or design concept.

In summary, there are different design concepts for promoting socially responsible solutions and even within the concepts there are discussions, criticism and different approaches. This
research shows that no-one of the design concepts are trying to solve or focus to all dimensions of social responsibility and from our perspective it is important to analyze them more deeply, understand differences and potential to sublime them in order to create more socially responsible solutions. Authors have summarized research findings that characterizes each design concept by different criteria and gives an essence for each of them (Table 1). Table shows that there are great gaps between different origins and approaches such as architecture, product design,

Table 1

| Comparison of different design concepts for promoting socially responsible solutions |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| **Universal Design** | **Eco-Design** | **Biomimicry** | **Cradle to cradle** |
| **Main idea of design approach** | Aim: to be useable by all people to the fullest possible extent | Aim: to reduce the environmental impacts of products and services throughout the whole life cycle | Imitate or take inspiration from nature’s forms and processes to solve problems | Turn materials into nutrients by enabling their perpetual flow within one of two distinct metabolisms: the biological and the technical |
| **Origin** | Architecture | Product design | Biology | Architecture and chemistry |
| **Author** | Ronald L. Mace | – | Janine M. Benyus | W. McDonough and M. Braungart |
| **Inspiration** | humans (disabilities) | environmental problems | nature | nature |
| **Social focus** | x | x | – | – |
| **environmental focus** | – | x | x | x |
| **Economical focus** | – | x | – | – |
| **Use of concepts** | design and architecture | wide range | wide range | wide range |
| **Solutions** | – | Eco-efficient | Eco-effective | Eco-effective |
| **Life Cycle Thinking** | no | yes | yes | yes |
| **Biology involved** | no | no | yes | yes |
| **Methods and tools** | in progress | maturity | in progress | in progress |
| **Design Man. methods** | no | no | no | no |
| **Assessment methods** | no | maturity | in progress | in progress |
| **Certificate or Standard** | – | ISO 14062 | – | C2CPII certificate |
| **Institute** | The RL Mice Universal Design Institute | about 23 Institutes | Biomimicry 3.8 | C2C Product Innovation Institute, C2C assessment institute (MBDC and EPEA) |

*Source: created by authors.*
biology or even chemistry. That means that gaps are also in education and practice in different areas that are involved in design and/or architecture process. It can be concluded also from different sources of inspiration for design. These design concepts are relatively new and shows that design concepts and approaches solve only certain level or some parts of social issues, excluding cultural problems that is inalienable part of the society. There is also a gap between theoretical concepts and actual practices due to the lack of well established methodologies and limited access to methods and tools. Most of the books available for public reveal only vision or main ideas. There is a lack of design management methods and assessment tools available for socially responsible design concepts like it is for traditional design management.

Authors have created model that reveal their approach for further researches. As mentioned before, there are four dimensions that need to be covered in order to create more socially responsible design concepts. In order to create “universal” design concept for promoting socially responsible solutions it is crucial to take in consideration all these dimensions. Moreover, it is essential to increase the radius for each dimension. Besides, it is also important to create designs and systems that not only reduce negative impact but increase positive effect instead (Figure 4).

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

Conclusions. (1) There different design concepts such as universal design, eco-design, biomimicry, cradle to cradle for promoting socially responsible solutions and even within the concepts there are discussions, criticism and different approaches. (2) This research shows that no-one of the design concepts tries to solve or focus to all dimensions of social responsibility, (3) there are great gaps between different origins such as architecture, product design, biology or even chemistry and approaches, that means that (4) there are gaps also in education and practice in different areas that are involved in design and/or architecture process. (5) Design concepts are relatively new and solve only certain level or some parts of social issues. (6) There is a gap between theoretical concepts and actual practices in creative industries and it has several reasons.

Source: author’s construction.

Fig. 4. Model: Dimensions for socially responsible design concept
(as mentioned before). (7) This research showed that there is a lack of design management methods and assessment tools available for socially responsible design concepts. (8) There is a gap in understanding of design meaning and purpose and (9) there is a need for new design concept that supports life cycle thinking in all areas of social responsibility and multidisciplinary design management theory, methods and tools that helps to create, manage and evaluate socially responsible solutions and creates more eco-effective and socially responsible output, instead of mainly focusing on the reduction of negative impact on environment.

Proposals. (1) Authors proposes that is a need for new design concept that supports life cycle thinking in all areas of social responsibility and design management that has multidimensional characteristics. Based on previous work and conclusions, (2) authors have created model that reveal their approach for further researches – “Dimensions for socially responsible design concepts” that might be used as a frame for further theoretical development in order to create socially responsible solutions, (3) it is crucial to take in consideration all areas and create multidimensional theoretical models, frameworks and further – methods and tools that supports all of them. (4) There is need to seek for solutions with more positive output rather than focusing on reduction of negative effects to the environment or society.

Recommendations. Recommendations for further research are (1) to make more detailed analyses of different design concepts and to develop new design concepts in order to create more structured framework for design concepts for socially responsible solutions that covers all dimensions. (2) Because of the lack of concepts in cultural dimension – there is a need to deliver research in this field in order to create guidelines for cultural development in this sense. (3) Another possible research area recommended by authors are design approaches, methods, tools and principles that are used for each of the design concepts. It would be useful to compare them in order to understand the gaps and similarities between them and adapt them to architecture. (4) Based on empirical research there might be new approaches developed. (5) It is necessary to look at the practical implication of design concepts. (6) Because of the differences between private and public spaces, there might be need for different approaches for each of them. (7) The last but not the least research recommendation would be design management tools and methods for socially responsible solution implication and development.
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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to carry out a comparative analysis of the reporting obligations of SMEs in selected Eastern-European countries (Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Russia, Ukraine). These are countries with different levels of economic development, but with a common political-economic ground, where the principles of market economy were introduced at a similar time. Micro, small and medium enterprises are an important element of European economies, both those within the EU as well as those outside it. The results of the analysis of macroeconomic data, which are presented in the article, will indicate significance of this sector in Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Russia and Ukraine. Literature studies and analysis of the national legal regulations allowed to indicate different ranges of the mandatory elements of the financial statements and of the additional information which the entities from the SME sector must prepare in individual countries. The differences also exist in case of tax evidence and tax reporting. As a result, the scope of the financial information for decision-making and for evaluation of the enterprises is not homogenous in the researched Eastern-European countries. This impedes comparability, however, it can also be a prerequisite to seek the best solutions and practices, not only for the reporting purposes, but also for constructing effective information systems meeting the needs of the managers.
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Introduction

Over the past several years, highly developed countries as well as emerging economies, having a different political, social and cultural structure, have been devoting much attention to micro, small and medium enterprises (SME). This sector plays a crucial role in the national economies; it is a driving force of business, of growth, innovation and competitiveness. Furthermore, it can be observed that most enterprises in Europe are SMEs (i.e. 99.8%) and that the most part of these enterprises (64.4%) is not covered by an EU-level accounting legislation (Accounting Guide for SME, 2015). The study made by the European Commission in 2011 shows that the accounting requirements for those SMEs which are not regulated at an EU-level are very different, ranging from almost non-existent to quite rigorous requirements (Study on Accounting …, 2011). SMEs prepare their financial statements according to local reporting framework. Financial reporting in various countries may vary in:

• the system of accounting regulation,
interaction between accounting and taxation,
application of accounting methods and accounting principles.

In order to ensure that the requirements for small enterprises are to a large extent harmonised throughout the European Union, European Directive 2013/34/EU was introduced but differences still exist.

The purpose of the paper is to provide information about the current legal accounting requirements in Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, Russia, Ukraine for the SMEs which are not covered by harmonised EU accounting rules; and to carry out a comparative analysis of the components of financial statements and tax reporting. The analysis concerns reporting obligations of both, the entities which keep account books, as well as those which are not required to do so.

The objectives of the study were achieved through a desk research aimed at identifying and analysing the accounting and tax requirements in the reporting area. The survey of empirical European research studies on the SME financial reporting, made by Eirle (Eirle B., Schonefeldt A., 2010), shows that there is a research gap in the literature on financial reporting in this sector, especially relating to micro enterprises. This gap is surely partly fulfilled by the reports and studies made by the European Commission published in 2015 (Accounting Guide for SME, 2015) and in 2011 (Study on Accounting …, 2011). However, these reports only concern the members of the European Union. The survey in this paper was concentrate not only on European Union members, but also on the countries outside the EU, which makes our study unique. For analysis were chosen countries with different levels of economic development, but a common political-economic ground, where the principles of market economy have been introduced at a similar time. Poland, Latvia and Lithuania are members of the European Union, as opposed to Russia and Ukraine. The literature review was conducted using an internet search engine Google and an electronic database EBSCO. Three groups of key-words were used:

• small business, SME,
• financial reporting, financial statements, financial reports, tax reporting,
• CEE, Eastern Europe, Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, Russia, Ukraine.

For each search a key-word from each group was used simultaneously. The limitation of study was the fact that the publication had to be written in English.

Results show that most publications were available on the subject of IFRS for SME, concerning one particular country eg.: Romania (Neag R., 2010; Girbina M., Albu N. & Albu C., 2011), Croatia (Baldarelli M. G., et al., 2012), Estonia (Alver L., Alver J. & Talpas L., 2014), Poland (Grabinski K., Kedziora M. & Krasodomska J., 2014), The Czech Republic (Mullerova L., Pasekova M. & Hyblova E., 2010; Strouhal J., 2012), Russia (Morozova T. V., 2014) or group of countries (Borker D. R., 2012; Strouhal J., Pasekova M. & Mullerova L., 2010; Albu C. N. et al., 2013; Albu N., Albu C. N., 2014; Strouhal J. et al., 2011; Strouhal J. et al., 2011a). Less publications describe national financial reporting requirements for the SME in Romania (Sava R., Marza B. & Esanu N., 2013), Russia (Solovyeva O., 2007), The Czech Republic (Nerudova D., 2007), Central and Eastern Europe countries (Bogdan V. & Cristea S. M., 2010). Unfortunately, it was not found any publications about tax reporting requirements for the SME in Eastern Europe. In order to gather information about accounting and tax requirements for the SMEs, in the context of reporting in selected countries, we provided a questionnaire, which was sent to the academics who deal with the subject of accounting or financial reporting in Latvia,
Lithuania, Russia and Ukraine\textsuperscript{2}. The data in the questionnaire was based on the information from national accounting law, tax law and the statistical data from each country. The limitation of this part of study is that did not obtain full data for all countries. The reason for this is that the amount of the information in the reports of the state statistics in countries is not equal. Moreover, different definitions of SME in selected countries cause that comparative analysis of statistic data were difficult.

This paper is written within project UMO-2013/09/B/HS4/01175 financed by The National Science Centre in Poland.

1. The SME sector in the researched countries

The basic criterion for division of companies is their size. However, the criteria for classification of an entity as a micro, small, medium or large-sized enterprise are not explicit. In selected countries, definitions of individual groups of enterprises are contained in the Accounting Acts (Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Russia) or in other legal regulations (Poland, Russia, Ukraine). In Poland and in Russia, two definitions of micro and small enterprise function – one for the purpose of financial reporting and the second referring to the remaining areas of enterprise activity.

\textbf{Table 1}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Enterprise} & \textbf{Employment} & \textbf{Revenues from sales} & \textbf{Total assets} & \textbf{Other} \\
\hline
Latvia & & & & \\
\hline
\textbf{Micro} & 0–9 & \leq \text{EUR 2 mln} & \leq \text{EUR 2 mln} & – \\
\textbf{Small} & 10–49 & \leq \text{EUR 10 mln} & \leq \text{EUR 10 mln} & – \\
\textbf{Medium} & 50–249 & \leq \text{EUR 50 mln} & \leq \text{EUR 43 mln} & – \\
\hline
Lithuania & & & & \\
\hline
\textbf{Micro} & 0–9 & \text{EUR 2 mln} & \text{EUR 1.5 mln} & – \\
\textbf{Small} & 10–49 & \text{EUR 7 mln} & \text{EUR 5 mln} & – \\
\textbf{Medium} & 50–249 & \text{EUR 40 mln} & \text{EUR 27 mln} & – \\
\hline
Poland & & & & \\
\hline
\textbf{Micro} & < 10 & \leq \text{PLN 3 mln} & \leq \text{PLN 1.5 mln} & \text{Commercial companies} \\
& & \text{EUR 1.2 mln – 2 mln} & \text{Entities do not exceed two of the three values} & \\
\textbf{Small} & < 50 & \leq \text{PLN 34 mln} & \leq \text{PLN 17 mln} & \text{Entities do not exceed two of the three values} \\
\textbf{Medium} & & \text{No special definition} & \text{Entities do not exceed two of the three values} & \\
\hline
Russia & & & & \\
\hline
\textbf{Micro} & < 15 & – & – & – \\
\textbf{Small} & < 100 & – & – & – \\
\textbf{Medium} & 100–250 & – & – & – \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}


\textsuperscript{2} N. Ostapiuk – Kyiv National Economic University named after Vadym Hetman, R. Rupeika-Apoga, University of Latvia; L. Klovienė, Kaunas University of Technology, School of Economics and Business; A. Malyskhn Iwanowicz – The Kyiv State Maritime Academy named after hetman Petro Konashevich-Sahaydachnyi (KSMA).
European Union countries (Latvia, Lithuania, Poland) apply three measures for division of enterprises: employment, revenues from sales and the total assets. Just in Poland the limits of these measures are similar to ones presented in the Directive 2013/34/EU. In Russia, the number of the employed is one of the criteria – significantly higher than in other countries (Table 1) so that presented later statistic data are not comparable.

In Table 2 is presented other legal regulations that are in force in Poland, Russia and Ukraine, which refer to those classifications.

In Poland, the law on freedom of economic activity is in force, which is consistent with the European Commission’s Recommendation of the 6th of May 2003 (Commission Recommendation, 2003). In Russia, the Russian Federation government’s resolution number 702, dated the 13th of July 2015 (Постановление Правительства), classifies enterprises, in terms of the size, according to the sales income only. In Ukraine, according to the Commercial Code (Commercial Code Ukraine), division of enterprise sizes is carried out using the employment criterion and the sales income. The sizes of these criteria are consistent with the European Commission’s Recommendation of the 6th of May 2003 excluding the size of the assets.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enterprise</th>
<th>Employment</th>
<th>Revenues from sales</th>
<th>Total assets</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>0–9</td>
<td>&lt; EUR 2 mln</td>
<td>&lt; EUR 2 mln</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>10–49</td>
<td>&lt; EUR 10 mln</td>
<td>&lt; EUR 10 mln</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>50–249</td>
<td>&lt; EUR 50 mln</td>
<td>&lt; EUR 43 mln</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&lt; RUB 120 mln</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&lt; RUB 800 mln</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>&lt; RUB 2 bln</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>0–10</td>
<td>≤ EUR 2 mln</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Commercial companies, other companies, natural persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>10–50</td>
<td>≤ EUR 10 mln</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Commercial companies, other companies, natural persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>51–250</td>
<td>≤ EUR 50 mln</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Commercial companies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In four researched countries (Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Ukraine), SMEs are a dominating group of business entities. They constitute nearly 100% of the total number of enterprises (Table 3). Russia, where micro, small and medium enterprises constitute 42.9% of the total number of enterprises, is an exception among the analyzed countries. It is worth to keep in mind that the Russian definition of the SME differs significantly from the EU definition, thus comparability of the statistical data is subject to interference.
Comparison of share of the employed in this sector clearly indicates significance of the work positions offered by these entities for economies of the discussed countries. Average employment in SMEs in the analyzed countries constitutes 73.12% of the total number of the employed – from 69.5% in Poland to 78.5% in Latvia (Table 4). In the EU countries, average employment in micro enterprises amounts to 29.1%, in small 20.6%, and in medium 17.2%, which in total constitutes 66.9% of the employed in these entities (SBA – Poland, 2014). In all the analyzed countries, it is higher than the EU average: in Lithuania by 11.6 pp, in Latvia by 9.7 pp, in Poland by 2.6 pp, in Russia by 2.9 pp, and in Ukraine by 4.3 pp. Distribution of the employed in micro, small and medium enterprises in Latvia and Lithuania is even, as opposed to Poland, Ukraine and Russia. In case of Latvia, Lithuania, Ukraine and Russia, employment in micro entities is lower than the EU average, as opposed to Poland, where employment in micro-enterprises is higher by 8.8 pp. This probably results from the fact that self-employment has become very popular on the Polish job market over the past few years. The highest number of the employed in small entities is in Russia (36.1%), while the lowest in Poland (13.7%). In turn, medium enterprises that employ the most persons are in Ukraine (36.9%), in comparison to the 8.9% of the employed in Russia.

Table 3
Number of entities according to the size, as of 31/12/2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enterprise</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Poland</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Ukraine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>143,946</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>121,502</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>1,693,785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>9,327</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>10,442</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>59,128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>1,624</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2,165</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>15,329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME</td>
<td>154,897</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>134,109</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>1,768,242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3,218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>155,130</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>134,397</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,771,460</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on: CSB; SME Performance Review 2013/2014; Raport, 2014; Swaid; Малое, 2014, Федеральная служба ..., Федеральный портал ..., Ukrstat.

Table 4
Number of employees (in thousands) according to the size, as of 31/12/2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enterprise</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Poland</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Ukraine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>160.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>220.8</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>3,371.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>153.2</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>215.4</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>1,218.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>144.2</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>218.2</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>1,592.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME</td>
<td>457.9</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>654.4</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>6,182.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>125.7</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>200.4</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>2,716.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>583.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>854.8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8,898.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


3 pp – percentage point.
The share of the GDP of the SME sector has been presented only for three countries, since it was not possible to obtain appropriate information on Latvia and Lithuania. In Russia, the share of the SME sector in formation of the GDP is 44.2%, in Poland 48.5%, and in Ukraine it constitutes as much as 60.3% (Table 5). However, a more detailed analysis of the micro and small enterprises only indicates that these economic entities in Poland and in Russia compose 38.5% and 34.1% of the GDP accordingly, while in Ukraine it only constitutes 21.5%.

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enterprise</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Poland</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Ukraine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>38.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on: Raport, 2014; Swaid; Maloe, 2014, Федеральная служба ..., Федеральный портал ..., Ukrstat.

The above-presented macroeconomic data characterizing the SME sectors in individual countries confirm the importance and significance of this sector for those countries’ economies. It is a premise for a statement that the most effective tools supporting the managers of these entities in information acquisition and in creation of information systems ought to be sought.

### 2. The components of financial reporting and tax reporting – research results and discussion

The institutional relation between the financial reporting and corporate income taxation has been the subject of number of discussions. Accounting principles are objective in nature, basically unchanging, universal. The rules of accounting law, however, often are variable in nature, temporary, economically biased, dependent on the current tax policy, which is reflected in the constant changes of the tax regulations and their interpretation. Defenders of the disconnection between financial reporting and tax reporting fear the connection of the systems, because it could deform the information provided by those systems. They claim that financial and tax accounting cannot be the same, because they have different aims, are subjected to the different rules and serve different purposes. Financial reporting is intended to provide information for the purpose of control and management; while the tax reporting is aimed at collecting the tax. Supporters of the disconnection between the financial and the tax reporting predicate that, if the same practice is used by both systems, there is no need to keep the books twice. The connection of the systems would mean a significant decrease in the compliance costs of taxation, especially for the SMEs, in the area of tax consultancy and tax return completion at the most. On the side of the tax administration, the connection of the systems would result in saving the costs connected with tax collection and with creation of legislation. Another advantage which the connection of the systems could bring is represented by a restriction of the tendency of the enterprises to overvalue
the profit. When there is a positive correlation between the reported profit and the management rewards, in a situation when there is connection between the systems, a higher reported profit means a higher management reward, but also higher tax liability (Nerudova D., 2007).

According to the legal regulations currently in force in the analyzed countries, enterprises are obliged to keep economic records and to compile reporting separately, as to serve the balance sheet law and the tax law. Smaller entities, which are exempt from keeping accounting books, are an exception. They only keep tax records and prepare reports for the purposes of income tax (tax declarations). In Poland, this group of enterprises constitutes 86% of all registered entities (Swaid), similar to Russia where the entities preparing only tax reports constitute 88% (Филобокова, Л. Ю. & Григорьева, О. В., 2014). National statistics in this regard unfortunately were not available for Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine.

In the researched countries, the criteria for exempting smaller units from keeping accounting books are: the legal form and the sales income. While analyzing the legal form criterion, it can be noticed that natural persons are exempt from keeping accounting books (Latvia, Poland, Russia, Ukraine4), partnerships (Poland, Russia5). Private limited companies in all analyzed countries are not subject to this exemption. In case of the sales income, the limits exempting enterprises differ significantly. In Poland this limit is EUR 1 200 000, in Latvia EUR 300 0006, in Russia RUB 45 million, which is around EUR 540 0007. Unfortunately, the authors did not obtain information on Lithuania and Ukraine, which does not mean that such sales income limits in these two countries do not exist.

The forms of recording economic events for the purposes of the income tax are similar in Poland and in Russia. The units subjected only to tax law regulations can compile one of three forms of tax records. Characteristics of these records for Poland are presented in Table 6 and for Russia in Table 7.

---

4 No information about Lithuania.
5 No information about Lithuania.
6 Latvia – microenterprise tax. Rights to choose to pay micro-enterprise tax exist, if the following criteria are complied with (Micro tax company):
   • income from economic activities – turnover – per calendar year does not exceed EUR 100 000;
   • members of a limited liability company are only natural persons;
   • board members of a limited liability company are only micro-enterprise employees;
   • number of micro-enterprise employees at any time does not exceed five (number of employees does not include employees who are absent or dismissed);
   • income of a micro-enterprise employee does not exceed EUR 720 per month.
Rights for becoming a micro-enterprise exist to:
   • individual merchant;
   • individual enterprise, farms and fish farms;
   • natural person, which is registered in the State Revenue Service (SRS) as a performer of economic activities;
   • person is not a member of partnership;
   • limited liability company.
7 1 RUB = 0,0524 PLN; 1 EUR = 4,3589 PLN. Currency exchange rate RUB and EUR, as at date 29/02/2016. www.nbp.pl
### Types of income tax records in Poland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>The scope of the financial data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenue and Disbursement (RaD)</td>
<td>Natural persons, partnerships of individuals, partnerships of individuals and partnerships, if their turnover does not exceed EUR 1 200 000</td>
<td>1. As part of RaD:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• divided revenues breakdown by value of the goods and services and other income;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• costs divided: purchase of the commercial goods and materials at a purchase price, ancillary costs of purchase, the costs of representation and advertising funding limit, the pay in cash and in kind, other expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Records of the fixed and intangible assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Equipment registry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Salary cards of employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Inventories at the end of year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat-rate tax of income</td>
<td>Partnerships of natural persons, partnerships of individuals, individuals – if income does not exceed EUR 0.15 million excluding certain activities</td>
<td>1. List of the fixed and intangible assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Equipment registry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Records of revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Salary cards of employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax card</td>
<td>The list of the services included in the Act, Employment up to 5 people</td>
<td>1. Employment records</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s descriptions based on: Regulation of the Minister of Finance August 26, 2003; Act of November 20, 1998.

A tax statement prepared on the basis of the RaD contains information on the company’s total revenues, its deductible expenses and income. Moreover, enterprises keeping RaD must prepare a list of stocks on the last day of the year. In case of a flat-rate income tax, the annual tax declaration contains only information on the revenues. In turn, in case of the tax card, no annual tax return is prepared.

### Types of income tax records in Russia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>The scope of financial data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenue and Disbursement (RaD)</td>
<td>Partnerships of individuals</td>
<td>Tax return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or Revenue</td>
<td>Partnerships if their income does not exceed RUB 45 mln during 9 months of the year of transition</td>
<td>A Book of Revenue and Disbursement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat-rate tax of income</td>
<td>Tax rate – 15% (Revenue and Disbursement) or tax rate – 6% (Revenue)</td>
<td>Tax return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax card</td>
<td></td>
<td>Book of Revenue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s descriptions based on: Налоговый кодекс Российской Федерации (часть вторая) от 05.08 2000 № 117-ФЗ.
Revenue and Disbursement is also obligatory in Ukraine and Lithuania for the entities which only prepare reports for tax purposes. Additionally, in Ukraine, keeping any other books depends on the kind of activity. For example, for retailers who use a register of payment transactions, an appropriate book is obligatory. In Latvia, if an enterprise does not keep any accounting books (double booking system), it is required to keep records for income tax. Single-entry accounting is a simplified register of the economic operations that could be carried out by an entrepreneur, without professional knowledge in the field of accounting. The data registered in a single-entry system mainly is intended for tax calculation and for preparation of a tax declaration. In the single-entry accounting system, the cash-basis accounting principle is used, provided that revenues are registered at the moment when a payment for a transaction is received, while expenses – when they are paid (Arbidāne I., Poļaka G. & Ruža O., 2015).

A financial statement of an SME, according to IFRS for SMEs, should consist of: a balance sheet, a profit and loss account, a statement of stockholders’ equity, a cash flow statement, and notes to the financial statement. In certain cases, an entity can prepare a statement of the revenues from a retained income instead of a profit and loss account and a statement of stockholders’ equity. The standard does not lay down any specific patterns of reports (Jaworski J., 2012). According to the Article 4.1 of The Directive 2013/34/EU the annual financial statements shall constitute a composite whole and shall for all companies comprise, as a minimum, the balance sheet, the profit and loss account and the notes to the financial statements. In none of the surveyed countries an IFRS for SMEs is obligatory, therefore, provisions of the national balance accounting law should be applied while preparing financial statements. A summary of reporting obligations for micro, small and medium enterprises in Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Ukraine and Russia is presented in Table 8.
Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element of financial statement</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Poland</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Ukraine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Balance Sheet</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Profit and Loss Account</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>If they have received entrepreneurial income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notes to the Financial Statement</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Medium entities, Optional - small entities (not obligated -micro entities)</td>
<td>Annex to the Financial Statements</td>
<td>Optional form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cash Flow Statement</strong></td>
<td>If they exceed 2 of the 3 conditions: - 25 employees - average employment in full time equivalent - EUR 400 000 - total assets of the balance sheet - EUR 800 000 - net revenues from sales of goods and products</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>All stock companies + other companies if they exceed 2 of the 3 conditions: - 50 employees - average employment in full time equivalent - EUR 2 500 000 - total assets of the balance sheet in PLN - EUR 5 000 000 - net revenues from sales of goods and products in PLN</td>
<td>Annex to the Financial Statements</td>
<td>Optional form. If you need additional information, without which no assessment of the financial position or profits and losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Statement of Stockholders’ Equity</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+ macro - micro and small</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Statement on the Intended Use of Funds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Statement on the Intended Use of Funds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* – commercial companies, cooperative societies, a Latvian European economic interest groups, European cooperative societies and European commercial companies as well as individual businesses, farms and fisheries in which the turnover (revenue) from economic transactions during the previous accounting year exceeds EUR 300 000.

In all analyzed countries, it is compulsory for the SMEs to prepare a balance sheet and a profit and loss account (except the enterprises not achieving income from business activity – entrepreneurial income in Russia). Notes to the financial statements are obligatorily prepared by micro, small and medium enterprises in Latvia and Lithuania, as well as by medium enterprises in Poland and Ukraine. In Poland, if small entities do not prepare the notes to the financial statements, they must provide an annex to the balance sheet containing the information included in the Act of Accounting (Act of 29 September 1994). A cash flow statement is mandatory only for the units from the SME sector in Lithuania, the SME stock companies in Poland, as well as for medium enterprises in Ukraine. In Latvia and in Poland, the statement of cash flows is obligatorily prepared only by the SMEs which exceed certain criteria presented in Table 8. A statement of stockholders’ equity is mandatory for all medium enterprises in Lithuania and Ukraine, while in the case of Poland and Latvia, in relation to this element of financial reporting, the same criteria are obligatory as for the cash flow statement. Only partnership companies from Lithuania are obligated to prepare a statement of stockholders’ equity. In the case of Russian SMEs, apart from the balance sheet and the profit and loss account, they prepare an annex to the financial statement and additionally some of them a statement on the intended use of funds (see Table 8). This comparison shows the differences in the financial reporting obligations of the SMEs in the analyzed countries, particularly the differences concern micro and small units. The differences in the scope of the reporting duties concern all the countries, regardless whether a given country is a European Union member or not. This results in a diverse range of the information provided by the SMEs.

Conclusions and proposals

In today’s world, information has become the most significant resource for a developed economy, while its value has been increasing constantly as technology has been improving. Accounting is said to be a universal language of business and it should provide decision makers relevant information at appropriate an time. Normally, decisions are made based on the financial statement, which are a communication tool between enterprises and the environment. The ongoing discussion is based on the premise that organization, the scope and the shape of SME financial reporting directly determines the possibilities of this sector’s development. Consequently, it also determines growth and development of the economies in which these entities operate. In cases when the financial statements are not kept properly, the decisions are made without a real and sound knowledge of the financial position of a given business, which might have serious consequences for its future. In economies of the surveyed countries, SMEs are the most significant group of enterprises employing nearly ¾ of the all employed. It ought to be, however, underlined that the differences in the definition of micro, small and medium enterprises in selected countries cause the comparison of the statistical data bear a certain error. It would thus be advisable to unify the criteria for enterprise classification as micro, small and medium entities, including:

- the use, in selected criteria, a unified currency ex. EUR. Currently, in Poland and in Russia, some criteria apply PLN and RUB accordingly,
- supplementing the criteria, in the case of Ukraine, with a criterion – the total assets value,
- the use of a single uniform definition of SME, for the purposes of financial reporting and other areas of business activity. Currently, in Poland and in Russia, different definitions of SME function.
Due to the need for international comparability in financial reporting of the SMEs, the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) issued the International Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized Entities (IFRS for SMEs) in July 2009. However, in all selected countries, the IFRS for SMEs is not required to be applied. Consequently, SMEs prepare financial reports in accordance with national accounting acts. Legal requirements relating to financial reporting differ considerably between the analysed countries, especially in case of micro and small entities. Preparation of financial statements containing at least a profit and loss account and a balance sheet is usually a legal requirement, other elements of financial statements significantly differ. It would be worth implementing in case of annual financial statements elements, as Latvia and Lithuania, recommendation presented in The European Directive 2013/34/EU. This paper involved only analysis of the reporting duties in terms of financial reporting, thus it would be advisable to analyze the scope of the information contained in the SME balance sheet and in the profit and loss account in further studies.

During our analysis some difficulties were experienced when gathering the information about tax reporting requirements. In addition, there are no publications in English referring to SME tax reporting, which does not mean that the question of accessibility to financial information on these entities is not important in economic practice. For instance, in Poland and in Russia, entities preparing only such reports constitute 89% and 85% of the SMEs accordingly. Statistical data for the remaining researched countries is not available.

Solutions for tax reporting duties are significantly different in most of the researched countries. The most information on the activity of the SMEs not keeping accounting books can be obtained in Poland, what can be strength of Polish SME tax reporting system. It should be, however, underlined that the highest value allowing exemption from keeping account books concerns this country precisely and perhaps this is where the most complicated reporting obligations derive from. The suggestion for other selected countries is to higher the limits exempting from keeping accounting books to Polish level and to extend the obligations of tax reporting. Harmonization in terms of tax reporting, however, seems to be very difficult.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND THE BUSINESS CYCLE IN LATVIA

Marija Krumina, University of Latvia, Latvia

Abstract
Entrepreneurship is considered to be an important driver for economic growth through employment, productivity improvements and overall welfare effects (Schumpeter, 1934, Acs and Audretsch, 1988, Wennekers un Thurik, 1999, Baumol, 2002, Acs and Storey, 2004). The paper contributes to an understanding of how the concepts of necessity driven and opportunity driven entrepreneurship vary over the business cycle in Latvia (the country with highly volatile macroeconomic environment and with modest unemployment benefits). In particular, the paper discusses the way how the labour market conditions affect the entrepreneurial activity level as such as well as the balance between necessity and opportunity driven entrepreneurship. Logit regression models were used for the analysis of repeated cross-section data of the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) Adult Population Survey’s (APS) for the time period from 2005 till 2012. Data seem to support what in the literature is labelled the “refugee” or “push” effect, i.e. bad years see a larger share of necessity driven entrepreneurs motivated by adverse labour market conditions.

Key words: necessity driven entrepreneurship, opportunity driven entrepreneurship, business cycle
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Introduction
Entrepreneurship is considered to be an important driver for economic growth through employment, productivity improvements and overall welfare effects (Schumpeter, 1934, Acs and Audretsch, 1988, Wennekers un Thurik, 1999, Baumol, 2002, Acs and Storey, 2004). A developed small and medium-sized enterprise sector is a crucial condition for a country’s competitive growth (Mulhern, 1995).

Changes in macroeconomic conditions brought substantial variation in the prevalence rate of early-stage entrepreneurs in Latvia. The prevalence rate was about 6.6% in 2005–2006, dropped to 4.4% in 2007, and then sharply increased to more than 10% in 2009. Theory suggests that economic recession can have two opposite effects on early-stage entrepreneurial activity. It is crucial to understand to what extent macroeconomic conditions influence entry rates of entrepreneurial activity, as well as whether entry rates vary pro- or counter-cyclically; along with what factors stimulate or hinder the willingness to become an entrepreneur and whether these factors change over time. Various studies analyse the determinants of involvement in entrepreneurial activity. Grilo and Thurik (2008) in their study conclude that being a female substantially reduces the probability to be involved in early-stage entrepreneurial activity. Dombrovsky and Ubele (2005) determine that a typical average Latvian entrepreneur is 39 years old ethnic Latvian male. Parker (2011) proves that human capital plays a major role when
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promoting nascent entrepreneurship. Sanditov and Verspagen’s (2011) find that being employed increases the probability to establish the own business. Acs et al. (1994) analysing regional aspect, find that people in the cities are more entrepreneurial than those living in the countryside. Arenius un Minniti (2005) identify, that besides the impact of demographic and economic characteristics, perceptional variables such as alertness to opportunities, fear of failure, and confidence about one’s own skills are also very important determinants of one’s decision to engage in entrepreneurial activity.

The aim of this paper is to evaluate the impact of various individual, socioeconomic and perceptional variables on the probability of becoming an early-stage entrepreneur in Latvia. The paper contributes to understanding of how the concepts of necessity driven and opportunity driven entrepreneurship vary over the business cycle in Latvia (the country with highly volatile macroeconomic environment and with modest unemployment benefits). In particular, the paper discusses the way how the labour market conditions affect the entrepreneurial activity level as such as well as the balance between necessity and opportunity driven entrepreneurship.

The research question to be answered in the paper is the following: what are the main determinants of early-stage entrepreneurship in Latvia, and are they different for those individuals who are driven by necessity and those who are driven by opportunity motives?

Logistic regression analysis and the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor Adult population data is used for the analysis.

The paper is structured as follows: firstly, methodological approach and data are described. Secondy, entrepreneurial activity and the Latvian business cycle are analysed and regression results are presented. Further, the results are analysed, conclusions and propositions made.

Research results and discussion

1. Data and methodology

The empirical part of the paper is based on repeated cross-section data of the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) Adult Population Survey’s (APS) for the time period from 2005 till 2012.

According to GEM definition, an early-stage entrepreneur is an adult individual (18–64 years old) who is either a nascent entrepreneur (i.e. actively involved in setting up the business that (s)he will fully or partially own, but that has not paid wages or other payments to owners for more than three months) or a new business owner-manager (i.e. an adult individual who owns and runs a business that has paid wages to its owners for more than three months but less than 42 months (3.5 years).

Entrepreneurship does not affect an economy simply through higher number of entrepreneurs. The motivation for entrepreneurship matters a lot. GEM methodology distinguishes between individuals pulled into entrepreneurship because of opportunity recognition (perceived entrepreneurial opportunity, desire to be independent or earn higher income) and pushed into entrepreneurship for reasons of necessity (limited employment possibilities, threat of...

---

2. GEM is a not-for-profit academic research consortium that produces evaluation of the entrepreneurial activity across the world. GEM’s hallmark is its focus on the role played by individuals in entrepreneurship.
unemployment). Individuals that are pushed into entrepreneurship because of no alternative options are called – necessity driven entrepreneurs and those who are pulled into entrepreneurship to pursue a business opportunity are called improvement driven opportunity entrepreneurs.

To test which factors influence the probability to become an early-stage entrepreneur, we use pooled data and run logistic regression models. The dependent variable thereby takes the value 1 if an individual is an early-stage entrepreneur and 0- otherwise. We run separate regressions for necessity driven and opportunity driven early-stage entrepreneurs. We include indicators for social networks, perceived skills, opportunity recognition and fear of failure. In addition, we include controls for gender, income, age and the level of formal education. To account for time differences, we use year dummies.

2. Entrepreneurial activity and the Latvian business cycle

Changes in macroeconomic conditions brought substantial variation in the prevalence rate of early-stage entrepreneurs in Latvia Figure 1 A-F illustrates various aspects of the dynamics of Latvian entrepreneurial activity over 2005–2012. One immediate observation is that Latvian entrepreneurial activity has exhibited considerable variability. In the boom years of 2005–2007 entrepreneurial activity fell as the economy grew faster. With the recession of 2008–2010 entrepreneurial activity, measured as the TEA (total early-stage entrepreneurial activity) rate, increased almost threefold from approximately 4% in 2007 to around 12% in 2011, thus identifying counter-cyclical nature of the Latvian early-stage entrepreneurial activity. At first sight this might appear counter-intuitive since one would expect entrepreneurship to increase in good times, following increased demand for products and services, and fall in a recession. However, the other force at work is the opportunity cost of entrepreneurship; in the boom years of 2005–2007 the Latvian economy in general and its labour market in particular became seriously overheated. For many potential entrepreneurs very large increases in wages and salaries meant high and rising opportunity cost of leaving highly paid employment.

Furthermore, the fact that the labour market was overheated and virtually anyone employable was employed naturally reduced the number of individuals forced into necessity-driven entrepreneurship. By contrast, when the economic crisis hit, jobs were cut or wages reduced, or both, so that many were forced into entrepreneurship in order to survive. Figure 1-F confirms this scenario: during the good years 2005–2007 necessity-driven entrepreneurship was fairly stable around 15% of early-stage entrepreneurial activity. When the crisis struck, the share of necessity-driven entrepreneurship almost doubled and although it has fallen slightly it still amounted to 26% of Latvian early-stage entrepreneurial activity in 2012.

We also observe (from Figure 1-A and Figure1-B) that during most of the period studied a fairly strong co-variation exists between the two components of TEA: ‘new business owners’ correlates positively with nascent entrepreneurs (that is, people who only do first steps towards starting an own business). This is reasonable since nascent entrepreneurship ‘feeds into’ new business owners even though not all nascent entrepreneurs end up as new business owners. In the 2010 this co-variation seems to be broken: although the prevalence rate of nascent entrepreneurs has increased since 2009, the prevalence of new business owners has fallen from its peak in 2009. This can be seen as an indication that many start-ups during the crisis were not viable and most likely necessity-driven.
The business discontinuation rate (percentage of the 18–64 age group who in the past 12 months have discontinued a business) is presented in C. It should be no surprise that the discontinuation rate has moved with the Latvian business cycle. When the economy reached its peak in 2007 the percentage of adult population that had discontinued a business was less than 1% and this peaked at 4% in 2010 (reflecting businesses closed down from May 2009 to May 2010). Part of this increase stems from the fact that during the crisis (as discussed above) the early-stage entrepreneurial activity level more than doubled and hence, everything else being equal, the fraction of the adult population who with a time-lag had discontinued a business should roughly double as well. However, this could roughly explain just half of the increase in the business discontinuation rate. The remaining failures can probably be attributed to the large number of necessity-driven and in many cases non-viable businesses started during the recession.


Fig. 1. **A-F: Indicators of entrepreneurial activity in Latvia, 2005–2012**

A logistic regressions were studied to determine the relationship between the individual, socioeconomic and perceptual variables; and involvement in early stage entrepreneurial activity (See Table 1). Model 2 shows the results for involvement in early stage entrepreneurial activity driven by necessity and Model 3 shows the results for involvement in opportunity driven entrepreneurship. The models include dummy variables for each year of the survey. Models a-c present the results excluding the effect of perceptual variables (social networks, business opportunity recognition, entrepreneurial skills and the fear of failure).
## Determinants of early-stage entrepreneurial activity. Latvia, 2005–2012

Table 1  
Average marginal effects of logistic regressions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model a</th>
<th>Model b</th>
<th>Model c</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involvement in TEA</td>
<td>Involvement in TEA opportunity-driven</td>
<td>Involvement in TEA necessity-driven</td>
<td>Involvement in TEA</td>
<td>Involvement in TEA opportunity-driven</td>
<td>Involvement in TEA opportunity-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>dy/dx</td>
<td>dy/dx</td>
<td>dy/dx</td>
<td>dy/dx</td>
<td>dy/dx</td>
<td>dy/dx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.052 ***</td>
<td>-0.011 ***</td>
<td>-0.041 ***</td>
<td>-0.056 ***</td>
<td>-0.011 ***</td>
<td>-0.044 ***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–34</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–44</td>
<td>-0.029 ***</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.031 ***</td>
<td>-0.033 ***</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.035 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54</td>
<td>-0.049 ***</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.047 ***</td>
<td>-0.055 ***</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.052 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–64</td>
<td>-0.077 ***</td>
<td>-0.012 ***</td>
<td>-0.065 ***</td>
<td>-0.086 ***</td>
<td>-0.013 ***</td>
<td>-0.073 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic or less</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>0.03 ***</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.026 ***</td>
<td>0.031 ***</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.028 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>0.058 ***</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.051 ***</td>
<td>0.064 ***</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.056 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower 33%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle 33%</td>
<td>0.018 ***</td>
<td>-0.0001</td>
<td>0.018 ***</td>
<td>0.022 ***</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>0.023 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper 33%</td>
<td>0.053 ***</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.033 ***</td>
<td>0.058 ***</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.053 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social networks</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.054 *</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.005 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business opportunity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrepreneurial skills</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.010 **</td>
<td>0.003 **</td>
<td>0.006 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of failure</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.010 **</td>
<td>-0.002 *</td>
<td>-0.012 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year dummies:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.0024</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>-0.017 *</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>-0.039 ***</td>
<td>-0.0071</td>
<td>-0.037 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.0078</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>0.045 ***</td>
<td>0.022 ***</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.059 ***</td>
<td>0.032 ***</td>
<td>0.022 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0.041 ***</td>
<td>0.0168 ***</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.015 **</td>
<td>-0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0.064 ***</td>
<td>0.021 ***</td>
<td>0.038 ***</td>
<td>0.045 ***</td>
<td>0.019 **</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0.051 ***</td>
<td>0.025 ***</td>
<td>0.031 *</td>
<td>0.0352 **</td>
<td>0.0213 ***</td>
<td>0.0332</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Number of observations 15249.

* significant at 10 % level, ** at 5 % level, *** at 1 % level.
It is worth noting several potential shortcomings. For example, due to the variables indicating individual perceptions the regressions might have some level of simultaneous causality. Namely, it might not necessarily be the case that knowing other entrepreneurs (social networks) has increased one’s chances to get involved into entrepreneurship, it rather might be that launching an enterprise helped to get to know other entrepreneurs. Secondly, the selected set of variables does not allow controlling for such factors as economic situation in other countries that may affect the decision of involvement in entrepreneurial activity. Thirdly, some variables might also capture the effect of other variables. Therefore, potential threats should be kept in mind and results interpreted with caution.

As can be seen from the models, females have lower chances to get involved in entrepreneurial activity. This holds true both for involvement in necessity entrepreneurship and for the opportunity driven entrepreneurship. However, the effect is stronger for entrepreneurship by opportunity. Probability to start a new venture decreases with age. This is particularly true for opportunity driven entrepreneurship. Analysing entrepreneurs driven by necessity, the effect of age is not so clear and the results, with an exemption of the age group 55–64, are not statistically significant. More educated people in general have higher probability to become entrepreneurs. The effect of education is not statistically significant, analysing involvement in entrepreneurship driven by necessity. Higher income increases chances to get involved in opportunity driven entrepreneurship. Social networks and self-evaluation of entrepreneurial skills in general are positively correlated with involvement in entrepreneurial activity; and fear of failure – negatively. Business opportunity recognition do not have statistically significant impact.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

Data seem to support what in the literature is labelled the “refugee” or “push” effect, i.e. bad years see a larger share of necessity entrepreneurs in Latvia motivated by adverse labour market conditions. The paper aimed to emphasize the impact of various individual, socioeconomic and perceptual variables on the probability of becoming an early-stage entrepreneur in Latvia, analysing separately those who are driven by necessity and those who are driven by opportunity motives. The probability to get involved in opportunity entrepreneurship decreases with age. Individuals with higher income as well as people that are more educated have higher chances to get involved in opportunity driven entrepreneurship compared to less wealthy and less educated. On the other hand, education, age and income have no statistically significant impact on involvement in necessity driven entrepreneurship.

The study of the effects of tax environment, bankruptcy law, social security and other institutional variables as well as expanding research to include more countries are among suggestions for further research.
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ETHNIC DIFFERENTIATION OF MORTALITY, LIFE EXPECTANCY AND HEALTH IN LATVIA AT THE BEGINNING OF 21ST CENTURY
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Abstract
Ethnic origin of individuals is among the variables used in socio-demographic analysis in Latvia. Nevertheless, not so many studies have explored mortality, life expectancy and health in relation to ethnicity. Emerging literature in many countries on ethnicity and health contains a number of highly debated topics, with researchers disagreeing on terminology, focus, and approach. This paper is in line with this.

During the Soviet period, only in the time of Gorbachev’s reforms, there appeared evidence of existing ethnic inequalities in mortality in the former USSR. Studies on ethnic inequalities in mortality and life expectancy advanced in Latvia, after the country regained independence. The scope for analysis was enlarged after population censuses were organised in 2000 and 2011. Data of censuses were used for specifying data on population numbers and studies in socio-demographic differentials among subgroups of the population. The aim of this study is to analyse differences in mortality, life expectancy and health between the two largest ethnic groups in Latvia – Latvians and Russians – at the beginning of 21st century. Age-specific and age-cause-specific death rates, life tables and standardized death rates for Latvians and Russians by sex and urban-rural residence were calculated in the time period of four years around population censuses. Ethnic differentiation in self-assessed health is analysed based on FINBALT survey data and other health studies.

Ethnic differentiation in health, mortality and life expectancy is determined by health behaviour and gaps between sub-groups of the population concerning beginning and entering different phases of epidemiologic transition. More detailed analysis by use of linkage of vital events with individual population census data could clarify obtained results from cross-sectional analysis.

Key words: ethnicity, inequalities, health, mortality, life expectancy
JEL code: I14

Introduction

There is no universally accepted concept of ethnicity. Questions on ethnicity are regarded as non-core topics in population statistics, for which international comparability and comparability in time is difficult to obtain. Each nation implements definitions that address its own statistical and administrative needs.

Regardless of the existence or absence of independent nationhood, Latvia has always been a multicultural and multi-ethnically structured society, predominantly in towns and large
cities, where ethnicity as a variable has always played an important role in population statistics, sociological and demographical studies. After the restoration of independence in the Baltic States, when political, economic and sociological reforms took place, studies on ethnicity in the socio-demographic processes advanced in these countries (Pabriks, 2003; Zvidrins, 1998).

Ethnicity, together with citizenship, place of birth and language use are among the variables used in socio-demographic statistics in Latvia. Ethnic background of individuals in Latvia has been declared in all ten population censuses since 1920 and has been registered in vital statistics over almost a hundred years. That tradition continues in the 21st century by keeping ethnicity as a variable in the population register, different databases and surveys.

Until the end of the 20th and the beginning of the 21st century, not so many socio-demographic studies explored mortality and life expectancy in relation to ethnicity (see: Bos, Kunst et al., 2004; De Grande, Deboosere, 2012). Emerging literature in many countries on ethnicity and health contains a number of highly debated topics, with researchers disagreeing on terminology, focus, and approach (Haug, Courbage, Compton, 1998 and 2000; Laridon, 1999; Detels et al., 2005).

During the Soviet period, only in the time of Gorbachev’s reforms, there appeared evidence of existing ethnic inequalities in mortality in the former USSR (Dobrovolskaya, 1990). Studies on ethnic inequalities in mortality and life expectancy advanced in the three Baltic countries – Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania – after they regained independence and is continuing until today (Krumins, 1992; Krumins & Usackis, 2000; Leinsalu, Vägerö, Kunst, 2004; Jasilionis, Shkolnikov et al., 2007; Baburin, Lai, Leinsalu, 2011; Karelson & Sakkeus, 2012). In some cases, results of studies are used not only for academic purposes to put them in the frame of demographic or epidemiologic transition theories, but also for ideological speculations (Libeka, M., 2014).

The aim of this study is to analyse differences in mortality and life expectancy between the two largest ethnic groups in Latvia – Latvians and Russians – at the beginning of 21st century. Due to the small number of population and demographic events, other ethnic groups are not included in this analysis. Ethnic differences in population composition, reproduction and mobility are among the tasks of the Latvian National Research Programme in social sciences EKOSOC-LV, which was launched in 2014 and is supporting current research. Some results of this study have been presented by authors and discussed at the Workshop of the EAPS Health, Morbidity and Mortality Working Group in Prague in September 2015.

Data and methods

A clear understanding of primary data used for the calculation of rates and other indicators to study ethnic differentiation of demographic processes is crucial. Ethnicity as a variable was obtained in all population censuses in Latvia, predominantly as a self-identification or an identification given by members of a household. Ethnic background of children, if their parents have different ethnic backgrounds, usually was agreed among them or, in case of disagreement, preference was given to the mother’s ethnicity. The only exception was with Population Census 2000, where data on ethnicity was processed from the Population Register.

The tradition of declaring ethnic identity for different administrative purposes during a time of independence and the Soviet time led to high figures of ethnic self-identification during the population censuses, surveys and current registration of socio-demographic events. In Population Census 2000, the response “Ethnicity not specified” was identified for
5012 individuals or only 0.2% of the total population. Similar results appeared in Population Census 2011 – “ethnicity not specified” and “ethnicity unknown” correspondingly was declared by 0.3% and 0.1% of the total population. For 9% of the total population, ethnicity as a variable was obtained during the data processing from the Population Register, where ethnic background is among mandatory registered indications.

A newborn child is only registered in Latvia if at least one parent is a permanent resident of the Republic of Latvia. Until 2004 births were categorized according to ethnicity of the newborn’s mother. From 2005 onwards a number of newborns are included in the Central Statistical Bureau’s database based on the registered ethnicity of newborns, which means that the ethnic background of at least one parent or grandparent should be chosen. The ethnicity of children born in multi-ethnic households therefore is determined pretty subjectively and depending on the person providing information. After reaching age 16, a person from an ethnically mixed family may choose which official ethnicity background to keep in the register – the one identified by parents or to change the record for the other ethnicity of one of their parents or grandparents. For children born during a period of five years before the last Census (2006–2010) and registered as Latvians during Population Census 2011, were in 3–8% cases declared another ethnic identity. The corresponding figure for children registered as Russians was 15–19%. Such discrepancy is diminishing comparability of data on ethnicity for children, if different information sources on ethnic background are used. Data on “Ethnicity not selected” and “not indicated” in 2009–2012 constituted only 435 cases or 0.5% of the total number of births. In this regard socio-demographic analysis for the adult population in relation to ethnicity are more reliable.

Registration of deaths by ethnicity of the deceased is performed according to the ethnicity entered in documents (passports for adults or birth certificates for children) or in the Population Register. Due to the small numbers of population or deceased with particular ethnic background, data on mortality in this study were analysed for the two numerically largest ethnic groups – Latvians and Russians. Data on deaths of males and females (if possible, by place of previous residence in urban-rural areas) are aggregated in age groups (0, 1–4, 5–9, ..., 75–80, 85+ or even larger age intervals) and summarized covering four year periods with the Population Census in middle. Data on “Ethnicity not selected and not indicated” during 2009–2012 constitute 416 individuals or only 0.4% of the total number of deaths.

Absence of individual data about the deceased until the mid-1990s did not allow to perform linked-data studies to analyse long-term changes in differentiation of mortality. Researchers have to rely on aggregated data, cross-tabulations and survey results, predominantly focusing on numerically larger ethnic groups of the population. In the case of Latvia – Latvians (61%) and Russians (26%) altogether currently constitute 87 percent of the total population (CSB, 2014).

Age-specific and age-cause-specific death rates, based on available vital statistics and Population Census data – the Population and Housing Census 2000; 2011 and death records from Population Register – were calculated. To eliminate differences in age compositions a direct method of standardization was applied. During the whole post-war period and since 1990, the life expectancy pattern in Latvia was characterized by 2–3 years excess of urban over rural population life expectancy. Differences exist in the settlement of ethnic groups across a territory of the country (Table 1). Therefore, in all cases when possible, calculations of death rates and life expectancies were performed separately for urban and rural population and the method of double standardization was used to eliminate age and residency differences.
Analyses of causes of death were performed for the most important categories based on the WHO ICD-10 Infectious diseases (3 sub-groups/causes); malignant neoplasms (9); cardio- and cerebrovascular diseases and other acute and chronic diseases (6); other chronic and acute diseases (7) and external causes of death (5). In this particular study 5–8 groups of causes of death used: infectious diseases (A00-B99); neoplasms (C00-D48); circulatory system diseases (I00-I99); traffic injuries (V01-V99); suicide (X60-X84); homicide (X85-Y09); other external causes and all other causes of death.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Share of Latvians and Russians among the resident population in Latvia, cities under state jurisdiction and counties, 1 March 2011 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of which</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital city Riga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daugavpils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other republican cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counties</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ calculations based on data of Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia.

Mortality and life expectancy by ethnicity have to be interpreted carefully due to the numerator-denominator bias in the death rates. Ethnicity of the deceased is obtained mostly from documents (passports for adults or birth certificates for children), but ethnicity as a variable in Population Censuses is given by the respondents without certification. The census data on the ethnic structure of population are partially influenced by subjectivity, especially if the share of ethnically mixed marriages is high. More reliable results in analyses of inequalities in mortality are demonstrated by census-linked studies (Jasilionis, Stankuniene et al., 2011). For the reason that in Population Census 2000 data on ethnicity in Latvia were obtained in two ways – from self-assessed ethnicity and controlled from documented ethnicity in the Population Register, age-specific death rates and life tables in this study were calculated by using Population Register data about deceased individuals, which allows eliminate problem of numerator-denominator bias.

Research results and discussion

1. Mortality by causes of death and age groups

Previous studies of differentiation in mortality among ethnic groups in Latvia did not include causes of death analysis (Krumins, J., 1993). Such opportunity emerged with the Population Census 2000, which allowed to do cross-sectional analysis without the problem of numerator/denominator bias. Ethnicity as a variable (for deaths and for population) was based on registered ethnicity in the Death Register (years 1998–2001) and Population Register (Population Census, 2000). To avoid the influence of differences in age composition of Latvians and Russians in
mortality rates, a standardization method was applied. Standardized mortality rates were calculated based on the European Standard Population (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causes of death</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All causes of death</td>
<td>1619.7</td>
<td>1750.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of which</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious and parasitic diseases (A00-B99)</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoplasms (C00-D48)</td>
<td>294.7</td>
<td>319.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of the circulatory system (I00-I99)</td>
<td>826.7</td>
<td>863.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport accidents (V01-V99)</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentional self-harm (suicide) (X60-X84)</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assault (X85-Y09)</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other external causes</td>
<td>119.1</td>
<td>164.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other causes</td>
<td>228.4</td>
<td>255.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latvians</th>
<th>Russians</th>
<th>Latvians</th>
<th>Russians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>788.7</td>
<td>891.4</td>
<td>137.7</td>
<td>155.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Age-standardized death rates by causes of death for Latvian and Russian ethnic groups in Latvia, 1998-2001 (deaths per 100 000 pop., standard: European standard population)

Mortality rates by death causes for each sex group shows that ethnic differences remain in all main categories of death causes. The highest difference in mortality was observed within the diseases related to neoplasms and the circulatory system, where death rates of the Russian ethnic group prevails Latvian rates for both sexes. The highest mortality rate was detected in the group of circulatory system diseases for Russian males.

1.1. Life expectancy

Differentiation of mortality among the ethnic groups of the population was observed in all republics of the former USSR. Life expectancy at age 5 for all of the titular nationalities of former Soviet republics (excluding RSFSR, Belorussia and Moldova) in 1978–1979 were higher than for Russians. In the Baltic republics, that difference was 0.9–1.8 years for males and 0.4–1.2 years for females (Dobrovolskaya, V. M., 1990). Already in the time period 1988–1989 this tendency has changed – the difference in life expectancy years increased and became greater for Latvians of both sexes. Standardized indicators by urban and rural area for Latvians were 71.4 and 69.7 for Russians (Zvidrins, 1998).

The results of the calculation of life tables for Latvians and Russians by sex and place of residence show that in the period 1998–2001, ethnic differences in life expectancy at birth are evident for all four groups. Life expectancy at birth for the population with Latvian ethnicity prevails over Russian, especially in the rural areas. Significant ethnic differences were observed among the rural population – 4.57 years for males and 3.24 for females. The lowest life expectancy was detected among Russian males who live in the rural areas (59.39 years), but the highest for Latvian females in the cities – 76.61 (Fig. 1).
Factual differences in life expectancies between the two ethnic groups did not exceed 1.75 years during the time period 1998–2001. Since the years 1988–1989 the difference in factual life expectancy has increased more than double (Table 3), whereas differences among standardized life expectancies, eliminating urban-rural differences in the place of residence of both ethnic groups, dropped since the 1980s and were lower than factual (1.29 years).

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Latvians (1)</th>
<th>Russians (2)</th>
<th>Difference (3) = (1) – (2)</th>
<th>Latvians (1)</th>
<th>Russians (2)</th>
<th>Difference (3) = (1) – (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1988-1989</td>
<td>71.03</td>
<td>70.19</td>
<td>+0.84</td>
<td>71.34</td>
<td>69.63</td>
<td>+1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998-2001</td>
<td>70.70</td>
<td>68.95</td>
<td>+1.75</td>
<td>71.03</td>
<td>69.74</td>
<td>+1.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard: urban-rural distribution of the total census population in respective years.

Source: authors’ calculations based on data of Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia.

After identifying an evident inequality in mortality and life expectancy among the two numerically largest ethnic groups, decomposition of the difference between the life expectancy at birth by age and the causes of death for Latvians and Russians for males and females separately was performed (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). Decomposition of differences is a useful way to understand the underlying mechanisms of the observed inequalities in life expectancy (Khang, Y.-H., Yang, S., et al., 2010).
Due to the small population with a particular ethnic background, decomposition results were aggregated in age groups 0–14, 15–24, 25–39, 40–54, 55–69, 70+. In the results, for men inequalities were determined by excess mortality in the ages of 40–69, particularly from circulatory system diseases and external causes of death (difference for all causes: 1.87 years or 3.0%); for women, in the ages of 40–69 and 70+ mortality was mostly from the same categories of causes of death (difference for all causes: 1.79 years or 2.4%).
1.2. Changes in age-specific mortality

The authors have calculated age-specific death rates based on the data of Central Statistical Bureau. To analyse a changes of age-specific mortality, death rates in the years 2009–2012 were divided by the rates in 1998–2001 (Fig. 4.).

Death rates for the Russian ethnic population in the age group of 0–24 and 55–69 have declined more compared to Latvians for both sexes. Slower mortality decline was observed in working ages 25–54 and age group 70 years and older. Further detailed analysis is needed to evaluate changes in life expectancy among Latvian and Russian ethnic groups during the first decade of the 21st century.

1.3. Health and health behaviour

Self-rated health is an important health indicator and is associated with mortality and other demographical processes (Harschel, S. K, Tomsone, S., et al., 2015). At the beginning of the 21st century few surveys on health and its behaviour with a question about the ethnicity of respondents were performed. One of the most significant surveys is Health Behaviour among Latvian Adult Population (FINBALT) which is carried out every second year with the aim to monitor health behaviour among the population aged 15–64. In Latvia, FINBALT has been performed since 1998, however the aspect of the ethnicity in the report has only been included since 2002. It is also important to note that in 2010 the research methodology of the FINBALT survey was changed due to the following reasons: The Personal Data Protection Law of Citizenship and Migration Affairs and the National Population Register banned the possibility to obtain a personalized sample selection. As a result, it was no longer possible to send out the questionnaire to respondents. Besides, the response rate for the questionnaire sent by mail had declined significantly (Pudule, Villeruša, Grīnberga et al., 2011). After 2010 the study sample of the FINBALT survey was selected using the combined sampling method – stratified random
sampling and quota method – and the data were collected by face to face standardized interviews in the Latvian or Russian language (Grīnberga, Pudule, et al., 2015). Due to the aforementioned reasons, the results of FINBALT surveys should be interpreted and compared carefully. Another survey that focused on the health assessment in relation to ethnicity is a Living Condition survey Norbalt-II carried out on the eve of the 21st century (1994, 1999).

The results of the study about ethnic inequalities based on the Norbalt-II 1999 show that ethnicity is not significantly associated with health among men, but for women significant differences are found, especially for longstanding health problems. After analysing ethnic groups by age, sex, education and level of income, the results indicate that non-Latvian women report poor health and longstanding health problems more often than Latvian women (Monden, 2004). According the Norbalt survey, it could also be concluded that non–citizens and ethnic Russians are among the vulnerable segment in Latvian society (Zvidrins, 1998).

After analysing the results of the FINBALT survey for Latvian and Russian ethnic groups by sex for the time period 2002–2014, similar tendencies as in the Norbalt-II for a good or reasonably good self-assessed health were observed. The lowest proportion of respondents who assessed their own state of health to be good or reasonably good was found among Russian females. An evident ethnical difference (18%) was detected in 2010 when more than half of respondents with a Latvian ethnic background indicated their health as good or reasonably good – 60%, whereas only 42% of respondents with Russian ethnicity replied positively. In the rest of the period of time, response rates indicating a good/relatively good health condition was about 10–12% higher for Latvian females.

Since 2002 up to 2014 it was observed that there was a growing tendency in the total number of respondents who assess their health as good between both largest ethnical groups. In 2002 only 48% of Latvian and 44% of Russian males indicated their health as good, whereas in 2014 the share of both ethnic groups increased up to 68%. The proportion of Latvian and Russian females increased from 43% to 60% and from 31% to 55%, correspondingly, in this period of time.

Smoking is one of the most important factors in the development of cardiovascular, chronic respiratory, oncological (lung cancer) and other diseases (Peto, 1994). In analysing the differences in daily smoking habits between the natives and persons with other ethnicities (mainly Russians) in 1998–2002, the only difference has been indicated for females where daily smoking was common among non-natives females in Latvia. The statistical significance of the main effect of ethnic origin in females in Latvian was p < 0.01 (Helasoja, Lahelma, et al., 2006).

In 2014 the highest number of daily smokers has been detected among Russian males with a primary education living in rural areas, and among females – non-Latvian females with primary education who live in Riga. Irrespective of sex, most daily smokers are Russians or non-Latvians, and those with the low education (The Centre for Disease Prevention and Control of Latvia, 2015).

According to the results of the FINBALT survey, the prevalence of daily smokers during the time period from 2002 to 2014 was evidently observed among the population with Russian ethnicity, both for males and females. The evident ethnic difference by sex has been observed among females, similar to the very beginning of the 21st century.

Alcohol consumption causes such diseases as cirrhosis, heart disease, injuries, and others. No studies on alcohol consumption in relation to ethnicity in Latvia have been performed at
the beginning of the 21st century. Despite the fact that respondents of FINBALT survey were asked about their habits in alcohol drinking, data have not been aggregated by ethnicity yet. However, a few analyses performed within the eve of the 21st century state that in Latvia, there is very little difference between Latvians and Russians who drink weekly (Brunovskis, Ugland, 2002). Furthermore, in other studies on alcohol consumption (1994–2002) it has been found that in Latvian males, the age gradient was steeper among non-natives than among natives, and the interaction between ethnicity and age was statistically significant (P < 0.05) (Helasoja, Lahelma, Pudule, et al., 2007).

Conclusions

1. Self-identification of ethnic background due to a growth in ethnically mixed marriages and cohabitation, its determination in various registration procedures brings to different interpretations of ethnic inequalities in socio-demographic processes, particularly in childhood. Data on the ethnic backgrounds of the adult population are more reliable.

2. From the years 1988–1989 till 1998–2001 the difference in factual life expectancy between Latvian and Russian ethnic groups has increased more than double, whereas differences among standardized life expectancies, eliminating urban-rural differences in the place of residence of both ethnic groups, dropped since the 1980s and were lower than factual (1.29 years).

3. On the eve of the 21st century, ethnic inequalities in mortality between Latvian and Russian ethnic groups remained in all main categories of causes of death. For men, inequalities were determined by excess mortality within the ages 40–69, particularly from circulatory system diseases and external causes of death, and for women – within the ages 40–69 and 70+, mortality was mostly from the same categories of causes of death.

4. During the first decade of the 21st century age specific mortality declined both for Latvians and Russians. Further detailed analysis is needed to evaluate changes in life expectancy among Latvian and Russian ethnic groups during the first decade of the 21st century.

5. A slight difference in the self-assessment of a good health status remains among all ethnic groups of the adult population aged 15–64. However, in the last few years, the reporting of good health between males of both ethnic groups has increased to the same level which is a positive signal for a further reduction of differences. Females with Russian ethnicity are those who report poor health condition more often than the rest of the population. The results of self-assessed health might explain the gap in cause-specific mortality between both ethnic groups. However, a small number of studies on health behaviour in the context of ethnicity at the beginning of the 21st century do not allow for performing precise analyses of underlying mechanisms that lead to ethnic inequalities in mortality and life expectancy. Depending on the availability of data, further studies should be focused on social (e.g. poverty) and economic (e.g. income) factors that may influence ethnic differences, specifically for males of Russian ethnicity living in the rural areas.

6. Ethnicity as a variable to analyse differentiation in mortality is losing its traditional usage to make space for other socio-economic variables.
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Abstract

Problem statement. Whether insurance companies, pension funds, banks as parts of financial conglomerates (FC) are more competitive inside the group than outside it being individual entities. Authors consider Russian financial market as a field of empirical study. Goal is to reveal the nature of the financial convergence as a mechanism of competitiveness for the parts of FC. Methods of the article are based on the “Performance-Conduct-Structure” (PCS) idea known as Boone “effective competition” indicator applied for insurance financial conglomerate member competitiveness evaluation. Objectives. 1) To reveal the process of competition on financial markets using mechanism of financial convergence. 2) To give definition of financial conglomerates as a basic institutional and organizational form of financial convergence. 3) To implement Boone “effective competition” indicator for empirical study of the financial convergence as the mechanism of the competitiveness increase for the Russian biggest financial-insurance groups. Results and findings. The results and novelty of the study are (1) refined definitions of “financial convergence” and “financial conglomerate”. (2) Boone indicator is used to estimate financial convergence, which is a tool to improve competitiveness through competition between insurance organizations. (3) Assessment for competitiveness of Russian insurance companies as part of financial groups and as independent companies. (4) proposed hypothesis is confirmed only partly. Financial Convergence as a mechanism to enhance the competitiveness of its members presupposes the solution of a number of issues related to its institutional and organizational for empirical study of leading Russian insurance – financial conglomerates competitiveness based on the proposed method of Boone “effective competition” indicator evaluation and on the alternative method of coefficient variation of the insurance undertaking financial result’s activity calculation. Analyzing some basic indicators of the annual financial statements of these entities for the period 2009–2015 the study argues that insurance companies being the members of financial conglomerate have higher competitiveness than individual non-member-firms.

Key words: financial convergence; financial conglomerate; types of different sectors of the financial market similarity; financial conglomerate’s members and non-members competitiveness
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Introduction

Relevance of the study. Processes of financial capital globalization, liberalization of state regulation, emergence of information economy, harmonization of the financial markets policy supervision in the second half of the XX century have generated new outlines of a global
financial architecture (Dowrick St., Bradford J. D. 2003). Financial convergence (Berghe L. Van den & Verweire K. 2000; Fein M. L. 2007.) as diffusion process between different capital market sectors (Chernova G. V. Kuznetsova N. P., 2001) becomes central element and moving force for the world financial system development. Financial markets institutions face challenges that require new mechanisms of competitiveness increase. The paper deals with the disclosure of the contents of financial convergence as a paramount mechanism of competitive strength for financial market institutions operating in its different sectors. (Shakhpazov K. A., 2012, Pisarenko Zh. V., Belozyorov S. A., 2013). The financial convergence process was caused by a competition between different sectors of financial market, meaning a fierce struggle to maintain and/or increase dominance (due to reduction of other financial market sectors participation). The relevance of this study is determined by the odd interconnection between economic practice and theoretical comprehension that is reflected in the following contradiction: despite the rapid development of financial convergence and financial conglomerate their commonly accepted definitions and unique understanding as well as competitiveness evaluation of the financial conglomerates’ members still do not exist.

The hypothesis of the article. The institutions inside the financial conglomerates achieve higher competitiveness. Methods. The empirical study of financial convergence as a mechanism of competitiveness is based upon annual financial reports data from top 20 Russian insurance organizations. The study is based on the “Performance-Conduct-Structure” (PCS) approach proposed by Bikker (Bikker J., 2012) for insurance companies’ competitiveness assessment and earlier econometrically implemented in Boone’s “effective competition” indicator (Boone, 2007) for insurance companies. The novelty is to use proposed methodology for assessment of conglomerate members. The authors involved the methods of systematic and logical analysis, concretizing the concept of financial convergence and financial conglomerate; identifying types of similarity of different sectors of the financial markets, which determine financial convergence prerequisites; clarifying the main factors, which contribute to the financial convergence of the insurance and pension sectors.

The main goal of the paper is to reveal the characteristics of the financial convergence as a mechanism for improving the competitiveness of the financial market institutions operating in its different sectors, as well as to figure out the specifics of the financial conglomerate as a major institutional and organizational form of financial convergence. The goal of the paper clarifies its objectives, logic and structure which has the following issues: literature review, data and methods, empirical study, conclusions and recommendations. The paper objectives are: 1) concept of financial convergence understanding figured out as interpenetration of competing financial entities activities; 2) financial conglomerates definition as a basic institutional and organizational forms of financial convergence; 4) implementation of Boone “effective competition” indicator method for empirical study of the financial convergence as the mechanism of the competitiveness increase for the Russian emerging insurance market biggest financial-insurance groups. The research results cause a lists of problematic questions and discussions concerning: 1) opportunities of further new statistical-econometric methods implementation for a) different-leveled and different-scaled countries: namely space-context; b) different phases of the long-wave cycle during down- and up-swings: namely multicyclicity time-context; 2) perspectives of financial conglomerate’s new members and non-members competitiveness assessment meaning pension funds in the framework of different economies pension systems reforming.
Literature review

Financial market represents a set of interrelated but separate sectors (due to the specifics of their activities) – banking, insurance, pension schemes, investment, etc. The relationship of the financial market sectors manifests itself primarily in the fact that the functioning of each sector is connected with the activities of other sectors. For example, the insurance entity cannot exist without interaction with banking, investment sectors, etc.

The struggle for the survival, for a consumer leads to fierce competition between financial sectors which offer similar financial products. However, increased competition in certain financial sector leads to the competition of institutions in the different sectors of national and international financial markets.

General issues of the financial markets competition are presented in the (Claessens, 2008), which gives an idea about the nature of competition between financial institutions. At the same time one has to keep in mind that competition in the financial markets is difficult to measure due to a lack of public information regarding the costs of different financial market participants as well as the cost of certain financial products themselves (Bikker, 2012).

Competition measurement focuses mainly on financial market individual sectors. The banking sector’s competition measurement is represented in a set of publications (Berger et al., 2009; Tabakc et al., 2012; Beck et al., 2013; Mamonov 2012; Cummins and Weiss, 2012, etc.), which show a non-linear effect of competition on the stability of the banking sector financial institutions, where excessive competition could become a source of financial instability. A set of academics (Berger et al., 2009; Beck et al., 2013; Mamonov, 2012) analyzed the level of competition based on the Lerner index, which reflects the market share premiums in interest rates.

Some authors showed that fierce competition makes insurers to increase business management efficiency, forcing managers to reduce marginal costs in order to remain profitable (Raith, 2003; Hay and Liu, 1997; Kuznetsova N. P. Chernova G. V., 2001; Kuznetsova N. P., Pisarenko Zh. V., 2012).

Analysis of insurance companies in life and non-life sectors competitiveness was performed by (Bikker J., 2012; Popescu A. & Bikker J., 2014), where the method for measuring the competitiveness of insurance companies on the basis of Mason and Bain paradigm developed in 1939 was applied. This method is based on the Performance-Conduct-Structure (PCS) idea known as Boone “effective competition” indicator.

This alternative model explains the structure of the market through the so-called hypothesis of efficiency (Smirlock, 1985; Goldberg and Rai, 1996) according to which via competitive fight more efficient players gain bigger market share and bigger profit than less efficient players which lose a part of profits and, therefore, market share. This concept is based on two premises: first – a low entry cost on the market (contestable markets); second – a high degree of interchangeability of products (substitute products).

Accordingly, the space for the product market competition expansion through the efficiency channel starts to decline alongside with 1) market entry costs increase and/or 2) reduction of interchangeability of products offered on the market. In the first case – due to the weakening of players incentives to increase efficiency, in the second – due to the segmentation of competition between groups of players, providing more or less homogeneous products.
Specific feature of Boone’s indicator is that it can “catch” the growth of competition in the market in case of increase of the interchangeability of products offered on the market (Tabak et al. 2012), while the structural competition will produce conflicting conclusions. For example, if more efficient banks have already occupied a leading position in the market before the increase the products interchangeability, an increase in competition will allow them to redistribute bigger share of the market lost by less efficient players.

Under these conditions, the structural indicator – the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) – will increase despite the strengthening of competition. Nonstructural Lerner index indicator can indicate both the increase and decrease of competition as the share of the market allowance in price declines or grows. Another advantage of the “Performance-Conduct-Structure” model is that it can be used for a small set of statistical surveys (Bikker and Van Leuvensteijn, 2015). This is particularly important in the analysis of emerging market economies financial architecture and space having short history.

Emerging financial markets shows the same trend in competition among different sectors. Different financial institutions search for such mechanisms of competition, which would take into account not only the specificity, but also the similarity and proximity of the financial market sectors. Named similarity could manifest itself, for example in the following facts: 1) all financial market sectors may have the same customer; 2) the customer may be offered similar products and services, etc. Therefore, the inspiration of financial market participants to increase their competitiveness leads to the desire of one sector of the financial market subjects to implement this similarity, for using, for example, customer base, markets, and products that already proved their competitiveness (Fein Melanie L., 2007), the technology and methods of other sectors’ management of the financial market subjects.

Competition measurement in the scientific literature focuses mainly on individual players of financial market. Both financial groups and individual companies compete for similar financial market shares. This mechanism of competitive struggle needs further investigation.

**Methods for the study and data**

Financial convergence is away to compete for financial dominance on the market. Financial institutions from different sectors of financial market penetrate into similar sectors to widen their influence. The penetration can occur in the following forms:

- **Aggressive (enforced) form of penetration.** It is implemented by an institution via involvement into activities of certain spheres and/or functions initially inherent to other financial market sector. For example, it can be realized through a creation of new complex financial products with elements of products belonging to other financial market sectors. This situation corresponds to the aggressive behavior of a certain sector of the financial market representative. In this case, increase of the latter financial market sectors actor share of their own in the overall financial market happens due to the specific sphere of activities and/or other participants’ functions “capture” by specific aggressive member of a specific financial market sector. The additional income caused by such seizure,
mainly goes to the capture initiator. For example, a banking product “mortgages” can include a mandatory condition of insurance contract. In this case, if the insurance provision is provided by the insurance company independent from the bank’s activities, the latter penetration into the activities of the insurance sector is supposed to be absent. If the bank under the credit contract stipulates the specific insurance company, which can provide insurance indemnity and at the same time this bank conclude a contract with an approved share of profits of its own with the appropriate insurance company, one can observe an aggressive form of convergence. We should note that due to the different sectors activities’ of financial market mandatory licensing the aggressive form of financial convergence is limited. Actually each sector performs inherent functions of its own. Aggression is manifested in the fact that the initiator of spheres and/or other sectors’ functions capture dictates the conditions of its own to the representatives of seized sectors, which involve compulsory income of capture initiators.

- **A voluntary form of penetration.** It is implemented through the joint efforts of different sectors of the financial market representatives, and aimed to increase each participant’s share. This form of convergence involves pooling areas and functions of different sectors of the financial market representatives on a voluntary basis.

Although the options for synergies associated with the penetration of the representatives of some financial market segments into the spheres and/or functions of other market sectors may be different (for example, on the basis of informal agreements either on the basis of contracts), this form of financial convergence presupposes benefits gained by all the parties of a convergence process. An example of the financial convergence, implemented on a voluntary basis, is the creation of financial conglomerates. In the framework of the representatives of financial market different sectors combined activity income resulted from such mergers (interpenetration) is redistributed among all financial conglomerate participants. Under such circumstances a share of different sectors of the financial market representatives that are members of the conglomerate increases (not decreases). Examples of voluntary forms of interpenetration, i.e. financial convergence implemented on a voluntary basis, could be referred also to a joint activity of insurance and investment companies.

Penetration of the investment company into the activities of the insurance company via the replacement of assets covering insurance reserves and own funds could happen on the basis of the investment outsourcing contract is also an example of voluntary form of financial convergence when an investment company voluntarily on a contract basis implements investment activities of an insurance company. At the same time, both parties receive additional benefits.

The financial convergence distinguished feature is that its members are subjects of the financial market various sectors, which were competing with each other severely forming financial conglomerates. For example, in developed markets, insurance companies and pension funds because of the high competition are forced to seek ways to improve the investment attractiveness for customers by investing in high-risk assets.

Financial conglomerate is the institutional and organizational form of its member-companies integration. These companies belong to financial market different sectors and integratory process is aimed to improve their competitiveness by combining capital and interpenetrating into each other’s activities, which are characterized by certain similarity and interrelationship.
In general, participants of the financial conglomerate can provide both financial and non-financial services, but the financial component should prevail in their activities.

Financial conglomerates as institutional and organizational form of the financial convergence has the following specifics:

1. **Firms forming a financial conglomerate belong to different sectors of the financial market, but they tend to be linked functionally** – the activity of each of conglomerate firms in some way is associated with the activities of other conglomerate member-companies. As a rule all conglomerate members, is functionally linked with the activities of the bank, included into the conglomerate.

2. **Member-firms in a financial conglomerate activities interpenetration is based on various financial market sectors possible similarities.** The parameters of similarity are: a) the client similarity, b) product likeliness, c) technology correspondence, d) marketing resemblance.

3. **Incorporation of member-firms capital within the financial conglomerate may go on within different options. The first option** – the union is based on the conglomerate assets control via the property right ownership or the cross-ownership. Firms incorporated into a conglomerate are either in possession of the parent company – holder of shares or other similar financial instruments, (Almeida H. V. & Wolfenzon D., 2006; Chirinko R. S. & Elston J. A., 2006; Bebchuk, L. A. et al. 2000). In this case the actual exchange of resources does not occur (Repullo R., 2004) meanwhile a mechanism for companies participation in decision-making procedure that are of interest to each other is provided (Belozerov S. A., Pisarenko Zh. V., 2014). The second option of different financial institutions association into a conglomerate can be a system of contracts. Financial association in this case does not create new economic entity.

The third variant of joining means a mixed unification implementing together first and second options of association, i.e. an option figuring out a relationship of property right management and contract embodiment. In contrast to the industrial conglomerates, that in practice, occurred to be ineffective or inefficient, financial conglomerates have the following advantages: 1) they are less distanced from each other (all of them working at the financial market), 2) they have a high mutual similarity of activities, 3) they are using almost one resource – financial with high transaction speed and low transaction cost within the conglomerate. (Kuznetsova N. P. & Pisarenko Zh. V., 2012).

4. **Financial conglomerate is an independent form of its member-firms integration.** As noted above, these undertakings are created in order to enhance the competitiveness of member-firms belonging to different sectors of the financial market. However, their specific features are: a) reliance on the functional interaction of firms affiliated with the conglomerate and belonging to different financial market sectors, b) the similarity of the various sectors of financial market according to certain parameters, c) the possible capital copulation of those companies, which enter into financial conglomerate causing the independence of the institutional and organizational form financial convergence – forms of integration of firms belonging to the conglomerate.

5. **Financial conglomerate – is an informal association of companies belonging to different sectors of the financial market.** The informality of this association of companies is caused by the following phenomena. Firstly, products or services produced by the conglomerate can be simple copies from the member-companies belonging to the conglomerate that does
not require rigid fixing ties of these companies within the conglomerate. Secondly, so far as consumers interests are the first priority and consumers make a choice of financial services in the first turn there are the following requirements necessary for consumer demand coverage: a) brand recognition, b) access to services both geographically and within certain price limits, c) wide range of well-assembled services offered. These requirements could be provided by financial conglomerate in case of the following factors influence: informal association of member-companies entering a conglomerate, the lack of entrenched ties firms within the conglomerate, flexibility of these firms and conglomerate’s reaction to the market situation change. These processes, thereby, allow to maintain or improve competitiveness of member-firms and conglomerate as a whole.

Since the entry of companies into a conglomerate occurs either through the control of these companies, carried out on the basis of property rights, or/and through a common system of binding contracts without creating a new economic entity, the form of the conglomerate becomes quite blurred, and its structure – supposed to be unstable. That is why there are problems with the regulation of financial conglomerates at both the national, sub-national and international levels.

We use Boone indicator or in other words, the idea of “Performance-Conduct-Structure’ (PCS) to investigate the process of financial convergence as the mechanism for competitive struggle and the competitiveness growth of individual companies and the companies belonging to the conglomerate. The choice of method is caused by the following consideration: its calculation does not require information on the cost of insurance (either pension) product. In addition, this indicator is able to catch the “competition on quality” and “competition on quantity”.

The proposed approach allows its implication to evaluation of the financial conglomerate member and non-member-companies competitiveness. Moreover, the study analyzes not only the conglomerate’s insurance component but also conglomerate’s new component in the face of autonomous pension funds.

This approach allows to obtain the values of the Boone indicator for each insurer in the sample for a period of observation and to analyze these values within the product niche in which the degree of interchangeability of products is higher than that in the insurance products market in general. In addition, each insurance company (either pension fund) is characterized by the unique response of its business-model performance to its cost efficiency change. From this point of view, the proposed methodology becomes resistant to disruption of the two conditions of effective market structure hypothesis mentioned above.

The approach “Performance-Conduct-Structure’ PCS as the indicator of competitiveness for the insurance market was proposed by Bikker (Bikker, J. 2012). It is calculated as a ratio of profit (or market share) to marginal costs.

However, the insurance companies marginal cost are implicit, and that’s why they need to be evaluated only roughly. This method (to implement econometric techniques) of evaluation has become a function of the insurance companies costs in the translogarithmic form (translog cost function), where the costs will be included into the formula of “Performance-Conduct-Structure’ PCS model as an indicator of company’s performance. Classical cost function is as follows

\[ C = f(Y, P, t) \]

Where: Y – is a vector of output (insurance policies, annuities, pension insurance programs), C- total costs, P – vector of input prices, t – year.
In our case, under the empirical calculations, we do not have the parameter P value, so the model is simplified:

Equation (1)

\[
\ln OC_{st} = \beta_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \beta_{Yi} (\ln Y_{ist} - \ln Y_{ist}) + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \beta_{Yjk} (\ln Y_{ikt} - \ln Y_{ik}) (\ln Y_{ikt} - \ln Y_{ik}) + \sum_{j=1}^{L} \gamma_X X_{jst} + \varepsilon_{st}
\]

OCst – total transaction costs of the company (minus the value of investments) s in year t;
Yist – the output of different types of products i (i = 1, ..., N);
Xjst – control variables or market variables that vary only in time-specific insurance market (j = 1, ..., L);
εst – regression error;
Yk – the geometric mean of output;
β, γ – factors to be assessed.

To overcome multicollinearity effect transaction costs and output are presented in logarithmic form, which allows to carry out a comparison of the rates of growth indicators over time more accurately. Output (in logs) is presented as a deviation from their average values over the year.

\[\ln Y_{i••} \] – average indicator for the output of type i product. Dots indicate the sub-indexes of the time series via the whole insurance companies’ panel. It should be noted that the use of expressions of variables as deviations from their average values helps to distribute the linear and quadratic effects of the output on the costs and to simplify the interpretation of factors.

Marginal costs (equation 2) are calculated as follows (based on the equation (1):

\[
MC_{st} = \frac{\partial \ln OC_{st}}{\partial \ln Y_{ist}} (OC_{st} / Y_{ist}) = (\beta_{Yi} + \sum_{k=1}^{N} \beta_{Yjk} (\ln Y_{ikt} - \ln Y_{ik}) (\ln Y_{ikt} - \ln Y_{ik}) (OC_{st} / Y_{ist})
\]

Where: i – the output of the company s in year t.

The average marginal cost can be calculated (2) on the entire panel data, as well as on product classes or companies grouped according to specific features such as the amount of output a) average for all types of products (k) of the company S, or a group of companies S, b) price elasticity of the product, c) deviations of separate company output from the entire panel, d) the respective share of input-output.

To investigate the effect of the financial convergence one should pay attention to its specific features. A peculiar feature of the financial convergence (which was thought initially to be an instrument of the competitive struggle) is its characteristics as the mechanism of improving the competitiveness of entities (companies) from different financial market sectors using the similarity of the different financial market sectors. Following the above logic, we can formulate a hypothesis: the more competitive at the financial market should be the subjects of financial conglomerates, with access to common areas of relevant financial market sectors such as:

- client – consumer of products and services of different financial market sectors,
- products or services similar to the products and services offered by different sectors of the financial market,
application of advanced technologies of creation, promotion and sale of certain products and services. These technologies are supposed to be already used effectively in other financial market sectors’ activities,

- channels and markets for their products and services used by other financial market sectors.

Case-study of financial convergence and conglomeration in the Russian emerging financial market

To investigate the financial convergence as the mechanism of the competitiveness increase of the Russian insurance market, we analyzed some basic indicators of the annual accounting financial statements of twenty Russian insurance companies for the period 2009–2015 (Table 1). The choice of insurance companies was carried out from the Central Bank RF official list of insurance companies by the end of 2015 (31.12.2015). The selection of insurance companies for the analysis was completely random, based on the following criteria:

1) insurance company should be included into the rating of “Expert RA”;
2) insurance company should belong to one of four group types (bancassurance groups, insurance groups, industrial groups and organizations that do not belong to any of the groups);
3) insurance company is in the top five by annual turnover (2013 & 2014) in each of the above mentioned entities. Insurance companies were selected regardless of the priority of its activity.

Thus, even with a small sample of data an adequate representativeness to the study goal and objectives is achieved. It is worth noting that for some companies we failed to obtain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants of bancassurance groups</th>
<th>Members of insurance groups</th>
<th>Members of industrial groups</th>
<th>Do not belong to the group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1

Thus, even with a small sample of data an adequate representativeness to the study goal and objectives is achieved. It is worth noting that for some companies we failed to obtain
necessary open access information. Taking into account the peculiarities of the Russian insurance market development there are no insurance companies with single medical insurance license in our sample. At the last stage of the selection procedure, those companies that did not provide public access to the necessary information in the form of public report were excluded. The participants of bancassurance groups include organizations belonging to groups that involve both banks and insurers. Members of insurance groups – a group of companies that include only insurance companies. Participants of industrial groups will assume those insurers that are part of the group, where industrial enterprises are included.

The results of empirical analysis

We evaluated the results of the Boone indicator equation, using panel data of the Russian Federation insurance companies for the period 2009–2015. Mind that that Boone indicator measures competitiveness. The more premium written (profit) depends on marginal costs, the higher the level of (insurance undertaking competitiveness) at the market. The available studies argue that the dependent variable in equation (1) is supposed to be the company’s profit (market share adequate to premium written). We suppose in our study, that market shares of insurance companies under consideration are approximately equal. Hence the higher value of the Boone’s indicator points to the more competitive and efficient company. For evaluation of results we also examined the alternative variant for company’s competitiveness assessment, based on the reduction of financial results spread for those insurers which are (either are not) included into the financial insurance group.

Implementation of this instrument makes it possible to judge more accurately the results of financial convergence.

Companies’ competitiveness assessment process consists of the following phases:

First phase. Marginal costs evaluation. To ensure the stability of the results regarding the Boone indicator the equation of costs was assessed in two different ways.

A first method (a boundary estimate) presupposes using the idea of maximum likelihood (ML) in the analysis of stochastic efficiency frontier (SFA calculated in a standard way both within the boundary estimate of the cost function for each insurance entity in each quarter. By construction, the index takes values ranging from 0 (least efficient insurance entity in a sample), up to 100 (the most efficient insurance entity).

The second method (the first non-boundary estimate) presupposes using the method of least squares (OLS) with robust standard errors.

Second phase. Preliminary assessment of the Boone indicator (for the panel as a whole). At this stage, the average assessment for all insurance companies and for all time-periods of observation is considered examining the impact on the cost effectiveness of one indicator – insurance premiums written (MS, Market Share). The equation for marginal costs assessment MS is as follows (2).

To calculate the Boone indicator, we used the simplified empirical regression mode (equation 3) (Bikker, 2012):

\[ msst = \alpha + \beta mcest + \sum_{t=1,\ldots,(T-1)} \gamma t + ust \] (3)
where
\( msst \) – premium written share (market share) of insurance company \( S \) at time period \( t \);
\( \beta_t \) – parameter of competitiveness indicator (insurance company’s effectiveness), supposed to be negative, so far as we propose that effective insurance company tend to increase its premium written share (market share) ;
\( mcst \) – insurance company’s \( S \) marginal costs at time period \( t \);
\( dt \) – a time dummy
\( ust \) – an error term.

Note that the parameter \( \beta_t \) supposed to be negative, under the assumption that an efficient company increases its market share (increase insurance premium written). \( \beta_t \) also depends on marginal cost, that is an indicator of competitiveness (either its absence). Additional condition for this model relevance is the homogeneity of the service/product (in this case the insurer’s insurance portfolio), which is valid for the Russian insurance market.

Boone indicator will be calculated by the following formula (4)

\[
\text{BOONE}_{1,R,J} = \frac{\partial \ln R_{\text{INS}}^{\text{LNS}}}{\partial \ln MC_{j,t}} = \beta_{J,R}
\]

Where: \( R \) is replaced by \( MS \)

Table 2 represents Boone indicator values (\( \beta \)) counted on the marginal and average costs basis.

(dependant variable – insurance premium written % in the sample)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 1. Bancassurance groups</th>
<th>Panel 2. Insurance groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicators</td>
<td>Assessment method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal costs (MC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>А</td>
<td>-0.128***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.147***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.043)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average costs (AC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>а</td>
<td>-0.404***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.381***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.036)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFA(Cost effectiveness index)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>а</td>
<td>-0.110***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.025)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.057***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.046)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Panel 3. Industrial groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Assessment method</th>
<th>SFA</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>GMM</th>
<th>Способ оценки</th>
<th>SFA</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>GMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marginal costs (MC)</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>-0.214*** (0.016)</td>
<td>-0.190*** (0.016)</td>
<td>-0.111*** (0.017)</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>-0.152*** (0.013)</td>
<td>-0.161 (0.013)</td>
<td>-0.260*** (0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.225*** (0.025)</td>
<td>-0.216*** (0.035)</td>
<td>-0.156*** (0.038)</td>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.014*** (0.037)</td>
<td>-0.049*** (0.035)</td>
<td>-0.054*** (0.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average costs (AC)</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>-0.390*** (0.013)</td>
<td>-0.452*** (0.015)</td>
<td></td>
<td>а</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.346*** (0.029)</td>
<td>-0.401*** (0.035)</td>
<td></td>
<td>б</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFA(Cost effectiveness index)</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>-0.133*** (0.052)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>а</td>
<td>-0.100*** (0.025)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.112*** (0.025)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.098*** (0.025)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Panel 4. Non-members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Assessment method</th>
<th>SFA</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>GMM</th>
<th>Способ оценки</th>
<th>SFA</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>GMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marginal costs (MC)</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>-0.214*** (0.016)</td>
<td>-0.190*** (0.016)</td>
<td>-0.111*** (0.017)</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>-0.152*** (0.013)</td>
<td>-0.161 (0.013)</td>
<td>-0.260*** (0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.225*** (0.025)</td>
<td>-0.216*** (0.035)</td>
<td>-0.156*** (0.038)</td>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.014*** (0.037)</td>
<td>-0.049*** (0.035)</td>
<td>-0.054*** (0.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average costs (AC)</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>-0.390*** (0.013)</td>
<td>-0.452*** (0.015)</td>
<td></td>
<td>а</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.346*** (0.029)</td>
<td>-0.401*** (0.035)</td>
<td></td>
<td>б</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFA(Cost effectiveness index)</td>
<td>а</td>
<td>-0.133*** (0.052)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>а</td>
<td>-0.100*** (0.025)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.112*** (0.025)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>б</td>
<td>-0.098*** (0.025)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**

1) Assessment values on 1%, 5% and 10% levels adequately ***, ** and *.

2) Robust standard errors of coefficients.

The results of two-ways models of assessment with fixed effects (two-way fixed effects), are represented. The evaluation of one (from three) alternative methods of cost effectiveness (AC, MC either SFA-index) is related to aggregate insurance premium written.

Marginal costs MC were calculated on the basis of empirical cost function estimate. Empirical cost function was estimated in the framework of stochastic boundary effectiveness (SFA), and with the help of OLS (least squares method) and GMM.

3) Average costs are not dependent from the marginal costs methods of calculation

4) Two alternative estimates: 1 – estimate of current value of costs impact on the dependant variable with the help of two-steps GMM with fixed effects (the tool is the previous costs lag); 2 – estimate of summing-up effect of the previous four costs lags on the dependant variable with the help of ordinary (usual) OLS with fixed effects

Competitiveness Boone indicator assessment lies within -0.24 – -0.13 (are significant on 1% level) figures out on the strong economic effect. Average costs AC influence MS as twice as much impact compared to MC effect.

Boone indicator analysis for the insurance companies belonging to different financial groups either being individual insurance entities. At this phase the important objective of this study is figured out. According to this objective we argue that financial convergence is one of the competitiveness increase factor.

It is assumed that the Boone indicator will be negative, and the existing competitiveness is effective, as soon as the competitiveness of insurance companies – members of the group is higher than the individual insurance company’s competitiveness.

The third phase. Competitiveness analysis uses the coefficient of variation of insurance premium written for the same panel data. The coefficient of variation characterizes a relative measure of the deviation of the measured values from the arithmetic mean. The higher the value of the coefficient of variation, the relatively greater dispersion and less uniformity of values under consideration. Therefore, the larger the coefficient of variation, the greater the uncertainty.
and higher risk exposure. Hence coefficient of variation shall be calculated by the following
formula (5):

\[ CV = \frac{\sigma}{\bar{k}} \]  

Where

\( \sigma \) – standard deviation value;

\( \bar{k} \) – The expected (mean) value.

The coefficient of variation of the insurance undertaking financial result’s activity (net
profit) is calculated by Formula 5. The standard deviation for the period (\( \sigma \)) is calculated by the
formula 6.

\[ \sigma = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (k_i - \bar{k})^2}{n-1}} \]  

Where \( k_i \) – financial result of period \( i \)

\( k \) - Average financial result for \( n \) periods,

\( n \) – number of periods

The amount of the insurance premium written and its fluctuations exhibit insurer’s sales
strategy as well as risks associated with this strategy. Before calculating the coefficient of
variation, consider the dynamics of the indicator “written premium” for four groups of companies
through the 2010–2015 period. These data are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Participants of bancassurance groups</th>
<th>Members of insurance groups</th>
<th>Members of industrial groups</th>
<th>Do not belong to the group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>26 589 956</td>
<td>30 265 112</td>
<td>3 988 734</td>
<td>5 139 753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>23 563 949</td>
<td>30 683 835</td>
<td>4 178 877</td>
<td>5 236 958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>49 934 557</td>
<td>31 938 774</td>
<td>4 408 898</td>
<td>4 491 415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>44 523 568</td>
<td>25 729 890</td>
<td>3 858 572</td>
<td>4 204 454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>34 043 782</td>
<td>21 056 049</td>
<td>3 463 945</td>
<td>3 443 391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>32 187 023</td>
<td>19 591 736</td>
<td>3 122 583</td>
<td>3 194 518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data of Table 3 are converted into Figure 1.

![Graph showing average premium written for the group](image)

**Fig. 1.** Average premium written for the group” in the selected sample, (thousand rubles)

Figure 1 data show that premium written for bancassurance group and insurance group participants is significantly greater than that of members of industrial groups and independent insurers. This suggests that bancassurance group and insurance group participants are significantly larger insurers and their market share in the Russian market is significant. In order to assess the competitiveness via the estimate of premium written fluctuations we calculated the coefficients of variation of premiums written for each group of insurers. The results are shown in table 4.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premium written coefficient of variation</th>
<th>Participants of bancassurance groups</th>
<th>Members of insurance groups</th>
<th>Members of industrial groups</th>
<th>Do not belong to the group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009–2015</td>
<td>26.60%</td>
<td>15.77%</td>
<td>8.93%</td>
<td>14.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>26.01%</td>
<td>19.40%</td>
<td>9.01%</td>
<td>17.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>27.90%</td>
<td>18.90%</td>
<td>11.90%</td>
<td>18.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>28.76%</td>
<td>16.50%</td>
<td>8.77%</td>
<td>16.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>24.11%</td>
<td>15.09%</td>
<td>9.11%</td>
<td>15.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>24.91%</td>
<td>15.97%</td>
<td>9.75%</td>
<td>14.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>24.22%</td>
<td>12.77%</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
<td>11.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>23.24%</td>
<td>11.65%</td>
<td>9.14%</td>
<td>10.73%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One could observe from the Table 4 data that the highest premium written coefficient of variation is acquired by the insurers undertaking belonging to bancassurance groups. This could
be explained by the growth of premiums written during the 2011–2013 period. The latter is certainly supposed to be a positive trend, so far as from an economic point of view, does not pose any risk. The decline in premiums written in 2014 can be explained by the fact that a significant portion of the insurance premium in this group of insurers is resulted from the bancassurance implementation. In 2014–2015 one could observe a decline in bank loans, which reduced the volume of insurance products sold through the bank sales channel. The organizations belonging to industrial groups had least risk of fluctuations in the volume of premiums written through the period under consideration.

Conclusions

The main results consider the following ideas:

1) financial convergence is the interpenetration of competing financial entities activities occurring in aggressive and voluntary forms. These financial market various sectors actors activities is based on their interrelationship and a certain similarity;

2) financial conglomerate is the institutional and organizational form of its member-companies integration. These companies belong to financial market different sectors and integratory process is aimed to improve their competitiveness by combining capital and interpenetrating the parameters of similarity are: clients’ and products’ technology, marketing, capital incorporation of member-firms;

4) the proposed method of Boone “effective competition” indicator is implemented for empirical study of the financial convergence as the mechanism of the competitiveness increase of the Russian emerging insurance market twenty biggest financial-insurance groups. Analyzing some basic indicators of the annual accounting financial statements of these entities for the period 2009–2015 we argue that insurance companies being the members of financial conglomerate have higher competitiveness than individual firms and simultaneously they cause the increase of the financial conglomerate’s competitiveness as a whole;

5) implication of Boone indicator showing the competitiveness of insurance groups and insurance companies in the Russian insurance market allows to identify four insurance-financial groups: insurance companies, with core bancassurance business, with core insurance business, industrial-insurance groups and some individual insurers not included into the group;

6) bancassurance groups are characterized by the highest Boone indicator values. This classification shows the consistency of the selected methodology for assessing the market power of the examined banks’ dominance in the Russian financial system, which causes a large share of embodied insurance. The biggest competition is observed between insurance companies – non-members of the group; less intense competition is characteristic for insurance and industrial groups;

7) the proposed hypothesis is confirmed only partly so far as individual insurance companies being less competitive than financial conglomerate member firms during economic
development up-swing appeared to be more competitive during economic development down-swing having less risks exposure.
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ANALYSES OF THE INFLUENCES OF ORGANIZATIONAL AND GROUP PROCESSES IN RISK MANAGEMENT RELATED TO MEANINGFULNESS OF RISK ASSESSMENTS
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Abstract

This dissertation demonstrates that working company-wide risk management systems are never the responsibility of a single risk manager. In fact, the implementation of effective risk management processes always involves numerous individual responsibilities and employees, all of whom must make their own contribution within the organization. The respective organization structures play a key role in supporting the risk management processes. Socio-psychological aspects must also be taken into account during the evaluation and assessment of risk portfolios. Indeed, every single hierarchy level, extending from non-managerial employees, through department managers and top management, to supervisory boards, must play a part in order to ensure that risk management within the company succeeds. The risk manager plays a special role in this, whether this is his sole or partial responsibility. Categorized by responsibilities and roles, the letter highlights the extent to which their activities are to be reflected in risk management, the interaction with other roles within the risk management process and how risk management is implemented in the company’s organizational structures and strategies. Individual and group-based decision-making processes are accorded just as much attention for the decision making as the influences from the social roles of the members of the process. Particular attention is paid to the leadership qualities of each person in charge. The incentive for all employees to develop their risk awareness, display sensitivity with respect to risks, and relay information relevant to risks can be essentially found in the leadership roles and in the leadership qualities of all managerial positions – from supervisors to top management. To measure the aspects described above, a research design on the empirical study on influences of organizational and group processes on risk management was established. The research design is based upon the comparison of expert and daily practitioner opinions. Ten well-known experts completed the survey “Expert Interviews with Structured Survey on the Latent Exogenous Variables” and 131 professionals completed “Case Study with Structured Survey on the Cause Effect of the Endogenous Variables”. The results of these two surveys were analysed.

Initial analysis shows, none of the dependent or independent variables may be clearly removed from the model, although there seems to be a substantial discrepancy between the expert opinions and the daily routine of the professionals. Additional statistical analysis will provide further insights into this divergence.
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Introduction

The implementation of effective risk management processes always involves numerous individual responsibilities and employees. All of them must make their own contribution within the organization. The respective organization structures play a key role in supporting the risk management processes. Individual and group-based decision-making processes are accorded just as much attention for the decision making as the influences from the social roles of the members of the process. In particular, by handling quality-based risk measurements or stochastic models and simulations will not work (e.g. fat tails) the risk assessment have to be done by human judgment.

The main hypothesis of this research paper is that the group size in relation to the organizational hierarchy of the decision maker is important for the meaningfulness of risk assessments. At the bottom-level of organizational hierarchy the groups can be sized at least to one decider. On top-level trust and information groundwork should be that strong to size to only one decider. Larger groups have to be built for risk assessments in mid management. There are ways for calculating bigger sizing than one. When groups are too small the distribution of the risk assessments is higher than by midsized groups. On the other hand, building large groups will only increase the processing time, not the quality of results.

Research results and discussion

Working company-wide risk management systems are never the responsibility of a single risk manager. In fact, the implementation of effective risk management processes always involves numerous individual responsibilities and employees, all of whom must make their own contribution within the organization. Indeed, every single hierarchy level, extending from non-managerial employees, through department managers and top management, to supervisory boards, must play a part in order to ensure that risk management within the company succeeds. However, it is important to note that the factors involved in this success are not limited to internal forces only, as they also include external employees and consultants (certified public accountants, auditors, and external institutions) who have a decisive influence on all aspects related to a company’s risks.

It is precisely these external parties that frequently take over risk management processes and analyses, and they enjoy such a high level of exposure while doing so that one is left with the impression that risk management is the exclusive domain of consultants and supervisory bodies. In reality, however, it is necessary for the risk management process to be influenced by the company’s entire business process, which in turn means that a corporate organization will always have involved and non-involved – or internal and external – positions and offices that are relevant to risk management (Brünger Ch., 2009). In fact, every position within an organization is affected by risk management, and can have a significant impact on the way active risk management approaches evolve. This widespread interrelation makes it necessary to define a clear strategy and structure in order to be able to establish clear risk management roles and responsibilities within a company.

Key characteristics of the organization theory are based on exactly these strategies and structures, which can be filled by the responsibilities and roles.
The individual stands at the center: the better he or she is integrated and the better the specific training, the better the output will be. The more intensive the analysis and processing of group-dynamic processes, the better the groundwork for effective interpretation. Different personnel combinations and group sizes for the decision-making process can produce different results. The proper configuration ensures efficiency of the group. Top decision making is achieved if a group is formed where the members do not behave cohesively and where the members take various roles (expert competencies mixed with decision makers and participants from the technical departments) (cf. Janis I.L., 1977). Large groups (bigger than 3-4 members) do not necessarily bring more facets into decision making, but rather typically lead members to align themselves with the group opinion if it does not match their own (Asch S., 1955).

The information technology also plays an important role. The amount of data of the individual control points in risk management can simply not be handled without a sophisticated IT organization. See also “The way information flows through the organization affects work processes and outcomes, so knowing organization theory can help IT specialists identify, understand and serve the organization’s informational needs as they design and promote the use of their information systems.” (Hatch M.J., 2006).

But let us get back to the strategies in regard to which the only characteristic that must be defined is that they must be in a continuous state of evolution: “the improvement of the original leading thought in accordance with continually changing situations” (Hinterhuber H.H., 2004). This makes it all the more important for there to be a clear structure when a strategy itself may undergo all manners of evolutionary adjustments. Employees can only identify with their responsibilities if they know what these are exactly, and this is of central importance.

1. Leadership as part of a working risk management

Leadership, beside the organizational structure, plays an essential role in the success and sustainability of a working risk management system. Within this context, the risk awareness (i.e. risk identification and assessment) and risk sensitivity of each level of responsibility creates the crucial added value in a company’s organizational structure. Each role inside and outside a company is strongly affected by the leadership displayed by the next higher role. In fact, the impact of this leadership is even greater than that involved in processes that rely on strictly factual information and are directly measurable. However, it is also important to note that negative leadership behaviour related to risk management does not have an immediate effect on the success or profits of a company. Management figures should be aware that the simple statement of their position frequently has a disproportional impact during group-oriented decision making processes. Group members who are not of a strong opinion on the matter simply adopt their position. The decision making process is thus not based on facts, opinions, expert testimony or discussion, but rather on an assumed consolidation of a previously held opinion (Hovland C.I., 1951). Indeed, the damage caused by flippant or ignorant behaviour in this regard often becomes evident only several months thereafter (if it does at all, as missing or poor risk assessments do not necessarily mean that something will happen).

At this point, it is important to mention that leadership should not be simply classified as “good” and management as “bad” (Kotter J.P., 1990), as both play a crucial role in terms of risk management and have an impact on results. Nevertheless, management variables are
usually clear and traceable in terms of their impact on overall results (as are those related to many other processes), whereas leadership can rarely be directly measured. On the other hand, it is indisputable that motivational, delegation-based leadership in particular has a direct and positive impact on a company’s risk management system when looked upon as an example to be followed. Because of this, responsibilities and roles, within the context of risk management, must be closely analysed so as to be able to rely on the right positions and interfaces.

The following responsibilities and roles can be identified within a risk management process:

- Employees
- Business unit managers
- Risk manager
- Internal auditing
- General manager/board of management
- Supervisory boards
- Certified public accountants/auditors
- Lawmakers and regulatory agencies
- Suppliers and customers
- Analysts

As previously mentioned, company-wide risk management is the collective responsibility of all parties. However, a company’s employees bear the greatest portion of this responsibility (in both quantitative and qualitative terms). After all, hazards and risks originate and are found in day-to-day interactions with business processes and the tasks they entail.

Employees who have already been designated as risk owners are bound to have a higher affinity for identifying and assessing risks. But awareness must also be developed in employees who have not yet been integrated into a company’s risk management processes. Within this context, it is important to mention that proactive communication is a part of risk management (Pechlaner H., 2005). And that relaying information that is relevant in terms of risks and ensuring that this information is both complete and correct is the cornerstone behind it. The natural continuation of this process – being able to see how a risk situation has changed – must have a solid foundation at the very bottom of the company hierarchy; otherwise, the very foundation of the risk assessment pyramid will be flawed from the beginning. Communication is an important element of organization structures. This must be observed also in establishing a working risk management organization: “Corporate communication specialists must understand the interpretive processes of organizational stakeholders and need to address the many ways in which different parts of the organization interact with each other and the environment, in order to design communication systems that are effective or to diagnose ways existing systems are misaligned with the organization’s needs.” (Hatch M.J., 2006).

Another role within the risk management structure is that of business unit managers – especially chief financial officers and comptrollers, who, by virtue of their activities i.e., forecasts, budget planning, and setting business objectives, seem to have always been predestined for it. Since the duties of finance departments and comptroller’s offices are often of a cross-departmental nature, i.e., are rooted squarely in the company’s central management, these entities have an enormous influence on the risk management process. In fact, the internal reporting systems set up in these departments often form the basis for a very high level of risk awareness.
As a result of all of the above, the heads of these departments often become role models in terms of risk management. They are also usually the ones that set up and develop that part of the organizational structure, for which they are responsible. Although this usually happens within the framework of the global organizational structure, they do usually have a certain degree of freedom. The same fundamental principles already discussed for senior management in terms of influence on group-oriented decision-making processes also apply for the business unit leaders. Basic principles of socio-psychological elements, especially in handling of groups and group-dynamic processes are the prerequisite for successful working in the area of risk identification and risk valuation.

To avoid the risk of ending up with several companies within the company, and thereby losing the ability to compare risks and opportunities, clear structural guidelines must be drawn up. So as not to undermine the business unit managers’ motivating “entrepreneurial” freedom and thereby stifle their creativity, those degrees of freedom must be defined. The resulting corridor of freedom to act encourages creative activity while at the same time ensuring comparability in risk management.

Appointing a central risk manager serves not only to establish risk management strategies within a corporate organization, but also to ensure that they take root. Accordingly, the sustainable implementation of risk assessment measures, periodic reassessments, central analyses, and coherent decisions are part of their responsibilities. In addition, they must constantly exchange information with the management level (or be a part of it). However, risk managers should not only be assigned responsibilities, but staff and financial resources as well. Otherwise, trying to maintain an effective risk management system will prove to be an impossibility. The risk manager is part of every larger organization structure. This gives rise to the question, what exactly is a larger organization structure? In general, we can assume that companies with 50 employees or more already have reasonably workable structures, with risk management being an issue. This happens on one hand through individuals’ own initiative and on the other due to legal requirements. The 50 employee threshold is not written in stone: There are also smaller companies who must or want to practice risk management.

Risk managers are also responsible for implementing responsibilities and roles, as well as for deciding on the risk management methods best suited to achieve their goals. They must develop standardized terminologies and concepts, establish a framework for assessments, and define interfaces to other business process systems. The risk environment determined on the basis of these activities must consist of areas that can be subdivided into groups and point out where management is paying attention to the risks in these areas (Brühwiler B., 2003). Finally, risk managers are responsible for periodic reporting and for supervising processes, and must always be able (or should at least always be able) to provide an overview of the company’s overall risk situation and identify the greatest existing risks and opportunities (Brünger Ch., 2009).

In short: risk managers must run a prudent – but always visible – risk policy. While this must be done without stoking any unnecessary fears, it must also be done without closing one’s eyes to the truth, even when uncomfortable. Accordingly, a risk manager’s leadership qualities must be stronger than most people would think at first. True, risk managers usually have very little responsibility in terms of personnel: they might be in charge of a couple of employees; but in comparison to business unit managers, their responsibility in this area is almost negligible.
Compared to adjacent units, they are usually responsible for only a small organizational unit or have responsibility for another area in a combination of functions.

In general parlance, internal auditing is often thought of as being associated with risk management, but this is only accurate to a certain extent. While it does involve the review of risk management systems (and also internal control systems), this is only one of its many functions. Naturally, the results of an internal audit must be used in order to evaluate the effectiveness of a risk management strategy, and while this is of great importance to a working system, it is important to keep in mind that its effect on processes is not operational, but rather regulatory. Even then, however, internal audits must never be disregarded within the big picture of a risk management strategy.

If the auditor is also responsible for risk management within the company, they are likely to have a good insight into the location of the right control points within processes and underlying organizational structures. They must also, however, be careful not to let themselves be drawn into a conflict of interests between auditing and risk management, or to lose sight of issues that lie beyond their auditing role.

General managers (or a board of management, as the case may be) are responsible for managing their company, and are therefore responsible for an integral company-wide risk management strategy as well. More specifically, management determines how risk management is practiced and creates the necessary environment for it. It defines whether risks should be accepted, avoided, diminished, or shifted (Dörner D., 2000), which requires the establishment of a risk management philosophy, a risk management office (central risk manager), an integral (IT-supported) system, and a risk culture.

Risk management should not simply be used as a fig leaf. Instead, it should be an integral part of a company’s culture. Insights gathered from identification, analysis, supervision, and reviews should be discussed with individual groups of responsibility during regular meetings, which should also serve to accumulate and follow up on such insights. On one hand, this should provide management with an up-to-date overview of things (cf. Gleissner W., 2008) that goes beyond merely relaying reports and that can also be enriched with nuances. On the other, it should also make it possible to initiate and monitor any necessary measures. It is also important to mention that the focus of these activities should not be limited to risks, but should extend to opportunities as well. After all, those who do not believe in the concept of opportunity management will be hard-pressed to find an argument denying the fact that failure to take advantage of opportunities is a risk in and of itself.

Management should not forget that each organizational area is responsible for its own risks, i.e., that each area should run its own risk management sub processes within the overall process (something that the IT system must also support). More specifically, management should delegate and not dictate, as this is the only way to spread risk awareness throughout a company. The more employees are involved in the risk management process, the more they will be able to contribute with their skills in applying methods and with suggestions.

A supervisory board’s general duties include not only supervising management, but also defining guidelines and framework rules for the board of management. These guidelines and rules will in turn represent the key factors to take into account for monitoring and supervision purposes later on.
Risk management also plays an important role within this context. By their very nature, legal regulations compel supervisory boards to monitor the effectiveness of risk management strategies (or arrange for it to be monitored). Within this context, general management must ensure that A) a risk management system has been implemented, B) a willingness to make adjustments based on coordination with the supervisory board exists, and C) a transparent overview is given so that the supervisory board is able to oversee important company risks and evaluate general management’s strategies for them (BiMoG, 2009). Naturally, this requires for supervisory boards to be staffed with highly-qualified members who are able to perform their duties within the specific internal corporate environment in their company. Expert risk assessments, experience, up-to-date know-how that is relevant to the company, and a certain level of availability all form the basis for working together with management.

It is important to mention that the interaction between risk management responsibilities is certainly not limited to a company’s internal offices. Indeed, by providing an objective point of view that is fully independent from the company in question, certified public accountants and external auditors provide an important source of information.

Annual financial statements and reports are one of the most important components of financial reporting. During the preceding financial statement analysis, certified public accountants also review the risk management system being applied and, if they detect any shortcomings, give appropriate recommendations for correction, informing management, or the supervisory board if necessary, of the shortcomings depending on the importance of the annotations made. In addition to normal annual financial statement activities (during which risk management is merely a side issue), it is also possible to arrange for a comprehensive review of risk management systems, e.g., in order to check and comply with rules and regulations.

Legislation is an additional external element with a direct influence on how risk management strategies should be set up. In fact, laws and regulations with an impact on risk management have long been in effect, especially in the area of financial reporting. In turn, complementary regulatory agencies often check compliance with these regulations, preparing audit reports in the process. As a result, lawmakers can have a significant influence on a company’s risk management practices through rules, requirements, laws, and audits. However, this has more to do with defining frameworks for rules and standards than with having an influence on specific responsibilities and roles.

Aside from external regulatory bodies, there are also external business activity interfaces that deserve and require just as much attention. In other words, the companies suppliers and customers. These entities, as well as the environment surrounding them, provide a plethora of information that directly affects company-wide risk management practices. Relevant data, such as delivery situations, market demand, quality levels, customer solvency, interest rate trends, etc. should be collected and incorporated into the risk management process. However, it is important to note that these interfaces must be identified, listed, and maintained by the relevant risk owners exclusively – only the employee with the necessary skills for applying the relevant methods will be able to identify whether a technical interface or a simple conversation can help achieve these goals.

Finally, analysts and the role they play must not be forgotten. Analysts take into consideration a multitude of factors, such as business strategies and business goals, combined with financial statement data and forecasts, in order to provide an assessment regarding a company’s development.
(which very often includes risk assessments as well). These indicators and assessments from an external, and therefore impartial, analyst can and should be used by general management as additional input for improving company-wide risk management practices. On the other hand, however, general management should not be driven by possibly inflated expectations and tone down, or even do away with, its risk management philosophy. Analyst contributions should be cause for reflection – not for acting blindly.

2. New Technology Influence on Risk Management Communication Workflows

Written communication creates a barrier, where those who write and read control the evaluations and votes. A written record removes part of the element of trust established between reviewer and evaluator. Reviews are often placed and evaluated after the risk assessment. This often takes place weeks later. Reviewers are no longer involved in the process. They are left only to hope the evaluation is placed correctly. Reviewers become a spectator instead of an active participant in the risk management process.

Command line programs cause customer to be illiterate in the language of managing risks. Programs are used with key combinations that take years to learn. These esoteric commands force the risk manager to completely remove the reviewer from the management process.

With the next step in digitization, even more is conducted behind the scenes than before. ERP, CRM & ERM programs provide further esoteric languages and complex interactions. While CRM usage has demonstrated a positive impact on performance and process effectiveness (Rodriguez M., 2011), not only is the reviewer but also the risk manager removed from some aspects the process.

Digitization breaks down the teamwork during the risk assessment. The risk manager has additional information but this information is not always passed on to the reviewer. Often, the reviewers’ ability to check the process is hindered by the complex programs governing the risk management process.

Laptops build the ultimate physical and psychological wall. Instead of quickly jotting down notes on a risk, the risk manager types away at the keyboard. Eye contact is lost. Connection is lost. Focus is lost.

Social interaction is greatly reduced. When entering data or searching for an item, the risk manager is not fully engaged in the conversation. The risk manager interacts primarily with the computer during those moments. Taking breaks to allow for data entry disrupts the flow of the meeting.

One solution is to share the laptop but sharing the laptop breaches the comfort-zone of the two parties. Instead of sitting next across from each other, the two parties sit awkwardly next to each other. Even reviewing the assessment can become an uncomfortable affair.

Handing over the laptop removes the risk manager’s ability control that magic moment, when the reviewer’s interest is piqued, to take back the assessment.

Hide unnecessary details but have them available when questions arise. There is no need to show a long list of assessment details to each and every reviewer, for each and every control. That is a pronounced weakness of printed risk assessment. Keeping that information only a button push away, the tablet allows the reviewer to see all the information necessary to make a decision but not the information which would only cloud their judgment and deviate from the risk managers pitch.
3. The Research Design on the Empirical Study on Influences of Organizational and Group Processes on Risk Management Efficiency

The empirical experimental structure is based upon the comparison of expert opinions with applied approaches, i.e. those gained through daily practice. To facilitate this comparison, ten well-known experts completed the survey “Expert Interviews with Structured Survey on the Latent Exogenous Variables” and their relation to the “Case Study with Structured Survey on the Cause Effect of the Endogenous Variables” (131 participants) was measured.

Based upon the literature research described above, a range of independent variables was extracted, which could affect group-based risk analysis processes. To measure these variables’ plausibility and importance, an “Expert Interview with Structured Survey” was completed. Its goal is to provide a ranking of the independent latent exogenous variables and eliminate those which are deemed superfluous.

The first part of the survey aims evaluate/verify the independent variables of the causal model. An expert interview combined with a structured survey was performed with the goal of removing insignificant variables.

The survey included parameters:

- Group size
- Personality type
- Professional background
- Age
- Gender
- Culture

whose influence on risk management has been evaluated. The available responses are derived from the Likert-type scale (strongly agree = 1, agree = 2, neither = 3, disagree = 4, strongly disagree = 5).

4. Results and Findings

The results regarding the causal model are based on the survey. The latent exogenous variables are proven by the experts and the results shown that the independent variable “gender” is insignificant (Median 3,3). The variable “culture” (Median 2,37) could be relevant but in the study difficult to verify, due to potential multicollinearity.
**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group Size</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality Type</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.9667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Background</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: author’s calculations based on the expert interviews with structured survey on the latent exogenous variables.*

Cultural aspects are part of a wide area of similar physiological aspects influenced by many personal behaviours. Most of these personal behaviours are better covered by professional background and age. (e.g. Gleißner W., 2012, Psychologische Aspekte im Risikomanagement). Because of this the two variables “gender” and “culture” will dropped out of the causal model.

**Fig. 1. Causal Model**

A survey using the remaining factors was directed towards a larger sample size of professionals. The case study involving the structured survey (Pipers Case study type) is designed based on different cases (case study with survey) to evaluate the dependencies.
As the “case study including a structured survey” was conducted with 131 professionals, its results provide a proxy for the view of the practitioner. 57 different questions, whose answers are based on the Likert-type scale, brought the independent variables listed above in relation with the following dependent endogenous variables:

- Decision determination (Uniform ratings at different decision makers/making teams)
  - Decision distribution
  - Discussion imprecision/uncertainty
  - Discussion controversy
- Decision efficiency and effectiveness (Clarity and derivability in the statement, duration decision making)
  - Political behaviour
  - Processing duration
  - Procedural Rationality
- Decision impact (Budget and strategic responsibility)
  - Budget responsibility
  - Personal responsibility
  - Strategic responsibility

The survey results provide a basis for further statistical tests. Thereby the dependent variables will be analysed along with the corresponding sub-variables. The first statistical test is the one sample t-test.

A one sample t-test is used to compare the mean difference of a population mean’s given value and that of a sample (Wackerly D., 2008). In this case, the responses from “Expert Interviews with Structured Survey on the Latent Exogenous Variables” are the given value and the responses of the 131 participants in the “case study including a structured survey” are the sample. The one sample t-test is calculated as follows:

\[ t = \frac{\bar{x} - \mu}{\sqrt{\frac{\sum (x - \bar{x})^2}{n - 1}}} \]

where,
- \( t \) = one sample t-test value
- \( \mu \) = population mean
- \( \bar{x} \) = Sample mean
- \( n \) = # of observations

**Conclusions, proposals, recommendations**

Initial one sample t-tests demonstrated partial consensus between the responses of expert and professional groups, but also the yielded variance.

The respective independent variable’s median needed to first be normalized. The Likert-type scale values of 1 – 5 were converted to yield an independent variable result between 0 – 1 using the following formula:

\[ tv = 1 - \frac{x_n - 1}{4} \]
Normalisation of the know population mean for one sample t-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>One sample t-test Test value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group Size</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.6625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality Type</td>
<td>1.9667</td>
<td>0.758325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Background</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on the expert interviews with structured survey on the latent exogenous variables.

Using these values, a one sample t-test was carried out to compare the significance of each independent variable (p values). The null hypothesis is as follows:

H0: Practitioners survey responses do not vary from the expert reference values

If the p value of the one sample t-test is larger than 0.05, the null hypothesis may not be rejected and the variance between expert reference values and practitioner responses is deemed to be insignificant.

The following table presents the results of main dependent variables (an average of each subcategory’s result Yn.1 – Yn.m) and their p value:

p value overview from the one sample t-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Decision determination</th>
<th>Decision efficiency and effectiveness</th>
<th>Decision impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group Size</td>
<td>0.2260</td>
<td>0.0464</td>
<td>0.1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality Type</td>
<td>0.1117</td>
<td>0.1061</td>
<td>0.0860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Background</td>
<td>0.1693</td>
<td>0.1447</td>
<td>0.2800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.0741</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on a t-test between the expert results and a professional group survey.

Initial analysis and first results shows, none of the dependent or independent variables may be clearly removed from the model, although there seems to be a substantial discrepancy between the expert opinions and the daily routine of the professionals. Additional statistical analysis will provide further insights into this divergence by examining the significance of the dependent variables’ subcategories.
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Abstract

Purpose: The aim of the research is to examine the image of Latvia as a tourism destination among potential travelers in Germany as a high priority target market of Latvian tourism. Three research questions that have been raised are: RQ1. What is the level of recognition and awareness of Latvia as a tourism destination in Germany? RQ2. What are the associations with Latvia as a tourism destination in terms of key words and colours and how they comply with the Latvian tourism brand concept? RQ3. What is the image of Latvia in terms of several attributes of a tourism destination?

Methodology: To achieve the aim of the study a survey of German residents was carried out. The survey was conducted in June 2015 among local population of Germany in federal states of Bayern and Baden-Württemberg. The questionnaire was made to determine the recognition and the image of Latvia as a tourism destination as well as to determine the associations in connection with Latvia expressed via key words and colours. SPSS software tools were used for analysing the data: descriptive statistics, cross tabulation, data correlation.

Results: The results of the research show that the knowledge of German residents about Latvia as a travel destination is poor; the Latvian tourism brand concept both in colour and keyword terms correspond with the German citizens’ perceptions about Latvia; German residents’ associations with holiday travel in terms of colours meet Latvian tourism brand concept; German residents’ associations with holiday travel in key words partly correspond with the Latvian tourism brand concept. Suggestions are addressed towards Tourism Department of Latvian Investment and Development Agency to improve marketing communication with Germany as a high priority tourism market of Latvia.

Key words: tourism, destination, destination image, destination awareness

JEL code: M31, L83

Introduction

Competition between tourism destinations in recent decades has become global. The process of globalization in the tourism sector is even more significant than in other sectors, tourists are choosing their destinations out of hundreds of options and are influenced by many factors. Destination image and identity play a significant role in differentiating between objectively similar travel alternatives.

There have been several images for Latvia as tourism destination since second independence including the slogan “Latvia – the Land that sings”. Since 2010, the basic idea of the new Latvian tourism image “Best enjoyed slowly” invites tourists to slow down their pace of life, to stop and...
enjoy a slow and detail-oriented recreation and think about the important issues of life. The core values of Latvian tourism image are described by truthfulness, profoundness, lightness and self-respect lying in the nature, culture and people of Latvia. “Best enjoyed slowly” encourages staying longer and enjoying things whose realization requires time and peace, i.e., tea can be enjoyed only slowly and bird songs can be heard only in silence. (Latvian Tourism Development Agency)

Latvian tourism image logo consists of teardrop-like elements, the word “Latvia”, “Lettland” or “Латвия” and the slogan at the bottom of the logo in English, German or Russian. (Visual Brand Guidelines for Latvia’s Tourism Image, 2015) The logo of Latvian tourism image has been designed in colouration green–blue–white.

Fig. 1. The logo of Latvian tourism image (single colour logo)

Latvian tourism image has been most actively popularized in high priority tourism target markets, i.e., Lithuania, Estonia, Germany, Russia, Sweden and Finland, which are determined in the Latvian tourism marketing strategy.

Germany has become one of the most important tourism markets since the independence of Latvia. Indications for the German market significance from the tourist amount point of view can be stated by its fourth place in the flow of the overnight travellers (after our neighbouring countries Russia, Lithuania, Estonia) as well as the tendency of this phenomenon to increase during the last four years. The peak of German overnight travellers in Latvia was in 2008 reaching 176.2 thousand (See Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Travellers</th>
<th>Total expenditure during the trips</th>
<th>Average daily expenditure per traveller, EUR</th>
<th>Average length of trips, nights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number, thsds</td>
<td>In % of all overnight travellers in Latvia</td>
<td>Mln. EUR</td>
<td>In % of all overnight travellers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>176.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>117.4</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>108.6</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>116.4</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>122.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>123.4</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>168.3</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on Database of Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia.
As a result of global economic crises in years 2009–2010, tourist flow from Germany decreased significantly. Only since 2011, we have a gradual positive tendency in number of Germany overnight travellers. Similar tendencies are characteristic to other indicators of German overnight traveller flow to Latvia.

Nevertheless, the potential of Germany as a high priority market could be used more effectively. The forecasts of Euromonitor International indicate that, apart from fairly “traditional” destinations such as Spain and Turkey, good performances are expected for the Eastern European countries. Despite the fact that the “Iron Curtain” has been down for more than two decades, many Germans have still never been to Eastern Europe (Euromonitor International, 2014). Additionally, Germany is the largest outgoing tourism market in the European Union with 730.1 million nights spent abroad by residents of the country or 26.5% from all EU countries in 2014. (Eurostat, 2015)

Theoretical background

It is necessary for people to develop a positive attitude towards a country as a tourism destination before they make a choice to visit it. According to Ph. Kotler, D. H. Haider, I. Rein (2002), destination image is the sum of beliefs, ideas and impressions that people have of a place or a country. A country image is defined by I. M. Martin and S. Eroglu (1993) as “the total of all descriptive, inferential and informational beliefs one has about a particular country”. N. Papadopoulos and L. A Heslop (2002) suggested that country images might be influenced by factors like culture, media, sport, economy and the political and social environment. According B. Jenes (2005), country image is formed on the basis of experience and opinions about the nation or country and on, primarily, information received through various channels. Possible channels are politics (internal affairs and foreign policy), telecommunication, entertainment (movies) and rumour. Country image comprises many elements: national symbols, colours, clothing, typical buildings, objects, tunes, pieces of literature, specialties of the political system, customs, historical heritage, and many more.

The destination image includes tangible and verifiable destination attributes as well as perceptions of more psychological nature and emotions regarding that destination (Stepchenkova, Li, 2014).

Leisen (2001) suggested that tourists’ choice between the various destinations depends on a favourable image of the townships in question. The image acts as a transmitter of tourists’ expectations to the destination, thus the images in the individuals’ minds might lead to marketing success. A. Milman and A.Pizam (1995) argues that, when a destination wants to be successful, it must first achieve tourist awareness and second, a positive image.

A number of authors (Laroche, Papadopoulos, Heslop, Mourali, 2005; Papadopoulos, Heslop, Beracs, 1990; Parameswaran, Pisharodi, 1994; Roth, Diamantopoulos, 2009, Shakoori, Nazemi, Rahimnia, 2013) suggest that a country image should comprise

• a cognitive component which includes consumers’ beliefs about a certain country,
• an affective component that describes the country’s emotional value to the consumer, and
• a connotative component capturing consumers’ behavioural intentions with regard to the sourcing country.
Researchers (Mahler, Carter, 2011) indicate that the cognitive component captures the beliefs held of another country while the affective component captures the emotional reactions of consumers toward another country. Country image refers to the attitude toward a country and its citizens and is distinct from product country images that refer to the image that consumers have of products from a specific country and thus country image refers to the attitude toward a country and its citizens.

Studies have shown that some logos have been successful in eliciting positive emotions conveying meaning, enhancing behavioural intentions, and raising recognition about a brand (Lee, Rodriguez, Sar, 2012) as people transfer sensations generated by visual elements such of logos (logo, name, symbol, colour, typography, and slogan) to the destination itself. Thus logos of poor quality can damage a country’s reputation. People generally choose to travel to countries they like and about which they have good impressions. A strong country brand has been found to equate to substantial tourist arrivals; and therefore, prospective visitors and investors rely significantly on the destination’s image in making their decisions (Fetscherin, 2010, Harish, 2010, Lee, Rodriguez, Sar, 2012).

From a branding perspective, many researchers view image as a critical part of a brand reflected by a set of brand associations, too (Stepchenkova, Li, 2014).

The aim of the research was to examine the image of Latvia as a tourism destination among potential travellers in Germany as a high priority target market of Latvian tourism. Three research questions that have been raised are: What is the level of recognition and awareness of Latvia as a tourism destination in Germany? What is the image of Latvia in terms of several attributes of a tourism destination? What are the associations with Latvia as a tourism destination in terms of key words and colours and how they comply with the Latvian tourism brand concept?

Methodology

Destination image quantitative analysis is measured mainly using either a structured or an unstructured approach. The structured approach uses semantic differential and Likert scales to measure the destination image on a list of cognitive or affective attributes due to their flexibility, and ease of analysis. The unstructured approach primarily uses open-ended questions and tests. The unstructured approach allows decrease the deficiencies of inherent bias and irrelevance. Respondents were asked multiple choice questions, Likert scale type of questions as criteria respondents’ perceptions about various destination attributes, as well as open-ended questions to understand tourists’ associations thus allowing respondents to describe their perceptions in their own words without directions or restrictions. One of the approaches in association research includes top-of-mind method. Tourism marketing researchers (Stepchenkova, Li, 2014) quite often identify the tourists’ first responses as their top-of-mind destination brand associations as the most straight measure.

To achieve the aim of the study, a German residents’ survey was carried out. The face-to-face survey was conducted in June 2015 among local population of Germany in federal states of Bayern and Baden-Württemberg using random sampling for data collection resulting in gathering of 358 valid questionnaires.
The demographic profile of the realized sample indicates that the sample is representative of the active consumer population of Germany; in other words, the respondents tend to be younger in age, better educated, and with higher incomes than the respective overall population norms. (See Table 2) The sample comprises respondents who are likely to reflect the views of consumers knowledgeable about and with interest in travel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender:</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>47%</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>53%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age:</td>
<td>18–24</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>25–44</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45–64</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>65+</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level:</td>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income level compared to an average income in Germany:</td>
<td>Below average</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above average</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on survey data.

Analysis and findings

To determine the recognition, awareness and attitude toward Latvia as a tourism destination, two questions were asked to the respondents: “How well do you know Latvia?” (in a seven-point scale from 1 – “not at all” to 7 – “very good”) and “What is your opinion about Latvia as a travel destination as a whole?” (in a seven-point scale from 1 – “very negative” to 7 – “very positive”).

To analyse the results of the survey, the respondents’ samples were divided into two groups: respondents who have been in Latvia (visitors) and respondents who have not been in Latvia (non-visitors). The group of non-visitors were divided into three age groups: from 18 to 24 years, from 25 to 44 years and 45 years and over (45+).

The results of the survey show that the German residents' knowledge about Latvia is poor: among all the respondents, the average recognition assessment is 2.12 points (in a seven-point scale from 1 – “not at all” to 7 – “very good”), among the non-visitors – 2.02. In the age group 45+, the recognition assessment is only 1.66 points. For the respondents who have been in Latvia (visitors), the Latvian knowledge is higher – 3.81 point, which is logical because they have got to know Latvia during the visit. (See Table 3)

Despite this, the German residents’ opinion about Latvia as a travel destination is rather positive: among all the respondents, the average assessment of attitude towards Latvia is 4.83 (in a seven-point scale from 1 – “very negative” to 7 – “very positive”), among non-visitors – 4.76. The opinion about Latvia as a travel destination is more positive in the age group 45+ – 5.11 points, the least positive opinion about Latvia is in the age group from 18–24 years – 4.63 points. Respondents who have been in Latvia (visitors) presented the highest positive opinion – 5.90 points.
Table 3

Respondents’ knowledge and opinion about Latvia and their intentions to travel to Latvia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How well do you know Latvia? (in a seven-point scale from 1 – “not at all” to 7 – “very good”)</th>
<th>All respondents (n = 358)</th>
<th>have been in Latvia (n = 21)</th>
<th>have not been in Latvia (n = 337)</th>
<th>18–24 (n = 145)</th>
<th>25–44 (n = 126)</th>
<th>45+ (n = 66)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What is your opinion about Latvia as a travel destination as a whole? (in a seven-point scale from 1 – “very negative” to 7 – “very positive”)</th>
<th>All respondents (n = 358)</th>
<th>have been in Latvia (n = 21)</th>
<th>have not been in Latvia (n = 337)</th>
<th>18–24 (n = 145)</th>
<th>25–44 (n = 126)</th>
<th>45+ (n = 66)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How likely are you to travel to Latvia within the next three years? (in a seven-point scale from 1 – “definitely no” to 7 – “definitely yes”)</th>
<th>All respondents (n = 358)</th>
<th>have been in Latvia (n = 21)</th>
<th>have not been in Latvia (n = 337)</th>
<th>18–24 (n = 145)</th>
<th>25–44 (n = 126)</th>
<th>45+ (n = 66)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on survey data.

For each travel destination not only the opinion of potential visitors is important, but also their intentions to visit the particular destination. The results of the survey show that, among all the respondents, the average assessment of willingness to visit Latvia is 3.60 points (in a seven-point scale from 1 – “definitely no” to 7 – “definitely yes”), which shows a tendency to a rather negative answer. Among the non-visitors, this indicator is even lower and leans to a more negative assessment – 2.52 points. From the non-visitors, the higher willingness rate (4.36 points) to visit Latvia for the first time in the next three years present respondents from the age group 45+. Respondents who have been in Latvia (visitors) show the highest rate of desire to visit Latvia again – 4.81 points.

To find out the relevance between recognition, awareness and opinion about Latvia from one side and the intentions to travel to Latvia from another side, a correlation of those indicators using Pearson bivariate correlation was carried out.

The results of the correlation analysis show a moderate positive relationship between the opinions about Latvia as the tourism destination and the intentions to visit Latvia among all respondents ($r = 0.514$) in the age groups from 25 to 44 years ($r = 0.522$) and 45+ ($r = 0.540$), somewhat weaker in the age group from 18 to 24 years ($r = 0.457$). (See Table 4)

Table 4

Correlation between respondents’ knowledge and opinion about Latvia and their intentions to travel to Latvia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age groups</th>
<th>How well do you know Latvia?</th>
<th>What is your opinion about Latvia as a travel destination as a whole?</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18–24</td>
<td>0.434**</td>
<td>0.457**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–44</td>
<td>0.370**</td>
<td>0.522**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45+</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.540**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All age groups</td>
<td>0.324**</td>
<td>0.514**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Source: author’s calculations based on survey data.
A weak positive relationship is seen also between the knowledge about Latvia and the willingness to visit it within the next three years: among all respondents \( (r = 0.324) \), in the age group from 18 to 24 years \( (r = 0.434) \) and from 25 to 44 years \( (r = 0.370) \). In the age group 45+, there is no significant relationship \( (r = 0.172) \).

To measure the awareness of image of Latvia in terms of several attributes of tourism destination, a seven-point Likert scale ranging from 1 – “strongly disagree” to 7 – “strongly agree” was used. All attributes of tourism destination to be analysed have to be divided into two dimensions: cognitive image: natural and cultural resources, quality, prices, and affective image: atmosphere, friendliness, safety.

The cognitive country image of Latvia from the point of view of all the respondents is positively tended \( (> = 5 \) points in a 7-point scale) in relation to three attributes: “Green country with untouched nature” (5.62), “Country with rich cultural heritage” (5.00) and “Good value for money” (5.15). (See Table 5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The affective country image of Latvia from the point of view of all the respondents is positively tended \( (> = 5 \) points in a 7-point scale) in relation to two attributes: “Relaxing atmosphere” (5.30) and “Friendly, hospitable people” (5.45). The cognitive country image of Latvia among respondents who have not been in Latvia (non-visitors) is positively tended in relation to two attributes: “Green country with untouched nature” (5.62) and “Good value for money” (5.10). Respondents from different age groups have different opinions about attributes.
of Latvia as a tourism destination. The affective country image of Latvia from the point of view of the non-visitors is positively tended in relation to two attributes: “Relaxing atmosphere” (5.26) and “Friendly, hospitable people” (5.41), also in each age group separately.

The cognitive country image of Latvia from the point of view of the respondents who have been in Latvia (visitors) is positively tended in relation to seven attributes: “Green country with untouched nature” (5.62), “Long sea coast, beautiful beaches” (5.74), “Country with rich cultural heritage” (5.75), “High quality of tourism accommodation” (5.26), “High quality of services” (5.50), “Good value for money” (5.70) and “Low prices of tourism services” (5.60). The affective country image of Latvia from the point of view of the visitors is positively tended in relation to three attributes: “Relaxing atmosphere” (5.75), “Friendly, hospitable people” (6.05), “High personal safety” (5.40).

Based on the results of the analysis, it can be concluded that the perceptions of the German residents about Latvia as a tourism destination are largely consistent with the image concept of Latvian tourism. The coastal and cultural resources of Latvia are slightly undervalued by younger German residents who have not been in Latvia.

To determine what German residents associate Latvia as the tourism destination with, the open-ended question “When you think about Latvia as a travel destination, what three words come to your mind?” was asked. The Top 3 answers for all the respondent groups, only in a different order, are “Riga”, “Baltic/ Baltic Sea/ Baltic states”, “Nature/ landscape”. Only in the age group from 18 to 24 years, the most frequently named key words are “Cold”, “Nature/ landscape” and “Baltic/ Baltic Sea/ Baltic states”. (See Table 6)

### Table 6

| The associations in connection with Latvia expressed with key words – Top 10 answers |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| All respondents (all answers n = 630) | from them | 18–24 (all answers n = 257) | 25–44 (all answers n = 221) | 45+ (all answers n = 101) |
| have been in Latvia (all answers n = 51) | have not been in Latvia (all answers n = 579) | | |
| Riga (57) | Baltic/Baltic Sea/ Baltic states (53) | Cold (24) | Baltic/Baltic Sea/ Baltic states (26) | Riga (17) |
| Riga (56) | Baltic/ Baltic Sea/ Baltic states (56) | 18–24 (all answers n = 257) | 25–44 (all answers n = 221) | 45+ (all answers n = 101) |
| Baltic/ Baltic Sea/ Baltic states (56) | Riga (48) | Baltic/ Baltic Sea/ Baltic states (14) | Riga (19) | Nature/ landscape (5) |
| Cold (36) | beautiful, forest, Hansa, history, nice people (2) | Cold (38) | Riga (12) | Sea (13) |
| Sea (28) | Sea (27) | Small/small country (12) | Forest (11) | North; Sea; Russia, near Russia (4) |
| Forest (23) | Lithuania (14) | Sea (10) | North (5) | Cold; Estonia; Euro (3) |
| Lithuania (14) | Beach, beer, cold, clouds culture, EU, fun, ice hockey, modern, sea, sun (1) | Lithuania (14) | | |
| Estonia (13) | Estonia (13) | Forest (8) | Russia (5) | |
| Small/small country (13) | Small/small country (13) | Estonia (7) | Beach; Lakes; Eurovision song contest (4) | |
| Green (9) | Green (9) | Culture (6) | | |

Source: author’s calculations based on survey data.
To find out whether the German residents colour associations with Latvia meet the Latvian tourism logo colouration, the open-ended question “When you think about Latvia as a travel destination, what three colours comes to your mind?” was asked. The Top 3 answers for all the respondent groups are “Blue/ light blue/ dark blue”, “Green/ light green” and “White”; the only exception is the age group 45+, to which the third most frequently named colour is red. (See Table 7) The Top 3 answers fully meet the Latvian tourism logo colouration.

### Table 7

| The associations in connection with Latvia expressed with colours |
|---------------------------------|------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| All respondents (all answers \(n = 672\)) | from them | have been in Latvia (all answers \(n = 49\)) | have not been in Latvia (all answers \(n = 623\)) | from them in the age group | 18–24 (all answers \(n = 299\)) | 25–44 (all answers \(n = 239\)) | 45+ (all answers \(n = 82\)) |
| Blue, light blue, dark blue (162) | Green (15) | Blue, light blue, dark blue (147) | Blue, light blue, dark blue (73) | Blue, light blue, dark blue (56) | Green (19) |
| Green, light green (142) | Blue, light blue (12) | Green, light green (130) | White (65) | Green, light green (52) | Blue (18) |
| White (137) | White (9) | White (128) | Green (59) | White (46) | Red (18) |
| Yellow (52) | Yellow (3) | Yellow (49) | Yellow (22) | Yellow (23) | Red-white-red, dark red (7) |
| Brown (22) | Red-white-red (1) | Brown (22) | Brown (10) | Brown (12) | Yellow (4) |
| Red-white-red, dark red (15) | Beige (1) | Red-white-red, dark red (14) | Grey (7) | Grey (5) |
| Grey (12) | Orange (1) | Grey (12) | Black (4) | Red-white-red (4) |
| Black (7) | Black (7) | Other colours (7) | Black (3) |
| Other colours (8) | Other colours (7) |

Source: author’s calculations based on survey data

To find out what colour the German residents associate with vacation/ holidays, the respondents were asked: “When you think about your next vacation, what three colours come to your mind?” The Top 3 answers for all the respondent groups were “Blue/ light blue”, “Green” and “Yellow”, the next two most frequently named colours were “Red” and “White”. (See Table 8)
Based on the results obtained from the survey, it can be concluded that the German residents’ associations with Latvia and associations with holiday travel expressed in colours correspond with each other and with Latvian tourism logo.

To find out what German residents associate their holiday travel with, the open-ended question “When you think about your next vacation, what three words come to your mind?” was asked. (See Table 9)

### Table 8

| The associations in connection with holiday travel expressed with colours |
|---|---|---|---|
| All respondents (all answers \(n = 738\)) | from them in the age group |
| | 18–24 (all answers \(n = 352\)) | 25–44 (all answers \(n = 289\)) | 45+ (all answers \(n = 94\)) |
| Blue/light blue (210) | Blue/light blue (94) | Blue/light blue (91) | Green (26) |
| Green (161) | Yellow (75) | Green (70) | Blue (25) |
| Yellow (136) | Green (64) | Yellow (45) | Yellow (15) |
| Red (101) | Red (53) | Red (37) | White (12) |
| White (72) | White (31) | White (29) | Red (10) |
| Orange (14) | Orange (8) | Orange (5) | Black (3) |
| Black (12) | Black (7) | Brown (4) | Brown (1) |
| Brown (10) | Brown (5) | Black (2) | Orange (1) |
| Other colours (22) | Other colours (15) | Other colours (6) | Red-white (1) |

Source: author’s calculations based on survey data.

The Top 3 answers for all the respondent groups were “Sun”, “Beach” and “Sea”.
Conclusions and suggestions

The results of the research show that the German residents’ knowledge of Latvia as a travel destination is poor; the Latvian tourism brand concept both in colour and keyword terms correspond with the German citizens’ perceptions about Latvia; German residents’ associations with holiday travel in terms of colours meets Latvian tourism brand concept; German residents’ associations with holiday travel in key words partly correspond with the Latvian tourism brand concept.

To promote Latvia as a tourism destination in the German market, we need to consider red and yellow colours additionally to current traditional green-blue-white colour combination. It would be particularly considerable for young generation highlighting possibilities that are offered by Latvian sea side.

Continue to acquaint German inhabitants with Latvia as tourism destination emphasizing aspects that German inhabitants associate with holiday, for example, for the middle and senior age audience – recreation and relaxation possibilities in nature of Latvia and “calm sea side”, and for the young generation – active holiday possibilities in seaside of Latvia.
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Abstract
An important precondition for the growth of welfare of any nation is provision of sustainable economic development and increase of the competitiveness of the country. Nowadays it is possible to reach this goal by implementing a polycentric model of the country’s development based on a balanced progress of the whole territory of the country, accessibility of services and growth of economics. The statistical data show a significantly different pace and level of economic development in rural areas in Latvia, including Vidzeme Planning Region. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the factors determining the differences mentioned above. Koceni and Mazsalaca Counties were selected for an expanded research in Vidzeme Region.

The goal of this research is to identify the factors influencing the differences of economic development among counties, thus serving as the basis for creating a model of balanced and sustainable rural and regional development in the context of smart development. In order to identify the factors that determine the level and pace of the development in the research area and affect their performance, the authors have used the monographic method, carried out a statistical data analysis and interviewed focus groups of municipal staff, entrepreneurs and representatives of non-governmental organizations.

The article examines theoretical concepts of sustainable and smart spatial development, depicts comparative analysis of economic development indicators in Koceni and Mazsalaca Counties in the context of sustainable development of rural areas. In the course of analysis, the main groups of factors influencing economic growth in rural areas were identified. The most important factors influencing performance of the area are: geographical location; entrepreneurial capabilities of residents; municipality’s attitude and support to entrepreneurship; intensity of cooperation among the municipality, entrepreneurs and non-governmental organizations.

The theoretical and practical results of the research will be used in the process of selecting indicators for creating a sustainable development model of rural areas and regions, as well as for defining proposals for the municipalities’ policy performance in the context of development of smart territories.

Key words: sustainable development, rural areas, influencing factors

JEL code: O18, R11, R23

Introduction
The main precondition for sustainable development of national economy is implementation of a balanced and polycentric country development providing balanced development of the area, accessibility of services and growth of national economy. The precondition for implementing
this development model is provision of sustainable development of regions. Balanced economic development of a country is possible only with economically strong regions.

The statistical data in Latvia show that development pace and levels differ greatly in different rural areas, which prove unbalanced development of the regions, including counties in Vidzeme Planning Region, therefore it is necessary to explore and evaluate the factors determining the differences of the development of these areas.

The goal of the research is to identify the factors influencing the economic growth of the counties; it would serve as a basis for elaboration of balanced and sustainable development model in the context of smart development.

The following objectives were set for achieving of the goal: to explore the theoretical aspects of the main sustainable and smart rural area development in the context of planning documents; to carry out comparative analysis of economic development indicators in Koceni and Mazsalaca Counties, to identify the factors significantly affecting economic differences on the basis of a Case Study.

The research includes Koceni and Mazsalaca Counties located in Vidzeme Planning Region of Latvia. Vidzeme Planning Region provides regional planning and coordination, cooperation between municipalities and other state authorities; it comprises 25 counties and one city of republic importance.

The choice of counties under research was based on the ESPON CUBE methodology applied in the National Research programme ECOSOC-LV regarding rural area grouping and research (ESPON, 2015). The ESPON CUBE model was created for selection of in-depth research areas; it is based on three indicators: geographic location (if it is the centre of agglomeration, outskirts of agglomeration, the nearest or the farthest rural area); spatial characteristics (shows the proportion of rural population in each of the counties – predominantly rural (more than 50% rural population), intermediate (15–50% rural population), predominantly urban (up to 15% rural population); pace of development (high, above average, below average, low). In further research four county clusters were identified for creating the matrix of development level – pace of development. To create the matrix for Vidzeme Region counties, the authors used the territory development index (TDI) and the increase of economically active statistical units in the period of 2009–2013 (economically active population per 1000 inhabitants, the number of individual entrepreneurs and commercial companies per 1000 inhabitants).

![Development level – the rate matrix](source)

Source: author’s construction based on ESPON, 2015.

Fig. 1. Development level – the rate matrix

Two areas with distinctly different development pace and level and geographical location were selected: Mazsalaca County (high pace of development, low level of development), located near the border of Estonia, distance to Valmiera 45 km, to Rujiena 21 km, no motorways in the
vicinity), and Koceni County (pace of development below average, high level of development),
bordering on Valmiera City, near a motorway).

To identify the factors affecting the differences in pace and levels of economic development
in areas under research, a comparative analysis of statistical data was carried out (TDI indexes,
direct foreign investments, financing from European Structural Fund projects) and focus group
interviews. In total 31 focus group participant was interviewed, including 9 municipal staff
members (5 in Mazsalaca County, 4 in Koceni County) 10 representatives of non-governmental
(NGO) organizations (7 in Koceni County, 3 in Mazsalaca County); 12 entrepreneurs (7 in
Koceni County, 5 in Mazsalaca County).

In order to represent the broadest possible spectrum of business, the entrepreneurs’ focus
groups were formed by the following selection criteria: sector of activity, turnover growth trend
within three years, and the number of employees. Local governments were represented by
management and development planning specialists, all NGO-s registered in the counties were
invited to the focus groups.

The novelty of the research is application of a new research methodology for the analysis
of rural development. Previously rural areas in Latvia were researched using quantitative
indicators’ analysis, however qualitative research, covering municipal employees, entrepreneurs
and NGOs representing local communities, was limited. The aggregate of factors affecting the
area development, identified by the research, will be used for elaborating a model of smart
development for the rural territory.

During the research, certain problems were created by low response rate from entrepreneurs
and residents in the process of creating focus groups. The research is only an initial stage of
a further in-depth study, marking the future research directions. In further research attention
should be paid to the differences in the statistical data of the Regional Development Indicators
Module of Spatial Development Planning Information System (RDIM) and State Employment
Agency databases. The chief information sources are planning documents, theoretical literature,
county statistical data, and focus group interview data.

The survey covers municipal employees, entrepreneurs and NGOs, identifying their
views on critical aspects of the spatial development, while the role of the state and impact of
related factors are viewed only indirectly. The research encourages a discussion on factors that
significantly affect a long-term development of rural areas and should be applied for elaboration
of rural ad regional development model.

**Research results and discussion**

**Factors influencing sustainable regional development and provision of development in
documents of economic policy**

Regional development has a multi-dimensional character affected by a manifold set of
factors. Most of the regional development theories are based on the capital theory.

One of the most in-depth regional development models offered by Maheran, Haslina, Filzah,
Norezam (2011), emphasizes social capital, employment and human capital (knowledge, skills,
innovation) which are the chief factors, affected by social inequality, changes in production,
external migration that, together with social climate and public administration, determine the
regional development. Other authors consider human capital as the main influencing factor,
pointing out the importance of education system in the region that determines the attraction of educated people to the area (Maheran N. M., Haslina C. Y., Filzah M. I., Siti Norezam O., 2011).

Hammond and Thompson’s (2008) research of human capital investments in urban and rural areas confirm the previous viewpoint: investment in human capital considerably affects the total spatial development; however, it demonstrates a bigger influence on the increase of people’s income in large cities than in areas outside them.

Acemoglu D., Gallego F. A., Robinson J. A. (2014), using a multi-factor analysis, proved that regional development is affected by many factors, the most significant being cultural, religious and historical factors. Acemoglu and Robinson (2012) represent a direction that considers activity of economic institutions and management as an essential factor for economic development. The leading Latvian scientists stick to belief that the capital is the determining factor for the regional development: physical, financial, human and social capital (Boruks A., Kruzmetra M., Rivza B., Rivza P., Stokmane I., 2000).

Theoretical concepts offer a broad range of multidimensional factors for the research of the region; these factors may critically affect the rural area development, and the most significant of them refer to human capital, investments, employment and social capital.

Currently, the researchers widely use impact factor grouping in four factor groups for the study of rural areas: Economy, People, Environment, and Governance (George C., 2007).

EU and Latvian economic planning documents provide guidelines for provision of sustainable regional development.

“The principle of sustainable development provides for quality environment and balanced economic development for the present and future generations as well as rational use of natural, human and material resources, preservation and development of natural and cultural heritage” (Vidzeme Planning Region, 2015)

Sustainable development is linked with smart economy and specialization. Smart specialisation is a strategic approach to economic development, by developing research and innovations for the needs of local entrepreneurship with an aim to promote innovation and growth of production in the spheres where the region has competitive advantages and innovation potential (Vidzeme Planning Region, 2015).

Vidzeme Planning Region has defined smart specialisation spheres to be developed to provide a balanced and sustainable development: wood products with high added value; healthy food and beverages, recreation and sustainable tourism, rehabilitation and health care services; the use of biomass for chemical processing and energy; smart materials; information technology; creative industries; remote professional services (Vidzeme Planning Region, 2015).

Analysis of statistical data

The research area is located in Vidzeme Region, Latvia. Koceni County surface area is 498.52 km², and Mazsalaca County, including Mazsalaca Town, surface area is 417.08 km², the population density (pers./km²) in 2014 was 13.56 and 8.73 respectively (Central Statistical Bureau, 2015). According to OECD regional grouping both counties were classified as predominantly rural regions (over 50 percent of the population living in rural communities) (OECD, 2009).

State Regional Development Agency calculates territory development indexes (TDI) according to the order set by Regulations of Cabinet of Ministers “Regional Development
and Supervision Arrangements”. The calculated indexes of the counties and their changes in comparison to year 2013 are shown in Table 1 (State Regional Development Agency, 2015).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Territory development indexes in counties (data of 2014)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Koceni County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territory development index (units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territory development change index (units)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s construction based on State Regional Development Agency, 2014.

To explore the influencing factors of the different development rates of Koceni and Mazsalaca Counties, we compared the TDI indicators of 2014.

Table 2

Parameters and their weight of importance in the counties for calculation of territory development index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Koceni County</th>
<th>Mazsalaca County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Number of economically active individual entrepreneurs and commercial companies per 1000 inhabitants</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Unemployment level, %</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Percentage of poor people vs. total population, %</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Total number of criminal offenses per 1000 population</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Natural movement of the balance per 1000 population</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Long-term net migration rate per 1000 population</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Population over working age per 1000 working age population</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Personal income tax per capita, in euro</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>391.43</td>
<td>312.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Data in Table 2 prove that more important weight parameters in TDI calculations are comparatively lower in Mazsalaca County than in Koceni: the number of economically active entrepreneurs per 1000 population (deviation minus 12.23%), personal income tax per capita (-20.23%), unemployment level (+8%), which proves that entrepreneurial activity is lower than in Koceni County, and this affects demographic indicators.

Attraction of finance is an important precondition for territory development. Within the period of 2012–2014, there is a significant disparity in the amount of direct foreign investments in the researched counties. In Koceni County the total amount of investment in 2012 was 619 129 EUR per 1000 population, while in Mazsalaca County it was more than eight times less (74 538 EUR). Moreover, during the next two years the total amount of direct investments sharply decreased below 550 EUR per 1000 population (in 2013 – 532 EUR, in 2014 – 549 EUR), while the decrease of investments in Koceni County compared to 2012 was within 4.2–5.3% (State Regional Development Agency, 2014).
As regards the EU funds project acquisition (ERDF, ESF, the Cohesion Fund) within the period of 2001–2015, we can see the decrease of attracted financing in both counties. In 2013 Koceni County attracted resources from the European Regional Development Funds for 548,800 EUR, but in 2015 only for 56,000 EUR. Mazsalaca County attracted respectively 190,000 EUR in 2013 and 24,800 EUR in 2014. Mazsalaca County, contrary to Koceni County, received Cohesion Fund financing for 193,500 EUR (in 2013) and 9,800 EUR (in 2014). Koceni County received support from the European Social Fund in the amount of 72,000 EUR, while Mazsalaca County attracted 20 times less support (36,000 EUR) (State Regional Development Agency, 2016).

**Case Study**

What creates the development differences between the two geographically close areas? To explore the factors affecting the disparity in economic development of the counties, the authors carried out focus group interviews with municipal staff, entrepreneurs, and representatives of NGOs in Koceni County in July 2015 and in Mazsalaca County in September 2015. The main issues in the interviews for **municipal staff members** included characteristics of county residents; specifics of entrepreneurial potential of the region; living space; factors affecting entrepreneurship and prospects of development; municipal influence instruments for promotion of economic activity in their area; opportunities of agricultural development; cooperation between entrepreneurs, residents and regional governments.

Characterising the **rural territory as a living space**, Mazsalaca County municipal employees accentuate the fact that it is relatively easier to switch to something else in the rural area to provide one’s living in variable conditions of political or economical environment. The economic justification in rural life is measured and comparable in alternate expenses. For the elder generation beautiful environment is an important factor in the choice of the living space, while young people stay in the country mainly to earn money. Koceni County municipal employees characterise the area as an attractive place to live near Valmiera City, with beautiful surroundings, convenient public transport to Riga. There exists a distinctive internal migration within the county territory and outside it to the economic and cultural life centre. There is a shortage of living space in the county centre, but no demand in the remote areas where mainly the historical family properties are inhabited. The choice of residence is connected with large expenses, as living in the country means comparatively large expenses to reach the objects of infrastructure and services relevant to modern life expectations. The people are attracted to counties due to personal contacts and attitude.

Sketching the **portrait of a county entrepreneur** in Mazsalaca, it is emphasised that an important aspect is family involvement in entrepreneurship, generational continuity (especially in agricultural enterprises). The entrepreneurs are responsive to support, including social support without undue self-promotion, yet they are restrained in cooperation with other business partners of the county. The entrepreneurs are ready to take responsibility; they are adequately educated, motivated and courageous. The average Mazsalaca entrepreneurs are about 40 years old, 55% of them are male, 45% female, they are flexible in their actions, not afraid to switch in critical situations. It is more difficult to change the field of activity in case of bank loans, especially when the people have invested large money in their business, e.g., dairy farming. Young people are cautious to start their businesses, they would rather be employees than employers; the most
capable of them leave the area. Koceni County residents are characterised as self-sufficient and enterprising, they manage their business problems on their own. The entrepreneurs do not have an association as most of them are actively involved in nearby Valmiera business activities. They are proud of their status, flexible to change, ready to diversify their activities, to offer new products and services. They are willing to cooperate with other sectors of industry; however, the attitude to cooperation within one sector is reserved. They are demanding to themselves as to high quality of products and require loyalty from the customers as well. It is a male-dominated business, majority of them are experienced in business. They have flexible attitude to business, a desire to increase their product export capacity. The most active are tourism business representatives. Home producers and individual entrepreneurs need more assistance from the local government. The municipal experts render sufficient support to the entrepreneurs, thus promoting their cooperation.

Mazsalaca municipal staff indicate the following unused opportunities: remote working possibilities in knowledge intensive industries are not actively used; entrepreneurs fail to use the nearby Estonian market opportunities, including tourism sector; the development of home producers is hindered by the location of the county far away from urban centres and lack of the interest from the residents themselves. Koceni Council staff members admit that entrepreneurs are slow to exploit the scientific potential, which is the basic precondition for optimising business processes and achieving better results.

Evaluating the future development prospects, employees of Mazsalaca municipality express a forecast that tourism industry will not have an essential impact on the national development either in the county or on a national level. The focus should be on adding more value in extracting and processing industries. In the future, the main skills necessary for entrepreneurs will be foreign language skills; application and modelling of IT solutions; selling skills. The municipal employees consider that sustainable development and smart specialisation mean to create a comfortable and creative environment for support of modern and innovative (the municipality has already invested in IT modernisation and training). The biggest challenge for Koceni municipal employees is to create the most attractive place for living and entrepreneurship, to find a balance between entrepreneurial, living, social and cultural environment. Entrepreneurs actively react to changes; there is large export potential for manufacturing enterprises (woodworking, dairy farming, ceramics, charcoal, pellets, and peat production). Tourism is a priority in the services sector. Entrepreneurial activities keep changing – transformation and diversification of entrepreneurship is in process, production is combined with services (for instance, dairy farming and tourism services). In the future, legal, accounting and planning services, and project consultation will be concentrated in satellite companies affiliated to production. Small enterprises have all preconditions to turn to biological farming. A new perspective service is emerging – maintenance of small territories. Workforce mobility in the county is high: workforce both arrives from Valmiera and other counties and leaves for them. Proximity to Valmiera is a threat to the population of outlying areas.

As regards available municipal impact tools, Mazsalaca Council members point out creation of entrepreneurial environment within the function and financial possibilities of the local government. If the planned property tax increase in the national fiscal policy is implemented, it will be a significant tool for promotion of economic development of the county. Municipal support to entrepreneurs is often restricted by the regulatory framework and poor road infrastructure.
Entrepreneurs incur losses from the uncompleted project ‘Northern String’ as the 20 km section Mazsalaca-Staicele is still not paved. As the result, entrepreneurs have additional expenses due to transport maintenance and overdue deliveries. Koceni municipality believes that personal income tax, a great part of which comes from residents working in Valmiera City, is fundamental for the county development. Support instruments are the benefits systems as a whole, especially newborn benefits, free meals for schoolchildren, tax reliefs and provision of favourable business environment. There should be a new tool on a national level, by redistributing corporate income tax to create a local government fund for the maintenance of infrastructure, and part of corporate tax operating in the local government should be transferred to this fund. An important national instrument is acquisition of the European Structural Fund resources where enterprises from regions with lower Territory Development index should be given priority support intensity.

Characterising agricultural sector and its development prospects, Mazsalaca focus group respondents admit that agriculture (beef cattle and sheep farming, grain growing) and woodworking are profitable businesses, capable of attracting EU financing. Cattle farming and processing of agricultural products have better development prospects in the future, considering relatively low soil fertility. Intensive agriculture is damaging environment; the focus should be on biological farming. Professional forest management is a perspective direction. Koceni municipality employees’ view is that agricultural sector will survive and develop. Both municipalities do not have a possibility to expand on the expense of agricultural land, as there is no free land on offer, so traditional agricultural sectors should increasingly offer additional services, or production of new products (for instance, meet breeders in Koceni County have started processing their own product, or core production is combined with tourist services). Existence of small farms is under threat; therefore, one possibility is organic farming.

Both Koceni and Mazsalaca municipalities positively evaluate cooperation with Vidzeme regional government, both on everyday advisory level and within new joint project development.

As regards cooperation between entrepreneurs and population, Mazsalaca municipal employees’ opinion is that in general entrepreneurs are generally responsive, though reserved in mutual communication, in some cases even reluctant. Public life depends on leaders’ activities. There is a sense of competition among residents, sometimes the younger generation is unwilling to cooperate and learn craft skills or knowledge from the older generation. Intergenerational cooperation is observed more in the sphere of culture. In Koceni County, business cooperation is best manifested in collaboration with non-governmental organizations supporting grassroots activities in the county. The numerous associations’ activities are bustling. The municipal employees consider that the economic development of the county 30% depends on activities of NGOs and 70% on business as it stimulates entrepreneurship, offers services and invests in infrastructure. The associations operate on a local level; however, they promote public activity in their surroundings and the county. The associations basically use financing from the LEADER projects. The entrepreneurs are more open, they willingly cooperate with other partners in Valmiera and surrounding areas from earlier administrative territorial breakdown.

Interview questions to NGO representatives were elaborated with an aim to find out the motivation of residents to get involved and participate in the respective organization; contributing and hindering factors of the operation of these organizations; cooperation aspects, ways of gathering and exchange of information; to identify sources of financing and activities that NGOs would be ready to develop in their area.
Regarding issues of their motivation to participate in NGO activities, Mazsalaca organization members mention maintaining and popularising the cultural-historical landscape in the area; for some people the organization is a friends and peers’ group; an opportunity to raise money for various training courses; participation in fairs and development of traditional crafts; participation promotes individual development. Koceni residents maintain the viewpoint that the main motivator is the sense of mission and raising the common good for the county and the region. The wish to participate is promoted by personal interest, a possibility to share one’s personal experience and a desire to help the rural people to get away from their everyday problems; an opportunity to earn extra income. Many people are motivated by their family members, friends, support from the municipality and co-financing.

The respondents list the operation of interest clubs and availability of the LEADER programme as the contributing factors in organizations in Mazsalaca, while the main hindering factors are lack of support to small farmsteads for conservation of landscape; the feeling of self-sufficiency in the society, youth inertia, different interests of members. Respondents are disappointed that such a geologically rich area (Mazsalaca, Rujiena, and Naukseni) has not been granted a national status, which prevents its development into a European level recognized geopark that would attract a certain category of travellers. Koceni NGO participants are dissatisfied with bureaucracy in project documentation and the fact that there is no national vision for development of NGO; in daily work, the problem is lack of financial resources. The people in Koceni are active and enterprising; they have their local government support, interesting cultural-historical environment encouraging NGO activity.

**Attracted financial sources.** In Mazsalaca associations and foundations have used only the Environmental Protection Fund resources, while Koceni County associations are active in a variety of fundraising activities: LEADER projects, local governmental co-financing, Rural Support Services resources, Rural Women’s Association’s and other private funds, including financing from Boriss and Inara Teterevi Fund, the Netherland’s Community Foundation, support from Guterslo District in Germany.

In Mazsalaca and Koceni Counties, internet resources and social networks are actively used by NGOs as sources for searching and exchanging information, equally popular are association home pages, Rural Support Services websites, tourist information centres, contacts with business people and municipalities, cooperation with other NGOs in Latvia and abroad, county newsletters, school and local government meetings with NGOs.

Mazsalaca NGO members are ready to offer the following services in near future: to organize a nature camp for schoolchildren in Finland, to organize a summer school for women. In Koceni, there is an idea to expand water sports offer (wakeboard, wakeskate and freestyle) and increase children’s activity in them, to develop activities for children with special needs in tourist objects, provision of horse drawn transport or rickshaws for viewing of cultural-historical objects.

The scope of questions for entrepreneurs includes clarification of motivational factors affecting the desire to engage in business activity: how the skills and knowledge, necessary for economic activity, are acquired and developed; who the cooperation partners are, how fundraising is organized; what the positive factors and the main obstacles for economic activity in the region are; what the future prospects for the next five year are.
Characteristics of the interviewed entrepreneurs: Mazsalaca entrepreneurs are active people, three of them run business on their own, and two of them have family businesses. Majority of Koceni entrepreneurs have more than 10 years experience in business, five businesses are family owned. The chief industries are woodworking, charcoal production, grain growing, potato growing, cattle breeding, catering services, metalwork.

Motivation and inspiration for economic activity: Mazsalaca entrepreneurs admit that it is unemployment and a desire to live and work in their ancestors’ place, liquidation of the collective farm; discovering of trading skills in oneself; biological farming as a way of life; inheritance of a merchant’s gene; patriotic feelings. They find inspiration in sports activities, grandchildren, attending cultural events. Koceni entrepreneurs mention family influence and experience, desire to manage the family property, an opportunity to earn and freely plan their work and life, be independent, provide for their family more substantially, enterprising character and previous experience.

Mazsalaca entrepreneurs indicate that abilities and skills that help in management are determined by long-term experience in business and earlier top management positions; relevant education; practical experience under father’s guidance, experience in the household lot and on collective farms; inherited grandfather’s craftsman’s skills and training of many-sided skills of one’s own. Koceni entrepreneurs point out upbringing in early childhood in the family, the role of work and self-education.

Fund raising. Mazsalaca entrepreneurs mainly rely on their own finances. Two projects have failed in the Rural Support Service, one entrepreneur has used a loan from the Mortgage Bank. This fact is also confirmed by previous statistical data, and it proves that total direct foreign investment per 1000 population in Mazsalaca County is almost a 1000 times less than in Koceni County. In Koceni, all the entrepreneurs rely both on their own financing and on other financing sources: bank loans, ESF resources; and farms receive the state support program Altum.

Development prospects. Three enterprise owners in Mazsalaca County are positive about the future, they are planning to expand their activity, however, two companies do not see any perspective and are looking for alternatives. In Koceni County, all the interviewed companies are planning to retain the existing amount of production; one agricultural farm is planning to expand by involving family members. For Koceni entrepreneurs the most essential thing is improvement of production efficiency indicators rather than the amount of the product, although the charcoal, woodworking and metalwork companies are planning to expand their export to EU countries.

In both counties, the entrepreneurs use the internet resources and social networks as information channels. Koceni entrepreneurs use a more versatile channel range: partners’ networks, involvement in industry professional association, participation in international exhibitions, and cooperation with State Employment Agency.

Conclusions, Proposals, Recommendations

1. Statistical indicators characterising county business activity show that business activity in Mazsalaca County is lower than in Koceni County, and this is the reason for active workforce outflow from Mazsalaca County.
2. The basis for the differences in development rate and level in the counties under research are created by environmental factors: location and developed infrastructure. Koceni has certain advantages in exploiting these advantages, as the county is located near a national importance motorway, bordering on Valmiera City providing developed infrastructure. On the contrary, Mazsalaca has limited infrastructure, located far away from national importance development centres and motorways.

3. Another important group is the human factor: availability of workforce, community activity, initiative of residents. Closeness to Valmiera City provides Koceni County with workforce, and on the other hand, the county residents can find jobs in Valmiera, which is of mutual benefit and affects the county income tax revenue. Activity of NGOs, which is an indicator for business start-ups, and unlocking of initiative is considerably higher in Koceni than in Mazsalaca. Mazsalaca County people are more reserved in mutual communication and do not fully realize the versatile resource potential of the area.

4. The most significant economic factor is the ability to attract financing and workforce migration processes. Koceni entrepreneurs are more active in attraction of external financing (foreign investments and EU Structural funds financing per 1000 population is larger than in Mazsalaca County), thus finding an opportunity to expand production and creating additional jobs in the county and preventing population outflow.

5. Koceni County municipality demonstrates bigger involvement and support to business activities and the local community; it takes initiative in shaping communication between the interest groups of population, which are the most important management factors.

6. On the basis of this research, elaborating a model of balanced and sustainable rural and regional development model, the authors recommend to focus on the following main indicators: indicators of environmental factors – geographical location, landscape and biological diversity, proportion of cultivated agricultural land (%), total density of road network (km/km²); indicators of human factors – positive long-term net migration per 1000 population, residents with higher education per 1000 population, the number of NGOs per 1000 population, lifelong learning for the employed and training of the unemployed per 1000 population; indicators of economic factors – proportion of innovative companies (% of the total number), the number of self-employed people per 1000 population, direct foreign investments per 1000 population, and residents’ personal income tax per 1000 population; management indicators – total local government expenditure (per capita), EU Fund Project financing per 1000 population and the number of municipal website visits per 1000 population, internet coverage (% of the territory), proportion of residents who participated in local elections (%).
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DEVELOPMENT OF LENDING RATES IN THE BALTIC COUNTRIES: COMMON AND DIVERGING ASPECTS
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Abstract

In the Baltic countries, lending rates have been among the highest in the euro area mainly reflecting national differences in the market structure as well as relatively strict credit standards applied by banks in response to the changes in their perception of risk. In this context, the deeper econometric analysis could provide additional information about the common and diverging aspects of the dynamics of lending rates in the Baltic countries. Therefore, the aim of the paper is to explore the pass-through of funding costs of banks to lending rates in different lending segments in the Baltic countries during the period of 2005–2015 taking into account risk considerations. To reach the set aim, appropriate comparisons are made between different specifications of the error correction model, first of all, relating specifications with three-month EURIBOR rate and weighted average costs of short-term euro liabilities and, secondly, specifications with and without the measures of borrower credit risk and banking risk. As a result, the conclusion was reached about superiority of three-month EURIBOR rate as a measure of funding costs of banks. The measures characterizing creditworthiness of borrowers and banking risk are significant factors determining lending rates in the Baltic countries. Across the Baltic states, the pass-through from funding costs of banks to lending rates are high. Long-term pass-through from funding costs of banks to lending rates tends to be higher in Lithuania, but creditworthiness of borrowers appeared to have the highest influence on lending rates in Latvia.

Key words: lending rate, interest rate pass-through, error correction model, credit risk of borrowers, banking risk
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Introduction

The level and changes of lending rates is in the scope of interest of the European Central Bank, which bases its monetary policy on the interest rate channel. The ECB determines the official interest rates as well as influence the level of liquidity in the money market to ensure the appropriate level of short-term money market rates, which, in turn, influence the path of development of longer-term market rates. Those market rates usually have a direct effect on lending rates; and, if the changes in market rates are fully reflected in lending rates, this phase of the monetary policy could be considered as effective. Low interest rates on loans newly granted to non-financial corporations implicitly stimulate country’s investment and international competitiveness in the same way as low interest rates on loans newly granted to households encourage consumption. In addition, declining money market interest rates may transform into a smaller interest rate burden on the borrowers.

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: vija_micune@yahoo.com
Finally, higher investment and consumption stimulates the overall growth of the economy and medium-term inflation, which is in the primary focus of the ECB. In the Baltic countries, lending rates presently have been among the highest in the euro area mainly reflecting national differences in the market structure as well as relatively strict credit standards applied by banks in response to the changes in their perception of risk. In this context, the question arises about what common and diverging aspects explain the dynamics of lending rates in the Baltic countries in general and how they could be affected by the monetary policy of the ECB in particular.

The dynamics of lending rates is studied in depth in the empirical literature. An important strand of this literature concerns a pass-through from money market rates to lending rates. Many scientific papers (for example, Cottarelli, C. & Kourelis, A., 1994; Winker, P., 1999; DeBondt, G., 2002; Sander, H. & Kleimeier, S., 2004; Eger, B. et al.,2007; DeGreave, F. et al.,2007; Banerjee A. et al.,2013) show that lending rates adjust to the changes in funding cost of banks described by money market rates with a time lag; the level of pass-through from money market rates to lending rates and the speed of their adjustment differ among countries, financial institutions, and various types of loans. Frequently, a faster and more complete adjustment is considered to characterize a more efficient monetary policy (Mojon, B., 2000.; Sander, H. & Kleimeier, S., 2004; Illes, A. et al.,2015). The newest research papers (Hansen, F. N.-J. H.& Welz, P., 2011; Arnold, I. & van Eivijk, S., 2014; Paries, M.D. et al.,2014; Illes, A. et al.,2015; von Borstel, J. et al.,2015) show that, after 2008 global financial crisis and successive European debt crisis, the dynamics of lending rates is affected not only by policy or money market rate, but also by credit risk of borrowers, sovereign risk and banking risk.

Hence the aim of the research is to explore the pass-through of funding costs of banks to lending rates in different lending segments in the Baltic countries during the period of 2005–2015 taking in account risk considerations. To reach the set aim, the paper addresses several research questions. First of all, it assesses whether the pass-through from funding costs of banks to lending rates and the speed of lending rate adjustment differ significantly for two alternative measures of funding cost of banks, namely three-month EURIBOR rate and weighted average cost of euro liabilities. Secondly, it addresses the question whether and how credit risk of borrowers and banking risk have affected the previously observed relationships between lending rates and funding costs of banks. Finally, the work compares the pass-through from funding costs of banks to lending rates for different types of loans and across the Baltic states. The work is based on foreign and Latvian scientific publications, as well as on statistical data published on the websites of the national central banks of each of the Baltic countries, the European Central bank and the European Commission. The dynamics of lending rates in the Baltic states is analysed with the error correction model and state space model.

In Europe, the most of the research papers about the pass-through of policy rate or banks’ funding costs to lending rates are devoted to the largest euro area countries (Weth, A. M., 2002; Banerjee, A. et al.,2013; Paries, M.D. et al.,2014; Avouyi-Dovi, S. et al.,2015; Illes, A. et al.,2015; von Borstel, J. et al.,2015). Nevertheless, the dynamics of lending rates are analysed also in the Baltic countries either for each country separately or as a part of the larger group of the Central and Eastern countries (see, for example, the paper by Männasoo, K. (2013) in Estonia, Lapinskas, V. (2011) in Lithuania, and Mičūne, V. (2010) in Latvia). The development of lending rates has not been analysed for the separate group of three Baltic countries yet. As concerns the analysis of pass-through from money market rates to lending rates in the Baltic
countries, the standard form of the error correction model has been used in different lending segments, currencies and time periods only in Latvia. In those econometric estimations, lending rates have been related to the dynamics of the appropriate money market rates (Mičūne, 2009). In this paper, the analysis of the dynamics of lending rates in the Baltic states involves not only estimation of the standard error correction model between lending rates and money market reference rate, but also estimation of other specifications of error correction model that include several risk factors and weighted average cost of short-term euro liabilities as an alternative measure of funding costs of banks. Furthermore, the time variability of the related long-run pass-through coefficients has been checked within the state space model for the first time for the Baltic countries. The findings of the research would contribute to the understanding on how lending interest rates are set in commercial banks; and they would provide insight about the effectiveness of the monetary policy of the European Central Bank in the Baltic countries.

Research results and discussion

1. Statistical Data and Methodological Considerations

In this paper, the analysis is based on monthly data of monetary financial institutions’ lending rates for the time period from January 2005 to January 2016, which are published on the Statistical Data Warehouse on the website of the European Central Bank. The lending interest rates used herein cover the greatest part of the lending products offered by banks in the Baltic countries: loans granted to resident households for house purchase, consumer loans, and for other purposes, as well as loans granted to resident non-financial corporations (further in the text – enterprises) of small and medium size (up to 1 million euro) and of large size (over 1 million euro). Due to data availability issues, the article considers only floating interest rates or interest rates with an initial rate fixation period of up to one year on newly granted euro loans.

In order to get better understanding about the factors affecting lending rates in the Baltic countries, their dynamics is analysed within five specifications of the selected econometric model. In three from five specifications of the model, lending rates are analysed in connection with 3-month EURIBOR, which is the most popular interest rate for pricing euro loans in the Baltic countries. In two specifications, the article uses an alternative benchmark for bank funding costs proposed by Illes, A. et al (2015), namely weighted average cost of short-term euro liabilities of the banks in each of the Baltic countries. The measure is compiled using four types of liabilities: interbank deposit liabilities, private non-financial sector deposit liabilities, debt securities and funding from central bank operations. Each type of liabilities is linked to the corresponding interest rate. The weights are based on outstanding stock of liabilities from banks’ balance sheets (for details see the paper by Illes, A. et al (2015).

In addition, several risk measures are tested in the specifications of the proposed model. Taking in consideration the article by Arnold, I. & van Eivijk, S. (2014), the Economic Sentiment Indicator, measuring the current business climate and its future outlook, is used as a variable describing the credit risk of borrowers. The time series for this indicator is taken from the webpage of the European Commission. Based on the work by Paries, M.D. et al (2014), banking risk also is included in the last specification of the model. It is represented by the median of credit default swap rates on 1-year senior debt of European Union banks from the Statistical Data Warehouse of the European Central Bank. Both risk measures are transformed in logs.
After the analysis of time series properties of the data, all of the proposed data of lending rates and their explanatory factors in the Baltic states appear to be integrated with order one. Therefore, the framework of the well-known error correction model could be the most appropriate for the deeper analysis of the dynamics of lending rates in the Baltic states. In this framework, analysis procedure starts with estimating the long-run relationship between lending rates and their explanatory factors (see, for example, DeBondt, G. (2002), Heffernan, S. A. (1997), Paries, M.D. et al (2014)). For different specifications of the model used in this article, this relationship is expressed by the following equations:

**Specification I**

\[ LR_{j,i,t} = \alpha_{j,i}^{S1} + \beta_{j,i}^{S1} MR_{i,t} + u_{j,i,t}^{S1} \]  

**Specification II**

\[ LR_{j,i,t} = \alpha_{j,i}^{S2} + \beta_{j,i}^{S2} WACL_{i,t} + u_{j,i,t}^{S2} \]  

**Specification III**

\[ LR_{j,i,t} = \alpha_{j,i}^{S3} + \beta_{j,i}^{S3} MR_{i,t} + \gamma_{j,i}^{S3} CR_{i,t} + u_{j,i,t}^{S3} \]  

**Specification IV**

\[ LR_{j,i,t} = \alpha_{j,i}^{S4} + \beta_{j,i}^{S4} WACL_{i,t} + \gamma_{j,i}^{S4} CR_{i,t} + u_{j,i,t}^{S4} \]  

**Specification V**

\[ LR_{j,i,t} = \alpha_{j,i}^{S5} + \beta_{j,i}^{S5} MR_{i,t} + \gamma_{j,i}^{S5} CR_{i,t} + \tau_{j,i}^{S5} BR_{t} + u_{j,i,t}^{S5} \]  

where \( LR_{j,i,t} \) is lending rate in the \( j \)-th segment in the \( i \)-th Baltic country; denotations \( MR_{i,t} \) and \( WACL_{i,t} \) stand for two alternative measures of banks’ funding costs, respectively three-month EURIBOR rate and weighted average cost of banks’ short-term euro liabilities; \( CR_{i,t} \) is the proxy for creditworthiness of borrowers in the \( i \)-th Baltic country; and \( BR_{t} \) represents banking risk. Variables \( u_{j,i,t}^{S1} \), \( u_{j,i,t}^{S2} \), \( u_{j,i,t}^{S3} \), \( u_{j,i,t}^{S4} \) and \( u_{j,i,t}^{S5} \) are the deviations of lending rates from their long-term equilibrium level for different specification of the model in the \( j \)-th lending segment in \( i \)-th Baltic country. Parameters \( \alpha_{j,i}^{S1} \), \( \alpha_{j,i}^{S2} \), \( \alpha_{j,i}^{S3} \), \( \alpha_{j,i}^{S4} \) and \( \alpha_{j,i}^{S5} \) measure a mark-up over of banks’ funding cost for different specification of the model in each lending segment and country. They show by how many percentage points the lending rate is set above the related measure of banks’ funding costs. Parameters \( \beta_{j,i}^{S1} \), \( \beta_{j,i}^{S2} \), \( \beta_{j,i}^{S3} \), \( \beta_{j,i}^{S4} \) and \( \beta_{j,i}^{S5} \) reveal by how many percentage points lending rates in different segments in the Baltic sates would change in the long-run if the related measures of banks’ funding costs changes by one percentage point. The expected value of those parameters is positive and, under perfect competition and complete information, close to one. Parameters \( \gamma_{j,i}^{S3} \) and \( \gamma_{j,i}^{S4} \) characterize the influence of creditworthiness of borrowers and parameter \( \tau_{j,i}^{S5} \) – of banking risk in each lending segment of the Baltic countries.

The next step of the analysis involves estimation of the short-run relationship between the lending rates and explanatory variables. The short-run equations for five specifications of the model is generalized into one equation as:

\[
\Delta LR_{j,i,t} = \alpha_{j,i}^{nSR} + \beta_{j,i,0}^{nSR} \Delta RR_{i,t} + \lambda_{j,i}^{nSR} \Delta R_{i,t-1} + \sum_{k=1}^{K_1} \beta_{j,i,k}^{nSR} \Delta RR_{i,t-k} + I_{CR} \sum_{k=0}^{K_2} \gamma_{j,i,k}^{nSR} \Delta CR_{i,t-k} + I_{BR} \sum_{k=0}^{K_3} \tau_{j,i,k}^{nSR} \Delta BR_{i,t-k} + \varepsilon_{j,i,t}^{n} \]
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where $RR_{i,t}$ is the funding cost measure of $i$-th Baltic country either based on three-month EURIBOR rate (the first, third and fifth specifications) or weighted average cost of short-term euro liabilities (the second and fourth specification); $\alpha_{j,i,t-1}^n$ is an estimated long-term equilibrium error incurred in the previous period for $n$-th specification in $j$-th lending segment of $i$-th country; and all other variables correspond to the definitions given above. Denotation $\Delta$ stands for a first order operator. Denotations $\alpha_{n}^{SR}$ stands for a constant, $\beta_{j,i,0}^{n,SR}$ – an immediate or short-term pass-through coefficient from funding costs of banks to lending rates and $\lambda_{j,i}^n$ – an error correction quotient or the adjustment speed of lending rates towards their long-term equilibrium value, but $\beta_{j,i,k}^{n,SR}$, $\gamma_{j,i,k}^{n,SR}$ and $\tau_{j,i,k}^{n,SR}$ – coefficients corresponding to $k$-th lag of funding costs, creditworthiness of borrowers and banking risk accordingly for the $n$-th specification in $j$-th lending segment of $i$-th country. A number of lags determined arbitrary by a criteria of the coefficient of determination. Instrumental variable $I_{CB}$ takes the value of one if the specifications with the creditworthiness of borrowers are considered and the value of zero otherwise. Variable $I_{BR}$ takes the value of one if the fifth specification with banking risk is estimated and the value of zero otherwise. A short-term for $n$-th specification and $j$-th lending segment in $i$-th country is denoted by $\epsilon_{j,i,t}^n$. If the long-term equilibrium error is statistically significant, the parameter $\lambda_{j,i}^n$ shows what fraction of the long-term equilibrium error could be eliminated during the next period. The expected value of parameter $\lambda_{j,i}^n$ is negative. The following equation could be used to calculate the time necessary for complete adjustment of lending rates to their long-run equilibrium value for the corresponding specification of the model, lending segment and country.

Estimated coefficients before the respective explanatory variable and their $t$-values are presented in four tables. Tables 1 and 2 report the results from estimating the long-term relationship of the error correction model for loans to households and enterprises respectively. Table 3 presents the results from estimating the short-run equation of the model for loans to households and Table 4 – for enterprises. All tables show the results across five model specifications for the three Baltic countries. Table 3 and 4 include the additional information about adjusted coefficients of determination and adjustment time of lending rates.

2. Evaluation of Different Specifications of the Error Correction Model

In the Baltic countries, there is no clear evidence that the measure of funding costs based on the weighted average cost of liabilities serves better than simple three-month EURIBOR interest rate (Tables 1–4). However, the measure based on weighted average cost of liabilities similarly as the measure based on 3-month EURIBOR interest rate tend to be statistically significant and have a positive sign in the long-run equations across different lending segments and across three Baltic countries. According to the obtained coefficients of determination pertaining to the short-run relationships between lending rates and considered explanatory variables, the short-run dynamics of lending rates could be explained better if the comparable specification includes three-month EURIBOR. Comparing the results of model specifications that includes the measure of weighted average cost of liabilities with the corresponding specifications that include 3-month EURIBOR rate (the first specification with the second and the third with the fourth one), the long-run impact of the measure based on weighted average cost of liabilities on lending rates tends to be higher than the the long-run impact of three-month EURIBOR rates in different lending segments in all of the Baltic countries. In the short-run, however, changes of
weighted average cost of liabilities tend to influence the short-term fluctuation of lending rates by a smaller extent. The adjustment to the long-run equilibrium tend to take longer period of time in the most of lending segments of the Baltic states if the measure of weighted average cost of liabilities is considered.

In almost all lending segments in each of the three Baltic states, models of lending rates strongly benefit from inclusion of the measure characterizing creditworthiness of borrowers (Tables 1–4). In the third specification, where lending rates is explained by three-month EURIBOR and the proxy for creditworthiness of borrowers, the latter measure is statistically significant and has a negative sign in the long-run equation (except loans to households for other purpose in Estonia). In this specification as compared with the simple relationship between lending rates and three-month EURIBOR (the first specification), the long-run pass-through coefficient of reference money market rate to lending rate tend to be slightly higher and have a greater statistical significance across different lending segments and all three Baltic states. In addition, the short-run dynamics of lending rates also are explained better if the creditworthiness of borrowers are considered together with three-month EURIBOR rate. The third specification of the model tend to have the highest coefficient of determination among the first four specifications of the model for loans to enterprises regardless their size and for loans to households for house purchase in all of the Baltic states. Estimation of the related long-term relationships with weighted average costs of liabilities also provides supportive evidence for inclusion of the proxy of creditworthiness of borrowers. Although the corresponding results are less encouraging if the short-run equations are considered.

Another measure reflecting banking risk also is helpful in explaining the dynamics of lending rates in the Baltic countries (Tables 1–4). In the last specification, linking lending rates to three-month EURIBOR rate, the proxy for creditworthiness of borrowers and the proxy for banking risk, the latter risk factor is statistically significant and has a positive sign in the long-term equation in such lending segments as large loans to enterprises, small and medium term loans to enterprises, loans to households for house purchase and loans to households to other purposes at least in two of the Baltic countries. The credit risk measure of banking system is insignificant in the long-term equation for loans to households for house purchase in Latvia as well as for consumption loans in Latvia and Lithuania. The sign of the proxy for creditworthiness of borrowers becomes positive (theoretically wrong) after inclusion the proxy for banking risk in the third specification in the case of consumption loans and loans to households to house purchase in Estonia. In the short-run, the proxy for banking risk often appears insignificant. Although, in more than half of cases across different lending segments and three Baltic countries, the short-run equation of the error correction model has the highest coefficient of determination if the fifth specification of the model with the proxy of banking risk is considered.

Taking in account the sign and statistical significance of the explanatory variables in the long-run equation, the best specification could be selected, from one side, between the first, third and fifth specifications that include three-month EURIBOR rate and, from another side, between the second and fourth specifications that include the measure based on weighted costs of liabilities (see the grey area in Table 1 and Table 2). From those, the specification with the highest coefficient of determination in the short-run equation could be considered to be superior (see the grey area in Table 3 and Table 4). Following the described rule of thumb, in seven from fourteen cases the fifth specification of the model, including the proxy of creditworthiness of
borrowers and the proxy for banking risk, appears the most appropriate, but in four from fourteen cases the fourth specification, including the measure of weighted average cost of liabilities and the proxy of creditworthiness of borrowers, could be selected as the leading one.

3. Interpretation of the Estimated Long-run Relationship of the Error Correction Model

Across lending segments, the long-pass through coefficients in all the three Baltic countries are highest in the lending segments where interest rates usually are linked to a variable money market reference rate (Tables 1–2). In Latvia and Lithuania, the money market rate or weighted average cost of liabilities affect the long-term level of lending rates by most in the segment of large loans to enterprises, but in Estonia – in the segment of loans to households for house purchase. In the fifth specification of the long-run relationship for large loans to enterprises, the long-run pass-through coefficient is 0.80 and 0.82 respectively in Latvia and Lithuania. Relatedly, the long-run pass-through coefficient is 0.76 in the corresponding specification for loans to households for house purchase in Estonia. The long-run pass-through coefficient of money market rate is the lowest for consumer loans in Estonia and Lithuania. In the same lending segment in Latvia, the money market rate has a theoretically wrong sign in the first four specifications and is insignificant in the fifth specification of the long-term relationship. The influence of money market rates or weighted average cost of liabilities could be assessed as average for loans to households for other purposes as compared with loans in other lending segments in all Baltic countries.

Across lending segments, the proxy of creditworthiness of borrower influence the long-term level of lending rates by a smaller extend for large loans to enterprises and loans to households for house purchase (Tables 1–2). The large enterprises tend to be less affected by economic fluctuations than the smaller ones; and banks in the Baltic states prefer lending to large enterprises to lending to smaller and riskier enterprises after 2008 financial crisis. Similarly, loans to households for house purchase usually is guaranteed by collateral; and therefore their margins are lower and less affected by the changes in the external circumstances.

Across the Baltic countries, long-term pass-through from funding costs to lending rates tends to be higher in Lithuania in the majority of considered lending segments, especially after taking in account the direct influence of risk factors (Tables 1–2). However, with some exceptions, the differences between the long-run pass-through coefficients are not principal. In the segment of small and medium sized loans for enterprises, long-run pass-through coefficient depending on the model specification ranges from 0.60 to 0.76 in Latvia, from 0.62 to 0.74 in Estonia and from 0.67 to 0.84 in Lithuania. In the segment of large loans to enterprises, long-run pass-through coefficients in Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania are in the range from 0.74 to 0.86, from 0.72 to 0.92, and from 0.73 to 0.91 accordingly. Similarly, 70% to 82% of change in funding cost measure is transmitted to interest rates on loans to households for house purchase in Latvia, 72% to 85% of change in funding cost measure – to corresponding rates in Estonia and 75% to 95% – in Lithuania. In the segment of loans to households for other purposes, the pass-through coefficient is significantly smaller in Latvia (in the range from 0.45 to 0.58), but relatively close in Lithuania (in the range from 0.55 to 0.73) and Estonia (in the range from 0.63 to 0.74). The pass-through coefficient from funding cost measure to lending rate is relatively higher in most specifications in Estonia than in Lithuania.
### Assessment of Long-Run Relationship for Loans to Households

#### Loans to Households for House Purchase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Estonia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M_{Rt}$</td>
<td>$WACL_{lt}$</td>
<td>$CR_{lt}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2.84</td>
<td>-3.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-14.2</td>
<td>-15.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1.30</td>
<td>-2.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-4.9</td>
<td>-9.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2.73</td>
<td>-2.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-12.0</td>
<td>-12.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Consumption Loans (accounting for euro introduction effect)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Estonia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M_{Rt}$</td>
<td>$WACL_{lt}$</td>
<td>$CR_{lt}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.69</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-12.5</td>
<td>-2.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-5.8</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Loans for Other Purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Estonia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M_{Rt}$</td>
<td>$WACL_{lt}$</td>
<td>$CR_{lt}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-6.41</td>
<td>-3.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-11.0</td>
<td>-10.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-5.32</td>
<td>-3.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.7</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-5.64</td>
<td>-2.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.6</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on the data from ECB Statistical Data warehouse and from the national banks of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia.
The credit risk of clients plays the most important role in determining lending rates in Latvia as compared to the rest of the Baltic countries (Tables 1–2). This applies mostly to small and medium sized loans to enterprises as well as to consumption and other loans to households. For loans to households for house purchase, the effect of borrowers’ credit risk is the smallest in Estonia, while relatively similar in Latvia and Lithuania. At the same time, the creditworthiness of borrowers is almost equally important in all of three Baltic states in the segment of large loans to enterprises. The measure of the credit risk of the banking system is significant in the last specification of long-term relationship in all segments of loans at least at one from all the three Baltic countries.

### Table 2

Assessment of Long-Run Relationship for Loans to Non-Financial Corporations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Small and Medium Loans</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Estonia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Large Loans</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Estonia (since 2008)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: author’s calculations based on the data from ECB Statistical Data warehouse and from the national banks of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia.*
4. Interpretation of the Estimated Short-run Equation of the Error Correction Model

Assessment of the short-run equation of the error correction model shows that, in the Baltic countries, a relatively large part of the change in funding costs of banks is covered by the adjustment of lending rates at the same point of time (Tables 3–4). The difference of the corresponding measure of funding costs is statistically significant in the most of lending segments in the Baltic countries reflecting strong short-run relationship between the mentioned variables. In addition, the estimated coefficients for the short-term pass-through $\beta_{j,t,0}^{SR}$ are comparatively high for loans to enterprises and households for house purchase. In many of the analysed cases across the Baltic countries, especially for loans to enterprises, the short-term pass-through is higher than 50%. If all the other factors affecting lending interest are held constant, then an increase of one percentage point on the measure of funding costs of banks in the most of lending segments across the Baltic states would transform into an increase that is on average larger than 0.5 percentage points.

The average time necessary for lending rates on newly granted loans to enterprises to adjust to changes in the funding cost of banks is less than three months in all three Baltic countries if those specifications of the model are considered that describe the patterns observed in the data in the most precise way (Tables 3–4). The average time necessary for lending rates on newly granted loans to households to adjust to changes in the funding cost of banks, as a rule, is longer in all of the Baltic countries. Nevertheless, the adjustment of interest rates on loans to households could be evaluated as relatively fast. Adjustment time of interest rates on loans to households to house purchase lasts on average two to six months in the Baltic countries if the most appropriate specification of the model is taken in account. Similarly, adjustment time of interest rates on loans to consumption loans is on average two–three months and adjustment time of interest rates on loans to households for other purchases — one–three months.

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loans for House Purchase</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Estonia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>$\Delta R_{t}$</td>
<td>$\Delta \tilde{R}_{j,t}$</td>
<td>$\Delta \tilde{R}_{j,t-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>35.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>40.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>42.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Across the Baltic countries, short-term pass-through from funding costs to lending rates tends to be higher for loans to households in Lithuania, for large loans to enterprises – in Estonia and for small and medium loans to enterprises – in Latvia (Tables 3–4). The average time necessary for lending rates on newly granted loans to households for house purchase to adjust to changes in the funding cost of banks is shortest in Latvia, but the average time necessary for the full adjustment of lending rates on newly granted consumption loans and loans to households for other purposes – in Lithuania. Interest rates on large loans to enterprises adjust faster in Estonia (immediately or during a month) and on small and medium loans to enterprises in Latvia (immediately or during three months).
### Table 4

#### Assessment of Short-Run Relationship for Loans to Enterprises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Estonia (since 2008)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta R_{lt} )</td>
<td>( \bar{u}_{j,lt} )</td>
<td>( R^2_{adj} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Small and Medium Loans</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>33.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>41.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>36.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Large Loans</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>50.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>53.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>43.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>-1.08</td>
<td>55.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on the data from ECB Statistical Data warehouse and from the national banks of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia.

Figure 1 shows the level of lending rates to enterprises from 2007 till 2015 in the three Baltic states together with the contribution of market reference rates, borrower and bank risk. In all of the three countries, lending rates are affected by reference money rates, but, in the last years, changes in the money rates have a relatively small contribution. In 2008, lending rates on small and medium loans to enterprises were affected upwards by the slight increase in bank risk. In 2009, the fall in reference money market rates have put downward pressure on lending rates, but pass-through was obstructed by the substantial increase in borrower risk. The contribution of risk factors has decreased somehow since the peak of the global financial crisis and the European debt crisis and since the correction of housing prices in the local real estate markets. Still, risk factors explain a relatively large part of lending rates in the Baltic countries.
Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

1. Although rising popularity of the measure of funding costs based on weighted average cost of liabilities in the estimations of the pass-through of funding costs to lending rates, three – month EURIBOR rate better describes the dynamics of lending rates in the Baltic states. When analysing the dynamics of lending rates in the Baltic states, the measure characterizing creditworthiness of borrowers must be taken in account as it is significant factor determining the dynamics of lending rates in the Baltic countries. In addition, the analysis of the dynamics of lending rates in the Baltic states could benefit from inclusion of the measure reflecting banking risk in the region. However, this measure should be used with caution as its importance notably varies over time.

2. In the Baltic countries, the long-run relationship between lending rates and the measure of banks’ funding costs is strong and tend to be the highest for loans to enterprises and loans to households for house purchase. In the same lending segments, creditworthiness of borrower has a relatively smaller effect on lending rates. Lending rates of loans to enterprises adjust to the changes in funding cost more quickly – in less than three months. Adjustment of interest rates on loans to households takes a longer time span, but for the best specifications of the model, which take in account risk considerations, does not exceed six months.

3. In the Baltic countries, the long-run level of lending rates is affected by the same factors. However, the strength of their influence slightly differ. In general, long-term pass through from funding costs to lending rates tends to be higher in Lithuania, but creditworthiness of borrowers appeared to have the highest influence on lending rates in Latvia. The time necessary for different lending rates to adjust to the changes in funding costs of banks varies...
跨越波罗的海国家。贷款利率倾向于更快地调整到银行为消费贷款和为家庭其他用途的贷款在立陶宛，为房屋购买和购物和中等贷款在拉脱维亚，以及大型贷款在爱沙尼亚的融资成本变化。

4. 借款人风险和银行风险对波罗的海国家贷款利率变化的影响在2009年最为明显。然而，这些因素的影响后来减少；它们的影响仍然高于全球金融危机之前和当地房地产市场的房价校正。未来，欧洲央行的扩张性货币政策将降低波罗的海国家的贷款利率。然而，银行可能由于风险和盈利能力考虑而不愿意适当降低它们。

5. 贷款利率变动分析在波罗的海国家显示与欧元区其他成员国的类似经验：借款人的信贷风险和银行风险在决定该地区贷款利率变动中起着重要作用。另一方面，加权平均成本负债作为银行资金成本的替代衡量方法对波罗的海国家贷款利率变动分析的价值有限。在其他欧元区国家，这个衡量方法大大提高了分析银行资金成本向贷款利率流动性的方式。波罗的海国家的贷款利率的传递系数相对较高，在考虑风险的情况下。

6. 贷款利率分析在波罗的海国家可以进一步通过考虑借款人的信贷风险和银行风险的替代衡量方法以及替代计量模型进行。有趣的研究领域是研究这些传递系数在时间上的稳定性。对研究如何部分利率影响对整体经济的影响的进一步洞察。


SOCIOECONOMIC IN FERTILITY DISCOURSE: A LATVIAN CASE
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Abstract

Fertility and policy relating to it is widely discussed in Latvian public media. For example, Cabinet of Ministers Order No. 84 (Cabinet of Ministers, 2012) sets the improvement of the demographic situation as a priority in cross-sector policy decisions. Family support forms to stimulate second, third, and further children born to a family have been initiated, including fiscal incentives and implementing the principle of the progressivity in state support and creating a support program for the treatment of infertility. In public the concept of fertility is closely linked to population statistics and a desired increase in the national birth rate. Depopulation is often defined as a threat to the development of Latvian society. In this paper fertility is explored in micro perspective. Likewise, the use of the concept itself has social and economic aspects that are essential for understanding fertility dynamics. The aim of this paper is to explore how ideas concerning socioeconomic are included in the fertility discourse in Latvia. This paper is based on doctoral research in progress. 30 semi-structured interviews (11 interviews with users of assisted reproduction techniques, 4 interviews with egg donors, and 15 expert interviews) are analyzed. All data was processed using Atlas.ti. The Foucauldrian ‘archaeology of knowledge’ methodology allows for the systematic study of knowledge, where knowledge is localized in discourse. Fertility as an object of knowledge is a fragmented and multi-sited phenomenon that outlines various aspects that define fertility and its management.
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Introduction

Fertility is widely discussed in public media and state policy which relate it to different social and economic aspects and become part of social organization. For example, the Cabinet of Ministers Order No. 84 (Cabinet of Ministers, 2012) sets the improvement of the demographic situation as the state priority in the cross-sector policy decisions. Family support forms are introduced to stimulate second, third, and further children born to a family and to provide fiscal incentives: the principle of the progressivity in state support according to the number of children in the family and the support program for the treatment of infertility. According to policy documents and media discourse, fertility is closely linked to population statistics. Decrease in the national birth rate is often perceived as one of the main causes for depopulation in Latvia and thus defined as the threat to a societal development. Sustainable Development Strategy for Latvia until 2030 (CCSC, 2010) and the National Development plan of Latvia for 2014–2020 (CCSC, 2012) – the most important policy planning documents for the upcoming periods in Latvia – show that policy makers see fertility as a macro level phenomenon and relate it to social and economical aspects important in social organization, which are perceived as resource to the future development of the state.
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In this paper fertility is explored in a micro perspective that allows discovering how fertility experience is formed at the personal level. I apply anthropological perspective on fertility that allows exploring the social and cultural organization of human biological ability to conceive and to carry children.

Empirical data shows that exploration of an individual’s fertility experience allow to critically evaluating state reproductive politic. Informant’s fertility explains including ideas on social and economic that impacts the meaning of fertility as well as meaning of social and economic that changed in different context. These socioeconomic explanations are used as a context that impact the perception, structure the experience and set a social value of fertility. The understanding of fertility perception at the micro level allows for re-evaluating state policy including new ideas that are more associated with the experience of personal fertility. Therefore the aim of this paper is to explore how ideas concerning to the socioeconomic are included in the fertility discourse in Latvia and how it impact fertility perception.

The theoretical perspective of the paper is based on Michel Foucault combined with approach developed by F. Lyotard. Although Foucault’s ideas on discourse were developed in 1972, he is still one of the most cited authors in social sciences. He defines discourse as a place where the object of discourse is constructed. Foucault argues that the object cannot exist by itself; it comes into being only as the result of discourse formation, where knowledge of the object is shared and created. Using this perspective, fertility can be seen as an object of knowledge formed in a particular discourse. Lyotard (2008, pp. 43) defines knowledge not only as denotation of certain objects, but also includes skills and competences to communicate the object. This approach allows us explaining fertility as a situated and fragmented object of knowledge. Foucault offers a methodological frame to explore the discourse. Therefore I use his ‘archaeology of knowledge’ methodology (1972, pp. 27) to explore fertility as an object of knowledge localized in discourse. This paper examines how the informants explain their understanding of fertility which they relate their understanding to socioeconomic aspects of the social organization in the discourse. By extending the concept of knowledge, the objects of knowledge become ideas that go beyond the criteria of truth; they may be associated with speech and practice, or related to a specific situation, culture, or tradition. This approach explains fertility as a situated and fragmented phenomenon based on contextual and varied knowledge. This makes it possible to expand the idea of fertility to include the analysis of socioeconomic and cultural aspects of human reproduction.

The novelty of this paper is linked with its research methodology. The current dominant perspective on fertility in Latvia is based in demographic approach and the use of the macro perspective. This research analyses fertility from the micro perspective applying an anthropological approach. Fertility has been an object of anthropological research for many decades. Anthropology has generated substantial body of knowledge about the construction of kinship, families, impact of biotechnologies, and other social and economic aspects of fertility. There has been only one anthropological study on fertility conducted from a micro perspective in Latvia (Mezinska et al., 2013, 2012). When compared to the demographic contribution to fertility research, anthropological knowledge in Latvia is marginal. The anthropological approach explains fertility in a localized context, allowing us to investigate how fertility is perceived and defined by Latvians themselves, and how they include ideas on economic and social to explain their fertility experience.
1. Fertility research in anthropology

Fertility in anthropology is explored through various theoretical approaches – feminism, political economy, practice theories etc. Susan Greenhalgh (1994, pp. xv) argues that the “anthropology of reproduction entails critical reflection”. The contribution of anthropology is a cultural understanding of fertility that allows rethinking ideas of personhood, gender, family, and kinship. Greenhalgh (1994, pp. 4) focuses her attention on diverse intellectual perspectives: one approach represented by Jane Schneider and Peter Schneider stresses the link between [macro] social processes and [micro] reproductive behaviour. Another feminist approach focuses on reproductive process through the cultural construction of the body and sexuality, as well as procreation (Martin, E., 1991, Ginsburg, F., Rapp, R 1991). Thirdly, there is a discussion on kinship that is related to the analysis of assisted reproduction, which develops new ideas on relatedness on the bases of fertility (Strathern, M., 1995; 2005, Bonocorso, M., 2009).

In contrast to demographers that trust in quantifying approaches, anthropologists contextualize reproductive behaviour in political, social, and economic processes. Greenhalgh (1994, pp. 13) argues that from 1970 to 1980 the focus of anthropological research fertility in the local, regional, and global situation. In these studies explain how fertility was shaped at different localities. The aim of this approach was understand “how a particular set of reproductive institutions and behaviours evolve and how its constitutive elements relate to each other” (Greenhalgh S., 1995, pp. 13).

Another research direction in the anthropology of reproduction explains fertility as a gendered process. The work of Emily Martin represents this approach. Martin (1991) explores how male/female stereotypes are used to explain fertility in terms of bodily processes. Also Rayna Rapp (2001) researches the social stratification based on fertility, and demonstrates how perceptions of fertility contribute to the construction of a personal experience, including experience of stigmatization within different social groups. Through these approaches, the anthropologists focus on the ways in which the ideas of biology and the sociality of fertility are used in gender relations and what kind of inequalities and power relations evolve from these ideas. There are studies on how fertility impacts gender relations, offers a certain status, and is used in construction social life (Rapp R., 2001, pp. 466-477).

The social constructionist perspectives for fertility research in anthropology used ideas developed by Berger and Lucman (1991), Bourdieu (1977), and Foucault (1972) providing another productive approach. This perspective makes it possible to explain how fertility is constructed socially and exposes the content of this construction.

2. Data

The paper is based on doctoral research in progress. The data sources used are thirty semi-structured interviews (eleven interviews with users of assisted reproduction techniques, four interviews with egg donors (females aged 26–42), and fifteen expert interviews (including three clinic heads, one andrologist, two embryologists, one psychologist employed by a fertility clinic, and eight representatives of governmental institutions and NGOs)). The interviews were carried out by Signe Mežinska during the period from 2011 to 2012 within the framework of the ESF project Capacity building for interdisciplinary biosafety research. I use them for secondary data analysis that was conducted with the permission of the sub-project leader Aivita Putniņa.
Interviews were part of a study focusing on reproductive technologies that was a part of the larger above mentioned project. The aim of this study was to explore the practice of reproductive technologies in Latvia and to develop recommendations for improving their biosafety. The interview questions covered the participants’ perception of fertility, experience of infertility and the process of treatment or donation, and their opinions on policies related to and governance of ART. The average length of the interviews is 60–90 minutes. Informed consent was obtained orally from all participants. All data was processed using Atlas.ti.

The methodology of the data analysis is based on the ideas of M. Foucault. The Foucauldian ‘archaeology of knowledge’ methodology justifies conducting a systematic study of knowledge, where knowledge is localized in discourse. Foucault (1972, pp. 29-30) call for identifying discursive units that determine the internal configuration of an object of knowledge. Foucault (1972, pp. 41-44) claims that the sufficient attention should be pays to the different aspects: how the object is named, described and made visible. The different ways of description allow identifying discursive units and limits of their variation. The variations of the concept of fertility are identified through the coding and described through discourse analysis process. The analysis results in a description of fertility and its links to other phenomena, including gender, age, family status, economic status. The paper describes only those discursive units that explain fertility including some ideas on how socioeconomic impact fertility.

3. Fertility discourse and socioeconomic

Various fields – general practitioner, infertility clinic, a closed Internet forum, and the family, the circle of friends, public institutions, and media are mentioned as places where fertility is discussed. These fields become the contexts in which a particular fertility discourse is created. These contexts also determine the evaluation of knowledge and divide it into what knowledge of fertility is true and what is not. In some of the field’s fertility are described using ideas on socioeconomic that impact fertility definition and social evaluation. The main discursive unit which includes links to socioeconomic are described in the following subchapters: infertility as a result of social impact, the Latvian demographic situation and social development, costs of the treatment and the economics of infertility, ‘artificial fertility’, and fertility as family resource.

3.1. Infertility as a result of social impact

Female informants described their conversations with medical personnel as one of the contexts where questions about fertility and infertility are discussed. Fertility in this context is defined as an aspect of the human body – the ability to procreate and to give birth to a healthy child – and is explained as a part of human biology. Emily Martin (2001, pp. xi) indicates that the medical version of the human body becomes its dominant meaning in the Western culture. She points out that the medical view dominates in the perception of fertility and infertility in the social sciences as well as humanities; she calls this process the medicalization of fertility. Lauren Jade Martin (2010, pp. 528) defines medicalization as a process by which medical technologies create and define the meaning of fertility and infertility. As a result of the medicalization of fertility, infertility becomes a diagnosis that is justified by medical claims, evidence and the doctor’s competence. Not only medical specialists, but also most lay informants used medical language to describe their experiences of fertility and infertility showing that the medicalization of fertility
is also dominant fertility definition in Latvia. Informants describe fertility as the normal human condition, but infertility is becomes the situation when some outer cause influences this ‘natural body’ and decreases an individual’s ability to procreate.

The specialists named a number of medical, environmental, and social reasons for infertility. Social reasons are applied differently in relation to female or male fertility. When medical experts speak about male infertility, alcohol and drug abuse, environmental pollution, as well as sexually transmitted diseases are more often mentioned social causes of infertility and as such they were associated with poorly organized sexual life. Although these causes are perceived as negative, they are not widely discussed and attributed to particular contexts, but rather recognized as neutral facts. When medical experts speak about the social causes for female infertility, most often late pregnancy is mentioned and it is associated with female careerism, abortion, and sexually transmitted diseases. These social aspects are more likely to be discussed in public.

“Therefore, one of the reasons infertility is becoming more and more of a problem is because females are planning their pregnancies too late...” (Andrologist)

It is important to note that informants described some of the reasons for infertility neutrally and viewed these as inevitable; for example, causes related to a modern lifestyle, environmental pollution. Other social causes for infertility were perceived as an individual’s personal responsibility and were therefore used to stigmatize the infertile person, e.g. abortion or pregnancy in later life. Social causes of female infertility were often mentioned and described in interviews in a stigmatizing way. However, this could be related to the fact that male infertility was much less discussed in general. This use of different social reasons for explanation of infertility in the interviews were created in gender unequal way, often stigmatizing infertile females but silencing the male experience of infertility at all. Social in this context characterized as negative force that impact human body and fertility as well.

3.2. The Latvian demographic situation and social development

The ‘demographic situation’ and ‘demographic development’ are discursive constructions that used to explain fertility at the macro level. The ideas on socioeconomic expressed in relation to fertility used by both experts and lay people in the analyzed interviews. This issue often comes up in discussions about the need to finance infertility treatment in Latvia. In this context, human fertility is described as the national state resource that delivers future citizens for Latvia. Therefore, infertility treatment is seen as fertility measure that the state should provide. Seeing fertility is a national resource, re-contextualizes female and male experience. However, when describing fertility at the macro level, the personal and gender aspect in fertility is usually ignored even by lay persons themselves.

Both of these discursive constructions – current demographic situation and its future projections – social development – are used in relation to the Latvian population. In this context infertility is perceived as one of the causes for the current and future decrease in population and seen as a threat to the long-term national development. Experts use population statistics in constructing their arguments and emphasize the risk associated with infertility. In this context, state funding for infertility treatment becomes a tool for population management in Latvia.

“If we take into account the demographic situation and raise of infertility, then all progressive states have their funding for infertility treatment” (Andrologist)
Demographic development is also described as the basis for the national and cultural continuation of future Latvia. The mechanisms by which national and cultural continuation intersects with fertility are variously imagined. Some informants argue that the capacity for fertility is essential for creating the next generation of Latvians to ensure the continuity of the national culture, but most informants did not explain the process in any detail. However, some informants believe that Latvians have special ‘Latvian gene’, common to all Latvian citizens, which ensures the continuation of Latvian culture, not through socialization, but through blood and gametes. Therefore, in this line of argumentation, nationality and culture become grounded in the bodily substance that is passed from one generation to another. In this context, giving birth becomes a civic responsibility. However, other ethnic groups (not Latvians) living in Latvia are not discussed in this context.

The constructions of ‘demographic situation’ and ‘demographic development’ explain fertility as part of population processes at macro level and describe them in relation to the state. Such constructions ignore fertility as a personal experience and objectify both men and women as instruments in the state development strategies. Economic in this context mentioned to justify need for infertility treatment financing by the state, but the low birth rates in Latvia that is explained in a link to infertility is perceived as a risk to future economy and society. Therefore in this case fertility and economic is explained interconnected.

3.3. Costs of the treatment and the economics of infertility

Medical specialists describe medical technologies as instruments used to transform a body from infertile to fertile. In most of the interviews, assisted reproduction is described as an extremely expensive medical procedure and, therefore, not available to all those who might want it due to the average small income in Latvia.

An important aspect of this discussion is the question of who should cover infertility treatment and why. The economic situation as the discursive construction is often used regardless the source of funding. In cases when infertility treatments were covered by informants themselves, they still used the construction ‘the economic situation’ to explain why access to infertility treatment was limited. Some informants identified specific strategies for obtaining resources for infertility treatment, e.g. a bank loan, borrowing from relatives or selling their property.

When informants used the construction ‘the economic situation’ to argue why state should or should not cover assisted reproduction, solutions varied. For example, if an informant believed that the most important aspect of the continuation of the Latvian state was the highest possible number of citizens living in Latvia, then the amount of money invested by the state (even if the investment is high) was evaluated as small when compared to actual price to achieve this important aim:

‘If we can get 500 or 1000 wanted children with a few million [Euros], then it is the cheapest way to increase the number of people in Latvia.’ (NGO expert)

‘If those children will be important for the state and for all of society, then it is important for all of society to participate and to help to fund [assisted reproduction].’ (NGO expert)
Some of the informants compared the cost of infertility treatment to other kinds of state spending which they saw as less useful. However, the reverse argument was used in other interviews; if ‘the economic situation’ was explained as the amount of money currently available for Latvian society, then state funding for assisted reproduction was luxury in comparison with other pressing needs, e.g. the support for pensioners, the benefits for families with children and the treatment of other life-threatening diseases such as cancer.

Economic arguments and discursive constructions, such as ‘the economic situation’, can be used as tools to demonstrate a rational perception of fertility management. The examples from this context show that economic categories, such as ‘expensive’ and ‘cheap’, become relative in the discussion on fertility, depending on the contextual definition of fertility used and the informant’s attitude toward infertility treatment. In this context the state economic support for infertility treatment is perceived as a social evaluation of fertility.

3.4. ‘Artificial’ fertility

The interviews often identified the general public and the Internet as locations and contexts that are hostile to families with fertility issues. Most informants with experience of assisted reproduction described the public attitude as unfriendly, hostile and judgmental. Interviews, online articles, and the comments to media articles on infertility are perceived as an abstract general public opinion that stigmatizes people with fertility problems as well as their children. Several interviews spoke about infertile people and their children being described as ‘cyborg’ or ‘robot’ and other similar terms. Data analysis showed that distinction between ‘natural fertility’ and ‘artificial fertility’ (‘mākslīga auglība’ in Latvian) is made in media. This shows that different fertilities exist in the perceptions of the public. ‘Natural fertility’ is described as a “normal” process of procreation without the use of biotechnologies, but ‘artificial fertility’ is procreation using assisted reproduction techniques.

The term ‘artificial’ or ‘mākslīgs’ in Latvian also includes the connotations of being ‘false’ and ‘synthetic’. These meanings may also be transferred to children born with the help of assisted reproductive technology. Therefore, some of the informants admitted that they have had hidden their infertility in society in general, but sometimes even from their relatives and friends. In such cases infertility becomes a silent issue, even in close personal relationships. Informants recognize that the cause of this silence is a social bias and lack of knowledge about infertility. This stigmatization is similar to the situation in the United States described by Rapp (2001, pp. 469). It is also possible to identify elements that indicate the stratification of society according to the ability to reproduce in Latvia.

Some informants used the alternative space to discuss their fertility issues and avoid stigmatization. In closed internet forums, informants shared experience building community and using the term ‘we’, contrasted to the general public, who are seen as ‘they’.

[…] the others should not hide from society, and then the public will understand how many couples have this problem here. If, in a population of 10,000, only two couples talk openly about it […] they think there are only two of us. But if we show how many of us there are, they would understand.(Patient)

Such conversations are characterized as a social support from those with similar experience. In five cases, both emotional and psychological support was mentioned as particularly important.
benefit of the closed Internet communication forum. The informants explained that infertility becomes a personal and painful experience that the greater society cannot understand. The anonymity and social distance that characterize closed Internet forums are aspects that allow forum members to speak more intimately and not to worry that their infertility might be used against them.

3.5. Fertility as family resource

In the context of family and friends, fertility is understood as the ability to create a family and is the source that allows the family to continue into the future. In this case fertility is described as a family resource and gametes are described as material that can be shared with relatives by means of donation. In this example a woman explains that fertility can be exchanged between close relatives:

“If my sister will want children but cannot deliver, then I will deliver for her if I can.”
(Ova Donor)

The informants explained that by sharing biological material with their relatives it would be possible to conceive children with characteristics belonging to their family, e.g. body shape, temperament, etc. Informants felt saddened; when they were informed that gamete donation to a family member was prohibited. They believed that if a family member was infertile, then sharing gametes within the family would make it possible to conceive children that would be more similar to other members of the family. Fertility is described as an ability that can be managed in the context of the family, not only by sharing gametes, but also by participating in fertility management – willing to assist in conception or in funding infertility treatment. The importance of continuation of the family is related to the fact that informants imagine the family as a support system where generations create a system of reciprocity during the whole of a life time.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

1. In my analysis of the discourse, I have identified a number of different types of descriptions of fertility that include ideas on socioeconomic. Fertility may be explained (1) as a physical ability, (2) as a national resource that impacts the country’s demographic situation and future development, (3) as the aim of an expensive service, and (4) as a family resource that can be shared between family members. These some examples show that fertility as a knowledge object is a fragmented and multi-sited phenomenon and the true definition of fertility and the set of meanings for ‘social’ and ‘economic’ depends on the context in which it is discussed.

2. The explanations of the social and economic included in the content of the fertility and are essential to understanding it. An analysis of the economic and social aspects of fertility allows identifying the various power relations and systems of classification that are based on fertility and create social stratification. To protect those with infertility problems, it is important to avoid social stigmatization. One of the results of stigmatization is silence about infertility-related issues.

3. Currently, fertility is widely discussed in Latvia, both in public media and in the political sphere, as a demographic issue linked to population statistics. Such a macro perspective
depersonalizes and objectifies an individual’s fertility, transforming it into an instrument for achieving the state’s long-term aims. I recommend changing the discussion and end ignorance of fertility in the micro perspective. This will be useful for reevaluating the Latvian state policy on reproduction and for including greater respect for the individuals involved. The change of perspectives also allows avoiding construction of persons living in Latvia as state resources.
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Abstract

Industrial confidence indicator is very important for economists as it is considered to be the predictor of production level and macroeconomic tendencies. Actually it is calculated by the statistic departments on the basis of industry survey. Nevertheless some researchers doubt about the reliability of such indicator for prediction. Others state that this indicator just demonstrate the changes that already manifest in the real economy. So the question is still open and under consideration.

That’s why the purpose of this research is to test what type of relationship between the industrial confidence indicator and the production indices exist, i.e. “Can the production indices be forecasted by the industrial confidence indicator?” and “Is the industrial confidence indicator based on the current level of production?”

Three techniques are applied for the analysis of the linkage between the industrial confidence indicator and the production indices: correlation analysis, Granger-causality test and autoregressive distributed lag model. The research is based on the analysis of eight production indices (intermediate goods, capital goods, consumer goods, durable consumer goods, non-durable consumer goods, mining and quarrying, manufacturing, electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply) and the industrial confidence indicator of Germany during the period of January 1995 – October 2015.

The results of the research showed that the changes in industrial confidence indicator have significant and positive impact on the changes in all production indices, except electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply. Meanwhile the changes in industrial confidence indicator can be explained only by the changes of two production indices, i.e. intermediate goods and mining and quarrying. Generally, it can be stated that industrial confidence is related with the real levels of production.

This research was made on the basis of Germany statistical data and a similar study for other countries should be done in order to find out whether these findings are specific for Germany or universal. The same methodology presented in this paper can be applied for this purpose.

Key words: industrial confidence indicator, production index, linkage, Germany

JEL code: C82, D22, E03

Introduction

There are several indicators that have deservedly long been known as predictors of the economic cycles. Production output is one of such indicators. Production determines the use of resources and labours and hence influences the growth, income generation, and prosperity. The production index is regarded as one of the most important measures of the economic activity. Developments in the industrial production index describe the economic cycles of industry, and
this can be used to assess the development of GDP as a whole. This index is the reference indicator for economic development and it is used in particular to identify the turning points in economic development at an early stage (European Commission, 2006).

The major advantage of the production index compared to other indicators is its combination of fast availability (relative to GDP for example) and at the same time its detailed activity breakdown (European Commission, 2006). The governments and central banks need to have an accurate and timely assessment of indicators for the current month, as this is essential for providing a reliable and early analysis of the current economic situation. The index of industrial production is probably the most important and widely analysed monthly indicator, given the relevance of the manufacturing activity as a driver of the whole business cycle (Brunhes-Lesage & Darne, 2012). The studies showed that industrial production is important for prediction of not only business cycles (Iyetomi et al., 2011), but also oil prices (Gokmenoglu et al., 2015; Ewing & Thompson, 2007), stock prices (Tsagkanos & Siriopoulos, 2015) and other indicators.

Survey data are also leading indicators of an economic activity and even preceding the data of production output. Lots of researchers agree that consumer and business surveys are very important for the prediction of the future changes of economy. The business tendency surveys are also known as the economic opinion surveys or business climate surveys. Generally they focus on the conclusions about the economic activity, based on the results of business leaders’ forecasts concerning their current positions on the market, plans and expectations in the nearest future. The business tendency surveys are carried out to obtain the qualitative information for use in monitoring the current business situation and forecasting the short-term developments (Stundžienė et al., 2015).

The basic purpose of business tendency surveys in the past was to collect the information on business conditions for the benefit of respondents and as a result many such surveys are carried out by trade associations. Today, the business tendency surveys have become a valuable tool for economic analysis for all types of users because the survey information focuses on the assessments and expectations of the economic situation by actors in the market (Nilsson, 2001; OECD, 2003). Results from business tendency surveys are often used to construct the leading indicators (Abberger, 2007b; Hansson et al., 2005), predict the employment (Siliverstovs, 2013; Abberger, 2007a), private investments (Roman et al., 2013; Abberger, 2005) and for other purposes (Stundžienė et al., 2015). Research of Cesaroni (2011) concludes that business tendency surveys are able to predict the Italian business cycle, and are therefore useful for prediction of Italian real economy in the short run.

The business and consumer surveys have become an essential tool for gathering information about the different economic variables. While the fast availability of the results and the wide range of variables covered have made them very useful for monitoring the current state of the economy, there is no consensus on their usefulness for forecasting the macroeconomic developments. Group of researches leaves doubts that survey data are suitable for prediction of various economic indicators. Claveria and others (2007) have included the information from business and consumer surveys in their research to explain the behaviour of macroeconomic variables, and stated that they are not conclusive about its role. Lui and others (2011) indicate that survey has little role to play in enhancing our knowledge of what has recently happened to manufacturing output.

Dapkus and Pridotkiene (2014) stated that companies can lie about its economic situation. The results of the research of Dapkus and Maksytyiene (2012) on the basis of Germany’s data demonstrate that there is a strong probability to be a lying symptom in the producer’s behaviour.
especially in the moments of possible recession of an activity. The issue leaves the space for scientific discussion about the use of surveys data for economic forecasting. The question *how the forecasting methods can be improved taking into account the possibility of intentional lying in the surveys* remains open.

Bertrand and Mullainathan (2001) declare that a set of experiments has shown that simple manipulations can affect how people process and interpret the questions, for example the ordering of questions, question wording and so on. An even more fundamental problem is that the respondents may make little mental effort in answering the question, such as by not attempting to recall all the relevant information or by not reading through the whole list of alternative responses.

Beyond purely cognitive issues, the social nature of the survey procedure also appears to play a large role in shaping answers to subjective questioning. Respondents want to avoid looking bad in front of the interviewer. Part of the problem comes from the respondents’ reluctance to admit the lack of an attitude. More profound problem is that people may often be wrong about their “attitudes”. People may not really be good at forecasting their behaviour or understanding why they did, what they did. A final and related problem is cognitive dissonance. Subjects may report (and even feel) attitudes that are consistent with their behaviour and past attitudes.

As a conclusion Bertrand and Mullainathan (2001) declare that put in an econometric framework, these findings cast serious doubts on attempts to use the subjective data as dependent variables, because the measurement error appears to correlate with a large set of characteristics and behaviours. These data may be useful as explanatory variables, but one must take care in interpreting the results since the findings may not be causal.

Based on the overview of the earlier researches, it is obvious that the question “*Are the business survey data suitable for the prediction of economic indicators?*” is still under discussion. That’s why the purpose of this research is to test the linkage between the business survey data, namely industrial confidence indicator, and one of the economic indicators, i.e. production index, that is closely related with the companies (business) and these companies in turn are the sources of the survey data. The research aims to answer the questions: 1) Can the production indices be forecasted by the industrial confidence indicator? 2) Does the industrial confidence indicator just reflect the current situation of the production (i.e. whether the industrial confidence indicator depends on the current and/or past levels of production)?

This research is based on Germany data as this country is one of the leading economies in Europe and has the longest series of statistical information. Eight seasonally adjusted and adjusted by working days production indices are analysed, i.e.:

- intermediate goods (ING),
- capital goods (CAG),
- consumer goods (COG),
- durable consumer goods (DCG),
- non-durable consumer goods (NCG),
- mining and quarrying (MAQ),
- manufacturing (MAN),
- electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply (EGS).

The analysed time period covers January 1995 – October 2015. The calculations are made with the econometric software EViews.
Research results and discussion

1. Research methodology

Three techniques will be applied for the analysis of the linkage between the industrial confidence indicator (ICI) and the production indices:

- correlation analysis,
- Granger-causality test,
- autoregressive distributed lag (ADL) model.

Correlation analysis will be done in order to check the contemporaneous linkage between the industrial confidence indicator and the production indices. Pearson’s correlation coefficient ($\rho$) will be calculated. In order to test the significance of linear relationship between variables, the following hypothesis will be tested:

$$H_0: \rho_{xy} = 0,$$
$$H_1: \rho_{xy} \neq 0.$$

The hypothesis will be tested by calculating Student ($t$) statistics and the probability for Student’s $t$-distribution. The calculated probability is compared with the significance level that is chosen 0.05. It indicates a 5% risk that null hypothesis will be rejected when it is correct. The significance of Pearson’s correlation coefficient will be made according to the rule: if probability is less than 0.05, then significant linear relationship between variables exist and if probability is more than 0.05, then significant linear relationship between variables does not exist.

The linkage between the industrial confidence indicator and the production indices may be not only contemporaneous. So Granger-causality test will be done in order to test the potential delayed effects. The Granger-causality test is a statistical hypothesis test for determining whether one time series is useful in forecasting another. In other words the Granger approach to the question of whether $x$ causes $y$ is to see how much of the current $y$ can be explained by past values of $y$ and then to see whether adding lagged values of $x$ can improve the explanation. $y$ is said to be Granger-caused by $x$ if $x$ helps in the prediction of $y$, or equivalently if the coefficients on the lagged $x$’s are statistically significant.

The effect of twelve previous months (twelve lags of the variables) will be examined. The bivariate regressions take the form:

$$y_t = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 y_{t-1} + \alpha_2 y_{t-2} + \ldots + \alpha_{12} y_{t-12} + \beta_1 x_{t-1} + \beta_2 x_{t-2} + \ldots + \beta_{12} x_{t-12} + \epsilon_t, \quad (1)$$

$$x_t = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 x_{t-1} + \alpha_2 x_{t-2} + \ldots + \alpha_{12} x_{t-12} + \beta_1 y_{t-1} + \beta_2 y_{t-2} + \ldots + \beta_{12} y_{t-12} + \epsilon_t. \quad (2)$$

Here $t$ denotes the time period dimension, $y_{t-1}$ and $x_{t-1}$ are variables with lags ($l=0, 1, \ldots, 12$), $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are parameters of the model, $\epsilon_t$ is an error of the model. The following hypothesis is tested for each equation:

$$\beta_1 = \beta_2 = \ldots = \beta_{12} = 0.$$

The null hypothesis is that $x$ does not Granger-cause $y$ in the (1) regression and that $y$ does not Granger-cause $x$ in the (2) regression.

Lastly the relationship between indicators will be described by autoregressive distributed lag model. It will be created according to the results of correlation analysis and Granger-causality
The best lag value of dependent variable will be chosen according to the Akaike (AIC) criterion (its minimum value). The general form of ADL model when the lag period can be not greater than 12 can be written as following:

\[ y_t = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 y_{t-1} + \alpha_2 y_{t-2} + \ldots + \alpha_{12} y_{t-12} + \beta_0 x_t + \beta_1 x_{t-1} + \beta_2 x_{t-2} + \ldots + \beta_{12} x_{t-12} + \epsilon_t. \]  

(3)

The analysis will be based on the first differences of the indicators, i.e. the purpose will be to test whether the changes in industrial confidence indicator has influence (for what time and what extent) on the changes in various production indices.

2. Research results

Correlation analysis. The correlation analysis shows that the changes in industrial confidence indicator are weakly correlated with the changes in various production indices, but correlation coefficients between the changes in industrial confidence indicator and the changes in the certain production indices, i.e. intermediate goods, capital goods and manufacturing are significant. The significant correlation coefficients are marked with an asterisk in the Table 1 (5% critical value (two-tailed) = 0.1244 for \( n = 249 \)). The analysis of scatter plots also confirms that not only linear, but also any non-linear model can be appropriate for the description of the relationship between these indicators.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \Delta \text{ICI} )</th>
<th>( \Delta \text{ING} )</th>
<th>( \Delta \text{CAG} )</th>
<th>( \Delta \text{COG} )</th>
<th>( \Delta \text{DCG} )</th>
<th>( \Delta \text{NCG} )</th>
<th>( \Delta \text{MAQ} )</th>
<th>( \Delta \text{MAN} )</th>
<th>( \Delta \text{EGS} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \text{ICI} )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3385*</td>
<td>0.1711*</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
<td>0.0351</td>
<td>-0.0017</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.257*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: authors’ calculations.*

Granger-causality test. The results indicate that there is no strong simultaneous relationship between the changes in industrial confidence indicator and the changes in production indices, but delayed effect can exist. That’s why Granger-causality test is made in order to test that. The results are presented in Table 2.
The results of Granger causality test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators (y↔x)</th>
<th>Lags</th>
<th>(\Delta ICI)↔(\Delta ING)</th>
<th>(\Delta ICI)↔(\Delta CAG)</th>
<th>(\Delta ICI)↔(\Delta COG)</th>
<th>(\Delta ICI)↔(\Delta DCG)</th>
<th>(\Delta ICI)↔(\Delta NCG)</th>
<th>(\Delta ICI)↔(\Delta MAQ)</th>
<th>(\Delta ICI)↔(\Delta MAN)</th>
<th>(\Delta ICI)↔(\Delta EGS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l=1)</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l=2)</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l=3)</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l=4)</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l=5)</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l=6)</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l=7)</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l=8)</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l=9)</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l=10)</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l=11)</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>↔</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(l=12)</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ calculations.

Granger-causality test indicates that the changes in industrial confidence indicator Granger-cause the changes in all production indices, but different effect of time exists. The changes in industrial confidence indicator Granger-cause the changes in production indices of manufacturing, intermediate goods, capital goods, consumer goods and durable consumer goods when the lag varies from 1 to 12. The changes in industrial confidence indicator can also be a good predictor for production index of non-durable consumer goods as ICI doesn’t Granger-cause the production index of NCG only when the lag is 3 and 12. The changes in industrial confidence indicator have longer delay for two production indices, i.e. mining and quarrying and electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply. The changes in ICI have an impact on the changes in production index of mining and quarrying after 4 months while the impact on the changes in production index of electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply appears only after half a year. Besides, the last effect is quite short. It disappears again after four months.

Meanwhile only the changes in production index of intermediate goods Granger-cause the changes in industrial confidence indicator. Granger-causality of the changes in production index of MAQ on the changes in ICI can also be observed, but only when the lag is 5 and 6.

**Autoregressive distributed lag (ADL) model.** Lastly ADL models are created in order to find the function that describes the relationship between the changes in production indices and the changes in ICI the best. The lag values (not exceeding 12) of changes in ICI are also taken into account. Created eight models are presented below according to the dependent variable (production index).
Intermediate goods. The best lag period that minimizes Akaike criterion for the changes in production index of intermediate goods is 5. The best significant model is got adding the changes in ICI of the last two months, i.e.:

\[
\Delta \text{ING}_t = 0.1358^{*} - 0.2180^{**} \cdot \Delta \text{ING}_{t-1} + 0.2034^{***} \cdot \Delta \text{ING}_{t-3} - 0.1811^{***} \cdot \Delta \text{ING}_{t-5} + \\
0.2288^{***} \cdot \Delta \text{ICI}_{t-1} + 0.1871^{***} \cdot \Delta \text{ICI}_{t-2}.
\] (4)

Note: one asterisk (*) means that the parameter is significant at the significance level of 0.1, two asterisks (**) show that parameter is significant at the significance level of 0.05, while three asterisks (***) represent the significance level of 0.01 in this equation and all the equations below. Standard error is presented below the parameter.

The autoregression shows stopping effect, i.e. the increase in production index of intermediate goods one and five months ago (with the particular corrections of \(\Delta \text{ING}_{t-3}\)) decreases the rise of the index in the current period. But the changes in ICI have positive and in general higher impact on the changes in ING, i.e. two-month rise of ICI increases the production index of intermediate goods after two months. However the precision of the model is not high. Adjusted R2 (coefficient of determination) of the model is 0.3188, standard error of regression is 1.1902 and residuals of the model are not correlated according to Breusch-Godfrey test (p-value is 0.734).

Capital goods. The best lag period that minimizes Akaike criterion for the changes in production index of capital goods is 4, but the best significant model is got removing the third and fourth lags and adding the changes in ICI of the last three months, i.e.:

\[
\Delta \text{CAG}_t = 0.3613^{***} - 0.5197^{***} \cdot \Delta \text{CAG}_{t-1} - 0.1929^{***} \cdot \Delta \text{CAG}_{t-2} + 0.1446^{**} \cdot \Delta \text{ICI}_{t-1} + \\
0.2421^{***} \cdot \Delta \text{ICI}_{t-2} + 0.2571^{***} \cdot \Delta \text{ICI}_{t-3}.
\] (5)

It is obvious that three-month increase in ICI raises the production index of CAG after three months. But autoregression of \(\Delta \text{CAG}\) has stopping effect as the increase in production index of CAG during the last two months reduces the growth of production index of CAG in the current month. Adjusted R2 of the model is 0.2803, standard error of regression is 2.0529 and residuals are not correlated (p-value is 0.834).

Consumer goods. The best lag period that minimizes Akaike criterion for the changes in production index of consumer goods is 2 and the best significant model is got adding the changes in ICI one and five months ago, i.e.:

\[
\Delta \text{COG}_t = 0.0287 - 0.4982^{***} \cdot \Delta \text{COG}_{t-1} - 0.3183^{***} \cdot \Delta \text{COG}_{t-2} + 0.1050^{***} \cdot \Delta \text{ICI}_{t-1} + 0.1214^{***} \cdot \Delta \text{ICI}_{t-5}.
\] (6)

Rising ICI has positive impact on the production index of COG. The changes in production index of COG also depend on its previous values and their impact has stopping and greater effect than the changes in ICI. Adjusted R2 of the model is 0.2612, standard error of regression is 1.2146 and the residuals of the model are not correlated (p-value is 0.524).
Durable consumer goods. The best lag period that minimizes Akaike criterion for the changes in production index of durable consumer goods is 4, but the best significant model is got removing the third and fourth lags and adding the changes in ICI of one, three and five months ago, i.e.:

\[
\Delta DCG_t = -0.1410 - 0.6967^{***} \cdot \Delta DCG_{t-1} - 0.4272^{***} \cdot \Delta DCG_{t-2} + 0.2464^{***} \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-1} + \\
+0.2708^{**} \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-3} + 0.1860^{**} \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-5}.
\] (7)

The results are similar to the previous case. Raising ICI has positive impact on the production index of DCG, but the changes in production index of DCG also depend on its previous values and their impact has stopping and greater effect than the changes in ICI. Adjusted R2 of the model is 0.4148, standard error of regression is 2.8019 and the residuals of the model are not correlated (p-value is 0.7).

Non-durable consumer goods. The best lag period that minimizes Akaike criterion for the changes in production index of non-durable consumer goods is 3, but the best significant model is got removing the third lag and adding the changes in ICI five months ago, i.e.:

\[
\Delta NCG_t = 0.0555 - 0.4650^{***} \cdot \Delta NCG_{t-1} - 0.2869^{***} \cdot \Delta NCG_{t-2} + 0.1057^{***} \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-5}.
\] (8)

Rising ICI has also positive impact on the production index of NCG, but the changes in production index of NCG also depend on its previous values and their impact has stopping and greater effect than the changes in ICI. Adjusted R2 of the model is 0.1995, standard error of regression is 1.2513 and the residuals of the model are not correlated (p-value is 0.423).

Mining and quarrying. The best lag period that minimizes Akaike criterion for the changes in production index of mining and quarrying is 5, but the best significant model is got removing the second and third lags and adding the changes in ICI five months ago, i.e.:

\[
\Delta MAQ_t = -0.6011^{**} - 0.1850^{***} \cdot \Delta MAQ_{t-1} - 0.1297^{**} \cdot \Delta MAQ_{t-4} - 0.1804^{***} \cdot \Delta MAQ_{t-5} + \\
+0.3949^{***} \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-5}.
\] (9)

Rising ICI has positive impact on the production index of MAQ, but the changes in production index of MAQ also depend on its previous values and their impact has stopping and greater effect than the changes of ICI. Adjusted R2 of the model is 0.0830, standard error of regression is 4.8694 and the residuals of the model are not correlated (p-value is 0.487).

Manufacturing. The best lag period that minimizes Akaike criterion is 5 and the best significant model is got adding the changes in ICI of the last three months, i.e.:

\[
\Delta MAN_t = 0.1714^{**} - 0.3239^{***} \cdot \Delta MAN_{t-1} + 0.1860^{***} \cdot \Delta MAN_{t-3} - 0.1267^{**} \cdot \Delta MAN_{t-5} + \\
+0.1751^{***} \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-1} + 0.1441^{***} \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-2} + 0.0905^{**} \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-3}.
\] (10)

The autoregression of $\Delta MAN$ shows stopping effect, i.e. the increase in production index of manufacturing one and five months ago (with the particular corrections of $\Delta MAN_{t-3}$) decreases
the rise of the index in the current period. But the changes in ICI have positive and in general higher impact on the changes in MAN, i.e. three-month rise of ICI increases the production index of manufacturing after the quarter of a year. However the precision of the model is not high. Adjusted R2 of the model is 0.2852, standard error of regression is 1.2429 and residuals of the model are not correlated according to Breusch-Godfrey test (p-value is 0.998).

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply. The analysis of production index of electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply showed that the best lag period that minimizes Akaike criterion is 4. The best significant model is got adding the changes in ICI with the lag periods of 4 and 8, i.e.:

\[
\Delta EGS_t = 0.0366 - 0.2784 \cdot \Delta EGS_{t-1} - 0.3292 \cdot \Delta EGS_{t-2} - 0.1648 \cdot \Delta EGS_{t-3} - 0.1310 \cdot \Delta EGS_{t-4} + 0.2301 \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-4} - 0.2782 \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-8}.
\] (11)

The equation describes stopping effect. For example, the increase in production index of electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply for 4 months (\(\Delta EGS_{t-1}, \ldots, \Delta EGS_{t-4}\) are positive) decreases the rise of it in the current period. The changes in ICI 8 months ago reinforce this effect. Meanwhile the changes in ICI 4 months ago make some positive corrections but its impact is not high. However the precision of the model is low. Adjusted R2 of the model is 0.1413, standard error of regression is 2.6605 and residuals of the model are not correlated according to Breusch-Godfrey test (p-value is 0.582).

ADL models of the changes in ICI as the dependent variable. New ADL models where the ICI is the dependent variable are created in order to answer into the second question “Does the industrial confidence indicator depend on the current and/or past levels of production?” The lag values (not exceeding 12) of production indices of intermediate good and mining and quarrying changes are taken into account.

The best lag period that minimizes Akaike criterion for the changes in ICI is 2. One significant model is got adding the changes in production index of ING four and eleven months ago, i.e.:

\[
\Delta ICI_t = 0.0796 + 0.2974 \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-1} + 0.3932 \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-2} - 0.2165 \cdot \Delta ING_{t-4} - 0.2259 \cdot \Delta ING_{t-11}.
\] (12)

Differently from the results above the changes in ICI are going to give up the tendency, i.e. two months of growth of ICI increases its growth next month. Meanwhile the changes in production index of ING in the previous months have negative impact on the changes in ICI. Adjusted R2 of the model is 0.3636, standard error of regression is 1.8071 and residuals of the model are not correlated (p-value is 0.752).

As \(\Delta ING_{t-11}\) presents quite old data and logically, it cannot have a significant impact on the changes in ICI at the time moment \(t\), this component can be eliminated from the equation without major losses in precision of the model. A new model can be written as

\[
\Delta ICI_t = 0.0343 + 0.3149 \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-1} + 0.3980 \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-2} - 0.2125 \cdot \Delta ING_{t-4}.
\] (13)
Adjusted R2 of the model is 0.3488, standard error of regression is 1.8160 and residuals of the model are not correlated (p-value is 0.89).

The best significant model adding the changes in production index of MAQ into equation is:

\[
\Delta ICI_t = 0.0287 + 0.3105^{***} \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-1} + 0.3682^{***} \cdot \Delta ICI_{t-2} + 0.0610^{***} \cdot \Delta MAQ_{t-5}.
\] (14)

The changes in production index of MAQ have positive impact on the changes in ICI. Adjusted R2 of the model is 0.3496, standard error of regression is 1.8178 and residuals of the model are not correlated (p-value is 0.756).

Summarizing the results, it is obvious that inclusion of the changes in ICI improves the autoregressive models of various production indices, but its benefit is not large. As well as the prediction of the changes in industrial confidence indicator can be slightly improved taking into account the changes in production indices of ING and MAQ. It means that only two sectors, i.e. intermediate goods and mining and quarrying, demonstrate statistically significant impact on the formation of industrial expectations. Meanwhile industrial expectations can help to foresee the future production levels of all sectors. In most cases production indices can be explained (partly) by the industrial confidence indicators of a maximum of six months (only production index of EGS is an exception as it has higher lag), but the real levels of production can be better explained taking into account more factors.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

1. The research showed that the production indices can be forecasted by the industrial confidence indicator, but the industrial confidence indicator weakly depends on the current and/or past levels of production.

2. In general the changes in industrial confidence indicator have positive impact on the changes in all production indices, except production index of electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply. The created autoregressive functions of the changes in all production indices showed that they tend to return to the equilibrium, i.e. positive (or negative) change in production index reduces the probability of its growth (or decline) next period (it has a tendency to move to 0). Meanwhile the changes in industrial confidence indicator give up the tendency.

3. However most of the created ADL models have low precision. The model of the changes in production index of durable consumer goods (as the dependent variable) has the highest R2, i.e. 0.4148 and R2 of the model of the changes in production index of intermediate goods (as the dependent variable) is 0.3188, while the precisions of all other models are lower. The changes in ICI can be forecasted with the precision of about 35% based on the changes in production indices of intermediate goods or mining and quarrying.

4. The results suggest continue the research by looking for other indicators that let to improve the prediction of the changes in production indices. Moreover the results raise the question, what indicators have the impact on the changes in industrial confidence indicator as all of production indices, except intermediate goods and mining and quarrying, do not Granger-cause the changes in industrial confidence indicator.
5. The research should be also continued as these results represent the linkage between the industrial confidence indicator and the production indices for Germany case. Similar study based on the data of other countries should be done in order to find out whether these results are specific for this country or universal. The same methodology presented in this paper can be applied for this purpose.
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Abstract
Unlike the traditional bank credit, the syndicated loan is provided by a group of lenders and is managed by one or several banks. Each bank in the syndicate takes part with its own share of financing, the aim being to distribute the credit risk among the participating banks. In the last decade syndicated loans turned into one of the most dynamically developing segments of the global debt market. The annual volume of syndicated loans in 2015 reached the sum of 4.7 trillion USD compared to 1.8 trillion USD in the year of crisis 2009. Syndicated loans contribute considerably to economic development because they provide an important part of financing of large capital investments in industrial production, services and the public sector. The trends in the volumes of provided loans, their distribution according to sectors and purposes, setting prices of contracts and setting up the syndicate composition are the basic factors for providing a clear indication for the investment activity, market situation and the expectations of key investors. The main purpose of the research lies in discovering the post-crisis challenges for the syndicated loan market development in Europe. The analysis of the regional and sector profiles of the provided syndicated loans in Europe in the 2009–2015 period sends contradictory messages that suggest pessimism rather than optimism. Based on that, the focus of the research widens to include issues about the evolution in the philosophy of syndicated financing, the development of the elements of the syndicated composition, the necessity to update the tools of risk management, the use of buffers and non-price compensatory mechanisms and the opportunities for making corrections in the price setting of the syndicated loan agreement.
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Introduction
Unlike traditional bank loans, a syndicated loan envisages distribution of the loan and sharing the investment risk among a group of lenders united in a syndicate. Compared to the original format of syndicated loans, these days there are a number of substantial differences in the composition of borrowers. As early as the 1990s in the developed countries banks and companies in the utility sector, transport and extractive industries displaced the government sector as a major beneficiary (Robinson M., 1996). Syndicated lending is considered by borrowers as a convenient tool for external funding, allowing a relatively flexible and quick access to resources in exchange for, or in addition to, the traditional sources of capital – issuing shares and bonds (Coffey M., 2000; Dennis S. & Mullineaux D., 2000).

What are the benefits of syndicated lending for banks? The results of a number of studies show that syndicated loans can be used by leading banks to alleviate the regulatory capital
constraints (Hubbard, G., Kuttner, N. & Palia D., 2002). For smaller banks involvement in syndicated loans helps for new business developments or credit portfolio diversification by granting a loan to large corporate borrowers, with which, under other conditions, the said banks stood little chance of having credit relationships (Sufi, A., 2007; Esty, B. & Megginson, W., 2003; Altunbaş, Y., Gadanecz, B., Kara, A., 2005). The advantage of syndicated loans over bilateral loans is their higher liquidity, owing to the possibilities for secondary trading. Secondary markets provide banks an option to sell their syndicated loans and over the first decade of the 21C the volume of secondary traded syndicated loans has grown considerably (Howcroft, J., Kara, A., Marques-Ibanez, D., 2014).

On a global scale syndicated loans have turned into one of the most important sources for corporate financing over the last decade. Even in 2009 – the year of record slump, international syndicated loans reached 1.8 trillion USD, overtaking by 0.3 trillion USD the overall size of newly issued bonds by non-financial companies at the international market. Only two years later, in 2011, the share of syndicated loans as a share of total corporate financing already reached 62% (Dealogic Global Loans Review, 2013).

Using secondary data from the information bases of Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg and Dealogic this paper aims to find an answer to the questions of what is happening on the global syndicated loan market, what are the trends in Europe and what are the major challenges in the development of this market in the post-crisis period? In parallel, the paper analyzes certain aspects that are of substantial relevance to the discussed problems, like for instance the organizational peculiarities of the bank syndicates, the tendencies in loan pricing, sector and regional profiles of syndicated lending.

1. The global syndicated loan market – organizational peculiarities of a bank syndicate and transaction pricing

The composition of the bank syndicate and the specific features of its organizational hierarchy depend on the scale of the deal, the amount of financing, the type of mandate contract, the number of participating institutions and the activity of the mandated arranger. In most syndicated loan agreements at least two levels of syndicate hierarchy can be clearly distinguished (Gadanecz B., 2004). On the first level the main part is played by the banks that are mandated arrangers. These are leading institutions which sign a memorandum with the borrower, negotiate the basic parameters of the deal and take on certain responsibilities to provide the necessary resource. They either manage the loan directly, or delegate part of activities to agent banks. Some of the most important functions of the arrangers, and at the same time the touchstone for their efficiency as mandated arrangers, is the successful formation of a syndicate and finalizing the deal with funding provided. To this end, they carefully study the market and investor interest in the deal and place offers to other banks to join the financing. The lending institutions approached belong to the second group of banks, whose role in the syndicated lending is that of lower level managers or junior syndicate members. These banks are usually located in various geographical regions and consist of smaller banks with relatively limited experience in international lending (Gadanecz, B., Kara, A., Molyneux, P., 2012). Throughout the duration of the loan they have the so called “arm’s-length” relationship with the borrower and their activity is represented by the arrangers or the agent bank (Sufi, A., 2007).
Depending on the commitment of the arranging banks in negotiating and receiving a mandate, three basic types of syndicated loan agreements can be identified (Miller S., 2006; Rhodes T., 2006):

- Underwritten deal;
- “Best-efforts” syndication;
- Club deal.

Under the arrangement of “Underwritten deal” the underwriter (arranger bank) of a syndicated loan is firmly committed to the borrower and guarantees to provide the necessary resource within the pre-defined parameters and conditions. This poses certain risks for the arrangers, if their plans for syndicate formations and selling parts of the loan are not fully realized. Having in mind the possible complications from unpredictable market conditions, we can, with good reason, ask the following question: Why should arrangers ever take the risk of acting as underwriter of syndicated loans, provided that they also have other alternative? There are at least two good reasons for this particular decision of theirs. Firstly, the offer for an entirely underwritten deal turns into a competitive tool for getting a mandate. Secondly, underwriters usually earn higher fees in exchange for the firm promise to ensure the necessary financing.

Syndicated loans containing the “best efforts” clause are those, where the arranger banks do not make commitment to provide the entire resource. Typically such clauses in syndicated loans are used in more complicated deals or in leverage loans for beneficiaries whose rating is lower than investment grade ratings.

By “Club deals” we mean the smaller size loans (usually between 25 and 100 m USD), which are provided by a committed group of banks. In these deals the arranger is “first among equals”, as this type of syndication lacks the strict hierarchy that characterizes the composition of the remaining forms of bank syndicate. Thus for example, it is typical for the club “members” to share all earnings, including those from fees, according to their share of participation in financing.

The changes in the syndicate composition can indicate restrictions in lending. For example, syndicated loans of the “club deals” type grow from 12% in 2008 to 17% in 2009. Similar forms of syndicate suggest lower costs for debt monitoring and restructuring and are therefore preferred by lead arrangers, when there is a high likelihood of default. So the growing number of club deals can be an indicator for the risk-avoiding behavior of the banks and a growing credit risk in times of economic and financial uncertainty (Chui M. et al., 2010). Such a thesis is also supported by Esty and Megginson, who find a positive connection between the size of the syndicate, on the one hand, and the reliable protection of the rights of lenders on the other (Esty, B. & Megginson W., 2003).

The pricing of syndicated loans is usually done along a floating interest rate spread, which is tied to a certain benchmark index (most often Libor) and various types of fees. Leading banks are entitled to the lion share of fee income, whereas the remaining banks in the syndicate mostly make do with income from interest (Armstrong J., 2003). In an aggregate format the main pricing components of the syndicated loans – interest spread and fees, as well as the proportion between them, vary widely, depending on a number of key factors. One of these is the base index used as benchmark for the interest spread. For instance, for Euribor or Libor-based loans, a higher relative share of fees is observed than that of loans tied up with other market indices (Gadanecz B., 2004).

The market and sector affiliation of the borrower are other factors to impact the price of syndicated loans. For borrowers from developed economies the share of fees in the aggregate
price of syndicated loans is higher than for borrowers from emerging markets (Eichengreen B. & Mody A., 1999). This fact is related to the circumstance that in the industrially developed countries exposures to the non-governmental sector prevail. Borrowers from this particular market segment, driven mostly by fiscal and market concerns, prefer the larger part of the aggregate loan price to be formed by fees and not by the interest spread. Nevertheless, in general the price of exposures to borrowers from developed countries is lower than the price paid by borrowers from emerging markets. This finding is not surprising in view of the specifics of risk pricing depending on the type of borrower.

Along with fees and interest spread, bank syndicates use a number of non-price compensatory mechanisms aimed at minimizing credit risk. These are the familiar from classical corporate loans covenants, collaterals and guarantees. The use of collaterals and guarantees for syndicated loans occurs more often with exposures to borrowers from emerging markets, while covenants in syndicated loans are more frequent in contracts with borrowers from industrially developed countries.

Covenants set clearly defined limits, prohibitions and various types of restrictions borrowers must follow until the entire loan is paid back. Some of the restrictive clauses forbid borrowers to take particular actions unless they are discussed and approved by the banking syndicate in advance. They may refer to the sphere of the company’s dividend policy (for example, forbidding to pay out dividends) and the possibilities for transformations of capital, mergers, acquisitions, takeovers, etc. Other covenants fix certain values for financial indicators (most often connected with leverage and financial autonomy), which should not be violated. A study of the US market of syndicated loans over the period 1996–2010 identifies over 80 different covenants in loan contracts (Freudenberg F. et al. 2012). Violation of a clause gives creditors sufficient ground to change the status of the exposure to a “state of technical default” with all the ensuing consequences included in the loan contract.

2. Post-crisis projections in European syndicated loan market

Collapses of international markets in times of financial crisis are not unusual. For example, during the Japanese crisis of the 1990s Japanese banks and companies temporarily withdrew from the international financial and commodity markets (Amiti M. & Weinstein D., 2009). The global financial crisis that began in the USA was not much different. Following the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in September 2008, the capital raising markets ended up temporarily “frozen”. This along with the growing credit losses put bank balances under enormous strain and stress towards the end of 2008. As a result, banks limited lending and global syndicated loans registered a record slump of 41% in 2008. At the same time global economic activity took a rapid downturn. Over the last quarter of 2008 export of goods and services fell 18% compared to the same period of the year before. Export-oriented companies suffered cancelled orders and delayed payments for delivered goods (Malouche M., 2009). This reduced the demand for loans. Collapse in global trade led to a drop in the gross capital flows, reversal of capital flows between developed and emerging markets and a decline in international bank lending (Cetorelli, N. & Goldberg, L., 2011). In many countries banks abruptly cut lending (Aisen, A. & Franken, M., 2010). This forces companies with limited borrowing perspective to reduce investments (Duchin, R., Ozbas, O. & Sensoy, B., 2010), which further facilitated the spread of the crisis from the financial into the real sector of the economy.
The evolution of syndicated loans has its ups and downs, but is, in general, a mirror image of the economic activity and market conditions (Chui M. et al., 2010). The post-crisis period begins with the lowest volume of syndicated loans over the last decade – a little over 1.8 trillion USD in 2009 (in comparison, the pre-crisis 2007 saw loans for the then record high 4.8 trillion USD). The trend for gradual recovery was broken by a more clearly expressed drop in 2012 and a considerably slighter decline in 2015. (Fig. 1).

Analyzing the volume of the syndicated loans in a regional aspect, it is obvious that post-crisis recovery does not follow the same scenario in different markets. Although in 2009 Europe and the American markets set off from nearly the same positions, only two years later syndicated loans across the Atlantic are in relative share twice the amount of syndicated loans on the Old continent (Fig. 2).


Fig. 1. **Global Syndicated Loans - Proceeds US$ billion (primary axis) and Number of Deals (secondary axis)**

Fig. 2. **Global Syndicated Loans by Regions (Proceeds US$ billion)**
What are the reasons for the domination of the American syndicated loan market over the last five years, while the European one suffers prolonged stagnation? It could be assumed that this is a logical result of the deepening debt crisis in Europe in the middle of this period, and investor concerns associated with it that the “contagion” will spread, as well as the prevailing uncertainty on the European financial market following these adverse events. These facts, however, do not explain the continuous fluctuations in the volume of syndicated lending in Europe and the decline in 2015, when the problems with the debt crisis are considered to be subsiding. Reducing the share of syndicated lending after the financial crisis may be a consequence of the multi-layer structure of the lending syndicate, where participating banks do not have total control over the status of the borrower, but instead rely on the arranger banks. In times of crisis, however, particularly in Europe, there can be observed a growing information asymmetry between the participants on the financial markets. Another argument to add can be the falling demand for loans on the part of corporations and increased uncertainty in cross border lending, taking into consideration the markedly international profile of the main borrowers on the syndicated loan market. In a volatile environment European banks are increasingly less interested in syndicated lending and even major banks, especially those with solid capital base, remain too reserved and passive (Howcroft, J., Kara, A., Marques-Ibanez, D., 2014).

It is an indicative fact that most highly developed economies in Europe register an abrupt fall in syndicated lending over the problematic 2012. (Fig. 3). Of the three countries with largest share on the syndicated lending market only the United Kingdom has succeeded in preserving stable volumes over the last two years, while in Germany and France there is an obvious fall in 2015 compared to the previous year.

In the research period syndicated lending in Central and East European countries is characterized by very modest volumes and shares – 71 trillion USD in 2015 (approximately the market share of Netherlands only). In Eastern Europe the most dramatic slump in syndicated lending to be observed over the last two years is the one in Russia (Fig. 4). Over the analyzed period Turkey is turning into a principal leader on the East European market for syndicated loans.

Data on earmarking of syndicated loans and their sector profile can provide valuable information during the analysis of post-crisis projections of the European syndicated loan
market. As stated by Giannetti & Laeven syndicated loans are granted not only for real asset investment, but also for highly cyclical restructuring activities such as leverage buyouts, mergers and acquisitions and stock repurchases. Demand for such type of loans can be sluggish in times of financial disturbances, even if the borrower’s country is not affected by the banking crisis. Less cyclical loans are considered to be the loans earmarked for real asset investments – for example, for general corporate purposes or working capital (Giannetti, M. & Laeven, L., 2011).

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>By Use of Proceeds</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refinance Bank Debt</td>
<td>276.2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>257.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Corporate Purposes</td>
<td>338.1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>411.6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>586.1</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refinancing</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>123.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Finance</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition Financing</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>156.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>267.9</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**By Industries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy and Power</td>
<td>122.5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>202.8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>242.1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrials</td>
<td>188.2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>225.3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>206.5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financials</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>126.7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>138.0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>137.1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>131.4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Staples</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>108.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>138.5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Products and Services</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media and Entertainment</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Technology</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Thomson Reuters, Global Syndicated Loans Reviews 2009–2015.

2 According to Thomson Reuters Investment Bank Loans data EMEA Region includes Europe, Middle East and Africa with usual very little relative share of Middle East and Africa in total volumes.
From the data presented in Table 1 there can be reported a growth in the relative shares of loans aimed at “General Corporate Purposes” and “Acquisition Financing”. In 2015 there is an abrupt fall in both volume and relative share of loans for refinancing bank loans. The leading industries that are an object of syndicated loans are “Energy & Power” and “Industrials”. A comparison of the sectoral profile of syndicated loans in Europe and the much more dynamically developing American market shows certain differences. On the American market in 2015 loans in the sphere of “healthcare” and “high technologies” have higher relative shares of 9% and 7% respectively. Loans for “materials” and “consumer staples”, which in Europe jointly amount to 21%, are only 13% in North America. Such differences in the relative share of financed industries may be indicative for the more substantial progress in placing resources to priority and technological sectors beyond the Atlantic.

Conclusions

Over the last two decades global syndicated loans have become a powerful instrument for financing the growing needs for massive resources on the part of various sectors and industries. This turns syndicated loans into a driving engine for stimulating economic activity and global economic development. Syndicated lending is distinguished by the specific relationships between borrower and lender and bank syndicates are characterized by a complex organizational hierarchy and internal relations. The pricing of a syndicated loan is an important component of the deal, whereby banks employ various instruments and mechanisms. Analysis of the trends in the globally granted syndicated loans has shown that in a regional perspective post-crisis recovery takes place according to different scenarios in Europe and America. The considerably slighter growth of syndicated lending in Europe, with occasional periods of decline and stagnation, can be explained with the impacts of the debt crisis and the uncertainty on the European financial markets. The growing information asymmetry of participants and the weaker demand for syndicated loans on the part of large corporations also exercise an influence in this. Stagnation can be observed in the more developed economies as well as in those of the East European market. Sector analysis of syndicated loans shows that there are a number of differences in the relative shares of loans for various industries compared to those on the American continent, where there is a great deal more placement of resources to priority and technological sectors, than in pro-cyclic spheres. Post-crisis projections on the market for syndicated loans outline symptoms which do not rule out the likelihood of the global financial system falling into a new spiral of recession. In Europe the outcome remains entwined in the complicated puzzle of the not-fully solved problems with financial stability, a drop in the price of staple raw materials and petrol, the refugee crisis and the difficult political and financial decisions that are to be made by United Europe.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to analyse a number of reforms of the labour tax system – introduction of the regressive non-taxable minimum, increase in the amount of the allowance for dependents, solidarity tax charged on high salaries – that came into force since January 2016 with respect to their effect on the changes in incentives to enter the labour market. The participation tax rate (PTR) is used as the indicator of the incentive to work. Using the European Union tax-benefit microsimulation model (EUROMOD) and the European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) survey microdata, PTRs are computed in two different ways. At first, PTRs are computed only for those in work, while another way of the calculation takes into consideration both employed and unemployed. Heckman two stage estimation method is used to predict the hypothetical wage rates for those actually not working on the basis of the observed workers’ wage rates. The results suggest that implemented reforms slightly reduces PTRs for low-income earners, nonetheless high PTRs in the lowest deciles suggests a particularly strong disincentive for low-income persons to participate in the labour market. Solidarity tax charged on high salaries could slightly increase the PTRs of high-income earners.
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Introduction
Incentives to enter the labour market are greatly affected by the labour tax and social benefit system valid in the country. Level of employment affects the level of output and ensures the sustainability of social security system. Relatively high tax wedge holds off the employment: it decreases the disposable income of earners and increases the labour costs faced by employers. This paper analyses a number of reforms of the labour tax and benefit system that came into force since January 2016 (introduction of the regressive non-taxable minimum, increase in the amount of the allowance for children/dependents, solidarity tax charged on high salaries) (Ministry of Finance, 2016) with respect to their effect on the changes in incentives to enter the labour market. The participation tax rate (PTR) is used as the indicator of the incentive to work and is defined as the proportion of total gross earnings lost in the form of tax and withdrawn benefits when a person enters employment (Mirlees et al. (2011). The European Union tax-benefit microsimulation model (EUROMOD) is used as a tool for the assessment of the effects of the planned labour tax...
policy reforms (Sutherland and Figari, 2013), that is valuable for the policy makers in the process of the design of the labour tax and benefit system.

Research results and discussion

1. Measures of work incentives

Work incentives created by the tax-benefit system are usually divided in two groups – incentives to work versus not working and incentives to work more and earn more for those already in work (Adam et al., 2006). In this paper the author attempts to assess whether the recently implemented tax reforms affects the incentives to enter the labour market. It can be measured using the replacement rate, which is defined as the income an individual would receive if they were not working as a percentage of the income they would receive if they were working. Another indicator of the incentive to work at the extensive margin is the participation tax rate (PTR). The PTR is defined as the proportion of total gross earnings lost in the form of tax and withdrawn benefits when a person enters employment. The PTR can be expressed as follows (Mirlees et al., 2011):

$$PTR = 1 - \frac{\text{Net income in work} - \text{Net income out of work}}{\text{Gross earnings}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The measures of work incentives depend on the gross employment income of the individual when he/she is working, and the labour tax and social benefit structure, while the economic status and incomes of all other household members are fixed. Higher numbers for the indicators imply weaker work incentives.

In this report, we use PTR as a measure of reporting incentives to work at all. For the calculation of the PTRs, personal income tax, social benefits and social insurance contributions are computed for all household members for two scenarios: when the person works and he/she does not work.

Using EUROMOD and the European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) survey microdata, PTRs are computed in two different ways. At first, PTRs are computed only for those in work (similar to Immervol et al. (2004), BICEPS (2014)), by comparing an individual’s equivalised disposable income at actual earnings and equivalised disposable income at zero earnings.

Another way of the calculation of PTRs takes into consideration both employed and unemployed or inactive, that requires making some assumptions about potential wage for the unemployed or inactive in case of entering the labour market (Kaliskova, 2015). The author uses a classical wage equation – Heckman two stage estimation method (Heckman, 1976; Stata, 2016) – to impute the hypothetical wage rates for those actually not working on the basis of the observed workers’ wage rates.

Table1. in appendices shows the regression coefficients of monthly employment income (in ln) and employment status (being employed or not) using a two-step Heckman selection model. The selection equation is identified using explanatory variables of gender, region the person leaves, marital status, number of children below age of 2, age, income of other household
members and dummy for the level of education. Explanatory variables in the monthly wage regression include dummy for the level of education, gender and age. The selection of the explanatory variables is conditional on the data availability in the EU-SILC database. All coefficients have the expected signs, both in the wage equation and in the selection equation.

2. **Tax Policy reforms**

So far, introduced labour tax policy reforms equally affected entirely all employees without considerably diminishing the income inequality and the regressive tax structure. Proposals for the tax reforms of 2016 are purposefully aimed at the increasing of the degree of progressivity and decreasing of the level of income inequality.

**The differentiated non-taxable minimum income**

The differentiated non-taxable minimum income – is introduced gradually starting from January 1, 2016 – depends on the taxpayer’s total annual taxable income. As of 2016, maximum non-taxable minimum is set at EUR 100 and is granted to employed people with monthly income of EUR 380. The non-taxable minimum is gradually reduced based on the taxpayer’s monthly income until it reaches EUR 75 at the monthly income level of EUR 1000. The non-taxable minimum for the employed people with monthly income between EUR 380 and EUR 1,000 will be calculated using the formula (Ministry of Finance, 2016; Latvijas Vēstnesis, 2016a). Low-income earners qualifying for the maximum non-taxable minimum are supposed to submit their tax returns to the State Revenue Service to get the compensation for the overpaid amount.

**Increase in the amount of the allowance for dependents**

For tax allowance purposes, a taxpayer can claim a child or other relative as a dependent if they meet the requirements: do not work, do not receive unemployment benefit (or unemployment stipend), old age or disability pension, do not receive taxable income above the allowance amount, and are not dependents of any other person. A child is considered dependent if he/she is younger than 18 years old or younger than 24 years old and continues secondary, professional, special or higher education (Pļuta A., Zasova A., Rastrigina O., Vanags A., 2015). As of 2016, the tax allowance for a dependant is increased from EUR 165 to EUR 175 (Ministry of Finance, 2016; Latvijas Vēstnesis, 2016a).

**Solidarity tax charged on high salaries**

The social contribution rate in Latvia is flat and is split between an employee and an employer. A maximum level of income from which social contributions can be made is introduced in 2014 and as of 2015 is set at 48,600 EUR. The next tax year the State Social Insurance Agency makes the repayment to high-income earners whose income exceeded the imposed ceiling (Latvijas Vēstnesis, 2016b).

The tax reform provides that these repayments will not be further made because the solidarity tax is charged at the rate equivalent to the rate of social security contribution faced by employees. After the introduction of solidarity tax, the employers are liable to paying equal social security contributions for all their employees. Solidarity tax charged on high salaries is the instrument for making the labour tax more progressive and improving the fairness of the tax system.
3. **Participation tax rate calculation: the effect of the labour tax reform in 2016**

Below the author reports the results on the comparison of the incentives to work at all as the measure for work incentives using the PTR, which shows the proportion of gross earnings that are “taxed away” in the form of lost benefits or additional taxes when a person starts working. PTRs are calculated for different income groups by looking at the distribution of PTRs by deciles of disposable income. Higher numbers for the participation tax rate imply weaker incentives to start working paid job.

The curves in Fig. 1. and Fig. 2. show the pre and post reform distribution of PTRs in Latvia, in 2015 and 2016 respectively, by deciles of equivalised disposable income. Furthermore, Fig. 1 displays the PTRs computed only for employed persons, while Fig. 2 reflects the PTRs calculated for employed, unemployed or inactive, by imputing the hypothetical employment income for those not in work using Heckman two stage estimation method.

**Source:** author’s calculations based on EU-SILC 2012 using EUROMOD-LV.

**Fig. 1.** Pre and Post reform distribution of participation tax rates in Latvia by deciles of equivalised disposable income in 2015 and 2016, computed only for those in work

**Fig. 2.** Participation tax rates in Latvia by deciles of equivalised disposable income in 2015 and 2016 computed taking into consideration both employed and unemployed

**Note:** The hypothetical wage rates for those actually not working are predicted using Heckman two stage estimation method.
The PTRs reduced along all the deciles of equivalised disposable income (see Fig. 1). In average, the labour tax reform reduced the PTR by 0.85 percentage points increasing incentive to work at all of the Latvian population (see Table 2. in appendices). However, the change in PTRs due to reform for the low-income earners is the second least among the all deciles (the difference is equal to 0.4 percentage points) while they face the highest PTRs that suggests the strong disincentive to participate in the labour market. This small change can be explained by the design of the means-tested benefit system (See Fig. 3a. and 3b.): means tested benefits (Guaranteed Minimum Income (GMI) benefit and housing benefit) are withdrawn at the same rate as income rises, i.e., for every additional EUR of income a recipient of GMI or housing benefit faces an equivalent reduction in the amount of benefits. (BICEPS, 2014). The tax reform of 2016 almost did not affect the work incentives of the high-income earners (the difference between pre and post reform PTR is 0.1 percentage points ) as the financial gain from the tax-benefit reform makes up the small proportion of gross earnings when a high-income earner starts working.

The PTRs calculated for employed, unemployed and inactive, by imputing the hypothetical employment income for those not in work using Heckman two stage estimation method – are noticeably lower along 1st–3rd decile than those calculated only for employed (see Fig. 2). This can be explained by the fact that imputed hypothetical employment income abolished or reduced the eligibility for means-tested benefits for the part of population. The difference between the PTRs in 2015 and 2016 reduces along with deciles, providing the highest improvement in work incentives to the poorest population groups.

Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b display the pre and post reform contribution of taxes, benefits and social insurance contributions to PTRs in Latvia by deciles of equivalised income, 2015 and 2016, computed only for those in work (Fig. 3a) and taking into consideration both employed and unemployed (Fig. 3b). The results suggest that people in the 1st decile of disposable income distribution face weakest incentives to enter employment. The poor groups of population from the lowest deciles gain from the implemented reforms aimed at the increase of the allowance for dependents for all taxpayers and the non-taxable minimum – the negative effect of the contribution of PIT on the PTR. Nevertheless, as already mentioned, the gain from PIT is cancelled out due to the design of means-tested benefit system that makes the benefits the major contributor to high PTRs in the lowest deciles of income distribution. The reported results are in line with the results of the study of [1] the World Bank (2013), that identify the design of means tested benefits as a source of potential problems, and the author`s results suggest that the mentioned problem is still extremely topical despite the implemented tax policy reforms and [2] the study of BICEPS (2014) that analyses the Latvian tax-benefit system from the point of view of fairness, redistribution, progressivity and work incentives in order to provide the recommendations for a number of reforms aimed at addressing the low work incentives observed in the Latvian tax-benefit system.
Fig. 3a. Pre and Post reform contribution of taxes, benefits and social insurance contributions to PTRs in Latvia by deciles of equivalised income, 2015 and 2016, computed only for those in work

Source: author’s calculations using EUROMOD-LV and EU-SILC 2012 data (2011 income).

Fig. 3b. Pre and Post reform contribution of taxes, benefits and social insurance contributions to PTRs in Latvia by deciles of equivalised income, 2015 and 2016, computed taking into consideration both employed and unemployed

Source: author’s calculations using EUROMOD-LV and EU-SILC 2012 data (2011 income).
However, it is generally known that survey data, as well as EU-SILC survey, do not fully capture the very highest income earners. Consequently, the PTRs do not reflect the real size of the effect of the introduction of solidarity tax. Analysed data contain only 5 observations of high-income earners who have the monthly employment income above EUR 4050 (EUR 48600 per year), while the Ministry of Finance (2016) states that among 0.8 mln of employed persons there are approximately 4700 persons liable to pay the solidarity tax. Nevertheless, solidarity tax charged on high salaries could slightly increase the PTRs of high-income earners and negatively affect their work incentive.

**Concluding remarks**

**Conclusions:**
1. In average, the labour tax reform reduced the PTR by 0.85 percentage points increasing incentive to work at all of the Latvian population: in the result of tax reform, in average, when a person enters employment he/she loses by 0.85 percentage points less in the form of tax, social contribution and withdrawn benefits.
2. The change in PTRs due to reform for the low-income earners is the second least while they face the highest PTRs that and the strong disincentive to participate in the labour market. This small change can be explained by the design of the means-tested benefit system: means tested benefits are withdrawn at the same rate as income rises.
3. The tax reform of 2016 almost did not affect the work incentives of the high-income earners as the financial gain from the tax-benefit reform makes up the small proportion of gross earnings when a high-income earner starts working.
4. The PTRs calculated for employed, unemployed and inactive, are noticeably lower than calculated only for employed along 1st–3rd decile, that is explained by the fact that hypothetical income from employment (imputed using Heckman two stage estimation method) reduced the eligibility for means-tested benefits for the part of the population.
5. The poor groups of population from the lowest deciles gain from the implemented reforms aimed at the increase of the allowance for dependents for all taxpayers and the non-taxable minimum – the negative effect of the contribution of PIT on the PTR. Nevertheless, the gain from PIT is cancelled out due to the design of means-tested benefit system that makes the benefits the major contributor to high PTRs in the lowest deciles of income distribution.
6. The calculated PTRs do not reflect the real size of the effect of the introduction of solidarity tax.

**Proposals:**
1. So far as the benefits are the major contributor to high PTRs in the lowest deciles of income distribution, the reform of the benefit policy design is the best and major tool to improve incentives to enter the employment particularly for low-income earners. Author proposes to implement the reforms of the benefit policy design.
2. So far as the tax reform of 2016 almost did not affect the work incentives of the high-income earners and their PTRs are the lowest in the Latvian population, further tax reforms should be aimed at the improvement of the degree of redistribution and progressivity of the tax system, at the same time limiting the size of the shadow economy. Collected taxes can be directed to the financing of the benefit reform.
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**APPENDICES**

**Table 1**

Potential Wage for the Unemployed computed via Heckman Two Step Wage Regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coeff.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment income (ln)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Education (ref. Primary Education)</td>
<td>-0.9471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary Education (ref. Primary Education)</td>
<td>-0.6154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (ref. Female)</td>
<td>0.1264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.0889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age²</td>
<td>-0.0025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age³</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>5.6708</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Employment status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coeff.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male (ref. Female)</td>
<td>0.1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region: Degree of urbanisation – cities (ref. Thinly populated area)</td>
<td>0.1723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married (ref. Single, Divorced, Widowed)</td>
<td>0.0749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children below age of 2</td>
<td>-0.0689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.2714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age²</td>
<td>-0.0046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age³</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Education (ref. Primary Education)</td>
<td>0.9725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary Education (ref. Primary Education)</td>
<td>1.3897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other income in a household</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-5.1553</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lambda | -1.3808

Number of obs. 15165
Censored obs. 8486
Uncensored obs. 6679
Wald chi2 (6) | 673.42
Prob>chi² | 0.0000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of observations</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed employment income (ln)</td>
<td>6679</td>
<td>5.423</td>
<td>1.228</td>
<td>3.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted employment income (ln)</td>
<td>6679</td>
<td>5.361</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>3.518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Author’s computations using EU-SILC 2012 data (2011 income).*

**Table 2**

PTRs in Latvia in baseline 2015 system and change due to reform in 2016 – mean, median, p25 and p75, %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>An approach of calculation of PTRs</th>
<th>PTRs are computed only for those in work</th>
<th>Employed and unemployed or inactive are taken into consideration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>31.98</td>
<td>31.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>28.69</td>
<td>28.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p25</td>
<td>25.16</td>
<td>23.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p75</td>
<td>31.08</td>
<td>31.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Author’s computations using EU-SILC 2012 data (2011 income).*
EU POLICY IMPACT ON HIGHER EDUCATION CAPACITY IN LATVIA
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Abstract
Policy-making for the development of “Europe of Knowledge” has relied on a number of different policy instruments. Comparing their relative impact and also comparing their impact across national and institutional borders may provide new insights as to what instruments work in higher education (HE) reforms. Since both Bologna Process and Erasmus+, as well as EU research funding schemes include a number of various initiatives, it would be then possible to identify where effort should be put to make a difference in HE reforms and how to make the process more efficient. It is crucial especially for EU countries like Latvia, where the GDP per capita and the average income for inhabitants is comparatively low, thus a problem emerges on how to manage the HE system efficiently. The purpose of this research is to find main factors hindering the changes in higher education capacity and to emphasize the kinds of instruments to carry out policy changes. Capacity is systems potential to realize systems function, thus authors have identified and offer five HE capacity elements. The next step the analysis was the evaluation of quality for these elements done by experts. To do this, expert interviews were carried out and they judged about the significance of elements and the interrelated impact of these elements. As a result, the most important capacity elements were identified to develop HE in Latvia.
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JEL code: E61, F62

Introduction
Since the restoration of independence of Latvia, the education system has experienced several challenges. However, in this paper the authors are limiting the research and concentrating particularly on the topic of higher education, not the other levels of education system. The main aim for the higher education in Latvia set by the Council of Higher Education, is to integrate, develop and raise competitiveness of the higher education system of Latvia among the European countries. The main challenges are raising the level of enrolment, improving the quality of higher education, giving more opportunities for the students with international exchanges, strengthening the link among education, science and entrepreneurship and ensuring the efficiency of the distribution of finances (The Council of Higher Education, 2012).

Since Latvia has a comparatively low experience in planning, organizing and implementing a powerful long-term strategy in its education system and the external factors like demographic
and economic situation in the country are not favorable for the Higher Education system to develop successfully, there are several serious challenges to be faced and thus the main internal and external influencing factors have to be detected to foster the development of Higher Education system. It is crucial especially for EU countries like Latvia, where the GDP per capita and the average income for inhabitants is comparatively low. Out of all the overview of the current situation it is possible to conclude that there emerges a problem on how to manage the HE system efficiently. Thus, the purpose of this research is to find main factors hindering the changes in higher education capacity and to emphasize the kinds of instruments to carry out policy changes.

This far there the education system has experienced several important occurrences and some of them are – adaption of Education Law, (1991), Law of Higher Education (1995) Bologna declaration (1999), the introduction of ECTS system (2007), joining the EU (2004), financial crisis (2009) and other occurrences, but it is absolutely indubitable that further changes will happen and are necessary for the system to develop successfully.

To conduct the research, the authors have identified a theoretical background, which is strongly connected with the Knowledge Triangle (education, innovation and research) and there are also 5 main capacity factors identified, which are interacting with each other and providing the current situation as it is. Those capacity factors are policy making capacity, legal capacity, the organization of teaching and research capacity, funding capacity and information capacity. The novelty lies in the method which will be used to conduct the research. Usually, when higher education is being analyzed and researched, authors use qualitative (Gornitzka 2014, Gornitzka 2013, Witte 2009) not quantitative methods. Quantitative methods are mainly used to analyze different rankings among Universities (Rauhvargers, 2014, Espeland, 2007). However, quantitative analysis is also very important to make a research in the macro level – to manage the whole HE system. Also, sometimes questions about finances are also covered (Howlett, 2005, Trebilock, 2005) but in authors’ opinion although finances are important, it is not the only element which determines the capacity of HE development. Thus in this paper the authors are going to use matrix methods to find bottle neck factors. For it to be possible expert interviews were carried out and they judged about the significant and interrelated impact of elements (capacity factors). After conducting the research it is possible to answer the research question and to determine the factors which are hindering a successful development of Higher Education system in Latvia. Thus, further these conclusions can be used in further implementation and management of the education system in Latvia, which not only contributes the discipline, but may give a practical positive gain to the overall education system development.

To conduct the research the authors studied large amount of theoretical and analytical literature and other information resources, while the data to analyze the current situation in Latvia has been obtained from a number of statistical resources, from which the main statistical data from The Ministry of Education and Science, Central Statistical Bureau and the Global Competitiveness Index, which is designed by the World Economic forum.


The education system in Latvia is administered at three levels – national, municipal and institutional. The Parliament, the Cabinet of Ministers and the Ministry of Education and Science are the main decision-making bodies in Latvia at national level. The Ministry of
Education and Science is the education policy development and implementation institution that oversees the national network of education institutions, sets standards of education and determines teacher training content and procedures. (Ministry of Education and Science, 2015). Thus, the main institutions responsible for the guidelines for science, technology and innovation development are Ministry of Education and Science (MES) and Ministry of Economics (ME).

**Table. 1.1.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutions responsible for Higher Education and Science Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>POLITICAL LEVEL</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **GOVERNMENT**
  The commission of education, culture and science
  The commission of economic, agrarian, environmental and regional policy |
| **PREIDENT**
  Parliamentary republic |
| **CABINET OF MINISTERS**                          |
| **ADVISORY LEVEL**                                |
| **THE COUNCIL OF NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT**           |
| **ACTION LEVEL**                                 |
| **Other ministries**                             |
| **CSCC**                                        |
| **ME**                                          |
| **I empowered**                                 |
| **DFIA**                                        |
| **IDAL**                                        |
| **ASS**                                         |
| **SEDA**                                        |
| **LCS**                                         |
| **Enterprises**                                 |
| **Scientific institutes**                        |
| **Universitites**                               |
| **EMPLOYED IN R&D**                             |

*Source: Authors’ compilation.*

CSCC – Cross-Sectoral Coordination Centre = PKC – Pārresoru koordinācijas centr
ME – Ministry of Economics of the Republic of Latvia = EM – Ekonomikas ministrija
MES – Ministry of Education and Science = IZM – Izglītības un zinātņes ministrija
LAS – Latvian Academy of Sciences = LZA – Latvijas Zinātņu akadēmija
LCS – Latvian Council of Science = LZP – Latvijas Zinātņes padome
DFIA – JSC Development Finance Institution Altum (Former Latvian Guarantee Agency+ALTUM+RDF) = AS Attīstības finanšu institūcija Altum (agrāk LGA + ALTUM + LAF)
IDAL – Investment and Development Agency of Latvia = LIAA – Latvijas Investīciju un attīstības aģentūra
ASS – Administration of Studies and Science = SZA – Studiju un zinātņes administrācija
SEDA – The State Education Development Agency = VIAA – Valsts izglītības un attīstības aģentūra
ECA – Employers’ Confederation of Latvia – LDDK – Latvijas Darba devēju konfederācija
LCCI – Latvian Chamber of Commerce and Industry = LTRK – Latvijas Tirdzniecības un rūpniecības kamera
MES develops the policy, coordinates its implementation and ensures the representation of Latvia in the institutions of European Union research management. In this process MES cooperates with ME and other ministries, it also cooperates with its social partners (ECA, LCCI and others) and sectoral associations. ASS, SEDA and LCS are responsible for administering the financing instruments. Ministry of Economics is mostly responsible for coordination and development of the policy of innovations. DFIA and IDAL are responsible for administering financial instruments connected with the transfer of knowledge and raising the capacity of innovations in enterprises and scientific institutions. However, in the system there are several imperfections, for example, duplication of functions, unclear division of policy implementation functions, inadequacy of functions with the institutional level etc. Further, there will be examined indicators which characterize the current situation in Latvia.

1.1. The tendencies and peculiarities of higher education in Latvia

The institution which provides the most accurate and detailed statistical data is Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia. As it is possible to conclude from the Figure 1.1 the number of students has been decreasing for the past 10 years. Since the demographic situation is dramatic, the education system to survive and sustain quality needs to be adapted to the current circumstances. To sustain the workload of higher education system in the current level, there has to be a serious step made to attract international students to study in Latvia. For it to possible there have to be serious steps made and all of the capacity factors must be activated. In authors’ opinion, the most important factor in the current situation could not only be the financial capacity, but especially the policy making capacity.

Fig. 1.1. The number of students according to the level of education

The demographic issues clearly reflect also in the number of higher education institutions (Figure 1.2) in Latvia. Although the number of private high schools has even increased in the past years, the total amount of the students in private education institutions is not high. As it is possible to see, the number of state higher education institutions has been decreasing due to
to the previously mentioned reasons – mostly because of the dramatic demographic situation and the issues in the economic situation which foster youngsters to go abroad to obtain higher education.

Since state has a great power of fostering particular fields of expertise by adjusting the money flow for budget financed study positions and by fostering the quality of studies in particular fields, it is very important to have a long-term economic plan to ensure workplaces for the future specialists. Currently, there is still an overproduction of specialists in social sciences, economics and law and a lack of specialists in engineering, manufacturing, IT and math. However, the overall tendency is slowly becoming more positive – the structure of students in the particular fields is slowly changing. Another issue connected with the young specialists in the strategically important fields is that the state and the private sector cannot guarantee a well paid job after graduating, because foreign markets offer a lot more competitive salary that inside the country.

*Source:* author’s compilation of data from Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia.

**Fig. 1.2. Dynamics of number of high schools (1990–2014)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year (1990–2014)</th>
<th>State high schools</th>
<th>Private high schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1717</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* author’s compilation of data from Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia.

**Fig. 1.3. The number of students according to thematic groups (in colleges and high schools)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year (2005–2014)</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Humanities and art</th>
<th>Social sciences, economics, law</th>
<th>Natural sciences, math, IT</th>
<th>Engineering, manufacturing, construction</th>
<th>Agriculture</th>
<th>Health and social welfare</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013–2014</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012–2013</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011–2012</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010–2011</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009–2010</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008–2009</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007–2008</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006–2007</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005–2006</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.2. Global Competitiveness Index in the context of Higher Education in Latvia

One of the options, as already mentioned, is to analyze the success of the used policies in education is to use World Competitiveness Index analysis. The main purpose of GCI is to assess the ability of countries to provide high levels of prosperity to their citizens, where one of the main prosperity indicating branches is the development of education system. In the particular research the authors have used the comparison of Norway and the Baltic States as small countries with similar economic and political development.

![Quality of the education system, (1–7)](chart)


Fig. 1.4. Quality of the education system, (1–7)

The quality of education system is being measured by several indicators weighted together, where the Knowledge Triangle has been taken into account. The trend which can be seen in the quality of the education system can be seen in most of the other (further) indicators of the education system as well – there is an obvious gap between Norway and the Baltic states. Although Norway had recently (in 2009) experienced a slight downfall, it has a convincingly stronger indicator than the Baltic States. Interestingly, Latvia and Lithuania had a stronger evaluation in 2006 than it is now, while Estonia has had an absolutely stable evaluation for the past years. Although the level of Estonia is closer to the other Baltic States, it is ahead Latvia and Lithuania in most of the indicators. Surely, the data seems optimistic for all of these countries if compared with the lowest level (Egypt 2.1; Paraguay 2; South Africa 2.2). However, it absolutely asks for improvement if compared with the leader Switzerland (6) or, for instance, Singapore, UAE, Germany or New Zealand. To understand the differences between Latvia and Norway in a wider perspective, according to the latest GCI (2014–2015), Latvia holds the 65th position, while Norway holds the 14th position in the rank.

Quality higher education and training is crucial for economies that want to move up the value chain beyond simple production processes and products. In particular, today’s globalizing economy requires countries to nurture pools of well-educated workers who are able to perform complex tasks and adapt rapidly to their changing environment and the evolving needs of the production system.
Higher education and training is the 5th pillar of the Global Competitiveness Index and shows the overall trends in the area of the country. As it is possible to conclude, although the results are not homogenous, the situation can be evaluated as good, since all countries are experiencing an increase and have stepped over the sum of 5 in 2014.

1.3. The income and expenditure on Higher Education Institutions in Latvia, 2006–2014

Higher Education is not an exceptional area, thus it does need funding to exist and develop. The institution which provides data about the income and expenditure on higher education is the Ministry of Education and Science.

Below it is possible to see an overview of the income structure of higher education institutions in Latvia in 2014, which is currently the latest available statistics. First of all, it is possible to conclude that state governed higher education institutions have a much larger impact on the overall education system. Thus, in higher education system, the state has to have a clear plan and instruments to implement changes and the new strategies. Since most of the turnover is among state institutions, there is not only the power in state’s hands, but also – responsibility. As it is possible to see, the funding for studies consists of 5 parts – state budget transfers, EU structural funds, income from tuition fees, international funding and other income. As it is possible to see from the latest data, the funding from European Union structural funds provides approximately 1% of all funding for studies. If comparing with the previous years, then it has to be mentioned that the amount of EU structural fund funding for studies has even decreased in the past years. The greatest part of funding for studies is being provided by state, income from tuition fees and international funding. Although financial capacity should be enhanced by attracting the funding available from European Union structural funds, authors believe that another important type of capacity should be enhanced and it is the policy making capacity. Since most of the higher education institutions are state governed, the state has the power to set...
the aims, to design and implement national policy strategies according to the needs of the state itself. Thus, the state has the opportunity to adjust the priorities in higher education according to the long-term plans in the development of state economy, which, according to the examined indicators currently is not being done or is not being done efficiently enough.

**Table 1.2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funding</th>
<th>Funding for studies</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>State budget transfers for studies</th>
<th>EU structural fund funding</th>
<th>Income from tuition fees</th>
<th>International funding</th>
<th>Other income</th>
<th>Science funding</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Other income</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All high schools</td>
<td>238750</td>
<td>153986</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>85068</td>
<td>942</td>
<td>42634</td>
<td>23242</td>
<td>3041</td>
<td>47108</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>37656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All colleges</td>
<td>21398</td>
<td>19787</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>18082</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State high schools and colleges</td>
<td>260148</td>
<td>173773</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>103150</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>43844</td>
<td>23545</td>
<td>3231</td>
<td>47108</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>39264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private high schools and colleges</td>
<td>33149</td>
<td>27118</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>25539</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>1678</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High schools and Colleges together</td>
<td>293297</td>
<td>200891</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>103330</td>
<td>1021</td>
<td>69383</td>
<td>24265</td>
<td>3909</td>
<td>48786</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>43616</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Data retrieved from Ministry of Education and Science.*

**Table 1.3**

| Income of all state high schools and colleges in Latvia, 2006-2014 |
|------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
|                   | 2006   | 2007   | 2008   | 2009   | 2010   | 2011   | 2012   | 2013   | 2014   |
| Income            | 191691,2 | 259668,6 | 291244,0 | 225540,8 | 263837,8 | 264755,7 | 270731,3 | 252012,0 | 260148,0 |

*Source: Data retrieved from Ministry of Education and Science.*

In the Table 1.2 it is possible to see the expenditures of all higher education institutions in Latvia in 2014. As it is possible to notice, ~40% of all expenditure is devoted to wages of academic, administrative and general personnel, while, for example, only 0.05% of expenses is devoted to support students with scholarships and transport compensation. If the take a look at the expenditure of state high schools in dynamics from 2006–2014, it is possible to see that it has a high dependence on the overall economic situation – until 2009, when the global economic crisis took place, the expenses were growing in an enormous speed. In 2009 the higher education system experienced cuts on expenditure and after these cuts the growth of expenditure is now at a moderate pace. Although the pace of expenditure has not been increasing for the past 2 years already, it is still an issue since, first of all, the number of students in the past years has been
decreasing and it is in the nearest years the trend will not change and, second of all, the necessary cuts in budget make a serious damage on the quality of education. First of all, because the wages are being cut, secondly, the number of academic staff is being reduced and, thirdly, there is a greater pressure and workload on the academic staff currently still working in higher education institutions.

Table 1.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wages</th>
<th>State high schools</th>
<th>State colleges</th>
<th>State high schools and colleges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure (all)</td>
<td>235203</td>
<td>20727</td>
<td>255930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>88918</td>
<td>12405</td>
<td>101323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>0,378047899</td>
<td>0,598495</td>
<td>0,395901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic personnel</td>
<td>48336</td>
<td>4871</td>
<td>53207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative personnel</td>
<td>16843</td>
<td>3009</td>
<td>19852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General personnel</td>
<td>23739</td>
<td>4527</td>
<td>28266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social insurance tax</td>
<td>20606</td>
<td>3081</td>
<td>23687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>8,7%</td>
<td>14,9%</td>
<td>9,3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods and services</td>
<td>49842</td>
<td>2957</td>
<td>52799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>21,2%</td>
<td>14,3%</td>
<td>20,6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidies, dotations</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholarship, transport compensation</td>
<td>12811</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>13595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>5,4%</td>
<td>3,8%</td>
<td>5,3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payments for fixed capital</td>
<td>45689</td>
<td>1268</td>
<td>46957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other expenditure</td>
<td>16899</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>17128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>7,1%</td>
<td>1,1%</td>
<td>6,7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data retrieved from Ministry of Education and Science.

Table 1.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditure of all state high schools in Latvia, 2006–2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data retrieved from Ministry of Education and Science.

Although the situation seems very unstable, the dynamics of income and expenditure is not dramatic in terms of the difference between expenditure and income. However, in the past years expenses have been higher than income and it is possible that the trend will not change in the next few years, thus it is exclusively important to foster the policy making capacity and teaching and research capacity to attract international students and to raise the current quality and competitiveness of higher education system in Latvia. To be fair, right now the number of foreign students is still increasing (Figure 1.7). However, it is still not enough to cover the deficiency which has been caused by the dramatic demographic situation (Figure 1.6).
Source: Data retrieved from Ministry of Education and Science.

Fig. 1.6. Income and expenditure of state high schools and colleges

Source: Data retrieved from Ministry of Education and Science.

Fig. 1.7. The number of foreign students in high schools and colleges in Latvia

2. Capacity analysis of Higher Education in Latvia

In authors’ opinion the greatest issue preventing business to grow and innovations to be made is the unsettled situation with the internal economic and demographic situation which clearly reflects in the tendencies of higher education. Right now the situation is unstable – the number of students is decreasing, secondary and higher education institutions are being shut down and there are serious cuts made in the budgets. These changes, of course, influence the overall quality of education and the wish of young people to stay and become a part of the education system – more and more youngsters choose to continue their studies abroad, thus the number of students is being endangered even more. Undoubtedly, a great amount of financial support and thus the improvement of financial capacity would enhance the situation and would make the structural changes easier (which are necessary to stabilize the situation and
raise the competitiveness of the education system in Latvia). However, authors see that other capacity factors must be seriously taken into account as well and thus they were deeper analyzed in the following expert interviews.

The purpose of this research is to find main factors hindering the changes in higher education and to emphasize the kinds of instruments to carry out policy changes we propose to make analysis based on capacity of the system.

Capacity in short is systems potential to realize systems function, thus authors have identified and offer five main HE capacity elements:

- policy making capacity (what are the aims, desired outcome, are policies linked to other policies, policy implementation process etc.) – PC,
- legal capacity (normative base, accreditation system, potential of state organizations etc.) – LC,
- the organisation of teaching and research capacity (including the relationship among the central level, constituent faculties and chairs or the internal organisation departments, curricular governance organization and structure, internal quality assurance mechanisms, external cooperation, etc.) – TRC,
- funding capacity (including national resources and European funding as Horizon 2020. Erasmus+, etc.) – FC,
- information capacity (benchmarking exercises, exchange of good practices etc.) – IC.

These capacity elements are nonformalized categories, but the authors need to evaluate the role of these elements to change systems capacity. To do this, expert interviews and elements judging was done.

The group of experts consisted of 5 very experienced specialists in the field of Higher Education (representatives from Latvian Council of Science, State Education Development Agency, top managers of universities, including former minister of Higher Education and Science).

There were three questions formulated for the experts. The first question was about EU policy impact to the capacity elements of higher education in Latvia during the last 20 years. Experts was asked to judge these elements (capacity elements) in interval scale from 1–10 (10 – very high impact, 1 – very low impact.). The results can be seen in the Table 2.1.

The second question was about the significance of HE capacity elements to make a necessary changes in HE in Latvia. Experts were asked in the same scale to judged elements of capacity. The results can be seen in the 2.2.

| Experts’ opinions about the impact of capacity elements on Higher Education |
|-----------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                             | PC             | LC             | TRC            | FC             |
| Std. Deviation              | 1,095          | 1,14           | 0,837          | 2,345          |
| Variance                    | 1,2            | 1,3            | 0,7            | 5,5            |
| Median                      | 7              | 5              | 7              | 8              |
|                             |                |                |                | 0,837          |

*Source: authors’ compilation from expert interviews.*
Table 2.2

Experts’ opinions about the significance of capacity elements on Higher Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>LC</th>
<th>TRC</th>
<th>FC</th>
<th>IC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>1,14</td>
<td>1,732</td>
<td>0,837</td>
<td>0,548</td>
<td>1,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0,7</td>
<td>0,3</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ compilation from expert interviews.

When comparing the results of the question number 1 and number 2, it can be concluded that the most significant difference between impact and significance marks of elements is for one particular capacity element, which in this case is – legal capacity. It can be concluded that legal capacity is the main factor, which hinders the development of higher education in Latvia.

Table 2.3

The level of importance on influencing the development of HE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy capacity</th>
<th>Legal capacity</th>
<th>Teaching and research capacity</th>
<th>Funding capacity</th>
<th>Information capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ compilation from expert interviews

After, experts were asked to judge interrelated impact of HE capacity elements in the following scale:
+2 – high positive impact,
+1 – positive impact,
0 – no impact,
-1 – negative impact,
-2 – very negative impact.

The interrelated impact of elements was used to find second level impact of each element, for this reason the third question answers were standartized in a scale: 1; 0,5; 0; -0,5; -1 . The results (Table 2.4) first figure-impact, the figure in brackets-variance.

Table 2.4

Interrelated impact of HE capacity elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>LC</th>
<th>TRC</th>
<th>FC</th>
<th>IC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>XXXXXX</td>
<td>1,0(0,2)</td>
<td>0(0,315)</td>
<td>1,0(0,25)</td>
<td>0,5(0,05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td>0(0,175)</td>
<td>XXXXXX</td>
<td>0(0,2)</td>
<td>-0,5(0,075)</td>
<td>0(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC</td>
<td>0(0,2)</td>
<td>0(0,067)</td>
<td>XXXXXX</td>
<td>0,5(0,125)</td>
<td>0,5(0,05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>0(0,125)</td>
<td>0(0,05)</td>
<td>1,0(0,45)</td>
<td>XXXXXX</td>
<td>0,5(0,175)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>0,5(0,125)</td>
<td>0,5(0,075)</td>
<td>0,5(0,0)</td>
<td>0,5(0,05)</td>
<td>XXXXXX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ compilation from expert interviews.

The only negative impact was evaluated for legal capacity. Results shows that teaching and research capacity, which is the final outcome element of education and research very significantly depends on funding capacity, while legal capacity has a negative impact on funding capacity. It means that if the government changes and promotes legal capacity, it is possible to substantially change the teaching and research capacity.

It is possible to make a conclusion about the necessary steps of the research – to find capacity elements second level impact to other element, which will allow us to find necessary actions to change capacity of all HE system.
The authors mark the significance of elements (Table 2.2) are organize as vector – column \( \mathbf{B} \), while elements of (Table 2.4) as matrix \( \mathbf{C} \). Then multiplication of the elements will show the second level impact to other elements
\[
\mathbf{C} \times \mathbf{B}
\]

### Table 2.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PC</th>
<th>LC</th>
<th>TRC</th>
<th>FC</th>
<th>IC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: authors’ compilation from expert interviews.*

Again it is possible to see the same result, which the authors obtained previously – the most negative impact has been detected in legal capacity as the main negatively influencing factor. While, for instance, teaching and research capacity as final outcome element has not significant impact to other elements. If the information capacity has to be analyzed, experts also make an emphasis that information exchange and contacts with partners in other countries help to make positive changes in teaching process and organize international teams to win project tenders.

The results of expert interviews allow authors to determine and provide next steps of research to clearly identify the further strategy which has to be implemented to develop a successful higher education development. It is necessary to make audit procedures in particular higher education organizations to measure and identify lack of capacities in these organizations. Thus, after identifying weaknesses in particular organizations (especially paying attention to the questions connected with legal capacity) it would be then possible to plan the next steps to enhance the situation of further development. Since legal capacity element impact was negative, audit in particular organizations can give more precise information about decisions, which need to be made to increase the capacity of HE system.

### 3. Conclusions

1. The education is very important factor in small countries like Latvia to achieve economic and social growth and welfare.
2. The education system is strongly interrelated with different internal and external factors, which means that the long term strategy to be successful, it has to be well planned and has to have a well-designed environment to operate in.
3. However, for the EU policy to be successfully implemented in the particular situation of Latvia, some adjusted have to be made.
4. After, EU policy will have significant impact to the HE development, if the necessary changes will have been introduced.
5. It can be concluded that expert interviews and expert judging approach of HE capacity elements allowed finding weaknesses of the system and this method can be used in further researches in the field.
6. The element which can be perceived as the main hindering element in experts’ opinion is lack of legal capacity.
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IMPRINTS OF GLOBAL AND LOCAL ECONOMICS: FAMILIES AND HOUSEHOLD ECONOMICS IN LATVIA
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Abstract

The aim of paper is to address the family and household economics as a crucial area for understanding the context for social innovations and the conscience economy. It is based upon a piece of 3 year-research on financial literacy among Latvian adolescents and their families. It combines both quantitative and qualitative methods: a regionally-representative household survey (561 households, including 203 double interviews), 29 qualitative interviews with 38 persons and participant observation in 8 families conducted by anthropology students at the University of Latvia. Starting as a project on financial education at schools it soon moved to the families as centre for forming financial literacy knowledge and skills. The logic and development of household economics permits the answering of questions on the high resilience of the Latvian population during years of austerity, comparatively low trust towards formal financial instruments in investing, saving or borrowing money. Social solidarity, investment in durable goods and in morally highly valued products and possessions such as education or a house in countryside, comprises a system of economics with its own rules. So, it is not the lack of knowledge but rather a different kind of knowledge which expresses itself when families face formal economics. The paper shows that a person’s financial literacy is deeply rooted in his or her household economics and any change and innovation in the larger economic system is possible only at the cost of transforming socially-embedded economic behaviour in family.

Key words: conscience economics, financial literacy, household economics
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Introduction

Latvian national development is encored in the concepts of “economic breakthrough” (National Development Plan of Latvia 2014-2020), innovative, “eco-efficient economy” and change of paradigm in education (Sustainable Development Strategy of Latvia until 2030). At the same time surveys show that only 34% of the inhabitants of Latvia evaluate their financial literacy as good or rather good. In the generation in which hope for the “breakthrough” is placed – 15–24 year olds – the percentage whose evaluation of their financial literacy is good is 38% (SKDS, 2011: 17). Around 36% of school teachers evaluate themselves as financially literate (ibid: 41). It is often assumed that poor financial literacy is responsible for the economic behaviour of the Latvian population: relatively low participation in the formal sector banking with a poor understanding of economic processes preventing the larger part of population from active economic activity. I argue that the problem of low economic activity, the slow rate of innovations and entrepreneurship development should be understood taking a wider social

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: aivita.putnina@lu.lv
context into account. Knowledge and skills for economic activity that most Latvians have cannot be counted as financial literacy in terms of formal economic theory but those still have allowed them to endure economic hardships and years of austerity measures without showing any significant social protests. Thus, in order to look into innovations and the boosting of economic activity, one should look into the social embeddedness of all economic activity even it lies outside the scope of conventional economics.

Cosgel (2009: 86, 92), reviewing the relationship between economics and anthropology, points out “the different division of labour” in both disciplines, resulting in different approaches and understandings of economics. Economists apply a more universalistic model and theories, macro approaches and use quantitative data (ibid: 86-7) while anthropologists give preference to qualitative approaches and diversity of economic activity and its logic. The anthropological perspective highlights the embeddedness of economics in culture and society allowed for the questioning viability of the universal principles underlying economic processes everywhere around the globe (Hart, Hann, 2009: 14). The call to look at economics as a discipline equally embedded in its theories as in other social contexts (Callon, 1998) inaugurates a cultural relativist approach to economics in science and technology studies (also MacKenzie, 2001, Green, 2000). However, economists themselves have been concerned with the social – Nobel prize winners Gary Becker (1993) and Amartya Sen (1998) being prominent examples, but also Robison, Ritchie (2010), e.g., embed social relations and conscience in economic analysis through the concepts of social capital and socio-emotional good.

Economic anthropology has developed two main approaches relevant to understanding relationship between the economic and social spheres. The approach was developed in societies and cultures often lacking market and that allowed criticising a universalistic position and trace the continuity of the social in organizing economic life in particular communities. The relativist approach starts with Polanyi noting that the shifting place of economy in a society allows distinguishing four basic models of economic behaviour based on different kind of social relationships and institutions and conceptually separating non-market and money-making principles of economic behaviour (2001[1944]). Stephen Gudeman (2001: 6-7) proposes, instead of the neoclassical model of economy where the value relativism is based upon the link between individual preference influencing demand and which in combination with supply determines the good’s value, considering human existence within “inconsistent or incommensurate domains of value that are locally specific”. Another approach uses the concept of informal economics as a variety of alternative economic system, following Keith Hart (1973). It focusses on those societal sectors and activities which fall out of the scope of the formal production process.

Gudeman (2001) calls us to pay attention to two distinct realms where ‘economics’ takes place: the community and the market taking into account the differences in social relationships and exchange in both realms. The distinction is a conceptual one and allows uncovering complex relationships between the realms in a cross-cultural perspective. This distinction is useful in my interpretation as it allows capturing not only the impact of transition to the economic system but also the changing relationship between the market and the community. According to Gudeman, the ‘base’ is the grounds for any community (community ranging from domestic group to a state). He (ibid: 27) deliberatively uses the notion of commons distinctly from economics or political science and claims that “the commons is the material thing or knowledge a people have in common, what they share, so that what happens to a commons is not a physical incident
but a social event.” This base is sustained by moral sanctions and is “a symbol of identity, an expression of values, or a source of material sustenance such as a dam or reservoir – and it may be used for market purposes” (ibid: 29). Gudeman (2005: 97) sees the market “a powerful solvent of community” seeing this economic realm being built on contractual relations and dissolving bonds between people and communities but simultaneously creating new relations via goods and services. However, the market realm should not be demonized as there is evidence of the presence of morality – notions of respect, equality and goodness – in all economic activity (Sayer 2000, Fischer, 2012).

Research methodology

The paper is based on three related research projects conducted by social anthropology students under supervision of experienced researchers, these being myself, Ilze Birzniece, Mara Pinka and Maris Brants. The first research project in 2012 dealt with secondary school teachers and students aged 16–19 and involved 19 schools across Latvia. In total, 67 interviews with students and 15 teachers of economics were conducted, as well as 21 focus group discussions involving 210 students in total. In this choice of schools, diversity was taken into account, selecting schools in different regions and with different curricula: 11 of the schools had a special course in economics or commerce while eight schools did not; 4 of the schools were vocational schools.

The second stage of research was conducted in March 2013 and included eight Latvian households using interviews and on average three-day participant observation as tools. The criteria for the selection of households was the presence of at least one 16–19-year-old person in the household. To diversify the data, families were selected according to the location of their residence (rural areas and cities, regions) and family structure (number of children and number of generations living together). In total 29 interviews were conducted, part of them double or triple interviews with 38 participants in total.

The quantitative survey was conducted in April-May 2013 in all regions of Latvia. The survey approached domestic units and consisted of a set of quantitative self-completed questionnaires including an adolescent and at least one of the parents or guardian. In total 561 valid questionnaires were collected; 203 were sets with two parent or guardian questionnaires. Two data files were created for analysis: a unified data file for households and a consolidated data file for parents and guardians. The consolidated data file combined a adolescent’s questionnaire and one of his or her parents’ questionnaires. As the number of men participating as parents was in a considerable minority (264 of 764), in those cases when two parent questionnaires were available, that of the male parent was selected. In those cases, when the both parental questionnaires were completed by women (e.g. mother and grandmother), the choice was random. All parental questionnaires were included in the consolidated file for parents and guardians, weighting was applied to balance the input of two-parent and one-parent questionnaire sets.
Findings and discussion

1. Financial literacy: market and community realms

The first cycle of researched showed that the school curricula has contributed to the definition of financial literacy. Students understood it as knowledge in economics, finance and budget planning. However, it simultaneously had generated low self-evaluation of one’s own financial literacy and had created a perceived lack of practical experience in utilizing that knowledge. Teaching economics at school had, rather, produced scepticism and passivity and allowed students to position themselves as immature and still irrational persons in relation to economic activity, thus effectively placing themselves outside it. The data showed that moral criteria prevail in evaluating one’s economic behaviour – economizing, saving, planning, the ability to take decisions rationally – were recognized as superior to their everyday economic behaviour which was often related to their actual experience of overspending, spontaneous consumption and short-term thinking.

Using the analytical division between community and market realms (Gudeman, 2001), one can see that students and their teachers attribute their financial literacy to the market realm and speak of it the context of formal economics. It is not that students do not participate in economic activity but rather those (often even monetary) exchanges are placed outside the market sector. For example, students often borrow from or lend money to each other but those transactions are operated on a principle distinct from the market. Friendship, one’s position in a group and other factors influence when, whether and how money would circulate and students deduce that this exchange is somehow different from that discussed in class. The link between the community and market proves to be weak in most cases. Students do not see themselves as a part of the economic process. Sometimes this concern is expressed through the wording that economics at school is too theoretical to be applied in real life. Students see themselves as consumers and consumption forms their strongest link to the formal economy. The financial skills they practice are tightly clustered around consumption though the logic of consumption often is generated in the community realm. For example, students see saving as an act of consumption, consciously choosing discount offers and limiting spontaneous purchases:

I try to think do I really need that or another thing? Should I buy that now or later? Such simple planning. (Female student in private school, interview)

Students of vocational schools make an exception, establishing better links between community and market realms as they start their independent life earlier and have a regular income outside the household. In general, all students who had regular work experience in the formal economic sector could build better links between community and market realms and could apply formal economics to their daily economic activity. Another link between the market and community realms was made out of personal links in the community groups. Financial expertise of a household most often came from the experts working in the financial fields but this expertise was validated through their relatedness to household members. So, a Riga secondary school teacher, when asked about the financial literacy of her family, said:

It is good. [In the family] I have a Master in Economics in the Ministry of Welfare, I have a Master in Computer Programming in the Ministry of Finance and now from a private structure
I have one, two, three shop keepers. Our family would be a success in a financial literacy contest.

In general, households tend to draw expertise not from just any bank expert as those would work in the interest of their employer bank but from a bank expert loyal to their family. Students avoided direct contacts with banks as they did not see themselves as worthwhile clients.

2. Household economics

A closer look at households allows for the explaining and positioning of the economic behaviour of students. When asked of the source of their financial skills, 60% of students mentioned their family, the next popular option being “it is hard to say” at 21%. School and friends appear as 5% each, scoring just above internet or media at – 4%. Qualitative and quantitative research of domestic units showed their high ability to adapt to economic crises but a low ability to improve one’s economic position rapidly. Regularity of income in households plays a greater role than its size and this factor allowed for the accepting of lowering salaries as a lesser risk than losing a job (Fig. 1.).

![Fig. 1. Which of the mentioned below is more important to you – regularity or amount of income? Answers of parents, %](image)

According to household logic, job loss is the most significant threat to the household, followed by health problems. Threats rising from national economic crises are less significant. When asked about the ability of their household to survive with a complete cut of income, 43.7% of parents and 37% of students estimated a potential period less than one month. 19.5% of parents and 31.2% of students could not answer the question.

The quantitative survey confirms the qualitative data that households tend to see themselves as autonomous units trying to protect themselves from the influence of the state and financial system. Vulnerability of the household is seen as its internal strength; this is why the loss of a job or health is most significant threat to households. Households see tax increases or communal building service charges as a threat to the household which is inevitable and out of the scope of its control but those threats could be compensated in the closest communal realm by accepting
help from family, friends and immediate community, e.g., acquiring products from family or a friend’s farm or preparing food reserves that could be shared.

Figure 2 shows the priorities of households in crisis situations. For the parents’ group, support of family and friends plays the most important part in adjusting to crisis (62%), the next being food supplies (51.1%), monetary savings taking only third place (49%). Reliance upon formal structures such as local governments or NGO support is much lower. Adolescents are more optimistic about support but the grading of the reliability of support is similar to their parents’, except that adolescents put more emphasis on monetary savings than on food savings.

Qualitative household research allows for a deeper understanding of the household logic. According to this research, most households operate on a zero budget. A short zero cycle lasted one month from one payday to another. A decrease or increase in income was adjusted to this cycle, making household spend less or more.

This is not that we would not spend and would not go to a concert but would put it [money] somewhere for emergency situations. No, that is not so, absolutely not... At the end of month, of course, everything rounds to zero, zero and that’s it. (Father, Riga)

The zero cycle also operates in the long-term as an inter-generational relationship. Parents are expected to support their children through their process of education and children are expected to help their parents when elderly. The zero budgeting provides an illusion of independence and autonomy from the market. The monthly budget allows for the controlling of means in the short-term but the life-time budget balances income and out-payments during one’s life-cycle. The aim of the zero budget is reproduction of the household but not the production of surplus value.
Looking at the provisions of Latvian residents, economics looks at bank accounts and financial investments. As Rivera and Gudeman (1990) point out, saving is a larger scope of activities directed at various savings. Participants of household survey do not consider all savings equally beneficial. Most often households save on clothing, natural resources and sometimes food. Monetary savings most often are used to acquire particular goods. Large monetary savings without a goal are considered impracticable. The quantitative survey (Fig. 4.) shows that almost a quarter of respondents used banks but most often did not save at all. Savings in cash lagged just 2 points below.

Provisions and investments depend upon their perceived safety. Real estate (and especially when it is inherited and free from mortgages) is considered the safest asset. In the scale from -5 to +5 parents ranked real estate with an average of 2.67 points and adolescents ranked it
with an average of 2.8. It was followed by cash savings and valuables in bank safety deposit facilities which is a popular option of imagining money not only among adolescents but also their parents. Bank accounts and the third-level pension system are considered less safe. Parents did not see this pension level as security. Adolescents repeated their parents’ pattern and, though being more optimistic, do not demonstrate any fundamental change in thinking about assets – those forms of assets that are controllable by an individual and households still seem to be the safest. Qualitative household research shows that individual members of households do have savings in banks but they did not want to speak about this openly and the amount of the savings sometimes was not disclosed to other members of the household. Individual savings run against the community interest and are a disruption from common base resources.

3. Commons in Latvia: education and “one’s corner of land”

According to Gudeman, the base is understood as material and social entities created and used by a particular community. Research shows that Latvians share two important base assets: education and real estate. Education functions as a base asset which is important for nation building and it is expected to reproduce not only labour but common national values. Adolescents see education as the main driver for their future careers. This allows adolescents and their family to rely upon education as a base resource without questioning its economic rational validation. Thus students see education as the most available form of investment which might yield results in the future, though they do not feel its immediate gain in the present. Adolescents mostly think of their future in terms of social position they could acquire via education rather than in terms of their position in the labour market. Adolescents evaluate classes in economics highly but they do expect it utility in unforeseen future:

We learnt a lot during classes in economics but it is not so well with my own budget in weekly or monthly terms. (Female student, interview, Riga secondary school)

The base value of education is upheld by the general assumption that education is a good investment. Survey data shows that 93.5% of parents support the investment in their child’s education. Education thus becomes an important element in the household budget and parents believe it is their duty to support their children through the educational process. Almost half of parents (46.5%) do not expect their children to begin wage earning and sustaining themselves in the near future. The survey data clearly shows that education is highly respected as a value in itself – 93.5% of parents support a free unconditional choice of their child’s profession, respect the autonomy of choice (80.2%) but at the same time expect that the education would provide a well-paid job (83.9%). Parents invest in their children’s education from the age of kindergarten attendance, believing in the natural goodness of such investment.

Another example of base economics is real estate, which can be located both in communal and market realms. Countryside real estate is a typical example of such a communal base. The family house is considered as especially valuable property as it is linked to family values, history and unity of the family, disregarding its costs and price. So, a mother from the Zemgale region talks of her family trips to their family house in countryside:

I did calculate this summer [expenses related to sustaining countryside estate], we have spent 370 lats on petrol and guess what? Did we get potatoes and courgettes for those 370 lats? No. This is not such kind of gain. (Mother, Zemgale)
A newly acquired city apartment, often burdened by debt, is seen differently – not as part of domestic community but a market product which can be exchanged and sold. Interviews show that adolescents support the reproducing of the family realty and education as economics of base.

Conclusions

1. Base economy and community realm are useful tools in analysing economic processes in ‘transit societies’ such as Latvia. The change of economic system involved not only the transit from a socialist to market economy but involved a more complex social change. The base economy is embedded in social relations ranging from one’s family and closest community networks to the nation and thus operates on a different system of values and logic. Education and real estate are more prominent examples of base resources important for household and national level communities in Latvia.

2. The whole education system in Latvia and especially that of higher education relies upon zero cycles of households as parents are expected to cover the educational costs of their children. Parents do not rely on the pension system as they expect a return from their children. It is also difficult to reform the system of education as it depends not only on measurable criteria of efficiency but is used as a base, a symbol for nation building, social structure and ethics. Therefore, as the research shows, the education system is not expected to deliver rationally-defined skills and respond to the needs of the economic system but to reproduce base-related values.

3. Household economics are well tuned to survival in the midst of austerity measures but badly fitted for economic breakthrough. Inner social security networks, investment in goods and education prevent persons investing in other sectors. The lack of social security strengthens the isolation of households and facilitates their passivity in formal economics. An unconditional belief in the power of education system as a general community-based value prevents adolescents becoming active participants in market realm.

5. Economic breakthrough requires the making of new connections which markets could offer – improvement of living conditions in households, fostering the ability to look at economic processes differently and creatively – and those are inevitably related to breaking the zero domestic cycle and the critical revision of education system, household habits and current societal values. This change would call for a greater individualization of society.

6. The inclusion of notions of base economics in research, teaching and national development plans would allow for a better understanding and addressing of the local economy, would encourage critical thinking and reflexivity about one’s economic habits. The market economy and its financial literary is entering a space already pregnant with meanings, values and social relationships.

7. Reforms in the sectors of education and economics should take into account the wider social context which could be translated into culture-specific economic indicators which built upon native understanding and practice of economics. Bridging the gap between anthropology and economics would thus contribute to a more encompassing approach to national development and innovations.
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Abstract
Active civic and social participation is considered to be significantly important for a country’s development in democratic societies. One of the popular forms of active citizenship is volunteering – the third economy sector that produces civic goods and/or services in which the public and private sectors are weak or inactive. In this aspect, volunteering is also a means for organized civil society to participate in the production of public services i.e. co-production.

The aim of this research is the exploration of social participation in Latvia through volunteering, including its legal regulation and organizational setup, and identification of the aspects and prospects of volunteering in Latvia within the concept of co-production of public services. The research is exploratory by design. The main methods of the study applied are analysis and synthesis.

Volunteering in Latvia is yet on its way to being considered a valuable part of general active citizenship and social participation, and admittedly even further from being a serious part of co-production. Compared to other European countries, volunteering in Latvia is a new way of social participation that mostly attracts youth and seniors. Volunteering is only a relatively recent recognized activity in Latvia, however this sector of economy is developing and has its achievements.

The current research has both theoretical and practical application. The study is organised within the framework of the EU program’s “Europe for Citizens” international project “Volunteering – Code of Active Citizenship” implemented in cooperation with six partners from different EU member states under the leadership of Kaunas University of Technology.
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Introduction

Active civic and social participation is considered to be significantly important for a country’s development in democratic societies. One popular form of active citizenship is volunteering – the third economy sector that produces civic goods and/or services in which the public and private sectors are weak or inactive. In this aspect, volunteering is also a means for organized civil society to participate in the production of public services i.e. co-production.

Volunteering in Latvia is yet on its way to being considered a valuable part of general active citizenship and social participation, and admittedly even further from being a serious part of co-
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production (Alford J., 2013; Hansen G.V., 2015; Tuurnas S., 2015). Given that co-production is comparatively new term and also a newly recognized trend in public administration, it is still rather a topic in scientific research than a practice. However, there is growing number of good case examples both ongoing and recognized by the concept of co-production, as well as newly emerging from the concept. Comparing to other European countries, volunteering in Latvia is a new way of social participation that mostly attracts youth and seniors. Volunteering is only a relatively recent recognized activity in Latvia, however this sector of the economy is developing and has its achievements.

The aim of this research is to explore social participation in Latvia through volunteering, including its legal regulation and organizational setup, and in this regard to identify aspects and prospects of volunteering in Latvia within the concept of co-production of public services. The authors compare some aspects of volunteering as a part of social participation and co-production in Latvia to Croatia to identify common and different aspects and to make conclusions for perspectives and good case practices. In addition, the authors of the present paper summarize the definitions of volunteering, social participation and co-production concepts towards the scientific literature review and define the hypothesis for further studies to explore volunteering as a means of social participation and co-production in Latvia. The research is exploratory by design. The main methods of the study applied are analysis and synthesis. The research is a subject to some limitations. The main sources of information for the research are documents available in English and online as well as published on the WEB sources.

The current research has both a theoretical and practical application as it emphasizes the co-production application opportunities in the public sector, as well as provides the overview of volunteering in Latvia and Croatia as good cases to practice.

The study is organised within the framework of the EU program’s “Europe for Citizens” international project “Volunteering – Code of Active Citizenship” implemented in cooperation with six partners from different EU member states under the leadership of Kaunas University of Technology.

Research results and discussion

The authors of the present paper begin with the overview of theoretical basis of volunteering, focusing on its administrative aspects, then continue with the case analysis and reflect on the research results analysing experience of the volunteering organisations in Latvia.

1. The concepts of Social Participation and Volunteering as Co-production of public services

First of all, the authors of the present paper explored the definitions of the main concepts used starting with social participation. The last century’s social participation definition and description emphasizes the individuals’, citizens’ initiative that is “generated by social participation” (Critto A., 1999). Here the social participation is discussed as “an integral part of decision making” as authorities need to involve citizens to make the right decision that will impact the whole community. The 21st-century authors, however, focus on the social aspect of the term rather than the citizenship. J. Huang (2010) defines that “social participation refers to people’s social involvement and interaction with others”. He also highlights that social participation
presumes collective voluntary participation of the community people into the community living and welfare maintenance activities. A volunteering element is stressed as “social participation is a form of effective or value rational behaviour; it constitutes its own reward and is regarded as a type expressive action” (Huang J., 2010). Rational and mature behaviour of the community members in the form of social participation is also called “the essential community function” (Hardcastle D. A., 2011). This is something that defines a community’s level of social health and competence (Hardcastle D. A., 2011), thus not every community is ready for social participation. However, if the community is mature enough to ensure social participation of its members, it develops social capital (Hardcastle D. A., 2011). Summing up, the authors of the present paper can define social participation as a form of active voluntary action of the community members that are involved in activities related to community life by their initiative.

The next concept that should be defined is volunteering. Social participation should be voluntarily driven, meaning the volunteering itself is free time given for other valuable activities’ conduction for no pay, however, some side expenses could be covered to ensure active voluntarily social participation by people with limited financial resources (Dekker P. & Halman L., 2003). Four major characteristics of volunteering might be one’s free will, organized activity, un-rewarded (remunerated) participation and its benefit to strangers as the output (Musick M. A. & Wilson J., 2008). As volunteering according to definitions should be “done outside one’s family” (Smith et al., 2006), it should be an activity that contributes to the community, society, environmental maintenance or development (Fig. 1). Volunteering does not have any work obligations, however, it is structured and organized action, “unpaid productive work” (Stebbins R. A., 2015) of the volunteers i.e. it is goal oriented.

Volunteering as an approach is described using the concept of co-production concept. One of the growing trends widely explored in scientific literature related to the relationships between public administration and social participation is the increasing impact of the different roles of citizens within public administration. The main observation is that organized civil society and its individuals are coming closer and closer to the processes of planning, designing, decision-
making and implementing different public policies. One of the newest roles “assigned” to citizens are partners or co-producers of public services. John Alford, Australian public administration academics, in 2009 (Alford J., 2012; Pllit C., 2010) has widely explored this concept and invented the terms “co-production” or “co-creation” to define the process of this community-state partnership (Alford J., 2009; Fledderus J., et al., 2015; Pearson O., 2015), which in further scientific exploration is considered to be the next development phase in the evolution of the relationships between public governance and civic social participation (Koppe S. et al., 2015; Weaver B., 2011). The concept of co-production emphasizes the cooperation between producers (state and public institutions) and receivers or beneficiaries of public services where the latter is taking an increasing role participating in the creation of public good (Guarini S. M. et al., 2015; Alford J., 2014). Stephen P. Osborne from University of Edinburgh, UK, and Kirsty Strokosch from Cardiff Business School, UK, define this cooperation as social co-production (Osborne S. & Strokosch K., 2013), meaning the involvement of public service beneficiaries in the decision-making and provision of the very public services that take place mainly through organized civil society. Co-production is the mix of activities where both public service agents and citizens contribute to the provision of public services. The former are involved as professionals, or ‘regular producers’, while ‘citizen production’ is based on voluntary efforts by individuals and groups to enhance the quality and/or quantity of the services they use (Brandsen T. & Honingh M., 2015).

The concept of co-production is still under development in both theory and practice (Buick F., 2016) and one of the most demonstrative practical examples of co-production is the involvement of the so-called third economic sector – social participation through voluntary work (Pestoff V., 2012). Volunteering is the third economy sector that produces civic goods and/or services in which the public and private sector are weak or inactive in (Pestoff V., 2012; Brandsen T. et al., 2012). As defined by the Latvian Voluntary Work Law (Saeima, 2015) and the Associations and Foundations Law (Saeima, 2003), voluntary work is a form of social participation, which is done by a physical person's free will without payment. Volunteering is often underestimated based on myths in its scope of people's involvement and societal impact. Voluntary work is oriented towards an activity of public benefit and promotes the development of knowledge, skills and abilities, as well as the useful utilisation of leisure time. Some of the clearest examples are for instance the involvement of Red Cross volunteers driving ambulance cars or many local fire brigades and rescue teams basically consisting of volunteers in Austrian regional municipalities (Romano M., 2013). Another even more considerable example chosen by the authors that shows the involvement of citizens in public governance comes from the UK – in the anticipation of public expenditure cuts announced by the UK Government over the next three years (2016–2018), the Welsh Government and local councils sought the views of residents regarding proposed changes to Library services, Youth Engagement and Participation Services and Supported Bus Routes through an eight week targeted public consultation undertaken with anyone potentially affected by the change proposals (Welsh Government, 2015). In addition, health and social care public services are amongst the most innovative and populated with volunteers and voluntary sector organisations, undertaking roles ranging from fundraising to direct service provision (Buddery P., 2015).

The increasing role of co-production through volunteering is considered to be one of driving forces for the development of public services (Buddery P., 2015), particularly in local communities where the volunteering also contributes to the field of regional development (Bartenberger M. &
Szescilo D., 2015; Schlappa H., 2015; Munoz S. A., 2014), that is a recognized trend by the scientific community (Calabro A., 2011; Riccucci N. M., 2016; Brandsen T. & Honingham M., 2015) as well as by international organizations such as Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2011) and World Bank (Ngouo L. B., 2016). The involvement of organized civil society in the provisions of community good is a win-win situation for the public administration and for the communities since it ensures that these co-produced services are to a higher extent adjusted to the needs of state clients (Thomas J. C., 2012), thus increasing the satisfaction (Matthews J., 2015) of state clients according to public needs agendas (Eijck van K. H. J. & Lindermann B., 2016). It also allows the public administration to provide and the clients or beneficiaries to receive the expected public services of the higher quality that also consecutively ensures lower and/or more efficient “production” and provision costs of the respective services (Andrews R. & Entwistle T., 2014). Besides, it is considered that co-production through volunteering facilitates and improves the communities’ civic social participation (Jakobsen M., 2013; Brandsen T. et al., 2015), which leads to better trust and understanding-based, relationships between the public and communities, and in its turn strengthens the legitimacy of state actions as a result of co-production (Johnston M. K. & McTavish D., 2013; Bartenberger M. & Szescilo D., 2015).

Social participation is voluntary by nature and needs to be initiated by community members aiming to maintain its life and development. Volunteering is a form of social participation and is a free will organised unpaid activity that focuses on bringing value and benefit to some strangers or contributing to a community, society life maintenance or development. Volunteering could also be a tool for the delivery of public services since volunteer activity should be organized and goal oriented. Thus co-production takes place. Some countries already use benefits of volunteering, however, there are a lot of countries that still cannot implement the principles of volunteering through co-production of public services or other public/social areas as they are still not socially mature enough to be ready for it.

2. **Administrative aspects of volunteering in Latvia and Croatia**

As volunteering in Latvia and Croatia becoming popular since about 1998 (Jaunatnes lietas, 2012; Volonterski centar Zagreb, 2008), the authors decided to compare the volunteering experiences in Latvia with a European country such as Croatia. Volunteering in Latvia has been regulated by the Volunteering Law since January 1, 2016 (Saeima, 2015). For instance, in the case of Croatia, the Croatian Parliament had already adopted the Law on volunteering in 2007 (Horvat M., 2007, Volonterski centar Zagreb, 2008). For Latvia such a law is a great leap in developing volunteering culture in terms of its legislative regulation. The Law is concise and focused. According to the Law, volunteering is an individual from age of 13, who does not replace any employee, organized and based on free will physical or intellectual unpaid work that is beneficial to society (Saeima, 2015). The Law on Volunteering of Croatia provides detailed definition of volunteering i.e. “an investment of personal time, effort, knowledge and skills out of free will with which services and activities are executed for the well-being of another person or wider public, and are executed by persons in a way anticipated by this Law, without existence of any conditions of providing a financial reward or seeking any other material benefit for volunteering accomplished” (Zakon o volonterstvu, 2007, Volonterski centar Zagreb, 2008), however the definitions are quite the same by the idea.
Volunteering in Latvia does not aim to make profit. By definition, volunteering activity should only be organized by three types of organizations namely associations and foundations, including the trade unions and their associations, the state and local authorities, and political parties and their unions. Therefore, there is no chance for a private sector organization to be involved in the organizing volunteering. All volunteers need to sign a contract with the volunteering organizer. (Saeima, 2015) Additional Laws that might be concerned dealing with volunteering in Latvia are the Youth Law (Saeima, 2008) and the Associations and Foundations Law (Saeima, 2003).

Besides the Law on volunteering (Hrvatski sabor, 2007), there are also some other documents that should be considered for organizing or performing volunteering in Croatia. These documents are the National strategy for the creation of enabling environment for civil society development including the operational plan (part of the strategy is devoted to volunteering development) and the Volunteer Ethics Code (Volonterski centar Zagreb, 2008). The Law on Volunteering of Croatia (Hrvatski sabor, 2007) regulates, in addition to other comments in the case of Latvia's aspects, code of ethics and volunteer certificates, and foresees the National Volunteer of the Year award (Volonterski centar Zagreb, 2008). This is an example of volunteering active administration that could lead to its co-production of public services and could be considered for implementation in Latvia.

Administrative regulation of volunteering differs in Latvia and Croatia. The certain Law on volunteering has already been applied for almost nine years in Croatia, while the Law on volunteering in Latvia has only entered into force in 2016. The law on volunteering in Latvia is concise and focused as there are also other laws that need to be considered when dealing with volunteering activities. The law on volunteering of Croatia is detailed and includes additional features containing administrative regulations such as a volunteer code of ethics and foresees the National Volunteer of the Year award that could be an additional driver/motivation for potential volunteers’ active participation in volunteering activities.

3. Volunteering organisations in Latvia

Exploring volunteering organisations in Latvia, the authors of the present paper focused on certain criteria of the analysis, which are:

• Approximate age of member
• Area of activity
• Past achievements
• Purpose/mission of the organisation
• Year of establishment.

A total of 40 volunteering organisations were analysed, and these organisations were active in Latvia by the beginning of 2016. The data were collected applying the organisations’ WEB sites exploration. The authors used a convenience sample.

As some of the organisations are local chapters of the international organisations such as Latvian Red Cross and Latvian Red Cross Youth, their year of establishment was till 1990. There is an organisation in the sample that was established in 1975 in the territory of the Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic and is still active. Other organisations from the sample were established in the period from 1990 to 2011.
The members’ approximate age range varies from 10 up to 70 years (Table 1). According to the Volunteering Law of the Republic of Latvia (as stated in the previous sub-section), the minimal age of the volunteers is 13, therefore some organisations will need to redefine the age of the volunteers involved or clarify the status of the organisation’s member. There is an organisation that defines the age of its members as 5+ years, however, most probably these youngest members are involved in the organisation’s activities more as service receivers rather than deliverers. There are three organisations that do not have their members’ age limitations (Table 1). Two major target age groups of the organisations from the sample are people from 16 up to 25-year-old and people, who are 18 or older, i.e. young adults.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approximate age of members</th>
<th>Number of the organisations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No age limitations</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5+</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10+</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12+</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13+</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13–70</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14+</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14–25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14–70</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15+</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–25</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–70</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16+</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16–30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18+</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–30</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–65</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–45</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ calculations based on the research data.

Fourteen organisations from the sample are focusing on educational issues and activities, three more organisations are focusing on health education, and five more focus on religious education, i.e. the main area of activity for 22 – the majority of the organisation from the sample is education. Another large group of the organisations from the sample are working on various social service deliveries. Three more organisations’ activity area is animal welfare, two more for LGBT, and one more for vehicle.

Using the online tool Wordcounter (2016), the authors identified the most popular words amongst the organisations’ purpose/mission definitions. These words’ rating is:
It is possible to conclude that the volunteering organisations in Latvia, both purely local and chapters of the international ones, are focusing on the development of social aspects of local people, especially people with disabilities and youth in Latvia, as well as involving participation into the society’s activities e.g. cultural ones.

Among the organisations’ past achievements mentioned are local and international awards, societal awareness on the certain subject towards specially developed informative sources (e.g. short films, newsletters etc.) or events (e.g. educational activities, conferences, forums, symposiums etc.), successful and recognized project implementation or particular help for the target audience/groups (people with vision disabilities, animals etc.).

All organisations from the sample are different, however the majority is focused on some areas’ implementation of education activities or delivery of social services. People from all age groups can be involved into the observed voluntary organisations activities. The organisations put forward information on certain rising the certain social issues through their activities, rising awareness about them and volunteering opportunities in Latvia. The observed organisations are different in terms of their experiences in Latvia, some of them have already been active for 25 or more years, while some of them have just started their existence a few years ago. The organisations observed reflect a positive start of volunteering initiative in Latvia, however, it is impossible to conclude that volunteering through co-production of public services will even get started here. The majority of the observed organisations are independent NGOs; they provide their services and fulfil activities by their own initiative. To develop volunteering in Latvia to the next level, volunteering should become a usual social activity for people in Latvia as well as become a subject of various stakeholders’ discussions for volunteering projects to bring together a social potential and all stakeholders’ needs and interests.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

The authors of the present paper fulfilled all set tasks of the research and reached its aim, thus they were able to summarize the following conclusions and develop proposals for further subject studies.

1. Volunteering is a form of social participation based on one’s free will that is, to some extent formed by the set of values of the respective community. An integral part of volunteering is the delivery of public good which in recent years in many cases has been advanced to so called co-production – a close cooperation between public administration and organized civil society in the provision of public services.
2. While the concept of co-production is still under development in both theory and practice, and for that matter also in modern volunteering labels, the volunteering itself as a form of social participation in many countries demonstrates a vivid example of the involvement of the third economic sector that produces a civic good and in many cases actual public services in which public administration and the private sector are weak or inactive.

3. By having direct administrative regulation of volunteering nine years ahead, Croatia (Law on Volunteering in 2007, including, volunteer code of ethics) in comparison to Latvia (Law on Voluntary work) shows wider enthusiasm for volunteering recognizing it also as an action of prestige (the title National Volunteer of the Year is being awarded annually).

4. The majority of the researched voluntary organizations, including those with of 25+ years of experience and those newly established, are focusing on areas of educational activities implementation or social services delivery attracting volunteers from all age groups. The majority of the observed organisations are independent NGOs providing their services and fulfilling activities on their own initiative. The main interaction with the public administration forms through compliance to NGOs’ regulations and rare funding, but not in terms of both parties serving public good.

5. The next phase of volunteer development in Latvia is expected to involve more and more “ordinary” people as well as involving more various stakeholders that the phase will emphasize the social potential of volunteering and its ability to meet the needs and interests of all stakeholders being public or private.

The authors suggest several proposals aimed at social stakeholders, including NGOs, academic institutions, state institutions, municipalities, and employers:

1. Given the nature of providing public good, volunteering might also be more widely recognized by employers with extra possible benefits e.g. in working hours on a given day or in number of days of vacation (a close example of this is blood donation).

2. Voluntary work should also be more widely recognized and accepted as working experience. One of the main obstacles for higher youth employment is lack of experience. Voluntary work is often underestimated as not real work experience by both the young people themselves and employers, although in many cases voluntary actions show a lot of youth responsibilities and stimulates skills development.

3. Also within an education system, in particular where there is a close university-business partnership model, the voluntary work should be recognized, and where possible also evaluated and in specific cases also awarded with the ECTS points.

Based on the conducted research and analysis about volunteering as social participation and its contribution to the provision of public services – the co-production concept – in Latvia, the authors define the following hypothesis for further exploration of volunteering as a means of social participation and co-production in Latvia: with the sufficient coordinated social impact on the concept of volunteering, volunteering itself can produce significant social impact with positive spill-over effects such as increased social participation in public policy management and increased trust in public institutions and their service provision.
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Abstract

Nowadays a consumer has become much more developed, more knowledgeable and more effective in taking his decisions concerning the market. Now it is more difficult to reach the consumer and to offer him some products. Therefore for a company to be able to communicate effectively with the customer the choice of the only one-way channel of communication would be wrong. Satisfaction, which appears there in consumers during and after the purchasing process, has become important. It produces a long-term relationship between the consumer and the company, forms loyalty and trust to the company’s products / brands.

The aim of the paper to develop and modify a customer loyalty model to the internet store as a part of relationship marketing to show a comparison of the consumer behaviour in traditional and online trade markets.

The following methods were used – literature study and analysis, respondents survey and statistical analysis conducting.

The paper include a comparison of relationship marketing and consumer behaviour in online trading. In the perspective it could be a mistake to apply the same approach to communication with consumers in the traditional market and in the online trading market, because the consumer behaviour in those markets is different. During this study, the author analyses and evaluates not only differences in consumer behaviour in two different markets – the traditional and the Internet, but also finds the best possibility of relationship marketing of consumer behaviour on the Internet.

The study shows the main characteristics of the consumer in the online trading environment. The analyses of the conducted survey will help encourage relationship marketing efficiency in online trading.

The research results can be used practically in choosing effective communication with consumers, in creating a long-term relationship with them, and in using relationship marketing and adapting it to the Internet trading market.

Key words: relationship marketing, customer behaviour, online trading

JEL code: M31

Introduction

The authors of the paper compares relationship marketing key ideas in the online trading and in the traditional market. How it influence consumers’ behaviour and make long – term relationship with them. In the age of technology, it is important to not only find customer but also have a long – term relationship with him in order to make an e-loyalty base. In the online
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trading, it is more necessary because of the numerous vendors and product offers. The key idea is not only to sell the product but also to continue working with the consumer after purchase, to make him return and advise the online shop to friends and relatives.

The aim of the paper to develop and modify a customer loyalty model to the internet store as a part of relationship marketing to show a comparison of the consumer behaviour in traditional and online trade markets.

The following methods were used – literature study and analysis, respondents survey and statistical analysis conducting.

The authors put forward the following hypotheses:
H1: Consumers do mostly hedonic shopping in the online trade market.
H2: Consumers evaluate product quality lower than delivery quality on the online trade market.
H3: Consumers use mostly foreign online stores not the local one for different product purchasing process.

Research results and discussion

The number of consumers who use online stores every year becomes bigger, and in 2014 71% of Latvian internet users are involved in online shopping, which is by 4 percentage points more than in 2013. As it is shown in Gemius data, people aged between 25 and 34 are more active in online trading; women do that more often and act as professionals or office workers (KursorsLv, 2014). Analysis of Citadele Bank data shows that the number of transactions into foreign online shops increased by 42%, and into Latvian shops – by 9 percentage more in 2013 than in 2014 (Haka, 2015 [6]). In spite of the fact that in Latvia the popularity of online stores is growing, consumers shop more in foreign online stores. Comparing the Baltic States countries between each other, Latvia takes the second place in terms of the percentage of people who are aged between 16 and 74 and who get the goods or services on the Internet (Latvian Internet Association, 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Residents, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>48.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


By gathering and analyzing the available information, authors can conclude that in Latvia it is necessary to promote local online stores and to increase consumer e-loyalty and e-trust for online vendors. However, before that it is important to study how relationship marketing can effect consumers’ behavior in both markets traditional and online.
Theoretical analysis of consumer behavior in the traditional and online trade market

Marketing channel in the Internet differs from the traditional one. Customers should choose and evaluate product only from the provided information on the website (Bilgihana, Bujisic, 2015). It is impossible to touch the product or to try it before buying. That is why for the vendor it is necessary to provide full and trustful information about the all products, prices, delivery and payment terms.

In the online trading consumer has two ways of purpose to use Internet – hedonic and utilitarian shopping (Bilgihana, Bujisic, 2015). Hedonic shopping consumer uses when he wants to entertain himself like surfing the Internet, watching different pictures or reading funny quotes and after that just do shopping with no specific reason. Utilitarian shopping has a particular goal to buy something such as buying products with the lower price. Customers’ behavior and attitude about the product offered by the company is differs how website fulfills the utilitarian or hedonic requirements of the customer.

For finding those requirements there is a necessity to come with a special approach and communication that could be integrated into online environment (Kotler, 2014). Three approaches are mentioned in different sources to increase consumer satisfaction and loyalty in the Internet world (Yi, 2103):

• professional approach – in terms of traditional marketing it means professional services associated with direct service and staff skills. The quality of provided information and service is important to consumer (Chang, Chen, 2008). It is honesty, while selling products on the Internet only best pictures should be displayed and a good description should be provided; the prices should be up to date. If there are any problems and getting the product the consumer sees that the product and the picture are two different things in real life, then there is no doubt that consumer returns it immediately. The same is connected to prices – some online shops do not count the full price with delivery and other options and when consumer start to pay the price increase. In this case, the consumer often refuses from the purchase and is looking for other alternatives. All provided information should be trustable and easy to use (Labrecque, Esche, Mathwick, Novak, Hofacker, 2013);

• interaction with consumers – it is possible to leave feedbacks in the virtual environment – both positive and negative. Without a doubt, even the best online shop cannot get only positive feedbacks. It should not be forgotten that that reviews are written by people and psychological factors also should be taken into account. It is necessary to deal with any review very quickly. It is interaction with the consumer and requires a two-way communication in order to build a sustainable relationship with the consumer, which increase trust and satisfaction as well (McCole, Ramsey, Williams, 2010). Therefore, it is necessary to interact with the consumer kindly and with understanding and respect (Ivanov, 2012); in case of any problems that may be arisen there need to be find a solution to satisfy consumer. There should be a possibility to return the product, refund etc. In any situation it is essential to demonstrate that the consumer is important and that you care about him. Besides there is the necessity to ensure a convenient buying process (Andrews, Bianchi, 2013), delivery and billing processes. In short, the process
of purchasing the product should provide the consumer with satisfaction and comfort (Martínez-López, Pla-Garcia, Gázquez-Abad, Rodríguez-Ardura, 2014);

- stimulation – it is impossible to forget that any internet store wants to make a profit, which means that the consumer is more likely to be motivated to visit the website and make as many purchases as he can. A variety of promotions and discounts motivate consumers to buy products very well (Sewell, Brown, 2002). Sometimes such actions are coordinated with traditional stores if the company has both stores in traditional and internet environments. Loyalty programs become topical and stimulate to buy in a particular online store in order to accrue bonus points, to get free delivery, discounts or various gifts etc. (Ткачев, 2015). A personal approach to each customer is important too, such as a thank-you letter, holiday greetings, faster delivery etc. After such service the consumer wants to share his positive experience with either his friends or acquaintances, or in social networks and blogs, or elsewhere, thus, creating a positive impression about the company.

Using all three approaches company establishes a long – term relationship with the customer. In that case, it will mean an e-loyalty to the online vendor. It is important to understand that relationship marketing and e-loyalty are close and relate with each other. Loyalty is the unity of interaction and behavioral and attitudinal components, as shown in Figure 1, the model designed by the author from research made in early 2015 which was conducted within the master’s thesis (Radionova, 2015). In turn, loyalty influences directly customer satisfaction (Audrain-Pontevia, N’Goala, Poncin, 2013), which may be affected by different values such as functional, social and emotional values and the value of money. The developed model points out that there are also factors that can influence consumer loyalty from outside, such as socio-demographic, usage duration, a variety of marketing activities. The analysis of loyalty models showed that satisfaction is the general impact factor to loyalty (Christodoulides, Michaelidou, 2011). The model can be used in general but each sector has its own characteristics and, of course, the Internet trade market has its own specific features that allow modifying the specific model and applying it to online stores.
After having analysed the theoretical part, authors have modified and adapted consumer loyalty model to the internet environment (Figure 2) and to the internet trade market (online store) (Figure 3).
The models developed by authors point out that the e-loyalty building process on the internet and in particular online stores is more complicated process than it is considered to be, because it is affected by several factors. In this case, it is necessary to mention repeated purchases (re-purchases), which will appear in case of the high level of trust, which affects satisfaction. Authors would like to single out that the chosen opportunities are what make the difference in loyalty to the traditional market and to the online market. While on the internet it is much faster to find required products, also to find a product that is not available in a traditional store, so foreign stores are more popular than local ones in Latvia. Because of these factors, online sellers need to react fast on different changes and interact with the consumer in order to prevent wrong and negative cases that could be in the online trading. In the traditional market, it is possible to talk face-to-face to the customer to explain some things or to show the product and provide all necessary information. Talking about online trading it should be pointed out that the online communication should be in a high level in order to build a long-term relationship with consumers.

Consumers’ behaviour evaluation in the online trade market

Data were collected during January and February 2016 using random selection. Authors come up with the results based upon the questionnaire presented to 319 respondents who answered the questions from self-designed survey. In order to have a more reliable results, the respondents were personally contacted by one author of the paper. The research is still continuing to obtain the data from over several years and to compare the changes that take place over time, so today there are only interim results.
After having analysed the results, it can be concluded in the Fig. 4, that the consumers use internet-trading services at least once a month – 57.37% of respondents. 10.66% and 2.19% of the respondents use the internet shops once a week and a couple times a week. 15.36% of respondents use internet trading only a few times a year, while 14.42% do not use it at all. Most of respondents (43.57%) give preference to foreign stores as it is shown on the Fig. 5. 24.76% respondents use both foreign and Latvian internet market services and only 10.66% use only Latvian internet shops. In contrast, 4% of respondents are not interested in what country and in which internet shop to make purchases and 6.58% of respondents do not buy online at all. That situation can be explained by the fact that foreign consumers can buy any product by a low price, with a good and free delivery and from a wider assortment. In online stores such as ebay.com, alibaba.com, aliexpress.com etc. consumers choose products from different sellers, gathering thousands of offers in one place.

Source: Authors created graphic based on survey results.

Fig. 4. The usage of internet stores
Respondents (23.08%) answered that the most important factors for re-purchase are delivery opportunities and quality; 18.68% stated that it is product variety, 17.22% presented offer price, 16.48% – delivery price, 10.62% – quality of products, 8.06% – offered brand and 5.86% – service quality. The authors would like to point out that sometimes foreign online stores do not deliver products to Latvia or delivery cost is high and the delivery duration is too long, so this is becoming an important factor for consumers. The internet trade market service quality as the factor for repeated purchases has been used least of all, this can be explained by the fact that communication with the seller is rare and it is not also popular for customers. Internet sellers should expand their territorial delivery options and the range of products; that could not only attract new customers but also promote existing consumer satisfaction and loyalty.

Most of respondents (30.41%) do online shopping after communication with the seller (e-mail, social media, etc.) or getting a special offer from him. Almost the same number of consumers do shopping in two different cases like buying e-products with someone (relatives, friends, colleagues, etc.) 23.82% and spontaneous shopping do 21.32% of respondents. Only 10.03% do purpose shopping when they analyse the situation in the online sector and after evaluation do shopping. As it was mentioned before 14.42% of respondents do not shopping online. After analysis it could be pointed out that in Latvia mostly do hedonic online shopping, it means that online sellers should provide not only trustful and informative information about the all shopping aspects but also interact with the consumer in order to increase the interest to the shopping process in current online shop.
Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

1. Consumers do online shopping in two ways – hedonic and utilitarian, when they do not have and have special purpose. It is recommended for online vendors to understand what their customers want and their behaviour using relationship marketing to fulfil consumer needs and find the right way of communication.

2. Online purchase process consists of three stages – pre-purchase stage, the online purchase stage, after-sales stage. On the first stage the consumer is directed to a specific website to a specific seller / shop. The second stage is when the customer is provided with full information and secure purchase via the Internet. The third stage is quick delivery to the buyer and the product should fully coincide with the information provided by the seller, and feedback should be provided to express gratitude or complaints, to evaluate the service, to return a purchase or ask questions. While interacting with consumers, sellers need to specify full and appropriate information that will not confuse consumers, increasing not only satisfaction but also trust to the seller. After that process, it is necessary for sellers to react as quickly as it is possible to increase trust that influences satisfaction and loyalty and will ensure a long – term relationship.

3. Professional skills, interaction with consumers and consumer stimulation can be used to increase consumer e-loyalty in the Internet environment. The formation of loyalty to the Internet and Internet stores are influenced by such factors as opportunities, quality (in all dimensions), reaction time, usage duration and convenience. Internet traders have to expand their territorial delivery options and the range of products; it could not only attract new customers but also promote existing consumer satisfaction and loyalty. Because of the big number of other sellers and opportunities of Internet sellers need to find the most efficient way of communication with consumer to make long – term relation with consumer.

4. H1, H2, H3 – proved. All hypothesis were proved. H1 – consumers do mostly hedonic shopping in the online trade market, as the respondents answered only 10.03% do utilitarian shopping with special purpose. H2 – by the survey results consumers evaluate the quality of products lower (10.62%) than the quality of supply (23.08%) of the Internet trade market. H3 – 43.57% of respondents use only foreign online stores. The results showed that consumers in Latvia are not loyal to the local online stores. To improve the situation the sellers need to analyse what consumers like in foreign stores and improve the communication by make changes in all quality dimensions that will increase the satisfaction and the level of trust.

5. It is recommended to react on different situations as soon as possible and rise the all quality dimensions in case to satisfy consumers and increase the level of efficient communication with customers. That helps to increase the level of e-loyalty both to product and vendor and ensure a long – term relationship.
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THREATS TO SUSTAINABILITY OF NATIONAL PENSION SYSTEMS: THE RESULTS OF EUROPEAN AND BALTIC EXPERT POLL

Olga Rajevska, University of Latvia, Latvia

Abstract
The paper presents the results of the expert poll, where leading experts from 11 European countries were asked to fill the questionnaire elaborated by the author. The proposed answers’ entries have been developed on the basis of the analysis of respective academic literature and the author’s previous research. The answers were collected in person and electronically by e-mail in September–October 2015. The total amount of the responded questionnaires – 15 (7 experts from the Baltic States and 8 from other European countries).

The first and foremost threat to future adequacy and overall sustainability of pension systems is population ageing. On the second place the experts from the Baltic States put the problem of labour market globalisation, leading to emigration of working-age population and further worsening of dependency ratio. The third place in this rating is taken in the Baltics by shadow economy with a significant amount of persons’ earnings not covered by social insurance. With the growing importance of the funded pillars, the sustainability of future pensions can be undermined also by poor performance of private pension funds, not able to generate sufficient levels of profitability.

All the experts have also agreed that the sustainability may be threatened by disadvantageous labour market patterns: unemployment, part-time employment, spread of freelance and self-employment not properly secured by social insurance schemes.

The overall level of concern demonstrated by the Baltic experts is higher than that of their colleagues from other European countries.

Key words: pension systems, Baltic States, public pensions
JEL code: H55, H75

Introduction
The presented paper is a part of the author’s research of pension systems of Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania, their design and performance, pitfalls and bottlenecks. The objective of this study was to identify the factors threatening sustainability of the systems as seen by branch experts. The questionnaire was elaborated by the author using the conceptual framework for pension system analysis developed by the World Bank experts (Holzmann R. and Hinz R. P., 2005; Holzmann R., Hinz R. P. and Dorfmann M., 2008; Holzmann R., 2012) and included three major questions: assessment of measurement instruments of pension adequacy, assessment of measurement instruments of pension equity, assessment of pension sustainability threats.
The first two questions are beyond the scope of this paper, while the wording of the third question and suggested answers are shown below.

The proposed answers’ entries have been developed on the basis of the analysis of respective academic literature. The notion of sustainability has many dimensions and many aspects. The review of conceptual and methodological approaches to evaluating sustainability when this term is used in respect of pension systems can be found in the author’s earlier publications (Rajevska O., 2015). Since 2001, the provision of adequate, safe and sustainable pensions is a confirmed common objective at EU level. Generally, the main challenge pension systems sustainability is seen in the ageing of modern European societies and increasing burdens on public finances undermining fiscal sustainability (EC, 2010). The other widely recognised important factors that can positively or negatively influence pension sustainability include labour market participation rates and respective labour policies (Janicko M. and Tsharakyan A., 2013) and immigration/emigration of working age population (Angrisani M. et al., 2012).

However, social practices in the area of social security, or social sustainability (Rasnaca L. and Niklass M., 2014, p. 13) are less commonly considered as a risk factor to a pension system. The issue of political aspect of pensions sustainability as a political feasibility of pension reforms is also covered in the academic literature (Ebbinghaus B., 2015), but was intentionally left aside for the purpose of the given study.

The suggested set of potential threats has been worked out based on previous research of the author (see Rajevska F., Rajevska O. and Stavausis D., 2013; Rajevska O., 2014) and other Latvian scholars (Pukis M. and Dundure I., 2012; Stavausis D., 2013; Dundure I. and Pukis M., 2015).

The paper was supported by the National Research Program 5.2. “Economic Transformation, Smart Growth, Governance and Legal Framework for the State and Society for Sustainable Development – a New Approach to the Creation of a Sustainable Learning Community (EKOSOC-LV)”.

Research results and discussion

The wording of the question put forward to the experts and suggested answers are presented in the Table 1. The questionnaire was intentionally not providing any definition for the term “sustainability” in order to provoke the pollees to disclose their own understanding of the term tacitly, via scores and eventual comments, at the same time keeping the questionnaire straightforward and easy-to-fill. One of the experts has inserted the word “financial [sustainability]” into the very wording of the question, another one requested to clarify whether the question was “a question about financial sustainability? Long run or short-run?”

The answers were collected in person (by prof. Feliciana Rajevska during ESPN meeting in Brussels on 28–29/09/2015) and electronically by e-mail. The total amount of the responded questionnaires equals 15.

Mainly the pollees are European Social Policy Network (ESPN) national coordinators. ESPN was established in 2014 to provide the European Commission with independent information, analysis and expertise on social policies. In particular, the ESPN supports the Commission in monitoring progress towards the EU social protection and social inclusion objectives set out in the Europe 2020 strategy. At the heart of the ESPN are country teams of independent experts

Olga Rajevska
on social policies from 35 countries (including 28 Member States). They are supported and coordinated by a central team of international experts.

For the Baltic States, more than one expert was included from each country (two from Estonia and Latvia and three from Lithuania): in addition to ESPN Network country experts, the questionnaires were sent also to ASISP (Analytical Support on the Socio-Economic Impact of Social Protection Reforms) network country pension experts Ruta Zilvere (Latvia) and Teodoras Medaikis (Lithuania) (in Estonia the ESPN country pension expert and ASISP country pension expert is one and the same person – Andres Vork), as well as to Jolanta Aidukaite in Lithuania, known for her numerous publications on a social policy development in the three Baltic States, and to Avo Trumm in Estonia, expert in social policy analysis.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wording of the question to the experts and suggested answers’ entries</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Not applicable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you agree the below factors threaten pension system sustainability in your country? (Evaluation scale 1–10, where 1 – fully disagree, 10 – fully agree)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Changing labour patterns</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- late start (youth unemployment)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- more fragmented careers</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- part-time employment</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- spread of freelancing and self-employment</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- other (please indicate and evaluate)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Globalisation of labour markets causing migration of working age population</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Poor performance of funded pension schemes</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Population ageing</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Shadow economy (earnings uncovered with social insurance)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Significant difference in social security standards between Eastern and Western Europe</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Unemployment</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Views and expectations of the population</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- excessive reliance on the state</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- overoptimistic individual expectations</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- poor financial literacy</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- other (please indicate and evaluate)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Other (please indicate and evaluate):</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: questionnaire elaborated by the author.*
The list of experts in the alphabetical order:

1) Aidukaite Jolanta (Lithuania), Lithuanian Social Research Centre;
2) Cabrero Gregorio Rodriguez (Spain), University of Alcalá, ESPN national coordinator for Spain, Country Expert in Social inclusion, Long-term care and Pensions;
3) Gerovska Mitev Maja (FYR of Macedonia), Institute of Social Work and Social Policy, Faculty of Philosophy, Ss. Cyril and Methodius University, ESPN national coordinator for FYR of Macedonia, Country Expert in Social inclusion and Pensions;
4) Kangas Olli (Finland), Social Insurance Institution of Finland – Kela, ESPN national coordinator for Finland, Country Expert in Social inclusion, Healthcare and Pensions;
5) Kvist Jon (Denmark), Roskilde University, ESPN national coordinator for Denmark, Country Expert in Social inclusion, Long-term care and Pensions;
6) Lazutka Romas (Lithuania), Vilnius University, ESPN Country Expert in Pensions and Social inclusion;
8) Medaiskis Teodoras (Lithuania), Vilnius University, ASISP Country Expert for Lithuania on Pensions;
9) Olafsson Stefan (Iceland), University of Iceland, ESPN national coordinator for Iceland, member of ESPN Network Core Team, Country Expert in Social inclusion, Healthcare, Long-term care and Pensions;
11) Rajevska Feliciana (Latvia), Vidzeme University of Applied Sciences, ESPN national coordinator for Latvia, Country Expert in Long-term care and Pensions;
12) Topinska Irena (Poland), Centre for Social and Economic Research, CASE Foundation, ESPN national coordinator for Poland, Country Expert in Social inclusion and Pensions;
13) Trumm Avo (Estonia), University of Tartu;
15) Zilvere Ruta (Latvia), ASISP Country Expert for Latvia on Pensions and Long-Term Care.

The experts’ responses have been analysed with the assistance of SPSS. The major results are summarised in the below Table 2.
Table 2

Descriptive statistics on expert poll results (September–October 2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor Description</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. deviation</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>late start (youth unemployment)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>2.900</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fragmentised careers</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>2.685</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>part-time employment</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>2.517</td>
<td>3; 7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spread of freelancing and self-employment</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>1.506</td>
<td>6; 7; 8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labour market globalisation causing migration of working age population</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>2.790</td>
<td>7; 10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poor performance of funded pension schemes</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>2.649</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>population ageing</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>2.017</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shadow economy (uninsured earnings)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>3.435</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>significant difference in social security standards between Eastern and Western Europe</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.949</td>
<td>2; 3; 5; 6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unemployment</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>2.532</td>
<td>4; 5; 8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>excessive reliance of population on state</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>2.434</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overoptimistic expectations of population</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>1.718</td>
<td>4; 5; 7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poor financial literacy of population</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>1.875</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations using SPSS, the answers were given using ordinal scale 1–10.

It clearly demonstrates that all proposed answers’ entries are eligible. At least one expert gave a high score (from eight to ten) to all entries but one (“significant difference in social security standards between Eastern and Western Europe”), where the observed maximum value is seven.

At the same time, at least one expert gave a very low score (from one to three) to all entries, demonstrating significant variations in experts’ opinions in different countries. The answers of the experts vary significantly, proving the complexity and multi-dimensionality of the studied phenomenon. Some of the listed negative factors (e.g., shadow economy or unemployment) are of different importance in different countries, and the experts were requested to evaluate them for their home country. Even within one country, the views of experts are quite dissimilar: for instance, when evaluating the importance of potential underperformance of II pillar pension funds, three Lithuanian experts returned “2”, “7” and “10”.

The two main almost unquestioned risks include population ageing and interruptions in service record due fragmentation of labour careers and unemployment.
Fig. 1. **Evaluation of threats to pension systems sustainability**

The first and foremost threat to future adequacy and overall sustainability of pension systems in the Baltic States is population ageing: all Baltic experts demonstrated great concern on that factor: Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian experts gave scores from “8” to “10” (mean = 9.0). The majority of other experts also assign high score to this threat: “10” from Finland, “9” from Poland and Spain, “8” from Norway and Liechtenstein. However, two experts evaluated this risk as non-significant: “5” from Denmark and “3” from Iceland (indeed, the expert from Iceland scored practically all suggested answers as non-significant threats to pension system sustainability, granting scores from “1” to “4”, with the only exception for “more fragmentised labour career” that received “8”).

On the second place the Baltic experts put the globalisation of labour markets, leading, in our circumstances, to emigration of working-age population and further worsening of dependency ratio. Mean score among Baltic experts is 8.67, Estonians are a bit less concerned (“6” and “7”), while Latvians and Lithuanians, whose countries face much more wide-spread ‘exodus’, assign “9” and “10”. The majority of experts from Western Europe do not consider this factor as a threat to their pension systems (mean score among them = 4.5). However, Liechtenstein expert commented on this entry that the “provision of social security must be internationally well coordinated”.

The third place (mean = 8.0) in this rating is taken by shadow economy with a significant amount of persons’ earnings not covered by social insurance. And again, Western experts do
not express serious concern about shadow economies in their home countries (except for Spain, where the score is “10”).

With the growing importance of the funded pillars, the sustainability of future pensions can be undermined by poor performance of private pension funds, not able to generate sufficient levels of profitability (the Baltic experts scored this factor with “7” as average). In this question, the level of concern demonstrated by the Baltic experts is higher than that of their colleagues from other European countries – only Finnish expert marked this potential threat with “7” and Polish expert gave “6”, all the rest disagree with the suggested entry.

And, finally, practically all experts (with the only exception for Finland) agreed that the sustainability may be threatened by disadvantageous labour market patterns: unemployment, part-time employment, spread of freelance and self-employment not properly secured by social insurance schemes. They have also added to this list three more entries, namely – early retirement, special pension schemes and gender gap through maternity.

The least popular answer, both among Baltic experts and their Western counterparts was the threat caused by significant difference in social security standards between Eastern and Western Europe. The underlying reason for including this entry into the list was the ongoing political debate in a number of Western countries to put more strict limitations on the so called “social tourism” from new Member States. However, the surveyed experts do not express concern on the matter.

Two experts suggested additional threatening factors to be included into the list: “austerity measures of the state due to financial cut-downs” (Liechtenstein) and a more broad wording of a similar problem – “political interventions” (Poland).

Conclusions

1. All suggested answers’ entries in the questionnaire are eligible. The listed factors are threatening pension systems in the experts’ home countries, although to a different extent. Meanwhile, the answers of the experts vary significantly, proving the complexity and multi-dimensionality of the studied phenomenon.

2. The two main almost unquestioned risks include population ageing and interruptions in service record due fragmentation of labour careers and unemployment.

3. The first and foremost threat to overall sustainability of pension systems in the region is population ageing: all Baltic experts demonstrated great concern on that factor: Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian experts gave scores from “8” to “10” (mean = 9.0). This factor is vital in other experts’ home countries as well.

4. On the second place the Baltic experts put the globalisation of labour markets, leading, in our circumstances, to emigration of working-age population and further worsening of dependency ratio.

5. The third place (mean = 8.0) in this rating is taken in the region by shadow economy with a significant amount of persons’ earnings not covered by social insurance.

6. With the growing importance of the funded pillars, the sustainability of future pensions can be undermined by poor performance of private pension funds, not able to generate sufficient levels of profitability (the Baltic experts scored this factor with “7” as average).
At the same time, the majority of experts from Western Europe do not consider this factor as a threat to their pension systems.

7. In all the above answers, the level of concern demonstrated by the Baltic experts is higher than that of their colleagues from other European countries. The overall preoccupation with the (un-)sustainability of their pension systems is more strongly pronounced among the experts from the Baltic States, than among the experts from Western Europe.

8. Western experts are more concerned with the threats caused by disadvantageous labour market patterns: unemployment, part-time employment, spread of freelance and self-employment not properly secured by social insurance schemes.
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Abstract
This paper is part of an extensive action research project on learning analytics and focuses on the aspects for analysing a Virtual Collaborative Learning (VCL) setting that has been applied for over 15 years now. Therein 40 students (mostly of Business and Economic Faculty) work together in small groups of 3 to 6 members. They collaborate in international teams and solve ill-structured problems using social software. During the in average 6 week working period they are supported by lecturers and eTutors as virtual learning facilitators. Therefor we analyse how learning facilitators can increase their efficiency by (semi-) automated learning analytics. For the purpose of the main project’s research objective to ensure successful learning facilitating in formal eLearning settings through learning analytics, this paper fulfils the subgoal of preparing an analysis framework for assessing eCollaboration. We used a systematic literature review for analysing 32 publications of 11 databases of EBSCOhost regarding their assessment aspects. As the overall results we can present the differentiating dimensions for eCollaboration as well as an overview of the appropriate assessment facets for the concrete course setting. These will serve as a framework for applying an assessment catalogue.
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Collaborative Work

Worldwide economic as well as social affordances impressively show that the complexity of a solution cannot be handled by individuals. It rather requires a collaboration of experts to create economic innovations and solve social problems sensibly and sustainably. Necessarily companies have to form teams in or between speciality departments and between companies joining the special competences to produce competitive products. A solution for social problems is similar. Governments have to collaborate (inter)national and with regional Non-Governmental-Organizations (NGOs) to gain the relevant knowledge, the experiences and competences of all group members for a solution.

Diverse studies show the advantages of group vs. individual activities by means of solving problems that could not be solved alone (Bos, 1937; Stahl, 2006; Thagard, 1997). Addressing differences of place and time Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) offers possibilities for digital collaboration for 30 years now. Later on the Web 2.0 extended various functionalities in so called social software (Alexander, 2006). The digital collaboration, known as eCollaboration, is already spread in practice. So new employees should be aware of comprehensive knowledge to work collaboratively in digital environments (Trentin, 2009).
To be prepared the employees have to be confronted with eCollaboration during their studies to understand the relevant characteristics of virtual collaboration and develop competences accordingly.

But unfortunately the sole hosting of an online collaboration platform does not guarantee the collaboration between the participants (Murphy, 2004). Consequently a successful learning respectively working process cannot be established due to missing coordination of activities (Erkens, Prangsma, & Jaspers, 2006) and no participation in discussions (Weinerberger & Fischer, 2006). So accompanying and supporting the unexperienced participants is especially necessary within the context of education. To motivate students predefined measures are required to initiate concrete behavior (Murphy, 2004). To conclude: successful eCollaboration needs supporting learning facilitation and comprehensive criteria for evaluation as an incentive for participation.

Based on applying eCollaboration, the demand for measuring the results increases. In traditional courses individuals or groups produce and deliver a result. Based on this final result the same grade is given to all group members. Virtual collaborative work makes it possible to grade the collaborative working process of result construction additionally (Eddy & Lawrence, 2013). Especially this circumstance irritates many students and they ask for a concrete definition which activities they have to perform. So an explicit explanation and transparent communication of the grading criteria to the participants are necessary (Kalb, Kummer, & Schoop, 2011).

As a second aspect the learning facilitators supports the students in an unfamiliar setting. They facilitate cognitive and social processes to reach the learning goals. Therefor they identify problems immediately, hint the groups to the problems and suggest ways to solve these before the conflicts emerge (Pozzi, Manca, Persico, & Sarti, 2007; Reneland-Forsman, 2012). Murphy (2004) concludes that the learning facilitator takes a supportive function for the eCollaboration of the participants. To fulfil their tasks they have to monitor the group activities continuously. Because the data are mostly wide spread across platforms and are very massive keeping up to date is difficult within the resource restrictions (Zedadra & Lafifi, 2015). So they impose requirements on integrated learning analytics (Bravo, Redondo, Verdejo, & Ortega, 2008; Rodríguez-Triana, Martínez-Monés, Asensio-Pérez, & Dimitriadis, 2015):

1. Data should be aggregated and integrated from various platforms (Observation),
2. The status quo should be compare with the desired state (Abstraction),
3. Problems should be identified to encourage the learning facilitator to intervene focussed and effective (Intervention).

This article focuses on the transition between “Observation” and “Abstraction”. Therefor it is necessary to be aware of the factors that influence the productivity, so knowing the interdependences of collaborative processes, activities and tools is required (Hyunkyung Lee & Bonk, 2014). But Soller (2004) points out that especially this is very complicated and thus states that the evaluation of eCollaboration settings has not been sufficiently explored yet. Currently missing is a holistic approach for evaluation that considers facets and the belonging criteria. Existing approaches remain either too abstract to measure collaborative team work or are too specialized to take the number of facets into account.

In this paper we elaborate a framework to close this gap. Based on the Learning Analytics Reference Model of Chatti, Dyckhoff, Schroeder, & Thüs (2012) the facets of eCollaboration will be identified and specified with hereto belonging aspects. As an example we use a course setting which has been applied for over 15 years now.
Virtual Collaborative Learning

Because evaluation criteria differ regarding the context we introduce the underlying learning arrangement at first. The described course setting addresses the virtual collaborative learning (VCL) where small groups up to six members work together over a period of a couple of weeks up to a few months. Meanwhile they work on ill-structured cases that are constructed realistically and have a certain complexity (Balázs, 2005). The students analyse these complex assignments, deduce tasks to be solved by the group and spread them to the members. Afterwards they search for appropriate information that are relevant for the solution before they are integrated meaningfully to construct solutions, evaluate them and decide between existing alternatives afterwards. At the end they propose and defend their prioritised solutions. So collaboration is a central part of the group work. It is a learning objective and simultaneously serves as a mechanism to reach all other learning objectives (Rietze & Hetmank, 2016). Hereto belong the creation of professional, method, communication and intercultural competences (Balázs, 2005).

The main problem is the low external prestructuring of collaborative group work (Perrez, Huber, & Geißler, 2006), so the students have to plan, steer and control the solution of the assignments on their own (Geyken, Mandl, & Reiter, 1998). Because they continuously have to work individually to prepare and work together to discuss, integrate and edit subtasks they iteratively produce new solutions by sharing ideas, opinions and arguments (Carell, 2006; Dillenburg, 1999). To perform the interactions and participations successfully students usually need training, experiences and support (Pauleen & Yoong, 2001). Preventing low learning activities and thus superficial examination of the content or even rising drop-outs (Carell, 2006) specially trained learning facilitators are required to force and direct the self-guided and collective learning (Kerres, Ojstersek, & Stratmann, 2011). In the described learning arrangement of this paper eTutors undertake this role after they have been qualified in preparation to the upcoming tasks. Since 2001 the setting has been applied in over 52 courses with Bachelor, Master and MBA students from national partners (e.g. Freie Universität Berlin, Ruhr-Universität Bochum) and international partners (e.g. Latvijas Universitate Riga, Princess Sumaya University for Technology Amman). To enable the spatially separate group work we used modern Web 2.0 platforms (e.g. ELGG, NING), as well as other communication tools (e.g. Skype, Whatsapp) and collaboration tools (e.g. GoogleApps, Doodle) (Rietze & Hetmank, 2016). Hence we will concentrate on analysis of social software.

Research Design

As part of a superior Action Research approach on eCollaboration learning analytics should enable an efficient learning facilitation. The above described learning arrangement serves as a practical example and predefines the structure of this paper. Upon this a literature review identifies assessment aspects of other learning arrangements, compare them and create an enhanced assessment approach as a generalized framework. The research objective of this paper is thus the creation of a course spanning framework to determine the quality of collaborative group work in the virtual environment. Therefor Chatti et al. (2012) already published a generalized model for learning analytics that we now concretize for eCollaboration courses. The findings serve as alternatives that should be aligned with concrete assessment criteria to implement a
process for learning analytics. To reach the research goal we focus on what facets of assessment are distinguished and which aspects of assessment are connected to these facets?

A systematic literature review according to Fettke (2006) is used as the method for data generation. It has been conducted based on a request on the EBSCOhost available databases Academic Search Complete; Business Source Complete; Communication & Mass Media Complete; eBook Collection; EconLit with Full Text; E-Journals; Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts; PsycARTICLES; PsycINFO; Regional Business News und TOC Premier. On the 2016-02-07 we searched the term “(collaborat* OR cooperat*) AND (KPI OR measur* OR assess* OR quali* OR perform* OR indicat* OR analy*) AND ((social AND software) OR (social AND media) OR wiki OR CSCW OR CSCL) NOT (medic* OR health* OR (social AND work*)) AND (enterprise OR (group work) OR (team work) OR learn* OR educat* OR school OR pedagog*)” on entries that were available as “Full Text”, “Scholarly Peer Reviewed” and in the English Language. We included results without restrictions to the year. After reducing the duplicates we received 634 results that were manually evaluated according to their relevance and finally filtered based on the information in the title, abstract and keywords. A content analysis had been conducted on the remaining 32 results based on the full text. The focus for selecting the final results has been placed on paper that describe the assessment of collaborative processes and student produced course content. We excluded descriptions of used toolsets as well as success factors, barriers or benefits of collaboration. If paper addresses included as well as excluded topics they were also considered. So e.g. Walthall et al. (2011) who measured the group performance and deduced the suitability of tools were also scanned as well as Pombo et al. (2010) who evaluated the setting and thereby focused on evaluating the content.

The procedure of this paper is subdivided into five chapters. At the beginning we introduced the underlying problems of this paper (Chap. Collaborative Work). Subsequently we illustrated the exemplary learning arrangement (Chap. Virtual Collaborative Learning) before this chapter details the objective and the procedure (Chap. Research Design). Now there follows the elaboration of both research questions by means of the above explicated systematic literature review (Chap. Facets for Analysis of eCollaboration). The paper ends with a discussion of the results, a conclusion and an outlook on further necessary research work (Chap. Conclusion).

Facets for Analysis of eCollaboration

Based on 32 preselected articles we identified the ones that thematises and applied procedures to assess the collaborative work. In comparison to conventional assessments of results and the undifferentiated grading for all group members the digital collaboration creates various data traces that enable a differentiated analysis. The interdisciplinarity of the research area some main topics emerged which propagate their focus on the assessment of eCollaboration. To offer a better overview of the results we will list them in the forthcoming tables grouped by their facets. The Learning Analytics Reference Model (Chatti et al., 2012) hereby prestructures the analysis into four dimensions:
The dimension “Why?” describes the actual goals of the applicable analysis. Chatti et al. (2012) distinguish between “monitoring, analysis, prediction, intervention, tutoring/mentoring, assessment, feedback, adaptation, personalization, recommendation, and reflection” (Chatti et al., 2012). Within this paper we pursue the goal of monitoring and assessment, even if the results will influence e.g. the tutoring and interventions in a next step. Thus there remains a distinguishable characteristic in the time of the assessment. While the traditional group work allows only assessing of the deliverables at the end (summative), the digital group work now enables us to gain an insight into the collaboration itself and consequently prepare a formative assessment on the processes of the group work. Of course the summative assessment of the delivered results remains unchanged (Armellini & Aiyegbayo, 2010; Eddy & Lawrence, 2013; Ferreira, Antunes, & Pino, 2009; Pozzi et al., 2007; Rice, Davidson, Dannenhoffer, & Gay, 2007).

The next dimension “Who?” initially addresses the stakeholder of the analysis which should be informed. Hereto appertain i.a. “Learners, Teachers, Tutors, Mentors, Institutions, Researchers, System designers” (Chatti et al., 2012). The monitoring and the assessment of the herein presented course setting serve mainly for eTutors or docents. So we will not concentrate on stakeholders that should be informed but rather on students as stakeholders that are monitored and assessed. Contrary to the guideline to determine the individual performance the grading mostly is done uniformly on the group level because the contributions of individuals to the group results remain invisible (Collazos, Guerrero, Pino, & Ochoa, 2004; Swan, Shen, & Hiltz, 2006). Similarly to the time facet the comprehensive processual insight now offers the opportunity to differentiate between the group and the contribution of individuals (Balázs & Schoop, 2004; Dennen & Wieland, 2007; Pombo et al., 2010; Stahl, 2006). Hence the determination of the degree of reaching the learning goal as well as the success of the participants is easier. Beyond the community communications could indicate correlations between group results (Fessakis, Dimitracopoulou, & Palaoidimos, 2013; Kirschner & Erkens, 2013).

Similar advantages from the course setting occur on the dimension “What?” that is split into the facets “Activity”, “Data” and “Content”. The following tables will thematise them one by one, starting with “Activity”. We therein can ascertain how active or passive a group member had engaged with the existing material. So differentiating between types of activity is possible. The objective is a graduated consideration with a weighted assessment based on the intensity of engagement with the existing material. Hence we can ensure that not every little activity is equal to substantial contributions and at the same time we can consider actions that have been neglected due to their missing visibility or insignificance. Therefore (Ferreira et al., 2009; Fessakis et al., 2013; Hyunkyung Lee & Bonk, 2014) grouped these activities into authorship and usership.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facet “Activity”</th>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
<td>Adding (creating, posting, uploading)</td>
<td>Arazy et al., 2010; Fessakis et al., 2013; Hyunkyung Lee &amp; Bonk, 2014; Pozzi et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Triana et al., 2015; Silveira et al., 2013; Trentin, 2009; Walthall et al., 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Editing (rewriting, formatting, restructuring, extending, linking, updating)</td>
<td>Arazy et al., 2010; Ferreira et al., 2009; Ferreira et al., 2009; Hyunkyung Lee &amp; Bonk, 2014; Rodriguez-Triana et al., 2015; Silveira et al., 2013; Trentin, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annotating (reviewing/revising, rating, commenting)</td>
<td>Arazy et al., 2010; Fessakis et al., 2013; Hyunkyung Lee &amp; Bonk, 2014; Trentin, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User</strong></td>
<td>Reusing</td>
<td>Silveira et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deleting</td>
<td>Arazy et al., 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessing (reading, using)</td>
<td>Ferreira et al., 2009; Fessakis et al., 2013; Hyunkyung Lee &amp; Bonk, 2014; Pozzi et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Triana et al., 2015; Walthall et al., 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuing with the facet “Data” we can see a range of data sources. So we can especially analyse content of working and learning platforms as well as their logfiles. These logfiles consist of the system-logfile containing the metadata of the platform and the server-logfile with the communication data of the webserver (e.g. IP-address, time, read/write). Depending on concrete characteristics of the collaboration setting further data generation techniques are necessary alongside the existing platform. Thus a blended-learning setting could require an observation as soon as collaboration happens face2face. As required also certain learning goals can enforce pre- and posttests. Basically we can distinguish the data sources from the platform itself and additional data from data generation methods. Therein we should differentiate between synchronous and asynchronous tools on the platform (Huang & Nakazawa, 2010; Rice et al., 2007; Zedadra & Lafifi, 2015), qualitative and quantitative data (Rodriguez-Triana et al., 2015; Trentin, 2009) and their origin. This means that additional and qualitative data sources can be crucially biased regarding their subjectivity and objectivity (Pozzi et al., 2007), especially if they come from students rather than teachers (Pombo et al., 2010; Trentin, 2009).
## Table 2

### Facet “Data”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Platform Data</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion/Forum</td>
<td>Beers, Boshuizen, Kirschner, &amp; Gijseelaers, 2007; Chang Zhu, 2012; Dennen &amp; Wieland, 2007; Iandoli, Quinto, Liddo, &amp; Buckingham Shum, 2014; Kirschner &amp; Erkens, 2013; Murphy, 2004; Pozzi et al., 2007; Reneland-Forsman, 2012; Rice et al., 2007; Tan &amp; Tan, 2006; Trentin, 2009; Zedadra &amp; Lafifi, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogFiles</td>
<td>Eddy &amp; Lawrence, 2013; Ferreira et al., 2009; Fessakis et al., 2013; Hyunkyung Lee &amp; Bonk, 2014; Lanqin Zheng, Ronghuai Huang, &amp; Junhui Yu, 2014; Pozzi et al., 2007; Soller, 2004; Stahl, 2006; Trentin, 2009; Zedadra &amp; Lafifi, 2015; Zemel, Xhafa, &amp; Cakir, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>Capponi, Nussbaum, Marshall, &amp; Lagos, 2010; Kirschner &amp; Erkens, 2013; Rice et al., 2007; Soller, 2004; Stahl, 2006; Zedadra &amp; Lafifi, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical/Whiteboard</td>
<td>Soller, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product/Document Sharing</td>
<td>Kirschner &amp; Erkens, 2013; Pozzi et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting Schedulers</td>
<td>Kirschner &amp; Erkens, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning System (unspecified)</td>
<td>Zedadra &amp; Lafifi, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Tivities</td>
<td>Armellini &amp; Aiyegbayo, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Liwen Chen &amp; Tung-Liang Chen, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki</td>
<td>Altanopoulou, Tselios, Katsanos, Georgoutsou, &amp; Panagiotaki, 2015; Eddy &amp; Lawrence, 2013; Trentin, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages/Email</td>
<td>Liwen Chen &amp; Tung-Liang Chen, 2012; Zedadra &amp; Lafifi, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blogs</td>
<td>Dos &amp; Demir, 2013; Fessakis et al., 2013; Rice et al., 2007; Zedadra &amp; Lafifi, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Additional Data</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>Armellini &amp; Aiyegbayo, 2010; Capponi et al., 2010; Rodriguez-Triana et al., 2015; Tan &amp; Tan, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Assessment</td>
<td>Eddy &amp; Lawrence, 2013; Pombo et al., 2010; Rice et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer-Assessment</td>
<td>Altanopoulou et al., 2015; Armellini &amp; Aiyegbayo, 2010; Ferreira et al., 2009; Pombo et al., 2010; Rice et al., 2007; Trentin, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews (Pre)</td>
<td>Armellini &amp; Aiyegbayo, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews (Post)</td>
<td>Armellini &amp; Aiyegbayo, 2010; Dennen &amp; Wieland, 2007; Liwen Chen &amp; Tung-Liang Chen, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews (unspecified)</td>
<td>Pozzi et al., 2007; Rice et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Triana et al., 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Groups</td>
<td>Rodriguez-Triana et al., 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Armellini &amp; Aiyegbayo, 2010; Huang &amp; Nakazawa, 2010; Hyunkyung Lee &amp; Bonk, 2014; Rice et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaires (Pre)</td>
<td>Altanopoulou et al., 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaires (Post)</td>
<td>Altanopoulou et al., 2015; Chang Zhu, 2012; Iandoli et al., 2014; Pombo et al., 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaires (unspecified)</td>
<td>Rodriguez-Triana et al., 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (Pre)</td>
<td>Baeza-Yates &amp; Pino, 2006; Soller, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test (Post)</td>
<td>Baeza-Yates &amp; Pino, 2006; Soller, 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Facet “Content” further distinguished aspects of the process and the product (Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014; Pombo et al., 2010; Pozzi et al., 2007; Yu-Fen Yang, 2013) in order to deduce interdependences between them (Bravo et al., 2008). The aspects of the process can further be split into educational, technical and administrative subprocesses (Rice et al., 2007). Beside the two main aspects some authors also analyse the participants of the collaboration as well as the existence of roles and how well they are fulfilled.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizing &amp; Interaction</td>
<td>Huang &amp; Nakazawa, 2010; Iandoli et al., 2014; Kirschner &amp; Erkens, 2013; Murphy, 2004; Silveira et al., 2013; Trentin, 2009; Zemel et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Contribution</td>
<td>Altanopoulou et al., 2015; Beers et al., 2007; Capponi et al., 2010; Chang Zhu, 2012; Dennen &amp; Wieland, 2007; Eddy &amp; Lawrence, 2013; Huang &amp; Nakazawa, 2010; Iandoli et al., 2014; Murphy, 2004; Pozzi et al., 2007; Silveira et al., 2013; Zemel et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Verification</td>
<td>Altanopoulou et al., 2015; Beers et al., 2007; Capponi et al., 2010; Chang Zhu, 2012; Iandoli et al., 2014; Kirschner &amp; Erkens, 2013; Murphy, 2004; Pozzi et al., 2007; Soller, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarification and Argumentation</td>
<td>Altanopoulou et al., 2015; Beers et al., 2007; Chang Zhu, 2012; Dennen &amp; Wieland, 2007; Dennen &amp; Wieland, 2007; Eddy &amp; Lawrence, 2013; Kirschner &amp; Erkens, 2013; Liwen Chen &amp; Tung-Liang Chen, 2012; Murphy, 2004; Pozzi et al., 2007; Soller, 2004; Stahl, 2006; Trentin, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiation and Acceptance</td>
<td>Beers et al., 2007; Capponi et al., 2010; Dennen &amp; Wieland, 2007; Eddy &amp; Lawrence, 2013; Kirschner &amp; Erkens, 2013; Pozzi et al., 2007; Stahl, 2006; Zemel et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critics and Rejection</td>
<td>Beers et al., 2007; Iandoli et al., 2014; Liwen Chen &amp; Tung-Liang Chen, 2012; Pozzi et al., 2007; Silveira et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement</td>
<td>Beers et al., 2007; Capponi et al., 2010; Chang Zhu, 2012; Pozzi et al., 2007; Silveira et al., 2013; Soller, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagreement</td>
<td>Beers et al., 2007; Capponi et al., 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration and Solving</td>
<td>Beers et al., 2007; Capponi et al., 2010; Chang Zhu, 2012; Dennen &amp; Wieland, 2007; Iandoli et al., 2014; Murphy, 2004; Pozzi et al., 2007; Silveira et al., 2013; Zemel et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring and Review</td>
<td>Beers et al., 2007; Capponi et al., 2010; Huang &amp; Nakazawa, 2010; Silveira et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>Beers et al., 2007; Kirschner &amp; Erkens, 2013; Soller, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and Writing</td>
<td>Altanopoulou et al., 2015; Chang Zhu, 2012; Eddy &amp; Lawrence, 2013; Huang &amp; Nakazawa, 2010; Kirschner &amp; Erkens, 2013; Murphy, 2004; Pozzi et al., 2007; Silveira et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Releasing and Publishing</td>
<td>Eddy &amp; Lawrence, 2013; Silveira et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping</td>
<td>Huang &amp; Nakazawa, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To analyse the amount of data we need appropriate methods to achieve significant information. These methods are listed in the dimension “How?”. As simple counting of contributions mostly do not offer enough evidence on the performance of individuals, groups or the quality of the results, a variety of specific quantitative and qualitative methods (Chang Zhu, 2012; Ferreira et al., 2009; Huang & Nakazawa, 2010; Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014; Pozzi et al., 2007) or mixed-method approaches (Pozzi et al., 2007) are available to analyse the existing data traces.
### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facet “Method”</th>
<th>Qualitative</th>
<th>Quantitative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aspects</strong></td>
<td>References</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Analysis</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Analysis</td>
<td>Beers et al., 2007; Chang Zhu, 2012; Dos &amp; Demir, 2013; Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014; Murphy, 2004; Pozzi et al., 2007; Soller, 2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation Analysis</td>
<td>Stahl, 2006; Tan &amp; Tan, 2006; Zemel et al., 2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Event recall</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive Analysis</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourse Analysis</td>
<td>Demmen &amp; Wieland, 2007; Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014; Reneland-Forsman, 2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnographic Analysis</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grounded Theory</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction Analysis</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative Analysis</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thematic Analysis</td>
<td>Liwen Chen &amp; Tung-Liang Chen, 2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol Analysis</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Immune System</td>
<td>Zedadra &amp; Lafi fi, 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster Analysis</td>
<td>Iandoli et al., 2014; Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014; Soller, 2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event sequence Analysis</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye-tracking analysis</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming path analysis</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Markov Model</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014; Soller, 2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical Linear Model</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keystroke-Level Model</td>
<td>Ferreira et al., 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag-sequential Analysis</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Social) Network Analysis</td>
<td>Fessakis et al., 2013; Iandoli et al., 2014; Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014; Trentin, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation Graphs Analysis</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Analysis</td>
<td>Dos &amp; Demir, 2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Equation Model</td>
<td>Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Analysis</td>
<td>Altanopoulou et al., 2015; Capponi et al., 2010; Chang Zhu, 2012; Dennen &amp; Wieland, 2007; Eddy &amp; Lawrence, 2013; Fessakis et al., 2013; Hyunkyung Lee &amp; Bonk, 2014; Iandoli et al., 2014; Lanqin Zheng et al., 2014; Pombo et al., 2010; Pozzi et al., 2007; Rice et al., 2007; Trentin, 2009; Zedadra &amp; Lafi fi, 2015; Zemel et al., 2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Inference Analysis</td>
<td>Capponi et al., 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These methods serve as connectors between the facets further up. For assessing the eCollaboration the identified facets either have to be filtered as relational databases depending on the set of assessment objectives or they can be combined in a multidimensional matrix (m × n) as an Online Analytical Processing (OLAP)-cube to enable an ad-hoc navigation through the data of learners.
Conclusion

Now we like to conclude the findings of this paper. The tables above show aspects for analyzing an eCollaboration setting and thus concretize the Learning Analytics Reference Model (Chatti et al., 2012) for a specific field. As an example we used a concrete VCL-Arrangement and listed the dimensions, their facets and detailed aspects that have to be distinguished in an analysis. Based on the existing literature we identified dimensions as well as facets that are relevant for the described course setting. In a next step we used a systematic literature review to specify these facets listing aspects for them at the end. As a finding we worked out four leading dimensions “Why?”, “Who?”, “What?” and “How?” that are subdivided into six central facets that have been further detailed. Thus we identified a differentiation in the time of assessment between formative and summative as well as levels of assessment subjects in individual, group or community. Further we created four tables of facets with a comprehensive list of distinguishable aspects.

Regarding a critical view on the results we have to state that the complexity of an assessment of eCollaboration does only allow an overview of isolated dimensions that have to be further researched. Currently the facets serve as alternatives in an analysis process but the connections between these alternatives are still missing. At the same time the limitations of a literature review according the sample and the selection have to be considered. A completeness of facets and aspects cannot be guaranteed even if the sample and the selection criteria tried to reach it best possible (Fettke, 2006).

Further research thus should focus on connecting the actual isolated dimensions at first. These connections should be aligned to concrete assessment criteria. In a next step it is necessary to define the characteristics of each criterion that signalises the status of the quality of collaboration. This includes the identification of concrete characteristics of aspects (e.g. which type of logdata are required) and the combination with other aspects (e.g. which types of content has been produced at which time). The last step is an implementation of learning analytics to evaluate the use and achieve the benefits for the learning facilitator.
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Abstract
In the scientific research of Business Administration and Management important role play different type of business process models. Two sides of model usage are: misty business process models in the scientific research papers and strongly formalized notations and tools in real process modelling. It is necessary to reconcile both sides for scientific findings testing and converting them to the innovations. Paper explains new approach how to identify essential elements and aspects of business process modelling and to develop it’s logic. Studies are based on business process modelling in scientific research, acquainted practice in the course delivering and real life model developing, notations analysis.

Research results show, that it is possible to define essential elements, aspects and stages for business process modelling. Modelling we can imagine as abstracting, only main important details are maintained in the fully developed model. As highest criteria for process details selecting is model goal, but the set of essential things should be represented in the every case. Inspection of essential elements allow to develop logically complete and interconnected views and aspects of models system which represent the business process.

Modelling logic approach described in the paper is implemented in different level (bachelor, master, doctoral) study courses. Students were able to identify, to develop, to evaluate, to simulate business process models without assistance. Introduction of modelling logic in personnel training will allow more widely to use IT tools in the business administration and management scientific research, in the business improving and reengineering.

Key words: process, modelling, business, logic, elements

JEL code: M12, M15, M53

Introduction

New theories, methods, principles, approaches in the business administration and management are explained by models: structure, process, changes and others. Business process development, reconstruction, reengineering usually is based on modelling. Business process modelling nowadays is actual and are used in EU countries companies and organizations to improve processes. For example recent publication (Fleaca E, Fleaca B, Negoita, O, & Danalache, F, 2015) shows process modelling importance in environment management. As mentioned (Trad, A, 2015), sustainable business must adapt frequent business transformation processes and it is not possible without modelling.

Object of research is stable manufacturing or servicing process which recur instantly without structural changes. This paper goal is to describe possible process modelling logic for better
process understanding, managers and researchers thinking changing, so there is no description of process modelling development, which, of course, influence process understanding progress, no analysis or discussion about visual models interpretation and no precise data of students skills evaluation. All these things may take a lot of places and for that may be subject for other articles.

Studies are based on real life model developing, notations analysis, observation of business process modelling in scientific research. Findings are tested in practice in the course delivering to different level (bachelor, master, doctoral) students. Students ability to identify, to develop, to evaluate, to simulate business process models from descriptions and without assistance is evaluated to prove developed modelling logic.

Research results and discussion

In the business process modelling very important is communication, how the participants and the team members understand each other. For unambiguous model building in practice, in companies different process modelling notations are developed and used (e.g. flowcharts, EPC, UML, BPMN). In scientific research creative point of view is most popular: each researcher try to develop his own method to demonstrate, how processes should be organized.

A lot of different visual modelling languages exists, but main part of them are ITC system development oriented. In this research we are discussing about essential elements of business process modelling and this means, that model should include business logic and sense, so we can say, that studies are delimited to semantic process modelling. According to (Thomas O & Fellmann M, 2015) semantic modelling languages are EPC (Event-driven Process Chain), BPMN (Business Process Modelling Notation) and OWL (Web Ontology Language). More suitable for business process purposes are EPC and BPMN. Both of them are used to describe process steps. Another reason, why research is oriented on such type visual modelling languages, is possibility to develop modelling tools which can perform formal model validation as stated (Thomas O & Fellmann M, 2015) and what is already introduced in some software: Bizagi, Visio. At the moment validation is restricted only to process models, but semantic approach to business modelling create potential chance to validate other type of models (collaboration, status) and reconcile them.

Business managers need to understand business modelling logic to employ modern modelling tools, but modelling logic is not so simple. Different methods are offered to facilitate business model usage.

Van Nuffel, D & De Backer, M, 2012 offer multi-level modelling framework to structure modelling and to improve usability. Such solution is worthwhile for companies, where model system is already installed and may help to others to introduce complex system, but will not be support for those who start modelling.

Koschmider, A, Hornung, T, & Oberweis, A, 2011 for novice business process modellers offer recommendation-based modelling support system, which covers different aspects of business process modelling. Support system can help to develop model, no doubt. But no recommendations will help to business manager, if he will not understand the basic principles modelling, how to build model, how model works.

Figl K, Recker J & Mendling J, 2013 discuss different symbol designs which affect an individual's ability to comprehend process models and mention, that semantic transparency and
aesthetic design of symbols lower the perceived difficulty of comprehension. We can agree, that usability make easy tools usage. What is important in this research: recognition, that semantic symbols can help to go into modelling. Symbol represents the concept, essential element in the business process modelling. But, unfortunately, there is just a couple of symbols, which are common in different modelling languages (tasks or activities, process flow).

Modelling is abstracting, we should lay aside many details to concentrate on main and important parts. What will remain, what goes away? The question is: what should be represented in the business process model to make it more understandable for stakeholders. The key idea of this research is: some essential modelling elements exists, which are important in the every case of business process modelling regardless of used display method or symbols form and understanding essential concepts will help better comprehend how process is performed. Even more: validating presence of essential elements in the model allows avoid gaps and mistakes. Reconciling understanding of the both sides of business process improvement stakeholders: developers and introducers will facilitate faster converting scientific findings to innovations.

Research results show, that emerging managers skills in business process conception can be improved by clear modelling logic. Main steps in skills mastering for ability of model extraction from real life observations, experience and descriptions are:

- playing with ready-made model and getting understanding of process important aspects,
- familiarization with some modelling notations, model reading,
- understanding process classification by type and hierarchy,
- single process model building,
- complex model development.

Business manager novice lack of experience with modelling should be compensated as the first step. Playing with prepared, ready-made model for exploration gives first inkling about process reflecting, about essential things. Simulation include main part of essential modelling elements because model should work. Simulation model is used as case study. Students task is to search and to find best parameters for business results, management knowledge is necessary to take the decision. Students also get some idea about simulation capabilities for business purposes.

Flowcharts is most simple and more suitable notation for first visual business process modelling language. Regardless to simplicity in the flowchart models is possible to recognise some essential elements: tasks or activities, called “process” in flowcharts, decisions and, what is important, events. “Start/end” visual symbols in flowcharts can be interpreted as events. Each process starts with definite event. Event put in motion all process. Event is important for business control and administration, management should react of events, so this is essential element in modern modelling.

BPMN standard include also collaboration models (choreography and orchestration), but they are too detailed and serve information system development. Also in BPMN standard token idea is used to explain process flow. Token correspond to entity in the simulation models and this element or concept is important for business modelling: there is some things which flow through activities and are changed during process.

BPMN standard models enable rich different type event disclose what may be essential for business model understanding. It is important concept, which is necessary to accept and understand. We can consider, that not only decisions, but also events conduct process follow.
On events are based process management systems and their data can be analysed by process management tools to recognize bottlenecks and improve processes. As stated (Appel, S, Kleber, P, Frischbier, S, Freudenreich, T, & Buchmann, A, 2014) real data in modern business environment can be interpreted as event stream.

So for single process flow model essential elements are: tasks or activities, events, decisions or gateways, entities. That is enough to start simple process building. At this step next challenge is met: how to find, identify, separate process for modelling. Processes in the real life are continuous, each activity has ancestor and successor. Processes are different by their performance and different types of processes have distinct modelling tools. Unique processes are controlled by project management tools. Dynamic modelling is used for process development prediction. Visual business process modelling is used for stable manufacturing or servicing process which recur instantly. Processes in the company have hierarchy. Highest level: functions are realised by process set. Process also may be recognised as procedure. Procedure consists of tasks or activities or operations. Activities may be described by algorithms – elementary activities. Conception of process hierarchy is necessary for orientation and subject selection.

To identify process beginning and end helps entity “life cycle” concept: process starts, when something happens and it is entity arrival. Entity “life” ends after some task is fulfilled, it is end event. Here we see, that for individual process separation important role play entities or our understanding, what is entity in real business process.

Valuable business process model should include some other aspects which reflect engaged participants, their hierarchy and collaboration, entity changes during life cycle.

For process management important element is performer of tasks or activities. Performers have some hierarchy: company, department, group, person, which is simple to show in structure diagram. To accomplish process performers collaborate by exchanging messages, this concept is used also in BPMN. Collaboration model can identify messages, their content and sequence. Entity status attainment model reflect its changes during life cycle, its stable forms and possible ways for status changes. All type models pack should be reconciled. Conflict elimination helps improve model.

Conclusions

1. Business process modelling notations based on business sense and concepts are more easy accepted by novice managers.
2. Business process modelling acquiring should start with practice accumulation. Simulation models are suitable for practice gathering.
3. Main concepts of modelling should be adopted by novice modellers step by step starting with simple visual modelling notations. For better concept understanding more then one modelling notation should be mastered.
4. Important and essential elements of business process modelling are: task or activity, performer, decision, process flow, event, entity, entity status, message.
5. Complete business modelling should include process follow model, entity status change model and performers collaboration model, which should be reconciled with each other.
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Abstract
Trust and data protection is an important part of social network sites (SNS). The mechanism of SNSs is influenced by data security. Individuals are not providing information about them or provide access to resources if data protection is not given. Trust is needed to exchange information or resources. This paper investigates the use of SNSs relationships for the employment seeking process. The paper research the level of willingness of SNSs member to pass their access to other profiles for the employment seeking process to their employer. The aim of the paper is to evaluate attitude of SNS users on their willingness to share information about employment possibilities. Research methods applied: scientific publications analysis, survey by questionnaire with 210 participants. In survey evaluation scale 1–6 was applied (as it is corresponding to the evaluation system in German schools). For data analysis there were used descriptive statistics with indicators of central; tendency or location and indicator of variability as well as correlation analysis. The result support to understand mechanism of SNSs, to test the social capital theory and provides human resource management (HRM) information how to use SNSs contacts from their employees for the recruiting process. HRM can use the full potential of SNSs because than the company has a competitive advantage. HRM is able to identify the best suitable candidates for the companies with the support of SNSs. The results give an answer about the acceptance of SNSs member to use their contacts at SNS for the employment seeking process to support their HRM.
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Introduction
Organisations need new channels to identify needed candidates and talents. The employees with their human capital are important for the competitive advantage for organizations. SNSs can support the search of suitable candidates e.g. using the contacts of employees (Sander, Teh, Majlath, & Sloka, 2015). The important question for the organization is how they can use the contacts of SNSs of their employees without any negative consequences or undesired results for them or their employees. That means the use of SNSs contacts may not have a disadvantage for the involved parties. The acceptance of the use of SNSs contacts by the employees and potential candidates is important. Referrals are a good opportunity to identify candidates. A misuse of SNSs contacts and profiles damage the reputation of the organization and undesired results are expected e.g. damaging the employer brand.

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: tomsander@hotmail.de
The labour market is changing and the number of available candidates is decreasing. The shortage of specialists is an important issue for the economy and new channels are needed to reach potential candidates. Many companies have difficulties to identify well educated candidates. The demographic changes reduce the number of candidates. This challenging environment needs new HRM strategies and new tools to solve the difficulties. The assumption is that similar educated and skilled individuals are member of specialised networks (Roebken, 2010). These networks with the specialised members can be used for the recruiting process by HRM if they need related skills. The forwarded information motivates potential candidates to apply for a position and the trustfulness of the information can be increased if the information is provided via a SNSs contact.

SNSs are increasing the number of members and enables individuals to maintain their relationships without any barrier. SNSs are an important part of the society and complement real social networks. The SNSs influence the society and is an important part of many individuals in their daily life (Hampton & Wellman, 2003). SNSs can be used to present skills and knowledge to a large audience and to organize contacts. The contacts are friends, colleagues or acquaintance. The relationship at SNSs provides additional information about the contact and gives access to interesting resources and information. SNSs contacts can be mobilized for the interest of an individual or used to support the interest of an individual. The power of the SNSs is the number of members (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007). The technical development supports to organize large networks and to maintain friendship globally. Real social networks do not have these opportunities.

The aim of this paper is to evaluate attitude of SNS users on their willingness to share information about employment possibilities. This provides HRM knowledge about the use of social networks to recruit new employees and explain the usefulness of social networks and SNSs to identify employment. The task of this paper is to support HRM to be more successful with their recruiting of employees and the use of social networks for their recruiting process. This support the time to hire candidates and reduce the transaction costs to identify potential candidates. Problematic questions are related to willingness to share information about employment issues on SNSs as often employment seeking process could be sensitive one and persons could have no willingness to share this sensitive information. The research methods: analysis of scientific literature, interpretation, quantitative research of survey data using indicators of central tendency or location (arithmetic mean, mode, median), indicators of variability, cross tabulations, correlation analysis. Data analysis was carried out using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) program.

This paper investigates the openness and readiness of SNSs members to transfer the control of SNSs contacts to the employer. There are passive and active opportunities for SNSs members to provide their SNSs contacts and details about their SNSs contacts to their employer. In this survey was applied the quantitative research method, questionnaire. The online survey has been done in October 2015. In total 210 participants (n = 210) filled out the questionnaire. The results represented in the paper are obtained by use of SPSS program. For statistical analysis of data has been used frequency, indicators of central tendency or location: arithmetic mean (the average of the evaluations), median (the middle value – indicating that half of the evaluations are less than median and half of evaluations are bigger than median), mode (most often indicated value on evaluation scale) and most used indicator of variability – standard deviation. Standard deviation...
A low standard deviation indicates that the data points tend to be very close to the mean; high standard deviation indicates that the data points are spread out over a large range of values. For data analysis it was used also correlation analysis. The data collected in accordance with research ethics. SNSs users are online and they are well trained to use online tools. The questionnaire asked the participants to evaluate following statements on a scale from one – very useful to six very unuseful (the evaluation scale is designed taking into account German evaluation system at schools) to investigate the evaluations on statements:

- I would advertise job advertisements at my online profile that potential candidates could send an application to my employer;
- I would get in touch personally with candidates and after we have discussed the position I will forward the application to my employer;
- I would investigate my contacts and forward contact details to my employer. The employer would get in touch with the candidates;
- I would give access to my contacts at SNSs to my employer. The employer forwards the job description to interesting contacts.

The evaluations of those statements explain the use of SNSs contacts, level of information about other SNSs members which is acceptable to transfer to other individuals and the level of trust in SNSs.

The limitation of the research is that the research does not divide the SNSs in private and business SNSs contacts.

**Theoretical framework**

Social networks are a construct of ties between the social network members. This ties existing at SNSs too and can be described as a contact. A contact is a friend in the SNSs. The contact provides additional information about the SNS member and channel to exchange information or resources fast and easily without any restriction. SNSs contacts are an important part of SNSs and the number of contacts at SNSs is increasing compared with real social networks. The relationships are important asset of SNSs and the individuals value is the access to other individuals (Obukhova & Lan, 2012). The access is important to collect knowledge and information about other SNSs member. This information is important to know who could give access to resources or information. The contacts are the value and number of contacts could be a sign for prestige or ownership of a needed or desired resources or information. Trust is an important issue of SNSs and influences the exchange in SNSs. The readiness to provide access to the network to other people needs a lot of trust (Moolenaar & Sleegers, 2010). The research investigates the readiness and openness of individuals to provide their employer information about their contacts and to provide access to the contacts on different levels. Contraire is the perspective of the employment seeking individual. The employment seeking individuals use their contacts to get in touch with employees and decision makers to get valuable information. The objective is to get a superior employment and to increase the chance to be selected for the open position. They are trying to have an advantage with their network and use the network to collect information about the position or to influence the decision maker for example (Mouw, 2003). The first step to use the SNSs for the employment seeking process is to advertise job opportunities and to provide...
the information to their network. The next step would be to investigate the contacts by the contact owner and to discuss the employment opportunity with the contact. If the contact is interested than the application will be forwarded to the employer. With the following two statements is described the situation that the employer get the power about the contacts and decide which contact get the information about employment opportunities. Another opportunity would be that the contact owner screen the contacts and provides details to the employer if the contact has the required skills and knowledge. That means the contacts are not informed that their details are forwarded to the potential employer. The last opportunity is to provide the access to contacts to the company. That means the control about the contacts has been transferred to the company.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertising job opportunities on their SNSs profile to exchange information about open positions</th>
<th>Exchange employment information with full control of the SNSs member e.g. bespoke the position with the contact and forward the application to the employer</th>
<th>Investigate profiles of the contacts and forward interesting contacts for employment opportunities to the employer. That means the employer decide and control who will be contacted</th>
<th>Provide access to SNS contacts to the employer that the employer can use the contacts for the employment seeking process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Source: constructed by Tom Sander.

**Fig. 1. Level of control about SNS contacts**

SNSs members know their contacts. They have experience with their contacts. That knowledge and experience can be used by the employer. The SNSs members choose the contacts which provide the information about the employment opportunities. That is a pre selection for the company and can reduce the costs e.g. the transactions costs. Further can the individual provide additional information to their contacts. That provide an advantage for the potential candidate and the candidate is recommended by an employee. That means the prestige of the employee is transferred to the potential candidate because the employee would not forward the application to the company if the employee would be not sure that the candidate is an excellent candidate (Chiang & Suen, 2015). A recommendation of a low performer has influence on the recommender. Referrals are influencing the selection decision to hire an employee or to reject an employee (Beaman & Magruder, 2012). The employer can use the referral of employees but the employer has to be aware that the referral can be misused or groups do not have access to an employee who provides a referral.

The decision power about the use of SNSs contact is important for SNSs member. They have the power to decide what happens with their contacts and who can use their contacts for economic reasons for example. That is an advantage for SNSs member to have the power about their contacts and the contacts are the value for the SNSs member. They can present with their contacts a strong network. The network is interesting for other user to get access to interesting resources and information the relationships are an important asset for SNSs and a reason to
be member in SNSs. But the membership in social networks can have a negative impact on the result for the individual (Smith, 2005). The membership in some social networks can lead to discrimination and negative outcome for the social network member. That means not anytime any contact is positive for the individuals. SNSs member have to be aware that relationships to undesired individuals can guide to negative results and that other SNSs member cutting their relationship.

Privacy and data protection is an important issue of SNSs. Member of SNSs emphasize that their details are protected and that other SNSs members have only access to presented and for them tailored information. They protect their data and only desired information is visible for other members. The individuals control their data and use the setting of the SNSs to protect their data and to make the data only accessible to authorized individuals. The openness of the profile and to share details about contacts need trust. The misuse of information about contacts or misuse of the SNSs tools would be penalized.

The social capital theory explains the mechanism of SNSs. The exchange of information and resources depends on the trust of individuals in the network and the advantage of the individual with the exchange. The individual invest their resources and information in SNSs and expect a positive advantage for the investment. The most important point is to identify the contact with the best information and resource. That is only possible if a tie exist to this SNSs member to get access to the desired information. The employees fill the structural hole between the company and potential employers (Burt, 2001). The assumption is that the employees have contacts with similar human capital. Companies use this access to forward information and to identify interesting candidates. The companies use their employees social network and social capital to have access to needed resources e.g. suitable candidates and to have a competitive advantage with the best suitable candidates. The employee is the agent who has access to the network and ability to transfer information between the company network and the network of potential candidates which are part of their network. The contact owner has the decision and control about the exchange between the two networks and both networks have the advantage that they increase their knowledge and share their information which could be an advantage for all involved individuals. The negative perspective is that individuals misuse their position in the network and to create a disadvantage to other social network members to have an advantage against other people. That can bias the result and support cronyism. The discrimination or overseeing of potential candidates because there does not exist a tie between the company and potential candidate can lead to an undesired result (Portes, 2000). That means if companies use only the social networks of their employees they have the danger that they create a monoculture with similar knowledge and interest which barriers innovations and the access to new resources and information (Moolenaar & Sleegers, 2010). This can be a competitive disadvantage for the company. The positive result of an organization with similar characters and ideas is the reduction of transaction costs for example. The use of social networks for the employment seeking process is explained with the social capital theory (Granovetter, 1995) and chance to get a job is increased with the support of social capital (Behtoui, 2015). Social capital is an important factor that the labour market is operating successfully and social capital can support individuals to identify new employment.
Method to investigate social network sites

The research of SNSs is possible with different methods. The used method for this paper has been a survey by help of specially designed questionnaire and selection of young participants from Germany in the employment seeking process with 210 participants and the data has been collected in October 2015. The questionnaire was designed to make evaluations on main aspects interesting for this paper. It was applied evaluation scale 1–6, where 1 – very useful and 6 – very unuseful (the evaluation scale is designed in accordance to German evaluation system in schools). The questionnaire has been located online to collect the data from respondents. SNSs users are online and they are well trained to use online tools. The online survey is a good tool to collect data to investigate SNS. The gender distribution is 34.4% men and 65.6% woman by \( n = 195 \). The educational level indicates that over 97.9% of the participants have minimum a school degree. The individuals with school degree have to search in the near future an employment and the individuals with an apprenticeship or university degree have an employment or looking for employment.

![Educational Level and Age Distribution](source.png)

**Source:** conducted by Tom Sander in October 2015.

**Fig. 2.** Distribution of respondent’s educational level and age (share in %), \( n = 195 \)

Only 15.8% of the participants are over 31 years. The individuals under 20 years are 13.8%. The group between 20 and 30 years are 70.2% of the participants. People between 20 and 30 years are mainly looking for new employment opportunities because they have finished their education and they are keen to identify an entrance to the labour market to identify employment. Young people are involved in the employment seeking process or they have done in near history of their employment search.
Results for the use of social network sites profiles to forward information about employment opportunities

The use of SNSs contacts is an important opportunity to get in touch with each other. The paper investigates the openness and readiness of individuals to provide their SNSs contacts to their employer for the employment seeking process. The SNSs provide different opportunities how contacts of SNSs can be used. That needs different levels of trust to the employer because the privacy is important for the SNSs member (Krasnova, Günther, Spiekermann, & Koroleva, 2009). The researches investigate the trust of individuals and there is a clear result that the openness and readiness to make personnel data available to the employer is not accepted by the participants. They are trying to control and monitor their access to contacts. The results of statistical calculations are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Arithmetic Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I would get in touch personally with candidates and after we have</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.083</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussed the position I will forward the application to my employer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would investigate my contacts and forward contact details to my</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.567</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employer. The employer would get in touch with the candidates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would advertise job advertisements at my online profile that</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.676</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potential candidates could send an application to my employer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would give access to my contacts at SNSs to my employer. The</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.313</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employer forwards the job description to interesting contacts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: conducted by Tom Sander in October 2015, n = 210.

There is a clear tendency that SNSs member are keen to protect their data and to retain the control about their contacts. That means individuals would use their contacts at SNSs to exchange information about employment opportunities. The individuals are able to use their SNSs membership passive or active. That means the individual get actively in touch with their SNSs friends and presents them open positions. Only to present the open position to their friends via SNSs without direct contact has the mode value three and median three. Completely none accepted is the opportunity to provide access to contacts at SNS to employer. The median and mode is six. That is not surprising as data protection and security is an important issue for SNSs. The misuse of SNSs is a reason to penalize SNSs members and in very negative cases the SNSs members who misuse the SNSs are banned from the network. That means the banned member of the SNS lose the advantage of the network. The most useful anticipated opportunity to exchange information about employment opportunities is to transfer and discuss the open position with suitable contacts of the SNSs and than to forward the application to the employer.
That means the owner of the contact has the full control about the exchange of information and responsible for the transfer. The applicant is informed about the transfer of personal information to the company and agrees. The owner of the access to the suitable interesting candidate and company who is searching for candidates is filling the structural hole. That is the advantage for the company and potential candidate and gives the power to the SNSs member who connects the potential candidate and company like a broker. The structural hole is filled by the SNSs member who has access to the potential candidate network and employer network. The statistical results are a median with two and mode with one. The opportunity to investigate the contacts of SNSs to identify suitable candidates and to forward contact details of the selected candidates to the company is not accepted. The median is four and the mode is six. That means to forward private information of contacts from SNSs to potential employer that the employer can contact the potential candidate is not accepted. That the company has the power to use the relationship of their employee is not desired and explainable with the desire of SNSs members to protect their contacts against negative consequences or to be penalized to forward information about individuals without their permission.

The results in detail are presented in the figure below and confirm the results. The participants answer with 93.2% on scale one to three that they would get in touch personally with candidates and after they have discussed the position than they will forward the application to the company. That is a good opportunity for the potential candidate if employees forward the candidate to the right person who is responsible for the position and decide about the position. That is a large advantage for the potential candidate. The contraire result is for the statement “I would give access to my contacts at SNSs to my employer. The employer forward the job description to interesting contacts.” with 86% on the scale four to six. The readiness to provide access to contacts at SNSs to employer is not accepted in Germany and individuals do not agree that they should give a third party access to their contacts. The opportunity to advertise job opportunity at the own SNSs profiles is on scale one to three with 63.2% accepted. That means the majority would accept that their profile and is used as advertisement platform for employment opportunities to transfer the information to their contacts. That is a passive opportunity to reach individuals and the SNSs contacts have the choice to apply for the position or to ignore the position. The efforts of the employee are limited to advertise the position. The SNSs member borrows their reputation to their company. The company can have a benefit with the advertisement of job offers on SNSs of employers because the use of their employer as an ambassador for the job advertisement gets a positive attitude from the SNSs member. But this positive outcome depends on the situation and reputation of the SNSs member. The SNSs contact cannot use the recommendation of the employee to have an advantage. The only advantage is to get the information from the SNSs. The last opportunity with 65.3% on scale four to six is the opportunity to investigate the profile and to forward contact details of suitable contacts to the employer. The use of data of other individuals is not appreciated by the majority of the participants. Companies and individuals have to be careful if they transfer information because data protection is important and the misuse can be a disadvantage for the potential candidate if negative or undesired information is transferred. The responsible person who forwards the information can be penalized because the transfer of private information is not accepted.
All answers have clear tendency which are visible in the diagram below (see Figure 3). The comparison between the different opportunities to use contacts of SNSs provides the result that the control about contacts is important and that individuals take care about the data of other people and that individuals protect their access to data from other individuals.

![Diagram showing distribution of frequencies of the evaluation of the statements about access to SNSs contacts, n = 210.](image)

I would get in touch personally with candidates and after we have discussed the position I will forward the application to my employer.

I would advertise job advertisements at my online profile that potential candidates could send an application to my employer.

I would investigate my contacts and forward contact details to my employer. The employer would get in touch with the candidates.

I would give access to my contacts at SNSs to my employer. The employer forward the job description to interesting contacts.

Source: conducted by Tom Sander in October 2015, n = 210.

Fig. 3. Distribution of frequencies of the evaluation of the statements about access to SNSs contacts, n = 210

The investigation of the correlation between the use of SNSs explained with the use in minutes per day, duration of membership and number of contacts at SNSs with the statements does not give any statistical relevant result. The only significant correlation is between the use of SNSs in minutes per day and the statements. But the correlation coefficient is too weak to explain an influence of the use of contacts of SNSs with the use of SNSs. The interesting point is that the correlation results are all negative. The results are presented in the table below. That means if people use more often SNSs in minutes per day than they are using less often contacts or give less often access to their contacts. The investment of time in SNSs has a negative influence on the readiness and openness to use contacts of SNSs of individuals for the transfer of employment opportunities. That means heavy user with a lot of experience of SNSs has less interest to use their contacts for the employment seeking contact. Correlation coefficients and significance levels are included in Table 2.
Table 2

Correlation between the statements and use of business SNS and private SNSs in minutes per day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Use of business SNS in minutes per day</th>
<th>Use of private SNS in minutes per day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would get in touch personally with candidates and after we have</td>
<td>-.176*</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussed the position I will forward the application to my employer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would investigate my contacts and forward contact details to my</td>
<td>-.274**</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employer. The employer would get in touch with the candidates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would give access to my contacts at SNSs to my employer. The</td>
<td>-0.085</td>
<td>0.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employer forwards the job description to interesting contacts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would advertise job advertisements at my online profile that</td>
<td>-.176*</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potential candidates could send an application to my employer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Source: conducted by Tom Sander in October 2015, n = 210.

The results give the clear tendency that contacts of SNSs are important for SNSs members. They protect their contacts and are not willing to provide a third party access to their contacts but they are open to use their contacts for the employment seeking process for example to get in touch with their contacts and to share with them information about employment opportunities. They invest their knowledge about employment opportunities in the relationship to provide an advantage to their contacts and expect later a return of the investment. That is the social capital of the network. The important result is that the SNS members are only willing to use their contacts if they have the control and power about their contacts.

Conclusions

1. The use of SNSs contacts is an opportunity to identify suitable candidates. The potential of SNSs is amazing but the practical use is actual limited.
2. Individuals share and exchange information on SNSs but the openness and readiness to give the control and power about contacts to employer is mainly not accepted. The privacy and data protection is an important issue for SNSs member. The member of a social network trusts each other that their data is safe. That is the reason to create a tie. The tie provides extended access to personnel information and resources. The tie is an exchange channel and value for SNSs member but the SNSs members do not give access a third party to
their contacts if they do not have the control about the tie or power to decide what kind of resources or information is shared with their contacts. The power of social networks is to have power about ties to other contacts.

3. The use of SNSs variables does not have an influence on the behaviour of SNSs members. Only the “Use of private SNSs in minutes per day” or “Use of business SNS in minutes per day” have a correlation on a significant level. But the correlation coefficient is too weak to have a statistical relevance. The only abnormality is that all significant correlations are negative. That means heavy user agree less with the statements than “normal” user.

4. The social capital theory explains the mechanism in SNSs. A reason not to give access to their contacts can be explained with trust. Individuals give access to their profile because they trust each other and expect that their privacy is respected. If a social network member misuse the access to their contacts than the member is penalized by the network and the trust level is reduced. That means SNSs member with less reliability and low trust level in the network have difficulties to get access to valuable resources and information. The access to private information depends on the trust between the SNSs member.

5. Further research has to take under consideration that the purpose and objective of SNSs depends on the kind of the SNSs e.g. private or business SNSs. Further is the relationship and trust to the employer an important variable to provide access to private information like SNSs contact. The research has to be transferred to other situations and has not to be limited to the employment seeking process to generalize the results more.
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Abstract
This paper is motivated by the demographic menace for the public administration of the Free State of Saxony, Federal Republic of Germany. It focuses on the intensified situation for the public IT sector. Due to forthcoming retirements and increasing changes of jobs from public IT sector to private organisations, in combination with severe public budget reductions, a fast approaching loss of professional work expertise (e.g. software application and process knowledge) in the electronic government sector has to be expected. To compensate this loss, answers have to be found to these questions: “What knowledge will get lost in the electronic government sector in Saxony? When and where? How should this loss be compensated?” The authors represent a network of knowledge management experts from Higher Education, IT and electronic government experts on municipal and regional level and representatives from the Saxon State Government responsible for the electronic government strategy. In summer 2015, a preliminary study introducing into a large-scale research was initiated. Several teams of Master students performed qualitative analyses based on in-depth interviews to find first answers to the questions above and thus establish a basis for future compensation measures, and to test if knowledge management methods accepted in the private sector are also applicable in the public sector. As a lesson learned from the preliminary study, the findings demonstrate a broad unpreparedness in Public Administration to the need for systematic knowledge management. While the question, how the knowledge loss can be compensated, remained unanswered for now, the studies triggered a re-design of knowledge management Master modules in 2016 to better prepare the next students’ teams for more focused knowledge preservation actions, aiming to gain answers to that question.
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Initial Situation and Need for Action
Societies in Central Europe dramatically suffer from a demographic shift; innovations in the medical sector lead to an increased expectation of life whereas a low average rate of birth is not able to sustainably compensate this development. While this is a general demographic problem, the effects consequently also have a radical impact on the private and public sector.

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: eric.schoop@tu-dresden.de
This problem especially takes effect on the IT administration of the public sector, which can be observed in three manners.

Firstly, the average age of employees in the public IT administration in general is at a worrying high level. The Federal Statistical Office records approximately 2.29 million employed persons in 2005 in Saxony (Statistisches Bundesamt 2009). This number will drastically decrease within the next 15 years; forecasts prognosticate approximately 1.6–1.8 million employees for this area in 2030. That is a decrease of nearly 30 percent. Furthermore, the Saxon society had an average age of 46.4 years in 2011. This is the second highest average age in comparison to other German federal states (Sächsische Staatskanzlei 2014). In addition, the retirement in the public sector due to age is at a rate of nearly 10 percent within the next five years and will increase up to 27 percent within the next ten years (Statistisches Landesamt des Freistaates Sachsen 2013).

Secondly, the demand for cost cutting, streamlining and reorganisation efforts in the public sector leads to the fact, that a growing number of job positions, that cease to exist due to the retirement of elderly employees, are not reemployed by young labour. This is negatively supported by the general decline in population – especially in rural areas. The result of this development is a decreasing financial base for the public sector which even increases the necessity for cost cutting in the public administration.

Thirdly, the IT sector of public administrations directly has to compete with according organisations of the private sector, which typically create higher attraction to skilled labour, leading to significant changes of jobs to the private sector.

This triple demographic pitfall involves the danger of a severely limited capacity to act. The retirement of employees with years of working expertise in public administration, especially electronic government, directly causes the loss of essential administrational process knowledge, even if reemployed by younger labour. Additionally, and typical for the public sector, the reemployment of job positions after retirement suffers from a delayed hiring and allocation process due to bureaucratic reasons. The caused lack of overlapping coexistence of leaving expert and reemployed follower leads to a missing transfer especially of tacit knowledge in forms of individual socialisation processes (c.f. the SECI model, Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). These effects are intensified by skills shortage: besides missing working process experience, often basic qualifications in public administration and especially in electronic government are not present at the time of employment and have to be acquired on the job. This situation is further intensified by a growing complexity of new administrative processes and the demand for their automation in forms of new electronic government applications.

The imminent need for action is transparent and led in 2014 to the foundation of an informal interdisciplinary network, partly represented by the authors of this paper:

1) Knowledge management researchers from the Technische Universitaet Dresden (Chair of Wirtschaftsinformatik – Information Management)
2) IT and electronic government experts on municipal level (Eigenbetrieb IT / municipal IT service center of the city of Dresden, capital of the Free State of Saxony)
3) IT experts on regional level (Staatsbetrieb Saechsische Informatik Dienste / IT service center of the Free State of Saxony) and
4) representatives from the Saxon State government (Saechsisches Staatsministerium des Inneren, Abteilung IT und E-Government in der Staatsverwaltung / Ministry of the Interior of the Free State of Saxony, department IT and electronic government)
being responsible for the modernisation of public administration and for the electronic government strategy of the Free State of Saxony.

The network’s intention is to start a large-scale common research initiative to compensate the effects of demographic shift in Public Administration. This initiative has both scientific and practical potentials for the institutions taking part.

**Scientifically**, new impulses are set for

- **application-oriented design science research** (c.f. Hevner et al. 2004) with future focus on qualitative and quantitative empirical studies as objectives of Doctoral Theses (e.g. frameworks for knowledge-based workflow automation, TAM (technology acceptance model) – c.f. Bagozzi, Davis & Warshaw, 1992, IS success model – c.f. DeLone, McLean, 2004) and
- **research-based and application-oriented teaching** on the level of Master study programs in Business Management, Business Pedagogics and Business Information Systems (e.g. Master course on knowledge management, team collaboration in practical research projects, seminar on research methodologies, Master Theses).

**Practically**, the need for action has to be answered by the following steps, taking also into regard many contextual issues and specialities of Public Administration in Germany (but this context is not to be discussed in this paper):

1) gain detailed insight into the demographic situation in the participating public institutions and in further institutions of the public sector,
2) document the findings,
3) perform systematic literature analyses and compare the findings
4) derive recommendations for action,
5) design concrete prototype solutions (informational artefacts like workflow applications or training courses),
6) evaluate the effects (e.g. acceptance or success),
7) re-design the approach based on these findings.

A successful compensation of the demographic shift in Public Administration, especially in electronic government, is a project of high complexity. It has to cover the following objectives:

- Acquisition of the process knowledge of the leaving experts,
- Intensified process automation to meet the future demands for productivity enhancement,
- Successful replacement of the retired staff by fewer, unexperienced employees,
- Appropriate training of the new staff on the job in process management competencies and in electronic government tools, complemented by the qualification of knowledge managers moderating knowledge-based process automation and human resource development.

So the resulting **research questions** for the large-scale research can be bundled into two dimensions:

1) **Process Dimension**: Which processes will keep or increase their contemporary relevance in future? Which processes are becoming less important or obsolete? Which new processes have to be expected and implemented due to compensation or to legislative changes?
2) **Knowledge Dimension**: Who are the key knowledge holders? When will they probably leave? What type of knowledge do they have? By what methods can their knowledge be identified and preserved?
Research Process, Results and Discussion

Besides making first arrangements for the design of the large-scale research (sensitisation of political decision makers to the problem, acquisition of public support and funding, integration of knowledge management into the mid-term electronic government and human resource development strategies on regional and on municipal level), the network decided not to lose time and started in 2015 a preliminary study. This was carried out by students of network partner 1 in pilot institutions of the network partners 2 to 4 with step (1) and step (2) of the above listed practical project steps. Research objectives were to sensitise the management in the institutions to systematic knowledge management, especially knowledge (gap) identification and knowledge preservation, to gain experience with the practical application of methods for knowledge preservation and to allow perhaps a re-adjustment of the (knowledge management) methodology applied before starting in large.

The preliminary study is included in the practical large-scale research initiative. This is a typical design science research (see Fig. 1). Steps (1) and (2) (preliminary study) can be allocated on the left side (environment), step (3) on the right side (knowledge base), steps (4) to (7) in the middle of the model (IS research).

The research process of the preliminary study presented in this paper consisted of 3 phases:
1) Qualification and team building (Master module in knowledge management, 2015/04-07);
2) Execution of the study (practical Master project in knowledge management, 2015/08-09);
3) Results and Discussion of the findings (2015/10).

1. Qualification and Team Building

To gain and to document knowledge about the environment where the planned IS research is to take place is a typical knowledge management research objective. Therefore, Master students in Business Management, Business Pedagogics and Business Information Systems participated in a standard knowledge management module having been established already for
years. The module consists of digitally captured conceptual lectures and readings on knowledge management theory and models (virtual classroom), of practical method-related exercises (real classroom) and of six seminar units (also in the real classroom).

In the seminar, 12 student teams (each with up to 6–7 participants) had to present, interpret and discuss arbitrary knowledge management cases and methods applied which they found in literature (mostly of private sector organisations). Each seminar unit covered one of six internal knowledge management components (fields of action) of the well-known knowledge management component model (Probst et al., 2006; see Fig. 2). In each unit two student teams had to cover the component from two different viewpoints:

1) Knowledge management strategy mix with *codification* priority (i.e. documentation of explicit knowledge) and

2) Knowledge management strategy mix with *personification* priority (i.e. preservation and sharing of implicit/tacit knowledge – c.f. Hansen, Nohria & Tierney, 1999).

The knowledge management methods trained in the practical exercises were also structured in orientation to the component model (c.f. Wildner & Scholz, 2006). After having passed this module, 11 out of the 69 Master students who were also interested in the subsequent practical teaching project were re-combined into three teams considering a competency mix from the different component-related case study perspectives.


![Knowledge Management Components Model](image)

2. **Execution of the Study**

The practical knowledge management teaching project started with preparation for the electronic government context (having been new for the participating students). For this purpose, the participants studied several actual Bachelor and Master Theses having addressed different aspects of electronic government and knowledge management in the public sector.
of Saxony (e.g. the values of e-government-supported biddings for public administration services and reorganisation potentials based on Web 2.0 technologies in external and internal communication – Henning, 2013, Khamaza, 2015, Schneider, 2015). Empirical results of these analyses identified (amongst others), that knowledge management is yet unregistered or insufficiently implemented in the public sector of Saxony (Khamaza 2015).

The subsequent study consisted of qualitative empirical analyses based on in-depth interviews. As it was just a fast preliminary study run in 2 months of time and generating 150 h workload (5 ECTS credits) per student, the interviews were processed and evaluated manually, not – lege artis in larger and well-planned studies – systematically with the help of qualitative content analysis methods according to Mayring (2008). To keep irritation and rejection on interviewees side as low as possible, the student teams – under supervision of research assistants – were sent out in one whole group to 10 different experts (4 heads of departments, 6 staff) in institutions of the three network partners on municipal and regional level and in the ministry, running only one interview with each expert. While the results of the Design Science Research methodology are usually supported also by quantitative analyses, the data collection of this preliminary study did not contain any relevant quantitative data that could be processed and analysed.

Afterwards, each team had to analyse the commonly gained information with focus on a specific knowledge management method already assigned before (to allow specific questions in the interviews, to make external notes for contextualisation and for focussing purposes in the content analyses). Additionally, they had to try to compare the results of the different interview sessions (representing the three application levels of electronic government – municipality, regionality, ministry), thus to gain insight into the applicability and effectiveness of the method and to find out about existing or imminent knowledge gaps. Based on scientific research works of Müller-Stewens & Pautzke (1991) and Argyris & Schön (2008),

- one student group has analysed change processes that had taken place about five years ago and their resulting consequences; to obtain and document the results, the lessons learned method has been applied (with focus on the codification of explicit knowledge linked to tacit knowledge/reflections behind);
- a second group of students had to focus on the newly employed IT staff concerning the same process and time frame by applying and developing the results using the story telling method (with focus on explication and sharing information about tacit knowledge);
- a third student group had to concentrate on job positions where future retirement would have the most impact and should try to derive the corresponding knowledge competences for the next upcoming years; obtained results are documented in the form of competence and knowledge maps (with focus on the codification of explicit knowledge linked to persons, applications and structures).

3. Documentation and Discussion of the Findings

The student teams summarised their approaches, reflections and findings in a MS SharePoint application using the visualisation suitable for their respective knowledge management method applied (lessons learned in forms of structured wiki nodes, told stories as linear/narrative text documents, competence & knowledge maps as graphical concept/mind maps). The reflections on approach, applicability of knowledge management method and identified risks of potential
knowledge loss due to missing knowledge preservation measures were written as group assignments being subject of the final project assessment. Focal point was not so much the methodological rigour (content analysis) or the scientific relevance of the findings, but the usage of and reflection about knowledge management methods and their applicability in Public Administration (practical relevance).

The results of the study can be summarised in three aspects:

- **Imminent knowledge gaps and references to knowledge preservation action:** The impossibility of overlapping replacement (due to financial and bureaucratic reasons) demands for the provision of codified knowledge (individual work expertise linked to – mostly existing, but sometimes unclear – standard process description). Yellow pages (who is who and who knows what and should be called in by newcomers) or other formal navigational instruments do not exist. Systematic initial trainings (documentations or familiarisation materials) are also missing. Instead of systematic push information or an established mentoring system, the newcomers are left to pull the information presumably needed on their own (to find out where to ask or look). Due to missing knowledge about informal social networks, often it is unclear what knowledge will get lost besides the mere professional work competence (which can be derived relatively easily from standard job/competence description). Human resource management is not yet zeroed in on mediating cultural context, sensitivity to the demographic shift and to the demand for knowledge development, sharing and preservation is not explicitly incorporated. Several interviewees mentioned (and agreed) that HR department would not intervene in knowledge management tasks but leave this responsibility completely to the functional superiors (no centralised/standardised knowledge preservation plan of action). Architectural support (e.g. space management, coffee corners) is often missing due to financial bottlenecks in Public Administration and to the inappropriateness of many public buildings (e.g. historical buildings). Last but not least, the IT infrastructure – even in the analysed departments responsible for electronic government – is not appropriate to modern knowledge management support (the accessibility of documents is poor due to redundancy of structures and systems, no social intranet or systematic training exists to make use of wikis, blogs, or social tagging). Access to (Public Administration related) formal trainings by the special Saxon University for Public Management, needed at the very beginning point for lateral entrants, is complicated and takes months. Flexible work structures are not implemented (e.g. home office in combination with open-plan office with flexibly changing desktops). This could physically enable knowledge sharing and socialisation processes and could foster work satisfaction (enabling individually different combinations of professional and private life = work-life-balance).

- **Methods’ application:** Knowledge maps seemed easy to apply and to communicate their functionality and benefit to the interviewees. More complex was the analysis and visualisation of role-specific or process-specific competencies, as these were often related to real persons and could only with difficulty be abstracted to a more generic view. Lessons learned also seemed firstly to have a clear functionality and ease to use. But as no systematic reflections on the experiences of the past retirement processes existed in the analysed institutions, and no clear replacement strategy could be detected, the students had difficulties to enhance the easy “descriptive” part of the lessons learned.
by the – more important – reflective cycles and to communicate clear and concise. Significant problems both interviewers and interviewees had with the story-telling method. The desired character of the stories to be developed demands unstructured, hardly by the interviewer controlled, creative narrations. For this the interviewees were not prepared, the stories told seemed boring, repetitive, ill-focused and diffuse, making it difficult for the students later to generate “interesting” stories with metaphors and focal points potentially catching the attention of future listeners (follow-up employees).

• **Project approach and success:** Regardless of the previously in the Master module applied qualification measures, deepened by specific readings on electronic government themes, the students felt not always appropriately prepared to understand the complex field of Public IT services and electronic government, to link the information gained to knowledge (loss, identification, sharing, preservation) and to apply their knowledge management methods. The interview situation had not been practically trained before, the interviewees had tight time schedules and often no deep understanding of the study’s purpose and format. The results did not seem very convincing to the students, they had expected more significant and obvious findings.

**Conclusions – Lessons learned from a Lessons Learned Project**

As a whole, both students and the network partners who initiated the preliminary study were satisfied with process and results, regardless to the deficiencies mentioned above. The problem is understood, the need for action is obvious, knowledge preservation has an increasing importance on the strategic agenda. But what did we learn from the preliminary study? How can this study foster the large-scale research to be pursued in 2016?

Obviously, the detailed questions for the large-scale research, which are explicated at the end of chapter 2, could not be answered satisfactory in the preliminary study. But this had not been the primary intention. In orientation on the research questions, the preliminary study discussed in this paper should rather find out

• if the awareness of the imminent risk of knowledge loss due to demographical effects is present at the institutions analysed and if there are already solutions planned or even implemented,

• if the knowledge identification and knowledge preservation methods used to prepare the findings of the qualitative analysis are applicable and the results interpretable and

• if it is possible to run the planned large-scale research with significant help of student resources.

All three objectives have been achieved, principally:

• The awareness is there, conclusions from the results of the preliminary study have been drawn and first organisational measures have been taken (e.g. on municipal level knowledge management is actually discussed to become a strategic pillar in the mid-term human resource development strategy). The institutional partners shall identify the number and sequence of the next departments and institutions to be analysed with regard to the difficulties experienced in the preliminary study, with more focus and with enough preparation time for the 2nd half of 2016.

• The knowledge management methods applied are suitable but have to be trained further (on students’ side), have to be explained and supporting materials have to be demanded
precisely in advance (on the institutions’ side). It is recommended to start with rather simple but intuitively understandable and usable methods. So firstly knowledge maps should be designed to describe the knowledge base, its structure, refer to the main knowledge holders and to the most critical knowledge-intensive applications and give hints to further knowledge development. Then, the lessons learned method should be trained and implemented stepwise in the relevant institutions under supervision of researchers from the academic partner. Thirdly, experienced interviewers could follow up later with the story-telling method to try to grasp specific tacit knowledge from identified and critical experts on the verge to retire.

- Qualified Master students can be integrated into the further research activities. But they have to be better prepared (in preliminary on-case teaching and readings) and within the research have to be supervised by research assistants being integrated and doing their research in this topic.

As reaction to these conclusions, the academic partner of the project network redesigned the Master modules to be held in 2016 for the preparation and qualification of the next generation of Master students who shall be integrated into the project. This time,

- the digital materials on knowledge management in the virtual classroom will be enhanced by specific basic information about electronic government in general and specifically in Saxony;
- the practical exercises will concentrate upon the methods to be applied in a follow-up practical teaching project module; they will not only be analysed but trained in role-play-situations and will be positioned in the first half of the semester;
- the seminar part will cover the 6 internal fields of action from the knowledge management components model (Probst et al., 2006) in orientation on a running case study about an authentic knowledge preservation situation in an IT service department in the Public Administration; the seminar groups will have the task to develop specific recommendations for their respective perspective (knowledge (gap) identification, knowledge acquisition etc. – c.f. Fig. 2) and for the detailed application of the methods and the interpretation of the information to be gained;
- the practical teaching project is planned for the following winter term, allowing more time between the two modules to select and train the participants beforehand in the practical application of the methods and inform them more detailed about the context of the interviewees they shall address; additionally, the interviews shall be transcribed and the data processed as a state of the art content analysis (c.f. Mayring, 2008), to enhance rigour and scientific relevance of the research;
- the teaching project teams shall be supervised and coached by research assistants whose dissertation projects cover the research area addressed here (both knowledge codification and knowledge personification perspectives), thus assuring a high personal involvement of the supervisors in the project.

On the side of the Public Administration network partners, it is planned stepwise to develop and apply standardised competence maps and knowledge maps, qualify project leaders and heads of departments in the lessons learned method and identify key knowledge holders for potential later application of the complex story-telling method. Besides these actions, gradually the institutions should produce standardised starter packages for the new employees, develop
a “culture of knowledge transparency and sharing” and support this by establishing suitable IT infrastructure (e.g. internal social media applications).

Summing up, the preliminary study discussed in this paper delivered valuable results and triggered a set of actions which should improve the quality and effectiveness of the large-scale research initiative.
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Abstract
Nowadays computer mediated communication (CMC) (Chang C., 2015): and the high volume of computed and stored information is getting a business on its own. Information is collected, aggregated, analysed and used to create real business advantage and value but also risks within companies and also outside on the markets in a high volume (Spears Janine L., 2010). On the other hand, single individuals still need to deal and interpret this sheer mass of increasing information continuously.
The areas of decision making processes, methods and methodologies are well researched (Ayyub B., 2014) at all also on the base of Current Management Theories (Greenwood W. T., 1974) (Barney J. B., 2009). The field of Information Risk Management as a sub-discipline of Enterprise-Risk-Management (Choi J., 2013) theories is in a constant change. This change is triggered by the dramatic ongoing changes in the computerized information management Power, (Daniel J., (2008) capabilities. Well accepted, in 21st century Information itself is a valuable asset (Wagner H., 2014). The correct information at the point in time needed decides on success (Pfeiffer T., 2010) – within milliseconds. Current Organizational Management theories don’t take this constantly and rapidly changing environment into account (Huang K., 2015). An undertaken series of 10 interviews of Information Risk Management Professionals compared with field-study of 131 Business Managers examines the differences in perception of related risks, actions and counter activities.
In Management Theory as well as in Organizational Theories the Information-Risk-Management discipline needs to be considered through the whole value chain (Holtgrewe U., 2014) as a separate value adding process and function. Esp. managers in middle management are exposed to this area risks, but might get into a conflict of interest (Biocca M., 2005) between performing the required IRM-actions against showing a high cost-benefit rationale.
This article examines the different perception, the resulting needs and recommendations for changes in organizational theory to resolve this conflict of interest for stronger overall performance.

Key words: Information Risk Management, Management Theory, Decision Making, Enterprise Risk Management
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Introduction: Findings and Hypothesis
The central point of this research work was based on various observations in midsized and big enterprises in various businesses around the globe. It was observed, that “Information Risk Management” is not seen as a serious factor for business success esp. in the day to day decision making processes at the average “mid-managers” level. But on the other hand, IRM is seen as
getting fast increasing relevance in the more and more developing information technology ages. So, the Hypothesis were formed as:

\( H_0: \) Active *Information Risk Management (IRM)* significantly correlates positively to *Improvement of Strategic Decision Making*

\( H_1: \) There is no difference in perception between IRM Professionals and Midlevel-Managers of the correlation between *IRM* and *Improvement of Strategic Decision Making*

**Research Results and Discussion – Building the Model**

The initial question on how to measure the quality and characteristics of “Information Risk Management” mechanism, a choice of several operationalized measurable variables and indicators were preselected based on a broad literature research. In essence there are two focus areas to look into

1. Human Factor – Social and Psychological Research

In the area of Social- and Psychological Research, which describes the perception and the behaviour, the “buy-in” theory of participation in IRM contexts associates’ user acceptance with users’ psychological involvement (Markus M. L., 2004) that develops during their participation. In other words, as users participate in IRM activities, they begin to view the focal system as personally important and relevant, and are therefore likely to be more accepting of the system than they would otherwise be had they not participated. On the other Hand John D’Arcy (D’Arcy J., 2015) describes situations where security requirements increase workload for employees and, as a result, create added time pressure for them to complete job duties. For example, employees who do not have administrative access to their work computers may have to spend valuable time completing paperwork and waiting for an IT professional to install needed software or download needed materials. As a result, employees have to work harder and faster to compensate for the overload caused by this security requirement. These conditions are known causes of frustration and stress (Gilboa S., 2008) (Pearsall M.J., 2009) Employees have also lamented that many security requirements force them to adapt their work procedures (e.g., not sharing passwords with co-workers) (Beautement A., 2008) (Stanton J.M., 2006), which can be stress inducing.

As a first interim result the real of IRM-“AWARENESS” of the employees could be seen as one of the key indicators of IRM as such – This includes not only the theoretical knowledge of IRM at all levels of the organization but also the willingness to follow combined with a proactive “all day” attention.

Methodologically/Technically, holistic Risk Management consists itself out 3 steps:

1. Risk Identification – Information Classification
2. Protection of Risk-Areas
3. Active Controls of Risk-Areas

In mid-sized and big enterprises the effective implementation of Standards and Controls is key for any kind of compliance reporting done by internal and external auditors. When responding to a specific business risk, an auditor has to search for relevant and reliable audit evidence and list the accounts and assertions to test in response to that risk. Cognitive research
has found that experts / specialists have more complete knowledge and memory organization than novices (Bédar J., 1989) have a more complete problem representation, which they bring to an unstructured industry task (Hammersley J. S., 2006). IRM was over a long time a not structured task. In the beginning a holistic view on all Information Assets needs to be in place to further classify and segregate the “important to look at” assets from the irrelevant. Further on an appropriate protection of this information assets need to be established as well as an “over time” controlling” of these security measurements.

In a first round 10 independent IRM Experts were personally interviewed in a structured method along a Likert-5 scaled (it was explained that the underlying distance of each sector is assumed 20% of the range which equals “linear”) questionnaire to validate the validity of the measurement variables and also give the EMERICAL NORM for the second evaluation later on. All 4 criteria were highly accepted and seen as THE measurement criteria for the quality of IRM.

It could be shown, that the average mean and the normalized mean are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean Empirc Norm</th>
<th>Normalized mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IRM Awareness</td>
<td>0.8536</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Protection</td>
<td>0.8533</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Classification</td>
<td>0.8383</td>
<td>0.9820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Controls</td>
<td>0.8276</td>
<td>0.9696</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on structured IRM-Expert Interviews in Phase 1.

On the other hand the Endogen Variables on how to measuring “Improvement of strategic decision making” is a variety selected out of a broad literature research. In total the 3 following main criteria with their measurement criteria were identified:

1) Improve (Mutual) Trust (McKnight D., 2002) into the company
   a. Level of Competence, Expertness, Dynamism
   b. Level of Goodwill, Benevolence, Responsiveness
   c. Level of being credible, moral, integer, reliable
   d. Level of being attractive, predictable, careful, open

   a. Level of willingness to see “Information” as an intellectual property (= Profitability)
   b. Level of temporal efficiency (accuracy and integrity of information)
   c. Level of readiness of communication and for growth and for using multiple information sources
   d. Level of socio economic efficiency e.g. “Need to Know” principal
   e. Level of willingness to treat information also as valuable good or good sold
   f. Level of individual personal efficiency in information handling
   a. Level of readiness in information access control
   b. Level of actively decreasing risks
   c. Level of readiness to reduce rewards for theft / disclosure
   d. Level of readiness to reduce provocations (e.g. stress / frustration/ etc.)
   e. Level of readiness to remove excuses (e.g. clear rules, alerting conscience etc.)

The resulting proposal of the causal model to be tested could be shown as following:

Source: author’s construction based on Literature research and structured IRM Expert Interviews.

Fig. 1. Causal Model

Scientific Design / Methodology

In a sample of 131 business professionals (mid-level-managers) the referenced model (Figure 1) was tested.

As Information Risk Management methods are not obvious and therefore not very well known in the community of average mid-managers, a “Case Study” was invented to give the full spectrum of possibilities from “doing nothing” up to “doing everything possible” in IRM with sounding examples. The case-study was handed out to all 131 participants prior to the questionnaire. It is based on a fictive merger situation of a private owned company having no formalized IRM in place and on the other hand having a fictive multi million global enterprise having all IRM methods implemented. The participants were fictively asked to help
the M&A team consisting of people of both companies to discuss the meaning and the sense of IRM for the future Joint venture company and esp. the relation to the positive contribution in the Improvement of Strategic Decision Making factors.

To ensure exact mapping of the exogenous- and the endogenous variables and also to ensure same “expressions” and the underlying precise definitions of the IRM Variables, already concatenations (all exogenous to all endogenous) variables were formed. The participants were asked to give their appraisal to what extend an explicit relation would be valid (between exogenous and endogenous variables) via a Likert-“5”-Scale (Strongly Agree, Agree, Neither, Disagree, Strongly Disagree).

**Statistical Method**

The statistical evaluation, whether a significant (> 95% confidence) similarity or significant difference between the opinion of the experts and the mid-Managers was performed via a 2-tailed T-test where the results out of evaluation 1 (Structured Expert-Interviews) were taken as Empirical Norm to test against results out of evaluation 2 (Case Study with Questionnaire 131 midlevel managers).

**Cross-table of 2-tailed T-Test results**

| Source: author’s calculations based on 131 Business Experts (Midlevel-Managers) Questionnaires and IRM-Experts Interviews. |
The 2-tailed T-Test is testing differences against the given Empiric-Norm (from Expert Interviews). The Table 2 shows the T-Test resulting cross-table including the average results (“<...>AVG”) for all criteria aggregated. Values shown are inverted (Result=1-Value):

Result ≥ 0, 99 ≡ “Highly Significant Difference” between the view of the 10 IRM-Experts and the view of the 131 Midlevel Managers tested

Result ≥ 0, 95 ≡ “Significant Difference” between the view of the 10 IRM-Experts and the view of the 131 Midlevel Managers tested

Result < 0, 95 ≡ “No Significant Difference” = “significant conformity” between the view of the 10 IRM-Experts and the view of the 131 Midlevel Managers tested

Results

As shown in Table 1 the result of the structured IRM-Expert-Intervies proves significantly the validity of the choosen endogenous variables (IRM Awareness, Information Classification, Information Protection and Information Controls) and the positive correlation to be seen as essential contributing factors for future successful Improvement of Strategic Decision Making.

With this, H0: “Active Information Risk Management (IRM) significantly correlates positively to Improvement of Strategic Decision Making” could be seen as accepted

On the other hand, according to Table 2 obviously only a selection of endogenous variables does not significantly differ / significantly confirm the correlation. Quite interesting, that the number of Averages conformity is quite low – whereas the number of single measured indicators significantly confirming the correlation e.g. for “Trust” 9 out of 16 indicators confirm, for “Anticipated Damage Prevention” 9 out of 20 indicators correlate significantly. Decision Making Effectiveness / Efficiency only is proven on 3 out of 24 indicators. Looking into the details the following correlation in the Averages could be proven:

- IRM Awareness & Information Control is seen as significant to improve “Trust”-factors
- Information Controls is seen as significant to improve “Anticipated Damage Prevention and Control”-factors

Looking at the significant different opinions between the IRM-Experts and the Mid-Level-Managers it shows a high number of “Highly Significant Differences” (Result T-Test ≥ 0.99). In Particular this Averages are:

- ALL 4 IRM Variables are seen as highly significant different to improve “Decision making Effectiveness / Efficiency”
- IRM Awareness, Information Classification & Information Protection are seen as highly significant different to improve “Anticipated Damage Prevention and Control”-factors
- Information Classification & Information Protection seen as highly significant different to improve “Trust”- factors

Resulting out of this, H1: “There is no difference in perception between IRM Professionals and Midlevel-Managers of the correlation between IRM and Improvement of Strategic Decision Making” could not be seen as fully acceptable.

There are some (highly) significant differences in perception between IRM Professionals and Midlevel-Managers according the correlation between IRM-Experts and the Improvement of Strategic Decision Making.
Practical Implications

Experts significantly prove the impact of IRM on the Improvement of Strategic Decision Making whereas Midlevel-Managers do only partly confirm. Very interesting are some logical implications that are not seen by the Midlevel-Managers-Community:

1. To be able to implement and follow-up on “Information Controls” it is essential to start with a Information-Asset-Classification, on what Information-Assets are critical and have to be protected and how (Information Protection) in the light of Anticipated Damage Prevention and Control (according Table 2). It seems to be important to educate the average Midlevel-Manager on this needs – otherwise, not doing this preselection of critical Information Assets, this could also be seen as a tendency to control Information-Assets without clear guidance on what exactly – resulting in a high risk of either:
   a. controlling too much and too many, with enormous economic disadvantage
   b. Controlling too less and too few means exposing critical information assets to risks and therefore economic loss esp. in the light of Damage controle/prevention
   c. Controling the wrong Information-Assets with exposing misleadingly critical ones to risks, producing sunk costs for checking the wrong ones.
   \[ \Rightarrow \] High need to consistently Inform/educate/mandate Midlevel-Managers to also focus on the need of Information Classification and Information Protection in the light of Anticipated Damage Prevention/Control.

2. The IRM-Awareness is seen as the most important methode/criteria for solid IRM (According Table 1) by IRM-Experts. The Midlevel-Managers would only see a significant correlation to the “Trust”-factors but no significant correlation to “Decision Making Effectiveness/Efficiency” and to “Anticipated Damage Prevention and Control”.
   \[ \Rightarrow \] According IRM Experts Awareness of risks, threats, technical implications, but esp. on protection in non IT-Environment is key success to reach the goal of “high quality Information” and therefore the Improvement of Strategic Decision Making. It seems to prove to be inline with the lack of overall knowhow, acceptance and resistance descibed by D’Arcy (D’Arcy J., 2014) and extends this to the fact, that obvious most Midlevel-Managers “didn’t know what they didn’t know themselves. This could be seen as the underlying risk at all.

Conclusion, Proposal, Recommendation, Limitation

In current and future times, where Information is a more and more important successfactor for any business person, also individually, to make good and sustainable business decision, it is important to ensure solid IRM enterprise-wide. Therefore, as a result of this study, it is recommanded to mandatorily anchor IRM Methodology as a formal funktion in top-Management like a “Quality-Assurance” – being independent and mandated to drive, follow up and change where necessary, to support ALL business functions proactively and with state of the art methodology and toolsets to unburden Midlevel-Management from this principal activities and individual approaches but clearly not taking the accountability for the departmental owend/required information assets. All this paired with a solid and everlasting IRM-Awareness to ALL associates.

Future Scientists might procede on how to exactly setup and drive this methods in an economic meaningful way, setup procedures and models and define the kind of organizational relations (e.g. reporting-lines) necessary which was not part of this scientific work.
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Abstract
The theory of sustainable leadership is relevant not only to some specific organisation and its community, but to the world community at large: it means responsible leadership and rational use of resources without making attempts to obtain maximum benefit for minimum cost. Therefore it is necessary to analyse the phenomenon of sustainable leadership, although frequently one can only regret that in Lithuania it is vastly underestimated. The research problem is obvious: insufficient understanding of the conception of sustainable leadership and its application in organisations. The research aim – to define the conception of sustainable leadership and to carry out research in sustainable leadership – has been implemented. The employed research methods included analysis of scientific literature, comparison, synthesis, methods of summarisation and logical abstraction, and a questionnaire. For the research, non-stochastic random selection of respondents was chosen. 5,142 organisations were invited to participate; however, only 311 questionnaires were filled in and returned. We sought to involve organisations from different fields of activity in our research. The majority of the respondents came from the field of services, as well as of the fields of trade, education, and industry. As established, there were great differences between state-owned and private business organisations with respect to sustainable leadership. Thus, e.g., the respondents of state-owned organisations mainly tended to disagree that the leaders of their enterprises focused on the development and reinforcement of organisational values and that the organisational values coincided with the employees’ personal values, while the respondents from the organisations of private. To sum up, we can conclude that business organisations were more guided by the principles of sustainable leadership than the state-owned organisations.
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Introduction
Currently, both politicians and businessmen pay substantial attention to regional and national sustainable development, although in some cases the conception of sustainable development is used not to improve the quality of people’s lives, but to pursue the political aims of an organisation or of an individual party. Therefore, some people are still skeptical about sustainable development, as they see the discrepancies between what is being declared and what is actually happening in their countries, regions, or organisations. Therefore it is an important global issue. It can be dealt with only by conscious leaders, both politicians and managers of business organisations, who are...
aware of the benefits of sustainable development. Sustainable development can be defined as a systemic thinking-based philosophy of development whose essence is for humans not to violate the fundamental laws of nature provided they want to ensure the sustainability of the system and the continuity of human life on the planet, and simultaneously also to enjoy social justice and economic welfare. As stated by Leunberger D. (2006), biological diversity, functional resistance, labour productivity, state-owned spirit, and social justice are practical constituents of sustainable development. Thus it is clear that sustainable economic decisions have to be ecological, and they are only possible provided fundamental changes in human value-based altitudes take place, new ethics is developed, and a new view on nature comes into being which provides for the responsibility of all of us and ensures a healthy relationship with nature (Čiegis, R., Gavauskas, A., 2005; Štreimikienė, D., Vasiljevienė, N., 2004). Sustainable development becomes increasingly important in production planning, where such issues as global warming, child labour and observation of social and environmental standards have to be taken into account. Most frequently, sustainable development is defined as a comprehensive analysis of three dimensions (economic, ecological, and social) and their long-term prospects. Appropriate indicators and the application of quality methods and procedures are necessary for the evaluation of organisational processes with respect to sustainable development (Jochem R., 2011, p. 130). The factors that ensure sustainable development are not merely economic: they are also related to natural resources, social welfare, and stability (Bruno K., Karliner J., 2002; Clifton D., Amran A., 2010). Environment and business are closely related, and long-term business success depends on the ability of an organisation to harmoniously integrate into the environment and to feel the social moods of the community. Contemporary business that historically paid attention just to profit accumulation presently has to take environmental sustainability and broader social interests into account, as they form a basis for business success, indispensable for the continuous development of that business (Jochem R., 2011, p. 130). Currently successful business organisations “educate” and “enlighten” consumers. They do that by participating in environmental and other civil campaigns, by not polluting nature and explaining to their customers why it is beneficial to people. “The EU policy aims to promote the use of renewable resources by companies year after year in a higher degree, implement the recycling of all the materials and eco-design products in a way that diminishes the waste” (Bodosca S., Štreimikienė D., 2015, p. 555). That promotes ethical and environmental consumption which, on the one hand, may seem disadvantageous for organisations, and on the other hand, it is great advertising which helps them to stand out among other organisations engaged in similar activities (Juščius V., Šneiderienė A., 2013, p. 72). Sustainable organisation is not a spontaneous phenomenon. For that, it is necessary to create appropriate conditions: to establish the factors of sustainable initiatives in an organisation, a management system to stimulate and to support them, and to regularly develop and improve them (Atkočiūnienė Z., Radiunaitė R., 2011, p. 56). A sustainable organisation is an excellent milieu for progress promotion, when the staff, continuously stimulated by the management, can improve the existing technologies and to develop new ones. Therefore, to promote progress we first have to build a sustainable organisation. Raišienė A. G. (2015, p. 84-85) created “a model that influence of organisation management success factors on organization’s competitiveness and sustainability. There key success factors of management in organisation (leadership, collaboration, communication, organizational culture) and key success factors of management of organization (effective organization strategy, human resources, innovations, gain of competitive advantages; identification of client’s needs, quality of
products and services, use of informational technologies and electronic business, entrepreneurship, creation and maintenance of value by ensuring effective organization management.”

Research problem. Even though sustainability issues are currently intensely analysed in scientific works of different fields, active discussion on the issue of sustainable leadership is actually missing. Sustainable leadership tends to precondition social welfare by influencing people, promoting changes, and fostering the values in compliance with the highest social principles. The theory of sustainable leadership is relevant not merely to a specific organisation and its community, but to the global community at large: it means responsible management and rational use of resources without making attempts to obtain maximum benefit for minimum cost. Therefore it is necessary to analyse the phenomenon of sustainable leadership, even though frequently one has to regret that in Lithuania it is vastly underestimated. Thus, the research problem is obvious: insufficient understanding of the conception of sustainable leadership and its application in organisations. A sustainable organisation can only be created by a sustainability-minded leader. Sustainable leadership is not the same as sustainable development, although those concepts.

Relevance and the level of investigation. Lately, the issue of sustainability has been widely reflected in research works (see Jiliberto H.R., 2003, Křupka J., Provazníková R., 2013, Juknys R., 2008), however, sustainability is analysed at the national, regional, or organisational levels (Balkytė A., Tvaronavičienė M., 2010, Čiegis R., 2008, Čiegis R. et al. 2010), while in order to achieve sustainable regional development, we have to start with the sustainable leadership of their managers. In the absence of managers’ sustainable thinking, regions will never come to sustainable development. Sustainable leadership was analysed in the works of Hargreaves A. and Fink D. (2003, 2006) in which the authors justified the benefits of sustainable leadership. The number of papers that analyse sustainable leadership is not large, and that is a particularly important and new issue, and not merely in the research of Lithuania. In the present article, we deal with sustainable leadership merely at the level of organisations on the basis of their staff opinion survey, but not with the indicators of the regional or national sustainability on the basis of statistical data. Research aim. Upon defining the conception of sustainable leadership, to carry out research in sustainable leadership in Lithuanian organisations and to reveal the implementation of sustainable leadership in practice. Research objectives: 1) to reveal the conception of sustainable leadership; and 2) to carry out research in sustainable leadership in Lithuanian organisations. Research object: sustainable leadership.

Research methods. For the obtaining of innovative ideas as an outcome of the process of consideration and the implementation of the established objectives, the methods of analysis of scientific literature, synthesis, summarisation, and logical abstraction were used. To get to know and to present the structure of the sustainable leadership conception and its constituents, the method of analysis was employed, and the summarisations obtained from the interaction with the method of synthesis were related to the analysed concepts. In the combination of analysis and synthesis, first of all, the idea of sustainable leadership was raised; after the analysis of the whole problem, summarisations were made, and the synthesis of the analysis data was done. By combining analysis, synthesis, and comparisons by mean of abstraction, the conception of sustainable leadership was formulated, and the guidelines of sustainable leadership were presented. For the research, a questionnaire survey was used. Non-stochastic random respondent selection was chosen through easily identified and well-known individuals, as well
as personal contacts, and also through using the addresses of business associations available on the Internet. The survey was conducted by means of a standardized questionnaire, distributed to the respondents by e-mail. The majority of the questionnaire items were closed-ended, and the Likert assessment scale was applied. For the data processing, the SPSS 15.0 software package was applied. The principal advantage of the SPSS software package is a large choice of contemporary statistical analysis methods, a diversity of visualisation tools for the outcomes of data analysis (data tables, charts, distribution curves), and easily manageable interactive interface (Pukėnas K., 2009, p. 4). To present properly formatted research outcomes, the obtained data were processed both by SPSS 15.0 and Ms. Excel, which enabled a comprehensive analysis of the data and their presentation in various charts and tables: all that helped us to better reflect the research outcomes, their trends, and to understand them.

**Research limitations.** We had aimed to survey organisations in compliance with the classifier provided by the Department of Statistics (Statistics Lithuania) in order to involve organisations from all areas and to assess which areas boasted the greatest progress from the viewpoint of sustainable leadership, and which ones faced the largest numbers of problems. However, representatives of the organisations were reluctant to participate in the survey. In fact, out of 5,142 distributed questionnaires, only 311 were returned fully completed. The questionnaires were distributed merely by e-mail, on the assumption that virtually all the contemporary organisations were using e-mail. The method was also chosen due to our reluctance to use paper questionnaires as a way of promotion of responsibility and harmonious relationship with nature through saving it from pollution.

1. **The conception of sustainable leadership**

To quote M. Van Marrewijk and M. Werre (2003), sustainability is related to organisational activities which indicate that the social and environmental issues are included in the activity and in the interaction with interest groups. Sustainable leadership and changes mean not only the future, but also the past, as both the future, the present, and the past are respected, and a better future is built on the foundations of the past (Hargreaves A., Fink D., 2003). Sustainable leadership primarily encourages one to see what is happening and how initiatives change the events and to anticipate the consequences of the changes. Personal responsibility for social and environmental commitments predetermine the decision of the organisation leadership to integrate the pursuit of sustainability into the organisational strategy. The managers of organisations include economic, social, and environmental responsibility in the conception of sustainable activity. Sustainability is not simply a continuation of something. Sustainability defines how a specific initiative can be developed without harming the surrounding environment either at the moment or in the future (Hargreaves A., Fink D., 2008). Sustainability means the capacity of the system to pursue continuous improvement for the sake of humanity goals through a complex set of values.

Leadership is named as one of the measures that contribute to the achievement of the sustainability of activities (Epstein M., 2009). The concept of sustainable leadership was introduced in the process of dealing with the youth education (Hargreaves A., Fink D., 2006; Davies B., 2007) and health care (Kantabutra S., 2011) issues. The significance of the pursuit of sustainability emphasised at different levels predetermined the dissemination of the concept. The concept of sustainable leadership was used by T. Casserley and B. Chritchley (2010) at all
levels: at the level of individual psychological and physiological health; at the organisational level through the maintenance and fostering of the organisational environment and culture, so that employees can flourish and realise their potential in the pursuit of organisational goals that coincide with their personal goals; at the sociological level by occupying a responsible position in the community; and at the ecological level, by protecting the surrounding environment. The principles of sustainability are related to the changes in thinking, activity, and knowledge that can justify the said principles (Rogers K. S., 2011): the development of the sustainability-focused self-awareness; the creation of the sustainability-oriented knowledge; and learning to apply the latest ecological systems in the organisation. As stated by Avolio B. J., Walumbwa F. O., and Weber T. J. (2009), it is only conscious leaders, honest managers observing ethical values who can build long-term organisations and motivate the staff to provide quality services and to develop sustainability values for the organisation. Through their research, L. Quinn and M. Dalton (2009) established that sustainable activity-minded leaders are similar to other effective leaders, they just possess additional qualities: they think broader than imposed by the organisation and mind the interests of their stakeholders. The leaders interested in sustainability have to pay attention to how the ideas are presented to the organisation and to introduce and develop different systems (training, remuneration, communication, etc.). It is important to support the ideas of sustainability through organisational culture and through the involvement of the interest groups in the process. The organisation’s commitment to sustainable activity makes increasingly complex demands on the leadership (Morsing M., Oswald D., 2009): in the implementation of the corporate organisational strategy, the managers are responsible for the harmonisation of the goals, values, and procedures in all the organisational management systems and for the promotion of the management and staff loyalty.

G. Avery and H. Bergsteiner (2011) present a sustainable leadership pyramid which consists of three levels: the foundation is made up of 14 basic practical activities, 6 higher-level practical activities are implemented on the basis of the foundation, and the third level covers innovations, quality, and staff involvement. Practical activities affect five activity outcomes: the brand and reputation, customer satisfacion, activity funding, long-term share value, and long-term value for most of the interest groups. G. Avery and S. Kantabutra (2011) grouped 19 elements of sustainable leadership and investigated whether sustainable leadership practices in those categories could result in long-term prosperity of the organization. Sustainable leadership stands out for the following qualities (Šimanskienė L., Župerkienė E., 2013): a clear sustainability-oriented business vision; the goals oriented towards long-term, and not short-term, progress; leaders assume responsibility not only for their own or the working group activity, but also for each individual, group, organisation, and society; organisational culture is strong and oriented towards sustainable organisational development; for the achievement of the activity outcomes not only individual, but also joint efforts through helping one another, are pooled; leaders are characterised by a high degree of trust in people and good-willingness; work outcomes are characterised by the synergy of the joint efforts of the team members; changes in the organisation are initiated not by destroying the old and creating the new, but by re-using, re-distributing, and merging organisational resources already possessed by the organisation; the focus is not on the group, but on the team work; quality is achieved not through control, but through organisational culture focused on sustainability; the management of the organisation and its employees are aware of what sustainability is and are guided by the sustainability principles; the employees are
loyal to the organisation, as their needs are met and their security ensured; all the members of the organisation are trained and regularly develop professionally, they are taken care of; innovations are introduced regularly and systematically, creativity is encouraged, and funds are allocated for that; and working relations are not formal but focused on cooperation. Sustainability-minded leaders are able to agree and to unite their approaches. They grant employees more power and make a huge impact on them. Moreover, they are empathic, take care of their employees, and maintain great emotional relationships with them. Should such leaders need help, the staff would be always ready to help them (George B., Sims P., 2008). The A. Hargreaves and D. Fink (2006) developed definition of sustainable leadership suits all the areas of organisational activity. The essence of sustainable leadership can be defined in the following way: sustainable development covers all what develops and continues without harming anything and by ensuring a positive impact on everything that surrounds us at present and will surround in the future. To have sustainable activity, a personal contribution is needed: it is necessary to change the way of thinking of any individual involved in the said activity. Thus, changes start with an individual’s self-awareness, and then move to the levels of a group, organisation, and society.

Therefore, we propose the following definition of sustainable leadership: sustainable leadership means responsibility to individuals, groups, organisations, and the community, given the ecological, social, and economic sustainability principles in the context of a group, organisation, and community, through the promotion of the introduction of the ideas of sustainability, the dissemination of sustainability principles – based teaching, learning, and human self expression, and through nature protection. Sustainable leadership complements the conception of leadership through the inclusion of new variables: it is no longer elementary activity when in the pursuit of the intended goals the behaviour of other people both individually and in groups is affected; in our case, leader who seeks to affect other people’s behaviour has to evaluate economic, ecological, and ethical (social) aspects. The outcome of sustainable leadership is associated with comprehensive benefits not only to specific members of the organisation, to the organisation at large, but also to the society, given its needs in the long-term perspective: to preserve harmony with the environment in both the economic, social, and ecological aspects. For sustainable leadership, different areas of activity should be included. Sustainable leadership can be analysed at three levels: individual, group (team), and organisation. When seeking sustainable leadership, it is very important to properly evaluate leader’s personality and creativity, to build a harmonious team through the evaluation of the employees’ harmonious relationships and competences, through the encouragement of the employees’ loyalty and organisational culture, and through the evaluation and development of the organisation’s image and corporate social responsibility. Although it is obvious that each area makes an impact on another area and everything is interrelated, relatively it can be attributed to the levels of an individual, a group (team), or an organisation.

The aim of sustainable leadership is to guide the organisation and its members towards sustainable development, to carry out socially responsible activity, and to act under the methods of a socially responsible enterprise. Sustainable leadership is not easy to implement: it depends not only on the leader’s abilities and commitment; it is important to maintain constant attention and efforts in the pursuit of progress, however, most leaders and their supporters often burn out, and new people who replace them are not always able to continue the work and to preserve the achieved results. The biggest benefit is understood as the outcome of the organisation’s activity,
beneficial not only to the organisation itself in the form of the final product, but also to the community and environment with which and in which the organisation operates. Sustainable leadership seeks to avoid any negative consequences of the economic and social development. Sustainable leadership fosters common social values that serve as a basis for the organisation’s activity and the management of the expected risks.

2. Sustainable Leadership Research: Methodology and Process

The research aimed to find out which aspects of sustainable leadership had been paid greatest attention to in various organisations. It was conducted in Lithuania by surveying the employees of organisations operating in Lithuania. Non-stochastic random respondent selection was chosen through easily identified and well-known individuals, as well as personal contacts. The survey was conducted by means of a standardized questionnaire, distributed to the respondents by e-mail.

The majority of the questionnaire items were closed-ended, and the Likert assessment scale was applied (1 – I totally disagree, 2 – I disagree, 3 – it is difficult to say, 4 – I agree, and 5 – I totally agree): the higher the mean, the more respondent agreed with a respective item. The standard deviation showed the variations of the mean; the smaller it was, the more unanimous the respondents were. The survey was carried out on an individual basis, and the respondents could take as much time as they wanted to answer the questions; they were not affected either by the environment or by the interviewer. However, in that kind of survey, the questionnaire return rates were reduced, and the level of the answers to the questions was lower (Luobikienė I., 2010, Kardelis K., 2005).

The general totality of the research and the sample. On the data of the Department of Statistics, in the early 2015, 90,790 enterprises operated in Lithuania. 5,142 respondents were invited to participate in the survey, and 311 respondents agreed to participate and answered the questions in the questionnaire (the return rate was ~ 6%, and the survey error, 5.6%).

Demographic data. The organisations whose representatives participated in the survey were very different. The majority (63) were organisations in the field of services, as well as in the fields of trade (53), education (49), and industry (29). The larger part of the surveyed organisations (156) were of private Lithuanian capital (50.2%), another large part (81) were state-owned organisations (26%), 25 private foreign capital organisations (8%), 21 joint (foreign and Lithuanian) capital organisations (6.8 %), and 9 state and private capital organisations (2.9%); 19 organisations (6.1%) chose the option “other” as an answer to that question. In accordance with the number of employees, the largest number of the respondents came from small organisations with up to 19 people (35.7%); the second largest group of organisations (30.5%) employed 100 to 199 people, the third group (26.6%) employed from 20 to 99 people, and several large organisations (7.1%) had over 1,000 employees. The respondents included 42.1 % of men and 57.9 % of women. The organisation representatives were holders of various positions: senior executives (103, or 33.1%), 72 mid-level managers (23.2%), 19 lower level managers (master foremen, 6.1 %), 108 individuals who had no subordinate staff (34.7%), and 9 indicated other options: those were mainly people who held executive positions in organisations, however, had no direct subordinates (owners, specialists, etc.).
3. Research outcomes

To evaluate the internal consistency of the questionnaire scale, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient is most frequently used, which is based on the correlation of individual items of the questionnaire and which evaluates whether all the scale items sufficiently reflect the investigated dimension and allows to specify the number of required items on the scale (Pukėnas K., 2009). Table 1 indicates the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient value which for an appropriately and efficiently developed questionnaire should be over 0.7 (as stated by some authors, 0.6). In our case, the analysis of the questionnaire scales revealed that Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was over 0.7, therefore, the scale was developed properly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the scale</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha coefficient</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for standardised data</th>
<th>Number of the scale items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of the organisation’s harmony with the environment</td>
<td>0.8108</td>
<td>0.8158</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfillment of the organisation’s legal obligations</td>
<td>0.8681</td>
<td>0.8705</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fostering of the organisational culture and mutual relations in the organisation</td>
<td>0.9337</td>
<td>0.9341</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance control and observation of the quality principles in the organisation</td>
<td>0.8905</td>
<td>0.8953</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on research data.

Spearman-Brown’s enhanced reliability coefficient was named as the standardised data Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. As seen in Table 2, its value was close to the value of the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient, which meant that the variance of the answers to individual questions was similar.

For the mean comparison, an analysis of variance was chosen and the ANOVA test was applied. The ANOVA test showed the interrelation of the variables, i.e. whether the variables were statistically related and affected one another: when the significance level was \( p \leq 0.05 \), the variables affected one another, and when \( p > 0.05 \), they did not. In the analysis of the statistical difference of the mean significance for the items for which the statistical link existed, the Turkey criterion of the ANOVA test was analysed. Significant data were presented in the tables in bold.
Table 2

Evaluation of the organisation’s harmony with the environment in relation to the organisation’s type and size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Organisation type p value</th>
<th>Organisation size p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The organisation focuses on the reduction and elimination of the harmful impact on the environment</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation sorts waste/garbage</td>
<td></td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation saves paper (e.g., uses it for drafts, prints on both sides, etc.), as well as energy and water</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation participates in the organisation and the city environment management activities (on a voluntary basis)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation ensures safe and healthy (ergonomic) working conditions</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation uses only environmentally friendly means and equipment in its activities</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on research data.

In the analysis of the statistical mean significance differences, the Turkey criterion of the ANOVA test was carried out. As a result, the respondents employed in state-owned enterprises mostly tended to disagree that their organisations paid attention to the reduction and elimination of the harmful impact on the environment $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, while those from private (foreign) and private (foreign and Lithuanian) capital organisations agreed with the item. The respondents from state-owned enterprises mainly denied that they sorted waste and garbage $p \leq 0.05 = 0.002$ or saved paper and energy $p \leq 0.05 = 0.002$, while the respondents from private (foreign and Lithuanian) capital organisations agreed with the items. The participation of their organisations in voluntary environment management ($p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$) was mostly confirmed by the respondents from state-owned enterprises and the state and private capital organisations, while the respondents from the private (Lithuanian) capital organisations tended to disagree. The respondents from state-owned enterprises also disagreed that their organisations ensured safe and healthy (ergonomic) working conditions $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$ and used only environmentally friendly means and equipment in its activities $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, while the respondents from the private foreign and Lithuanian capital organisations tended to agree with the item.

In the analysis of the data by the organisation size, we found out that larger organisations (100–999 employees) were reluctant to save paper, water, and energy $p \leq 0.05 = 0.002$, while smaller organisations were inclined to save paper, water, and energy. The organisations that employed 1 to 19 people did not participate in the voluntary environment management activities $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, while slightly larger organisations (20–99 and 100–999 employees) participated in the environment management. The organisations with over 1,000 employees, as stated by the respondents, did not ensure ergonomic working conditions $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, while the respondents of smaller organisations tended to argue that ergonomic working conditions in their organisations were ensured. The respondents of smaller organisations (1–19 and 20–99 employees) stated that in the activity of their organisations only environmentally friendly means
and equipment were used $p \leq 0.05 = 0.003$, while larger organisations tended to disagree with the item.

We shall present the outcomes of the ANOVA test in the evaluation of the organisation’s fulfillment of legal commitments in relation to the organisation’s type and size.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Organisation type p value</th>
<th>Organisation size p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The employees understand the system of organisation rules and procedures</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation does not tolerate bribery or any other kind of corruption</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation ensures equal rights for its employees (by age, gender, origin, etc.)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation observes the Labour Code (work, recreation, payroll, etc.)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation respects the opinion of employees and trade unions</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: author’s calculations based on research data.*

The employees of private Lithuanian capital and private (Lithuanian and foreign) capital organisations agreed that their staff understood the system of organisation rules and procedures $p \leq 0.05 = 0.002$, while the respondents from state-owned enterprises were inclined to disagree with the item. Again, the employees of private Lithuanian and foreign capital organisations mostly agreed with the items that their organisation did not tolerate bribery or any other kind of corruption $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, ensured equal rights for its employees $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, observed the Labour Code $p \leq 0.05 = 0.001$, and respected the opinion of trade unions $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, while the employees from state-owned enterprises tended to disagree with the items.

In the analysis of the data by the organisation size, we found out that the respondents from smaller organisations (1 to 19 and 20 to 99 employees) agreed that the employees in their organisation understood the system of organisation rules and procedures $p \leq 0.05 = 0.002$, while those from larger organisations only partly agreed with the item. The respondents of the organisations employing 1 to 19 employees tended to agree with the items that their enterprises did not tolerate bribery or any other kind of corruption manifestation $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, ensured equal rights for their employees $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, and observed the Labour Code $p \leq 0.05 = 0.001$, and those from larger organisations only partly agreed with the item. The respondents of smaller organisations (1 to 19 and 20 to 99 employees) tended to agree that their organisation valued the opinion of their employees and trade unions $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, while those from larger organisations only partly agreed with the item.

In Table 4 we shall present the outcomes of the ANOVA test in the evaluation of the fostering of the organisational culture and mutual relations with respect to the organisation’s type and size.
Table 4

Fostering of the organisational culture and mutual relations with respect to the organisation’s type and size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Organisation type p value</th>
<th>Organisation size p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organisation managers pay great attention to the development and reinforcement of organisational values</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational values coincide with the employee’s personal values</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation has a clearly formed vision and mission</td>
<td>.232</td>
<td>.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation aims are clearly formulated and mastered</td>
<td>.339</td>
<td>.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation aims are oriented towards long-term results in the future</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The employees know the history of the organisation development</td>
<td>.113</td>
<td>.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of the organisation symbols is widespread in the organisation</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation observes traditions</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation values the employees’ experience</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation promotes employee loyalty</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The employees are satisfied with the communication atmosphere in the organisation</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When necessary, common results are pursued by means of team work</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation employs personalities able to bring together the staff for common aims</td>
<td>.123</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation pays attention to the building of a positive organisation’s image</td>
<td>.333</td>
<td>.110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on research data.

As revealed by the ANOVA test, the employees of state-owned enterprises were most inclined to disagree with the item that organisation managers paid great attention to the development and reinforcement of organisational values \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.000 \) and that organisational values coincided with the employee’s personal values \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.003 \), while the respondents of the private enterprises of Lithuanian capital or joint private foreign and Lithuanian capital tended to mostly agree with the said items.

The fact that the use of symbols was widespread in the organisation \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.000 \) was mostly denied by the respondents from the Lithuanian capital organisations, while those from the private (foreign and Lithuanian) capital and state-owned enterprises agreed with it. The private (foreign and Lithuanian) capital organisations observed traditions \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.001 \), while the employees of the private (Lithuanian) capital organisations and state-owned enterprises tended to disagree with the item. The employees of the state-owned institutions, as compared with the private (foreign and Lithuanian) capital organisations were less inclined to agree with the items to the effect that the organisation valued the employees’ experience \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.000 \), promoted loyalty, \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.000 \), that the staff were satisfied with the communication atmosphere in the organisation \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.000 \), or that, when necessary, common results were pursued by means of team work \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.000 \).
In the analysis of the data by the organisation size, we found out that the employees of smaller organisations (1 to 19 and 20 to 99 employees) were more inclined to confirm the items that the organisation managers paid great attention to the development of organisational values and their reinforcement \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.000 \) or that the organisational values coincided with the employee’s personal values \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.000 \) than the employees of larger organisations. The use of the organisational symbols \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.002 \) was more widespread in larger organisations (100–999 employees) than in smaller ones (1 to 19 and 20 to 99 employees). Loyalty and experience \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.000 \), to quote the respondents, was more valued in smaller organisations than in those that employed over 1,000 people. Moreover, the employees of smaller organisations were more satisfied with the atmosphere of communication \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.000 \), in them, whenever necessary, common results were pursued by means of team work \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.000 \), and those organisations employed personalities able to bring together the staff for common aims \( p \leq 0.05 = 0.000 \).

In Table 5 we shall present the outcomes of the ANOVA test in the evaluation of the performance control and observation of the quality principles in the organisation in relation to the organisation’s type and size.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Organisation type p value</th>
<th>Organisation size p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The organisation boasts a high degree of trust in people without</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strict control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation focuses on performance quality</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation promotes the pursuit of aims and results</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation takes care of continuous professional development</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All the staff is involved in staff training</td>
<td>.536</td>
<td>.449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation focuses on meeting the needs of its consumers (</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clients, patients, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation focuses on the improvement of its profitability</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indicators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation allocates funds for charity, sponsorship, and support</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation promotes employee productivity</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation encourages new ideas</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To implement changes in the organisation, its resources shall be</td>
<td>.116</td>
<td>.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>re-used</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in the organisation are implemented by destroying the old</td>
<td>.540</td>
<td>.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and creating the new (experience, technologies, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organisation implements quality standards</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on research data.
As revealed by the ANOVA test, the employees of state-owned enterprises, as compared
to the respondents of private (Lithuanian), (foreign and Lithuanian), and (foreign) capital
organisations, were less inclined to agree that their organisation boasted a high degree of trust in
people without strict control $p \leq 0.05 = 0.001$, that it focused on performance quality $p \leq 0.05 = 0.002$, promoted the pursuit of aims and results $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, focused on meeting the needs of its consumers (clients, patients, etc.) $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, focused on the improvement of its profitability indicators $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, allocated funds for charity, sponsorship, and support $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, promoted employee productivity $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, and encouraged new ideas $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$. Moreover, as found out, the employees of the private (Lithuanian) capital enterprises and of state-owned institutions tended to only partially agree with the item that their organisation implemented quality standards $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, while the employees of the private (foreign and Lithuania) capital organisations agreed the most with the item.

In the analysis of the data by the organisation size, we found out that the employees of smaller organisations were more inclined to agree that their organisation boasted a high degree of trust in people without strict control $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$ than those from the organisations employing over 1,000 people. Moreover, the employees of smaller organisations (1 to 19 and 20 to 99 employees) more supported the items to the effect that their organisation focused on performance quality $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, promoted the pursuit of aims and results $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$, and focused on meeting the needs of its consumers (clients, patients, etc.) $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$ than those from larger organisations. The employees of smaller organisations tended to agree with the items that their organisation promoted employee productivity $p \leq 0.05 = 0.019$ and encouraged new ideas $p \leq 0.05 = 0.000$. However, it was the employees of medium-size organisations (100 to 999) who agreed that their organisation was implementing quality standards, while the respondents of small organisations (1 to 19 employees) tended to disagree with the item.

Conclusions

By summarising the theoretical insights we conclude that merely long-term decisions taken
in organisations can affect sustainability. Environment and business are closely interrelated, while
the long-term business success will depend on the organisation’s ability to harmoniously integrate
itself into the environment and to feel social moods of the general public. Most frequently the
concept of sustainable development is used in the analysis and assessment of regional and national
development. However, it is obvious that sustainable regional or organisational development
is impossible without sustainable leadership. Therefore, we believe that sustainable leadership
requires changes in the mindset of each individual involved in the activity, starting with the
individual’s self-awareness and moving on to other levels: of a group and an organisation. In
order to sustainably manage the organisation, its leader has to start with himself, i.e. to analyse
his personal qualities and skills, to identify his weaknesses, and to make efforts to develop in those
directions. The factors of sustainable leadership are analysed in the following sequence: starting
with an individual level (the leader’s personality, including his creativity) and via the team (group
activity (the group level) coming to the organisational level (the discussion of the significance
of the organisational culture, social responsibility, and the image of the organisation). In turn,
sustainable leadership requires changes in the way of thinking of every individual involved in the
process, which starts with an individual’s self-awareness and moves on to other levels: those of
a group and an organisation. Sustainable leadership definition was presented.
The research findings revealed the differences in the approaches of state-owned and private organisations. The employees of private (and especially smaller) organisations more than the employees of the state-owned (and especially larger) organisations tend to agree that the resources are saved, and the used means and equipment are environmentally-friendly. State-owned and foreign capital enterprises are more involved in the environment management, while the organisations of private (Lithuanian) capital are not so active in the field. Smaller organisations pay greater attention to the development of organisational values, organisational values coincide with the employees’ personal values, and loyalty and experience are valued more than in larger organisations. In smaller organisations, the employees are more satisfied with the communication atmosphere as, whenever necessary, the goals in such organisations are more frequently pursued through team work; moreover, such organisations have personalities that bring together the staff for the achievement of common goals. In accordance with the presented data, the respondents mainly indicated the items that emphasised merely economic results, such as the pursuit of quality performance and customer satisfaction; regretfully, they failed to understand that “soft” management was also able to solve economic problems. We missed the understanding that, e.g., a developed system of values and attention to the staff needs and opinions were effective management tools both in the pursuit of sustainable leadership and of better results in general.

The heads of organisations and of institutions responsible for national sustainable development are recommended: to deepen their understanding of sustainable leadership by means of professional development in various training courses, seminars, and conferences, or by self-studies; to involve as many as possible employees in discussions on the benefits of sustainable development to the organisations, the region, and simultaneously to the state, by contributing to public assistance (e.g., by managing the environment, finding out the needs of the local communities, and collaborating with the neighbouring organisations or the population); to develop and foster sustainability-based values in the organisation, so that the staff would not only know the expectations of the organisation management in terms of sustainability, but would be guided by them; and to train and to motivate in practice the employees and divisions that followed the principles of sustainability in the organisation.
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INTERACTION OF ELEMENTS OF THE NATIONAL INNOVATION SYSTEM OF KAZAKHSTAN AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL

Diana Sitenko, Buketov Karaganda State University, Kazakhstan

Abstract
The development of the national innovation system directly depends on the effectiveness of innovation process at the regional level. Kazakhstan during the past 10 years actively creates conditions for the development of innovation, but the share of innovative products in the GDP remains low. The university-industry-government linkages are not active. The aim of the article is to identify the main problems in the interaction of the innovation system actors at the regional level and provide the proposals for enhancing cooperation between science, entrepreneurs and government in R&D activity.

The study reveals a gap in the innovation process which takes place on the stages of prototyping and testing of innovations at the regional level. This gap is the case only for domestic R&D, involved into full innovation cycle. Methodology of the article includes scientific methods: system approach, analysis, synthesis, comparative approach, statistical method, cause-and-effect analysis, deduction.

The paper provides the mechanism of interaction between NIS institutions with the central role of technology parks and regional venture capital funds at the stage of prototyping and testing of innovation. Within the mechanism the services of technology park are not limited to business incubation, but include technical and technological expertise and receiving a prototype in laboratory conditions. Another feature of the mechanism is the financing of the innovation project not at the expense of state development institutions, but through the regional venture fund.

Overcoming this gap is of great importance for the development of an innovative system of Kazakhstan, as the domestic R&D is involved in the full innovation process and its implementation can give positive impact on all subsystems of the national innovation system.

Key words: innovative economy, industry-government relation, innovation process, Kazakhstan

JEL code: N15, O32

Introduction

System approach to innovation activity involves a comprehensive study of the innovation system taking into account all parts of its internal structure (elements) as well as a system of relationships between the elements within it.

Analysis of the innovative indicators gives quantitative characteristic of the development of the innovation process in the country. However, it should be taken into account the “cooperative effect” – the appearance of new qualities and properties of elements from the system interaction with each other. The elements of the innovation system do not exist independently and have certain links with each other.
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Statistical analysis of the elements of the innovation system does not provide fully identification of missing or weak links between the major actors of the innovation system. Therefore, additionally for evaluation the relationships between the elements of the NIS there was used the system of expert assessments, implemented in the framework of an independent methodology of Global Competitiveness Index of World Economic Forum (WEF).

This rating made cross-country comparisons by 12 factors that are independent of each other and can be used alone to characterize a particular socio-economic sphere. The advantage of this methodology is, firstly, a large coverage of countries with different levels of the economy (rating of 2014–2015 covered 144 countries, including Kazakhstan). Secondly, two-thirds of the set of indicators of the methodology consist of the results of a survey of business executives (in order to cover a broad range of factors affecting the business sector in the studied countries), and one-third from public sources (statistics and studies carried out on a regular basis by international organizations). Thus, the instrument embodies both quantitative and qualitative assessment of the socio-economic phenomena, including innovation.

The need to use the rating is also justified by the fact that in Kazakhstan there is no available statistics on the activity of the regional institutions of development – technological parks, socio-entrepreneurial corporations (SEC), business incubators. Their activity is not transparent; some of them operate nominally.

The article examines the hypothesis that the activity of key players of NIS at the regional level poorly coordinated and has no significant effect on the innovation cycle of innovation, whereby innovation indicators in the country demonstrate no positive dynamics.

Research results and discussion

1. Innovation policy and main indicators of innovation activity in Kazakhstan

In 2010 Kazakhstan adopted the State program of forced industrial-innovative development of Kazakhstan for 2010–2014 (SPFIID). The program was to contribute to the achievement of the following results by 2014: increase of GDP by 50% compared to 2008, growth of the share of non-oil exports up to 40%, increase up to 10% the share of innovation active enterprises. This program was to promote the convergence of the government initiatives in the field of innovation development with priorities of the business sector. Separately Kazakhstan launched the program for the development of innovations and promote technological modernization for 2010–2014 years (PDIPTM), which included the following goals: increase of government spending on science and innovation up to 1% to GDP by 2015; growth of the share of innovative products in the total volume of GDP up to 1% by 2015; increase in the number of projects implemented through the commercialization centers up to 90, through technology parks – 250; number of internationally recognized patents up to 30 patents by 2015.

The analysis of the dynamics of the main indicators of innovation activity in the country from 2006 to 2014 showed that the programs implemented in the sphere of innovative development do not bring the expected results.

Thus, Intramural expenses on R&D were only 0.17% of GDP in 2014, even drop down with respect to 2006 (Table 1). The number of internationally recognized patents has not reached the target value, amounting to no more than 25 patents per year. As for the number of the internal
patenting, it also shows a decline in 19.5% in 2014 compared to 2010 (Figure 1). Another goal was increase the share of refined goods in total export of the country. But mineral resources still play important role in the structure of Kazakhstani export taking about 80%.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP, billion tenge</td>
<td>10 213.7</td>
<td>15907.0</td>
<td>21815.5</td>
<td>30 347.0</td>
<td>38033.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intramural Expenses on R&amp;D in Current Prices, million tenge</td>
<td>24 799.9</td>
<td>34 761.6</td>
<td>33 466.8</td>
<td>51 253.1</td>
<td>66 347.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as percent to GDP</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export, million US dollars</td>
<td>38 250.3</td>
<td>71 183.5</td>
<td>60 270.8</td>
<td>86 448.8</td>
<td>79 459.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral resources, %</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patent applications filled under the PCT, number</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Fig. 1. Patents applications and granted patent in Kazakhstan patent office, number

Since 2010, the share of innovative products in the GDP has demonstrated nearly 3 times growth from 0.66 to 1.5%. However, despite the increase, the value of indicator remains low and does not exceed the level of 2006 along with fewer innovative enterprises (see Figure 2).
The growth of the number of innovative enterprises might break the negative tendencies of innovation indicators of the country but its increase may be explained mostly by change in methodology of accounting of innovative enterprises in 2012. Now the survey of innovation activity of enterprises is conducted in accordance with international recommendations with division on product, process, organizational and marketing innovations, whereas in previous periods only the product innovations were taken into account. This explains the significant growth of innovative enterprises in the country (Fig. 2).

Thus, the implementation of two programs of innovative development for the last 5 years has not brought the desired results. Indicators either declined or just reach the level of 2006–2010. This indicates the ineffectiveness of the activity of the innovation infrastructure and mechanisms of interaction between the elements of the innovation system.

2. Innovation infrastructure on regional level and its place in innovation system

In 2014 regional innovation infrastructure of the republic included 8 technology parks and 4 design bureaus.

Evaluation the effectiveness of the work of technology park is quite difficult, because technopark initially deals with risky projects that can bring significant profits in the future, but the payback period is often not known. Therefore, the expenses incurred and the revenue analysis in a particular period is not enough informative. An interesting analysis of the work of Kazakhstan technoparks carried out by researchers Radosevic S. and Myrzakhmet M. (2009). Based on data of survey of employees of five technology parks and some off-firms they identified following weaknesses of this institute in Kazakhstan.

Compared to other countries, where technology parks locate mainly high-tech companies, in Kazakhstan technopark companies engage mainly in traditional industries (production of furniture, souvenirs) and promote mainly traditional products and services to the market.

the 110 respondents, only 4 firms provide services in information technology, 11 companies are engaged in the development of pharmaceuticals. The study also showed that firms located in technology parks mainly targeted at local markets (up to 90% of the goods and or services sell in local markets).

At the moment, one of the main problems of the development of technology parks is a lack of clear understanding of their objectives and place in the innovation system. The lack of mechanisms for the implementation of technology parks into the Kazakhstan NIS can turn these promising institutions in only nominally innovative organizations that do not have a significant impact on the development of innovative processes in the republic.

Most technology parks set up laboratory facilities focused on providing services for industrial companies in the region. However, demand from industrial enterprises on laboratory services remains low. Moreover, some technology parks did not finish installation and facility commissioning and did not pass of accreditation of laboratories. In result, the studies conducted in these laboratories may not be recognized by foreign organizations and enterprises.

Funding of regional technology parks, as well as the formation of their initial authorized capitals carried out from the republican budget. Local government authorities do not have any significant impact on the technology parks policy because their share in the authorized capital of the park is small or zero. In this regard, despite the fact that the activity of the regional technology parks should be focused on the implementation of local innovative projects the technology parks at the regional level are formal players.

From 2009 Kazakhstan creates design bureaus which are created to promote the implementation of new engineering products, including through the transfer of technology, acquisition, adaptation, development of design and technology documents and its subsequent transfer to industrial enterprises. In 2014 all bureaus have tested totally 10 prototypes of products and certified 9 prototypes. These results could not have a significant impact on the innovation process in the country. Another limitation of impact of design bureaus is their orientation on the traditional sectors of industry: transport engineering, mining and metallurgical equipment, oil and gas equipment, agricultural engineering.

In rating WEF Kazakhstan has negative tendency by the innovation and sophistication factors in 2014–2015 to compare with report 2009–2010. Only 3 indicators from two pillars are grown. Other 13 has negative dynamics. Table 2 presents the selected indicators of innovation and sophistication factors which are important for estimation of the regional innovation process development. As table shows Kazakhstan ranks 116th on the indicator of state of cluster development, dropped 40 places. It confirms the weakness of links between innovation system actors that can not create effective clusters in industries.
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rank</td>
<td>value</td>
<td>rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of cluster development</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value chain breadth</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of international distribution</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production process sophistication</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity for innovation</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of scientific research institutions</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University-industry collaboration in R&amp;D</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The drop of Quality of scientific research institutions indicator reflect the slow process of development of university and public laboratories. The most problematic factors for doing business according to WEF report are corruption and difficult access to financing.

Based on the analysis of main elements of innovation system and indicators of innovation process, author represented the innovation system of Kazakhstan as a set of key actors and interactions between them which operate at a certain stage innovation life cycle (Figure 3).

The life cycle of innovation is divided into 3 blocks, which are formed by a set of interrelated phenomena, processes, activities, forming a complete circle of development in any certain period of time.

The first block of processes includes a stage of fundamental research, the development of new ideas, as well as applied research. At this stage of creation of innovation the active role belongs to research institutes, academic universities. Scientific organizations conduct fundamental and applied research, arise innovative ideas, which subsequently can be implemented in practice in the form of new or improved technologies, products and services.

At this stage the universities and research institutes can fill the state order for fundamental or applied research, as well as to receive funding to perform research through development institutions and venture capital funds. The active role of universities is confirmed by publications of domestic scientists in impact factor journals and number of patents in local and foreign patent offices.

The second block is connected with the process of the creation of the prototype and testing of new technology or the resulting product. At these stages active role belongs to technology parks and social and entrepreneurial corporations. Material and technical basis of many research institutes and most universities do not allow to produce prototypes of new products. At this stage it is necessary to use the laboratory equipment, which technology parks have. However, laboratory equipment of technology parks is not used in full capacity due to lack of demand from the private and scientific sectors. Some technology parks have not completed the installation of equipment purchased in prior periods and have legal problems with the rights for the use of this equipment.
Fig. 3. Interaction of the key elements of NIS of Kazakhstan

Source: author’s construction based on product life cycle adapted from Acosta et al., 2011.

NATD – National Agency for technological development
Taking into account that the relationship between the elements at the stage of the prototype are characterized as weak, similar links raise and at the stage of innovation testing, as only a few of inventions come to this stage.

The last block includes the implementation, diffusion of innovation, as well as growth caused by them and, then, a slowdown and decline in production.

At this stage the leading role belong to the development institutions which carried out the processes of transfer of foreign technologies. However, the implementation of domestic technologies due to the weakness of the previous stage is characterized as insignificant.

Thus, at present the innovative system does not create conditions for full implementation developed by local scientists of innovative R&D. For a number of characteristics the national innovation system of Kazakhstan is behind the innovation systems of developed countries.

3. Mechanism of interaction between NIS institutions at the stages of prototyping and testing of innovations

Figure 3 shows a gap in the innovation process which takes place on the stages of prototyping and testing of innovations. This gap is the case for domestic scientific developments, which go through all stages of the innovation cycle from the creation of ideas within the university or research institutes and ending with the introduction of new products or technologies in the enterprise. In cases of pure technology transfer new R&D immediately included in the innovation system on the implementation and the diffusion of innovation phase, bypassing this gap.

Overcoming this gap is of great importance for the development of innovation system of Kazakhstan, as the domestic R&Ds go through the full innovation cycle. Their implementation will activate all subsystems of the innovation system, especially the innovative potential and innovative entrepreneurship.

In this paper author suggests the following mechanism for the interaction of NIS institutions with the central role of technology parks and regional venture capital funds at the stage of prototyping and testing of innovations (Figure 4).

Within the proposed mechanism the services of technology park are not limited to business incubation, but include technical and technological expertise and receiving prototype in the laboratory. The feature of this mechanism is the funding of the project through a regional venture fund but not at the expense of state development institutions.

According to the PDIPTM program the republic forms regional venture funds (RVF) based on the principles of public-private partnership. The objects of investment support are the private entrepreneurs operating in priority for each region sectors, with preference given to business projects that are just starting the implementation stage. It is planned that the regional venture capital fund will provide innovative projects with financial resources in the regions on a regular basis through the annual involvement of private investors, capitalization of own funds, as well as in the result of withdrawals of the founders of the projects.

The purpose formed regional venture funds is to invest the financial resources in the form of a contribution to the authorized capital of SMEs, fast-growing companies focused on the production of high-tech products. Also, regional funds have the ability to finance the development teams which have a prototype of a commercial product or objects of intellectual property.

Diana Sitenko
Fig. 4. Interaction of NIS structures at the regional level

Source: author’s construction.
Implementation of innovations in production is associated with large financial investment, so for small and medium-sized enterprises borrowing is the most urgent task. The mechanism of bank credit is often limited for SMEs by the lack of sufficient collateral and the lack of ability to use existing object of intellectual property as collateral. Thus, the financing of innovative small and medium-sized enterprises can be achieved by the formation of the mechanism of unsecured funding, which may be implemented through the regional venture capital funds.

Venture Fund provides financing in the form of investments, which are sent to the stock of the company, either in the form of investment credit provided for the long term, without collateral and at lower interest rates than a bank loan.

Regional venture Fund can be created in the form of a joint stock company, limited liability partnership or a non-profit organization.

In our view, the most appropriate organizational and legal form of a regional venture capital fund is a joint stock company. This form is the most attractive for private investors (founders) of the fund and allows to implement the market-based mechanisms of venture investment of strategic innovative projects in the region. The proposed mechanism of functioning of a regional venture capital fund is shown in Figure 5.

Public development institutions and local government authorities along with the private investors may be the founders of the fund. The fund is managed by a Board of Directors, which defines the main activities of the Fund, the procedure of distribution of profit among its members. In our opinion, the contribution to the authorized capital of a regional venture capital fund should not be limited to the financing from the national budget but the regional budget as well. Thus, local authority could directly participate in the management of RVF, to carry out the selection of projects that are in priority for businesses in the region. At the same time, the only receivers of the income from invested funds will be private investors. The share of profit of development institutions and local authorities is refinanced.

Incoming projects are going through the comprehensive assessment, which can be both internal and external with the assistance of outside experts. Comprehensive assessment includes scientific, technical, financial and legal aspects, and is applied to applications for funding which meet the requirements of the rules of the Fund. As a result, comprehensive examination determines the selection of innovative projects. Preference should be given to innovative projects, which are in demand in certain region.

The advantage of venture capital fund for SMEs in comparison with other mechanisms to support innovative projects (for example, private equity funds), is the ability to obtain financing for the project at an early stage, which contributes to its intensive development in a short time. For the investor financing through venture capital fund also has a number of advantages. Firstly, there is no need for an independent search of promising innovative projects. Secondly, a private investor in the initial stages of investment may invest strictly certain amount and, in the case of successful development of the project, to increase funding, thereby reducing his business risk.

For local government the benefit is in the financing of investment R&D projects for implementation on small businesses in the region.

The possibility of participation of representatives of local government (akimat) in the formation of a regional venture capital fund is now implemented in the adopted Law “On state support of industrial and innovative activity” on January 9, 2012.
Comprehensive assessment of projects

Investors
- Private sources of funding

Founders (Investors)
- National Agency for technological development
- Local authorities

Innovative enterprises of the region

Innovative enterprises of the region

Source: author’s construction.

Fig. 5. The mechanism of functioning of a regional venture capital fund
However, further development of effective forms of venture capital financing of innovative projects demands making changes in the legislation of the republic concerning the development of investment and innovative activity. So, in our opinion, the Law “On state support of industrial and innovative activity” should be supplemented with new provisions on the establishment and functioning of the regional venture capital funds. The capacity of local authorities in relation to participation in venture funds as a founder and/or investor should be expanded. Their representatives should be included in the board of directors of the Fund and, therefore, participate in its management.

Amendments to the law should apply to the regulation of financial flows of the Fund, the order of distribution of the profit received by the Fund, taking into account the interests of all participants. Now there is no specialized legislation on venture funds in Kazakhstan. Individual questions of investment activity of venture funds are governed by the law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On state support of industrial and innovative activity”, “On Investment Funds”, the provisions of the Government of Kazakhstan, in particular, the memorandum on the investment policy of NATD.

Expansion of the membership the investors of venture capital fund, especially regional, would help to make this mechanism of commercialization of domestic R&D more flexible and adapted to the Kazakhstani economy.

Currently, most of the small and medium enterprises in Kazakhstan are characterized by unstable financial situation, the lack of a liquid collateral and possibility to provide collateral for loans. However, some of them in the case of attracting the necessary capital, including through the regional venture capital funds could have a significant growth of potential and attract investors. The proposed mechanism of the interaction of the elements of the innovation system at the regional level can be used for the formation of an effective state policy in the field of venture capital investment, and the promotion of innovative activity of the enterprises and industries at the regional level.

Conclusions

1. During the past decade Kazakhstan has formed the innovation infrastructure, but some actors are still poorly integrated into the innovation process. Technology parks do not impact on the innovative development of regions due to organizational and financial difficulties as well as weak demand for their services from private enterprises. Development institutions and venture capital funds realized very few really innovative projects.

2. The republic has a significant gap between the stages of the innovation process that does not allow realizing the innovative potential of the country, available in science. The gap is crucial for the development of an innovative system of Kazakhstan because it prevent the implementation of domestic R&Ds, involved into full innovation cycle. The use of the proposed mechanism of interaction between NIS institutions with the participation of technology parks and regional venture capital funds at the stages of prototyping and testing of innovations will contribute to the commercialization of an increasing number of domestic R&D.
3. Study of the problems of implementation of innovations into industry revealed the need to support innovation activity at regional level, to strengthen the links between the government, academia and the business sector. The paper present a proposal for the mechanism of functioning of a regional venture capital fund, which work will contribute to the accumulation of financial resources for enterprises focused on the production of high-tech goods in the region on priority directions of economic development.
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TWITTER AS A COMMUNICATION CHANNEL IN LATVIA’S TOP COMPANIES

Ronalds Skulme, University of Latvia, Latvia
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Abstract
Growing number of company social media accounts and social media users are indicators of social media importance in company communication strategies. These changes can also be observed in Latvia. One of the most often used social media channels in Latvia is Twitter. Twitter has been developing through the years and offers users more communication, advertising and analytic possibilities than ever before. These changes have influenced how customers and companies communicate with each other. That is why systematically researches must be conducted in this field.
The aim of this paper was to conduct Twitter account analysis of 100 largest companies in Latvia to determine which Twitter metrics could influence the amount of company websites visitors.
To achieve the aim of the paper several research methods were used: 1. Theoretical analysis to determine with Twitter metrics should be analysed; 2. Secondary data research method was used to: a. Collect data from Firmas.lv database to determine which are the biggest companies by turnover in Latvia; b. Collect data from company Twitter accounts, such as: likes per tweet, retweets and other metrics; c. Collect data from company websites, such as: total visitors, visitors from twitter and other metrics; 3. Statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS) was used to analyse collected data.
The main results of the paper were: 1. Authors discovered factors that can influence the number of visitors from Twitter to company website; 2. Authors developed suggestions that can increase amount of company website visitors from Twitter.
This paper is both theoretical and practical. In practice this paper can be used as an informational material when developing social media marketing strategies.
The theoritical contribution of this paper is that it can be used as a basis for other social media researches in Latvia.

Key words: Twitter, Latvia, communication tools, analysis
JEL code: M31

Introduction
The number of social media users is systematically growing all over the world. According to Statista research there were 970 million social media users in 2010. Five years later the amount of social media users more than doubled and reached 1,966 billion users. The number of Twitter users has also grown significantly. The number of Twitter users in 2010 was 30 million; in 2015 the number of Twitter users reached 305 million.
We can also see that the number of company Twitter accounts is growing. More companies than ever are using social media networks to achieve their marketing goals. According to Eurostat
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data in 2013 approximately 28% from 1,5 million European companies were using social media networks for their business purposes. In Latvia only 13% of the companies that participated in the survey were using social media networks. Now the numbers are much higher.

The opportunities that social media networks have provided us with have left some significant marks on the way the people make purchase decisions. There have been numerous studies about how different aspects of social media influences purchase decision processes, for example, there is a study how reviews of an online shop influence purchase decision process (E. Ioanas et al., 2014).

In these past years also Twitter has evolved. Users of Twitter have more communication options than ever before. For example, from 2013 Twitter users can share with the text messages also their photos or videos, and add their location (Twitter, Inc., 2013). Then in 2014 Twitter added a new feature, that users can add up to 4 images to their tweets. After that, in 2015 Twitter changed favourite button to like button. We can see that Twitter has been evolving by adding new features every year. These and other changes according to author’s opinion have influenced the way Twitter users are communicating with each other. It has also influenced the way how companies communicate with their followers.

According to our study Twitter is one of the most popular social media channels used by Latvia’s top 100 companies. It is also very popular by Latvians. Companies mainly use Twitter to communicate with their audience and to advertise their products and services. So it is very important for Latvian top 100 companies to understand how to correctly use Twitter, what are the main differences of Twitter compared to other communication channels, what are the main metrics that could indicate of effective use of Twitter, and how Twitter is used by other companies. Lack of the necessary knowledge could lead to incorrect use of Twitter as a communication channel and could damage company reputation and decrease sales.

Based on the previously mentioned facts, authors believe that research must be conducted in this field systematically. We must keep track of the changes that have been made in social media networks. We must analyse how these changes influence the communication with the audience. Understanding these changes can help business grow and could help them create more effective marketing strategies.

Authors raised the following research question, which are the Twitter indicators that we must keep track of, if we want to increase the number of visitors to our website? To answer the research question, authors followed the following steps: 1. Authors conducted theoretical analysis to determine which Twitter metrics should be analysed; 2. Authors researched data collection option from Twitter and company websites; 3. Authors used Firmas.lv database to collect data about Latvia’s top 100 companies; 4. Authors determined which of the top 100 companies have Twitter account; 5. The data from Twitter accounts was extracted; 6. The data from analysed companies websites was extracted; 7. The collected data from Twitter and websites was analysed.

Due to this analysis we will have the information about those Twitter metrics that are the indicators of Twitter account effectiveness in Latvia. We will see how Latvia’s top 100 companies are using Twitter and what results they have. This information will be useful to marketing specialists that want to compare their social media results with the Latvia’s top company marketing results. Afterwards they will be able to improve their marketing strategies. This research can also serve as a basis for other social media related research in Latvia.
To answer the research question the following research aims were defined: 1. Conduct an analysis of Latvia’s top 100 companies Twitter accounts; 2. Determine the correlation between gathered Twitter metrics and company websites statistics.

To achieve this aim of the research the following research methods were used: 1. Theoretical literature analysis, to determine which Twitter metrics should be analysed; 2. Secondary statistical data analysis, to: a) determine which are the biggest companies by turnover in Latvia in 2015; b) collect data from Twitter; c) collect data from company websites; 3. SPSS for grouping and statistical analysis (IBM, 2016).

While conducting the theoretical analysis authors came across multiple research papers that examined Twitter metrics. In 2014 the number 1 leading CRM (customer relationship management) system provider in the world Salesforce conducted a study about social engagement. In this study, more than 3 million Twitter Messages were analysed. For the analysis of Twitter engagement rates following metrics were used: replies, retweets and number of tweets. Authors also agree that these Twitter metrics are very effective while measuring the engagement of Twitter users and decided to use them in this research.

In other researches, following metrics were used to analyse Twitter user engagement, such as: the number of followers and the number of following users (Haustein et al., 2015). In this research Twitter engagement metrics from different studies were combined and used.

Theoretical literature analysis was used to determine the main website metrics that should be analysed. These metrics were used to determine how engaged users from Twitter were in company websites. While conducting theoretical analysis author came across multiple researches that used different website metrics. To analyse the engagement of users in websites following metrics were used: pages views, number of sessions, time on page, bounce rate, pages views per session etc. (Huntington et al., 2008., Pakkala et al., 2012., Bhatnagar, 2009).

After the analysing multiple theoretical sources authors decided to use the following Twitter metrics in our study: followers, following, likes, retweets, tweet likes, tweets, and type of a message.

Based on the literature research analysis the following website metrics were chosen for the analysis: total visits, time on site, page views, bounce rate, visitors from twitter.

The names and data of the top 100 Latvia’s companies by turnover were extracted from Firmas.lv data base.

The company turnovers varied between 61.43 million EUR and 1.135 billion EUR per year. The companies were representing different industries, e.g., food sales, fuel and oil production, forestry, metalworking, wood working, banks, retail, architecture, and other industries.

After extracting the information about the Latvia’s largest companies, authors determined which of these companies have Twitter accounts. Out of the 100 companies analysed in the first stage, 33 had Twitter accounts.

To extract data from companies’ Twitter accounts authors used Python 3.5 programming language (Python, 2016). This language was used to create a code that was used to extract the necessary information from the Twitter accounts. Python has been used by other researchers for data extraction from Twitter (Lipizzi et al., 2015, Yu et al., 2015). From these 33 Twitter accounts author extracted 15467 tweets. These tweets were written from 1 August 2015 till 31 January 2016.
To collect the necessary data from company websites, Similarweb software was used. Similarweb uses multiple sources to gather data from company websites. The data is gathered from 4 main sources: 1. A panel of over 200 million monitored devices, which is the largest panel currently in the industry; 2. Local industry service providers; 3. From web crawlers that are scanning every public website; 4. Hundreds of thousands of direct measurement sourcing from websites.

These all data sources are combined together to provide an accurate information about website visitor statistics.

**Research results and discussion**

The study yielded the following results. Firstly, authors analysed the company twitter profiles. The results from this analysis are displayed in Table 1. We can see that the number of total tweets from a profile varies between 73 and 52339. In total, all these companies have written 222102 tweets.

In the time period from August 2015 till January 2016 the Twitter accounts have published on average 468.7 tweets. In total they have published 15467 tweets. The amount of company tweets varies between 11 and 2610 tweets.

The amount of Twitter accounts these companies are following varies from 4 till 6337 accounts, on average one Twitter account follows 1079 other accounts.

On average, one Twitter account has 6229.94 followers. The company with the most Twitter followers has 39179 followers.

In total companies have 19334 likes. The account with the largest amount of Twitter likes has 7790 likes.

From this information we can conclude, that: 1. most of Latvia’s top 100 companies do not use Twitter, only 33% have a Twitter account; 2. some of the companies that are using Twitter are not very active.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total tweets</td>
<td>52266</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>52339</td>
<td>222102</td>
<td>6730.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweets Aug-Jan</td>
<td>2599</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2610</td>
<td>15467</td>
<td>468.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total following</td>
<td>6333</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6337</td>
<td>35609</td>
<td>1079.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total followers</td>
<td>39101</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>39179</td>
<td>205588</td>
<td>6229.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total likes</td>
<td>7787</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7790</td>
<td>19334</td>
<td>585.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Source: author’s calculations based on gathered Twitter data.

After conducting correlation analysis authors concluded that these metrics are interrelated. See Table 2. The more companies write the more likely they will get more likes. Companies that have more tweets are following more accounts. Also the more you tweet the more likely you will get more followers.
The fact that according to our study the more company has tweets the more likely they will have more likes can be explained as follows, people have different interests and the more company provides different useful information the more likely is that more information will be useful to the followers. So the more likely they will like the information.

According to the data in Table 2, we can see also that by simply following more Twitter users we can get more followers. It may explained as follows, every time a Twitter user follows somebody the follower receives a message. The Twitter user get more exposure. Also some of the Twitter users would like to follow the account back so the company accounts keeps to follow them. Follow for follow.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total tweets</th>
<th>Following</th>
<th>Followers</th>
<th>Likes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total tweets</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.726**</td>
<td>.552**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>.726**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.686**</td>
<td>.606**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.552**</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>.686**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.434*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Followers</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.021</td>
<td>.021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.854**</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>.606**</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>.434*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.021</td>
<td>.021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Source: author’s calculations based on gathered Twitter data.

In the next stage, authors analysed top 100 company Twitter tweets in period from 1 August 2015 till 31 January 2016. See Table 3. We can see that on average a company tweets 2.59 times per day. The most active company tweets 14.18 times per day, the less active only 0.06 tweet tweets per day.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twitter tweets per day and month</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tweets per day</td>
<td>14.12</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>14.18</td>
<td>85.43</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweets per month</td>
<td>423.76</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>425.54</td>
<td>2562.86</td>
<td>77.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on gathered Twitter data.

We can see that the time a company spends on communicating with their followers varies very much. From our study we can see that there are two main factors that influence the amount of tweets per day or month: 1. The industry the company represents; 2. The purpose of the Twitter account. Is the Twitter account used to communicate with people or mainly to spread information.
In the next stage authors analysed Twitter tweet metrics. See Table 4. We can see that one Twitter tweet on average had 1.16 retweets and 0.63 likes. The most popular tweet had 1857 retweets. This tweet was about helping a NBA player to get him in the all-stars game. Whereas the most popular tweet in Facebook was a contest. The maximum likes that got a tweet was 113.

Authors also conducted correlation analysis between tweets retweets and likes, the results showed that there exists was very weak correlation between these two metrics, 0.114.

From the collected data, we can see that Twitter users more likely like to retweet interesting and useful content then like it. In comparison Facebook users are more likely to like content. Authors opinion is that the like button in Twitter has lesser importance then retweeting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twitter tweet retweets and like count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retweet count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on gathered Twitter data.

In the next stage authors analysed how many of the tweets are answers to some kind of a question. See Table 5. It appeared that 60.2 tweets were replies to some of kind of a question. We can assume that some companies are using twitter as a two way communication channel with their audience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twitter replies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tweets that are answers to a question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on gathered Twitter data.

In the next stage, website analysis of the 33 companies was conducted. The website data was collected from 1 August 2015 till 31 January 2016. Authors were able to collect data from 28 websites. Some of the websites had insufficient traffic to gather precise data. The results are displayed in Table 6 and 7.

The main metrics of a website were analysed, such as total visitors, time on site, page views and bounce rate. The results are displayed in Table 6. The websites with the most number of visitors per month were banks. It is because the websites visitors check multiple times per month to check their balance, to pay bills and do other important tasks.
We can see that the amount of home page visitors varies between 4333 and 407,500 users per month. On average a user spends 3 minutes and 33 seconds in a website and looks at 5.1 pages. From the collected data we can see also that the engagement in the website very differs from the industry. In some websites people spend more than 11 minutes and visit more than 18 pages. The average bounce rate of a website is 37.13%.

While conducting a deeper analysis of the websites, we came to the conclusion that most visitors are coming to these websites from direct traffic, on average 42.76% of all visitors. A large amount of traffic comes from search portals, on average 39.6% from all traffic. But from social networks according to our data comes 1.7% of traffic. See Table 7.

In the next stage authors analysed how visitors from social media influence home page metrics. Authors looked at the following metrics: time on site; page views; bounce rate. Author conducted correlation analysis of these previously mentioned metrics. See Table 8.

### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Websites main metrics</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number visits</td>
<td>4070666.67</td>
<td>4333.33</td>
<td>4075000</td>
<td>11297666.67</td>
<td>403488.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time on site</td>
<td>0:10:26</td>
<td>0:00:52</td>
<td>0:11:18</td>
<td>1:39:40</td>
<td>0:03:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page views</td>
<td>15.87</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>18.09</td>
<td>142.84</td>
<td>5.1014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounce rate</td>
<td>54.38</td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td>67.74</td>
<td>1039.87</td>
<td>37.1382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s gathered data from websites.

### Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Websites traffic from different sources</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>61.62</td>
<td>12.79</td>
<td>74.41</td>
<td>42.7621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referrals</td>
<td>25.32</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>27.90</td>
<td>12.9079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>69.09</td>
<td>11.83</td>
<td>80.92</td>
<td>39.6036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>1.7057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mail</td>
<td>22.46</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>22.46</td>
<td>2.9375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.0818</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s gathered data from Similarweb.

We can see that there is a correlation between previously mentioned parameters. We can see that there exists almost moderate correlation between the amount of time spent on site and users from social media sites. We may say that the users from social media sites will spend more often more time in companies’ websites than users from other sources. Also more users from social media sites can influence positively amount of viewed pages and decrease websites bounce rates. It means that the visitors from social media sites we more often look at least one more page before they leave the website. See Table 8.
Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Users from Social media</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time on site</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page views</td>
<td>.453*</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounce rate</td>
<td>.385*</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.384*</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Source: author’s calculations based on collected data from websites.

In the next stage authors conducted correlation analysis between home page visitors from Twitter and Twitter metrics, such as amount of tweets from August till January, number of followers, number of likes, number of following, and other metrics. In this part authors analysed 16 companies.

The correlation analysis results are displayed in Table 9. As we can see from the results, there is a strong or moderate correlation almost between all of the metrics. We can see that, the more followers or the more they tweet the more visitors from twitter they will have. Also it is more likely that if Twitter profile tweets have more likes, the more visitors from Twitter the company will get.

Table 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Users from Twitter account</th>
<th>Tweets Aug-Jan</th>
<th>Following</th>
<th>Followers</th>
<th>Likes</th>
<th>Avg. Tweets per day</th>
<th>Avg. Tweets per month</th>
<th>Avg. Retweets per tweet</th>
<th>Avg. Likes Per tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.544*</td>
<td>.690**</td>
<td>.421</td>
<td>.230</td>
<td>.550*</td>
<td>.550*</td>
<td>.182</td>
<td>.516*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.104</td>
<td>.391</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.499</td>
<td>.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Source: author’s calculations based on websites and Twitter data.

The fact that accounts that are following more Twitter users have more website visitors can be explained as follows, if company start to follow a Twitter user, the Twitter user will receive a notification that the certain Twitter user has started to follow them. The notification appear in the Twitter website and sometimes are sent through email. The companies Twitter account also be visible in the followers list of the user. So if company follows a certain user the company receives much more exposure.

From our collected data we can see that the amount of Twitter user tweets that there exists a moderate correlation between the amount of tweets published between August and January and the number of visitors to the company’s website. This could be explained as follows, the more company writes something on their timeline the more likely is that the followers will receive the message and visit their website. Also the more message are out there, the more likely the follower will remember the brand when it is looking for some kind of product of service.
Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

Authors came to the following main conclusions: 1. As we can see the from data collected data to increase the amount of Twitter account likes is to tweet more often; 2. 60.2% of tweets of analyzed Twitter accounts are answers to a question, it means that some of the companies are using twitter more as a two way communication tool to help them solve their issues; 3. From collected data we can see that there exists moderate correlation between users from social media sites and time spent on site. So to increase the amount of time spent on site we can attract more users from social media sites; 4. The main two traffic sources of top 100 companies are direct traffic and search engine traffic; 5. We can see from the results that there exists a moderate correlation between users to website from Twitter and following Twitter metrics: amount of followers, average tweets per day, average likes per tweet. It means that influencing these metrics can lead to more traffic from Twitter to your website.

In practice this paper can be used as an informational material for internet marketers to compare their marketing results. This paper can also be used as guide and informational material while developing marketing communication strategy.
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Abstract
Information availability and disclosure are a precondition for effective governance of state-owned enterprises. The principles of social accounting are the tool that ensures information disclosure to the public about the operational environment of a state-owned enterprise and the justification for its achieved outcomes. Defined and publicly available goals are a characteristic feature of a good and effective practice of the management of state-owned shares. The research purpose is to study the development of social accounting principles and their application practice in the European state enterprises and, based on the research findings, to develop recommendations for ensuring the performance disclosure and transparency of state enterprises in Latvia. In the first part of the research, the authors pay the main attention to evaluating the business purpose of state enterprises in philosophical aspect. In the second part requirements for information disclosure and publication of state-owned enterprises in particular European countries are studied. At the end, the authors summarized the main research findings and develop recommendations for ensuring disclosure and publication of sustainability reports of state enterprises in Latvia. At least the large state enterprises should be assigned the responsibility to publish sustainability reports following the social accounting principles of Global Reporting Initiative. The monographic, analysis and synthesis methods have been used in the current research.
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Introduction
As provided by the Latvian regulatory framework, a state-owned enterprise (hereinafter referred to as a state enterprise or SOEs) can do business only in particular cases – if the market is not capable of ensuring public interests in the respective field or industry where natural monopoly exists, thus the state enterprise ensures the availability of the respective service to the public. A state enterprise can also do business in a nationally strategically important industry or in the industry whose development of the infrastructure requires large capital investment and in the industry that requires higher quality standards due to public interests (Administrative Structure Law, 2012). State enterprise must frequently implement somewhat controversial goals, namely, must attain socio-political goals useful for society, at the same time also do business. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure good corporate governance, i.e. a mix of measures for state
enterprise to attain their operational goals and control their operations, as well as to evaluate the risks associated with the operation of state enterprise.

State enterprises are supervised (in a broader sense) by civil servants, politicians and all society, therefore the requirement for information availability and disclosure in state enterprise is larger, because all tax payers are considered to be their owners. The condition that tax payers are indirect owners of state enterprise is also the basis for their operating results to be disclosed and the available information to be clear and precise. As our research approves, most European countries admit that information about the operations of state enterprise and their operating results should not be less disclosed than of the public limited companies. Analyzing the available information about the business of Latvian state companies, the authors arrived at a conclusion that there exists lack of information both on state companies’ websites and in a summarized form on the state’s part about the economic and specific industry policy goals, their implementation results and corporate governance. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to research experience of other countries about the corporate governance of state companies. One of the tools that ensures the transparency of corporate governance and is developing very fast in the 21st century is social accounting. Social accounting emphasizes the notion of corporate accountability. D. Crowther defines social accounting in this sense as “an approach to reporting a firm’s activities which stresses the need for the identification of socially relevant behavior, the determination of those to whom the company is accountable for its social performance and the development of appropriate measures and reporting techniques” (Crowther D., 2000). It is an important step in helping companies independently develop corporate social responsibility (CSR) programs which are shown to be much more effective than government mandated CSR (Armstrong et al., 2012). In the international practice, issues of corporate governance are solved at various level international organizations. The Principles of Corporate Governance developed by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), as well as the OECD Guidelines on Corporate Governance of State-owned Enterprises and Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) guidelines are internationally recognized standards of best practice. Principles of good corporate governance are on its basis, including such principles as information disclosure, flexible and enterprise value increasing dividend policy, motivating remuneration policy, a non-political, transparent procedure for appointing members of state enterprise management institutions, definition of the business goals of state enterprises and evaluation of outcomes, effective supervision of state enterprises. The transparency of corporate governance allows preventing an evil use of the status of a state enterprise in the market environment and, what is most important, attaining public trust.

The research purpose is to study the development of social accounting principles and their application practice in the European state enterprises and, based on the research findings, to develop recommendations for ensuring the performance disclosure and transparency of state enterprises in Latvia. In the first part of the research, the authors pay the main attention to evaluating the business purpose of state enterprises in philosophical aspect. In the second part requirements for information disclosure and publication in particular European countries are studied. At the end, the authors summarize the main research findings and develop recommendations for ensuring disclosure and publication of sustainability reports of state enterprises in Latvia. The monographic, analysis and synthesis methods have been used in the current research.
1. Business purpose of state enterprises and their philosophical aspect

To provide the development of sustainable and competitive economics in a country, it should ensure balanced growth of various economic sectors, which at the same time provide a sufficient number of workplaces according to the skills possessed by the population, as well as offer new ones – with higher value added and remuneration. A topical issue is whether the state as the owner should establish enterprises to ensure the overall economic development or it is a prerogative of private business entities. Literature studies show that a power exercised by government or a federal state is ruling elite, and was typically rooted in political dogma, even though sometimes euphemistically referred to as governance by the people. Experience of the mid-20th-century structures in China and Russia provide salutary warnings of the effect of centralized state planning and control. The privatization of many state-run enterprises, which were seen in the later years of the 20th century, such as the denationalization of British railways, power utilities, and water enterprises, reflected a shift towards the investor-power model, although, in most cases, the state retained influence, sometimes through a shareholding, or formally through regulators and informally through political processes. The company strives to respond to market forces and to meet the goals of its owners and directors (Tricker B., 2012).

Our research indicates, state enterprises exist in every national state and they perform a functional role in sustainable growth. Ownership goals of state enterprises are related to strategically important interests, gaining revenue, ensuring employment and preserving environment. In European countries state-owned enterprises exist if it is strategically significant regarding the economic, political or social aspects. Corporate level strategies are aimed at starting new business directions to increase the company value on long-term (Volkova T., 2010). The main business field of state enterprises is in industries service – power and gas, air and sea, as well as railway transportation and passenger transportation, public media, forest and health insurance industries and in providing the required infrastructure. State enterprises constitute a significant proportion in national economy and they employ a large number of people. They should attain the social goals based on the cost efficiency principle. Through their performance, state enterprises should also return the invested tax payers’ money.

State enterprises usually have both financial and social goals. One the one hand, they should help to achieve social and political success, on the other hand – should act according to the economic laws in order to be able to operate and obtain profit within the market economy. The hardships of attaining such goals are partly attributed to the fact that the real costs of the social policy of state enterprises and the investment required to implement it are not fully realized. The close link with the state can politically affect state enterprises – sometimes political targets become primary and the commercial goals are assigned the secondary role. In many cases, it makes state enterprises inefficient, which in turn hampers attaining the social goals (Baltic Institute, 2010). J. Brooks, when visiting Vilnius Governance Coordination Centre and shared some of his insights on the good governance of state-owned enterprises, points out: “The SOEs needs to prepare a budget, where clearly and transparently stated non-commercial goals are taken into account. It does not have a direct profit and loss responsibility because by being assigned non-commercial goals, the enterprise is given targets which usually won’t allow it to operate in profit. However, such an enterprise should still put in effort so as to carry out the assigned non-commercial functions at lowest possible costs – a task that requires a transparent and efficient financing system of non-commercial functions” (State-Owned Enterprises, 2013).
Studying the operation of state enterprises in Finland, researchers mention the following categories of state enterprises: “enterprises entrusted with a special assignment and enterprises that operate on free market competition terms” (Kalniņš V., et al., 2011).

To enhance the public trust in the state’s commercial activities, the topicality of the mission and goals of state enterprises and their justification should be regularly evaluated. Otherwise there is a risk that state enterprises will deviate from their goals or the targets of each particular task might not correspond to the national economy development needs. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the following positions:

1) the rationality of the state operations in particular market sectors to determine what the goals, both collective and individual, of state enterprises should be;
2) the role and the importance of state enterprises in support for a wider economic growth with a cost-based competitive infrastructure, e.g. the role of state enterprises should be evaluated when ensuring the use of the best telecommunication tools (Kalniņš V., et al., 2011).

In several studies, the issue of covering the losses of state enterprises from the tax payers’ money is highlighted. Governments frequently oblige companies to do business and sell their goods below cost price with resulting business losses. These losses are then financed out of tax revenue to prevent the bankruptcy of public companies. The public company has a different “business philosophy” from the private company, which in the event of business loss has to cease operation and go into bankruptcy. Generally speaking, public companies will not face bankruptcy when the market rejects their business inefficiency or poor management (Grahovac B., 2004). Nowadays there are disagreements among economists, politicians, government representatives about whether the state should cover the expenses for social goods and services. One part considers that the state should always increase these expenditures while the other thinks that these expenditures and also tax payments should be decreased (Bikse V., 2007). While some state subsidies, loans and loan guarantees have been provided to Estonian SOEs, these appear to have been exceptional cases that have been provided at commercial market rates and handled transparently and with clear designation of the public policy objectives they are intended to serve. Subsidies have been offered and transparently disclosed to serve specific policy and public service objectives when an SOE has not been able to obtain sufficient revenue from its clients to cover the costs required to offer such products or services (Corporate governance in Estonia, 2011).

Within the present research, the authors analyze the mission and goals of state enterprises in certain European countries.

In Finland, the SOEs goals are defined based on the enterprises mission and the state enterprises are classified in two groups:

1) enterprises, who operate on market terms and whose goal is to gain the largest possible economic benefit;
2) enterprises, who are entrusted with special state assignments and whose primary objective is to attain social goals, as well as perform profitability.

Enterprises that execute a special task should attain social goals although they also have a general goal to operate with profit. The goals are developed so that the best social and economic outcomes are achieved. The state as an owner may also have strategic interests regarding some of these enterprises, e.g. to maintain the infrastructure or provide certain services, but
it should also happen according to clear business principles. In such enterprises, the goal of state ownership execution is to gain maximum economic benefits that are regularly evaluated. Profitability and value increase on long-term, taking into account the state’s strategic interests and their protection, are on the basis of the evaluation. If the state fully owns an enterprise, it can freely define the social goals and objectives. If the state is only a partial owner, such tasks can be assigned when all owners agree (Kalniņš V., et al., 2011).

Also in Great Britain, the ownership goals are constantly defined, thus aligning the commercial and the social goals of state enterprises and ensuring disclosure regarding the use of finances in order to satisfy social needs. Attention is paid to attaining the social goals of enterprises according to the cost efficiency principle. Taking into account the parameters set by the UK government, operating results of state enterprises should be sustainable, with positive yield and they should pay back within a certain period of time or exceed the capital costs (Kalniņš V., et al., 2011).

The Estonian State participates in companies generally where a market distortion occurs or where there is a strategic public interest involved. With respect to foundations, the Estonian State operates through a foundation when the state’s objective is more specific, less commercially-oriented (generally for social, cultural or educational purposes or to promote entrepreneurship), and the form of company or government unit is not suitable. Regarding the state ownership functions, ministries are obliged to set operational and financial objectives for each SOE, and report to the Ministry of Finance on these year on year. This forms the basis of the Ministry of Finance’s annual consolidated report, in which among other issues the State’s ownership policy is stated (although this is not done with the same level of detail every year). This consolidated annual report is then presented to the Government (Corporate governance in Estonia, 2011).

Seeking to make Lithuanian SOEs operating as efficiently as possible, the states must clearly identify objectives set for SOEs, while these objectives have to be harmonized with the long-term strategies of the enterprises. The goal of the guidelines is to provide a certain level of disclosure, responsibility to Lithuanian society, attractiveness to investors and business partners, as well as to introduce internationally recognized good governance principles of enterprises – to prepare and publish comparative and topical information about the activities and results of state enterprises. To the greatest extent possible, the objectives must quantifiable, and the enterprises should be subject to regular evaluation with respect to how they achieve the set objectives. SOEs can operate efficiently only when they clearly know what the state expects from them. At Lithuania all SOEs are divided into three groups by the state objectives:

1) A group which includes enterprises from which the state expects growth in their business value and a yield from dividends or profit contributions.

2) A group which comprises companies from which the state expects, in addition to growth in their business value and a yield from dividends or profit contributions, safeguarding of national strategic interests: national economic security, implementation of strategic projects, quality infrastructure and other objectives.

3) Governing the enterprises included in this group, the state gives priority to the implementation of social and political objectives, and profitable activities have a secondary role. The enterprises of this group must engage in non-commercial operations which other profit-making companies would refuse to perform or would do that for a higher price.
Having divided all SOEs into these three groups, the state started to expect to achieve the pre-set return on its capital invested in Group 1A and Group 1B enterprises. With respect to enterprises assigned to Group 2, the state has begun demanding the most possible transparent and efficient use of funds in their operations (State-Owned Enterprises in Lithuania, 2013).

In Sweden, the goals of state enterprises are divided into three groups: financial, socio-economic and special goals. Financial goals are defined by both the state as the owner and the company management, and both parties communicate and monitor at both levels. The importance of the financial goals from the owners’ point of view is: to ensure the increase of the company value, to achieve efficient use of the capital clarifying the capital costs, to maintain company risks at a standard level, to ensure the owner’s possibility to receive dividends sustainably and predictably taking into consideration the future capital needs of financial positions of the enterprise, to ensure and facilitate achieving operating results, to monitor and evaluate the company’s profitability, effectiveness and level of risks. Goals and their definitions are different in each enterprise, taking into account the industry they operate in, the structure of business activities, the financial situation of the enterprise etc. Socio-economic goals are defined for state enterprises that have special social tasks. In these enterprises, financial goals are juxtaposed to the goals aimed at attaining especially significant public interests. For example, there might exist a demand for a state enterprise to provide services or offer goods across the entire territory of the country although it is not economically feasible. One of the most significant enterprise indicators is cost efficiency. Special objectives are defined regarding the environmental, social, human rights and gender equality issues, variability, ethics and financial risks (goals and their attainment results are reflected in the sustainability report). Special objectives differ from the socio-economic goals because they do not define the economic outcomes of the enterprise operation, but they determine the quality of operations regarding the environment, human rights etc. (Kalniņš V., et al., 2011).

In Latvia the situation is different. The foundation of state enterprises is regulated by the State Administrative Structure Law, which stipulates that a public entity establishes a state enterprise if the market is not capable of implementing public interests in the respective area (Administrative Structure Law, 2003). Secondly, Latvia started significant reforms in the governance of state enterprises in 2012, the aim of which is to increase the profitability and value of the state-owned enterprises, to improve their governance transparency, as well as to release the ministries from the functions not characteristic to them. In total there are 137 state enterprises in Latvia. They have state-owned shares and 109 state-owned enterprises of them have a dominant impact (Cross-cut Coordination Centre, 2014). Therefore, it is important to investigate what are the goals of these state enterprises, if the enterprises are aimed at gaining profit, thus distorting the market environment, or if they have social or political goals.

After profound research on the current state enterprises governance reform the authors discovered that the foundation goals of state enterprises are defined in laws and regulations and are divided by their importance:

- to ensure the implementation of public interests in the respective area or industry where natural monopoly exists, thus providing the respective service to the society;
- to develop a strategically important industry or an industry whose infrastructure development requires large capital investment and an industry that requires a higher quality standard to be implemented in the interests of society (Administrative Structure Law, 2014).
As our analysis indicates, the law does not stipulate that the goal of a state enterprise is gaining profit. It is determined by the *Conception of the Commercial Activity of Public Entities* that not to damage the competition, the state should operate as an equal partner for private business only in the cases when it is necessary for ensuring the security function and the state policy in one of the areas of public life, for example, ensuring the availability of the public service to the country’s population (Cabinet of Ministers, 2012). Therefore, the issue of the contents of the information available to public, based only on the financial positions, is arguable. Non-financial information serves for following up and assessing the companies’ corporate governance, sustainability work and performance of societal tasks.

2. ** Provision of the information transparency and publication requirement**

Most of the European countries have followed Global Reporting Initiative guidelines when developing and altering the governance of their state enterprises. The GRI is an international independent standards organization that helps businesses, governments and other organizations understand and communicate their impacts on issues such as climate change, human rights and corruption. The GRI Guidelines offer Reporting Principles and Standard Disclosures and an Implementation Manual for the preparation of sustainability reports by any type of organization, regardless of size, sector or location (GRI, 2015). As of 2015, 7,500 organizations used GRI Guidelines for the sustainability reports. GRI Guidelines apply to multinational organizations, public agencies, smaller and medium enterprises (CNBC Africa, 2015). The guidelines provide links with the United Nations Global Compact’s *Ten Principles*, the OECD’s *Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises* and the UN’s *Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights* (EY, 2013). The first objective of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) guidelines is to provide a global framework that supports a standardized approach to transparent and consistent sustainability reporting. A second, equally important objective is to drive organizations to prepare more relevant and credible sustainability reports by focusing on the topics that are material to their business and their key stakeholders, thus enabling such sustainability reporting to become standard practice. The guidelines are designed to align and harmonize as much as possible with other internationally recognized standards.

There are four key elements in the guidelines framework:

- Sustainability reporting guidelines are the cornerstone of the framework. These consist of Principles for defining report content and ensuring the quality of reported information. They also include Standard Disclosures made up of performance indicators and other disclosure items, as well as guidance on specific technical topics in reporting.
- Indicator protocols provide definitions, compilation guidance, and other information to assist report preparers and to ensure consistency in the interpretation of the performance indicators.
- Sector supplements complement the Guidelines with interpretations and guidance on how to apply them in a given sector, and include sector-specific performance indicators.
- Technical protocols are created to provide guidance on issues in reporting, such as setting the report boundary. They are designed to be used in conjunction with the Guidelines and sector supplements and cover issues that face of the most organizations during the reporting process (Proving and improving, 2015).
In addition, specific standard disclosures have been added for anti-corruption practices, greenhouse gas emissions and energy. These disclosures are required when the aspects to which they relate have been identified as material. The emphasis on materiality will allow to reported information that is critical to business and stakeholders (EY, 2013).

At the European Union (EU) level the strategy “Europe 2020” has been developed. Its goal is to enhance wise, sustainable and inclusive economics, helping the EU and its Member States to achieve a high employment, productivity and social cohesion level. Its success also depends on the institutional factors, for example, good governance, rule of law and corruption control. Disclosure is significant in the governance of state enterprises in order to ensure the rule of law. The research performed by the European Commission (EC) reveals that in some European countries insufficiencies regarding the governance of state-owned enterprises can be observed and there exists a large corruption risk (EC Report, 2014).

Irrespective of the country’s development level, the economic and social development objectives in all countries should be defined so that they comprise sustainability. To ensure sustainable development it is necessary to integrate environmental, economic and social aspects in a single system. GRI guidelines provide the opportunity to characterise the enterprises with a system of complex indicators – systemic indicators and universal cross-cutting indicators which cover several operational areas (Kočanova R., 2013).

In the majority of European countries, their governments have approved disclosure guidelines for developing the external reports of state enterprises and the procedure for the report publication. Reports should be available on the internet sites of state enterprises. If the enterprises do not have them, the reports should be available via the websites of supervising institutions.

Already in the past research of different international organizations approved that in Scandinavian countries the information availability is ensured at the highest level. Fifty years ago, the information availability and disclosure principle was included in the Swedish law on press freedom; the official information availability principle is also included in Swedish Constitution. The essence of the main disclosure principle is that everyone has the right to look inside the state governance documents. If the civil servants realize that they are performing in front of the nation all the time, this awareness affects them. It makes them act fairly. Such a situation impacts positively on the overall corruption prevention. Regarding the corruption index, the Swedes traditionally occupy the highest ranks (Indrāns I., 2001).

Sweden, where reporting has been mandatory from January 2008 onwards, has significantly increased the reporting of its 55 state-owned companies. Since January 2008, Swedish state-owned companies have been required to publish a sustainability report in accordance with the GRI guidelines. The sustainability reports need to be quality-assured by independent checks. The financial report is required to explain how the GRI guidelines have been applied and to comment on any deviations (CSR, 2011). The reports should describe the commercial activities of enterprises, and the reports serve as a benchmark for evaluating attainment of goals and objectives.

In Sweden state enterprises should submit the different types of public reports: the annual report, interim reports, the year-end report, the corporate government report, the statement on internal control and the sustainability report. Statistical data approve of positive trends of introducing social accounting principles in Sweden – if in 2006 only 14% of enterprises
submitted the sustainability report, then in 2009 it was around 94% of enterprises that published the report (Kalniņš V., et al., 2011).

Sustainability reports are developed also by state enterprises of such European countries as Denmark – from 2008, Norway – from 2009, the Netherlands – from 2009. Also in Great Britain, Austria and Belgium state enterprises should report on the environmental and social issues. In Finland in state enterprises in which the state has the majority interests, the enterprises should exhibit the same disclosure and information availability as those enterprises that trade their shares on the stock exchange and as it is stipulated by the Code of Corporate Governance. Similar to Sweden, Lithuania has also developed Disclosure Guidelines for state enterprises, which describe how to ensure disclosure in the operation of state enterprises (Kalniņš V., et al., 2011).

In Latvia, the state influence on entrepreneurship is still large. The state possesses strategic industries, as well as such that perform social functions. As our research indicates, using the public information available on the internet, up to now the publicity of state enterprises in Latvia does not follow the GRI Guidelines. At the national level, the information is not summarized about the public reports of all state enterprises and the laws and regulations do not stipulate that either. Currently only some state enterprises publish their annual reports on the internet. State corporations Latvenergo and Latvia’s State Forests can be mentioned as a good example. For several years already, they have been developing sustainability reports following the social accounting principles of GRI guidelines for ensuring quality – balance, clarity, preciseness, timeliness, comparability and trust to provide a balanced and adequate view about the economic, ecological and social indicators to the stakeholders and about the contribution of the enterprise to sustainable development. After the performed reform, the main regulating document that contains provisions for the introduction of social accounting principles is the Public personal shares and capital management law, which set in force on January 1, 2015. Provisions for the information publication of state enterprises are comprised in Article 58 that stipulates an enterprise of public entity and a public private enterprise publish information on their internet webpage, but if the enterprise does not have the webpage – on the webpage of the owner of the shares. The information about the overall strategic goals of state enterprises, news about their types of operational and commercial activities shall be provided on the internet, as well as not less than once a year the information about:

- the financial goals of state enterprises (according to the approved annual report) and results of the implementation of non-financial goals (including the total balance, net turnover, profit and loss account, cash flow, various performance indicators characterising the operations of state enterprises),
- the payments to the state or the municipality budget (including dividends, deductions, tax payments),
- the received state or municipality budget financing and its use (if applicable),
- principles of the remuneration policy,
- sponsorships (donation) strategy of state enterprises and the procedure of sponsoring.

The state enterprises also have the duty to publish unaudited quarterly, half-the year reports, as well as the audited annual report. Likewise, the law stipulates that the information about the structure of the ownership (including the participation in other enterprises) and the organizational structure, as well as other significant information if it is not related to releasing a commercial secret, should be constantly and accordingly updated (The Public personal ..., 2014).
To facilitate society’s trust in the commercial activity of public entities, it would be reasonable for Latvia to acquire the practice of Swedish state enterprises where sustainability reports must be written as required by the guidelines of Global Reporting Initiative.

Conclusions

Summarizing the research results on the application of social accounting principles in the state-owned enterprises in certain European countries, as well as analyzing their business goals, the authors have come to the following main conclusions and proposals:

1. In international practice, corporate governance issues are solved at different levels of international organizations. Among the most influential is the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development and its developed corporate governance principles; as well guidelines for the governance of state enterprises are taken into consideration when implementing social accounting principles. The importance of implementing these can be well explained by the condition that state enterprises relatively belong to all tax payers. Therefore that is the basis for their operational results to be disclosed and the available information to be clear and precise.

2. In most countries it is admitted that the information about the business and the outcomes of state enterprises should not be less open than the one about the enterprises listed on the stock exchange. In Europe the state possesses enterprises if it is strategically important from the economic, political and also from the social aspect.

3. Analyzing the goals of the state enterprises in the European countries, it can be stated that they are different. In Finland, the goals of state enterprises are defined based on the company mission and it is to govern state enterprises to attain the possibly best social and economic benefits. Whereas in Norway, the main goal of state enterprises is long-term growth and industry development. In Great Britain, the basis of business activity is to align commercial and social goals and to ensure disclosure regarding the use of finances related to satisfying the social needs. The attention is paid to the fact that enterprises attain the social goals as provided by the cost efficiency principle.

In Sweden, the definition of goals and their attainment supervision is a fundamental part of corporate governance. It is the government’s duty to see that the value of state enterprises increases to its maximum according to the current circumstances. Within the framework of supervision, the retaining of financial, socio-economic and other goals is assessed.

4. In Latvia more emphasis is placed on the financial outcome of state enterprises. Within the reform, a report on the changes in the positions of assets and profit has been prepared and Bureau of the State-owned Shares Management will regularly follow the value of the assets and the dynamics of profit and loss of state enterprises informing the society about it. This information will provide society the opportunity to see how the value of the assets and the profitability of these enterprises have changed over time. The authors would like to indicate that it would be reasonable to inform society about the goals of state enterprises, especially emphasizing the social and economic significance of the operation of state enterprises.

5. After researching the information disclosure and publication requirements in certain European countries, it can be stated that in most countries their governments have approved guidelines for external reporting of state enterprises and for the procedure of report publication. Reports should be available on the internet sites of state enterprises. If the
enterprises do not possess such internet sites, then the websites of their supervising state institutions should be used.

6. To ensure sustainable development, it is necessary to integrate environmental, economic and social aspects into a single system. Social accounting principles offer the possibility for enterprises to develop a complex reporting system that provides open information about the operation and the performance outcomes of state enterprises regarding particular goals.

7. Swedish practice reveals that in their business state enterprises should serve as examples for other enterprises. In Sweden, the principle of official information availability is widely observed.

8. As a result of the reform performed in Latvia, the Public personal shares and capital management law, set in force on 01.01.2015. One would like to see that the attitude of state enterprises to the requirements of the new law is not formal but involves a high level of responsibility and that the information included in the reports approves of the responsibility to the society, doing business for ensuring the state interests.

9. In Latvia, at least the large state enterprises should be assigned the responsibility to publish sustainability reports following the social accounting principles of GRI guidelines, and it would be reasonable to develop the reporting culture taking into account Swedish experience. Sustainability reports must be published together with the annual report on the enterprise website. Likewise, it would be reasonable at the national level to summarize the public reports of state enterprises and to post them on a single internet site available to society.
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Abstract
The economic model of Latvia, which fostered an increase in domestic demand was not a sustainable and consequently led to an economic crisis. During after-crisis period transition to sustainable economic model has happened, where exports and manufacturing were the key drivers of growth. It shall be mentioned that debate on the necessity of industrial policy was initiated comparatively late after the independence, i.e., in 2008/2009, when the first analytical studies concerning necessity of the concept of industrial policy in Latvia were conducted, thus defining the role and activities of the State in fostering economic development.
Similarly, to development of Latvia’s economy it is possible to look on development of industrial policy thinking, because it has gone through several changes in its fundamentals during last century including rapid changes in the set of necessary actions for successful industrial policy. Most recent trend within economic policy of the EU, is usage of so called smart specialization concept. The idea of smart specialisation has two sides. Firstly, it is important to focus on certain domains in order to realise the potential for scale, scope and spillovers in knowledge production and secondly, it is important to focus on certain domains in order to develop distinctive and original areas of specialisation for the future.
This paper discusses the development of industrial policy and economy of Latvia, discusses the smart specialization concept, and analyses the possibility of applying this concept within industrial policy of Latvia.

Key words: Industrial policy, specialization, Smart specialization strategy
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Introduction
Latvia’s economy has gone through important macroeconomic adjustments. The economic model, which has fostered an increase in domestic demand, especially housing boom, was not a sustainable and consequently led to an economic crisis. During after-crisis period transition to sustainable economic model is taking place in the economy of Latvia, in which exports and manufacturing are the key drivers of growth. At this stage of economic development concept of Industrial policy has been seen as a potential tool to foster and support development in Latvia’s economy.
Debate on the necessity of industrial policy was initiated comparatively late after the independence, i.e., in 2008/2009, when the first analytical studies concerning necessity of the concept of industrial policy in Latvia were conducted, thus defining the role and activities of the State in fostering economic development. These debates were followed by recommendations from the Ministry of Economics regarding the role of the State in the economy. It should be
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noted that the recommendations of the Ministry of Economics and empirical studies highlighted
the fact that theoretical and empirical studies of the economic science prove the benefits of an
active state intervention in the economy. Which ensures that future development and welfare
of the state can be free of restrictions and conditions imposed by the economic structure, and it
forms an essential challenge for the present growth in Latvia

Aim of the paper is to analyse development of industrial policy in Latvia, as well to analyse
implementation of smart specialization concept in Latvia.

Research results and discussion

1. Development of the concept of industrial policy

Looking back at development of industrial policy concept in economic literature, it shall
be noted that it has changed during times and adapted according to development of thinking
what industrial policy is and what is role of state within industrial policy. Reich (Reich, 1982)
who was a great supporter of industrialisation in the United States, defined industrial policy as
a set of measures performed by the state with the aim to support such industries that present
great potential for export and creation of new jobs, as well as promote the development of
infrastructure.

However, Pinder (Pinder, 1982) has proposed a more comprehensive defini-tion, which
includes all the policies that have been formed in support of industries, including fiscal and
monetary initiatives that would promote investments, public procurement initiatives, as well
as initiatives to facilitate research and development, state programmes for the development of
national champions in strategic sectors, and various activities in support of small and medium-
sized enterprises. As can be concluded from the definition, Pinder’s approach is all-inclusive and
any state initiative is regarded as a part of national industrial policy.

Landesmann (Landesmann, 1992) differs from the above mentioned authors as he has made
a unique contribution to the definition by underlining the selective component. He argues that
industrial policy includes such activities of a state that discriminate and select among industries,
sectors and agents, and as are designed specifically for a chosen industry and agent within a
given territory. Namely, Landesmann in his definition has included two aspects, firstly, a very
high level of selectivity and, secondly, influence of the regional aspect on the selection.

Pack (Pack H., 2000) defines industrial policy as actions designed to target specific sectors
to increase their productivity and their relative importance within the manufacturing sector.

Discussions on the industrial policy have re-emerged especially in the 20th century after the
Second World War during the reconstruction of Europe and Japan, as well as after many colonies
in Africa and South America gained their independence. During this period such aspects of
economics as coordination failure, size of economies and absence of the demand side were
at the heart of the discussions on development economics. This period is represented by such
authors as Rozenstein-Rodan (Rozenstein-Rodan, 1943), Hirschman (Hirschman, 1958) and
others. During those days selective intervention instruments were widely used by governments,
for example, market protection measures in the form of tariffs and quotas.

The next stage of the development of industrial policy represents the period after 1970.
During this time the principles of Washington Consensus strongly prevailed in economic
theory and were also used by several international organisations, for example, the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, as a basis for their activities. Under the influence of the Washington Consensus the concept of industrial policy was possible but emphasis of its contents was substantially altered and restricted. It was presumed that industrial policy employed by a state as a set of instruments that have an influence on the economic structure should be restricted to the elimination of a limited number of market failures (for example, improvements of education system or infrastructure), and a substantial widely practised and maintained element included termination of restrictions on import as well as decreasing of state participation in enterprises. Implementation of the concept of industrialisation of this period, especially trade liberalisation question in Sub-Saharan Africa, has been extensively analysed and criticised in economic theory. Carmody and Tregenna (Carmody, 2009; Tregenna, 2009) in their arguments emphasize that the application of the industrial policy of this period, especially market liberalisation, has had an adverse impact that has resulted in industrial downturn.

A significant turning-point in the development of the concept of industrial policy occurred due to the East Asian financial crisis at the end of the 90s. Discussions on the concept became more active as the authors focused on the analysis of causes of the economic crisis. For example, Pack (Pack, 2000) assumes that the crisis was caused by the previous industrial policy implementation decisions that encouraged a situation in which banks provided loans to unproductive sectors of national economy. In the post-crisis period when an intensive analysis of aspects that had caused the crisis was performed, there emerged several sceptics of the concept of industrialization, as for example Lall (Lall, 2004) admits that selective industrial policy is economically undesirable and destructive.

Rodrik and Hausmann (Hausmann, Rodrik, 2003; Rodrik, 2004) in their conclusions as to industrial policy introduce essential modifications in the previously existing definitions, which can be explained by the changes in the prevailing opinion of what the industrial policy is. Hausmann and Rodrik use the term new industrial policy defining it as an ongoing dialogue between the government and the private sector to acquire the necessary information for the identification and elimination of factors that hinder development. Alongside the changes in the definition also the meaning of industrial policy becomes broader and in this case includes not only manufacturing industry but the economy as a whole comprising the service sector as well as other sectors of national economy.

Notwithstanding the fact that in economic literature Rodrik and Hausman’s definition has been recognised as well-grounded and is regarded as one of the most developed in defining the role of a state, there exist also opinions of other authors. For example, Pack and Saggi (Pack, Saggi, 2006) define industrial policy as any selective state intervention which attempts to change the structure of economy towards the sectors that are expected to provide better prospects for economic growth and welfare, which would be impossible to achieve without governmental intervention.

Nabli (Nabli M., Keller J. et al., 2006) argue that any policies or interventions that influence how industries expand are referred to as “industrial policies”, but there is distinction between “horizontal” and “vertical” industrial policies. Vertical policies usually target the economic output of specific industries and even firms. Horizontal policies essentially focus on improving the quality of inputs in the production process, which presumably benefits all firms.
2. Development of a National Industrial policy in Latvia

In the course of the last 20 years in Latvia industrial policy has not been described or defined before 2009, when the first attempt was made at describing industrialization and defining its goal.

Beņkovskis et al (Beņkovskis, Rutkaste, Vītola, 2009) performed an empirical study to identify priority sectors in Latvia’s economy. Defining of priorities was based on considerations which emphasised that it is necessary to concentrate the resources available by the State (financial and human) to foster the growth of national economy thus improving purposeful investment and efficiency of resources and that the defining of priority sectors is a requisite instrument of structural policy. The authors acknowledged that the market fails to guarantee a high income and prosperity level that would be comparable to indicators of the developed countries, and therefore an active and targeted economic policy is required. However, when production factors are considered, the authors admit that sectors and products have their own specific set of production factors, which in the course of time have developed among the existing industries taking into account production circumstances of the specific products, and therefore, due to the established production factors in the country, it is highly possible that companies will focus on the production of the existing or closely related products. The export structure that derives from Latvia’s economic openness and dimensions served as the basis for sector identification, and it was assumed that promotion of export would help to enable faster economic development and increase prosperity. When comparing historical development of the concept of industrial policy and Latvia’s approach to the defining of industrial policy, it is essential that alongside the identification of priorities the authors provide also several crucial restrictions. They argue that open protectionism and subsidies are not the instruments to be employed by the State to support priority sectors. Industrial policy should focus on provision of production factors and, primarily, on the preparation of human resource base.

The next stage of industrial policy development is related to the actions of the government in respect to its definition. In 2009 the Ministry of Economics prepared and the Cabinet of Ministers approved report on recommendations for economic recovery in the medium term. The project provided two courses of action. Firstly, strengthening of the competitiveness or horizontal support policy aimed at the improvement of general business environment and, secondly, the defining of priority sectors. Similarly as in the previous research, assertions of the Ministry of Economics were based on the presumption that the resources needed to be concentrated to achieve greater yield and efficiency. State intervention, in particular selective intervention, was specified as the leading instrument, i.e., the defining of priorities is necessary in order to get out of the economic structure that emerged during the crisis and as a result of it. In contrast to the research performed by Beņkovskis et al., the Ministry of Economics extends the selection instruments to include not only identification of priority sectors and products, but also specific companies that show high growth potential even though they do not represent priority sectors. The priority sectors that were defined from practical perspective were comparatively widely supported in the activities performed by ministries representing various sectors and aimed at the improvement of production factors, including also direct subsidies and grants.

Recent approach to the concept of industrial policy in Latvia are based on the latest contemporary theories, primarily on the works of Rodrik, Hausmann et al. In 2012 the Ministry of Economics presented a new structural policy approach to national economy, naming it the
National Industrial Policy. Experts from the Ministry of Economics have performed an up-to-date analysis of the economic structure and development, as a result of which several corrections have been introduced in respect of the previously offered instruments for the implementation of the concept of industrialization in Latvia.

The latest industrial policy in Latvia is based on the opinions of Rodrik, Hausmann et al., as a result of which an emphasis in the development of the concept of industrialization falls on a single principle that industrialization policy is not aimed at “picking the winners” but rather the process that includes a dialogue between the public and private sector to identify the binding constraints that prevent new economic activities and to offer solutions how to prevent or overcome such constraints. In the document prepared by the Ministry of Economics this process is emphasised as a key element of industrial policy and lies at the basis of the analytical part of the document.

3. Development of Smart specialisation concept and its application to the case of Latvia

Forey et al (Forey, David, Hall, 2011) notes that Smart specialisation is a policy concept developed by a group of academia in 2008. The concept made a significant impact on the policy audience, particularly in Europe as the European Commission decided to use this concept as a key element of the EU 2020 innovation plan and as a conditionality for structural fund attribution.

Within a renaissance of industrial policy, idea of smart specialization has become part of the discussion agenda. As Forey notes regions cannot do everything in science, technology and innovation and they need to promote what should make their knowledge base unique. So the idea of smart specialization concept have had in fact two general lines. Firstly, it is important to focus on certain domains in order to realise the potential for scale, scope and spillovers in knowledge production and use, as these important drivers of productivity in the domain of R&D and other innovation-related activities and secondly it is important to focus on certain domains in order to develop distinctive and original areas of specialisation for the future.

Smart specialisation must not be associated with a strategy of the simple industrial specialisation of a particular region e.g. picking winners. Instead, smart specialisation is about R&D and innovation. Forey et al (Forey, David, Hall, 2011) notes that smart specialisation is a process addressing the missing or weak relations between R&D and innovation resources and activities on the one hand and the sectoral structure of the economy on the other.

One of the key parts of Smart specialisation is an entrepreneurial discovery process that reveals what a country or region does best in terms of R&D and innovation. This principle is so important that any model that did not include this provision would have an entirely different character. Also it is important in order to make a clear distinction between the smart specialisation approach and some older policy approaches involving centralised planning procedures as the main way to identify industrial development priorities.

Entrepreneurial knowledge involves much more than knowledge about science and techniques. Forey et al. (Forey, David, Hall, 2011) notes that entrepreneurial knowledge combines knowledge about science, technology and engineering with knowledge of market growth potential, potential competitors as well as the whole set of inputs and services required for launching a new activity. According to the Haussmann and Rodrick (Haussmann, Rodrick, 2003) for many regions and countries it may be the case that the most important innovations
are not technical but instead consist in the revelation of the particular business orientation that currently should be pursued in directed inventive and innovative activities.

In case of Latvia, smart specialization strategy prescribes the development of a vision, finding competitive advantages, choosing strategic priorities and a policy that would unleash the maximum potential of national knowledge-based development, and thus ensures economic growth.

The goal of the Latvian smart specialization strategy is to increase the capacity for innovation, as well as to create an innovation system that facilitates and stimulates technological progress in the economy.

Secondary goal of the smart specialization strategy is to ensure the selection and regular review of development priorities, targeting of public investment, including the selection of policy instruments corresponding to the strategic goals, and creation of a monitoring system that allows assessing the influence of public investments and ensures maximum progress towards the achievement of established goals.

An essential precondition for the transition to innovative economy is the strengthening of the Latvian innovation system, eliminating its shortcomings and facilitating the interaction between all subjects of the innovation system – entrepreneurship, science and education, as well as the finance and legislative systems.

The choice of a strategy for transformation of economy is closely related to the current level of economic development and competitive advantages (the existing and potential ones).

The established growth priorities were determined from the problems created by globalization, including the fact that Latvia is losing competitive advantages of a developing country – the use of low labour cost.

To foster sustainable growth of Latvian processing industry the diversification of the processing industry and the achievement of a more rapid development of medium-high-technology and high-technology sectors, as well as the facilitation of the production of products with a high added value in the traditional economic sectors is required.

Furthermore, important requirement to foster rapid development is a continuous search and fostering of production of new niche products. Here important role has close cooperation with the science sector. Both of this activities can create competitive advantages that can substitute cheap labour.

The five smart specialization areas identified in the smart specialization strategy firstly identify and ensure the development of knowledge in the science sub-sectors with the greatest potential for improving the economic competitiveness, and secondly provide a platform for discussions between the sectoral and research organizations and universities for establishing the priorities of public investment, development of tools and monitoring of the progress.

The Latvian industry is characterized by a high relative specialization, therefore the specialization of the industry in general is not a problem of the Latvian economy. Export-oriented Latvian companies are highly specialized and constantly looking for specialization opportunities in niches or specific product sectors. Identifying and funding of “winner sectors” must be avoided when implementing the smart specialization strategy – instead, an economic environment must be created and human resource development ensured that facilitates economic activity.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Directions of the transformation of economy</th>
<th>Growth priorities</th>
<th>Smart specialization areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The change of production and export structure in the traditional sectors of the economy</td>
<td>More efficient use of primary products for the production of products of higher added value, development of new materials and technologies and diversification of their application. More extensive use of non-technical innovations, the potential of the Latvian creative industry for the production of products and services with a higher added value in the economic sectors.</td>
<td>Knowledge-intensive bio-economics, biomedicine, medical technologies, biopharmacy and biotechnologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sectors of future growth, where products and services with a high added value exist or could appear</td>
<td>Constant search for new products/services that requires creation of an efficient identification system that could find and provide support for the development of new products within the framework of the existing sectors and cross-sector areas, as well as creation of new sectors with a high growth potential.</td>
<td>Smart materials, technologies and engineering systems, Smart energetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sectors with a significant horizontal impact and contribution to the transformation of economy.</td>
<td>Increase in energy efficiency, including the development of new materials, optimization of production processes, introduction of technological innovations, use of alternative energy resources, and other solutions.</td>
<td>State-of-the-art ICT system in the private and public sector that meets today’s requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A modern education system that meets the requirements of the future labour market and facilitates the transformation of economy and the development of competencies, undertaking and creativity necessary for the implementation of the Smart specialization strategy priorities at all levels of education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Developed knowledge base and human capital in the areas of knowledge, where Latvia has comparative advantages and that are significant for the process of transformation of economy: areas of knowledge related to the development needs of knowledge-intensive bio-economics, biomedicine, medical technologies, biopharmacy and biotechnologies, smart materials, technologies and engineering systems, smart energetics and ICT areas, and the key technology areas identified by the EC (nanotechnologies, micro- and nanoelectronics, photonics, advanced materials and production systems, biotechnologies).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Identification and specialization of the existing resources of the territories, proposing the possibilities and directions of potential economic development, including the leading and prospective business directions in municipal territories.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Authors construction based on Ministry of Education and Science.*
One of the tasks of the entrepreneurial discovery process was to identify possible niches of competitiveness within each specialization area. The potential specialization niches of Latvian industry within each specialization area identified by the participants of the entrepreneurial discovery process are presented in Table 2. It must been noted that the identified specialization niches are the ones where Latvia already currently possesses certain competitive advantages and in which, according to the available information, further growth is possible.

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialization areas</th>
<th>Potential specialization niches of the industry, Entrepreneurial discovery 2014 edition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge-intensive bio-economy</td>
<td>Sustainable and productive forest cultivation in changing climate conditions; Full use of wood biomass for chemical processing and energy; Innovative, risk-reducing plant cultivation and animal breeding technologies; Production of innovative niche products with high added value from wood, traditional and untraditional agricultural plant and animal raw materials; Technological solutions for using plant cultivation and animal breeding and processing by-products; Food safety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedicine, medicine technologies, biopharmacy and biotechnologies</td>
<td>Chemical and biotechnological methods and products for obtaining pharmaceutical and bioactive substances. Development and research of new and existing human and veterinary drugs. Molecular and individualized medical treatment and diagnostics methods and cell technologies. Functional food, medical cosmetics and bioactive natural products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart materials, technologies and engineering systems</td>
<td>Implant materials, composite materials, thin layers and coatings, devices, mechanisms and machine tools, glass fibre products and glass fibre-based smart materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart energetics</td>
<td>Resource prices; Intensity of energy resource consumption; 2030 EU Framework for climate and energy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information and communication technologies</td>
<td>Innovative knowledge management, system modelling and software development methods and tools; innovative uses for industry ICT hardware and software; cyber-physical systems, language technologies and semantic web; large-scale data and knowledge infrastructure; information security and quantum computers; computer system testing methods.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors construction based on Ministry of Education and Science.

**Conclusions, proposals, recommendations**

1. Development of Latvia’s economy, especially in after-crisis period, has led to restart of debate about necessity of industrial policy in Latvia, which defines role, field and way of state intervention in development of further growth.

2. Latvia’s approach in development of industrial policy firstly has been based on very selective and narrowed scope of proposals, the set of priority industries has been determined, but upon one year of implementation the approach has changed to those based on findings and works of Rodrik, Housmann et al., which implies that “picking winners (priorities)”
approach has to be eliminated and strong dialogue between government and stakeholders is essential to assess economy with the aim to find out market and government failures.

3. Smart specialization strategy in Latvia foresees the development of a vision, finding competitive advantages, choosing strategic priorities and a policy that would unleash the maximum potential of national knowledge-based development, and thus ensures economic growth.

4. The five smart specialization areas identified in the smart specialization strategy allows the identification and ensures the development of knowledge in the science sub-sectors with the greatest potential for improving the economic competitiveness, as well as these areas provide a platform for discussions between the sectoral and research organizations and universities for establishing the priorities of public investment, development of tools and monitoring of the progress.

5. Smart specialisation strategy of Latvia, cannot consist of simple solution by defining priority industries, e.g. “picking winners” approach is the worst medicine for Latvia’s economy.

6. It was clearly noted that the specialization of the industry in general is not a problem of the Latvian economy, as the Latvian industry is characterized by a high relative specialization, as a result of structure of economy and structure of entrepreneurs in Latvia.
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SETTING AN OPTIMAL LOAN PERFORMANCE WINDOW AND A BAD LOAN DEFINITION FOR THE CREDIT RISK ASSESSMENT MODEL FOR CREDIT UNIONS IN LITHUANIA
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Abstract
The aim of the research is to provide suitable methods for the setting of an appropriate definition of a bad loan and an optimal loan performance window for the statistical credit risk prediction models in credit unions. The article uses the following methods: survey, modelling, statistical analysis and evaluation of corporate loan data. In the scientific literature, expert methods are usually applied in the analysis of the issues of credit risk model construction. However, the expert approach does not reflect the external environment, therefore, such methods cannot ensure high accuracy and can lead to significant losses for credit providers. For this reason, the authors have taken a different approach. Firstly, seeking to investigate business needs, expectations and risk tolerance of credit unions, a survey of these market players was conducted. The authors of this article surveyed 56 of existing 74 credit unions in Lithuania. Secondly, the Markov chain method for bad loan definition and ever delinquency curves, based on a cohort analysis for definition of optimal loan performance window were applied to a corporate loan data set from the credit union sector. The survey has shown that credit unions are inhomogeneous in terms of tolerance of credit risk; most credit unions specified 90 days past due as a major bad loan indicator. However, a quantitative analysis shows that loans that reached 30 or 60 days past due in the first year, are characterised by a high probability of migrating to a worse state. In order to meet business needs of credit unions, we set 60 days past due as a major bad loan definition criterion and 25 months as an optimal loan performance window. The research results will contribute to the development of a state-of-the-art credit risk assessment and pricing model, suitable for use by credit unions having regard to the challenging modern financial market.
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Introduction
Since the formation of the first credit unions, the development of these unions until 1950–1990 was based on the philosophy of social purpose and the reduction of poverty and financial seclusion. Scientific research has shown that such model of credit unions’ activities has failed to attain set objectives; moreover, it has had a negative impact on the credit union movement itself: the majority of the credit unions the operation of which was based on this model remained small, operated inefficiently and were unprofitable (Chambers, Ryder, 2008; Jones, 2008; Richardson,
Lennon, 2001). In response to this situation, the largest credit unions’ associations developed a new operating model, which is known as the ‘commercial’ operating model, which provides for market-oriented activities of credit unions. Upon switching to the new commercial model, credit unions started operating in a new, unusual environment where they compete directly with conventional financial organisations. The literature on co-operative banking often emphasises that credit risk assessment is one of the most problematic aspects of credit unions’ operations upon transition from the socially-oriented model to the commercial one (Power et al., 2014, MacPherson, 2007, Guinnane 1994). The problematic nature of this aspect arises from three main factors. Firstly, upon transition to the commercial operating model, while attempting to deliver services beyond the boundaries of the community, credit unions lose the ‘social control’ element. Secondly, in the process of direct communication with a potential borrower, credit unions can use a more exhaustive database of analytical information, and this advantage is also lost when operating beyond community boundaries. Thirdly, while operating in the same market with conventional financial institutions, credit unions are still applying expert credit risk assessment methods, which does not ensure accuracy of assessments and does not provide analytical information required for an objective decision making and efficient management of a financial organisation.

The process of development of a statistical credit risk model consists of the following main stages (Finlay, 2012; Dzidzevičiūtė, 2010, Anderson, 2007; Siddiqi, 2006): definition of a ‘bad loan’ and setting of a period over which loan performance will be examined (the ‘loan performance window’); formation of a sample; selection of variables; and model formation and testing. The bad loan definition and the setting of a loan performance window are mandatory stages that determine the discriminatory power of the model as well meeting of the creditor’s needs. While the formation of credit risk assessment models has received considerable attention in the literature, the quantitative definition of a bad loan and the setting of a loan performance window have not been studied sufficiently: usually the authors perform these tasks by expert methods according to legal acts or recommendations made by the Basel Committee for Bank Supervision. As credit unions represent an exceptional market participant with a relatively short experience of commercial activities in the financial sector, the discriminatory power of the credit risk assessment model and its compliance with business needs are factors of strategic importance.

The following tasks have been identified in order to develop a statistical credit risk assessment model for Lithuania’s credit unions, considering the importance of the correct definition of the dependant variable: 1) Analyse the methods for the bad loan definition and the setting of the loan performance window; 2) Conduct a survey of credit unions in order to determine what loans are considered to be bad loans by credit unions operating in Lithuania; 3) Using quantitative methods and data on loans made by credit unions to legal entities in 2010–2015 (provided by the Lithuanian Central Credit Union), set an optimal bad loan definition and an optimal loan performance window.

**Literature review**

The dependant variable in a statistical credit risk assessment model is usually a category variable, with two possible characteristics of a debtor: good or bad. A credit institution does not grant a loan application filed by a person to whom an attribute of a ‘bad loan’ was
assigned by the model. Therefore, a bad loan definition is one of the most important factors determining whether the model will meet a credit institution’s expectations and business needs. The formulation of the definition is mainly influenced by the purpose of development of the model, the area of application, and the information available to the creditor (Choy, Laik, 2010; Dzidzevičiūtė, 2010; Valvonis, 2006). Anderson (2007) has pointed out that the bad loan definition is a less obvious setting of a credit risk tolerance level. Both the credit risk assessment model and the bad loan definition are applicable to a group of homogenous loans, for example, consumer loans, mortgage loans or business loans. In the formulation of the definition, it is very important to accurately characterise an attribute or a set of attributes based on which a loan is categorised as a bad loan. If a too strict bad loan definition is adopted, the probability of treating a solvent borrower as an insolvent one is increased; such situation is called ‘technical default’. On the contrary, if the definition is too liberal, insolvent borrowers may be classified as solvent ones (Valvonis, 2006).

The bad loan definition is formed on the basis of attributes characterising the creditor’s assets with the highest risk and with the highest probability of turning into a loss; therefore, the development of models is often based on the definitions of ‘non-performing loans‘ set in legislation or by the Basel Committee for Bank Supervision (BCBS). In the BCBS documents (BCBS 2005, 2006), non-performing loans include loans with payments past due by 90 days or more and/or loans which, in the bank’s view, will not be fully repaid to the bank unless the bank takes special measures (e. g. realisation of the security given for the loan). Based on these documents (BCBS 2005, 2006), a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council No 648/2012 on prudent requirements for credit institutions and investment undertakings has been drafted. It provides for exceptions in case of which arrears of 180 days are permitted: the loan forms part of the retail loans group, has been secured by a mortgage of residential or commercial property, or has been made to the public sector.

The literature that analyses matters related to credit risk assessment, the attribute of 90 days past due or more is usually applied in the definition of bad loans (Sorokin, 2014; Nguen, Ha-Thu, 2014; Rajan et al., 2010; Bloem, Freeman, 2005; Thomas, 2009, 2000; Jiménez et al., 2014; Beck et al., 2013; Leow, Crook, 2016, 2014; Bendendo, Bruno, 2012; Khemraj, Pasha, 2009). Different bad loan definitions and loan performance windows are applied in the development of credit risk assessment models. Table 1 presents examples of bad loan definitions used in recent scientific publications.
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While, as shown by Table 1, authors often rely on expert evaluations, legal acts or recommendations by the Basel Committee on Bank Supervision in the development of credit risk assessment models, such approach does not ensure a link with the actual borrowers’ behaviour and can have a negative impact on the discriminatory power of the model. There are two steps in the formulation of the bad debtor definition by quantitative methods: first – setting the optimal loan performance window, second – the formulation of the bad debt definition.

The substance of the loan performance window setting lies in the aim of setting such a period which would be sufficient for the ‘maturing’ of loans. The loan performance window is characterised by a rather high rate of growth in losses, therefore, if one sets a too short period that does not reflect the effects of independent variables on the phenomenon being projected, the probability that potential losses will not be estimated in full increases, resulting in the classification of part of bad debts as good ones. Debtor characteristics that were assessed at loan making have a tendency for changing in the long term. Therefore, setting of a loan performance window that is too long or too short may have a negative impact on the qualitative characteristics of the model (Thomas, 2000).

Cohort analysis is most often used for the setting of the optimal loan performance window (Choy, Laik, 2009; Anderson, 2007; Siddiqi, 2006). The analysis consists of a number of steps. First, loans made in various months are joined together into homogenous groups – cohorts. Secondly, the average arrears are calculated for each cohort. Thirdly, the results are depicted graphically and analysed. The application of this method results in various lengths of the arrears being analysed (Choy, Laik, 2009; Siddiqi, 2006). In substance, this graphic method aims at
setting such a loan performance window during which the average number of days of delay is increasing rapidly. The sample of the model is formed of mature loans which are characterised by the lowest probability of migrating to the bad loans group.

Markov migration matrices and their modifications are often used for the formulation of a quantitative definition of a bad loan (Choy, Laik, 2009; Anderson, 2007; Siddiqi, 2006). These methods are employed on an assumption that the loan’s migration between the states of delay takes place according to the Markov chain process. This assumption means that the migration of loans between states is homogenous in terms of time. In other words, the application of the Markov chain method does not take account of the loan maturity, assuming that the probability of migration is the same throughout the loan performance window. If Markov chain has available states \{1, 2, …, k\}, probability of a loan being in the state \( j \) for one observation after being in the state \( i \) in previous observation is defined by \( P_{ij} \). The hypothetic representation of the matrix (Hadad et al., 2008) is as follows:

\[
P = \begin{pmatrix}
p_{11} & p_{12} & p_{13} & \cdots & p_{1k} \\
p_{21} & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & p_{2k} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \vdots \\
p_{j-1,1} & p_{j-1,2} & p_{j-1,3} & \cdots & p_{j-1,k} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

Where \( P \) is the migration matrix. Each matrix variable denotes the probability that the object will migrate from \( i \) state on the left to \( j \) state during a set period. The sum of all the lines of the matrix is 1.

Research results and discussion

1. Setting of the Bad Loan Definition and the Loan Performance Window in the Lithuanian Credit Union Sector

A survey of credit unions has been conducted in order to determine the bad loan definition used by various credit unions. The survey method was selected having regard to the fact that the bad loan definition can be designated as confidential information by a credit union and that the content of the question may require clarifications. The credit union survey was conducted in the period from 3 June 2015 until 15 September 2015. At the time of the survey, there were 74 credit unions and the Lithuanian Central Credit Union (LCCU) operating in Lithuania (LB, 2015).

The results of the survey at each credit union may depend on a multitude of factors and possible combinations thereof, e.g. the amount of the credit union’s assets, potential territorial coverage, membership of associations / independence of associations and/or the LCCU, amount of equity, values of risk-limiting ratios, loan portfolio structure, sales channels used, organisational structure etc. Having regard to these characteristics of the survey population, one may conclude that it is not homogenous with respect to the tasks of the survey. Therefore, seeking to ensure that the survey results reflect the real characteristics of the credit unions’ population, an objective to survey the whole population as far as possible has been set. It has been possible to survey

---

1 Dates of the first and the last surveys.
56 credit unions including 28 by the method of person-to-person interview and the remaining ones by the telephone interview method.

Results of a sample survey are always characterised by a higher or lower uncertainty, which decreases along with the increase in the sample size (with the accuracy of the conclusions increased at the same time). The accuracy of conclusions can be evaluated using a formula for the calculation of the minimal sample size $n_{\text{min}}$ (Martišius, 1997; Schutt, 2011):

$$n_{\text{min}} = \frac{z_{a}^2 N p (1 - p)}{(\Delta p)^2 (N - 1) + z_{a}^2 p (1 - p)}.$$  

(2)

where:

- $N$ is the population size (The survey includes the 74 credit unions operating in Lithuania plus the Lithuanian Central Credit Union);
- $p$ is the attribute probability (Usually unknown. As we have no other information about the value of $p$, we may adopt that $p = 0.5$);
- $z_{a}$ is the normal distribution ratio (In this survey it has been adopted that all results will be obtained with the 95% probability, therefore, the normal distribution ratio $z_{a} = 1.96$);
- $n_{\text{min}}$ is the minimal sample size (56 credit unions were surveyed in this case);
- $\Delta p$ is the attribute part error which can be determined from formula (3).

Thus, upon collection of data from 56 credit unions, results have been obtained with the 95% probability and an error of 6.5%.

Apart from the data received during the survey, additional attributes have been assigned to the credit unions: size of the market in which the credit union operates, size of assets, and size of the loan portfolio. The attributes have been grouped into three types: large, medium and small. For the purposes of accuracy in the classification of the objects of study according to the selected attributes, it has been decided to abandon expert distribution and to apply the statistical clusterisation method instead.

The substance of cluster analysis lies in the grouping of objects into clusters of similar objects. The k-average method is one of the most popular methods of cluster analysis, which is suitable when the number of clusters is predetermined (Paulauskienė, 2013). Using this method, objects are grouped into clusters in such a way so as to minimise differences between the objects within a cluster and to maximise differences between the clusters.

First, the 56 credit unions surveyed have been assigned a set of attributes $x_1$, $x_2$, $x_3$... $x_p$, according to which the credit unions are grouped into three clusters. Secondly, three objects have been randomly selected as a reference and assigned sequential numbers that are cluster numbers at the same type. Thirdly, point $x_0$ with the co-ordinates $x_{10}$, $x_{12}$, $x_{13}$... $x_{1p}$, has been separated out from the remaining 53 objects and, using the Euclidian metrics, the reference (centre) to which the point is closest has been determined. The analysed object is joined with the reference that corresponds to $\text{min} \; d_i(l = 1, ..., k)$. Fourthly, the reference has been replaced with a new one that was recalculated. The procedure has been repeated for all the objects, resulting in the assignment of all the credit unions to one of the clusters (Mileris, Glinskienė, 2007).
It is known that credit unions operate territorially – they provide services to their members who work, study or live in the municipality in which the credit union is registered, or in the municipalities bordering the municipality of registration (Republic of Lithuania Law on Credit Unions, Official Gazette, 1995, 26-578, Article 12 (1)). Population (number of residents) has been assessed in order to determine the size of the market in which credit unions operate (LRSD, 2015, 2011). A settlement in which the credit union concerned was registered and settlements in which remote branches of the credit union concerned were located have been considered³. The potential size of the market for each credit union has been determined from the formula:

\[
KURD_n = PKUB + \sum_{i=1}^{k} PKUNK_i
\]

where:

- \(KURD_n\) is the registered population of the area of operation of credit union \(n\);
- \(PKUB\) is the population of the settlement in which the credit union is registered;
- \(PKUNK_i\) is the population of the settlement in which the credit union’s remote branch is located.

Using the k-average clusterisation method, the credit unions have been assigned the attributes of the market size, the asset size and the loan portfolio size. In order to determine the interrelationships of the attributes assigned to the credit unions, the circular diagram method has been employed, which enables a graphic representation of the structure of the relevant attributes’ distribution (Figure 1). This method was offered, together with the special open source software (Circos), by Krzywinski, Schein, Birol et al. (2009) and is widely used in the gene engineering and bioinformatics (Darzentas, 2010; Schnable, Ware, Fulton et al. 2009)⁴. While the circular diagram method is most popular in the research in the natural sciences, it can also be applied in other research fields where depiction of interrelationships in the form of a circular diagram is sought.

A. Market size – Asset size  
B. Market size – Portfolio size  
C. Portfolio size – Asset size

Source: authors construction based on Krzywinski et al. (2009).

Fig. 1. Structural distribution of the credit unions analysed, according to assigned attributes

---

³ Some credit unions still have remote branches in the areas in which they are not entitled to provide services. Such branches were excluded from the research.

⁴ A detailed list of scientific publications in which circular diagrams are used as the graphic representation method is posted on the authors (Krzywinski et at. 2009) website http://circos.ca/images/published/.
Figure 1 consists of three diagrams. Each diagram shows the structure of the credit unions analysed according to two attributes: Diagram A – according to the size of the market in which the credit union operates and the size of the credit union’s assets; Diagram B – according to the size of the market in which the credit union operates and the size of the loan portfolio; and Diagram C – according to the size of the credit union’s assets and the size of the loan portfolio. The diagrams have structural components that correspond to the assigned attributes and their values (large, medium, and small). In case of such pair analysis of the attributes, the circular diagram’s links connect the values of a category attribute, which corresponds to various structural components of the diagram, with the values of another attribute, thus showing the distribution of the attributes’ values in the sample being analysed. The width of the links shows proportions, with the visual depiction of the share of the objects (corresponding to a value of an attribute) that corresponds to the value of another attribute, i.e., the attributes’ distribution in a sample. To facilitate the interpretation of the diagrams, values of the attributes being analyses are depicted in different colours, and measurement scales are provided at the diagrams. The first scale, located closer to the centre of the diagram, shows the number of the credit unions in each part of the structural diagram. The second scale, which is at a longer distance from the centre, shows the percentage proportions of each part of the structural diagram. There is an indication at the diagram of which attribute value each structural part of the diagram corresponds to.

As shown by Figure 1, the majority of the credit unions operate in small markets and are small (according to the size of assets and loan portfolios); such credit unions account for 50% of the respondents. Credit unions operating in small markets account for 73%, credit unions with small assets – for 68%, and credit unions with a small loan portfolio – for 64% of the respondents. Diagram A shows a clear link between the credit unions’ market size and the asset size: 55% of the credit unions operating in small markets have assets of small size, 13% – of medium size, and 5% – of large size. Diagrams A and B are almost identical, which shows a strong interdependence between the asset size and the portfolio size, which is logical – usually, the loan portfolio accounts for a proportionate part of the assets. There are exceptions, however – Diagram C shows that one credit union the assets of which are classified as assets of medium size manages a small loan portfolio; two credit unions with large loan portfolios are of medium size; three medium-size (according to assets) credit unions manage small portfolios and two such credit unions manage large portfolios. These exceptions show differences in the asset structure and operating strategies of the credit unions – some credit unions tend to keep the larger part of assets in the form of loans, whereas others chose other forms (such as debt securities).

Two conclusions can be drawn from the results of the clusterisation of the respondents by attributes. Firstly, credit unions are not homogenous, with marked differences seen – they operate in markets of different size, have different asset structures, pursue different asset management strategies and are very different in size (in terms of loan portfolios and total assets). Secondly, the majority of credit unions in Lithuania are small by their asset size and loan portfolio size. While the majority of the credit unions operate in small markets, and credit unions in Lithuania operate according to the territorial principle, it is obvious that this is not the main factor hindering the credit unions’ development: a considerable part of the credit unions operating in medium- and large-size markets are small as well (in terms of both assets and loan portfolios,
see Figure 1). Such situation in the Lithuanian credit union sector leads to a conclusion that credit unions encounter difficulties in the process of transition from the socially-oriented model to the commercial model⁵.

The respondents were asked to indicate criteria for the definition of a bad loan in their credit union. The number of past due days was specified as the main indicator of a bad loan. Creditors were offered to select one of the five periods that are tolerable to the maximum extent – from one month to one year (in days). It should be noted that, in contrast to the recommendations in the literature (Anderson, 2007; Siddiqi, 2006), the surveyed creditors have not identified different tolerable arrears criteria for different loan segments⁶, however, some creditors would agree to longer periods of arrears in cases where the loan is fully secured by a mortgage of liquid immovable property; such cases, however, were not included in the survey. The results are presented below (Figure 2):

![Graph: Maximum tolerable arrears of loan payments in the credit union sector of Lithuania](image)

**Fig. 2. Maximum tolerable arrears of loan payments in the credit union sector of Lithuania**

Figure 2 shows that the majority of the respondents (38%) consider 90 days past due to be an indication of a bad loan. A smaller share of respondents (34%) tolerate a delay up to 60 days and 17% up to 30 days. Just 7% of the respondents have applied the criterion for non-performing loans stated in Lithuanian legislation, i.e. 180 days past due (LB, 2009). The figure below (Figure 3) shows the distribution of credit unions operating in markets of different size according to the maximum tolerable arrears of loan payments.

---

⁵ For more information about the aspects of credit unions' transition from the socially-oriented model to the commercial model, please refer to the authors' publication “Ankstyvoji kredito unijų istorija ir veiklos modelio raida” (Early History of Credit Unions and the Development of the Operating Model) Špicas, Vijačius (2016).

⁶ This can be partially explained by the fact that the respondents surveyed do not apply statistical credit risk assessment methods.
According to Anderson (2007), the bad loan definition is an attribute of risk tolerance. Figure 3 shows the inhomogeneity of credit unions in terms of credit risk tolerance. Those credit unions which operate in markets of small and average size tend to tolerate longer periods of delay than the credit unions operating in large cities. The figure also shows that some credit unions indicate that they would tolerate arrears over 180 DPD. The argumentation behind this statement was that credit unions operating in small markets (often in small settlements or communities) perform a social function as well, by reducing financial seclusion of its members. It should be noted that the ability of credit unions to perform the social functions by reducing financial seclusion is treated in the literature with caution (Jones, 2008; Richardson and Lennon, 2001). According to Jones (2008), some credit unions choose members with low income as a target segment due to unrealistic business assumptions and lack of management skills rather than for social self-help reasons.

As shown by the survey, credit unions’ attitudes toward the setting of a bad loan definition are quite contradictory. In order to secure good quality of the credit risk assessment model, qualitative methods are used further in the study.

2. Statistical setting of the bad debt definition and the loan performance window

The data on the Lithuanian Central Credit Union’s loans to legal entities for the period from 1 January 2010 until 12 September 2015 have been used for study; this covers a monthly repayment history of 1,955 loans. Firstly, upon formation of cohorts of loans made in various months, the indicators of loans that were in default at least once are depicted, with the division into 30, 60, 90, 120 and 180 DPDs (Figure 5). A four-year period has been taken into order to present a wider picture of the loan maturity cycles.
Fig. 4. **Average arrears in payments in various loan maturity period in the credit union sector of Lithuania**

Figure 4 shows the loan maturity cycles. Based on this graphical information, the loan performance window is determined by the expert method; in this case it is expedient to set a 24 month window (Figure 5). Different DPDs are selected by the cohort method in the literature (Choy, Laik, 2009; Anderson, 2007; Siddiqi, 2006). In this study, the authors have selected, upon depiction of five different DPDs, a 30 DPD as a reference, however, as shown by Figure 5, the result would be only slight different if other DPDs are selected\(^7\).

---

\(^7\) Normally, with the cohort method, 30, 60 or 90 DPDs are selected (Choy, Laik, 2009; Siddiqi, 2006). In Figure 5, 120 and 180 DPDs are shown for information purposes only.
Upon setting of the optimal loan performance window, the annual migration period has
been selected for further study; only loans with the period not shorter than 24 months have
been included, in this case – 1,383 loans. In the study, the largest arrears of each loan in Year 1 and
Year 2 have been considered. The migration probability matrix has been drawn up (Table 2):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current</th>
<th>30+ DPD</th>
<th>60+ DPD</th>
<th>90+ DPD</th>
<th>120+ DPD</th>
<th>Write off</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30+ DPD</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60+ DPD</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90+ DPD</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120+ DPD</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write off</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compiled by the authors.

The formulation of the Markov migration matrix shows that the loans that have reached
a 60 DPD or more during Year 1 have a 10% probability of remaining in the same state and
a 68% probability to migrate into worse states including a 28% probability that the loan will
become a non-performing loan. The loans with 30 DPD or more in Year 1 are characterised by
an as much as 59% higher probability of migrating to a worse state including an 18% probability
of becoming a loss-making loan. In the opinion of the authors, for the purposes of this study,
both 30 DPD and 60 DPD can be used as a bad loan definition in the development of the model.

A comparison of the study results with the results of recent research (see Table 1) shows that
a 30 DPD is rarely selected as the main indication of a bad loan, and normally such short period
of arrears is not considered significant (Finlay, 2012). Upon comparison of these results with
the results of the credit unions’ survey, one sees marked differences in the bad loan definitions
determined by the quantitative method and the expert method: only 17% of the respondents have
indicated 30 DPD as the maximum tolerable arrears, and 47% of the respondents have indicated
90 DPD and more as the main indication of a bad loan. In order to ensure that the model meets
the business needs of the credit unions to the largest extent possible, the authors propose that
a 25 month loan performance window and a 60 day DPD is used as the main indication of a bad
loan.

Conclusions

In the literature analysing issues of credit risk assessment, bad loans and their loan
performance windows are most often determined by expert methods or in accordance with
the provisions of legal acts. Such approach can have a negative impact on the discriminatory
power of the credit risk assessment model which, in turn, can lead to considerable losses for
creditors, Ever delinquency curves are mainly used for quantitative setting of the optimal loan
performance window as they enable a graphical determination of the period of rapid growth in
new delinquencies, which is to be considered an optimal loan performance window. Markov
migration matrices, showing the probability of the loan’s migration to a worse state, are usually
applied in the quantitative setting of a bad loan definition.
A survey of Lithuania’s credit unions has shown that the majority of the respondents (38%) consider 90 days past due to be an indication of a bad loan. A smaller share of respondents (34%) tolerate a delay up to 60 days and 17% up to 30 days. Just 7% of the respondents have applied the criterion for non-performing loans stated in Lithuanian legislation, i.e. 180 days past due. The survey has also shown that credit unions operating in small- and medium-size markets tend to tolerate longer periods of arrears compared with credit unions established in larger cities. Some credit unions have indicated that they would tolerate longer than 180-day arrears.

It has been found, during a quantitative study in which delinquency curves were applied, that in the loan sample analysed the most rapid growth of arrears was recorded in the first 25 months. A probability matrix compiled by the authors has shown that those loans which reach a 60 DPD or more in the first year have a 10% probability of remaining in the same state and a 68% probability of migrating to a worse state including a 28% probability of turning into a loss. Loans the repayment of which was in arrears 30 or more days in the first year are characterised by a probability as high as 59% of migrating to worse groups including an 18% probability of becoming a loss.

The bad loan definition set by the quantitative method differs considerably from the definitions provided by the credit union during the survey. Just 17% of the respondents have indicated the 30 DPD as the maximum tolerable period, and 47% of the respondents have stated that 90 DPD or more is the main indication of a bad loan. As shown by the study, such risk tolerance level may lead to considerable losses, therefore, in further studies the authors will apply, for the purposes of the statistical credit risk assessment model, a 25-month loan performance window and a 60-day past due as the bad loan definition in statistical sampling.
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SOCIAL POLICIES OF THE STATE IN THE CONTEXT OF GLOBALIZATION
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Abstract
A sharp change in the financial and demographic situation in many countries of the world leads to a change in the functions and scope of government involvement in the economy. The crisis of the model of the welfare state and social insurance systems in developed countries makes the search for a new socio-economic model of society that meets the challenges of globalization. The aim of this work is the analysis of changes in the social policy of the states under the influence of the challenges of globalization. Research object of this article is the socio-political activity of the state and other agents of social policy in the context of globalization. The tasks of the article are: a comparative analysis of models of social policies in developed countries (especially the EU); to assess their effectiveness in the context of globalization; analyze the relationship of the social policies of the state and economic growth; examine the nature of social change in the Russian model of state in modern conditions. This study uses a combination of methods of modern economic theory applied to the study of social and economic relations and the problems of global development. The main methods of this study are functional, comparative analyzes. The study shows that the main objective of social policy in the context of globalization is to create favorable social conditions of society. The social programs implemented by the state must ensure not only social justice, but also the market one.
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Introduction
A sharp change in the financial and demographic situation in many countries of the world leads to a change in the functions and scope of government involvement in the economy. The crisis of the model of the welfare state and social insurance systems in developed countries makes the search for a new socio-economic model of society that meets the challenges of globalization. The aim of this work is the analysis of changes in the social policy of the states under the influence of the challenges of globalization. Research object of this article is the socio-political activity of the state and other agents of social policy in the context of globalization. The tasks of the article are: a comparative analysis of models of social policies in developed countries (especially the EU); to assess their effectiveness in the context of globalization; analyze the relationship of the social policies of the state and economic growth; examine the nature of social change in the Russian model of state in modern conditions. This study uses a combination of methods of modern economic theory applied to the study of social and economic relations and the problems of global development. The main methods of this study are functional, comparative analyzes.
The study shows that the main objective of social policy in the context of globalization is to create favorable social conditions of society. The social programs implemented by the state must ensure not only social justice, but also the market one.

The most controversial topics are the following: the definition of social policy (Titmuss, 1974) (Dean, 2010), the impact of social policy on economic growth, the definition of globalization and the impact of globalization on the world economy (Held et al., 1999), the mechanism of the relationship of social policy and globalization on the example of the Western developed countries (Scharpf (2000) Pierson, Paul (1998) (Deacon, 2007). Rodrik, Dani (1998) Habermas). The research results are important for policy-makers and society, supporting social and ethical values in the context of globalization. The study shows the impact of globalization on social policy of nation States; the main approaches to the definition of social policy; the author's classification of basic types of social policy in accordance with two main models of market economies of relatively similar importance: the neo-liberal and socially-oriented (Table 1); inversely proportional dependence of economic growth on social spending demonstrated (Fig. 1); the conclusions about the peculiarities of the model of social policy in Russia. The research results are important for policy-makers and society, supporting social and ethical values in the context of globalization. It is important to focus the direction of future research on the analysis and evaluation of the adequacy of social policy the challenges of globalization.

**Interconnection of globalization and social policy**

Fundamental changes in the global economy, transforming the social component of the life of the modern world community, taking place in the past few decades due to globalization processes.

In general terms, globalization is defined as the intensification of economic, political, social and cultural ties between the different countries. International Monetary Fund experts define the globalization of the world economy as the growing economic interdependence of countries around the world as a result of the increasing volume and variety of cross-border movements of goods, services, and international capital flows, as well as through more rapid and widespread diffusion of technology.

The process of globalization has led to the development of international standards and requirements for working conditions, environmental protection, the development of a variety of international standards – social responsibility, social protection and sustainable development, which has a significant impact on the national socio-economic processes.

The impact of globalization on social policy is also evident through the expansion of the activities of international economic and political organizations (IMF, World Bank, WTO, WHO, ILO, etc.), and the nomination of a number of international legislative initiatives, in particular – ‘International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights’ (1966), ‘Universal Declaration of Human Rights’ (1948), European Social Charter (1961, 1996), that define the social, economic and cultural rights based on the principles of liberty, equality, fraternity and prosperity of all people.

The effects of globalization are ambiguous and contradictory to international community. On the one hand, globalization leads to increased efficiency of the economy, dissemination of new technologies, improvement of living standards, increase revenues. On the other hand, it has
an asymmetric impact on the relations between the countries and the results of their activities. The growing gap between rich and poor countries pushes the second ones on the periphery of the world economy.

The world economy is becoming socio-economically and geographically polarized due to the effect of globalization. This is a potential source of risks, social problems and conflicts. The results of acute global social risks may be: deformation of the demographic and social structure of the society; a sharp reduction in the birth rate and life expectancy; crisis of health systems and social protection; increase consumption of alcohol and drugs; reduction of the spiritual, moral and creative potential of the population, the risk of social destabilization. Reducing the severity of these risks and their minimization, both at the national and at the international level are becoming increasingly relevant.

International economic organizations transferred the scope of solving social problems from the national to the supranational and regional (EU, ASEAN, MERCOSUR, etc.) levels. Thus, the impact of globalization, in any case, mediated by international, national and regional institutions, mechanisms, interests, ideology, etc. (Rodrik, 1996)

Dani Rodrik writes: “The social welfare state has been the flip side of the open economy”; “Social insurance dampens liberalization blow for those who are most severely affected, it helps to maintain the legitimacy of these reforms, and it averts backlashes against the distributional and social consequences of integration into the world economy” (Rodrik, 1996).

Globalization weakens the traditional national system of state regulation of the economy and radically changes the framework of the national organization of society. If globalization is the tendency of unification and standardization, leading to the disappearance of civilizational differences between the countries, the process of regionalization is not confined to the sphere of economy, seize the political, social, cultural and psychological area. Regionalization is the opposite of globalization trend. It forms an independent territorial and socio-cultural commonality influenced by common historical, spatial and geographic and ethnic and cultural conditions, the growing solidarity processes and communications. It leads to the elimination of disparities, ensures the preservation of the integrity of national and cultural identity and the identity of countries.

Comparative analysis of models of social policy

A common and holistic approach to the definition of social policy is not completely formed yet. The three most typical approach can be identified by analyzing the different points of view: regulatory, institutional and activity approach. Proponents of the first approach think that ‘social policy' is an art connection of human interests, a policy that reflects the relationship between classes and social groups, the tool that transforms selfishness into altruism (Titmuss, 1974). In the ‘instrumental approach’ social policy is seen as a set of measures, methods and mechanisms aimed at solving specific social problems, problems of specific social groups. Social policy in the third approach is considered as one of the areas of activity of the state, which has a direct impact on the welfare of the citizens through the provision of services and income for them. In terms of a sectoral approach, it includes policies in the areas of health, education, culture, housing, demographic, family, youth policy, whereas in terms of functionality – social protection, state regulation of the labor market and employment, and incomes policy (Социальная политика государства и бизнеса, p. 178).
With the deepening of globalization the importance of public institutions as a guarantee of social gains increased too. The level of economic development, the structure of government and civil society, historical and cultural traditions of the country together define national characteristics models of social policy.

The diversity of social policy models requires their classification on the basis of any common characteristics and parameters. A classic example of the classification of social welfare models, does not lose its relevance, is the classification proposed by the Danish sociologist Esping-Andersen. There are three models of social policy of the welfare state: Liberal (USA, Canada and Australia), Corporatist-Statist (Austria, France, Germany and Italy), Social Democratic (Scandinavian countries) (Esping-Andersen, 1990).

The choice of specific parameters as a basis for classification determines the features of the model. In terms of geographical parameters we distinguish North (Norway), continental (European), Swedish (Nordic) model; in terms of the different principles of social assistance – residual and institutional welfare.

Residual model means that you can refer to the relevant public services, social protection services for social assistance in exceptional cases. As a rule, the social problems that people face are solved thanks to the participation of the family, relatives and neighbors. Assistance is temporary and minimal, and it is provided after verifying many circumstances, as well as the inability to solve the problem yourself. United Kingdom is an example of the residual model, focused on social insurance, subsidized in part by the State, combined with a private charity. The institutional model is to provide social assistance to the needy in a systematic manner, proactively, in accordance with the laws, rules and regulations. Such a universal system of social assistance provides solidarity-integrating nature of the institutional system of the state. Within the institutional model of the Central European states is decisions related to the labor market, employment regulation, social partnership are seen as the most important.

Different levels of state involvement in the regulation of the social area allows us to identify different models – liberal, corporate and paternalistic. To identify the model of social policy following parameters are analyzed as a rule: the degree of government involvement in solving social problems, objectives and mechanism of social insurance and social security of the population, the share of social expenditures in GDP, etc. (see Table 1).
Comparative characteristics of the two models of social policy (SP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>criterion</th>
<th>Liberal model</th>
<th>Corporate model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Role of the state</td>
<td>Providing a minimum acceptable standard of living for the most vulnerable segments of the population</td>
<td>Achieving social justice, social stability, improving the welfare of all members of society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The objectives of SP</td>
<td>The objectives of SP were to provide a minimum acceptable standard of living for the most vulnerable segments of the population.</td>
<td>The objectives of SP were to achieve social justice, social stability, and improve the welfare of all members of society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The character of SP</td>
<td>Passive, defensive in nature</td>
<td>Active, aimed at preventing social problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key actors of SP</td>
<td>Citizens and business</td>
<td>Government, business and citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>Voluntary social insurance of citizens, implementation of targeted social programs</td>
<td>Mandatory state social insurance, the system of social benefits, income redistribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mechanism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Expenditure, % of GDP</td>
<td>20–24</td>
<td>26–33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of social policy</td>
<td>The residual principle</td>
<td>Institutional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country example</td>
<td>United States, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Germany, France, Denmark, Sweden</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Compiled by the author.

Currently, despite the lack of a single European model of social policy, the general trend of social policy in the EU is the convergence of different approaches. In the 1950s and 1960s, the continental European model prevailed, whereas in the 1970s, the North model became dominant due to the entry of Great Britain, Denmark, and Ireland in the EU. In the 1980s, when the Southern European countries joined the EU, the ‘Mediterranean version’ has become more meaningful. In the 1990s, due to the fact that the EU and the European Economic Area have moved to the north “weight” of the northern model increased. As a result of EU enlargement to the east hybrid model where the socialist past coexists with liberal future has also become one of the models in the EU. Despite the growing institutional differentiation of European countries, there is a common understanding that social justice and social cohesion can benefit the economic development. And vice versa – economic development should go to the benefit of social leveling. Examples of countries with different levels of Social Expenditures and the level of economic growth are shown in Figure 1.
As for Russia, its modern social policy has not a set of attributes specific to any of the models of social policies discussed above. There are objective reasons for the underdevelopment of market institutions in Russia, both historical and natural (Karpova, Spiridonova, 2015). The model of social policy in Russia can be described as emerging conditionally-institutional model with elements of paternalism. In 2014, social expenditure amounted to 21% of GDP, which corresponds to the average in the countries OECD. The share of social spending increased from 25.1% in 2007 to 34.1% in 2014 (the section of the State Budget, “Social Policy”). Even during the financial crisis 2008–2010 years the Russian state social spending have not undergone fundamental adjustments that allowed the state to fulfill its social obligations. The social responsibility of the state and increase the social responsibility of business, plus a public understanding of priority development of social sphere, together allow us to say that the model of joint (mutual) social responsibility in Russia could settle down.
Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

1. The process of globalization has led to (i) the development of international standards and the general requirements for working conditions, (ii) environmental protection, (iii) the development of international social responsibility standards, social protection and sustainable development, having a significant impact on national socio-economic processes. The impact of globalization on social policy is also evident through the expansion of international economic and political organizations (IMF, world Bank, WTO, who, ILO, etc), the introduction of a number of international humanitarian legislative initiatives. The impact of globalization on the world community is ambiguous and contradictory. On the one hand, it leads to increased efficiency of the economy, dissemination of new technologies, improvement of living standards, the increase incomes and living standards. On the other hand, it is of great socio-economic and geographical (territorial) polarization, which is a potential source of risks, social problems and conflicts.

2. Globalization weakens the traditional national system of state regulation of the economy and radically changes the framework of the national organization of society. International economic organizations transferred the solution of social issues from the national to the supranational and regional levels. If globalization is the tendency of unification and standardization, leading to the disappearance of civilizational differences between the countries, the process of regionalization is not confined to the sphere of economy, seize the political, social, cultural and psychological area. Regionalization is the opposite of globalization trend.

3. Analysis of existing points of view on the content of social policy allows us to identify the three most typical approach: normative, institutional and activity. Different degrees of state involvement in the regulation of the social sphere allows us to distinguish liberal, corporate and paternalistic model. The main parameters for the selection of data of social policy models in the market economy (paternalistic characteristic of the administrative-command economy), are generally considered the state level of intervention in the solution of social problems, objectives and mechanism of social insurance and social security of the population, the share of social spending in GDP.

4. Currently the general trend of social policy in the EU is the convergence of the different approaches although there is no single European model of social policy. Despite the increasing institutional differentiation of European countries, there is a General understanding that social justice and social cohesion can benefit economic development. Conversely, economic development should go to the benefit of social balance.

5. As for Russia, its modern social policy has not a set of attributes specific to any of the models of social policies discussed above. The model of social policy in Russia can be described as emerging conditionally-institutional model with elements of paternalism.
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Abstract
Nowadays, financial globalization, business is international in nature, it is possible to make a business in the whole world, businessman’s must pay close attention to the co-operation of national tax legislation and cooperation characteristics. Globalizing World business is attractive to low-tax countries, tax havens. With the cooperation of those countries, tax planning, reduce costs, probably makes it possible to save a money on less invoices. For example, the Office in the Centre of London, a subsidiary is in Cyprus, the main production centre in Singapore, a major center of finance in the Netherlands, holding company in Luxembourg.

In practice, most common in those cases where the business is transferred to the neighboring country, where are lower taxes.

Consequently, if the company has succeeded in developing an effective tax planning schemes, in accordance with the co-operation of national tax jurisdiction, it is possible to increase the after-tax income, profits. With earned money they have opportunity to deposit investments to ensure the company’s own development, increasing competitiveness and, in general of the national income.

Scientific urgency of paper is determined by tax planning opportunities for foreign economic cooperation.

The aim of the research: on the basis of theoretical and empirical analysis to find out advantages and disadvantages of transferring revenues to another country, and as a result optimizing tax payments.

The tasks of the research:
1. to investigate, sum up and critically analyse the opinions in the scientific literature about the meaning and pros and cons of the shifting of taxes;
2. to analyse critically the experience of the shifting of taxes in Latvia and other countries;
3. to define theoretical guidelines and to make practical recommendations how to use the shifting of taxes in the income an tax planning.

Research methods used: qualitative research methods: scientific literature review (Latvian and foreign literature and scientific publications) based on the analysis of legal norms, legal doctrine, specialized literature and case studies; logically – constructive; quantitative methods: mathematical and statistical methods: such as dynamic row analysis, the graphical method. For quantitative data the sources used are macroeconomic indicators from public databases and statistical series.

The research shows that the shifting of taxes does not create more money together, but less income for the State budget, but more for business, solution is only Global tax harmonization
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Introduction

In Europe, the share of corporate income taxe in total revenues of the OECD countries has been rising up since 1975 (Chu, 2014). Reduction of the tax base and profit diversion are the tax strategies which utilise the deficiencies of the international taxation system in order to artificially transfer profit from the countries where it was obtained to low tax and tax-free countries and territories (Nodoklu terminologija, 2015).

The aim of the research: on the basis of theoretical and empirical analysis to find out advantages and disadvantages of transferring revenues to another country, and as a result optimizing tax payments.

The tasks of the research:
1. to investigate, sum up and critically analyse the opinions in the scientific literature about the meaning and pros and cons of the shifting of taxes;
2. to analyse critically the experience of the shifting of taxes in Latvia and other countries;
3. to define theoretical guidelines and to make practical recommendations how to use the shifting of taxes in the income an tax planing.

Research methods used: qualitative research methods: scientific literature review (Latvian and foreign literature and scientific publications) based on the analysis of legal norms, legal doctrine, specialized literature and case studies; logically – constructive; quantitative methods: mathematical and statistical methods: such as dynamic row analysis, the graphical method. For quantitative data the sources used are macroeconomic indicators from public databases and statistical series.

Due to the limited space, only the most important results of the research are outlined in the paper.

Research results and discussion

Many economists discuss whether the tax haven is the synonym of the term an “off-shore zone”. There are several definitions found in the economics texts. The countries where taxes are low or where there are no taxes are considered tax havens. By registering their company in such countries international companies are able to avoid payment of taxes in their own country. Tax havens usually guarantee information confidentiality to their “clients”.

Definitions in the economics texts may differ. The translation of the term “Off-shore” is “away from the shore”. One of such definitions would be as follows: An off-shore company is a company registered with a foreign jurisdiction performing all its operations outside its country of registration (Kas ir OFSORS?). This can mostly mean a company registered in one country and actually operating in another country, or an off-shore company is an overseas company owned by an entrepreneur and managed by him from his own country. In most cases these countries are island countries, i.e. the former colonies of Great Britain, and the registration procedures in these countries are very similar.

In essence, the term “off-shore” does not mean anything else besides the fact that transactions are performed outside the domicile country from the legal point of view. As unbelievable as it might seem, even the performance of transactions by using a Lithuanian or an Estonia company, if the transactions are performed by a Latvian resident, should be viewed as off-shore operations from the point of view of international law (Vai “ofsors” ir ...).
The term “off-shore” should by no means be used as the synonym of non-payment of taxes because off-shore transactions can also be performed in countries with high tax rates, e.g. Great Britain, the USA, Germany etc. Latvia should also be deemed a country of off-shores from the international point of view, moreover, quite an attractive one due to the liberal banking legislation.

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) identifies three key factors in considering whether a jurisdiction is a tax haven (Tax Haven Criteria ...):

- zero or only nominal taxes, or are perceived to offer themselves, as a place to be used by non-residents to escape high taxes in their country of residence;
- protection of personal financial information;
- lack of transparency.

Roger Brunet’s definition of tax havens highlights a number of features, such as:

- reduced taxation;
- protection of information;
- encouraging the development of the banking sector;
- modern media holding;
- the absence of currency control;
- the promotional advertising;
- favourable tax treaties (Botis, 2014)

Tax havens create distortions on both the macroeconomic and microeconomic level.

As it was stated above, on the macroeconomic level they can threaten the stability of financial systems. Moreover, by not paying taxes or avoiding taxes imposed upon tangible and/or financial investment, the revenues of countries are reduced and they should be inevitably recovered by taxing the income gained from labour. Therefore, tax havens distort the correct balance between taxing of the capital and the labour.

On the microeconomic level, this causes a distortion between big and small companies, as well as micro companies. Companies representing the three above types have an increasingly less possibilities of using the offer by tax oasis, in particular, avoiding taxes or aggressive planning of taxes.

The major and the most widespread driving forces behind the operation of these havens are money laundering, non-payment of taxes, means for corruption or diversion of means for own companies. These territories act against the debt of the countries facing difficulties and implement broad scale campaigns aimed at protecting the free circulation of capital, these campaigns are joined by mass media, political parties and representatives of authorities.

As Botis highlights: “All tax haven countries provide some protection to bank or commercial information. In the case of a legal inquiry from a foreign government, most countries will not protect this information when the investigation is made under treaties. Otherwise, tax havens refuse to disclose the offered banking secrecy, although, it is a violation of the laws of another country” (Botis, 2014).

All over Russia the banks of Latvia are considered better than the banks of other off-shores. The conditions that attract persons and encourage them to perform financial transactions in a particular country can be of both a legal and a financial nature.

When, speaking about transactions taking place in off-shore zones, the jurisdiction is with a different tax regime for residents and non-residents and reliefs are granted to foreign
investors in particular economy areas, tax havens are characterised by non-cooperation with tax administrations of the country of origin and non-existence of treaties regarding double taxation. Such treaties usually contain a clause on the exchange of information about gained income. If the tax rate is 0%, such an agreement or a treaty is useless.

The authors refer to the Republic of Cyprus as an example. In this jurisdiction the tax rate for resident companies amounts to 42.5% and the tax rate for off-shore companies is 10 times lower and amounts to 4.25%. Therefore, Cyprus can be viewed as an off-shore zone. It should be noted that the Republic of Cyprus has concluded double taxation agreements with 30 countries and, based on these agreements, the Republic of Cyprus cannot be listed as a tax haven.

Tax havens are characterised by non-transparency of tax regulation, a non-compliant legislation base, simplified registration procedures and company management, fictitious company owners and managers. In essence, there is tax competition. Therefore, it cannot be assured that a tax haven is the same as an off-shore zone.

Jones, C., Temour, Y. (2016) describes tax havens in a matrix where the core goal is increasing advantage at the firm-specific, home country-specific and the host country-specific levels (Figure 1).

![Tax Haven Matrix](image)

**Off-shore companies in off-shore zones and their types**

The question regarding off-shore companies registered in off-shores is a subject for discussion. Therefore, first the authors would like to clarify what an off-shore is.

There are various approaches as to the division of off-shore companies. There are countries (off-shores) where the legal regulation allows non-payment of taxes or payment of taxes based on a lower rate. Most of these are developing countries. They charge a fixed fee for the registration...
of off-shore companies, thus gaining additional revenue to their budget. The definition “an off-shore company” or “off-shore business” does not possess a strict legal, tax or business meaning. The basic definition “an off-shore company” can be expressed as follows: a separate legal entity which is registered, located or managed in a foreign country (Arzonu uzņemumu dibinasana ...).

It is important to establish the purpose of use of companies. The authors have concluded that there can be various purposes: tax optimisation, protection of assets, management of an investment, patents and royalties, registration of real estate. In most cases companies need to receive a tax certificate in the country of founding of the company. In this case Cyprus as well as other countries which provide tax registration of the company is most advantageous.

In economics texts there are several types of off-shore companies. Off-shore companies which could be interesting from the point of view of optimisation of taxes and structuring of international business can be divided in three groups (Arzonu uzņemumu dibinasana...):

The companies registered in the “classic” off-shores could be included in the first group characterised by the fact that they do not have operations in the country of registration, companies are released from payment of taxes or pay taxes at a 0% rate; they do not need accounting and audit; there is a fixed annual fee (charge). Globally there are more than half a hundred off-shore jurisdictions. Most famous of them are as follows: British Virgin Islands, Panama, Belize, Seychelles, Nevis, Bahamas, Dominican, Mauritius and others.

The second group could include low tax jurisdictions. These countries are not tax-free zones, they have higher international authority than off-shore companies and, by fulfilling certain conditions, tax payments can be very low. Companies that are registered in low tax jurisdictions need to submit accounting reports and to perform annual audit. This group includes Cyprus, Bulgaria, Hong Kong and Singapore.

The third group includes the companies registered in the countries which are not off-shores. These are countries with the simple (or even highest) tax collection system; companies have to maintain accounting in the country of registration; companies can be used in agency schemes, formation of holding structures as well as used in non-taxation agreements, and, by complying with certain conditions, they can be lower taxes. These jurisdictions are: in European countries (in particular, Great Britain, Denmark, Switzerland, Estonia), the USA, New Zealand and many others. For example, the income tax rate in Great Britain ranges from 21 to 28% depending on the profit amount. In New Zealand, the rate is 33% of the profit obtained from a source in New Zealand.

As regards taxes, it can be concluded that the conditions of assessment of taxes depend on a particular jurisdiction. Classic off-shore jurisdictions provide for release from taxes or set a 0% rate. The other countries provide for the corporate profit tax: in Cyprus (10%), Great Britain (from 21 to 28%), New Zealand (33%).

“Classic” off-shore countries rarely enter into double taxation conventions or agreements which can be used for optimizing income from non-residents’ structures. Thus, in order to implement double taxation agreements, jurisdictions which are not off-shore and low taxes are used. From the practical point of view it is easy to use Cyprus where the procedure for receiving the “tax residence certificate” is simplest.

The authors have concluded that there is confidentiality. In most off-shore jurisdictions (British Virgin Islands, Belize, Panama and others) the register of enterprises has information
about the company director. However, in low tax and not off-shore jurisdictions (Cyprus, Hong Kong, European countries) registers contain information about directors and shareholders.

At present there are more than 60 countries in the world where companies can be registered with tax reliefs. Most popular of them are as follows: British Virgin Islands, Bahamas, Belize, Seychelles, Panama, Cyprus, Hong Kong and others.

There is also another viewpoint and another classification of low-tax countries. By using the previously conducted studies, the authors summarised the tax policies in low tax countries in Table 1.

### Tax policy in low tax countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Taxation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | British Virgin Islands  
This territory is still an autonomous colony of Great Britain | 0% tax rate applicable to business companies. |
<p>| 2  | Hong Kong is a special administrative region of the People’s Republic of China. It is no longer a colony of Great Britain as from 1997. | 0% tax rate is applied to income generated from abroad. The profit obtained outside the territory of Hong Kong is taxed at the rate of 16.5%. |
| 3  | The Republic of Panama is located between North America and South America. | If a company does not generate income from other sources in the territory of Panama a 0% tax rate is applied. In compliance with Panama legislation, a company that does not generate income from other sources in Panama is not viewed as a taxpayer. |
| 4  | Belize has a common border with Mexico, in the south – with Guatemala. It achieved independence from Great Britain in 1981. | A 0% tax rate is applied to international business companies. |
| 5  | New Zealand is located in the South part of the Pacific Ocean, East from Australia. New Zealand is a part of the Commonwealth of Great Britain. | The corporate income tax of the companies whose shareholders are foreigners equals 33%. |
| 6  | The Republic of Cyprus is an island in the East of the Mediterranean Sea. This is a sovereign country with the presidential democracy | In companies registered in Cyprus and administered and managed from abroad only the income generated in Cyprus is taxed. An off-shore company in Cyprus is released from taxes of foreign dividends, interest and income from any permanent foreign representation office, and there are also tax reliefs and compensation of losses incurred abroad. Companies are not entitled to tax reliefs provided for by Double Taxation Treaties, however, the information exchanged provisions of such treaties are not applicable to them. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>New Challenges of Economic and Business Development – 2016</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>May 12–14, 2016, Riga, University of Latvia</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|   | Marshall Islands are located in the North of the Pacific Ocean, approximately in the middle between Hawaii Islands and Australia. This is an independent sovereign country in the region of Asia and the Pacific Ocean and a rapidly growing financial centre of off-shores. | Non-residents’ companies of Marshall Islands, including all the joint stock companies, partnerships, limited partnerships and limited liability companies, in Marshall Islands are relieved of any taxes. No taxes are imposed on any income, profit, dividends, royalties, compensations or any other types of income. |
|   | Saint Louis is located in the East of the Caribbean Sea. In 1979 it gained independence as one of the member states of the Commonwealth of Great Britain. It has a clean reputation with strict licensing laws and regulations | Saint Louis IBC can select a release from taxes or taxation of its income at the rate of 1%. International business companies do not have to pay the state fee, withheld tax and capital gain tax. |
|   | Commonwealth of Dominica is the former colony of Great Britain where currently there is independent constitutional democracy, located in the East of the Caribbean Sea | The law provides that the minimum period when taxes are not applied to off-shore companies is 20 (twenty) years as from the date of its registration. |
|   | Gibraltar is a city and a port on the Gibraltar cliff located on the Pyrenees Island, in the South of Spain, just across the North coast of Africa. | Income of non-residents’ companies is taxed when it is not derived in the territory of Gibraltar or transferred to there. In order to qualify for the status of a non-resident, the company has to administered and managed outside the territory of Gibraltar. Non-residents’ companies are not taxed by applying local taxes, except the corporate income tax imposed to income transferred to Gibraltar. Companies managed by non-residents are allowed trading in the territory of Gibraltar and with Gibraltar companies, however, in this case the corporate income tax is 35%. |
|   | Seychelles are located in the Indian Ocean between the East Coast of Africa and India. | In compliance with the law, IBC’s of Seychelles do not have to pay taxes or duties for income or profit. They are relieved from the state fee for the transfer of property and any currency exchange control. |
|   | United Kingdom: Great Britain or also the United Kingdom of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland is located on islands in West Europe, North from France | All the income is split between partners and only then income is taxed by imposing the income tax provided for in the country where the relevant partner is residing or registered. In Great Britain partnerships are no viewed as companies, therefore the corporate income tax is not applicable to them. |
|   | Saint Kiss and Nevis are located in Leeward Islands, in the North part of the Caribbean Sea East | Non-residents’ companies are relieved of all types of taxes. |
Bulgaria is located in the South East Europe, in Balkan region. In compliance with the Corporate Income Tax Act all companies and partnerships (including not registered partnerships) have to pay the corporate income tax the rate of which is 15%. It is planned that as from 2006 the corporate income tax will equal 12%. Internationally derived income of Bulgarian residents’ companies is taxed. Income generated in Bulgaria by other companies is taxed. Non-profit organisations (including state owned companies) have to pay the tax for their business activity. Although branch offices are not legal entities, branch offices of non-residents’ companies have a separate Balance Sheet and a Profit/ Loss Statement. Income of a branch office of non-residents’ companies are taxed by applying the standard corporate income tax rate of 15%.

Latvia is strategically located in the East Europe by the Baltic sea, having several ice-free ports, good infrastructure and a land border with Russia, Belarus, Estonia and Lithuania (Low Tax ...). All companies registered in Latvia are liable to corporate income tax at rate 15%. Dividends paid to individuals are subject to withholding tax only 10%, even reduced rate can be provided by DTA.

Canadian Company Formations No tax on the company’s income derived outside Canada.

Hong Kong, which is not an off-shore jurisdiction, still provides for the full tax relief for companies operating outside Hong Kong. This ranks Hong Kong among the most attractive jurisdictions for registration of companies.

Estonia is a Member State of the European Union. In Estonia, a 0% tax rate is applicable to the company profit, and only the profit distributed among the company owners (for example, in the form of dividends) is taxable. The correct use of Estonian companies allows using them for the purpose of tax optimisation.

The government of Gibraltar plans to refuse the status of a tax oasis, the system where off-shore companies are released from payment of taxes (Gibraltars atteiksies no ...). This decision was adopted in response to the international pressure imposed onto all tax oasis in order to achieve equal terms for both local and off-shore firms.

At the same time the corporate profit tax in Gibraltar is reduced to zero for all the companies. The financial sector accounts for approximately 25% of the economy of Gibraltar and, therefore, plays a vitally important role for the survival and welfare of Gibraltar. The corporate sector will continue paying money which is now collected by the government as corporate taxes and duties from the companies released from payment of taxes. This revenue amounts to approximately GBP 17 million per year. In order to compensate the revenue that is going to be lost due to the reduction of the corporate profit tax to zero, the “corporate wage list tax” will be introduced similarly to how this is done in Bermudan Islands. This tax will be assessed based on the number of employees. The wage tax and the business property borrowing tax will also be introduced and will jointly make up the amount equal to 15% of the company profit. In addition, all the companies
will have to pay the annual registration fee amounting to GBP 300 or a half of this amount if
the company does not have any income. Providers of financial services and utilities will have to
pay the tax amounting to 8% of the profit. Due to the above measures many off-shore financial
services providers will be forced to pay taxes for the first time. The government of Gibraltar
wishes to introduce the reforms in the near future (Gibraltars atteiksies no ...).

There is an interesting question regarding the blacklisted countries. The “Black List”
is the list comprising the countries upon which various restrictions have been imposed, for
example, regarding taxes or currencies. Classic off-shore jurisdictions (Panama, British Virgin
Islands, Seychelles, Belize and others) are included in most “black lists”. However, there are also
exceptions, for example, Panama is not included in the Ukrainian “black list” and Seychelles are
not included in the list of off-shores of the Russian Federation (Arzonu uznemumu dibinasana).

Hong Kong and Cyprus are included in the “black lists” much more rarely and are not
viewed as off-shore companies. Of course, jurisdictions which are not off-shores will not be
found in any list (Great Britain, New Zealand, Denmark, Estonia etc.)

During the study it was established that in the cases when the prestige of a jurisdiction is an
important aspect, the countries which are not referred to as off-shore jurisdictions are selected,
for example, Hong Kong, Cyprus, Great Britain, New Zealand, Estonia etc.

Based on the conducted study it can be concluded that the services of off-shores are
sufficiently broad and their utilisation is efficient only when they are used in compliance with
the company needs and interests. Experts admit that in cases when a company wishes to reduce
its tax burden it is worth focusing on off-shore structures, however, when it is more important
for a company to protect its assets, it is better to implement active protection thereof by using
funds or trusts instead of tax minimisation. In situations when a company operates in the area of
information technologies, the use of the free e-commerce zone will seem more attractive to it.

Off-shores offer the establishment of investment funds by means of which it is possible
to attract funds to the investment projects of a company and the efficiency of use of off-shores
depends on the specifics of the company operations instead of its location.

**Tax transparency**

Taking the global experience as the basis, tax transparency is required – the initiative by
the European Commission providing for the introduction of automated information exchange
between Member States regarding cross-border tax resolutions as from 2015.

Transactions conducted in off-shore companies are confidential in most cases. Therefore,
there is no complete statistics about how much of tax money is not transferred to the central
budget. For example, according to the assessment made by the non-governmental organisation
Tax Justice Network in 2009 developed countries lose approximately EUR 124 billion deposited
with the banks of tax havens every year. The Treasury of Great Britain alone loses EUR 4.2 billion
per year, moreover, as ironical as it might seem, money is lost in the territories administratively
related to Great Britain, in particular, in Jersey Island, Guernsey and Menia Island. The tax haven
favoured by Americans is a modest five floor building in Georgetown, the capital of Cayman
Islands. In the office building Ugland House more than 18,000 companies are registered despite
the fact that 241 people work there. B. Obama has said: “This is either the biggest building in
the world or the biggest fraud scheme in the world”.

Ilze Sproge, Aina Joppe
The assumption that the money deposited in off-shores in a majority of cases means unpaid taxes is also confirmed by experts. A tax lawyer admitted to the newspaper “The Times”: “Every time when you lift a stone in a tax haven, you find proof that people have been evading taxes.”

Besides Cayman Islands, Guernsey and Jersey, Switzerland and Lichtenstein, the list of off-shores includes also, for example, Hong Kong, Andorra, Monaco, Bermuda Islands, Antiqua and three countries of the European Union (EU) – Austria, Luxemburg and Belgium. All the three have achieved non-application of the EU regulations providing for information exchange among Member States for preventing tax evasion by citizens in one country by depositing funds in another country towards them (Ofsori raugas uz ...).

The EU experts, first, consider that it is necessary to strengthen the international agreements regarding multilateral treaties in order to obtain information about transactions taking place in a country, second, they recommend to improve the national legislation in order to minimise tax evasion, third, to strengthen the inter-country cooperation in the field of taxes.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

The authors conclude that tax competition in small countries contribute to the attraction of foreign investors. Based on the above the authors draw the following conclusions:

1. In the minimization of tax a distinction should be made between the income of natural persons and legal persons income. Because natural persons are also seeking to minimize tax payments. Natural persons are changing not only residence, but also nationality. Therefore necessary to introduce a time limit for not changing different residence country each year.

2. Due to the large number of tax obligations imposed on taxpayers, they are trying to find ways to avoid or reduce tax liabilities.

3. In the minimization of taxes typically addresses only to income taxes, but recent trends show that is also a value added tax planning by carrying out cross-border transactions and regression.

4. The existing inter-country tax competition has an increasing impact upon the tax policy of individual countries

5. Global tax harmonization could be the only solution regarding tax havens and off-shores.

6. The European policy makers and policy makers all over the world are looking for legal possibilities of terminating tax oasis and the possibilities of avoiding taxes, however, at the same time owners of big companies look for advantages of such oasis and tax transfer possibilities.
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Abstract
The need to design a positioning strategy and the topicality of the strategy issue arise from the tough competition experienced in the Latvian radio market. In this market a strong brand must be considered an effective long-term tool in the process of becoming the market leader which is indeed the aim of the JSC Radio SWH group for its radio stations.
The aim of the research is to assess the current position of the radio station Radio SWH in the market compared to its direct competitors, and to formulate recommendations for the development of the positioning-strategy for the branding of Radio SWH. The research is based on theoretical aspects of positioning strategy design, and studies the current status of the company and its brand development with reference to basic positioning models.
Research methodology: the Authors have analyzed the reference material and available research on the topic in the light of the aims stated above; they have analyzed quantitative data relating to the radio audience using SuperNova data-processing software; they have interviewed radio-sector and media-agency specialists; and they have summarized expert opinions.
In the theoretical analysis of the brand and its positioning strategies the Authors have compared the concepts designed by marketing and brand management specialists and have examined their practical applicability in designing the brand positioning strategy of the radio station. Based on the study of the radio station listening habits among the inhabitants of Latvia the Authors have analysed the overlaps between the target audiences of various radio stations. As a result, the Authors have identified the main direct competitor of the company to be the StarFM radio station, and recommendations have been formulated for the positioning strategy of Radio SWH regarding this competitor.

Key words: Positioning, positioning strategy, brand, radio market
JEL code: M31

Introduction
The need to design a positioning strategy and the topicality of the strategy issue arise from the tough competition experienced in the Latvian radio market. The loyalty of radio listeners is unstable; there are ample opportunities for choosing the preferred radio station. As it is suggested by the Latvian radio market analysis conducted within this research, the participants of this market are mostly profit and short-term oriented and only some radio stations develop their operations based on a properly designed brand positioning strategy. A strong brand in the Latvian radio market must be considered an efficient long-term strategy tool on the way to the market leader position JSC Radio SWH aspires for in the future. The problem question of the research is how to isolate the audiences of mutually directly competing radio stations by developing a radio
station brand that would correspond to the psychographic profile of the consumers and would promote emotional attachment and long-term loyalty.

The aim of the research is to assess the current position of the radio station Radio SWH in the market compared to its direct competitors, and to formulate recommendations for the development of the positioning-strategy for the branding of Radio SWH. The research is based on theoretical aspects of positioning strategy design, and studies the current status of the company and its brand development with reference to basic positioning models.

In line with the established aim the Authors have structured the results of the research in 4 parts: the description of the theoretical aspects of the brand positioning strategy, assessment of the development trends of the Latvian radio market, identification of Radio SWH competitors and guidelines of the Radio SWH brand positioning strategy.

Research methodology: the Authors have analyzed the reference material and available research on the topic in the light of the aims stated above; they have analyzed quantitative data relating to the radio audience using SuperNova data-processing software; they have interviewed radio-sector and media-agency specialists and summarized expert opinions. The sources of information used in the research are as follows: marketing and brand management literature, regular radio market research data by TNS research agency, materials from information agencies and periodicals as well as unpublished materials.

Based on the research on the radio listening habits of the population of Latvia the article analyses the overlaps of the audiences of various radio stations and describes the demographic and psychographic profile of the consumers (listeners) of the main competing radio stations. The analysis indicates a significant overlapping of the radio listening audiences which confirms the need for strategic planning of the radio station brand development and strengthening its position in the market. The practical significance of the work lies in the Radio SWH positioning strategy guidelines the Authors have designed as a result of the research and coordinated with the mission, vision and core values of Radio SWH. The dynamics of the radio market as well as changes expected in the competition in the future underline the relevance of the radio station brand positioning that would be clearly perceivable and understandable to the consumers (listeners).

1. Theoretical aspects of brand positioning

The essence of brand and positioning strategies is rather diversely interpreted in marketing literature in terms of opinions and concepts. In the discussion of the issues of brand positioning such marketing and brand management specialists as Aaker, Kotler, Van Gelder, Trout and others emphasize the diversity of the choices available to modern customers. As one of the most significant aspects for the provision for a long-term attachment of the consumers to the company offering the Authors have pointed out the connection between the brand and the value orientation and life style of the target market consumers. From the company perspective, a brand should be approached as an investment in the long-term growth of the business.

Brand strategist Van Gelder argues that a brand is determined and defined by three basic elements: brand positioning, brand identity and brand personality. Brand positioning determines the parameters by which the specific brand differs and is better than that of the competitors (Van Gelder S., 2003). Trout and Ries point out that the essence of brand positioning is expressed
by a certain association in consumer minds. The task of brand positioning is not to deal with products and their functional features, but rather define the difference that would be clearly perceivable and understandable for the consumers when compared to the competitors (Trout J., 2008). Kapferer has a similar opinion – the role of positioning is to underline the different features of a brand that both distinguish it from the competitor brands as well as make it attractive to a certain consumer group (Kapferer J., 2008).

The luxury and life style strategist, Professor Mihailovich of EDHEC Business School (France) widens the brand interpretation concept by including the consumer’s emotional experience and relationship loyalty. A business must define and design brand positioning in four levels of consumer perception (Fig. 1).

According to this concept the aim of a positioning strategy is to reach the highest level of relationship with the consumers in the target market and create long-term relations to achieve active loyalty on the part of the consumers. Each next level of relationship can be achieved only by completing the previous one. Thus, in order to evaluate the content of the brand, they must first know the brand and recognize it. If the consumer has got acquainted with the brand, he is able to assess the brand deeper – both by understanding its functional features as well as perceiving it emotionally. At the moment when the consumer becomes aware of the brand content, he develops a conscious or unconscious opinion about the correspondence of the brand to his personality. At this level of the relationship the consumer both rationally and emotionally evaluates the familiar and communicated features of the brand and decides if he can form long-term and sustainable relations with the brand. If the evaluation is positive the consumer accepts the relationship offered by the brand and becomes its loyal follower (Mihailovich P., 2012).

Van Gelder holds a similar opinion: the positioning of the brand is a strategic document that must provide precise answers for the formulation of the product and service features; it must highlight and define functional and emotional advantages, values and confirmations on how the consumer’s daily routine will improve as a result of choosing the brand. The set of the above-mentioned features and parameters must be counter-positioned to the competitors; moreover, it must be done along with highlighting and communicating the advantages (Van Gelder S., 2003).
When designing a brand positioning strategy, the Authors of the research recommend using and adapting the TABS Matrix (T – territory, A – association, B – basic skills, S – product satisfaction level or unique selling propositions that provide the consumer with satisfaction) model designed by the marketing and communications agency Publicis Worldwide (international agency network). In this model (Fig. 2) the positioning of the brand essentially is the balance between the micro and macro perception levels of the brand. The micro environment is a set of the functional features of a product defined by the brand builders and unique selling propositions. The micro environment, however, is formed by the functional and emotional evaluation of the brand by consumers (the emotionally associative level). In order to give a concise answer to the key questions of each of the quadrants of the matrix it is necessary to conduct an in-depth assessment of the consumer, market and competitors to be able to define the advantages of the product and the desirable and attractive associations with the company brand. The TABS matrix model defines the brand position by linking the offering of the brand creator (on the left side of the matrix) with its “imprint” in the consumer perception (on the right side of the matrix).


Fig. 2. TABS Matrix model for a brand positioning strategy

To sum up the analysis of the theoretical aspects of brand positioning, the Authors of the research would like to conclude that, when developing a brand positioning strategy in a saturated market environment, one of the main problems faced by companies is to ensure that consumers notice and understand the values represented by the brand and emotionally associate themselves with these values.
2. Radio market development trends in Latvia

The most characteristic feature of the radio industry in Latvia is the high intensity competition. As suggested by the information from the National Council of Electronic Mass Media of Latvia and Lursoft data, there were six major players in the market in year 2015:

1. Latvian Radio (the group comprises six basic radio stations – LR1, LR2, etc., where LR5 is better known as Pieci.lv and LR6 as Radio NABA);
2. Media group Super FM (the group comprises three basic radio stations: European Hit Radio, Russian Hit Radio and Super FM);
3. Radio SWH (four basic radio stations: Radio SWH, Radio SWH+, Radio SWH Rock and Radio SWH Gold, as well as local stations – Radio SWH Latgale, Radio SWH Kurzeme and Internet radio station – SPIN FM);
4. Radio Skonto (the group has one basic station with the local stations of Radio Skonto Kurzeme and Radio Skonto Vidzeme which provide locally important information and commercials, but not a local content).
5. Star FM (there is one basic station in the group);
6. Media group MIX Media Group (four basic stations: RADIO MIX FM, RADIO 99.5, also known as Europa Plus, Baltkom radio, RADIO 88.6 FM, also known as Jumor FM).

The revenues from commercials in these radio stations account for 80% of the total revenues of all radio stations, which means, the market is highly concentrated. The operation of other radio stations is mostly subsidized from other funds and income obtained from other businesses of their owners (National Electronic Mass Media Council, 2015).

Source: designed by the Authors based on the data from regular radio market research by marketing agency TNS.

Fig. 3. Listening habits to radio stations acc.to TNS winter 2015 ratings, number of listeners, K/week
Fig. 3 lists the radio stations in the radio market of Latvia by the intensity of listening to them, according to the data compiled by TNS research agency (TNS Latvia, 2015). The grouping of radio stations in Fig. 3 by the six leading group stations outlines the total market share of Radio SWH group by its listener volume as well as its closest competitors (Fig. 4). As Radio SWH is one of the big players in the market, in designing the positioning strategy namely the big competitors have to be considered as the small stations cannot create an adequate competition in the market. One of the problems to be studied is to identify the direct competitors of the Radio SWH brand striving for the same or occupying a closely existing space in consumer minds.

![Fig. 3. Listening habits to radio stations acc.to TNS winter 2015 ratings, TOP6 radio station groups of Latvia, by number of listeners, K/week](image)

As radio industry experts indicate in their assessments, the high competition among the radio stations striving for the listener leads to mutual price fights which, in their turn, lead to the trend towards lower prices for radio commercials and continuous low price pressure on the market participants. According to experts, and the Authors agree to the opinion, the low prices are achieved by competing with low costs in certain activity positions, the most significant of them being the radio content. The cost positions of radio products are basically composed by the following:

1) administrative costs;
2) broadcasting and related costs;
3) copyright payments;
4) marketing and self-advertisement costs;
5) costs of author programme design and fees of radio personalities.

We can conclude that the first three cost positions are binding to everyone pursuing business in radio industry. Consequently, a significant reduction, compared to the competitors, can be acquired by decreasing or completely eliminating marketing, self-advertising and author programme design and radio personality costs. Under the lowest price strategy conditions the market participants massively opt for “producing” a possibly cheaper product or acquiring a ready-made radio product and rebroadcast rights which in terms of costs is a considerably cheaper “raw material”. In such a situation the strategic development and correct positioning of the brand become particularly important. The brand that is positioned precisely and in accordance with the market segment will provide for a strong emotional attachment of the loyal listener.
which, together with an elaborated and skilfully differentiated radio product, will not only provide good ratings for the radio station, but also motivate potential advertisers to invest more in the product and radio content, and pay more for the advertising opportunities on the radio.

Unremitting price dumping must be considered a short-term gain both for the advertisers in the radio market of the country as well as consumers. The drop in marketing and self-advertising costs means leaving both the radio brand development and positioning strategy alone in the public space or not to engage in that at all. The radio that chooses not to invest in planned communication chooses not to invest in the potential listeners. However, by choosing to do without experienced radio personalities, producers and employees working on the unique content design, in the long term the radio risks losing its role – to serve as an objective carrier of information and catalyst of mutual communication. According to experts, the advertisers making pressure on the radio stations for ever lower prices should actually be viewed as a threat to the radio industry as a whole since they threaten the growth and development of the industry – if there are no people who think about improving the radio content and surprising and entertaining the listener in a unique way, that is, if the creative competition disappears, the radio as a medium declines because listeners lose the motivation to listen to the radio regularly.

Regarding the general development trends of the radio market of Latvia and future forecasts, the Authors have arrived to the conclusion that already in the nearest time radio will be radically affected by significant factors that have to be considered when designing the positioning strategy:

• According to forecasts, Radio Latvia might leave the advertising market (LETA, 20.03.2015). As a result, the competition among commercial radio stations in the market will increase and beneficiaries from that will be the radio stations with the best developed brand, clear strategy, more attractive radio content and bigger proportion of the listening audience.

• An increasingly bigger role in the range of the radio products and content integration will belong to digital products, this especially concerns attracting the youth audience. To attract the youth audience, the behavioural characteristics of the generation must be taken into account. These young people were born and have grown up in the information age; they can quickly find and select the information they need. Unique content has become more important than ever. Moreover, the preference is given to visual information – pictures, videos etc. Young people are willing to participate in the creative process. Communication must be able to provide this required feedback – the dialogue with the potential listener. The radio brand, which will have envisaged the change of the paradigm in their development plans and duly prepared for it, will acquire an ever increasing business advantage over the competitors.

• Norway will be the first country in the world which in 2017 will pass over to solely digital broadcasting. According to the calculations of the Norwegian Ministry of Culture, the maintenance of the digital radio infrastructure costs up to eight times less than the analogue one (Diena.lv, 20.04.2015). This means that the format will lose any limits. Already now in a smartphone, by using app TuneIn, it is possible to listen to any radio station in the world on-line and at a very high quality. Radio industry is facing the age of radio brands. The key role of the brand is to provide for emotional difference in consumer minds which is particularly important under almost unlimited choice. The role of the values and emotional promises expressed by brands will experience continuous
growth as well as will the content offered by the particular radio – its music format, author programmes and radio personalities.

To sum up, radio industry is facing radical changes which will be survived by the companies with a clearly set positioning strategy, in particular those which will have not only designed it, but will also be implementing the strategy. The analysis of the radio market participants and their specific character in Latvia in terms of the positioning strategy leads to the following conclusions:

1) The potential provided by brand development and design of a targeted positioning strategy is underestimated in the industry, although there is economic substantiation to prove it, i.e., the rise in the number of listeners. Listener loyalty and stability in the long term would also mean the growth in the income part of the radio station, which means that investments in brand development, designing of the positioning strategy and implementation are well-founded;

2) The radio market of Latvia is operating under tense competition where a strong brand and clearly defined positioning could serve as an effective long-term strategy tool on the way to the market leader position.

3. Identification of Radio SWH competitors

Radio SWH is the first private radio station in Latvia with a self-designed programme. It was founded in 1993, thus creating a new – private media sector in the country. The founder of JSC Radio SWH is Zigmars Liepiņš, the current board chairman of Latvian National Opera House. Over these more than twenty years the key for the success of Radio SWH has been:

1) its live format;
2) radio personalities;
3) highly selective, up-to-date, topical and modern format of music;
4) well-weighed entertainment content in authentic author programmes;
5) objective news, not limited to general information; Radio SWH is one of few radios that offers topical news from various towns and regions as well as news by topic, for example, sports, medicine, culture, auto, construction and other;
6) exciting competitions with a never-ending and considerable range of prizes;
7) strong team that has grown together with the radio station;
8) Radio SWH has introduced various innovations in the radio on-air broadcast and has been pioneers for a range of new radio products.

A critical situation developed in the radio station in year 2010 when a part of the Radio SWH administrative team and several advertising sales specialists together with the leading radio personalities left Radio SWH to found their own radio station – Radio 101. Radio SWH experienced a drop in their ratings which was reflected in their financial performance (in 2011, 2012 and 2013 the radio station was in red). The crisis was overcome with the help of parent company “Communicorp Group Ltd.” investment and streamlining measures. The reorganization led by JSC Radio SWH management provided for the overcoming of the internal crisis, stabilizing their operations and being able to develop the radio content. In 2014 JSC Radio SWH succeeded in ending the year in black. On 24 September, 2015 the structure of the shareholders changed – the major stake was obtained by Estonian company “Cinamon Holding” as well as the up-to-then
radio board chairman Šipkēvics and finance director Rubenis. Both the changes in the owner structure as well as the evaluation of the latest development trends have underlined the need for designing a positioning strategy for the Radio SWH brand.

In order to design the strategy, first, it is necessary to understand the demographic and social parameters of the consumers as only after understanding the target group the evaluation of its system of values and developing of long-term relations will be possible. In the radio industry the listener is considered to be the consumer as instead of the product the listener receives the radio content, but the radio obtains the listener’s attention in return for the listening and over the time the listener accepts to listen to the advertiser’s information, which, in its turn, accounts for the biggest part of the radio station income.

The Authors of the research believe that the comparative listener analysis of the competing radio stations gives an idea about the size of the consumer potential. Based on the data from the regular radio market research by marketing agency TNS and SuperNova software for data duplicating, the Authors have analysed the cross-sections of Radio SWH and competitor radio station ratings and overlapping of listener audiences. Thus it is possible to assess how many of the listeners of one specific radio station now and then also listen to the other radio station and vice versa. The bigger the overlapping segment, the bigger is the role of the radio station brand and positioning strategy. The listeners in the overlapping audience sector can be considered questionable both for one radio station and the other. On the other hand, they could be considered a realistic potential for increasing the listener volume as they can be made loyal brand followers already in a short term and no substantial time and resource investments will be needed for acquainting them with the product. The results of analysing the duplicating of the quantitative indicators of radio listener audience are summarized in Fig. 5.

Source: designed by the Authors based on the data from the regular radio market research by marketing agency TNS.

Fig. 5. Direct competitors of JSC Radio SWH group stations (overlapping of radio listener audiences, %)

From Fig. 5 it can be concluded that the biggest competitor of the Radio SWH brand is Star FM as 35.4% of all Radio SWH listeners now and then listen to Star FM and vice versa – 33.8% of the Star FM listeners now and then try Radio SWH. This means that more than a third of the listeners of each station migrate and cannot make their final choice in favour of one or the other station. This means that when developing the Radio SWH brand, Star FM must be seen as an pronounced direct competitor as well as a possible potential for increasing the audience on the account of winning/regaining it from the competitor.

When analysing the social and demographic profile of the audiences of both direct competitors, the Authors have found similarities between the most significant parameters
characterizing the audience. The Radio SWH listeners are almost evenly dispersed over the age groups between 25–74 years, with marked majority in the age group of 35–54 years (45%) (Fig. 6). A similar feature can be observed in the age of the radio Star FM audience with the 40% proportion of the listeners representing age group 35–54 years and 29% of listeners being in age group 25–34 years. None of the two radio stations is particularly popular among young listeners, however, it can be seen that the Star FM audience is younger.

Fig. 6. Listener age structure of JSC Radio SWH group and its direct competitors, %

The Authors of the research would like to point out that up to now the biggest radio stations of Latvia have not particularly concentrated on attracting the youth audience, design of new radio products has not taken place, the involvement of digital products and social networking sites in the daily work and content of the radio stations has been minimal. Targeted development towards the youth audience is implemented in the programmes and content of Radio Latvia 5 or Pieci.lv. Although in year 2015 the radio station had only 32 thousand listeners (reach per week) and there is virtually no growth, it must be considered that namely this radio station is the founder of the new radio paradigm in Latvia and has the potential of overtaking its competitors in the youth audience group and age group of 25–34 years. This, the so-called “Golden audience”, is the most valuable from the advertiser perspective as it is sufficiently well-off, progressive, active and open for various offerings. When designing the positioning strategy of a radio station, one of the basic postulates in the brand development must be a compulsory attraction of new audience. It must be approached not only as an investment into the future and existence of the radio station as a whole, but also as a current advantage in relation to the direct competitors whose audience is aging.
Similarly, when analysing the listener education level, it must be pointed out that the listeners of *Radio SWH* possess one of the highest levels of education (40% have higher education). This can serve as a significant argument for advertisers when claiming a higher price for reaching one listener. The listener with a higher education has a higher income and such a listener means a potentially bigger turnover for the advertiser, particularly, what regards a higher quality offering. However, it is important to note that a better-off and more educated audience is more demanding toward the quality of the content as well as the brand overall. The education and occupation profile of the listeners of the *Radio SWH* competitor *Star FM* is rather similar.

Consequently, the comparative analysis of the parameters of the radio listener audience (age, education, income, occupation) allows the Authors of the research to design an integrated social and demographic matrix of the listeners of the mutually competing radio stations and identify the fields of activity of the direct competitors in the context of the indicated parameters. The matrix in Fig. 7 shows the summary of the social and demographic analysis performed within the research and the differing features of the *SWH* direct competitors’ audiences. Namely the identification of the features of the direct competitors’ audiences is a significant pre-condition for designing an adequate brand positioning strategy.

**Fig. 7. Social and demographic matrix of the listeners of JSC *Radio SWH* group station and their direct competitors**

By locating the brands of the radio stations in the corresponding positions of the matrix by the listener profile parameters we acquire a clear idea about the borders of the territories where competitor interests collide. We can see that *Radio SWH* competes with *Star FM*, but *Radio Skonto* (which was for a long time considered by the management of *Radio SWH* its direct competitor) lies in a different zone, the closest to which are the listeners of *Radio SWH Gold*. However, *Radio SWH+* competes with *Hiti Rossii* not only because there are similar listener profiles, but also because it is the Russian-speaking audience. The best position by the listener profile and content format belongs to *Radio SWH Rock*, as it occupies a niche position with a clearly differentiated product and qualitative, but not very big audience.
To sum up the results of the comparative analysis of the Radio SWH and competing radio station listeners and to evaluate the Radio SWH brand development prospects, the Authors of the research have concluded the following:

1) The listener audience of Radio SWH is unstable as in terms of percentage a big part of them are unstable in their listening habits. Consequently, the listener loyalty is to be considered relatively low. Obviously, a big part of the listeners do not have emotional attachment to the brand. This means that the Radio SWH brand positioning strategy must be based on values that would provide for subsequent and persistent communication with the listener audience.

2) When designing the brand position strategy for Radio SWH, the position against the direct competitor, radio Star FM, must be taken by looking for the differences in the psychographic parameters in the audience segment that is socially and demographically consolidated.

4. Radio SWH brand positioning guidelines

As a result of summarizing the opinions of the radio industry and media agency experts about the content, programme and communication features of the competing radio stations Star FM and Radio SWH as well as the profile of the psychographic parameters of the radio listener audiences, the Authors of the research have evaluated the current market position of Radio SWH and designed the positioning strategy guidelines. The guidelines are based on the positioning in relation to their direct competitor (counter-positioning strategy).

The analysis shows that the Star FM listeners are considerably more conservative in their beliefs which can be seen from their willingness to listen to the radio with a more limited playlist. The programme conductors (deejays) of Star FM have limited opportunities to show themselves and improvise on the topics of the conversations, it is only allowed to provide a brief commentary at the end of the previous song and beginning of the next one or the so-called outro-intro (the only exception to this is the morning programme). In the communication, Star FM more performs the informant’s role and is more predictable in general – both in terms of the content and music repertoire as well as communication. Star FM always strictly follow the radio management guidelines designed by MTG group and the product offered by the radio station can be assessed as very well considered and selected to meet the needs of the audience, however, it is rather synthetic (as opposed to natural) in its core. The Star FM identity is difficult to perceive (in an express survey the Authors interviewed 20 people; none of them was able to mention any specific features characterizing the Star FM identity).

Conceptually, in designing the positioning strategy emotional and rational advantages and differences must be searched within the existing listener segment that would clearly outline the offering of Radio SWH. This means that the following values must be counter-set to the previously characterized competitor Star FM features:

1) Radio SWH listener is considered to be progressive and having the routine that surpasses the traditional one. This is the listener who expects more than the casual;
2) Consequently, in contrast to the conservative content, Radio SWH aim to be surprising and unpredictable on daily basis;
3) Within the self-advertising of the radio station it is important to create the communication that continues to surprise with creativity and performance;
4) *Radio SWH* has historically been the radio that is more daring. For example, the experts consider the programme *BēBē Brokastis* with Fredis and Ufo to be the benchmark of Latvian radio morning programmes surpassed by no one in popularity and profitability. This phenomenon was based on outstanding radio personalities who, like all radio personalities in *Radio SWH*, had created a bright and colourful image of the radio. By the time and due to the changes the image has been lost. This means that in creating the positioning strategy *Radio SWH* must be able to return to its “positive naughty boy” status compared to *Star FM*’s “obedient child” image;

5) In order to be always a step ahead, new things (both in terms of content and technologies) must serve as a daily challenge of the radio station. This will provide for the necessary changes as well as pleasant surprises to the listeners;

6) *Radio SWH* must be a natural radio with live radio personalities not restrained in their work by management-imposed limitations (even if there are such). The radio must follow the principle “a superb idea came to mind for the co-operation with the listeners – the idea must be immediately implemented” as it suits the “positive naughty boy”;

7) *Radio SWH* has been wearing orange colour identity since its very beginnings and there is no other radio station claiming the orange colour field. This allows capitalizing on the visual element of this identity as owned by the *Radio SWH* group and using it for increasing the communication effect.

The counter-positioning parameters of *Radio SWH* when addressing the psychographic parameters of the listener audience are shown in Fig. 8.
The value orientation of Radio SWH is expressed in the wording of its mission and vision. The Radio SWH mission: With the best radio personalities, outstanding radio team and rubrics systematically to dare more than the casual, sets standards to the direct and side radio products in Latvia. The development vision stipulates that JSC Radio SWH is a steadily growing leader in the radio market of Latvia, whose success is based on the sustainable quality of content, vitality, personality growth and listener loyalty.

The following values of the Radio SWH brand have been defined in line with its mission and vision:

- Personalities;
- Uniqueness of content and activities;
- Trendsetting;
- Daring;
- Stability;
- Surprises;
- Vitality;
- Naturalness.

In line with the brand concept, people must be provided with the emotional experience of the defined values. It is not enough that the radio station only tells its audience and speaks about the brand values; it must develop closer and more intimate relations with its listeners because it is impossible to transfer the brand experience remotely. The brand values must gain their expression during the radio programmes, in events and social networking sites.

In compliance with the desirable positioning it is necessary to design guidelines for the practical implementation of the positioning strategy and its fulfilment in the operation of the radio station. The Authors recommend including the following entries in the guidelines:

1) Radio SWH must additionally stimulate public growth of radio personalities.
2) The radio must develop/recover its previous handwriting because at the moment the recognition has no associative coverage in people’s minds; communication and action must leave the borders of the “obedient child” radio. The latter statement more suits Star FM; consequently this is one of the counter-positioning edges. The Right (i.e. boring) against the Wrong (i.e. exciting).
3) In the future the radio will dare to do things that competitors will not. Positive hooliganism based on creativity and outstanding performance.
4) Live personality radio – both in the literate and figurative sense. Vitality means being natural. Radio SWH is not a synthetic product, but rather a natural radio. This is one of the competitive edges in relation to Star FM.
6) The personalities award live content to the radio. Thus the radio becomes a personality as well. Only a vital radio with confidence can dare more.
7) In each segment of the audience there are opinion leaders the Radio SWH addresses first.
8) Radio SWH must be a radio trendsetter. To be a step ahead – that is the routine of Radio SWH.
9) A particularly allocated content proportion for the radio products attractive to the youth, which includes participation in the largest music festivals like Positivus and
Summersound as the official radio and revitalization of the new music group programme Priekšnams (Lobby).

10) Radio SWH must become the pioneer of digital solutions, thus strengthening the innovator position in the market. A user-friendly digital platform must be developed with unique content which is available both as an Internet and mobile application and would be accessible to both registered and unregistered users. The content of the digital platform must be dynamic, topical, freely accessible on various devices, with the functions that are important and necessary for a modern person – news, random topicalities, music listening and streaming, information search, games. Moreover, the platform must offer unique content that would differentiate the digital platform of Radio SWH and make it competitive with other similar offerings both in the Latvian and global market.

11) Every instance of communication and activity must be unique and unrepeatable in its form and content in order to outline the different imprint in each level of communication. When developing creative solutions they must be evaluated in terms of “Could others also be capable of that? Has this idea been already pronounced anywhere?” This will mark the “Step ahead” position in relation to Star FM and other competitors.

The positioning strategy of the Radio SWH brand is visualized in Fig. 9, where the Authors have used and adapted the previously described brand positioning concept – TABS matrix. The Radio SWH brand is defined with a slogan “Radio that surpasses the frame”, by indicating in the matrix the qualities of the brand, its associations, functional features of the product as well as its unique selling propositions.

---

**Fig. 9. Brand positioning strategy matrix of Radio SWH**

*Source: designed by the Authors based on the TABS matrix by Publicis Worldwide.*
To sum up, in the conclusion the Authors would like to emphasize that the radio industry is facing change and experiencing the transformation of the digital paradigm by leaving the frame of the traditional format. According to experts, *Radio SWH* is the first radio which is clearly aware of that and is prepared to demonstrate this awareness. The radio can be seen online, followed in the mobile device, it can provide for a telebridge and it can be followed by the people on the other side of the globe. This is the reason why the radio format frame is no longer important. This is the time when the most important role is played by the content and radio personalities, life style and emotional contribution that can be provided by the radio. Radio must be able to meet the content challenge based on a consolidated positioning strategy, clear understanding about the development aims and the desirable position in consumer minds.

**Conclusions, proposals, recommendations**

1. The radio market of Latvia is operating under tense competition where a strong brand and clearly defined positioning could serve as an effective long-term strategy tool in the process of achieving the market leader position. The potential provided by brand development and design of a targeted positioning strategy is underestimated in the industry and only individual radio stations invest in the development of their brand.

2. In order to design the strategy, first, it is necessary to understand the demographic and social parameters of the consumers as only after understanding the target group the evaluation of its system of values and developing of long-term relations by offering an emotionally attractive brand will be possible. The analysis of the overlapping listening audiences allows to identify the direct competitor of *Radio SWH*, which is radio station *Star FM*, as well as to conclude that the listener audience of *Radio SWH* is unstable as a big percentage of them are indecisive in their listening habits. The loyalty of *Radio SWH* listeners is to be considered rather low with no emotional attachment to the brand.

3. When designing the brand positioning strategy for *Radio SWH*, the position against its direct competitor, radio *Star FM*, must be taken by looking for the differences in the psychographic parameters in the audience segment that is socially and demographically consolidated. The values of the *Radio SWH* brand to be present everywhere – in on-air programmes, events and social networking sites are the following: Personalities; Uniqueness of the content and activities; Trendsetting; Daring; Stability and surprises; Vitality; Naturalness.

4. The Authors of the research have visualized the brand positioning strategy of *Radio SWH* by adapting a brand positioning concept – TABS matrix produced by agency Publicis Worldwide. *Radio SWH* brand has been defined by slogan “Radio that surpasses the frame”, by indicating in the matrix the qualities of the brand, its associations, functional features of the product as well as its unique selling propositions.

5. The Authors of the research recommend implementing the positioning strategy guidelines designed in accordance with the desirable positioning of *Radio SWH* – this will strengthen the competitiveness of *Radio SWH* in the radio market of Latvia as well as will provide for enlarging the listener audience. It must be stressed that it would be useful to conduct an in-depth study of the listening audience to assess if the offered positioning strategy meets the wishes of the consumers.
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PROFILE OF CURRENT AND POTENTIAL EMPLOYEES OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION IN LATVIA AND LITHUANIA: EMPIRICAL STUDY
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Abstract
Organisations have many challenges connected to Human Resource Management (HRM). Some of them are directly linked to the lack of knowledge on peculiarities of current and potential employees. According to the author’s previous studies, education on and work for Public Administration (PA) in Latvia and Lithuania has certain differences for a number of reasons including legislative circumstances and biased status of Public Administration employee in each of the countries. It is important to explore the profile of each country’s current and potential PA employees.

The major aspect of PA HRM that is a focus within the research presented is recruitment and retention. The aim of the research is to identify the main values and requirements of Public Administration study programs’ students in Latvia and Lithuania. The data are collected from a survey that was conducted in tertiary education institutions that provide PA or other relevant graduate and/or postgraduate study program in the countries.

The core difference between the experiences of Latvia and Lithuania lays in study programs supply. Tertiary education institutions of Lithuania provide graduate PA study programs as well as postgraduate ones, while there are only Master’s programs available in Latvia.

Respondents from both countries highlight as an important factor organisation’s employer brand and its social responsibility considering an employer. The most important areas that PA organisations need to pay attention is in for attracting and retaining employees are working environment and advancement/learning opportunities thus developing job advertisements. Organisations should particularly focus on a part with a list of offers for employee.

Key words: Human Resource Management, Public Administration

JEL code: J24, J45, O15

Introduction

Human Resource Management (HRM) challenges that are directly linked to the lack of knowledge on one of the major organisations’ stakeholder group is that employees now become more popular among scientists (Bebenroth R. & Kanai T., 2010; Brockbank, W., 2012; Guest D. E., Paauwe J., & Wright P., 2013; Ronald R. S., 2007; Society for Human …, 2012; Ulrich D. et al., 2012). Public Administration (PA) as an employer has peculiar HRM challenges in some countries because of the certain influence of some organisations’ external environment factors. However, the same issues could be true for both public and private organisations. Demographic situation, legislation, and external stakeholders’ (such as education institutions and government)
participation in the labour market development certainly impact the strategy of HRM activities implementation (Freeman R.E., 1984; Donaldson T. & Preston L. E., 1995; Clarkson, M. B. E., 1995; Mitchell R. K. et al., 1997; Freeman R. E. et al., 2007; Jackson, S. E. et al., 2009). The activities mainly are Human Resources (HR) recruitment and selection, Employer Branding (EB), employees’ evaluation, etc.

The author focuses on the PA organisations in Latvia and Lithuania as employers within the research. According to the author’s previous studies (Voronchuk I. & Starineca O., 2014; Voronchuk I. & Stariņeca O., 2015) education on and work for PA in Latvia and Lithuania has certain differences for a number of reasons including legislative circumstances and biased status of Public Administration employee in the society of each of the countries (Starineca O. & Voronchuk I., 2015; Stariņeca O., 2015). It is important to explore the profile of each country’s current and potential PA employees, what is easy to implement within the organisation working on the PA employees’ evaluation implementing performance reviews and appraisal (Armstrong M., 2009) or assessing the applicants for the vacant positions during some selection activities. However, planning HR pre-actively or proactively (Ackoff R., 1981) it is necessary to consider the peculiarities of future potential employees. Most probably they are students of PA or relevant study programs by the local educational institutions.

To make decisions developing EB, planning HR recruitment and relationships with the certain groups of stakeholders (current and potential employees; educational institutions), it is important to identify and analyse the organisations’ stakeholders’ needs, values and peculiarities. The present study shows one of the possible ways that some aspects of importance are identification for some HRM activities in organisation.

The author of the present paper focuses on HR recruitment and retention within the research. The main areas of examination are organisations socially responsible (SR) principals, EB elements and main field of assessment calculating sustainability index (SI) in Latvia. These areas were selected based on the research (Starineca O. & Voronchuk I., 2014; Voronchuk I. & Starineca O., 2014, 2014a; Voronchuk I. & Stariņeca O., 2014) that emphasise their importance in recruiting and retaining employees, especially generation Y representatives. The aim of the research is to identify the main values and requirements of Public Administration study programs’ students in Latvia and Lithuania. The data are collected towards a survey that was conducted in tertiary education institutions that provide PA or other relevant graduate and/or postgraduate study program in Latvia and Lithuania. The main tasks performed within this paper are study of population definition, survey of development description and survey results analysis.

The gained and analysed data had a benefit for practitioners, who are dealing with their organisation’s Employer Brand development including recruitment and retention activities improvement. This research also supports the theoretical approach to examination of generation Y representatives as employees and job seekers.

The study’s limitations are connected to data collection difficulties. The data collected from the small part of the study sample is small itself. Therefore, the results are not a subject of the impactful conclusions, however, it can be a base for further study on the topic.

The research is explorative by design. This research is a part of more comprehensive research that includes assessment of the same and some other criteria and additionally including data collected from the analogical population respondents from Spain.
Research results and discussion

The empirical study’s population and sample are described within this section of the paper. In addition, the structure of the questionnaire developed for the survey and the survey conduction procedure are described. The last sub-section is devoted to the study results discussion.

1. Description of the study population and sample

The population of the study has been defined as students of Public Administration or other relevant study programs provided by tertiary education institutions of Latvia and Lithuania in age from 18 to 24 years in 2015 and 2016.

Table 1
A list of PA or relevant study programs provided by tertiary education institutions of Latvia and Lithuania in the academic year of 2015/2016 and number of the students and respondents from each program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Study level</th>
<th>Name of the Study Program</th>
<th>Name of the University</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Total number of students</th>
<th>Number of respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Public and institutional management</td>
<td>Daugavpils University</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Regional policy and state management</td>
<td>Rīga Stradiņš University</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>State Administration</td>
<td>The University College of Economics and Culture</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Turiba University</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Public Management</td>
<td>University of Latvia</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Kaunas University of Technology</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Kaunas University of Technology</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Klaipėda University</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Klaipėda University</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Mykolas Romeris University</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Mykolas Romeris University</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Public Policy and Management</td>
<td>Mykolas Romeris University</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Public Policy and Management</td>
<td>Mykolas Romeris University</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Siauliai University</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Public Management</td>
<td>Siauliai University</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>Public Policy and Administration</td>
<td>Vilnius University</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Vytautos Magnus University</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>State Institution administration</td>
<td>Vytautos Magnus University</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s created based on the survey of the universities’ employees responsible for the programs.
The main focus of the study is on the generation Y representatives (Artner A., 2013; Bawany A., 2014; Camp W., 2014; Bilevičienė T. & Bilevičiūtė E., 2015). However, the fact that there were just few students from Latvia who could be included in the population by the age criterion, led to the inclusion of the students of the tertiary education institutions of Latvia without age limitation. The type of the sample is convenience: for example, all students that were available during the days of the survey conduction were invited to participate in the survey.

There are five tertiary education institutions those students are from the defined population in Latvia (Table 1). Some of them did not have any students in the academic year of 2015/2016. Turiba University offered only online studies, therefore the students of the Turiba University were not considered for the analysis. Only students from Rīga Stradiņš University and the University of Latvia participated in the in-class survey (i.e. the sample of the study in Latvia is equal to 24 students). Twenty questionnaires were collected as the result of the survey conduction in Latvia (Table 1).

There are seven postgraduate PA or relevant study programs provided by six universities of Lithuania and six undergraduate PA or relevant study programs provided by the same six universities of Lithuania the students of which were included into the population (Table 1). Part of the education institutions in Lithuania offered to conduct the survey refused to cooperate or ignored the proposal. Therefore, only students from Mykolas Romeris University bachelor PA study program participated in the in-class survey, and the students from Kaunas University of Technology and Klaipėda University responded filling in the online questionnaire. The sample size in Lithuania is 844 students as only the author focused only on some bachelor programs’ students and master’s program’s students from Kaunas University of Technology. The sample is convenience. 23 questionnaires were collected as the result of the survey conduction in Lithuania (Table 1).

The core difference between experience of Latvia and Lithuania lays in study program’s supply. Tertiary education institutions of Lithuania provide graduate PA study programs as well as postgraduate ones, while there are only Master’s programs available in Latvia. Characterizing the respondents, it is possible to crystallize that the majority of PA students in Latvia are PA employees older than 24 years old. Students of PA study programs from Lithuania are mainly young unemployed people up to 24 years old, a part of whom wish to work for a private organisation, and employed in public sector postgraduate students. However, there is no significant difference between their values and requirements to the employer in cases of both countries as well as between different age groups.

2. Description of the survey

The survey was conducted both in-class (in Latvia and Mykolas Romeris University) and online (all other cases, Table 1). Two types of the questionnaires were developed for online and printed versions. The questionnaire that was provided for the students from the sample in Latvia were translated into the Latvian language, while the students from the sample from Lithuania were provided by the questionnaire in English, and this was a cause for the low respondent rate. Some questions were adapted to the case of each country. The questionnaire developed consists of various sections. The current study is based on the replies on a part of the questionnaire questions.
The questionnaire block of questions relevant for the present study is devoted to the respondents’ habits on searching for a job. This section helps to collect data that characterises students from the set population as job seekers, inquiring some there as job seekers peculiarities. One of the first questions is about the aspects that are important for the job seekers with higher education choosing an employer from the three main aspects that have been already studied by the author i.e. EB, SR, and SI (Stariņeca O. & Voronchuk I., 2014; Voronchuk I. & Starineca O., 2014, 2014a; Voronchuk I. & Stariņeca O., 2014). All these three issues are interconnected.

The SR principles that were offered for the evaluation are (ISO, 2010):

- Accountability
- Ethical behaviour
- Respect for human rights
- Respect for international norms of behaviour
- Respect for stakeholder interests
- Respect for the rule of law
- Transparency.

The EB elements that were offered for the evaluation are (Voronchuk I. & Stariņeca O., 2015):

- What the organization (public or private sector employer) is
- What organisation offers for employees
- Organizational processes (vision, mission, goals)
- What kind of employees employed
- What is expected from employees
- Internal communication
- Rewards and recognition
- Learning and development
- Service support
- Measurement system
- Current culture and ethics in the organization
- Job opportunities
- Job learning opportunities
- Key functions and specific characteristics
- Introduction program for new employees
- Advancement opportunities
- Career programs
- Benefits and compensation system
- Working environment
- Recruitment and induction
- Team management
- Performance appraisal
- Past achievements
- Social activities, sponsorship etc.
- Products and services ratings.
The areas of assessment calculating the SI in Latvia are (Institute for Corporate …., 2015):

- Environment
- Market relations
- Society [local community]
- Strategy [strategic planning]
- Work environment.

The respondents were also asked to evaluate the importance of organisation’s [a future or current employer’s] good [positive] employer brand, social responsibility and inclusion in different kind of recognized ratings (as SI rating) considering about an employer.

The respondent needs to assess each aspect using a 10-point scale, where 1 is not absolutely important and 10 is important very much for consideration of a new employer. The survey was conducted from September 2015 to February 2016. The results of the survey are discussed within the next sub-section.

3. Survey results

The data analysis was implemented towards IBM SPSS. The first set of aspects that were proposed for the respondents’ evaluation by the importance level considering a new employer consists of seven core principles of socially responsible behaviour of a future employer (Fig. 1). 32 out of 33 questionnaires by the respondents of Lithuania were valid for the analysis.

![Diagram showing respondents' importance evaluation of seven core principles of socially responsible behaviour of a future employer, mean values by countries](image)

*Source:* author’s construction based on the survey results.

*Fig. 1.* Respondents’ importance evaluation of seven core principles of socially responsible behaviour of a future employer, mean values by countries
The results show that all respondents from the sample evaluate all factors quite highly giving more than 7.700 points on average. The most important factors for the respondents are Respect for human rights, Respect for the rule of law and Transparency. The respondents from both countries on average gave 8.500 and more points defining the importance level. Respect for international norms of behaviour is the least important SR principle considering a new employee for the respondents from Latvia (7.700 points on average) and Respect for stakeholder interests is the least important principle for the respondents from Lithuania (7.970).

Respect for human rights, Respect for the rule of law and Transparency are the SR principles that are probably are also the most understandable for the respondents, and are well known as sometimes these could be discussions and political speculations around these concepts.

The next block of factors offered for the evaluation consists of assessed areas calculating SI in Latvia (Fig. 2). 32 out of 33 questionnaires by the respondents of Lithuania were valid for the analysis in these case as well.

In general, the respondents from Latvia evaluated on average these factors as lower than the respondents from Lithuania (Fig. 2). The least important factors for the respondents from Latvia are Environment (6.900) and Market relations (7.300) – employer’s relations with customers and other stakeholders on the business market.

Market relations (7.469) is also the least important factor for the respondents from Lithuania. Work environment is the major factor for both countries respondents (Fig. 2). The employers of the respondents should work more on their work environment development activities manifestation in the external environment, because this kind of information could be crucial for
the potential employees’ attraction. In general, the employers need to work on creating a work environment that is comfortable and healthy for their current employees to ensure their retention and to make them speak as ambassadors as word of mouth is a powerful tool developing the EB.

The respondents were also asked to evaluate the elements of employer branding as the factors that can influence their decision considering a new employer (Fig. 3). In this case, only 16 out of 33 questionnaires by the respondents of Lithuania were valid for the analysis. The type of organisation (5.200 points on average) is the least relevant for the respondents of Latvia, while the least important EB element in considering a new employee for the respondents from Lithuania is the employer’s past achievements (7.750). The top EB elements for both countries are about the same. For the respondents from Lithuania, it is Job learning opportunities (9.000). For the respondents from Latvia, these are the organisation’s (employer’s) offers for employees (9.100) and Advancement opportunities (9.100). The respondents are focused on the opportunities that are offered by the employer when searching for a job and considering applying for a vacant position. It is also a typical outcome also from other pilot surveys conducted by the author (Stariņeca O., 2015; Stariņeca O., 2016).

Source: author’s construction based on the survey results.

Fig. 3. Respondents’ importance evaluation of a future employer’s EB elements, mean values by countries
The last question observed within this research focused on the identification of the future employer’s status of importance (Fig. 4). Respondents from Latvia on average highlighted organisations’ positive employer brand (7.300) as the most important factor from the proposed considering about a new employer, however social responsibility (7.150) also got quite a high score on average from the respondents of Latvia. Respondents from Lithuania would mostly pay attention to the organisation’s social responsibility (8.188) and then on its positive employer brand (8.000) and inclusion onto the recognized ratings (8.000) into considering about working for the organisation. However, the average importance level just slightly differs in case of Lithuania.

![Fig. 4. Respondents’ importance evaluation of a future employer’s status, mean values by countries](image)

Source: author’s construction based on the survey results.

As the respondents from Latvia are older on average than the respondents from Lithuania, the respondents from Latvia are probably more critical in evaluating the factors; and evaluated most factors lower on average than the respondents from Lithuania did.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

The author of the present paper summarized the main conclusions based on the study results. The conclusions could only be drawn considering the certain group of respondents.

1. The core difference between the experience of Latvia and Lithuania lays in study program’s supply. Tertiary education institutions in Lithuania provide graduate PA study programs as well as postgraduate ones, while there are only Master’s programs available in Latvia.
2. The age of the respondents from Latvia is a factor that probably influenced the responses given. Respondents from Latvia are more critical in evaluating the factors and they evaluated quite all factors lower on average than the respondents from Lithuania.

The author of the present paper also has a few proposals for the respondents’ potential employers i.e. PA organisations of Latvia and Lithuania.

1. Respondents from both countries highlight as an important factor the organization’s employer brand and its social responsibility when considering an employer. Therefore, these two aspects are crucial to emphasize and work on for PA organisations; otherwise, in case of Lithuania, a part of the students with the corresponding education could be employed by organisations that are more modern and publicly active as employers.

2. The most important areas that PA organisations need to pay attention to with attracting and retaining employees are its working environment and advancement/learning opportunities, thus in developing job advertisements, organisations should particularly focus on a section with a list of offers for employees.

3. In addition, the potential employers of the respondents should develop a comfortable working environment, so that their current employees could speak for the employer, creating a positive image in the external environment.

The author has few recommendations for the further studies.

1. As the issues of PA organisations’ HRM are topical, the study should be continued to gather more data for the more accurate analysis.

2. The further studies may also include other questions that address more detailed HRM issues, namely attractive job advertisement development, job analysis fulfilment, other HR retention issues etc.

3. The main hypothesis that could be tested in further studies could be “The factors that might influence PA organisations’ current employee retention and potential employees’ attraction that are linked to the professional growth and career development”.
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Abstract
In order to ensure stable business, there is a need to regularly assess the company’s financial situation. This can be done by carrying out financial analysis. Often, more attention is paid to the financial analysis of the balance sheet and the income statement results, and the data of these statements is used mostly to analyze the company’s financial situation. The authors draw attention to the fact that the ratios which are based on the profit and loss statement may not always indicate the true picture of the company’s solvency and financial stability because of the accrual basis, on which the profit and loss statement is based. Financial information that isn’t timely assessed can lead to situation when companies may face financial difficulties, which in the authors’ opinion can be prevented by paying more attention to the cash flow analysis.

Main goal of the study: to use the data from the financial statements of liquidated and stable and growing companies in the Republic of Latvia to identify and analyze the cash flow statement figures and ratios, and, as a result, make proposals for the application of the cash flow statement in order to assess the financial situation of companies.

To achieve this goal scientific research methods in economics were used – economic analysis and synthesis method – studying the theoretical aspects and corporate reports, statistical methods – data processing and analysis, as well as the logical constructive method of interpreting the results of the study, setting conclusions and recommendations.

In the research, financial statements of 15 liquidated companies in Republic of Latvia and 15 stable and growing companies in Republic of Latvia, were used and as a result financial indicators were defined which can be used in cash flow analysis and evaluation of financial situation and also there were defined ratios on which first of all attention should be paid in solvency estimation cases.

Key words: cash flow statement, cash flow ratios, financial analysis, insolvency prediction
JEL code: M41, M49

Introduction
Through regular financial analysis which is based on accurate and comparable information, it is possible to make the right decisions to improve the company’s business. In order to indicate the effectiveness of the cash flow statement and demonstrate that the cash flow statement data need to be used to evaluate the company’s future development and solvency, the authors chose to investigate this particular report and the information that it provides.
The research findings of the topic justify the insufficiently explored opportunities of the cash flow statement in the financial situation assessment, because this issue is very little reflected in the economic literature; for example in the Republic of Latvia, only K. Subatnieks’ work in 2008 (Subatnieks K., 2008) is widely studied, and in practical business activity analysis of the balance sheet and income statement information is mainly used, whereas by using the cash flow statement analysis as well, companies can better forecast the solvency level, which could lead to the prevention or reduction of possible bankruptcy and liquidation as a result of insolvency. The large amount of company insolvency cases in recent years in the Republic of Latvia is based on data about the proposed number of bankruptcy cases of legal entities, which indicates that in 2015 the number of proposed legal person insolvency cases was 802, in 2014 – 959, in 2013 – 820, in 2012 – 881, but in 2011 – 823 insolvency cases. (Lursoft insolvency register, 2015)

In order to achieve the goal of the study (to use the data from the financial statements of liquidated and stable and growing companies in the Republic of Latvia in order to identify and analyze the cash flow statement figures and ratios, and as a result, make proposals for the application of the cash flow statement in order to assess the financial situation of companies), the authors put forward the main tasks:

- to analyze cash flow statement characterizing factors;
- to calculate and analyze absolute figures and cash flow statement characterizing ratios of fifteen liquidated and fifteen stable companies;
- to develop proposals for the cash flow figures and ratios, that can be used in the company’s financial situation assessment.

The research object is 15 liquidated and 15 operating companies in the Republic of Latvia that at first were grouped according to the following criteria:

- in the Republic of Latvia liquidated companies whose reason for liquidation was insolvency proceedings ending with the completion of bankruptcy proceedings, and for the implementation of which, the annual report according to the Article 54 of the “Annual Account Law” have prepared a cash flow statement for at least five financial years before the launching of extra-judicial protection proceedings, judicial protection or insolvency proceedings;
- in the Republic of Latvia working, stable companies whose shares are quoted on the Baltic securities market and which according to the Article 54 of the “Annual Account Law” have prepared a cash flow statement for the last five financial years.

The companies were selected for analysis from 24 operating companies, the assets of which are quoted in the Baltic securities market in October 2015, but the liquidated companies were selected from the 82 companies that were liquidated during the period from January 2014 to October 2015.

Since data contained values, which are comparable and are not completely different, authors used mean values for reflecting absolute values and ratios results.
Research results and discussion

1. Justification of ratios selected for cash flow statements analysis

The first scientist to include cash flow indicators in the financial ratio group, was V. Bīvers, who published it in his study in 1966. He was the first scientist who studied changes in share prices of bankrupt companies and concluded that the cash flow indicator is the most appropriate of previously used ratios, because it indicates the possibility of bankruptcy with high accuracy. (Šneidere R., 2009)

By studying works of Subatnieka K., 2008, Robinson G., Henry B., 2009, Needles B. E., Powers M., Crosson S. V., 2005, Fawzi N. S., Kamaluddin A., 2015, Kirkham R., 2012, Dyckman T. R., Dukes R. E., 1992, the authors concluded that the most used cash flow analysis ratios in literature are the ones based on cash flow from operations, although, the authors claim that in order to make more accurate comparisons and conclusions, it is essential to include ratios based on cash flow from financing and investing activities. The authors have specified six cash flow from operations ratios, which, in their opinion, most accurately reflect company solvency problems and informs about the financial stability of a company and which are the most used ratios in other author’s works. In the following study the authors will use, calculate and analyse five, in the authors’ opinion, most relevant investment and financing cash flow statement analysis ratios. The authors have compiled the most relevant cash flow statement analysis coefficients in Table 1, separately specified operating, investing activities and financing activities ratios used in the analysis.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Cash flow from operations ratios</th>
<th>Cash flow from investing activities ratios</th>
<th>Cash flow from financing activities ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{Cash flow from operations}}{\text{Current liabilities}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{Cash flow from investing activities}}{\text{Total liabilities}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{Cash flow from financing activities}}{\text{Total liabilities}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{Cash flow from operations}}{\text{Net turnover}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{Cash flow from investing activities}}{\text{Total assets}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{Cash flow from financing activities}}{\text{Net turnover}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{Cash flow from operations}}{\text{Total liabilities}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{Cash flow from investing activities}}{\text{Net turnover}}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>$\frac{(\text{Cash flow from operations} + \text{interest paid} + \text{taxes paid})}{\text{Interest paid}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{Cash flow from operations}}{\text{Total assets}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>$\frac{\text{Cash flow from operations}}{\text{Net income}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ratios, which are calculated using operating cash flow, show whether and how much profit a company has gained from its main operations. Ratios based on cash flow from investing activities indicate future prospects of a company using the increase or decrease of company assets. Ratios based on cash flow from financing activities indicate a company’s funds and its focus. The justification for using coefficients from Table 1 and the relevance and importance of each ratio used in the study is described further down.

**Cash flow from operations to current liabilities** ratio estimates whether operating cash flow is able to cover ongoing costs (Dyckman T. R., Dukes R. E., 1992). Outstanding liabilities are the main cause of initiating insolvency proceedings, which is why the authors believe that this coefficient is crucial when assessing financial stability.

**Cash flow from operations to net turnover.** This ratio indicates the ability of company to convert its income into money which is a useful indicator of a company’s financial situation and future prospects of liability settling. “[…] conclusions, which can be drawn from cash flow to turnover ratio analysis can be compared with the results of commercial profitability research, however the conclusions from cash flow to turnover ratio are more advantageous, because the indicator included in the numerator of the coefficient rules out most accountancy assumptions, which determine the profit margin values used for calculating profitability”. (Subatnieks K., 2008)

**Cash flow from operations to total liabilities** ratio, also known as the company liability settling ratio, provides a notion of possible financial risks and financial stability. (Robinson G., Henry B., 2009) The ratio, where a positive value means a company is able to settle its liabilities, provides information about financial stability for financial statement users and is crucial when assessing a company’s solvency.

Next is **Cash flow from operations, interest paid, taxes paid to interest paid** ratio. The authors agree with K. Subatnieks’ claim that the ratio shows whether a company will be able to make interest payments for the entire loan amount. It is possible only if the interest coverage ratio is at least 1. A company that has an interest coverage ratio below 1, risks immediately becoming insolvent. (Subatnieks K., 2008) The authors claim that this ratio is crucial when conducting financial analysis, because it can indicate a company’s ability to settle interest liabilities with its operating cash flow. In addition, by taking into account that the cash flow statement provides information of the company’s actual cash flow, this ratio, comparing with the interest coverage ratio, which is calculated by using profit or loss estimate data, indicates whether operating assets are sufficient for interest coverage.

**Cash flow from operations to total assets** ratio. In their work “International financial statement analysis” Robinson T. R., Greuning H., Henry E., Broihahn M. have named this ratio asset return ratio, which shows the portion of money generated from all resources. (Robinson G., Henry B., 2009) Similar is the opinion of Needles B. E., Powers M., Crosson S. V., which is shared in the paper “Financial & Managerial accounting” by pointing out that operating cash flow to assets ratio indicates asset ability to generate operating cash flow. (Needles B. E., Powers M., Crosson S. V., 2005) In the authors’ opinion, similarly to the traditionally used asset profitability ratio, cash flow from operations to assets ratio also indicates a company’s competitiveness, because it indicates the profitability of assets used in cash flow generation. Furthermore, in the authors' opinion, by showing that profit or loss estimate is affected by accounting policy and estimates, cash flow statement data, which are created from actual cash and its equivalent flow, more accurately indicate asset profitability in cash flow generation.
The authors of “Monitoring Distressed Companies through Cash Flow Analysis” claim that cash flow from operations to net income ratio is one of the main profitability indicators and it includes coefficients which measures a company’s achievements by using operating cash flow. (Fawzi N. S., Kamaluddin A., 2015)

Cash flow from investing activities to total liability ratio indicates company’s ability to cover its total debt with cash. This ratio has a significant negative relationship with financial distress. (Fawzi N. S., Kamaluddin A., 2015) The authors conclude that this ratio provides a notion of a company’s future liability settlement possibilities. If the ratio value is negative for a period of several years, then that means that the company’s management board is investing additional resources into increasing the company’s assets thus causing asset growth.

Cash flow from investing activities to assets ratio. This ratio is also known as asset increase rate, because it indicates the current portion of company assets which are reinvested in long-term investments over a certain period of time. (Subatnieks K., 2008) A negative cash flow from investing activity value indicates that the company invests additional assets in the development of the company. After interpreting the negative ratio value, authors point out that a negative cash flow from investing activities to assets ratio indicates an increase of material or immaterial assets of a company. Positive ratio value indicates a decrease of material or immaterial assets of a company.

Cash flow from investing activities to net turnover ratio has two different results and interpretations. A negative ratio value points to a company expanding and increasing its profits in the future. Positive value means that a company is declining and is selling its capital assets and other long-term investments. (Subatnieks K., 2008) The authors believe that a negative ratio value is necessary for long-term growth, therefore, when evaluating the financial state of a company, the management board of the company has to take into account the ratio of the current growth tendencies when making decisions regarding further development prospects.

Cash flow from financing activities to total liabilities ratio measures the cash generated from financing activities to meet its obligation in the long run. (Fawzi N. S., Kamaluddin A., 2015) This ratio value is essential for financial analysis, because it shows the quality of the cash flow from financing activities.

Cash flow from financing activities to net turnover ratio assesses the direction and amount of the external funding, as well as in order to compare it with other company figures, cash flow from financing activities has to be divided with one of the company indicators, usually, net turnover. (Subatnieks K., 2008) Since company solvency is related to the amount of liabilities and their settlement, cash flow from financing activities to net turnover ratio is useful for determining the financial stability and solvency of a company.

Cash flow statement analysis ratios, which were selected by the authors, will be used for cash flow statement analysis of fifteen liquidated and fifteen operating companies.

2. Cash flow statement analysis of 15 liquidated and 15 operating companies of the Republic of Latvia

15 liquidated companies for the analysis were selected using the following criteria: publicly available information regarding the companies, initiated insolvency proceedings, which ended with the closure of the company, publicly available annual statements, which contain cash flow statement for at least five years before initiation of extra-judicial, judicial or insolvency
proceedings. Of 82 selected companies, the authors randomly selected 15 companies, which have prepared their reports after the extra-judicial, legal or insolvency proceedings, in order to ensure the truth of the reported financial information in the year when extra-judicial, judicial or insolvency proceedings were initiated. They were 20 companies from 82 companies. 15 companies for the analysis were randomly selected from these 20 companies. Liquidated companies can be seen in Table 2. Since it was impossible, while fulfilling the criteria, for the authors to find 15 companies in one field, the authors selected companies, which operate in different fields.

Liquidated companies were juxtaposed against fifteen stable, growing Latvian companies (see Table 2), which have some of the highest turnover rates in Latvia, their operations are not expected to be terminated due to insolvency and their shares are placed high on the Baltic states securities market. The authors’ main goal was to compare the liquidated companies with stable companies. In order to ascertain about the company’s stability status there was chosen quoted companies data to fully confirm the validity of the criteria which authors have used. 15 stable companies were randomly selected from 24 companies. Active companies, similarly to closed companies, represent different fields in order to compare them with closed companies.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Liquidated companies</th>
<th>Operating companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>“AVT Grupa” LTD</td>
<td>“Olainfarm” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>“Būvenergo” LTD</td>
<td>“Daugavpils Lokomotiveju remonta rūpnīca” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>“Logistor” LTD</td>
<td>“Grobiņa” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>“Kārums V” LTD</td>
<td>“Latvijas Tilti” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>“Laticrete Baltic LTD” LTD</td>
<td>“Talsu mežrūpniecībā” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>“Lauktehnika” LTD</td>
<td>“Tosmares kuģubūvētava” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>“Lauri Motors” LTD</td>
<td>“Latvijas Gāze” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>“Lielauto” LTD</td>
<td>“Latvijas Balzams” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>“Melnsils” LTD</td>
<td>“Rīgas autoelektroaparātu rūpnīca” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>“Metro Auto” LTD</td>
<td>“Grindeks” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>“Riepumeistars” LTD</td>
<td>“Valmieras stikla šķiedra” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>“Roņu ieleja” LTD</td>
<td>“VEF Radiotechnika RRR” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>“Viesuļi” LTD</td>
<td>“Kurzemes atslēga 1” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>“Topaz TP” LTD</td>
<td>“Ditton pievadķēžu rūpnīca” JSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>“Zuvs” LTD</td>
<td>“Brīvais Vilnis” JSC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* authors created table.

In order to compare the cash flow absolute figures of active and closed companies, in Figures 1 and 2 the authors present the average estimates of operating, investing and financing activities cash flow for operating and liquidated companies. Years are numbered from 0 to 5, where for closed companies 0 is the year when extra-judicial, judicial or insolvency proceedings were initiated, while numbers 1 to 5 are years before initiation of the proceedings. For active companies, 0 is the year, when the most recent finance statement is available, while 1 to 5 are
years before the last statement period. Since data contained values, which are comparable and are not completely different, authors used mean values for reflecting absolute values shown in the Figures.
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Source: author’s construction based on author’s calculations.

*Fig. 1. The arithmetic mean of the absolute figures of the cash flow of the author’s analysed liquidated companies (euros)*

As shown in Figure 1, cash flow from operations, investing and financing activities mean values suggest that all closed companies have the tendency to gradually approach zero. In the second year before initiation of extra-judicial, judicial or insolvency proceedings there is a significant increase of operating cash flow compared to the previous year. However, in the following years after the increase, there is rapid and constant decrease of operating cash flow.

A negative value of cash flow from investing activities for closed companies decreases starting with the fourth year before initiation of extrajudicial, judicial or insolvency proceedings, which suggests that companies invest decreased amounts of assets in their development from fourth year of operation and try to exist with those assets, which are already at the company’s disposal, and the positive value of cash flow from investing activities suggests that companies most likely sell their assets in the last two analysed periods.

The cash flow from financing activities indicator gradually decreases from the third year before initiation of insolvency proceedings, which suggests that companies attempt to settle their liabilities and do not receive loans at the same amounts as before. In the second year before initiation of insolvency proceedings there is a small decrease in cash flow from financing activities, which proves that companies tried to avoid initiation of extra-judicial, judicial or insolvency procedures with loan assets, but as evidenced by the last analysed period, where cash flow from financing activities decreases again, this solution was not successful.
Figure 2 presents the average absolute values of operating, investment activity and financing activity cash flow, which are represented with mean value.

Source: author’s construction based on author’s calculations.

Fig. 2. **The arithmetic mean of the absolute figures of the cash flow of the author’s analysed operating companies (euros)**

The operating cash flows of the analysed active enterprises of this paper fluctuate, however, show a positive operating cash flow value during all analysed time periods, which points to the financial stability of the active enterprises. As opposed to liquidated enterprises, where the cash flow value due to investment activities was negative during four of six analysed time periods, the cash flow value due to investment activities for active enterprises was negative during all analysed time periods.

The cash flow from financing activities shows a significant difference, when comparing operating and liquidated enterprises, because every year the mean cash flow from financing activities for active enterprises is negative, which indicates that financing activity costs are greater than income. Since financing activity costs include repayment of loans and dividend payout, it is possible that dividend payout makes up for a large part of the total financing activity costs, however, to make accurate conclusions, this would need to be researched more in-depth.

Based on the previously conducted study, analysis and assessment of the mean net cash flow of liquidated and operating enterprises, the authors recommend, when predicting the solvency of an enterprise, to take all cash flows and the following tendencies into account:

- if the operating cash flow level decreases every year, a detailed analysis of the enterprises operating costs and income should be carried out, and, in order for the enterprise to remain solvent, develop a plan for increasing the operating cash flow;
• special attention should also be paid to the cash flow level from investing activities if it has a tendency to approach zero, and carry out a detailed analysis of the enterprises operations, assessing its activity and future prospects;

• if the ratio value of the cash flow from financing activities is consistently high over the course of several time periods, without decreasing, it may indicate an unstable financial state.

During the study the authors calculated the ratios of the summary analysis of the cash flow of 15 selected liquidated and 15 operating enterprises seen in Table 2, and have shown the arithmetic mean of the calculated ratios and their differences over a six year period in Table 3.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Ratios</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Liquidated companies</th>
<th>Operating companies</th>
<th>Difference [5-4]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Cash flow from operations+ interest paid + taxes paid) / Interest paid</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>19.94</td>
<td>18.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>15.94</td>
<td>9.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>17.18</td>
<td>15.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>21.99</td>
<td>18.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>41.82</td>
<td>40.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>21.34</td>
<td>20.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cash flow from operations / Net income</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.87</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>-13.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.29</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>-11.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cash flow from operations / Current liabilities</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cash flow from operations / Total liabilities</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cash flow from operations / Net turnover</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on data of liquidated and operating companies.

As seen in Table 3 the biggest differences between the mean of closed and active companies in all analysed time periods is with the ratio cash flow from operations, interest paid and taxes paid to interest paid. The ratio cash flow from operations to net profit was better for operating enterprises only during three of six analysed time periods, but liquidated enterprises showed a better value during two of six analysed time periods. The remaining operating cash flow ratios
do not indicate significant differences, although, only three of four ratios in one of the analysed time periods showed a better value for closed enterprises – the second year before initiation of extrajudicial, judicial or insolvency proceedings for these ratios: cash flow from operations to current liabilities, cash flow from operations to net turnover and cash flow from operations to total assets. However, the authors believe that, overall, the ratios: cash flow from operations to current liabilities, cash flow from operations to total liabilities, cash flow from operations to net turnover and cash flow from operations to total assets do not show significant differences between active and closed enterprises.

The cash flow ratio from investing activities and cash flow from financing activities for operating and liquidated enterprises indicate the same tendency as the absolute figures when analysing net cash flows – the cash flow ratios from financing activities decrease beginning from the third year before initiation of extrajudicial, judicial or insolvency proceedings they gradually decrease, but the cash flow ratios from investing activities become positive one year before initiation of extrajudicial, judicial or starting of insolvency proceedings.

A conclusion can be made based on the results of this study that, by analysing the data of 15 liquidated and 15 operating enterprises, applying the criteria mentioned earlier, the ratio cash flow from operations, interest paid and tax paid to interest paid shows a significant difference between active and liquidated enterprises, therefore this ratio should be used primarily by financial analysts for assessing the financial state, and special attention should be paid to changes in the net cash flow by taking the aforementioned tendencies into account.

To evaluate the previously stated conclusions and suggestions, the authors compared their research data with the 2007 study by L. Jooste on a similar subject. They analysed L. Jooste’s “An evaluation of the usefulness of cash flow ratios to predict financial distress”, which was conducted by the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University in 2007. L. Jooste’s study selected 10 closed and 17 active enterprises.

8 cash flow ratios, based on operating cash flow, were selected in L. Jooste’s study. The funding ratio values were illustrated using the arithmetic mean, but the absolute figures were not studied, as well as cash flow ratios from investing and financing activities.

L. Jooste concluded that, when compared to active enterprises, the mean figures for closed enterprises are more unstable. The study discovered that the higher the ratio value, the smaller the chance of financial problems, and a positive ratio value indicates a positive cash flow. (Jooste L. 2007)

L. Jooste in his study points out, that financial problems can be observed starting from the third year before closure. The author’s calculations indicate that every ratio has a different period when financial problems can be observed. The authors also point out, that the ratios of four closed enterprises pointed to a connection – the ratio values start to decrease starting from the third year before initiation of extra-judicial, judicial or insolvency proceedings, however, the authors do not agree that this limit can be applied to all ratios. Both the authors' and L. Jooste’s study indicate the fact that, the higher the ratio values of the operating cash flow is, the smaller the chance for financial problems, which a majority of the ratios in the authors' study clearly indicate. Unlike L. Jooste’s study, the authors' study does not suggest that in the fourth year the majority of cash flow ratios of closed enterprises are higher than those of active enterprises, because the authors' study does not confirm such conclusions.
As of 2016 the “Annual Account Law” expires and in its place comes the “Annual Account and Consolidated annual Account Law” adopted by the Supreme Council of the Republic of Latvia on 22 October 2015, which states that enterprises, which conform to the criteria of medium-sized and large corporations, will have to prepare a cash flow statement. A medium-sized corporation is one that is not a small corporation, and the balance on the date of statement does not exceed at least two of three value limits in this section:

- total balance 4 000 000 EUR – 20 000 000 EUR;
- net turnover 8 000 000 EUR – 40 000 000 EUR;
- the average number of employees in the statement year 50 – 250.

A large corporation is one whose balance on the date of statement does not exceed at least two of three value limit criteria:

- total balance – 20 000 000 EUR;
- net turnover – 40 000 000 EUR;
- the average number of employees in the statement year – 250. (Annual Account and Consolidated Annual Account Law, 2016)

According to the requirements of the former “Annual Account Law”, corporations had to prepare a cash flow statement as an inseparable part of the annual statement if the balance on the date of statement exceeded two of the following criteria

- yearly total balance exceeds 400 000 EUR,
- yearly net turnover exceeds 800 000 EUR,
- the average number of workers in the statement year exceeds 25 (Annual Account Law, 2015)

In the authors' opinion, the new demands of the “Annual Account and Consolidated Annual Account Law” will notably impact the amount of enterprises in the Republic of Latvia, which will have to prepare a cash flow statement, because the criteria limits compared to the “Annual Account Law” have been significantly raised.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

In accordance with the goals of this paper, the authors have studied the figures and ratios used in the analysis of cash flow statements, analysed the data of 15 liquidated and 15 operating enterprises of the Republic of Latvia, and, by comparing the calculated ratios, have come to these conclusions:

1. The operating, investing activity and financing activity net cash flow and their arithmetic mean figures of closed enterprises indicate the approach of the insolvency problem, because the operating cash flow decreases starting from the second year before initiation of extrajudicial, judicial or insolvency proceeding, cash flow from investing activities tends to approach zero starting from the third year before initiation of extrajudicial, judicial or insolvency proceedings, but a year before this process becomes positive, whereas the cash flow from financing activities figures have a tendency to decrease starting from the third year before initiation of extrajudicial, judicial or insolvency proceeding.

2. Of the 11 ratios used in the analysis, the operating cash flow, interest payment and the tax payment to interest payment ratio are best for showing the difference between active and closed enterprises, therefore the use of this ratio for predicting insolvency for enterprises with debts with interest rates is of primary necessity.
3. The operating cash flow to net profit ratio indicates significant differences, but, as these differences are both positive and negative, there would be no point in using this cash flow ratio for predicting insolvency.

4. The ratios: cash flow from operations to current liabilities, cash flow from operations to total liabilities, cash flow from operations to net turnover and cash flow from operations to total assets do not indicate significant differences between liquidated and operating enterprises.

5. The ratio values of financing activities decrease starting from the third year before initiation of extra-judicial, judicial or insolvency proceedings, but investing cash flow becomes less negative starting from the third year before initiation of extra-judicial, judicial or insolvency proceedings, but becomes positive one year before the initiation of this process.

6. The authors, after comparing the results of the analysis with a similar study, conducted by L. Jooste of the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University in 2007, but which did not include ratio calculations of the net flow and investing and financing activities used in the analysis, agree with L. Jooste, that the higher the operating cash flow ratio value, the lower the chance of financial problems, however, the results of the study did not confirm L. Jooste’s statement, that financial problems can be observed starting from the third year before closure, because the ones conducted by the authors did not confirm such a statement. Ratio values calculated using the arithmetic mean figures in L. Jooste’s study and the calculated ratio values in the author’s paper indicate a difference in time periods, when financial problems can be observed. L. Jooste’s ratio calculations cash flow from operations to operating income, cash flow from operations to total assets, cash flow from operations to interest paid, cash flow from operations to ordinary dividends payout ratio, using the arithmetic mean show that financial problems can be observed starting from the third year before closure, whereas the author’s ratio calculations do not indicate a specific time period, when ratio value worsening can be observed.

By assessing the results of the study the authors believe that it has both theoretical and practical value. When predicting enterprise insolvency using the cash flow statement, special attention should be paid to changes in the cash flow of operating, investing and financing activities by taking the aforementioned tendencies into account, as well as calculate and analyse the following ratios: operating cash flow, interest paid and tax paid to interest paid ratio, operating cash flow to net income ratio, and cash flow from operations to current liabilities ratio, because these showed the greatest differences between operating and liquidated enterprises. The authors also believe that studies on cash flow statements and associated ratio usage for predicting enterprise insolvency should be continued, analysing a larger amount of liquidated and operating enterprise data, as well as analysing them in specific industries.
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MANAGEMENT OF THE LEARNIT INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION:
MAIN CHALLENGES AND FOCUS AREAS
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Abstract

In the context of creating the European Research Area, many European universities are now engaged in different research activities including international research projects, which can make a valuable contribution to the development of an academic organization. Partnership of three higher education institutions from three countries was organized to implement LEARNIT research project: WSEI (University of Economics and Innovation, Poland), KVK (Klaipeda State College, Lithuania), and TSI (Transport and Telecommunication Institute, Latvia). The key project outcomes are supposed to be the properly equipped Learning Lab and software for mobile devices intended for enhancing the effectiveness of the learning process by stimulating students’ concentration. LEARNIT is a complex multidimensional research project that involves people of different professions and positions: researchers, managers, teachers, IT specialists and students. Therefore, the management of LEARNIT is a complicated process that requires strong integration of various resources, as well as different pedagogical and managerial procedures. The aim of the paper is to address the main challenges faced by the LEARNIT management in the project implementation process, and to describe key focus areas of this project. The analysis provided in this paper is based on the academic literature review on the major educational and project management issues; it is also based on the author’s experience as the project leader from Transport and Telecommunication Institute. The analysis performed in this paper allows the author to conclude that the implementation of a cross-disciplinary research project demands using the holistic approach to the management of heterogeneous organizational resources. The success of a cross-disciplinary research project is directly related to the accomplishment of a synergistic effect; the expected synergistic effect arises from strong cooperation between main functional domains of a university, so the project should be aligned with the appropriate management functions carried out in the agenda of functional area-specific strategies implementation. The author hopes that whatever lessons this analysis provides would be helpful to managers responsible for implementing a complex research project in a modern university.
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Introduction

Nowadays, a wide range of various factors make education managers think and plan more strategically (Stukalina, 2015). Internationalization and globalization make contemporary higher education institutions to search for human capital, financial resources to boost international competitiveness (Mohrman et al., 2008). Management of a modern university faces serious challenges; from an institutional perspective, universities are forced to become more efficient.
in the realization of their missions – teaching, research and innovation and local economic development (The State of Higher Education 2014: Executive Summary). From a strategic management perspective, management of a contemporary higher education institution has to find the most resourceful means to balance their university’s position in terms of internal strengths and weaknesses against external opportunities and threats (Stukalina, 2015).

The European research landscape is now changing fast due to the new environmental and societal challenges that Europe faces today: climate change, use of energy and population ageing; together with competition for better ideas and the funding, it stimulates intensive cooperation across borders, and institutions (Potočnik, 2009). In the context of developing a competitive strategy, international research projects can make a valuable contribution to supporting research and academic excellence of a university and attracting external funds for international education and research, this way providing the university’s competitiveness in the global educational market. So, international research projects can be regarded as significant instruments for generating new ideas in the context of creating the European Research Area. They have to contribute fully to the implementation of the European Research Area and to the Lisbon Agenda, which was launched in 2000 for implementing the Lisbon Strategy (COM(2000) 6 final).

As projects become more crucial to organizational strategy and competitive advantage, being a means of formulating strategic moves for accomplishing strategic goals (Davies et al., 2011), new ambitious research projects are undertaken by European universities. Partnership of three higher education institutions from three countries was organized to implement LEARNIT research project: WSEI (University of Economics and Innovation, Poland), KVK (Klaipeda State College, Lithuania), and TSI (Transport and Telecommunication Institute, Latvia). The key project outcomes are supposed to be the properly equipped Learning Lab and software for mobile devices intended for enhancing the effectiveness of the learning process by stimulating students’ concentration. LEARNIT is a complex multidimensional research project that involves people of different professions and positions: researchers, managers, teachers, IT specialists and students. Therefore, the management of LEARNIT is a complicated process that requires strong integration of various resources, as well as different pedagogical and managerial procedures.

The aim of the paper is to address the main challenges faced by the LEARNIT management in the project implementation process, and to describe key focus areas of this project. The analysis provided in this paper is based on the analysis provided in this paper is based on the EU documents on higher education, academic literature review on the major strategic management, educational management and project management issues; it is also based on the author’s experience as the project leader from Transport and Telecommunication Institute. The analysis performed in this paper allows the author to conclude that the implementation of a cross-disciplinary research project demands using the holistic approach to the management of organizational resources, which presupposes identifying central functional areas involved in the project realization. The author hopes that whatever lessons this analysis provides would be helpful to managers responsible for implementing a complex research project in a modern university.
Research results and discussion

1. Research projects in the context of achieving competitive advantage of a modern university

The challenges faced by managers who work in the area of higher education comprise providing their universities with sufficient and sustainable resources, enhancing the university’s research and academic excellence, increasing their international attractiveness, supporting collaboration with other academic institutions and enterprises, offering new opportunities to students in the agenda of the global labour market customization and lifelong learning, etc. (COM(2003) 58 final; COM(2007) 61 final; The European Higher Education Area in 2012: Bologna Process Implementation Report, 2012; Report to the European Commission on Improving the Quality of Teaching and Learning in Europe’s Higher Education Institutions, 2013; The State of Higher Education 2013: Executive Summary, 2013).

Management of a modern university being linked to creating institutional policies intended for enhancing its potential for change and a persistent concern for quality (Tabatoni, 2002). Educational management is focused on the purpose and aims of education; these aims are closely related to sustaining and increasing competitiveness of an educational organization (Bush, 2011). They include social, cultural, moral, academic aims (Fiddler, 2002). Numerous strategies can be developed to provide an organization with a competitive advantage (Hill & Jones, 2013). Thus, in the context of the internalization of higher education and research, education managers may employ different strategies for stimulating international mobility of students and academic staff by means of grants, promoting academic exchange programmes and partnerships between academic institutions, competing for talent, exporting educational services, etc. (Vincent-Lancrin, 2009). The above strategies are all directed towards accomplishing academic and research excellence, which presupposes that central institutional strategies connect teaching and research in the frame of providing organizational competitiveness. According to Jenkins & Healy (2005), these strategies can be categorized as the strategies aimed at the following:

1) creating institutional awareness and institutional mission (for example, organising events, research studies and publications to increase institutional awareness, creating institutional conceptions and strategies to influence teaching-research relations);
2) creating pedagogical tools to maintain the teaching-research links (for example, establishing and reviewing teaching policies together with employing strategic and operational planning and institutional audit to strengthen the teaching-research connections);
3) generating research policies and strategies to support the teaching-research links (for example, creating and review research policies and implementing strategies directed at increasing the teaching-research connections);
4) developing university structures and attracting staff to support the teaching-research links (for example, developing new personnel training policies, providing effective synergies among organizational entities and structures for teaching and research, and linking these with the associated university strategies).

Thus, each of the above-mentioned strategies represents a different means of generating a competitive advantage. Developing a competitive strategy (strategies) university management
has to take into account the fact that different strategies have different consequences in different contexts, the choice of a strategy (strategies) depending on various factors: situation in the international labour market and in the international higher education market, social and university context, financial models, leadership and management models, specialization (technical/humanitarian), etc. (Stukalina, 2015).

Having regard to the above, it may be assumed that research and its links with teaching academic disciplines plays a crucial role in the development of a higher education institution. It is useful to highlight in this regard that research projects make a valuable contribution to accomplishing the strategic university’s goals, the research project management being an integral part of the university’s overall strategy.

The term “project management” implies that it is the planning, organizing, directing, and controlling of organizational resources for a comparatively short-term objective established to achieve specific goals and objectives (Kerzner, 2003). Project management presupposes using particular knowledge, skills, tools and methods for implementing project activities to meet certain project requirements (Prabhakar, 2008). The purpose of project management is supposed to be achieving the set objectives regardless of the emerging risks, project management being concerned commonly with the management of change (Harrison & Lock, 2004). For effectively implementing a project managers require an appropriate strategy, which can be defined as a “direction in a project that contributes to success of the project in its environment”; it is linked with competitive advantage of the organization in the external environment (Artto et al., 2008).

Aligning projects with the strategic goals of the organization is key for project success (Larson & Grey, 2011). The corporate strategy will provide the margins for a concrete project, and its goals and results should be related to an organization’s vision, so project management demands comprehensive planning for creating suitable conditions for successful project execution (Longman & Mullis, 2004). Thus, project management involves many challenges, which are related to both the complex internal environment of modern organizations and the highly competitive global environment. The main challenges encountered by the LEARNIT project management will be considered below.

2. Main challenges faced by the LEARNIT project management

Project managers experience some special challenges that are not usually faced by other managers (Minavand et al., 2013). The traditional project management addresses such issues as labour, time, and money (Othman et al., 2010); other common challenges embrace managing distributed and matrix managed teams, issue tracking, resource management, prioritization (Sullivan, 2012), selecting people with different specialties and backgrounds, managing cross-functional teams, keeping the staff motivated (Minavand et al., 2013).

Though, due to the unique nature of each project, which depends on the industry, size, location, nature, complexity, and environment (Prabhakar, 2008), every project management team must addresses some unique issues. Current project management issues of the ICT-based project management include challenges related to the adaption to the new dynamic environments (Othman et al., 2010). Project managers who deal with complex projects within organizational systems that are themselves complex face specific challenges (Heaslip, 2015); this can be fully applied to the management of a cross-disciplinary ICT-based research project in a modern university.
The main challenges encountered by the LEARNIT project management team can be summarized as follows:

- The LEARNIT management occurs at different levels across the university environment.
- LEARNIT is a multidimensional research project engaging people within different areas of expertise.
- The LEARNIT implementation requires tight integration of organizational resources: HR, administrative, technological and educational.
- LEARNIT is a sophisticated ICT-based project.
- Students are actively involved in the LEARNIT implementation, and the expected results are much dependent on the students’ contribution to the project.

As seen from the above, the LEARNIT management comprises various perspectives. The categories of complexity encountered by the LEARNIT project team include those mentioned by Heaslip (2015): a) the complexity based on human behaviour, as the project involve different stakeholders; b) the complexity based on system behaviour, which results from the need for projects to interrelate dynamically with “systems” within their environment – functional departments, committees, other projects, etc.

To deal with these categories of complexity, LEARNIT project managers have to synergize the resources distributed in different domains of the complicated organizational environment for supporting basic project activities; these resources embrace tangible, semi-tangible, non-tangible resources (Stukalina, 2008; Stukalina, 2010) associated with certain functional areas of a contemporary university, where various functional strategies are implemented. A functional strategy is defined as an action plan for running a functional activity within a business (Thompson & Strickland, 2003). Functional strategies are usually associated with decisions made by each department in a certain business: marketing, production, finance, human resources; the decisions being mainly related to the effective use of the available resources (Altuntaş et al., 2014). However, we interpret the notion “functional area” more broadly than just a functional department of an organization. Modern universities are complicated multi-level structures. Strategies developed by the university management are aimed at the realization of the university’s central activities associated with teaching, research and community service (McBurnie & Ziguras, 2009).

Therefore, the resources necessary for supporting the learning process are embedded in different functional areas of the university, where functional area-specific strategies are realized (Stukalina, 2014): a) university facilities (a blend of tangible, non-tangible and semi-tangible resources); b) education (a blend of tangible, non-tangible and semi-tangible resources); c) research (a combination of tangible, non-tangible and semi-tangible resources); d) staff (non-tangible resources).

The above is also true regarding a cross-disciplinary project implemented in a university. All closely intertwined project areas correspond to the four entangled functional areas of a higher education institution. The embodied intellectual capital can be regarded as the link that connects various functional areas, the educational organization being a community of people united by common goals (Stukalina, 2010).

An integrated leadership, management, and support environment is vital for the management of projects (Implementing organizational project management: A practice guide, 2014). Therefore, the success of a complex research project is directly related to the accomplishment of a synergistic effect. There exist many definitions of the term “synergy”, though all of them include
a notion of positive outcomes that are derivatives of the interrelations among all components of a system (Chadwick, 2010). The expected synergistic effect arises from tight cooperation between basic functional domains, the project being aligned with the appropriate management functions performed in the agenda of functional area-specific strategies implementation.

Each function relies on specific techniques to be employed for achieving the project’s strategic goals. The university facilities management function can support sustainable project performance through implementing cost-effective university infrastructure based on ICT, including an efficient communication system for the shared knowledge transfer. The staff management function can contribute to sustainable project performance by attracting skilled academicians, researchers, technicians. Besides, the staff management also involves the people engaged in managing projects, for which project management is an essential job requirement: accountants, administrators, scientists, contractors, etc. (Larson & Grey, 2011). The research management function can donate to sustainable project performance by increasing research opportunities through strengthening support from the university administration, using advanced ICT-based equipment and developing new knowledge and technologies. In turn, the educational activities management function can contribute to sustainable project performance by using advanced educational strategies based on the constructivist approach to learning for targeted student groups (project participants), tailoring the instructional tools to the project requirements. It is especially important in the context of supporting academic excellence of the university, since such a learner-cantered instructional approach as constructivism offers students a good opportunity to build their professional skills through practical experience and real-life activities (Tarnopolsky, 2012), which is vital for their professional development. Table 1 describes the main issues encountered by the LEARNIT project management team and the associated managerial tasks.
Main challenges faced by the LEARNIT project management and the related tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Main challenges for the LEARNIT management</th>
<th>Related tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Management of the academic and attending staff</td>
<td>Engagement of people of different professions and positions across the university environment</td>
<td>• Preparing a detailed job description for each project participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Generating, collecting and sharing collaborative knowledge through planned and unplanned knowledge transfer schemes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Management of the educational activities</td>
<td>Involvement of students, which makes the project results to a large extent dependent on their contribution to the project</td>
<td>Providing ICT-based learning resources necessary for supporting educational activities in the frame of the project and tailoring the instructional tools to the project requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Facilities management</td>
<td>Provision of strong integration of the organizational resources: tangible, semi-tangible, non-tangible as the LEARNIT management occurs at different levels across the university environment</td>
<td>• Developing and maintaining relevant cost-effective infrastructure for achieving sustainable project performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Establishing efficient ICT-based communication channels for supporting the project implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Management of the research activities</td>
<td>LEARNIT focus on ICT-based research</td>
<td>Increasing research opportunities by applying advanced technologies created in the project implementation process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s construction based on the author’s experience as the project leader from Transport and Telecommunication Institute.

To provide sustainable project performance and ensure that the project participants perform their work in the right context, it is necessary to identify the potential critical success factors contributing to the project’s success. They will be discussed in the next section.

3. Potential critical success factors for the LEARNIT project performance

Project managers have to be aware of the potential effects of the critical success factors (CSFs) on accomplishing the project’s goals in terms of resources, time, financial plan, etc. In the process of the project management, many decisions need to be taken, the decisions at the earlier stage of the project having a bigger impact on the project management practice; the critical success factors are rather useful in decision-making support (Alias et al., 2014). Critical success factors are those inputs to the management system that result either directly or indirectly in the success of a particular project (Cooke-Davies, 2002). CSFs epitomise key performance areas, which are important for the whole organization to accomplish its mission (Parker Gates, 2010). Consequently, critical success factors that may contribute to the success of a particular research project in the university represent its main functional areas involved in the project realization. Table 2 describes basic potential critical success factors for the LEARNIT project performance with regard to the four functional areas engaged in the project implementation in Transport and Telecommunication Institute (TSI): staff, facilities, education and research.
### Critical success factors for the LEARNIT project performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Critical success factor</th>
<th>TSI organizational resources and capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.  | Staff: attracting and keeping first-class academic, research and attending staff and maintaining regular recognition of the staff’s contribution to the project | • Teachers with relevant high-level expertise in the area of higher education, including those with Doctoral Degree – 60%  
• High level of the academic staff motivation  
• Skilled technical staff, which is due to the strong technical component of TSI |
| 2.  | Education: using advanced educational strategies based on the constructivist approach to tailoring the instructional tools to the project requirements | • Permanent accreditation in Latvia as a higher education institution  
• All educational directions received accreditation for the maximum period  
• A wide variety of study programs (transport and logistics, computer sciences, electronics and telecommunication, economics and management, aviation transport), which allows the integration of some elements of multidisciplinary education |
| 3.  | Facilities: maintaining a safe and constructive project environment conducive to education and research | • TSI infrastructure, being dynamic in nature due to constant attempt to keep pace with the recent developments, acts as a facilitator for the effective delivery of the curriculum  
• Well-equipped lecture-rooms and lecture-halls for dynamic and focused discussions  
• Well-equipped modern laboratories for supporting education and research: Laboratory of Applied Software, Telecommunications, Electronics and Robotics centre, Multimedia Laboratory, Cisco Networking Academy, TSI IT Academy  
• Efficient ICT-based communication scheme |
| 4.  | Research: maximizing the use of all research opportunities and supporting students entry into research career paths the project | • TSI is a national leader in research and education in the fields of transportation modelling, intelligent transportation systems, systems analysis of complex transportation systems and transportation analytics (Latvia: Research Assessment Exercise, 2013)  
• Big experience in conducting different types of research, including those under the Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development (2007-2013)  
• EU funding and co-funding of TSI research projects |

*Source: author’s construction based on the author’s experience as the project leader from Transport and Telecommunication Institute.*

Thus, sustainable project performance is predominantly determined by the contribution of the integrated resources embedded in its functional areas. In this context, project managers may employ a five-step, resource-based approach to their strategy analysis proposed by
Grant (1991): 1) identifying and categorizing the project’s resources with due account for strengths and weaknesses; 2) merging the organization’s strengths into specific capabilities and competencies (know-how) for supporting the project’s implementation; 3) assessing the potential of these capabilities and competencies in view of their potential for providing sustainable project performance; 4) choosing the strategy that best uses the organization’s capabilities and competencies with due regard for external opportunities; 5) recognizing and eliminating resources gaps. The resource-based approach can supply managers with clear rules to create and leverage a variety of resources, ensuring that organizational resources, capabilities and competencies are properly used as competitive tools (Gagnon, 1999).

Thus, the project resources being heterogeneous in nature, the resource-based approach to developing the project’s strategy is supposed to be best capable of meeting the challenges of a cross-disciplinary research project implemented in a contemporary university.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

The analysis performed in this paper allows the author to draw a few conclusions. The following points detail some recommendations for project managers responsible for the implementation of multidimensional research projects in a university.

1. Project management involves many issues associated with both the complex internal environment of a modern academia and the highly competitive global environment.

2. From a holistic point of view, management of a multidimensional research project in a higher education institution comprises various perspectives. Contemporary universities are complicated multi-level structures: the resources necessary for supporting a cross-disciplinary research project are embedded in different functional areas of the higher education institution, where functional area-specific strategies are realized.

3. The success of a complex research project is directly related to the accomplishment of a synergistic effect; the expected synergistic effect arises from strong cooperation between main functional domains of a university – staff, facilities, education and research, so the project should be aligned with the appropriate management functions carried out in the agenda of functional area-specific strategies implementation.

4. Each function relies on specific managerial and educational techniques to be used for accomplishing the project’s strategic goals.

5. For ensuring sustainable project performance, it is essential to identify the main potential critical success factors that may contribute to the research project’s success; potential critical success factors represent key functional areas of the university engaged in the project implementation.

6. In this context of providing sustainable project performance, project managers utilize the resource-based approach to their strategy analysis; the integrated tangible, semi-tangible and no-tangible resources externalized in different functional areas are given the major role in assisting project managers to deal with various challenges, and to achieve higher project performance.
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THE INDICATOR SYSTEMS AND THE SUITABILITY OF THEIR APPLICATION IN CONTROLLING DEPARTMENT ACTIVITY
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Abstract

Various financial and non-financial indicators are of considerable significance in controlling system because they help to provide objective information on economical and financial situation of the company. However, because of the lack of information, the usage of single indicators is not always efficient. In order to avoid misinterpretation of the indicators and by taking into account the principle of controlling complexity, various indicator systems are formed. They allow not only to quantify the current situation and perform retrospective, operational and perspective diagnostics of financial position, but also to reveal the causes of the origin of the problems.

However, not every indicator system is equally able to highlight the weak points and identify the problems. It is also noteworthy that not every indicator system is characterized by the same level of compatibility of indicators, interconnections and strategic orientation. By considering this, it is possible to identify a problematical field of controlling system, which is the choice of appropriate indicators and their systems in order to provide relevant and structured information that is suitable to make management decisions.

The aim of the research is to examine and classify the main financial and non-financial indicator systems and to evaluate the suitability of their application in the controlling department activity.

A review of the main indicator systems, such as DuPont, EVA, BSC, ZVEI, RL, EFQM and others and the peculiarities of these indicator systems are revealed in the article. The result of the study is a dissection of the indicator systems to eight separate fields according to three dimensions: indicators compatibility level, indicators interconnection level and strategic orientation level. Considering the fact that controlling – as an instrument of company management – is oriented towards achieving operational and strategic objectives, strategic orientation level is considered the most important when choosing an indicators system. After performing the main indicator systems analysis, it was determined that the most significant, providing the most relevant amount of information in the controlling system is the BSC system assigned to the eighth field. Its features are: extensive orientation towards strategy, high indicators compatibility and strong relation among indicators.

The research methods: comparative and systematic analysis of scientific literature, synthesis, induction, deduction. Generalized information provided applying graphical method.

Key words: controlling, the indicator systems, classification of indicator systems

JEL code: M49

Introduction

Instability of financial-economic environment, high level of competition, complicated technological processes, necessity to solve problems in short time, and other factors influence the decisions of companies’ managers when considering the opportunity of introduction innovative management control systems. One of such systems – widely applied in foreign
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practice, however less familiar in Lithuania – is controlling. Controlling is the management control process of defining, planning and then pursuing goals. It is a process whose full potential can only be realized if controllers and managers are collaborating closely (Internationaler Controller Verein, n.d.). Controlling can also be described as a system of company’s goals achievement management (Ананькина, et al., 2002). Since every company distinguishes management goals into strategic (long-term) and operational (short-term), thus controlling has to be examined as a system comprised of two main indistinguishable parts: strategic and operational controlling. The controlling system combines various different subsystems and their elements which allows to provide structured and detailed information about company’s past, present and future activity and to offer a complex way of solving company’s problems, the final result of which is the increase of organisation’s value.

By taking into account the fact that efficient company’s management – after implementing the controlling system – mostly depends on the information database quality and thorough data processing, a majority of authors examining controlling issues such as Deyhle (2001); Hahn & Hungenberg (2005); Horváth (2006); Mann & Mayer (2000); Reichmann (2011); Roehl-Anderson & Bragg (2004); Weber & Schäffer (2014); Ананькина, et al. (2002); Карминский, et al. (2006) and many others admit that one of the key elements providing company’s management specialists with analytical information is the financial and non-financial data analysis which plays an important role in the system of controlling while the information it provides is of considerable significance when making strategic and operational decisions.

Appliance of economic and financial analysis, as one of the most objective methods of proper evaluation of financial condition and the results of its activity, is primarily connected to computation, analysis and evaluation of various indicators, formation of their sets, as well as the usage of the indicator systems allowing not qualitative evaluation of the situation but also revelation of the origin of problems. However, the choice of appropriate indicators and their systems to provide relevant and structured information for making management decisions and execute other functions of controlling is a problematic field for a controlling department. Furthermore, not every indicator system is equally able to highlight the weak points and identify the problems. It is also noteworthy that not every indicator system is characterized by the same level of compatibility of indicators, interconnections and strategic orientation.

The aim of the research is to examine and classify the main financial and non-financial indicator systems and to evaluate the suitability of their application in the controlling department activity. To this end, the place of indicators and indicator systems in the controlling was analysed, the main criteria of selecting indicator systems were established, classification of the indicator systems applied in a controlling department activity was analysed and the “cube” of indicator systems classification was formed. On its basis the most appropriate indicator systems can be evaluated taking into account three important qualitative characteristics which are indicators compatibility, interconnections and the level of orientation towards strategy.
Financial and non-financial indicators and their systems as an important element of strategic and operational controlling system

Controlling is a management concept widespread among European enterprises and is oriented towards increasing the level of business goals achievement. Controlling could be described as the synthesis of management accounting, planning, control, analysis and other functions necessary to make management decisions and efficiently manage an enterprise in order to achieve projected objectives. This is a system oriented towards long-term effective functioning of enterprise. According to Ананькина, et al. (2002), Карминский, et al. (2006) understanding controlling as a concept of modern management, which emerged at the intersection of economic analysis, planning, administrative accounting and management, transfers the organization management to a new level.

The controlling system comprises different, however interconnected, subsystems and their elements whose interaction helps to make optimal decisions. And even though because of existing various controlling trends and different attitudes there is no strict established provision of what ought to set up a controlling system; however, it must be noted that this system is usually implemented in an organization in two aspects: through strategic controlling and through operational controlling (Horváth, 2006; Mann & Mayer, 2000; Карминский, et al., 2006). The reason for this is the fact that every company distinguishes its management goals into strategic (long-term) and operational (short-term). Companies apply different instruments, means, and methods to achieve these goals and select different financial and non-financial indicators and criteria to evaluate the results. Thus, the controlling system is primarily distinguished into two subsystems: strategic controlling and operational controlling. Operational controlling is a management activity that comprises the fixing of objectives, budgeting and controlling in the middle-term and single year time span. Typical objectives would be liquidity, profits and business strength. Strategic controlling is a management activity that comprises the planning, testing, implementation and monitoring of strategies. The time span is unlimited and is just as long as the period covered by the strategy. Typical objectives here would be existing and future potentials for success, market shares as well as (free) cash flow (International Group of Controlling, 2010). The subsystems of strategic and operational controlling function proceed in coherence with the object, process, toolbox and the implementation of functions of controlling subsystems (see Fig. 1).
As we can see in the Figure 1, the controlling system combines various different subsystems and their elements which allows to provide structured and detailed information about company’s past, present and future activity and to offer a complex way of solving company’s problems, the final result of which is the increase of organization value. Definite functioning of each element of the system contributes to the growth of this result. Selection of financial and non-financial indicators and indicator systems to evaluate strategic and operational activity results plays an important role in the controlling system. Properly selected indicators and their systems help to evaluate both operational and strategic achievement of results in an organization, the attainment of goals and – at the same time – to contribute to the increase of company’s value. That is why it is important to analyse and identify those indicators and indicators systems that would evaluate company’s activity most clearly both in operational and in strategic aspects.

The criteria of choosing and forming indicator systems

Controlling system is really efficient and effective when the system spans all parts of the value chain and information is suitable for decision making (Gimžauskienė, 2008). Controlling system should be based on various measures and their interpretation. Controlling measures the deviation of actual performance from the standard performance, discovers the causes of such deviations and helps in taking corrective actions. Dobroszek & Szychta (2015) notes that there are many different tools and methods used in controlling to measure performance. They
include cost accounting systems, single indicators, indicator systems, variance analysis and others. However, the usage of various financial and non-financial indicators and their systems is the main instrument of a controller when measuring and evaluating company’s activity. That some authors suggest a controlling concept oriented towards indicators also proves the fact that indicators play an important role in the controlling system. Among them Reichmann (2011) is noteworthy. Although business indicators have been used for a very long time, a generally accepted definition does not exist. There are several opinions as to what a business indicator is exactly. Staehle (1969) defines business indicators as ratios and absolute indicators that refer to numerical ascertainable business facts in a concentrated mode. According to Lachnit (1979), the indicators are quantitative data used to provide simplified view of complex reality. Köppen (2008) maintains that business indicator is a statistic on business that allows analysis of business performance and predictions of future performance. According to Gladen (2003), business indicators are quantitative information that are pre-processed for specific requirements of the analysis and controlling of the company.

Historically, companies concentrated on financial indicators. Financial indicators are particularly important when seeking to provide general information on company’s financial status. This information – not taking into account its high level of aggregation – can provide initial outlook of the company as a whole or as separate segments. According to Brewer & Speh (2000), Ittner & Larcker (2003), nowadays it is widely recognized that non-financial and even non-numerical indicators can give valuable information as well. Though, such indicators are more difficult to measure and compare. Krauth, et al. (2005) emphasize, that selecting the right indicators for measuring is rather complicated. A full set of indicators could result in a huge amount of data, which would require a lot of efforts and high costs both in acquiring and in analysing. Another difficulty is that it is not uncommon that the selected indicators turn out to be conflicting, improving one may worsen another. Thus the usage of single indicators not connected by any relations is often inefficient. Other authors also emphasize this. According to Muller (1990, cited in Köppen, 2008, p. 10) single business indicators might be of relevance for executing a planning or controlling function. However, most business cases can be adequately managed if several indicators are employed. Keiner (2003) agrees with this provision. He states that single indicators cannot measure all of the guiding planning objectives. They can only cover a part of the actual spatial development. Many other authors, among which are Deyhle (2001), Hauser (2007), Weber & Schäffer (2014), Кarkinский, et al. (2006), and others also note that single indicators are seldom applied in a controlling system due to their limited informative capability; therefore, indicator systems allowing not qualitative evaluation of the situation but also revelation of the origin of issues as well as execution of structural-logical analysis of factors with a significant influence are usually analysed. Köppen (2008) emphasizes that indicator systems have been traditionally used in order to understand, evaluate and rate the current or future state of a business.

However, not every group of indicators can be called an indicator system. Dictionary for controllers (International Group of Controlling, 2010) defines an indicator system as mathematically or logically connected combinations of ratios (absolute or relative figures with special significance). Ratios are derived from planned values or actual data and serve as a standard by which to present cause and effect of operations in a causal. According to Sandt (2004), indicator system can be defined when two or more indicators are related to each other.
and supplementing or explaining one another. Considering the given definitions, one can state that the most important aspect allowing to identify a set of indicators as an indicator system is the existence of interdependence and interconnections relations among the indicators.

When choosing already existing indicator systems for a particular company in order to analyse and evaluate its business and financial activity, the employees of a controlling department must firstly make sure whether the system is able to identify weak points and reveal their formation causes. If the system cannot guarantee that, it might be modified taking into account the needs of a particular company. As Frank, et al. (2008) note, the design of effective indicator systems is not trivial task. It requires a profound understanding of the relevant business context. Numerous relations and dependencies within an indicator system exist, which need to be analysed thoroughly. Furthermore, it is recommended to take into account how an indicator affects managerial decision making. When forming a modified system and selecting its indicators, it is important to choose those which would be appropriate to evaluate not only the company’s activity of previous periods but also to perform operational (current) analysis. It also important that based on prepared financial plans it would be possible to analyse the company’s financial status in future, i.e. to perform forward-looking diagnostics of weak points in order to avoid solvency, liquidity and other issues. The system itself should form a hierarchical structure in which relations among different indicators could be seen. The set of financial and non-financial indicators formed this way would be adapted to measure and evaluate activity of a particular company. This is even more important since the indicator systems often have a strong influence on the enterprise.

**Classification of indicator systems**

When forming the set of indicators to perform retrospective, operational and perspective diagnostics of organization’s financial status, it is suggested to choose among already established and examined in practice indicator systems which usually are classified into two groups: logical-deductive and empirical-inductive indicator systems (see Fig. 2). The basis of all these systems is computation, analysis and evaluation of absolute financial indicators and financial ratios. This classification is most widely spread in the controlling system.

However, this type of classification has a drawback because it comprises only those indicator systems which combine only financial indicators. However, bearing in mind that non-financial indicators are nowadays as important as financial ones, it is essential to include the indicator systems formed both of financial and non-financial indicators to the classification.
Weber & Sandt (2001, cited in Weber & Schäffer, 2014, p. 158) provide a different model of indicator system classification in which the previously mentioned drawback is eliminated. The authors classify indicator systems taking into account two dimensions: the level of indicators interconnections and the level of indicators compatibility. According to the authors, indicator systems may differ depending on the indicators interconnection. It might be mathematical dependence when analysis is begun from the highest level indicator by dividing it into lower level indicators which is seen in DuPont pyramid example. Or the system may be based on cause-and-effect links like in the Balanced Scorecard system. As far as indicators compatibility is concerned, Weber & Sandt (2001, cited in Weber & Schäffer, 2014, p. 159) stress that systems differ according to the number of financial and non-financial indicators, the depth and span of the indicators choice when forming a system. Considering these factors, the authors provide 4 fields matrix in which indicator systems are classified into 4 groups taking into account indicators compatibility and interconnections strength. (see Fig. 3).

Source: author’s construction based on Ingham & Harrington (1980); Reichmann (2011); Timmerbeil (1999); Карминский, et al. (2002).

Fig. 2. Classification of financial indicator systems
The first matrix field defines indicator system which is strictly oriented towards the weak points of company’s business processes. It is expressed by connections among selected indicators. However, according to Weber & Schäffer (2014) it often becomes “the graveyard of indicators” because, as the time flies, a company uses more and more various indicators. New trends or new concepts allow to apply newer and newer indicators whereas the old ones are also kept. It results in a high number of unused, uncoordinated and hardly internally connected indicators.

The authors (Weber & Sandt, 2001, cited in Weber & Schäffer, 2014, p. 159) appoint financial-economic indicator systems, such as DuPont or ZVEI, to the second field. They are based on strict mathematical dependence which means that indicators interconnections are very strong. However, these systems do not show a high level of indicator compatibility because only financial indicators are used to evaluate a company’s activity. The Balanced Scorecard system prevents these drawbacks because it comprises both financial and non-financial indicators. Furthermore, the indicators are closely connected among each other by cause-and-effect links. These qualities allowed the authors to assign the BSC system to the extreme third matrix field. The authors assigned EFQM system (European Foundation for Quality Management) to the last – the fourth – field. Such way of assignment is reasoned because the level of indicator compatibility of this system is high. Yet, the system indicators are not characterized by a strict interconnection.

However, such classification evaluates not all characteristics of the indicator systems applied in the controlling department activity. Considering the fact that the controlling system is oriented towards tasks implementation and achievement of strategic goals, it is appropriate to distinguish a third dimension which is orientation towards strategy. More than one author (Kaplan & Norton, 2000; Smith, 2005; Reichmann, 2011, and others) distinguishes a lack of strategic
approach in the company’s management process. Schmeisser, et al. (2011) provide these exiting strategic management problems: a long-lasting planning process and slow implementation of strategies; vision and mission cannot be implemented; a lack of link between strategy and set targets; a lack of connection between strategy and resource allocation; a lack of strategic feedback; dominance of classical financial indicators and control variances; insufficient external reporting. Thus, considering the aspect that strategic goals achievement is a key management task, it is appropriate to choose those indicator systems in the controlling department activity, whose orientation towards strategy level is high.

The cube of indicators systems and the characteristics of its elements

Considering the factor that in order to measure and evaluate a company’s activity it is important to apply indicator systems rather than single indicators and evaluate the requirements applicable to the indicator systems (the indicators should be balanced; the indicators should be connected by interdependence; the indicator system should be oriented not only towards evaluation of the operational activity but also the strategical one), in the Figure number 4 a cube of indicators classification according to these dimensions is given. After evaluating all characteristics of indicator systems, they will be assigned to one of eight fields of the cube.

It is appropriate to assign the first field to the selective indicator system like in the type of classification suggested by Weber & Sandt (2001, cited in Weber & Schäffer, 2014, p.158) (see Fig. 3). To the second field are assigned those systems whose strength of indicator interconnections is high, however, the level of orientation towards strategy and indicators compatibility is relatively low. The DuPont pyramid and Pyramid Structure of Ratios could be assigned to this group. The well known DuPont pyramid is a financial indicator system. The top indicator of this system is ROI, which can be computed as a result of capital turnover and sales profitability. The indicator capital turnover is a quotient of sales and capital, which is divided in current assets and capital assets. Similarly, the ratio sales profitability is divided to earnings and sales. These indicators are decomposed into other indicators. Thus, this system has a strict hierarchical structure.

The Pyramid Structure of Ratios was developed by Ingham & Harrington in 1958 (Ingham & Harrington, 1980). This system divides the indicators into primary, supporting and descriptive indicators. The system is very similar to the DuPont system but uses only relative indicators. It was developed assuming that the indicators would build the basis for permanent international comparison (Köppen, 2008). Pyramid Structure of Ratios is primarily used to evaluate company’s internal activity. Even though, this system is also based on the DuPont pyramid principle and the starting indicator is profitability of owner’s equity, but the lower system indicators are related to distinguishing between variable and fixed costs, manufacture, sales, calculation of administrative expenses to sales revenue ratio, stocks, accounts receivables, cash flow and reflection of other indicators as well as evaluation of their impact on higher level indicators.
Fig. 4. The cube of indicators systems

RL ratio system, established by Reichmann and Lachnit in 1976 is assigned to the third field. The RL system was designed for analysis purposes, and, moreover, as an aid to management, in order to provide decision-making information within the framework of the planning and control process. The most important ratios in this management system are those relating to profit or loss, and liquidity (Reichmann, 2011). The system takes profit and liquidity into consideration at the same extents: the profitability part with the ordinary result as core parameter and the liquidity part with liquid assets as core parameter. The key performance indicator are split up under logical aspects: the ordinary result is divided into Return on Equity and Return on Total Assets, Return on Investment, Capital Turnover Ratio as well as Return on Sales. The liquid assets are divided into Cash Flow and Working Capital. These indicators are then further broken down. Ratios as well as absolute numbers from external and internal accountancy are used for this purpose (Schmeisser, et al., 2011). It is also noteworthy that RL system is divided into a common and a special part. The common part refers to the whole corporation, whereas the special part is divided into a product specific and a division specific business management. In the common part, business indicators are used as management information that is independent from the type of business. The system aims to control profit and finance at the same time. The special part is used to supplement the controlling system with specific company needs and concrete implementation of the RL system (Köppen, 2008). Precisely this quality allows to characterize RL system as a system of high indicators compatibility level because it combines the indicators which are common to all companies with specific ones that are important only to analyse and evaluate a particular company’s activity.

It is appropriate to assign financial indicator systems, also identified as empirical-inductive indicator systems, to the fourth field. Beaver and Weibel indicator systems as well as CAMEL financial indicator system applied in banking sector and its modification CARAMEL applied
in insurance sector are assigned to this group. All these indicator systems show high indicators compatibility level because they are comprised with the aid of mathematical-statistic methods by selecting the most appropriate key indicators for certain groups of companies. Beaver system was established after evaluating 79 successfully and 79 unsuccessfully operating companies. As a result of the research, six indicators that highlight problems most efficiently were selected. 1) cash flow/total debt; 2) net income/total assets; 3) total debt/total assets; 4) working capital/total assets; 5) current ratio; 6) no credit interval (Beaver, 1966). Weibel system is based on the research of 72 Swiss companies’ results. Also, six most informative indicators were selected, a part of them is exactly like in the Beaver system just in a different order. Cash flow/total debt is the most important and significant in both of these systems. CAMEL system is used in banks activity evaluation. Each letter of the abbreviation stands for an analysed field: (C) capital adequacy; (A) assets; (M) management Capability; (E) earnings; (L) liquidity; (S) sensitivity. CARAMEL system is used to evaluate insurance companies’ activity by adding two more additional fields: retrocession and actuarial provisions. It is noteworthy that in this system besides financial indicators are also used non-financial indicators to evaluate company’s activity.

To summarize, it can be noted that all systems discussed above have one mutual quality: their level of orientation towards strategy is not high. After considering the factor that the controlling system comprises both operational and strategic controlling subsystems, achievement of strategic goals becomes an important aspect of controlling department’s activity. Thus the company’s activity measurement indicators must be formed and the results evaluated by taking into account not only weekly, monthly or quarter results, but also strategic indicators of 5–10 years. Systems oriented towards strategy and their appliance in the controlling system helps to ensure achievement of both operational and strategic goals.

**Indicator systems oriented towards strategy**

The second “floor” of indicator systems cube (see Fig.4) is designed for indicator systems whose level of orientation towards strategy is significantly higher. Tableau de Bord system might be assigned to the fifth field. The Tableau de Bord was introduced in France in the 1930s and was described as being similar to a “dashboard” (i.e. the literal translation of Tableau de bord) used by “pilots” (i.e. managers) to guide organizations to their destinations. (Bessire & Baker 2005). In other words, it gives individual managers a concentrated set of information in the form of indicators that they need for (operational) control of their areas of responsibility. Moreover, by creating a consistent system of tableaux de bord, the concept enables the entire company to achieve its overall targets and implement its enterprise strategy successfully (Damn, 2005). That the system is oriented towards strategy is indicated also by other authors. However, restrictions are not applied to indicators selection in the Tableau de Bord system and it determines a factor that indicators interconnection and their compatibility is often not high.

It is appropriate to assign the systems that show high level of orientation towards strategy and high indicator interdependence level to the sixth field. Those are ZVEI and EVA systems. EVA indicator system is well known and widely applied to evaluate activity of companies in many countries. Whereas ZVEI system is less known and applied more rarely. It was determined by the factor that the system was established in Germany and was mostly used particularly in companies of German-speaking countries. Because of limited application of controlling
out of the German-speaking countries, the spread of ZVEI indicator system was also limited. The ZVEI system of performance measurement was developed by the Central Association of Electrical Industry (Zentralverband der Elektrotechnischen Industrie-ZVEI) in Germany (Zentralverband Elektrotechnik..., 1989). This system became well known in this country and has spread among many companies. The mixed calculation and classification system – which is also called multifunctional ratio system – is designed as a ratio pyramid. Figure 5 illustrates the schematic construction. Ultimate aim of the ZVEI system is to investigate the company’s efficiency through growth and structure analysis. Sales activities, results, capital commitment, value creation and employment are considered in the growth analysis. In the structural analysis, as the main part of the ZVEI system the earning power and the risk of the company is analysed by the means of the key performance indicator Return on Equity (Schmeisser, et al., 2011). The first structural analysis part is growth analysis, which allows to presume that the system is oriented towards strategy. The second part is structural analysis, which provides a view of strict indicators interdependence.

The EVA indicator system can be assigned to the sixth field of the cube only because the indicators of this system are closely connected by strict mathematical dependence. Also, the system is oriented towards the increase of organisational value which shows high level of orientation towards strategy. Yet, as Weber & Sandt (2001, cited in Weber & Schäffer, 2014,
p. 158) noticed, ZVEI and EVA systems use only financial indicators which shows that these indicator systems have characteristics of low indicator compatibility level and cannot be assigned neither to the seventh nor to the eight fields of the cube.

Previously mentioned EFQM system can be assigned to the seventh field because, as it was mentioned before, indicators compatibility level of this system is high. Even though the system is mostly based on non-financial indicators, indicators compatibility level is clear in another aspect: all indicators are selected and coordinated using certain proportions to emphasize the company’s success factors. Orientation towards strategy level of the system is also considered high because the system includes an important activity evaluation criterion which is Policy & Strategy. As EFQM declares: “Excellent Organisations implement their mission and vision by developing a stakeholder focused strategy that takes account of the supply markets trends in which it operates. Organisations explore supply market intelligence when defining and reviewing their strategy” (EFQM, 2006, p. 13). This provision of the system developers as well as a certain part of indicators provided in the system and designed to evaluate strategic activity confirm the presumption that the level of orientation towards strategy of a system is high.

The last element of the cube is attributed to the already widely spread and recognized Balanced Scorecard system. Almost all analysed authors admit that it is the most balanced system, its indicator interconnection is strong and the level of orientation towards strategy is high. This indicator system is special because usual traditional financial indicators were supplemented by three perspectives which are Customer, Internal Business, Learning & Growth and their respective indicators. Each perspective is characterized by strictly defined amount of indicators, which are connected among each other by cause-and-effect links. However, the most important feature of this indicator system is an ability to form a set of indicators which fits company’s requirements the best and ensures the link between operational tasks and strategic goals. Kaplan and Norton – the developers of this system – also emphasize it: “The Balanced Scorecard translates an organization’s mission and strategy into a set of performance measures that provides the framework for a strategic measurement and management system.” (Kaplan & Norton, 1999, p. 2)

To summarize, it is important to note that the controlling system is oriented towards achievement of both operational and strategic goals; therefore, the choice of respective indicators and indicator systems becomes an important function of a controlling department. After analysing the main indicator systems and their most important characteristics, it can be concluded that the most suitable system of the strategic and operational controlling is the Balanced Scorecard indicator system because it is oriented towards three main dimensions which describe high quality of an indicator system. However, to ensure the functions of the controlling system, other indicator systems can be applied whose level of compatibility or the level of indicators interdependence is not necessarily high, yet they are strongly oriented towards strategy.

Conclusions

1. Analysis of the controlling system structure has revealed that it is comprised of two main subsystems: strategic and operational controlling. These subsystems are connected by various elements among which the choice of financial and non-financial indicators and indicator systems for evaluation of strategic and operational activities results is noteworthy.
Considering the fact that this element of controlling is directly related to the increase of organisational value, the choice of appropriate indicators and indicator systems, which would ensure not only completion of operational tasks but also measurement and evaluation of strategic goals implementation results, becomes an important controller’s function.

2. Even though the usage of various financial and non-financial indicators and their systems is the main instrument of a controller when measuring and evaluating company’s activity, the theoretical study has revealed that single indicators are not recommended in a controlling department activity because of their limited informativeness. Instead, it is better to choose already developed indicator systems or develop specific indicator systems of your own which would fit the company’s requirements the best. However, when choosing already existing systems or forming new ones, it is important to note that not every group of indicators can be called an indicator system. Firstly, it must exhibit compatibility among indicators and their interdependence.

3. After performing the analysis of already developed and widely applied indicator systems, it was determined that most often is suggested that a controller applies financial indicator systems which are classified into two groups: logical-deductive and empirical-inductive. And even though historically companies concentrated on financial indicators, it is not efficient to apply only financial indicator systems because they do not evaluate all aspects of a company’s activity. Bearing in mind that non-financial indicators are nowadays as important as financial ones, a classification system comprising both financial and non-financial indicator systems was framed and suggested. Although it was developed based on an already existing four field matrix principle, it is suggested that next to the two-dimension matrix including indicators compatibility and indicators interconnection, two important indicator characteristics, the third one is introduced which is orientation towards strategy. Considering the fact that controlling system constitutes strategic and operational controlling subsystems, introduction of the third dimension would create a possibility to choose suitable indicator systems more objectively which would measure the results of both operational and strategic activity.

4. After analysing the characteristics of the main indicator systems, it was determined that in order to ensure an efficient functioning of a controlling department it is appropriate to apply the indicator systems with high level of orientation towards strategy. Those indicator systems are assigned to the 5–8 cube fields in the three-dimension classification system. According to the analysis of these cube elements, it can be seen that the most suitable system is the Balanced Scorecard indicator system because it is oriented towards three main dimensions which describe high quality of an indicator system. However, to ensure the functions of the controlling system, other indicator systems can be applied whose level of compatibility or the level of indicators interdependence is not necessarily high, yet they are strongly oriented towards strategy. Those are Table de Bord, ZVEI, EVA and EFQM systems. These indicator systems are suitable for applying controlling in department activity because they ensure efficient operational and strategic controlling system elements functioning and at the same time contributes to increase of organization value. Application of indicator systems assigned to the 1–4 cube fields in the controlling department activity is appropriate only when they are used in accordance with other indicator systems whose level of orientation towards strategy is high. Individual application of the bottom floor
of cube indicator systems is not recommended because organizational activity results measured and evaluated based on them will reflect only operational controlling level of tasks implementation, yet strategic problems will not be solved.
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PREPARING BUSINESS STUDENTS FOR THE ENTERPRISE 2.0 – A CASE STUDY FROM GERMANY
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Abstract
This paper presents an empirical case study of integrating German business students in a formal international masters’ course to develop their professional, interpersonal, communication, English language and intercultural skills by working in interdisciplinary teams with peers in Jordan. Fifteen reflection reports were analysed to identify the benefits, problems, impact, and enhancement potentials of this course as described by the students. The results show high students’ satisfaction with the flexibility of the learning environment, high interest in the virtual collaboration with students abroad, and positive expected impact on their future academic and professional life. In addition to missing immediate reaction and body language as in face-to-face collaboration, students proposed less stressed time plan and more structured tasks and were less satisfied with the contribution of their international peers. This empirical study provides implications for higher educational institutions to provide their students with international experience and valuable professional skills during their regular study programs using enjoyable easy-to-use technologies.
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Introduction
As Information and Communication Technologies continue to influence enterprise business processes, university students increasingly need adequate preparation for knowledge intensive professional work environments. This preparation is particularly important for business students who will have to adapt after their graduation to the needs of different industries and fulfill challenging requirements to achieve managerial and decision-making positions in their advanced career. However, essential skills for high performance at the modern workplace are usually not within the scope of regular formal university study programs. Computer Mediated Communication (CMC), intercultural communication, interdisciplinary collaboration, negotiation, problem solving, and decision making are examples of important skills required for successful career for business graduates (Crossman and Clarke, 2009; Ledwith and Seymour, 2001; Meisel and Marx, 1999). Another important aspect of preparing business students for the globalized labour market is providing them with an international experience. Working with peers from other countries and cultures increase their understanding of international economic and cultural perspectives, stimulate cognition, learning, and cultural sensitivity, and increase their adaptability and employability (Clarke, 2005; Crossman and Clarke, 2009; Koskinen and Tossavainen, 2003).
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Virtual Collaborative Learning is an innovative approach to allow students to collaborate with peers abroad through Web 2.0 interactive applications as described in the following section.

1. Virtual Collaborative Learning (VCL)

Virtual Collaborative Learning follows a project-based constructivist learning paradigm to integrate the benefits of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) in the Virtual Classroom as an effective group learning environment (Hiltz, 1988). These benefits include: skills improvement, positive impact on atmosphere, positive attitude towards learning, acceptance to deal with more difficult problems, effective group dynamics, and enhanced students’ performance (Lehtinen et al., 1999). The Chair of Information Management at the Technische Universität Dresden in Germany develops and implements since 2001 Virtual Collaborative Learning arrangements in formal higher education to improve students’ professional competence, team competence, media competence, and intercultural awareness (Schoop, Bukvova and Gilge, 2006). Through cooperation with international partner universities, students have the chance to collaborate with peers and instructors from other countries and gain international academic experience during their regular study program without travelling abroad. This innovative approach to provide business students with an international project-based learning experience was applied recently in a formal university course that connected masters’ students from Germany with peers from Jordan. The course is described in the following section and its evaluation from German students’ perspective will be discussed further in this paper.

2. The Case Study

The module “Collaboration in the Virtual Classroom” is a regular elective masters’ module at the Faculty of Business and Economics of the Technische Universität Dresden and is offered as a Virtual Collaborative Learning arrangement, where students from Germany collaborate with students from international partner universities in small groups on an authentic case study to solve a given ill-structured problem. In their self-regulated research and knowledge building activities, students intensively practice: virtual team work, critical thinking, problem solving, collaborative decision making, professional negotiation and presentation skills, cross-cultural communication, and English language for academic work. In the summer term 2015, 18 students (8 Female and 10 Male) from the Technische Universität Dresden in Germany and eight students (4 Female and 4 Male) from Princess Sumaya University for Technology in Jordan participated in this course.

The students were divided into five interdisciplinary groups of 5–6 members and registered in the prepared closed learning Social Network that offered the central communication and collaboration platform for all teams. The project-based learning scenario required the students to virtually collaborate in the teams and solve a given problem addressing critical incidents of intercultural communication in business virtual collaboration. The anticipated learning objectives included enhancing: students’ media competence through using Web 2.0 applications, self-competence through effective contribution to the group’s solution, professional competence through negotiating and presenting a common solution, and intercultural awareness through working out intercultural critical incidents with peers abroad. The intensive virtual collaboration phase was started by a kick-off videoconference, lasted for four calendar weeks (20.04.2015–18.05.2015), and was finished by a final videoconference. Each group developed and recorded
an executive presentation of its solution. One instructor led the course supported by two qualified e-tutors from Germany, who followed-up with the groups for organisational, collaboration and group dynamics questions.

After the virtual collaboration phase, students in Germany were asked to reflect on their experience in the course in a written assignment based on a given structure that addresses their: motivation, overall experience, learning, teamwork, cross-cultural communication, interdisciplinary collaboration, and multi-national collaboration in the virtual classroom. Fifteen delivered documents were then qualitatively analysed (reports from three exchange students were exempted for a homogeneous sample) to identify the benefits, problems, impact, and enhancement potential from German students’ perspective. The results of this qualitative evaluation are presented and discussed in the following section.

Research results and discussion

The content analysis of fifteen German students’ reflection reports resulted in a set of subjective evaluation aspects of the attended Virtual Collaborative Learning course, that can be categorised in: Students’ Motivation and Expectations, Perceived Benefits and Advantages, Perceived Problems and Disadvantages, and Students’ Satisfaction. The following sections present these aspects supported by anchor examples from the analysed documents. Students’ names were replaced with codes to protect their privacy (F = Female, M = Male).

1. Students’ Motivation and Expectations

In the first section of the reflection report, German students described their motivation to register for the Virtual Collaborative Learning course, which is offered as an elective masters’ module. Six main reasons to attend the course were mentioned by the students as shown in Table 1 in descending order of the absolute appearance frequency in all documents.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Category Name</th>
<th>Absolute Frequencies</th>
<th>Number of Documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Intercultural Collaboration</td>
<td>17 F 7 M 10</td>
<td>12 F 5 M 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>New Experience</td>
<td>15 F 9 M 6</td>
<td>8 F 5 M 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>International Collaboration</td>
<td>10 F 3 M 7</td>
<td>9 F 3 M 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>Virtual Collaboration</td>
<td>10 F 7 M 3</td>
<td>6 F 3 M 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Collaboration</td>
<td>8 F 4 M 4</td>
<td>7 F 3 M 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>Improve English Language Skills</td>
<td>4 F 2 M 2</td>
<td>3 F 2 M 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• **Intercultural Collaboration**: The main reason for the German students to attend this course was the interest in the intercultural collaboration announced in the course description.

“My expectations for the course had been very high from the beginning on. I was very happy to get the chance to work in an online course with students from another country, with a different, very interesting culture.” [M62]
While six students mentioned no effect of the cooperation with a Jordanian university, in particular, on their motivation to attend the course, the interest in intercultural collaboration with Arab students was still noticeable.

“One of my inner motivations was to have direct contact with people from Jordan. I always wanted to get to know people from this culture.” [F42]

- **New Experience:** Another important motivation for the German students to attend the course was their interest in going through a new experience that seemed interesting and challenging to them.

  “I was sure that I wanted to do this. The new experiences and the interesting challenge outweighed the effort that comes with it.” [F52]

The expected practical orientation was also considered to be a motivational new experience to attend the Virtual Collaborative Learning course.

  “the course promised to me to be oriented more practically rather than the other theoretical courses I attend at the university.” [M63]

- **International Collaboration:** Working with students from outside Germany was an appealing chance for German students to participate in the course and gain an interesting international experience.

  “Considering the university background it is a very refreshing and interesting concept to let the students experience the international collaboration, rather than only reading about it in a study others did. This way the learned information and experienced interaction will probably stay much longer in memory than in any regular lecture at a university.” [M21]

Although German participants were students in an advanced stage of their masters’ studies, the Virtual Collaboration Course was the first opportunity for some of them to get in touch with international students at all.

  “For me it was the first time to get the opportunity to work with foreign students in a study course. My motivation to work in such an international setting was very high.” [M62]

- **Virtual Collaboration:** Six students reported their interest in getting to know virtual collaboration as a new learning setting and identify its potentials and drawbacks in a practical experience.

  “I decided to get a detailed look by attending such a virtual class on my own to experience the different learning atmosphere in a virtual collaboration with students. I wanted to identify the advantages and benefits but also the disadvantaged and challenges of the CVC [Collaboration in the Virtual Classroom].” [F42]

  “I decided to register for this course because it was more interesting for me to get to know a new teaching and collaboration method than have an exact planned semester.” [M61]
• **Interdisciplinary Collaboration:** The announced interdisciplinary nature of the course was also an attractive aspect for the participated German students.

  “The work with other university disciplines motivated me as well.” [F41]

  “I think that the outcomes and ideas that can be created in such an environment, are highly valuable. Students form different disciplines can bring their own expertise in the group dynamics” [F61]

• **Improve English Language Skills:** Three students saw in the course a chance to improve their English language skills both through the learning activities and the interaction with international students who cannot speak German.

  “I read that the course will be carried out in English. My first motivation to attend this course was that I would be able to improve my English skills.” [F12]

The fact that it was one of the few courses offered in English at its time at the faculty, this course was the first learning experience for some students in English language.

  “I liked that the course was in English, since I don’t have any other courses in English even though it is the language most scientific papers are written in and it is obligatory when working in an international environment […] I wanted to […] improve my English and work in an international environment.” [M11]

2. **Perceived Benefits and Advantages**

   In the reflection reports, German students evaluated their experience in this Virtual Collaborative Learning course from multiple perspectives. To explore to which extent the course fulfilled their expectations, the benefits and advantages perceived by the students during their participation were identified in the analysed documents. Ten perceived benefits and advantages of the learning setting and activities are presented in Table 2 in descending order of the absolute appearance frequency in all documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Category Name</th>
<th>Absolute Frequencies</th>
<th>Number of Documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Useful/Easy-to-Use Technical Tools</td>
<td>73 28 45</td>
<td>13 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Cultural Awareness Increase</td>
<td>60 32 28</td>
<td>14 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>Mutual Peer Support</td>
<td>53 29 24</td>
<td>14 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Teams</td>
<td>52 19 33</td>
<td>14 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>Collaboration with Students/Universities Abroad</td>
<td>51 16 35</td>
<td>15 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>Flexibility of Online Learning</td>
<td>49 22 27</td>
<td>14 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7</td>
<td>English Language Improvement</td>
<td>27 11 16</td>
<td>15 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B8</td>
<td>Documented Collaboration and Efforts</td>
<td>14 6 8</td>
<td>7 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B9</td>
<td>Intensive Communication</td>
<td>13 1 12</td>
<td>6 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B10</td>
<td>High Enjoyment</td>
<td>12 7 5</td>
<td>7 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Useful/Easy-to-Use Technical Tools: The central communication and collaboration platform for the course was built using an open source social network engine (elgg.org) that was new to most participants. It provided them, however, with useful, easy-to-use collaborative tools for effective virtual teamwork, that they would use in professional life.

“The ‘elgg’ platform was very effective and helpful to communicate with the students. Every group was able to schedule meetings, chat sessions as well as videoconferences. It gave every participant of the class an insight of real life business collaborations at international companies.” [F42]

The virtual learning group activities granted the students a practical hands-on experience in the professional use of Social Media applications and a better understanding of their role in effective online collaboration.

“A completely new thing to me was also the communication that took place just online. But thanks to the tools that were provided on the CVC [Collaboration in the Virtual Classroom] platform like discussion tools, bookmarks, blogs, and so on it was easy to collaborate with the other members.” [F52]

“I’ve recognized that social media are not only private fun and entertainment; they are also able to support serious online team working processes in an effective way.” [M62]

Cultural Awareness Increase: The other main benefit German students perceived to have gained from the course was the significant increase in their cultural awareness. Collaborating with students from another culture still located in their home country during their study program without travelling abroad was a “rare” chance for them.

“I think it is really rare to have a real cross-cultural communication in a classical work group scenario at [the] university […] A big benefit of the virtual communication is of course that you actually are facing people still totally imbedded in their culture in contrast to people who moved here five years ago and have adapted to the culture they are now facing.” [F51]

This Collaboration with Jordanian students allowed them to get introduced to a “totally” new culture for them and to better know their own culture through identifying cultural differences in a practical situation. The “first-hand knowledge” they collected in this course helped them to clarify their prejudice and win a better cultural understanding.

“I learned something about my culture, other cultures and as a result learn something about myself. The course made me more aware of my surroundings and showed me how to act in an international context or at least provided me with the necessary skills and views to improve my behaviour in such an environment.” [M11]

“I also had some prejudice and stereotypes, which in my opinion is not always something negative. I think they are mostly related to missing personal experience with certain cultures. As an example before the start I thought that we mostly work with male fellow students and if we work with female fellows they would wear a hijab or a burqa. So one of my prejudice and stereotypes had been wrong because there had been nearly the same
number of male and female students, the other was right because every female student was wearing a hijab on their profile picture.” [M62]

• **Mutual Peer Support:** German students reported a positive effect of the collaborative character of the course that led to intensive mutual peer support in knowledge building, technical and lingual difficulties.

  “The main advantage of the VCL [Virtual Collaborative Learning] for me is the mutual support and the knowledge exchange through the other team members because of the collaboration.” [F41]

  “One member of the group was not fluent in the language. Therefore, I tried my best to help this student by correcting his/her essays and the student asked me when he/she had problems in understanding the context and the assignment of tasks.” [F42]

  “The team itself was very good organized and helpful all the time. We also liked each other and supplemented our work well. There was no egoistic behaviour or rude behaviour against each other.” [M22]

• **Interdisciplinary Teams:** The expectation of working in interdisciplinary teams that motivated German students to select this course was found fulfilled and useful by most participants.

  “Also a big advantage is that you have specialists from every discipline that are required, so that one person alone doesn’t have to get the whole knowledge to solve the project. A group of six members from six different disciplines like in our group also means that everybody has different ideas and approaches to solve a task, which can also be helpful. Interdisciplinary work will surely broaden one’s horizon.” [F52]

  “It is really important to have experts with an interdisciplinary background. We trained this by choosing different virtual departments and also our studying majors are different. This will lead to several benefits. Interdisciplinary knowledge promotes creativity and some important topics of research fall in the interstices among the traditional disciplines.” [M61]

• **Collaboration with Students/Universities Abroad:** Also the collaboration with foreigner students from a university abroad was a motivating factor that was found by all participants to be effective and useful in the virtual classroom.

  “I also realized for the first time that not only students see the benefits of virtual collaboration but also the university and its teaching staff which is very promising in regard to the development of new teaching and learning methods.” [F51]

  “Through working in a multi-national environment students can have a real international experience. That way they can meet someone from a different country and get to know them much better than they would have by only talking to them briefly. If I compare my experiences in this course with my experiences studying abroad I can say that this is really the case.” [M11]
• **Flexibility of Online Learning**: German students were aware of the flexibility of online learning and benefited from it in this virtual collaboration course. They were able to work at their own pace at their preferred time and location.

  “The biggest advantages of virtual collaboration are notably the time factor and the location-independence. Team members don’t have to meet at a certain time at a certain place, that would cost most of them time to get there and get home again. With virtual collaboration the work can be done from home, a meeting can take place anytime.” [F61]

  “One advantage of a virtual collaboration is that there is enough time to read the content again before clicking the send button. So everything can be well reconsidered before submitting. That offers the possibility to control yourself especially in conflict situations.” [M61]

  “I had the possibility to work from home in the evening, which is my favourite time to work concentrated on projects. This independence made it easier for me to integrate the necessary learning and writing activities in my daily life.” [M62]

• **English Language Improvement**: While only some students were motivated by language improvement to attend this course, all German participants reported a noticeable improvement in their English language skills after the virtual collaboration project.

  “Also the language increases at cross-cultural collaboration. During the time of the course my English became better and better. Today I think I learned a lot of new English vocabulary and phrases.” [F41]

  “I was a little bit afraid that my English skills are not good enough to communicate properly with my team members and fellow students. During the course I gained a lot of confidence especially in my written English, because my team members understood all my posts.” [M62]

• **Documented Collaboration and Efforts**: As final assessment paly an important role for all students, the continuous documentation in the virtual collaboration environment increased participants’ confidence in a fair assessment of their individual efforts. The recorded group discussions and activities also ease knowledge exchange and saving.

  “Another advantage was that with such a virtual support the working process and their inputs and outputs were documented automatically. Each member has access to the content and the chance to backtrack the working process. So no member is excluded from the working process and the outcome. Thereby the platform has a high transparency for each user.” [F12]

  “The huge benefit in regard to the virtual classroom and the CVC platform is the documentation and the ability of the tutors to monitor and review the participation of the members.” [M21]

• **Intensive Communication**: The absence of face-to-face meetings in the virtual collaboration environment requires the students to stay in intensive communication to strengthen their team membership. This was a benefit in this course.
“Another positive aspect is that you can stay in contact permanently for example in regularly daily basis even there is a great distance between the group members. This strengthens working habits and gives some feeling of being familiar with each other than it would have [been] when there were just a hand of meetings a month.” [M22]

“it allows a more intense communication and supports also the very important informal exchange between all participants, which in my opinion leads to a more intense mutual understanding among the collaborating cultures.” [M62]

- **High Enjoyment**: Students’ intrinsic motivation increases in an enjoyable learning setting. Seven German participants explicitly reported a high enjoyment they experienced in this Virtual Collaborative Learning course.

“I enjoyed working in the CVC [Collaboration in the Virtual Classroom] course very much and would choose the course again if I had the chance to because it was an interesting and fun way to learn and collaborate.” [F51]

“All in all, I had a lot of fun in the project.” [F52]

3. **Perceived Problems and Disadvantages**

In addition to the benefits and advantages, the students were asked to reflect on problems and disadvantages they faced during their participation in the Virtual Collaborative Learning course. The eight difficulties identified in the analysed documents are presented in Table 3 in descending order of the absolute appearance frequency in all documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Absolute Frequencies</th>
<th>Number of Documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Limitations of Virtual Teamwork</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Permanent Participation / High Workload</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Varied Technical Skills / Technical Problems</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Coordination / Time Management</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Initial Confusion / Anxiety</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Unequal Effort / Varied Participation</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Limitation to Own Role / Discipline</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Varied Language Skills</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Limitations of Virtual Teamwork**: Disadvantages of Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) seemed to affect the teamwork in this course. Relying mainly on textual asynchronous communication led to some misunderstandings in the groups and the absence of direct communication complicated solving some conflict situations.

“One disadvantage represents the virtual barrier. If problems occur with one member of the group e.g. the student doesn’t fulfil his tasks and is not reachable it is almost impossible to solve this problem in a virtual environment. The student cannot be called
or a direct contact at the university with him/her is not possible as well. I did realize this issue during my participation in the VCL [Virtual Collaborative Learning] class.” [F42]

“Possible obstacles are misunderstandings and language problems. In a virtual learning group you can’t use gestures and facial expressions, which are important for human communication. In the virtual classroom you have mainly the written word and how everyone translates and understands it for himself.” [M41]

• Permanent Participation / High Workload: While intensive communication was seen as an advantage to compensate limitations of virtual communication, the need for continuous collaboration during the short project’s duration using Social Software caused a feeling of permanent availability and high workload by all German participants.

“The effort that I invested in the CVC course was more than in regular courses. I was reachable for every team member at any time to help with problems or the task.” [F42]

“The effort that we had to complete the project, you even had to work on the tasks on the weekend. It was very stressful, because besides this project everybody had also other things to do for university or the part-time job.” [F52]

• Varied Technical Skills / Technical Problems: Enhancing students’ media competence by using collaborative Social Software was a learning objective of this course. However, limited technical experience and connectivity problems (mainly on the Jordanian side) seemed to affect the teamwork negatively.

“I am not an expert in technique or virtual work e.g. computers. That’s why the work with such virtual platform was the most difficult part for me at the course.” [F41]

“A typical main disadvantage is the strong dependence on the used technique. In nearly every online live meeting we spent over 20 minutes before we had been able to start, because of microphone or other technical problems. Due to this problem we resigned using cameras in meetings. I think this leads to another problem: misunderstanding.” [M62]

• Coordination / Time Management: In addition to the differences in working days and time zones between Jordan and Germany, the exams scheduled at short notice at the partner university in Amman noticeably complicated the coordination of virtual group meetings and led to time management problems in the course.

“In a group of six members, it is nearly impossible to find a schedule where everybody has enough time for a meeting. So our meetings took place in the late evening, around 9pm Dresden time and ended around 11pm Dresden time. That sure is not a time when everybody is highly concentrated” [F52]

“The tasks where not that difficult, but the coordination of the group work was harder than imagined. Due to our different timetables and our studies and work, we had limited time 10pm in the evening until 2am.” [F61]

• Initial Confusion / Anxiety: As Virtual Collaborative Learning was a new experience for most participants, an initial confusion was clear in multiple reflection reports. The collaboration
with foreigner students in English language was another aspect that led to anxiety at the beginning of the course.

“When we had the first lecture and I saw the computer and beamer and everything, I started to feel a little nervous because I didn’t know what would happen next. As I heard that we would work with students from Jordan, the nervousness increased.” [F52]

“I had objections towards the work with people from other countries. First, my English is not the best and I was a little bit nervous communicating in a language, which is not my mother tongue.” [M51]

“At the beginning we had some problems organizing the tasks. It was not clear how to efficiently use the CVC [Collaboration in the Virtual Classroom] platform.” [M21]

• Unequal Effort / Varied Participation: Due to the fact that most Jordanian masters’ students have a full-time job besides their studies, German participants developed a feeling of unequal participation from their peers and had to invest more efforts in the project to keep the teamwork going and fulfill the tasks on time.

“Because of the huge workload of the Jordan students the German students needed to do more sometimes which caused some tensions.” [F11]

“The next disadvantage is that not everybody puts in the same effort, so some members had to do the work from the others. Deadlines when documents should have been uploaded were not adhered so that some members had an extra workload.” [F52]

“The virtual collaboration in my group could have been more effective if all team members had contributed at an equal level. Some team members were rarely online which made teamwork obviously harder.” [M51]

• Limitation to Own Role / Discipline: Although interdisciplinary collaboration was identified both as a motivation and a benefit for the students, close minded appreciation of own discipline and concentration only on own perspective confronted the students with limited exchange and complicated group solution development.

“One representative of the discipline may be thinks that his or her discipline is the most important for the project and should have more relevance for the solution.” [F11]

“A problem we encountered during the CVC [Collaboration in the Virtual Classroom] course is that some team members aren’t able to think out of the box. They stick to their discipline and role and don’t try to empathize with the other team member. With such a tunnel view it is not possible to notice mistakes which aren’t connected to the own role and pointing on it to help the other group member solving the problem they didn’t notice.” [M41]

• Varied Language Skills: Although all participants in this course were masters’ students, who usually have to be able to read and write scientific papers in English language, a deficit in conversation skills was noticed. The groups tried to compensate this through mutual peer support, but the intensive collaboration in a short period made it difficult.
“Another obstacle in this CVC [Collaboration in the Virtual Classroom] course was the language. Some members had problems to share their consolidated knowledge due to English issues. This is a problem that we tried to fix but due to the limited time period it was not really easy.” [F42]

“The biggest obstacle for me was the language. It is different to work in a group of people that speak the same language as you do, German, than working with people who don’t understand your language and you have to communicate in English.” [F61]

“In our group there were a few language problems as the language skill basis was not the same.” [M51]

4. Students’ Satisfaction

In their written reflection reports, all German students participated in this international Virtual Collaborative Learning course showed a very high satisfaction with this new experience from different perspectives.

• Individual and Group Results: Despite the difficulties they faced during the group work, students where satisfied with the achieved results both as individuals and as groups.

“I am very proud about my improvement, which I can now use for future tasks and problems.” [F41]

“Achieving surprisingly good results with a team that I never worked with in person is an outcome that has changed my view on teamwork.” [M21]

• Fast Orientation and Effectiveness: As the reported initial confusion and anxiety decreased during the project, participants managed to collaborate effectively in satisfactory group dynamics.

“Once everyone got comfortable with the platform and the format of the course the organization and coordination of group tasks became much easier.” [M11]

“At the beginning, the most challenging part of the project was to manage the different cultures and the differences in time. But after the first two weeks the problems disappeared as everyone got used to the new routine.” [M51]

• Preparation for Future Study and Career: The students noticed a considerable improvement in their skills and competences after the course and considered it a valuable preparation for their future study and career.

“I could tell a difference concerning the English skills after finishing the project. This is another thing that is highly important for the future career of the students.” [F52]

“With a lot of courses I had during my duration of study I don’t think that they will help me in my future work life. Here however I have no doubt about it.” [M11]

“I see the biggest influence to my professional work in the future. The experience broadened my mind and prepared myself to work in international companies or on international projects.” [M61]
• **Recommended Experience:** After practicing international virtual collaboration, the participants recommended the course to their fellows as an enjoyable affective experience that would considerably benefit them.

  “All in all, the whole concept and execution of this VCL course was extremely well done. I learned a lot about virtual collaboration and because of this course I could experience it. This course was one of the best I’ve ever participated in and I will remember it a lot longer than most other regular courses.” [M21]

  “I would definitely recommend the course to other students. It’s not like the standard lectures that you usually have und you can learn a lot of things that are useful for your future study and professional work.” [F52]

**Conclusions**

This paper presented the qualitative evaluation of fifteen reflection reports written by German masters’ students participated in an international Virtual Collaborative Learning course with peers from Jordan. The results show a considerable potential of this innovative approach to provide business students with an international experience during their regular study program at their home country. By practicing intercultural virtual collaboration and identifying its advantages and disadvantages, students enhanced their self-competence, professional competence, media competence, and English languages skills. After the course they felt better prepared for future studies and career in the globalised knowledge economy. To maximise the benefits and reduce the obstacles of similar courses, the students recommended extending the duration of the virtual collaboration phase, offering a pre-course training on the technical platform, providing more structured tasks and solution guidance, and securing a constant commitment from the foreigner peers. They recommended the course to all fellow students and requested more similar courses to be offered at the university as highlighted by one participant:

  “Learning in a virtual classroom in this VCL [Virtual Collaborative Learning] course showed me, that there is not a single reason to me, why this concept should not be applied to every course in every university.” [M21]

Particularly universities in developing countries can benefit from this approach to provide their student with a cost-effective enjoyable international experience using affordable collaborative Social Software (Tawileh, Bukvova and Schoop, 2013). The evaluation of this course from Jordanian students’ perspective is reported in a separate study.
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Abstract

Financial analysis plays an important role in the life of every enterprise that works for the future and is ready for any kind of development, depending on opportunities and demand. The financial analysis indicators of an enterprise are to find already in the end of 19th century. This was facilitated by widespread of double entry accounting throughout the world, as well as the emergence of accountability forms, that are similar to the modern counterparts.

The aim of the paper – to examine the emergence and formation of financial analysis as a science, starting from the end of the 19th century.

The authors of the paper first of all will analyze the emergence of financial analysis, based on the different papers of the best financial analysis researchers from all over the world. The authors will briefly review different points of view on the origins of the financial analysis, according to academics. In the paper are analyzed first financial analysis schools from the second part of 19th century and from the beginning of the 20th century, where the major scientific figures of that time are marked. Next to the first financial analysis schools, the authors also examine the new financial analysis schools and their main achievements.

In the paper the authors are using qualitative method, logically constructive method and empirical research method.

Every author is defining the definition of financial analysis on its own way, depending on the extent of their needs. The authors of the paper analyzed five main financial analysis schools: Empirical Pragmatists School, Ratio Statisticians School, Multivariate Modellers School, Balance studies, Commercial calculation. Based on the background of the above mentioned schools, the authors analyze the modern stage – the beginning of 20th–21st century, where the authors of the paper take six major financial analysis schools as a basis, they are: Distress Predictors School, Capital Marketers School, Pragmatic Empiricism, Deductive Approach, Inductive Approach, Confirmatory Approach.

Key words: financial analysis, major schools, founders

JEL code: A11, B26, G23

Introduction

Nowadays in the financial world any significant manipulations at an enterprise must have important confirmation and must be due to specific data. Thus the financial analysis indicators of the enterprise that are reflecting the real financial situation of the enterprise on the market play a meaningful role in life of every enterprise.

In the world of technology and innovation more and more new modifications and interpretations of financial analysis indicators of scientists from different schools are to find.

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: maria@katiss.lv
Unfortunately there are very few studies about the origin and development of financial analysis. The history of financial analysis can help analyse the train of thoughts of discoverers and can help the followers, because the knowledge of the present is inconceivable without the knowledge of the past. Neglect of history to some extent will be always disrespectful to its result – future; as well known financier L. V. Khodsky claimed (Khodsky L. V., 1894).

The scientific problems of the paper: Why the definition of “financial analysis” term differs among world class academics? Which time period covered by financial statement of the enterprise should be taken as a basis for the main actual financial analysis ratios of the enterprise to the date?

The aim of the paper is to examine the emergence and formation of financial analysis as a science, starting from the end of the 19th century.

In order to reach the aim five tasks are to be solved: The authors at first consider the determination of the financial analysis and the definition of financial analysis from the view of different scientists. This study analyzes the origins of financial analysis. The authors examine the appearance of the systematic approach to the financial analysis starting from the Renaissance period (the second part of 19th century).

In this research are analyzed the first financial analysis schools of the second part of 19th century and of the beginning of the 20th century, which marked their major scientific figures.

Next to first financial analysis schools the authors study the new financial analysis schools and their main achievements.

Research methods: the authors are using the qualitative, logically constructive and empirical research methods.

The main results of the research – after the analysis on the definition of financial analysis from the perspective of the opinion of different school academics, as the most appropriate interpretation of the term the authors of the paper suggest and share the view of the definition by V. V. Kovalev (Kovalev V. V., 2010). The study on the opinions of different authors who are researching the development of the financial analysis, led the authors of the paper to be of J. O. Horrigans and J. V. Sokolovs opinion (Horrigan J. O., 1968 & Sokolovs J. V., 2008).

These authors date the emergence of a systematic approach to financial analysis back to the second part of 19th century – the last stage of Americas movement towards industry, transition from business management by entreprenuers-capitallsists towards to professional management.

In this paper the authors analyse five main financial analysis schools in the second part of 19th and to first part of 20th century, namely: Distress Predictors School, Capital Marketers School, Pragmatically Empiricism School, Deductive Approach School, Inductive Approach School, and Confirmatory Approach School.

In this paper the authors will try to study three main components of the financial management in the current market conditions, by sharing the opinion of V. V. Kovalev, where he names financial analysis, internal analysis of the enterprise, feasibility analysis (Kovalev V. V., 2006).

In the results the authors are reflecting and analyzing nine first financial analysis ratios. To date the financial analysis of the enterprise is based on these financial analysis ratios.

1. The Term Definition of Financial Analysis

Before considering the development of the financial analysis in the historical context, it has to be found out, what is actually meant under the term of financial analysis nowadays. The definitions, given by different authors, are slightly different from each other, and the content
and of the financial analysis methods varies: depending on: a) initial value, b) the aim of the analysis and c) the users of the analysis results (Table 1).

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researcher</th>
<th>The definition of financial analysis used by the researcher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dybal, S. V.</td>
<td>“Financial analysis is a method of assessing retrospective (past) and perspective (future) financial condition of business entity, based on the basis of study on dependence and dynamics of financial analysis information” (Dybal S. V., 2009). S. V. Dybal divides financial analysis into internal (conducted on the enterprise for short term, efficient and long term management of different kind of enterprise activities) and external (carried out on the basis of publicly available statistical and financial reporting by external stakeholder – banks, investors, business partners, auditors etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, S. J. &amp; Kritzman, M. P.</td>
<td>Financial analysis – is “an analysis on the use of quantitative (computational) methods in connection to the decision making process on investment” (Brown S. J. &amp; Kritzman M. P., 1989), i.e. the emphasis is made on one group of analysis results users – investors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigham, E. &amp; Ehrhardt, M.</td>
<td>“The analysis of financial statements includes: 1) a comparison of the effectiveness of an enterprise with that of other enterprise working in the same field, and 2) an assessment of enterprises’ financial situation tendency over time. These researches help managers to identify weaknesses and then take action that increase the efficiency of the enterprise” (Brigham E. &amp; Ehrhardt M., 2001).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard J.</td>
<td>“The financial economic analysis of an enterprise includes a big amount of different kinds of their business result evaluation. Primarily it depends on the goal: determination of yield of the company in order to compare it with those of other companies or evaluation of the company in terms of its market price” (Richard J., 1997). This researcher points out that it is necessary to distinguish accounting approach (based on the accounting data) and market approach (based on the determination of fair market value of the company) to the conduct of analysis. At the same time, according to J. Richard, the old western tradition bring financial analysis to the study of companies profitability and solvency notice is the subject of criticism of Western experts, as it does not include non-financial factors associated to the efficiency, inventory levels and others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giroux G.</td>
<td>“Financial analysis is using financial and other information for preparation of recommendations and decisions. This process can be used for securities investments, decisions on loans, decisions on acquisitions etc.” (Giroux G., 2003).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kovalev V. V.</td>
<td>“Financial analysis, understood as an analysis of financial management system, is based on publicly available financial information and is part of analytical procedures for assessing the enterprise in terms of valuation and efficiency” (Kovalev V. V., 2006). This author examines in detail the location of financial analysis in the economic analysis system, especially in the use of analysis of various profile specialists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheremet A. D. &amp; Negashev E. V.</td>
<td>“Financial analysis – analysis of financial indicators that are reflecting business financial results and financial situation of the organisation” (Sheremet A. D. &amp; Negashev E. V., 2012). These authors similarly to S. V. Dybal divide the analysis into external and internal, they show its place in the frames of enterprises economic activities analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone D. &amp; Hitching K.; Tyukavkin N. M.</td>
<td>These researchers do not provide the definition of financial analysis as such; they are merely citing its aims, methods, users of analysis results and information database. (Stone D. &amp; Hitching K., 1993; Tyukavkin N. M., 2008).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: research of the authors.
This authors of this paper most share the opinion of financial analysis definition with V. V. Kovalev – Financial analysis, understood as an analysis of financial management system, is based on publicly available financial information and is part of analytical procedures for assessing the enterprise in terms of valuation and efficiency (Kovalev V. V., 2006). This author examines in detail the location of financial analysis in the economic analysis system, especially in the use of analysis of various profile specialists.

We now consider the history of the formation of financial analysis and its main schools. It should be noted that to date there have been published a relatively small number of papers devoted to the historical aspect of financial analysis. The authors dealing with the subject are I. Brown (1955), J. Horrigan (1968, 1994), Roy A. Foulke (1961), V. Kovalev (2006), T. Salmi (1994), R. Gracheva (2013), R. Olegario (2006), Y. Sokolov (2008) certain moments of the financial analysis history are considered in the papers devoted to the history of accounting.

In addition, from all the above-mentioned authors only J. Horrigan leads a clear periodization of the history of financial analysis, understanding financial analysis exceptionally as the analysis of financial statement. J. Horrigan writes about six periods 1) origins, 2) 1900–1919, 3) 1920–1929, 4) 1930–1939, 5) 1940–1945, 6) 1946 to the present. (Horrigan J., 1994).

2. Renaissance – second part of 19th Century

This period of the history of financial analysis is associated with the emergence of systematic approach to the analysis on accounting data of an enterprise. It was facilitated by the widespread double entry in the accounting all around the world, as well because of the emergence of the forms of accounting statements that are close to the modern counterparts. Researchers disagree on the exact time when such systematic approach to the analysis has first emerged.
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researcher</th>
<th>The opinion of the researcher on the emergence of systematic approach to financial analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horrigan J.</td>
<td>The ratios for the use of financial statements were first used in the second part of 19th century, on the last stage of America’s movement towards industrial development. The appearance of financial statement analysis J. Horrigan connects with the business management transition from capitalist entrepreneurs to professional managements and the strengthening role of financial institutes in the economy over the above-mentioned stages. (Horrigan J., 1968)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sokolov Y.</td>
<td>As the first financial analysis theorist should be considered J. Cannon (Bing G., 2008). In the end of 19th century he suggested the first liquidity ratio and 9 other financial analysis ratios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olegario R.</td>
<td>The current liquidity ratio (the ratio of current assets to current liabilities) became prevalent by the end of 1890-ies. The banks frequently used the ratio as the only proper mean for determining the reliability of the borrower. The banks started to advertise “he rule of 50 percent” (current assets of borrower should not exceed 50% of its current assets). National Association of Credit Management (NACM) issued relevant directives in 1902, but in 1905 James Cannon, the president of the Association proposed a totality of financial analysis ratios in his message for Bankers Association of New Jersey (Olegario R., 2006).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kovalev V. V.</td>
<td>The founder of systematic approach to analysis (internal financial analysis of an enterprise) should be considered Jeacque Savari (1622–1690). He created the concept of syntactical and analytical accounting. Thus the development of the analysis elements usage could be observed in other countries as well, such as, Italy. Angelo di Pietro (1550–1590) compared the budgetary appropriations to the actual costs. Bastiano Venturi (1655) was engaged in the construction and analysis of dynamic series of economic activities of the enterprise. Later Giuseppe Cerboni (1827–1917) deepened the ideas of J. Savari by creating the doctrine of the synthetic addition and analytical expansion of accounting charts (Kovalev V. V., 2006).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: research of the author.

The authors of the paper share the view of J. Horrigan and Y. Sokolov on this subject, despite that J. Savari and Italian authors of the selected time period, contributed to the evolution of financially analytical procedures. The moment when the emergence of financial ratios (that are still the main tool of financial analysis to this date) in the United States in second part of 19th century should be counted as the moment of the emergence of systematic approach to the analysis based on accounting statement of the enterprise.


This phase can be characterized by the emergence of first financial analysis school; here will be presented their description (Table 3). Note that according to the authors of the paper, balance study, also known as “commercial calculation” (or “commercial arithmetic”) can also be attributed to the first financial analysis schools.
### First financial analysis schools (second half of 19th – the beginning of 20th century)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the school</th>
<th>Representatives of the school and questions developed by the school</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Empirical Pragmatists School</strong></td>
<td>The representatives of this school include professional analysts who by analyzing company’s creditworthiness developed totality of relative ratios for conduction of this type of analysis. That means, the purpose of these analysts was to develop a set of ratios so that these ratios could answer to the question whether the enterprise is able to pay off its short-term liabilities. Since they accepted this aspect of analysis as the most important, the ratios that they used were characterizing the enterprises own working capital, turnover means, and current liabilities. Major representative of this school is R. Foulke, who in the early fifties of 20th century made developments for the world’s largest information enterprise “The Dun and Breadstreet”. According to the opinion of Paul Barnes, the main contribution of this school to the theory of financial statement analysis is the fact that the members of this school for the first time made an attempt to show the diversity of financial ratios that could be calculated based on financial statements. The given ratios might be further used for management decision-making in the field of finance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“Ratio Statisticians School”</strong></td>
<td>Alexander Wall is considered as the founder of the school. In 1919 he published a paper on the development of criteria for creditworthiness (Wall, 1919). The main idea of these schools representatives is the position that the calculation of the analytical coefficients based on financial statements makes sense only then, when there are some threshold meanings (criteria) that these coefficients can be compared. It was proposed to obtain such thresholds by means of statistical processing of the coefficient distribution into groups of similar enterprises (similar in sectors, sub-sectors and groups). The selection of individual strata for which it could be possible to develop separate standards was one of the main tasks of these schools representatives. Since the sixties, within this school a study on the stability and collinear coefficients is conducted. Studies have shown that many coefficients are multicollinear in time and space sections, this is why the classification of all coefficients into groups was an actual problem. Within each group there is a correlation, however the coefficients from different groups owns relative independence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“Multivariate Modellers School”</strong></td>
<td>The main provision of the representatives of this school is the construction of conceptual foundations of financial statement analysis. Such a foundation, according to the founders, is based on the strong connection of private financial coefficients (that are characterizing financial condition and effectiveness of the company’s activities, such as turnover of funds, gross income etc.) and generalized coefficients of financial and economic activities (for example, profitability of advanced capital). The founders of this school to be considered are James Bliss, Arthur H. Winakor and others who worked in 1920-ies (Smith &amp; Winakor, 1935; Stevenson, 1925; Bliss, 1924. Creating a pyramid (a system) of ratios was the main objective of the representatives of this school. Development of computer simulation of interrelated models of the stock market and analytical coefficients was to determine the development of this direction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Study of Balance

The study of balance emerged as a new branch of accounting in the end of 19th and the beginning of 20th century. Mainly the representatives of German accounting statements developed it. The study of balance has developed in three main areas:

1. **Economical analysis of balance**
   - The representatives of this area are I. Sher, P. Gerstner, F. Leutner, for example, Gerstner propose to use analytical characteristics of balance: the ratio of short term and long term liabilities, the determination of the upper limit of borrowed funds in the amount of 50% of the advanced capital, mutual relationship of liquidity and financial condition, and others (Gerstner).

2. **Legal analysis of the balance**
   - To the representatives of this trend could be count R. Beigel, E. Remer, K. Porzig and others. In this area the theory and practice of financial audit has been developed. In the recent years the financial audit transformed into audit.

3. **Promotion of knowledge on balance between users**
   - Among the representatives of this area can be named Brosious, Hubert, Schenwandt and others.

Economic science of Russia was closely correlating with Germans; this is why the study of balance as a system of some analytical calculations in respect of an enterprise has found its recognition in Russia. The greatest development of study of balance in Russia took place in the first part of 20th century, but first Russian accountant, who assessed its role and connection to accounting statement, Kovalev names A. Roschakhovsky (1910). In the 1920-ies the theory of the study of balance were completely framed in the papers of Russian scientists A. Rudanovsky (1928), N. Blatonov (1940), I. Nikolayev (1926) and others.

### Commercial Calculations

In addition to the analytical procedures the accountants have to make some financial calculations. The last calculations emerged with the advent of capitalism and began to form a separate branch of knowledge in the 19th century. At that time they were named “commercial calculations” or “commercial arithmetic” and included interest calculations (simple and compound interest), bill calculation of discount and discount equipment, bill-exchange calculations, calculations of interest-bearing securities and shares, calculations of financial transactions (short-term and long-term deposits and loans). The rapid development of a number of countries in the late 19th century is sufficiently associated with the development of commercial systems knowledge.

In pre-revolutionary Russia the development of the theory and practice of commercial (financial) calculations was associated primarily with the work of the outstanding Russian mathematician, financial manager and accountant N. Lunsky (1912) (the late 19th century – first quarter of 20th century), see e.g. N.S. Lunsky is considered as one of the founders of financial management in Russia. Besides N. S. Lunsky to the Russian scientists who were fruitfully working during those years in this field can be counted R. Weizmann (1927), A. Gulyaev (1909), A. Lomovissky (1908.), B. Malashevsky (1890) and others.

Further on the commercial (financial) calculations did not receive any serious development in Russia/USSR due to the countries orientation on command and control, planning methods of economy management. In the countries with a focus on market economy, on the other hand, commercial arithmetic gradually became a part of the science and practice, and became an independent direction, that nowadays is known as “financial management”.

---

**Source:** research of the authors.
After the analysis on the first financial analysis schools (second part of 19th – first part of 20th century) it can be concluded that in this period of time there was a huge development in all fields of economy and industry. This led to the chain reaction in the development that affected all related activities of the field, including financial analysis.

4. The Early 20th and 21st Century: Modern Phase

This phase of financial analysis evolution is connected to the emergence of new financial analysis school, as well as with the development of the old financial analysis schools. According to J. Horrigan (1968), everything that has been initiated in this area continues to develop at the moment, it means, the history of the development question reflects modern practice of financial statement analysis. Let’s briefly describe the new schools that have arisen at this stage (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the school</th>
<th>Representatives of the school and questions developed by the school</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Distres Predictors School”</td>
<td>Unlike the Empirical Pragmatists school, the Distres Predictors School is not focusing on the analysis of the company’s ability to pay its short-term obligation, but on its financial stability, foresight analysis preferred retrospective analysis. According to the representatives of this school the accounting statements is valuable only in that case if it is able to predict the possible bankruptcy of the enterprise. Winakor (1935) and R. Smith (1930) are the founders of the school; they were working in the 1930-ies. The techniques and methods of bankruptcy got their most complete form in the studies made by Edward Altman (1968).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Capital Marketers School”</td>
<td>This direction is one of the newest on the time of occurrence and evolves with 1960-ies. Among the most famous names of the Capital Marketers School, George Foster (1986) hast to be named. According to Foster financial accounting is valuable insofar it can be used for the projections of effectiveness and investment risks in securities. This school differs from others on its excessive theorizing, is developed mainly by the scientists and is still not recognized by practitioners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Pragmatical Empiricism”</td>
<td>This approach is based on practical experience and opinions of different authors of books on finances and accounting, being subjective in its own nature. In a very broad sense all the authors can be split into 3 groups of financial ratios: profitability ratio, the long-term solvency (capital structure) and short-term solvency (liquidity). No other general point of view of different authors exists. These authors include Weston and Brigham) (1972), Lev (1974), Tamari (1978), Morley (1984), White, Sondhi and Fried (1994) and some others. Public authorities may also give their recommendations or advices in the framework of this approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of the school</td>
<td>Representatives of the school and questions developed by the school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Deductive Approach”</td>
<td>“Deductive Approach”. The classic of “deductive approach” goes back to 1919 to the du Pont triangle system. More recent authors use this approach with a significant complication. Courtis (1978) proposed a model that combines 79 interconnected ratios. Laitinen (1983) created a model of financial relationship in the enterprise with attached financial ratios; empirical data based on 43 publicly traded Finnish firms supports the structure of the model. Bayldon, Woods, and Zafiris (1984) evaluate a pyramid scheme of financial ratios. In a case study the pyramid scheme does not function as expected. The deductive approach to establish relevant financial ratio categories has more or less stalled, and this approach has become intermixed with “confirmatory approach”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Inductive Approach”</td>
<td>“Inductive Approaches” characteristic is the emphasis on data and statistical methods. The empirical rather than the theoretical foundations are playing less important role. Pinches, Mingo and Caruthers (1973) apply factor analysis to classify 51 log-transformed financial ratios of 221 firms for four cores sections six years apart. Seven factors that they identify (return on investment, financial leverage, short-term liquidity and others) explain 78-92% of the total variance of the 51 chosen financial ratios with reasonably stable ratios over time. Johnson (1978) runs the factor analysis for a single year 1972, but for two industries based on a sample of 306 primary manufacturing and 61 retail firms. Congruency coefficients of financial ratios indicate a good stability of the nine factors for the two industries. According to Chen and Shimerda (1981) they pick out 41 financial ratios, which are found useful in the earlier studies. They identify 7 main factors and 10 financial ratios that are representative of their seven factors. Cowen and Hoffer (1982) study the inter-temporal stability of financial ratio classification in a single, homogeneous industry. Their sample consists of 72 oil-crude industry firms for 1967–75. Four or five selected factors for each year for the 13 financial ratios have little stability. Many other researchers also find instability of factors for financial ratios group for different selections. To the other researchers who use factor analysis for financial ratios based on the extensive statistical data, can be count Aho (1980), Gombola and Ketz (1983), Salmi, Virtanen and Yli-Olli (1990). Yli-Olli and Virtanen (1986, 1989, 1990) introduce the usage of transformation analysis to study the stability of the financial ratio patterns. Factorization of financial ratios has also been a part in several multivariate studies analyzing the economic features of the firms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Confirmatory Approach”</td>
<td>An emergence of this idea can be explained by initial optimism the inductive studies have been unable to agree on a consistent classification of financial ratio factors, at least beyond the basic factors. Consequently the supporters of confirmatory approach propose an a priori classification as a hypothesis and then try to confirm the classification with empirical evidence. The authors who are studying this field are Laurent (1979), Pohlman and Hollinger (1981), Luoma and Ruuhela (1991), Kanto and Martikainen (1991). The results of the use of the given approach are presented as reasonably successful.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: research of the authors.
It should be noted that the term “financial analysis” and “analysis of financial statements” are not synonyms, and the analysis of financial statements is usually a major part of the financial analysis. However, natural limitations of statements capabilities to provide data for analysis in recent years have led to the fact that the nearest perspectives for the development of analysis of financial statements are mainly related to two directions: the development of new analytical ratios and the expansion of the analysis information base (Kovalev V. V., 2006).

According to V. V. Kovalev the analysis of financial activity as it was understood before, in today’s market conditions splits into 3 parts (Table 5).

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the component</th>
<th>The components of the analysis of financial activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial analysis</td>
<td>The analysis in the frames of financial management, the results of this analysis are publicly available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-house analysis</td>
<td>Analysis of the common system of management accounting and financial management, the results of this type of analysis are not available to all, even within the enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical economic analysis</td>
<td>The analysis of the enterprise management; the results of this analysis can be expressed in different terms, rather than efficiency. In the first line they are interesting for line managers and are not external users-oriented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: V. V. Kovalev, 2006.

5. The Main Financial Analysis Ratios, their Emergence and History

Let us consider the very first financial analysis ratios that we partly mentioned previously in this paper. According to the authors of this study, to such ratios are mainly related ratios proposed by James Cannon in the late 19th and early 20th century (that is why there is no wonder why some researchers believe that Cannon might be the first theorist of financial analysis (Sokolov, 1991; Olegario, 2006) with some exceptions. A description of these ratios (ratio calculation, the purpose of the ratio, the author) is given in the Table 6.
### The first financial analysis ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>The name of the ratio</th>
<th>The calculation of the ratio</th>
<th>The purpose of the ratio</th>
<th>The author of the ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Expenses / SalesValue *100</td>
<td>The analysis of the share of expenses in the revenue of the enterprise</td>
<td>The author is unknown, is used approximately since the mid-19th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Current ratio</td>
<td>CurrentAssets / CurrentLiabilities</td>
<td>Determination of borrowers solvency</td>
<td>The author is unknown; the ratio became predominant in the end of 1890-ies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>QuickAssets / Obligations</td>
<td>Determination of borrowers solvency</td>
<td>Proposed by James Cannon in 1895. Under “quick assets” Cannon meant more liquid part of current assets (funds, receivables, securities, commodities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Quick assets of total assets</td>
<td>QuickAssets / TotalAssets</td>
<td>Determination of borrowers solvency</td>
<td>Proposed by James Cannon in 1905.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gross sales per 1$ quick assets</td>
<td>GrossSalesValue / QuickAssets</td>
<td>The assessment of management activity and of the mobility of working capital</td>
<td>Proposed by James Cannon in 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Gross sales per 1$ total assets</td>
<td>GrossSalesValue / TotalAssets</td>
<td>The assessment of management activity and of the mobility of assets</td>
<td>Proposed by James Cannon in 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Gross business per one dollar of working capital</td>
<td>GrossBusinessValue / WorkingCapital</td>
<td>The assessment of management activity and of the mobility of working capital</td>
<td>Proposed by James Cannon in 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Gross business per one dollar of total capital</td>
<td>GrossBusinessValue / TotalCapital</td>
<td>The assessment of management activity and of the mobility of invested capital</td>
<td>Proposed by James Cannon in 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>BorrowedFunds / AdvancedCapital</td>
<td>The assessment of the financial sustainability of the enterprise</td>
<td>Proposed by James Cannon in 1905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


As it can be seen in Table 6 first financial analysis ratios were suggested by a) unknown authors in 19th century, b) James Cannon in the late 19th and early 20th century and c) Paul Gerstner in the late 19th – early 20th century. These ratios were focused on the analysis of the expenditure share in the revenue of the enterprise, assessment of the current assets liquidity of the enterprise to determine the borrower’s creditworthiness, assessment of management activity and of mobility of enterprise’s assets, assessment of financial sustainability of the enterprise.
Conclusions

In this paper the authors accomplished all the tasks specified at the beginning of the research. After studying and analysing the views of different scientists, who are researching financial analysis, its history and development, it can be concluded:

1. To date there is no single definition of the financial analysis; every user is using the procedure and its individual elements for different purposes. The connection and the methods of financial analysis may vary depending on methods and aims of the analysis, analysis results users. For the further research the authors share the view of V. V. Kovalev and adhere to the definition of the financial analysis proposed by him. Financial analysis, understood as an analysis of financial management system, is based on publicly available financial information and is part of analytical procedures for assessing the enterprise in terms of valuation and efficiency.

2. The financial analysis’ researchers partially disagree on the emergence of systematic approach of the financial analysis. The authors of the paper, after studying the views of different researchers, share the view of J. Horrigan and J. V. Sokolov. They assert, that the financial analysis ratios for the analysis of financial statements were first popular in the second part of 19th century, when the US were on the last stage of the movement towards industrial activity. J. J. Horrigan links the emergence of the financial statement analysis to the transition of business management from capitalist entrepreneurs to professional managers.

3. James Cannon should be considered as the first theorist of the financial analysis. He proposed one of the first groups of financial analysis coefficients for users, based on the financial statements of the enterprise.

4. First financial analysis schools (second part of the 1919th – first part of the 20th century). The analysis of the directions and achievements of five financial analysis schools showed that these schools were popular in their field and were actively working, tried to solve the current issues in the economy. It should be noted that financial analysis schools were developing parallel to the evolution of accounting statements and statistical methods.

5. Modern schools of financial analysis (the early 20th – the early 21st century) can be divided into six approaches, based on the evolution of the schools from previous period. New schools developed those ideas that were laid in the schools of previous period and improve them with elements that are demanded today.

6. One of the first financial analysis ratios were used to detect the share of the expenditure in the revenue of the enterprise, to assess the liquidity of the current assets, to determine the creditworthiness of the borrowers, to evaluate the management activity and mobility of enterprise’s assets, assessment of the financial sustainability of the enterprise. All these ratios are relevant today, but are applied in practice in the edited format.

In the further research the authors of the paper will propose their developed matrix of modified financial analysis ratios, where the financial analysis ratios will be classified depending on the user group and the field of enterprise’s activity. According to the author, such matrix may help the users to be mobile in their calculations; as well it may help enterprises to reduce the costs for the financial analysis.
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REVEALING THE STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT OF LATVIAN BOND MARKET

Natalja Tocelovska, University of Latvia, Latvia

Abstract

Latvian corporate bond market has undergone the major development in the period of 2000–2016. Currently the market honours the leading position in the Baltics. With the global focus on the corporate bond market where the European Commission is developing Capital Market Union thus lowering the cost of funding and making the financial system more resilient; Latvian corporate bond market appears moving to the right direction (European Commission, 2016). The latter should be proved by the reasonable analysis. This paper aims to identify the comparative level of the development of Latvian corporate bond market in the global perspective. Numerous researchers have analysed the development of a bond market of a country. The existing academic studies on the topic can be divided into 2 groups: descriptive factor analyses and comparative factor analyses. Comparative factor analyses identify the main dimension of the influencing factors and suggest the metrics to evaluate the bond market development. This paper uses the comparative framework developed by The World Bank (2004). The paper reveals that while there is a progress in the areas of stability of Latvian bond market and efficiency (the significant improvement in the bid-ask spreads is revealed despite still comparatively lower issued amounts outstanding), the problematic areas remain size and access: the amount of domestic issues and amount of domestic corporate issues make Latvia lagging. The paper argues that the opaque methodology and insufficient number of ratios in efficiency and stability groups bring the need for further development of the model.
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Introduction

Latvian corporate bond market has 43 corporate bonds outstanding in Nasdaq Riga thus being the most developed in the Baltic area (Nasdaq, 2016). Still the relatively high comparative development indicator is based on the low base in Estonia and Lithuania with one public corporate bond in Nasdaq Tallinn and no public bond in Nasdaq Vilnius (Nasdaq, 2016). While the region comparison has little explanatory value to identify the level of the development of Latvian corporate bond market, other relative measurements and instruments should be introduced. Analysis of the academic literature reveals that while various academics have studied the development of bond market, the majority tend to concentrate on the sovereign segment while several explore the corporate bond segment. No previous study on the development of Latvian bond or corporate bond market is identified. The study of Tocelovska (2016) divides the existing academic studies on the level of development of the corporate bond market into two groups: a) descriptive factor analysis: Fabella and Madhur (2003), Burger and Warnock (2005),
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Braun and Briones (2006), Stewart (2009), and Dittmar and Yuon (2008); b) comparative factor analysis: the research by the World Bank (2004) introducing Bond market development indicators, Wyman (2015). The observed descriptive factor analysis studies concentrate on main factors, which influence the development of the corporate bond market of a particular country or group of countries. Depending on the region, period and the methodology, the researches provide different and sometimes contradicting results.

The comparative factor analysis studies introduce a framework for assessment of the bond development in a country by deriving groups of ratios, which influence the development of the corporate bond market in various ways and can be measured. The research by the World Bank (2004) introduces Bond market development indicators or FSDI and divides the relevant ratios into four groups thus measuring the development of the bond market in size, access, efficiency and stability. The study measures the bond market development in sovereign (both domestic and international) and corporate (domestic) segments thus revealing the comparative level of development. This article analysis the comparative development of Latvian bond market (including its corporate segment) by applying FSDI model.

The aim of this article is to reveal the comparative level of development of Latvian corporate bond market by applying the framework by World Bank (2004). While observing the leading position of Latvian corporate bond market in the Baltic region, the author hypothesises that the development of Latvian bond market is comparatively high while the triggering factors are the size of the country and the size of the potential issuers. The author applies correlative and descriptive quantitative research methods.

**Bond market development indicators**

Financial sector development indicator model introduced by The World Bank (2004) provides the rare attempt for a comparative measure of the level of the development of the bond market. While the interrelation between the sovereign and corporate segment have been proved by previous researchers: Dittmar and Yuan (2008) prove that sovereign bond segment acts as the benchmark for the corporate bond market and promotes it; the development of Latvian bond market should be analysed. The study of The World Bank (2004) groups the ratios into four categories: size, access, efficiency and stability. The study compares the ratio results between the selected sample of countries by applying four-year period.

The comparative factor analyses undermines the comparison of one country to the selected sample. While the study of The World Bank (2004) provides the framework for comparison, the selection of the countries does not contain Baltic countries. Since the aim of this paper is to identify the comparative level of the development of Latvian corporate bond market in the global perspective, global benchmark countries are applied as the first comparative peers. The difference in the scale of the countries compared is eliminated by the relative basis of the ratios calculated. This article selects Latvia, Germany, Sweden and USA as the country sample and compares it for the period of 2008–2014. All of the selected benchmark countries are included in the study of World Bank (2004), where Sweden is named by the FDSI study as the country with similar fundamentals to Eurozone countries while being outside of Eurozone. Additionally, the choice of the countries is justified by their benchmark roles in the bond market: US Treasury bonds and German bunds are used for benchmarking by the corporate bond market participants.
Moreover various academics name USA bond market as the most developed bond market: study of The World Bank (2004); Braun and Briones (2006). The study of The World Bank (2004) groups bonds according to the issuer: public or private (private contains both bonds issued by non-financial and financial institutions); domestic or international.

While the data for bond yields is determined by Bloomberg, the statistics on bond market is retrieved from The World Bank and the Bank for International Settlement database and expanded by the data on Latvia from Nasdaq Riga and Latvian Central Depositary. The ratios of new corporate bonds issues to GDP and the actual amount of new corporate bond issues are not analysed by FSDI on per country basis because of the lack of data available.

1. **Size**

Three ratios are applied in FSDI to measure the size of the bonds market: ratio of public (government) sector bonds to GDP, ratio of private (corporate) sector bonds to GDP and the ratio of international bonds to GDP (The World Bank, 2004). While GDP statistics is provided by The World Bank statistic database, data on the size of the sovereign, corporate and international bond market is imported from the Bank for International Settlement database. For the calculation purposes USA dollar is used as the base currency for all the markets.

*Public sector bond markets:* analysis of the bond market indicators in FSDI performed by the World Bank in 2004 stated that the size of the public sector varies across regions and income groups, with North America leading and Europe following (The World Bank, 2004). High income OECD countries were found to have substantially larger bond markets. The results of the analysis of the bond market indicators in FSDI performed in this article reveal that even though the relative weight of the public debt increased, the general pattern is the same: USA leading while Germany and Sweden following (Figure 1). The relative weight of the public debt of North America was found by the bond market indicators in FSDI performed by The World Bank in 2004 to be 55% of the GDP of the country in the period 2000–2003, while the analysis of the bond market indicators in FSDI performed in this article reveals the increase to 89% of the GDP in 2014 (The World Bank, 2004). Similar trends can be observed in Europe where the combined indicator for Europe and Central Asia was fluctuating at 40% according to the bond market indicators in FSDI performed by The World Bank (2004), while the data for 2008–2014 indicates the growth from 44% to 52% for Germany and from 25% to 32% for Sweden. In the observed global environment of increasing need for public borrowing, the ratio of public debt to GDP in Latvia is following the upwards dynamics by increasing from 11% in 2008 to 26% in 2014.
Private sector bond markets: indicator of private sector bonds over GDP contains both domestic and international public bonds (issued by both financial and non-financial institutions) in the period 2008–2014. The relative amount of private borrowing in the USA, Germany and Sweden is exceeding the amount of GDP, while holding at 3% in Latvia (Figure 2). Analysis of the bond market indicators in FSDI performed by the World Bank (2004) observes the private sector bond to GDP ratio from the income perspective of the country, where High Income OECD countries have the highest and low Income countries the lowest ratio value. These findings are confirmed by the current data analysis. The difference arises when the relative weight of private sector is calculated. The FSDI performed by the World Bank in 2004 indicated a 40% ratio of High income OECD countries and 4% Low Income, while the current analysis of years 2008–2014 finds 104–116% and 3% respectively (The World Bank, 2004).

International sector bond markets: according to the analysis of the bond market indicators in FSDI, international bonds reflect the ability of the country to raise capital globally, where the developing countries experience difficulties utilizing international markets (The World Bank, 2004). The analysis performed in this article for the period 2008–2014 proves that Sweden and Germany are active issuers in the international market, while the ability of USA to borrow internationally is comparatively low (Figure 3).
2. Access

According to FSDI, bond market is efficient when the cost of capital is low (The World Bank, 2004). The necessity to measure the cost of capital determines the first indicator of the government bond yields for 3 months and 10 year bonds, where the ease of accessing the market
is measured by ratio of domestic bonds to total bonds outstanding and ratio of private bonds to total domestic bonds outstanding. Since four countries analysed in this article have different currencies (EUR, USD and SEK), and USA have only USD issued government bonds, the cash flows of US Treasury bonds with 3 month and 10 year maturities were swapped to EUR cash flows using Bloomberg system and then analysed. Germany, Latvia and Sweden have EUR currency debts.

**Government bond yields (3 months and 10 years):** the analysis of 3 month and 10 year public bonds of the USA, Germany, Sweden and Latvia indicate that while the short term bonds yield negative interest rates, 10 year bonds tend to deliver similar level of return, except of Latvia. The key explanation to the distinction is the difference in the credit risk of the countries, which is reflected by the credit ratings. The USA, Germany, Sweden possess the highest investment grade ratings (S&P: AAA, AAA and AAA respectively) while Latvia has A- or 6 notches lower (Bloomberg, 2016).

![Graph showing the cost of capital of sovereign debt for USA, Sweden, Latvia, and Germany](image)

**Source:** author’s construction based on Bloomberg data.

**Fig. 4. Cost of capital of sovereign debt, %**

**Ratio of domestic bonds to total bonds outstanding:** according to FSDI, measurement of domestic bonds to total bonds outstanding indicates the capacity of local market to provide capital (The World Bank, 2004). Besides to indicating the local willingness to invest in the local debt, domestic issues theoretically reduce the currency mismatch as domestic borrowing is preferably done in the local currency.
Data analysis of the domestic bonds as the proportion of total debt securities of the country in the period 2008–2014 reveals that, while USA and Germany have greater focus on the domestic market, Sweden and Latvia account only 1/3 of their borrowing in the domestic market (Figure 5). Latvia is decreasing its local borrowing capacity. The latter is explained by the unchanged domestic borrowing in the conditions of growing total borrowing and growing international borrowing.

*Ratio of domestic private sector bonds to total domestic bonds:* according to the World Bank (2004), the measurement of domestic private bonds to total domestic bonds outstanding shows the convenience of private sector to obtain the capital domestically, which indicates the degree of accessibility and affects financing decisions. Although USA had the leading position in the study of The World Bank (2004), FSDI analysis performed in this article reveals that Sweden has the dominating domestic bond market, thus pointing to the willingness of Swedish companies to borrow locally in Swedish kroner. Both Germany and Latvia have 25% weight of domestic borrowing (Figure 6).
3. Efficiency

FSDI groups four ratios as the indicators of the efficiency of the debt market: quoted bid-ask spreads (10-yr government bond yield), turnover of private sector bond on securities exchange, turnover of public sector bond on securities exchange, Settlement Efficiency Index (The World Bank, 2004). The research by the World Bank (2004) challenges the indicators of turnover of private sector bond on securities exchange, turnover of public sector bond on securities exchange because of the over-the-counter base of the transactions with the fixed income securities thus stating that both indicators lack many trades. The Settlement Efficiency Index is neither described nor applied by FSDI. The only indicator used by FSDI as the measure of efficiency is the quoted bid-ask spreads (10-yr government bond yield).

Quoted bid-ask spread of 10 year government bond yields: The analysis of the bid-ask spread of 10-year government debt securities of Germany, Latvia, Sweden and USD for the data on 14/01/2016 confirms the results of the study of The World Bank (2004): Germany and USA have less than 0.007% bid ask-spread, while Sweden has 0.02% (Figure 7). The study of The World Bank relates the higher bid-ask spread of Sweden to the absence of euro currency while pointing that the country has similar fundamentals to the other Eurozone countries (The World Bank, 2004).

![Bid-ask spread of 10-year government bond yield, %](image)

*Source: author’s construction based on Bloomberg data.*

**Fig. 7. Bid-ask spread of 10-year government bond yield, %**

The bid-ask spread for Latvian government bonds of 10 year maturity reaches 0.07%, which is substantially higher than the countries analysed in this article. Still the comparison of the bid-ask spread of Latvian government bonds in 2016 and in 2011 indicates an important progress – the bid-ask spread in 2011 reached 0.3% or 400% higher than the current value. The existing comparative higher bid-ask spread for Latvian government bonds can be justified by the amounts outstanding of the government bonds and thus lower liquidity of the bonds: Germany EUR 10 billion (ISIN DE0001102390, maturity 15/02/2026), Latvia EUR 0.5 billion (ISIN XS1295778275, maturity 23/09/2025), Sweden SEK 44.7 billion (ISIN SE0007125927, maturity 12/11/2026), USA USD 44.9 billion (ISIN US912828P469, maturity 15/02/2026) (Bloomberg, 2016).
4. Stability

Stability is the fourth criteria for evaluation of the bond market development by FSID (The World Bank, 2004). The World Bank (2004) stresses that the lack of stability in the bond market can result in the higher cost of borrowing besides to discouraging investors from entering the market. FSID divides stability indicators into the following areas: volatility, skewness, maturity and correlation, which therefore result in 6 sub-indicators: volatility of sovereign bond index, skewness of sovereign bond index, ratio of short-term to total bonds (domestic), ratio of short-term bond to total bonds (international), correlation with German bond returns, correlation with US bond returns. Even though this research is using sovereign bond index for measuring volatility and skewness, the author of this article uses 10 year sovereign bond to measure those two indicators as the public bond market of Latvia lacks the index. As suggested by the FSID framework, stability indicator analysis is performed for public bond segment only.

*Volatility of sovereign bond index*: FDSI measures volatility by the value of standard deviation thus indicating how widely the values are dispersed from the mean yield of the 10 year sovereign benchmark security. In order to measure the standard deviation of the every country, closing daily ask yields to maturity of 10-year government debt securities of Germany, Latvia, Sweden and USD are analysed.

10 year sovereign benchmark bond of every country were exported from Bloomberg (Germany ISIN DE0001102390, maturity 15/08/2025, Latvia ISIN XS1295778275, maturity 23/09/2025, Sweden ISIN SE0005676608, maturity 12/05/2026, USA ISIN US912828XB14, maturity 15/05/2025) (Bloomberg, 2016). Standard deviation is calculated for 2015–15/03/2016 (the data for 2015 is analysed since the security is issued) applying the formula below (Doane D. P and Seward L. E., 2011).

\[
\sqrt{\frac{\sum (x-\bar{x})^2}{n-1}}
\]

The results of the volatility test made reveal that all four countries have the same level of volatility (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volatility of 10 year sovereign benchmark bonds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standards deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* author’s calculations based on Bloomberg data.

*Skewness of sovereign bond index*: the research of The Wold Bank views the skewness indicator as the gauge of the probability of large negative losses associated with the public debt of the country. Statistically skewness shows the degree of asymmetry of a distribution around its mean, where the positive value indicates a distribution with an asymmetric tail extending toward more positive values, while negative – a distribution with an asymmetric tail extending toward more negative values (Press W. H, et al., 1992). 10 year sovereign benchmark bond of every country were exported from Bloomberg (Germany ISIN DE0001102390, maturity 15/08/2025, Latvia ISIN XS1295778275, maturity 23/09/2025, Sweden ISIN SE0005676608, maturity 12/05/2026, USA ISIN US912828XB14, maturity 15/05/2025) (Bloomberg, 2016). Skewness
is calculated for 2015–15/03/2016 (the data for 2015 is analysed since the security is issued) applying the formula below (Press W. H, et al., 1992).

\[
\frac{n}{(n-1)(n-2)} \sum \left( \frac{x_i - \bar{x}}{\sigma} \right)^3
\]

The results of the skewness test of this article (Table 2) contradict to the findings of the World Bank where FSDI research states returns in developed markets in general exhibit less negative skewness.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skewness of 10 year sovereign benchmark bonds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on Bloomberg data.

Ratio of short-term to total bonds: according to The World Bank, the dominating position that short-term bonds hold within either domestic of international bond segment reflects the relative instability and risk as theoretically the borrower comes to the bond market with the long-term financing needs (The World Bank, 2004). If the dominating maturity is short, this acts as a signal to the market participants about inability to attract longer financing and thus indicating to the relative instability. The proportion of government bonds with the maturity in less than 3 years forms 30–40% of Latvian and German debt and over 50% of the debt of Sweden and the USA (Table 3). The borrowing needs of each country provides and impact on the indicator.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculation of ratio of short-term to total bonds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on Bloomberg data.

Composite indicators: the methodology of FSDI framework states that in order to obtain the indicators of every component of the framework: size, access, efficiency and stability, sub indicators for each of the segments are calculated, standardizes by subtracting the median of the distribution and scaled by the standard deviation of the distribution. The standardized scores are then averaged to create the composite indicator for every segment (The World Bank, 2004). In statistics, methodology of data standardization includes the mean not median. Riffenburgh (2012) standardizes the scores by subtracting the mean from every observation and then dividing the result by the standard deviation. Rarely authors use median – according to Nolan (1994) standardization by the removal of the level and the spread from data allows to compare distribution more easily. Removing the level means subtracting the median from the values, which makes features of the distribution such as spread become more apparent. Additionally the spread is also removed. As the methodology of FSDI assumes using median, in order to get sub indicators of size, access, efficiency and stability, standardization of the data is done by formula:

Standardized score of the ratio = (ratio-median)/standard deviation.
Both Germany and USA provide the framework for the indicators and remain close to each other in the results, while Sweden and Latvia provide more extreme indicators (Figure 8). The obvious dominance by USA and Germany is explained by the FSDI previous research – larger bond markets are more efficient and provide easier access to lower cost domestic capital. Latvia has comparatively low level of bonds outstanding from all the three size group indicators observed: private sector relative to GDP, public sector relative to GDP, international bonds relative to GDP. While the size indicator ratios are naturally limited for the substantial development by the scale factor of the country, the current focus of the Ministry of Finance on financing the debt via sovereign debt should be continued joined by the domestic corporate debt. To overcome the scale factor Pan-Baltic issues should be introduced. The demand side should be stimulated for qualitative demand for the pension money management by the reasonable changes in the legislation. Other recommended actions are the support of the sovereign benchmark curve and Primary Dealership program. Domestic sovereign issuance both sovereign and corporate should also support the access area – currently Latvia remains far behind USA, Sweden and Germany, where the weaker indicators are in the comparative weight of the domestic market and domestic corporate issuer weight in all domestic issues outstanding. While holding the weaker position in the previous areas observed, Latvia excels the most in the stability area sharing nearby position with Germany and USA markets. In the number of sub-indicators Latvia has showed very positive dynamics towards stability: relatively decreasing short-term debt, similar to peers volatility indicator. The dynamics of stability area of Latvian corporate bond market displays the progress of the country towards stability thus reaching the level of Germany and USA in this segment. The efficiency area indicators are treated as not sufficiently explored by the author of the article since only one ratio is present as well as the difference in absolute numbers between Latvia and the peers is subtle. In order to get more objective results on the efficiency indicator it is suggested to introduce more indicators to the group. The results of the analysis reveal that while being relatively developed to the peers in stability area, Latvia lags in size and access areas.
Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

1) FSDI model developed by The World Bank (2004) measures the comparative development of a bond market in the country. The model groups ratios into four groups: size, access, efficiency and stability. The model is a rare attempt to deliver a structured quantitative assessment of a bond market, thus providing an opportunity to compare several bond markets not only on the qualitative but also on the quantitative basis.

2) This article selects Latvia, Germany, Sweden and USA as the country sample and compares it for the period of 2008–2014. Neither the whole bond market nor its corporate segment has been measured for the level of development before. This study compares the bond market development in Latvia to the countries observed by The World Bank: Germany, Sweden and USA.

3) Size indicators for USA, Germany and Sweden are similar. Those results follow the previous findings of FSDI where USA, Germany and Sweden are among the leaders according to the size indicator. The bond market of Latvia from the aspect of size is relatively small. Braun and Briones (2006), indicate that a well-developed bond market is characterized by a large size relative to GDP in all segments, a stable composition between private and public borrowers. According to the comparative factor analysis, Latvia has comparatively low level of bonds outstanding from all the three perspectives explored: private sector relative to GDP, public sector relative to GDP, international bonds relative to GDP. From the perspective of size, the bond market in Latvia is relatively less developed.

4) In access segment USA is the leader, Germany and Sweden share the second position. The study of The World Bank (2004) revealed that access to domestic capital and private capital in Sweden was better than the one in Germany. Latvia remains far behind USA, Sweden and Germany, where the weaker indicators are in the comparative weight of the domestic market and domestic corporate issuer weight in all domestic issues outstanding.

5) Efficiency segment includes the quoted bid-ask spread for 10 year public bond. The relatively wider spread for the sovereign debt security of Latvia excels, while in absolute numbers the difference between the bid-ask spread of Latvian debt security and other peers is only 0.06–0.04%. The bid-ask spread of sovereign 10 year bond of Germany and USA are close to 0%. The bid-ask spread of sovereign 10 year bond of Latvia has narrowed substantially from 0.3% in 2008 to 0.07% as observed in this article. In order to get more objective results on the efficiency indicator the author of this article suggests introducing more indicators to the efficiency group.

6) Stability indicator plots Latvia close to Germany and USA markets. In the number of sub-indicators Latvia has showed very positive dynamics towards stability – its short-term debt dominance has decreased to 34% or the lowest among the peers, the volatility indicator is the same as for the peers. The author proves that dynamics of Latvia the considerable reflect a progress of Latvia towards stability thus reaching the level of Germany and USA in this segment.

7) The important drawbacks of FSDI are lack of transparency in the methodology. There is the need for the assumptions to be introduced, which can result in a subjective interpretation of FSDI.

8) As the result of this study the author recommends to continue government focus on the sovereign bond market such as Primary Dealer activity, sovereign benchmark presence
(especially in the domestic bond market) thus supporting size and access areas of the bond market development.

9) As the result of this study the author recommends to explore the potential of increasing the size of the domestic corporate issues both from the supply perspective: Pan-Baltic issues, issues for settlement in European depositories; and demand side: stimulation of the qualitative local pension capital investment (reasonable part) into local corporate bonds.

10) For the further research the author proposes to expand the group of peer comparison by the relevant to Latvia peer countries.

11) For the further research the author proposes to increase the number of ratios measuring the segment of efficiency and stability.
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MULTI-CHANNEL DISTRIBUTION APPROACHES IN BUSINESS: SPECIFICS AND APPLICATIONS
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Abstract

The dynamics in designing and applying new technologies in business has a significant influence on the distribution channels of companies. The multi-channel distribution structures are always enriched by adding new channels. Investments in new channels are predetermined above all by the dynamic changes in consumer behavior in respect to the process of decision making for purchasing and stronger competition. As a reaction to changes companies try to find the suitable configuration of channels which should comply with the conditions of the environment, consumers’ expectations and the priorities for long- and short-term development of business.

The aim of this study is to present the different approaches in designing multi-channel distribution, the advantages of using them and implementation issues when putting them into practice. Reviewed are the approaches of complementarity between channels, competition and integration between channels, with a focus on their characteristic features that distinguish one from another and make them recognizable. The research is based on an online survey among companies registered in Bulgaria. This survey places an emphasis on companies, the distribution channels they use; the channels they add; and the multichannel approach they apply. Companies’ intentions to abandon some of the channels used in the past are of particular interest as well.

The results of the research show that adding new distribution channels to the already functioning ones appears as one of the solutions to overcoming the negative effects of long-lasting recessions on businesses, often accompanied by a decline in sales and the outflow of customers.

In the last three years the e-channel has been the most preferable channel for adding to the previously existing structures of distribution by the companies covered by the survey. The most often applied multichannel approach in companies’ business is based on the complementarity between channels, followed by integration between channels and competition between them.

The interest of customers and companies in multi-channel distribution will continue to grow. The example of successful channel configurations will be transferred to different spheres of economy and social life thus contributing to better customer service and efficient distribution of products and services.

Key words: multi-channel distribution, multi-channel approaches, channel applications

JEL code: M31

Introduction

The increased interest in applying multi-channel distribution in the last decade and the variety of distribution practices of its implementation has attracted the attention to the approaches of its design. Since there are plenty of definitions of “approach” here we are going to stick to the definition of Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary & Thesaurus

1 Corresponding author – e-mail address: evge@mbox.digsys.bg
of Cambridge University Press, where approach is defined as “a way of considering or doing something” (Cambridge Advanced…, 2016). The significance and relevance of the research is based on several specific characteristics:

• The research is concentrated thoroughly on the approaches of implementing multi-channel distribution;
• The focus of the research goes beyond the traditional scope of former researches in the field of multi-channel distribution;
• The research is carried out among enterprises in Bulgaria which makes it possible to outline the specifics in using approaches of multi-channel distribution in the country.

This study focuses on distribution practices in modern conditions. It involves channel configurations used in enterprises, the implementation of distribution channels and their impact on company’s performance, the approaches of multi-channel distribution and the future intentions of companies to make changes in their distribution channels.

The purpose of this study is to present the different approaches in designing multi-channel distribution, the advantages of using them and the implementation issues when putting them into practice. Reviewed are the approaches of complementarity between channels, competition and integration between channels, with an emphasis on their characteristic features that distinguish one from another and make them recognizable. The research is based on an online survey among active companies, registered in Bulgaria. The basic questions in the survey are:

1. What channel or a configuration of channels is used by companies at the time of the study?
2. What channel or a configuration of channels have companies added in the last three years?
3. What is the impact of adding the channel(s) on sales revenues, efficiency of sales revenues, other revenues, profit and attraction of new consumers?
4. What is the approach of multi-channel distribution used by companies?
5. Do companies intend to add new channels this and/or next year and what channel is most likely to be added?
6. Do companies intend to close a channel/channels this and/or next year?

In the main body of the paper and in designing its parameters an explanation is made that by multi-channel distribution we mean a structure comprising two and more channels which provides the distribution of products/services on the target markets of the companies.

The specific characteristics of multi-channel distribution are covered by a number of studies. The interest in them is based on the fact that in practice companies use more than one distribution system (Assael, H., 1985). A position is stated that hybrid channel models are characterized by particular tangible results such as: reducing selling costs, improving the selling profitability and reshaping a company’s competitive position (Friedman, L. & Furey, T., 1999). Some studies stand out that there two main types of multiple channels strategies: simply making multiple channels available and a multi-channel strategy that provides unique cross-channel benefits (Multi-Channel Marketing…, 2000). An opinion is shared that multi-channel distribution systems give a number of advantages to companies and through adding new channels, it contributes to: sales increase, improvement of the market coverage, taking the opportunity for modeling goods and services in the various customer segments (Armstrong, G. & Kotler P., 2009). Some authors consider that hybrid marketing channels show that the use of only one channel is not sufficient. Multi-
channel architecture optimises channel coverage, adjustability and control, while at the same time minimizing cost and conflict (Segetlija, Z., Mesaric, J. & Dujak, D., 2011).

1. **Approach of complementarity between channels within multi-channel distribution**

In cases of purposefully designing the multi-channel distribution by companies, the approach to be used is defined as early as the predesigned stage. In business practice three basic approaches of implementing multi-channel distribution are recognized. In this part of the paper the approach which ensures complementarity between the channels of distribution is presented.

### Table 1

Features of the approach of complementarity to the existing distribution channels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of complementarity</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Segment complementarity</td>
<td>A new channel is developed which is added to the existing ones in the distribution system; yet, it is designed to sell products in a segment outside those served by the other channels. Firms may need different channels to reach different segments (McCarthy, E. &amp; Perreault, W., 1993). The segments can be separated according to geographical, economic, and psychographic features or a combination of all. Companies also establish different channels to sell to different-sized customers (Pelton, L., Strutton, D. &amp; Lumpkin, J., 2002).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product/range complementarity</td>
<td>A new channel is developed which is added to the existing ones in the distribution system; yet, it is designed to sell products outside those offered by the other channels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional complementarity</td>
<td>A new channel is developed which is added to the existing ones in the distribution system; yet, it is designed to have different functions from those of the other channels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Developed by the author on the ground of studying particular practices of multi-channel distribution and literature review.*

A variant of the approach of complementarity is segment complementarity in which each channel serves a particular segment. In this case we differentiate the segment specialization of the channels. Of course, here we exclude the element of competition, as well as the element of integration, since completely different segments are concerned. This approach is more specific and is often used in multi-channel structures which have sales in different geographic segments without overlapping of territories.

A partially limited distribution for the general public is also observed. It is implemented by means of special channels with regulated access (e.g., reaching a particular number of orders, monthly or annual subscription and/or other conditions for access). The cluster identity of the consumer defines his/her access to a particular channel. Product or product-range complementarity within the approach of complementarity to multi-channel distribution is implemented under conditions where the existing channels are not able to sell equally all products or the whole product range and this requires the design of a new channel which will provide the sales of particular products, they could be new or, in limited cases, the existing ones. There are two variants in practice:

- Products are sold in separate (different) channels;
- For selling the product range the same channels are used, yet, there is a significant difference in the structure of sales of the separate product-range positions.
Both variants of the approach are known in practice. One could recognize the second variant when seeing the different structure of sales in the channels by products (Fig. 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product/Channel</th>
<th>Product 1</th>
<th>Product 2</th>
<th>Product 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel 1</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel 2</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel 3</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: Channel 1, Channel 2 and Channel 3 are active channels of a company. Product 1, Product 2 and Product 3 of a company are distributed through these channels.

Note: The sum total of the relative shares of sales of separate products for each channel equals 100% (by rows).

Fig. 1. **Matrix of distribution channels and relative share of sales of the products they offer**

We need to point out that not always these shares result from the company marketing activity. There are cases when legal regulation imposes limitations in selling a particular product in a particular channel in the form of a quota or another designation. Such limitations are observed in direct sales of raw materials and food of animal origin from the animal breeders within EC, countries in Eastern Europe (Direct Marketing of Small Scale Farming Products in the CEE Region and Related Legislative Problems, 2013) and Bulgaria.

Adding channels directed to functional complementarity is a practice which can be explained with considerable limitations in the functions of the existing channels, which hinders the processes of ordering and/or purchasing. It is very likely to overcome these problems through developing new channels. Investing in functionally complementing channels is a modern practice which is explained by the following conditions:

- Enlarging the scope of using new technologies which contribute to the development of new channels, even hybrid ones;
- Development of technologies which use Big Data;
- Significant difference in expenses by separate functions by channels;
- Significant difference in capacity by separate functions by channels;
- Significant difference in the quality of service for channels and others.

All these changes influence favourably the addition of new channels in already functioning distribution systems which are assigned specific functions. Drivers for developing the channels can be development and accessibility of technologies, consumers, changes in legal regulation, competitors’ channels and others. Besides the approaches presenting complementarity based on a single feature, multi complementarities are used in practice (combination of complementarity based on segments and products). Often in business there is also channel complementarity based on segments and functions which concerns channel capacity in relation to a separate function and segment sensitivity to the level of service. There is also a variant of complementarity by more than two/three features. The study of the distribution practices in the country and the interviews with managers made it possible to outline the basic advantages of the approach of complementarity (Table 2).

However, the presented method of functional complementarity does not provide an opportunity for equal purchase in each channel. It rather creates conditions for channel specialization (by segment, product and/or function). For example, a channel specialized in receiving and processing orders, a channel for informing consumers, a channel for delivering an ordered product and so on.
Advantages of using the approach of complementarity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditions for increasing revenues</td>
<td>Adding new channels under conditions of complementarity contributes to increasing sales revenues. It is also possible to generate other revenues, beyond those planned in sales (such as revenues from advertising, commissions, franchising and others).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunities for cutting costs</td>
<td>The advantage strongly manifests itself in those cases where consumers use channels which service them at relatively lower costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions for quality customer service</td>
<td>Designing distribution channels by segments generates added value through relevant encompassing, recognition and service in compliance with customer expectations. The companies which use this approach do not explain to their customers: What and why is it impossible?%; Actually, they do their best so that such questions do not arise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modification of market offer</td>
<td>Adding new channels under conditions of complementarity creates prerequisites for a variety of marketing tools, even transition to automatized marketing with segments which accept and maintain it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialization</td>
<td>Channel specialization based on segment, product range or function is a prerequisite for reaching efficient distribution. Experience, contacts, CRM techniques and process optimization are characteristic of this type of channel structures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed by the author on the ground of studying particular practices of multi-channel distribution.

2. Approach of competition between channels in multi-channel distribution

The approach of competition can be viewed from two aspects (Table 3). The first, when factual conditions of competition are due to the functioning of multi-channel distribution; yet, without the competition between the separate channels being a tool for achieving goals. Or, in practice, in this case there might be a side effect of designing the multi-channel distribution. The second aspect of competition is observed in the distribution systems of companies which intentionally design the channels in the multi-channel distribution structure as competitive. In this case competition is designed as a tool and manifests itself as a result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach of competition</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competition due to intention in the design process</td>
<td>A new channel is developed which is added to the existing ones. Intentionally it is prepared to compete with the existing channels. The new channel is directed to the existing segments, sells the same product range, and has similar functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real competition</td>
<td>A new channel is developed which is added to the existing ones in the distribution system. Even though the channel is designed intentionally as complementary, the analysis of the results shows that there is real competition. This discrepancy is a prerequisite for conflicts which could have negative impact on the distribution system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed by the author on the ground of studying particular practices of multi-channel distribution.
Initially, the approach of channel competition as part of multi-channel distribution looks strange. Yet, the analysis of more than 40 practices of applying the approach gives us the ground to outline the following advantages (Table 4).

**Table 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forms</th>
<th>Advantages of the approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distribution is carried out by independently registered companies</td>
<td>Competition between separate channels is directed to maximizing individual revenues in channels/companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution is carried out within the company and the different channels are separated as strategic business units</td>
<td>Competition is directed to maximizing sales revenues and other revenues by maximizing the individual revenues in separate channels. It is of internal type with strongly expressed competitive nature between separate channels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company distribution is carried out through a configuration of channels which service consumers from the same segments, with similar structure of sales by products and functions</td>
<td>Competition is directed to encouraging innovation in the separate channels and searching for flexible solutions to increase the market share of the separate channels upon selling company products.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Developed by the author on the ground of studying particular practices of multi-channel distribution.*

**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Specifics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confrontation between separate channels</td>
<td>Marketing discrimination against separate channels with respect to price, promotion, product quality and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of unfair commercial practices (Guidance on the Implementation/Application of Directive 2005/29/EC…)</td>
<td>Competition between separate channels could make companies, which administer a particular channel, use forbidden commercial practices for attracting consumers (misleading and/or aggressive).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel cannibalism based on market coverage</td>
<td>It is observed in cases where the new channel takes a considerable part of the sales of existing channels and makes them face challenges in remaining on the market. Coverage of a market by multiple channels may involve channel “shift” – customers moving from one channel to another (Friedman, L. &amp; Furey, T., 1999).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of links between separate channels as expected by customers</td>
<td>Customers expect that channels function as an integrated system and expect from them some degree of substitutability or compatibility, which, however, is not maintained by this type of structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth in sales at the expense of “stealing” customers. Use of information from other channels which is gathered illegally</td>
<td>Use of unethical tools for gathering information about clients of other channels and getting in touch with them so as to attract them as clients. Use of information for financial benefits contrary to marketing ethics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing aggression to consumers</td>
<td>Aggressive sales approach aiming at higher average value of purchase, longer period of contracts and more barriers for customers to terminate a contract.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Developed by the author on the ground of studying particular practices of multi-channel distribution.*
Irrespective of the form of implementing the approach, its application has several strategic expectations:

- To maximize the revenues from each channel, thus maximizing the revenues in the system as a whole;
- The managers of each channel will try to apply various marketing tools for stimulating sales and achieve competitive advantages in comparison with the other channels;
- Stimulating the investment in the field of distribution;
- Stimulating customer loyalty;
- Redirecting customers for purchasing and/or consumption from one distribution channel to another;
- Providing a better competitive environment characterized by a variety of offers by channels (different prices, service and others);
- Providing customers with adequate information.

Implementing the approach of competition in multi-channel distribution can lead to problems in the way the distribution system functions.

3. **Approach of integration between channels in multi-channel distribution**

The third approach of integration has become very popular in the last decade. In literature various categories are used such as “integrated channels”, “integrated distribution”, “cross-channel integration”, “cross-channel cooperation” and others. The approach is directed to maximizing company’s total revenues through mutual work of all channels for the benefit of consumers. Investments in new technologies in the last couple of years are made exactly to provide an opportunity for integrating the functions of separate channels and maintain options for coordination, synchronization, tracking, reminder, etc., so that they can guarantee quality customer service. The advantages of this approach are indisputable, which makes it attractive for application by companies with high level of innovative marketing.

In a report of Accenture the following characteristics of Cross channel integration are outlined: optimizing the work of each channel in cooperation with the rest; overall management of the brand in all channels of distribution; focus oriented to a dialogue with the customer; creating process and technological opportunities to meet customer needs; focus on customer experience and managing the transitions between separate channels; a model or organization oriented to the customer rather than to a channel or product.

IBM experts direct their research interest to cross-channel optimization (Cross-channel optimization..., 2005), which allows the use of the opportunities of one of the channels to change favourably the structure of costs of another channel? Solutions and activities are directed to increasing efficiency and decreasing the costs of the distribution system as a whole. As early as 1990 Moriarty and Moran stated the issue of mutual work of channels in hybrid systems of distribution and organizing them (Morarty, R. & Moran, U., 1990). The results of the literature review and the author’s position concerning the advantages in applying the approach of integration are summarized in Table 6.
Advantages in applying the approach of integration within multi-channel distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Peculiarities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achieving balance between customer behavior in purchasing and company economics of sales (Morarty, R., 1990)</td>
<td>Integration of functions within multi-channel distribution is viewed as a prerequisite for achieving correspondence between customer expectations and the actual formats for sales and servicing customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing profits through reaching more customers and increasing the number of products for sale (Vanheems, R. &amp; Kelly, S., 2009). Improving selling profitability (Friedman, L. &amp; Furey, T., 1999)</td>
<td>This position corresponds to the theory of economies of scale, according to which the increase of the volume of activity leads to a decrease of the values of the produced and sold units. The primary outcome of channel integration is improved selling profitability (Friedman, L. &amp; Furey, T., 1999).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding the product at a lower price (Napolitano, M., 2013)</td>
<td>Integrated multi-channel distribution presupposes different prices in the separate channels, which means that price-sensitive consumers can find the product at a lower price. In order to treat this feature as an advantage the company needs to have a price advantage or another essential competitive advantage since access to Internet from whichever point enables a consumer to find the lowest price in other equal conditions of the offer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More targeted and dynamic information (Multi-Channel Marketing…, 2000)</td>
<td>There are several sources of advantages based on information: Exchange of information between separate channels vertically and horizontally; dynamic information: targeted information based on highly-technological marketing and big data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieving channel synergy (Rosenbloom, R., 2013)</td>
<td>The accumulated result of functioning of the integrated system should exceed the mechanic sum of the individual results of separate channels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of functions between separate channels which contributes to decreasing total distribution costs and/or total purchasing costs</td>
<td>Distribution of functions is based on the logics of demand and purchase on behalf of consumers. However, it is not always that companies comply with this logic; instead, they use mechanisms and tools for stimulating such distribution of functions in an integrated multi-channel system which leads to higher efficiency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed by the author on the ground of literature review and studying particular practices in multi-channel distribution and literature review.

4. Results from the study on the approaches of multi-channel distribution in active enterprises in Bulgaria

In order to reveal what are the approaches of multi-channel distribution applied by the companies a study of two stages was carried out. The first stage aims to ensure the consistency of the questions and measurement scales with the actual distribution situation in the enterprises registered in Bulgaria. During the first sub-stage an informal approach to a qualitative study
is used which is done through conversations with people directly involved in the distribution management of the enterprises. During the second sub-stage a formal approach to marketing research is used, based on a qualitative method for gathering data. With regards to this, 6 in-depth interviews are organized with people that occupy leading positions in companies and that are responsible for the distribution: among which 3 are in small enterprises, 2 in medium-sized and 1 in a large company. The second stage of the survey includes the application of the sampling approach as a part of the questioning method. To study the problems of multi-channel distribution in 2016 an online survey was carried out in 387 enterprises in Bulgaria, which included questions concerning the channel structure used by companies, the addition of new channels in the last three years, the approaches of multi-channel distribution, the results of adding new channels, intention to add new channels and intention to close existing ones.

The results of the study show that multi-channel distribution prevails as a distribution system in enterprises. The share of companies which use single channels is 49%, company’s own retail network being the single channel used most often. It is followed by personal sales, e-channel, retail outlets of intermediaries, call channel and mobile channel. The relative share of companies using two channels is 25.6%, the most common combination being a channel of company’s own retail outlets and e-channel. The relative share of companies using three channels is 8.4%, the most common combination being a channel through commercial outlets of intermediaries, e-channel and personal sales.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relative share of companies using one, two and three channels in their distribution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relative share of companies using one channel (49.0%)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) 9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5 ) 12.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) 17.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) 1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) 7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: E-channel – 1; Company’s own retail network of outlets – 2; Retail outlets through intermediaries – 3; Catalogue channel – 4; Personal sales – 5; Mobile channel (mobile application) – 6; Chat channel – 7; Event channel (sales at the time of events) – 8; Call channel/Call centre – 9; TV – channel – 10.

*Source:* author’s calculations based on primary data.

The summarized results by the “used channels” indicator show that 9% of the companies use four channels and the most common combination in this group is company’s own retail network, commercial outlets through intermediaries, electronic channel and event channel (2.1%). The share of companies using five channel of distribution is 4% and only 2% use six and more channels in their business at the time of the survey.
It is also interesting what part of the possible combinations of the 11 types of channels, included in the study, is actually used by Bulgarian companies. With a total number of 2047 different combinations (excluding the case when the number of distribution channels used by a company equals to 0), the companies participating in the study use 40 types of channels, or in fact these are about 2% of all the possible combinations.

The results of the study show that companies which added new channels in the last three years have predominantly added one channel only (72.6%). Among those who have added a new channel/new channels the largest share is of the companies which have added an e-channel (31.3%), followed by opening a company’s own retailing network (13.6%) and retailing outlets through intermediaries (12.1%).

The study of the activity of adding new channels in the last three years shows that the approach of channel complementarity is most often used by companies and it is characteristic for 44.1% of the companies which added new channels. Second ranks the approach of integration – 36.3%, the approach of competition accounts for 21.4% of the surveyed companies. Irrespective of the used approach of multi-channel distribution the companies which added channels in the last three years report the following positive impacts:

- Positive impact on revenues for 75.5% of the companies which added a new channel/ channels;
- Positive impact on the efficiency of sales revenues for 64.1% of the companies;
- Generating other revenues (besides sales revenues) for 44.1%;
- Positive impact on profits for 67.8%;
- Positive impact on attracting new consumers for 89.3% of the companies.

The intention of companies to open new channels this and/or next year was also studied. About one third of them (34.2%) intend to open new distribution channels; the most possible channel for adding being a company’s own retail network (23%), commercial outlets through intermediaries (22.1%), personal sales (17%) and e-channel (16.4%). The intention to close a channel was stated by 8.8% of the companies.
Conclusions

The literature review, the study of the distribution practices in business and the study of the problems of multi-channel distribution are at the basis of the following summary:

1. The main recognizable approaches of multi-channel distribution are the approach of complementarity, the approach of integration and the approach of competition.
2. Approaches can be defined as early as the stage of designing the multi-channel distribution systems which means that they are considered beforehand. They can also be the result of the functioning of the multi-channel system without the approach being preliminary determined. Or there can be transformation in the preliminary determined approach.
3. The approaches of multi-channel distribution will become even more popular having in mind companies’ great interest in adding new distribution channels in the last three years and in the future.

The results of the study carried out among Bulgarian companies show that a little more than half of them use multi-channel distribution. This proves the significance of researchers’ interest in using approaches for implementing it. We can draw the following conclusions from the study:

1. The single-channel model (used by 49% of the companies) and the model of multi-channel distribution (used by 51% of the companies) in business are almost at equal status.
2. About one third of the companies intend to open a new channel this year and/or next year. It is most probable to develop the following channels: company’s own retail network, commercial outlets through intermediaries, personal sales and e-channel. This result is of immense interest because it shows an essential change (even though an intention only) compared to the channels opened in the last three years, where the e-channel had a leadership position. Thus we can point out that even companies which initially developed e-channel (and/or other unconventional channels) now intend to add traditional distribution channels such as those with their own retail outlets and channels through outlets of intermediaries.
3. The positive impact of adding new channels on revenues, efficiency and profits for the predominant part of companies and the opportunity to also generate other revenues will influence positively the investment activity in distribution assets in the coming years.
4. 8.8% of the companies have the intention to close channels, which means that the balance between opening new channels (34.2%) and closing the existing ones favours the increase of the share of multi-channel distribution.

The interest of customers and companies in multi-channel distribution will continue to grow. The example of successful channel configurations will be transferred to different spheres of economy and social life, contributing to better customer service and efficient distribution of products and services. The approach of integrating distribution channels in the conditions of multi-channel distribution will continue to develop and hybrid innovations in the sphere of Internet technologies, information and logistics will be the stimulus for the integration processes.
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Abstract
The growing interest in multi-channel distribution and the development of new channel configurations in the last decade is an indisputable fact. The main drivers for the growth in using multi-channel structures and the business arguments for adding new distribution channels are issues of significant interest in this research.

The aim of this study is to make a review of the contemporary drivers of multi-channel distribution and identify the main companies’ arguments for adding new marketing channels. The research is based on an online survey among companies registered in Bulgaria. The survey places emphasis on the companies’ distribution decisions and argumentation for adding new channels in the last three years.

The paper presents four major drivers for multichannel distribution growth: technological development, legal regulation, logistics industry progress and increasing number of customers using multiple channels to buy products. The paper views the technological developments driving forward the use of various types of channels (conventional, e-channels, vending channels, catalog channels, call channels, direct personal sales and so on). In the last decade the increasing legal regulation of distribution from a distance is also an indisputable factor for the growth in applying multi-channel distribution. A significant driver for the growth in using multi-channel distribution is the development of the logistics industry. The growing number of companies and the enhanced wide range of services they offer support channels from a distance to serve their consumers effectively. The growing number of individuals defined as “cross channel shoppers” who demonstrate active consumer behavior in purchasing by using many channels also stimulates companies to invest in adding new channels for ensuring the balance under the circumstances of supplying and demanding the specific products and services and providing effective “Place” to “Space” channel management.

The results of the research show that adding new distribution channels to the already functioning ones is mainly aimed at attracting new customers, covering new markets/market segments, increasing market share and revenues. The decisions to add new channels are taken primarily under the influence of owners of companies and the example of the best multi-channel practices in the industry.

In conclusion, the technological development will stimulate changes in the quantitative and qualitative parameters of channels, hence their functions and capacity. Applying new technologies in a distribution and logistics will remain an important prerequisite for integrating separate channels in a uniform system which provides effective distribution through balancing the relations benefits/costs/risks for companies and consumers.
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Introduction

The growing interest in multi-channel distribution and the development of new channel configurations in the last decade is an indisputable fact. The main drivers for the growth in using multi-channel structures and the business arguments for adding new distribution channels are issues of significant interest in this research. The main idea of this survey is to encompass the specific decisions of companies concerning the expansion of their distribution scope through adding new channels. The survey is of special significance to business since it comprises the modern distribution practices and the arguments for change. It is of particular interest to consumers of products and services because the practices of adding new channels have a favourable impact on consumers’ choice through providing various alternatives for the place of purchase.

The aim of this study is to make a review of the contemporary drivers of multi-channel distribution and identify the main arguments of companies for adding new marketing channels. The research is based on an online survey among a sample of active companies registered in Bulgaria.

The survey puts emphasis on the companies’ distribution decisions and argumentation for adding new channels in the last three years. The main problematic issues in the research are:

• What are the basic arguments for adding a new channel/new channels of distribution?
• What channel/channels are added by companies to the existing distribution ones?
• Who makes the decisions within the managerial framework of distribution channels?

What is new in this study is classifying the arguments for adding a new channel/channels into three groups (marketing, financial and managerial), including them in the questionnaire in the form of a question about the basic argument and drawing conclusions about the priority of the separate groups of arguments after processing the data. Another new element in the survey is that the addition of new distribution channels is not studied separately according to types but it also concerns the various combinations through which companies expand their distribution scope and achieve synergy.

The results presented in the paper are part of a more thorough study of the problems of multi-channel distribution which includes issues concerning the specifics of the distribution decisions, the conditions in which they are made, the distribution channels they use, the satisfaction of using them, investment in innovation, adding new channels and arguments for this, the effect of adding new channels, the approaches of multi-channel distribution, the intention for adding and closing channels and the impact on distribution decisions.

1. Drivers of multi-channel distribution

The more intensive company activity of investing in new distribution channels in the last couple of years has attracted researchers’ interest in the conditions and changes of the environment which influence the development of distribution models.

The development of new technologies, including those which are used for distribution purposes, is ranked first as a driver. The development of Internet and Internet-based technologies contributes to updating company distribution structures and the irreversible transition from conventional to e-distribution (Table 1).
The improvement of auction models in an e-environment also creates conditions for generating interest in adding new channels. The development of auction platforms for servicing business spheres is a prerequisite for applying flexible and dynamic marketing of specific products for which traditional channels have exhausted their potential. The importance of hybrid technologies for distribution in combination with the production process is increasing. These technologies boost the development of vending channels. Companies’ interest in vending machines for production and distribution of food under conditions of self-made product is increasing (consumers take part in the product design on their own).

### Table 1

**Internet technologies as a driver of multi-channel distribution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technological innovations</th>
<th>Their role in developing multi-channel distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet technologies</td>
<td>The development of Internet technologies provides new opportunities and value for consumers and entrepreneurs (Empowering Consumers…, 2007): access to a vastly expanded choice of products and services, competing offers that can be quickly and meaningfully compared, increased purchasing power, far greater convenience; it opens up the opportunity for every European to become an entrepreneur by significantly lowering the barriers to entry to a global market and promotes the resale of products, enabling them to be reused or repurposed, thereby facilitating sustainable consumption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment technologies</td>
<td>Special attention is paid to two groups of characteristics – the first is payment attributes and includes: an instrument to initiate it, a mechanism to accept it, a process to undertake it, a currency that is accepted and a clear amount and valuation. The second group is trust attributes and includes: recognized mark of authority, known identities undertaken for a good reason, prior experience, third party attestation and proper authorisation (21st Century Regulation Putting Innovation at the Heart of Payments Regulation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security technologies</td>
<td>Security technologies are developed in all functional trends: identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover (Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure…, 2014) and affect cyber security, real and potential threats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies for tracking consumers</td>
<td>Google Display Ad, for example, use “cookies” in advertised sites in order to monitor what consumers do online, thus targeting and selling more successfully their advertising formats. Although such practices are opposed, the problem of tracking consumers and its boundaries has not been completely solved yet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social technologies</td>
<td>Increased role of social technologies (Skaržauskienė, A., Tamošiūnaitė, R. &amp; Žalėnienė, I., 2013) for communication and their large application in business and public sphere.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediation technologies</td>
<td>The development of Global Distribution Systems, distribution platforms, assisted purchasing and others.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: author’s research and literature review.*

Another essential driver of multi-channel distribution is improving legal regulations for distance distribution. In this respect some work is done both at EU (distance contracts, rules on hidden charges, an EU wide 14 days cooling off period for distance and off premises contracts and deadline for delivery) and member states level. In the Republic of Bulgaria the improvement
of legislation in the last decade has boosted the expansion of multi-channel distribution by enlarging the scope of channel and product regulation.

A powerful driver for developing multi-channel distribution is also the favourable changes in the logistics sector. Qualitative and quantitative changes in logistic infrastructure, processes and operations influence positively the expansion of multi-channel distribution.

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changes</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development of information technologies which support logistics</td>
<td>The vast use of technologies for automatic identification of loads, tracking them, technologies for vertical and horizontal exchange of information and technologies for exchange of real-time information help to improve the quality of the services provided by logistic companies and lead to the growth in the demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragmentation of orders</td>
<td>The development of logistics of small supplies contributes to developing distance channels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of forms of integration</td>
<td>One could observe various forms of integration of logistic companies with online shops, sites for assisted purchasing, sites for business announcements and others, which help to effectively encompassing various geographic segments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment in various logistic infrastructure</td>
<td>Increased share of investment in various logistic infrastructure which is a prerequisite for offering complex logistics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: author’s research.*

There is active development of software products which ensure the integration of logistic functions under conditions of multi-channel distribution. Companies invest funds in applications which provide alternative contact points of servicing consumers, including redirecting them to a suitable channel, outlet, contact point, etc.

The growing number of individuals who use plenty of channels in the process of making a purchasing decision also has a positive impact on distributing multi-channel structures. In literature and practice they are known as “multi-channel shoppers”. There are lots of surveys in the field of marketing with a focus on the profile and characteristics of consumers who use many channels. The results of the studies on the “multi-channel shoppers” concerning the development of multi-channel distribution are presented in Table 3. The studies of Oracle in 2009/2010 among US consumers show the following distribution of consumers with respect to the channels used in purchasing (Cross-Channel Commerce: A Consumer Research Study, 2011):

- 22% of the consumers use 1 channel;
- 48% use 2 channels;
- 24% use 3 channels;
- 2% use 4 channels;
- 4% of consumers use more than 4 channels.

These data, although not so relevant at the moment, indisputably show preferences in favour of the development of multi-channel distribution. The consumers who buy through many channels stimulate not only the development of multi-channel distribution but also other changes like:
• Increasing competition globally;
• Transformation from competition for “place” to competition for “space”;
• Increase of inner channel competition;
• Looking for opportunities for cutting costs for physical distribution;
• Improving the security of multi-channel purchasing.

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Basic results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A study of PwC (Understanding how US online shoppers are reshaping the retail experience, 2012)</td>
<td>• 20% of consumers made their first purchase online in the last 12 months attracted by a great variety through online presence;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PwC made 7 005 online interviews with consumers on three continents, covering territories of 8 countries: USA, China, Hong Kong, Germany, France, UK, Switzerland and Holland.</td>
<td>• More online buyers follow their favourite brands in social media, but only 3% use them for purchasing;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Looking up products online is defined as a critical element of multi-channel distribution;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consumers are leaders in multi-channel purchasing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A study of Verdegroup (Understanding the Multi-Channel Shopper, 2011).</td>
<td>• 2/3 of all buyers use regularly more than one channel when making a purchase;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The study encompasses 1221 buyers from USA and aims at studying the dynamics in purchasing and the drivers for multi-channel buyers: consumers who use two and more channels all the time or most of the time of the purchase, including the activities in the stages before and after the purchasing.</td>
<td>• The bigger the age of individuals, the smaller the variety of channels used in the purchasing process;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Traditional channels still rank first in choosing a product for purchase;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The number of used channels correlates with brand loyalty;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Multi-channel purchasing goes together with smaller possibility for channel shifting;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Multi-channel buyers spend more money for purchasing;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Multi-channel buyers are more conscious in making a choice for purchasing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A study of ATKearney (Engaging Multichannel Consumers, 2012) The study encompasses more than 4000 individuals in USA and is focused on the sector of retailing and financial institutions.</td>
<td>• The predominant part of consumers use several channels in purchasing which is valid for all sectors;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consumers use several channels for purchasing at the same time. As limitations in using the channels consumers point out:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Difficulties in comparing products and prices;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Impossibility to test products;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Difficulties in finding information on product characteristics;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Problems in making payment;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Problems in returning products. In top three of individual problems there are registered:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“staff has no necessary knowledge”, “I have no chance to speak to someone when I want” and “the product is unavailable”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: review of available researches.*
2. Arguments in favour of multi-channel distribution

Arguments in favour of multi-channel distribution increased in the last decade. The reasons are mainly related to the promotion of successful multi-channel distribution practices in different spheres and the intensive investment in channel innovation. There are three groups of arguments for classifying those in favour of multi-channel distribution through the use of the classical approach of business functionality: marketing, financial and managerial (Tables 4, 5 and 6).

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketing arguments for multi-channel distribution</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encompassing new markets/market segments</td>
<td>The favourable changes affecting the opportunity for free movement of individuals, goods and capitals increase the companies’ interest in developing new market segments. Authors share the opinion that companies open new channels in order to sell to consumers of different dimension (Pelton, L., Struton, D. &amp; Lumkin, J., 2002).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching customers and improving market coverage</td>
<td>The argument is based on the assumption that adding a new channel will contribute to reaching more potential consumers and increasing the number of real consumers. Authors’ viewpoint is that multi-channel marketing allows a company to reach consumers in different ways and improve the reach and improve market coverage (Sharma, A. &amp; Mehratra, A., 2007).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing company market share and reaching market leadership</td>
<td>The argument is based on the assumption that adding a new channel will contribute to increasing sales, thus increasing company market share. An opinion is shared that market leaders will be those who make considerable investment in new distribution-and-managerial opportunities (Hollander, D. &amp; Coleman, M., 2000).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching favourable relation benefits/costs/risks for the company and consumers</td>
<td>By investing in new channels, companies pursue different goals. These can refer separately to revenues, costs, risks, benefits; yet, companies can pursue also the goal of reaching a more favourable relation benefits/costs/risks for the company and consumers. Some authors think that using many channels enables the provision of low-cost (Zhang, J., Irvin, J., Stenburgh, T, Farris, P., Kushawaha, T. &amp; Weitz, B., 2009) access to new channels. An idea is stated that using many channels for distribution helps to lower risk (Gamarra, L. &amp; Growitsch, Ch., 2007).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A tool for reaching sustainable competitive advantages (Rosenbloom, B., 2013)</td>
<td>According to some authors channels differ with respect to their opportunities for consumer service and the application of multi-channel distribution of complementary channels helps to improve it (Agatz, N., Fleischmann, M. &amp; Nunen, J., 2008).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable communication with consumers and improving their experience</td>
<td>This argument is based on the assumption that adding a new channel will contribute to improving communication and providing better information environment that welcomes purchasing and other activities which concern companies’ product and product-range development. Some authors focus on improving consumers’ experience (Maclan, S. and Wilson, H.) by linking it to costs, preferences and consumer behavior before purchasing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s research and literature review.
 Often marketing arguments are leading in adding new channels to the existing distribution structures. This is expected since distribution is an element of the marketing mix and has direct and transfer impact on company results and market performance.

**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial arguments</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increasing sales revenues</td>
<td>The argument is based on the assumption that adding a new channel will contribute to increasing sales revenues. A number of authors support the idea that adding new channel equals more sales (Friedman, L. &amp; Furey, T. 1999).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating extra revenues</td>
<td>Some authors speak of a “model of revenues” which includes: revenues from advertising, sponsorship, unions, membership/subscription, from profiles, deals, market research and information, resending and other revenues (Kotler, Ph., Jain, D. &amp; Maesincee, S., 2003).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching higher profitability</td>
<td>The difference in the value of net income, generated in the various distribution channels, makes companies use distribution channels which provide higher profitability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching higher efficiency</td>
<td>The difference in revenues and expenses in channels affects also the indicators of revenue efficiency and cost efficiency. It is only natural for companies to strive for reaching higher efficiency through investing in new channels. Authors who have studied the impact of innovations in distribution channels on the performance of small and medium enterprises, share about a significant positive correlation between innovation and efficiency of distribution (Kuswantoro, F., Rosli, M., Abdul, R. &amp; Ghorbani, H., 2012).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Making economies of scale in production and distribution | In order to make economies of scale in production and distribution companies try to enlarge the scope of supply through:  
• Encompassing new segments;  
• Product-range development;  
• Increasing the average value of a purchase;  
• Increasing the average number of purchased items and others. |

*Source: author’s research and literature review.*

The financial arguments have a significant role in the arguments for shifting to multi-channel distribution and this doesn’t occur at this stage only. They underpin the distribution of functions and profitability between separate channels, objects and subjects. Financial arguments are the proof for the appropriateness of marketing arguments because adding a channel does not mean mechanical addition of revenues and profits. It is exactly the banking sector that can be an example for the perfect financial argumentation of adding new profitable channels and investment in distribution.
Managerial arguments for multi-channel distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Managerial arguments</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diversifying risk with respect to product distribution</td>
<td>The argument is based on the assumption that in conditions of multi-channel distribution the risk with respect to the market distribution of production will be respectively lower.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing sales with respect to channels</td>
<td>Applying the concept of “lifecycles” to channels of distribution sets the issue of investing in new channels. An important aspect of managing sales concerns the opportunity to redirect consumers within the distribution system which can help to increase profitability of sales as a whole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updating channel structure of companies</td>
<td>In every business sphere one can identify “typical distribution channels”, “new channels for distribution” and so on. Changes in the environment make companies update their distribution channels periodically.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Providing a correspondence between distribution and production capacity | The discordance between the production and distribution capacity exposes companies to risks:  
• A risk concerning market distribution;  
• Financial risk. |

Source: author’s research.

Managerial arguments are also included in the logical argumentation of companies to shift to multi-channel distribution. Changes in the environment, the lasting economic crisis and unstable consumption made business subjects face three alternatives: survival, development or closing their business.

3. Methodological framework and results from the launch/implementation of new channels

In order to precisely justify the arguments for adding new channels the survey is carried out in two stages. The first stage aims to ensure the consistency of the questions and measurement scales with the actual distribution situation in the enterprises registered in Bulgaria. The first stage is divided into two sub-stages. During the first sub-stage an informal approach to a qualitative study is used which is done through conversations with people directly involved in the distribution management of the enterprises. During the second sub-stage a formal approach to marketing research is used, based on a qualitative method for gathering data. With regards to this, 6 in-depth interviews are organized with people that occupy leading positions in companies and that are responsible for the distribution: among which 3 are in small enterprises, 2 in medium-sized and 1 in a large company. The business scope of all the enterprises is different. Unstructured interviews are conducted – without any preliminary scenarios. The qualitative study provided:
1. First-hand information which is directly or indirectly related to the distribution of the enterprise.  
2. Results which will allow the definition of basic questions and will help the structuring of the measurement scales.
The second stage of the survey includes the application of the sampling approach as a part of the questioning method. The argumentation for applying the approach of questioning managers responsible for distribution in the companies is based on: the active subjects at the moment of the survey are too many to be scoped as a general population; companies have high sensitivity to information affecting their distribution which predetermines the high share of the individuals who will reject to be involved in the survey (the conclusion is made as a result of the informal survey and the interviews made in the previous sub-stage); traditional distribution practices are revealed, practices that are typical for the separate business areas.

The second stage of the survey was carried out between 01.02.2016 and 25.02.2016. The requirements for determining the period of the study through the questionnaire design are met. The individuals have not been put to extra influence during the survey and they have carried out their typical functions in an unchanged environment.

As a result the sample taken for the survey is of non-random selection based on the method of unrestricted self-selected surveys and it involves 387 respondents. Two facts make it possible to work with the results of the survey and draw conclusions about the issues within the scope. Firstly, this number of respondents exceeds the calculated number based on general set and risk of error (0.05) if we assume that a model of probability sampling and selection is used. Secondly, the characteristics of the enterprises within the sample do not differ much from those of the general population.

The online study of issues of multi-channel distribution show that 52.7% of them have added new distribution channel/channels to the already existing ones. Among the most stated arguments (Table 7) for adding the channel are: attracting new consumers (35.8%), encompassing new markets/market segments (24%) and increasing company market share (14.2%). What makes an impression is that the first three positions of arguments used by companies most often for adding new channel/channels are actually the marketing ones. The lowest relative share is that of the arguments “suitable communication with consumers” and “providing conditions for high-technology marketing”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arguments</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attracting consumers</td>
<td>35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encompassing new markets-market segments</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing company market share</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing sales revenues</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing supply and demand</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching higher profitability</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating more revenues</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable communication with consumers</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing conditions for high-technology marketing</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on primary data.
What channel/what combination of channels was added by enterprises in the last three years is of particular interest to researchers. The results of the study show that companies which have added new channel/channels in the last three years have predominantly added one channel only (Table 8). Among those who have added a new channel/new channels the largest share is of the companies which have added an electronic channel (31.2%), followed by opening a company’s own retailing network (13.6%) and retailing outlets through intermediaries (12.1%).

Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel added in the last three years</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Channel added in the last three years</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-channel</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>Call channel/Call centre</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal sales</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>Vending channel</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event channel</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Retail outlets through intermediaries</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company’s own retail network of outlets</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on primary data.

The predominant part of companies which have developed new channels in the last three years (72.6%) have added one channel to the existing ones, 18.6% have developed two channels, 6.5% – three, 1% – four and 1% have added the impressive number of 7 distribution channels (Table 9).

Table 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channels added in the last three years</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Channels added in the last three years</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) and (4)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>(1), (6) and (7)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) and (5)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>(2), (1) and (9)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) and (6)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>(2), (3) and (1)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) and (8)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>(3), (1) and (8)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) and (1)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>(3), (1), (6) and (8)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) and (5)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>(2), (3), (1), (6), (7), (5) and (8)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) and (9)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) and (1)</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) and (5)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend for table 9: E-channel – 1; Company’s own retail network of outlets – 2; Retail outlets through intermediaries – 3; Catalogue channel – 4; Personal sales – 5; Mobile channel (mobile application) – 6; Chat channel – 7; Event channel (sales at the time of events) – 8; Call channel/Call centre – 9; TV-channel – 10.

Source: author’s calculations based on primary data.

Impressive is the high relative share of “viewpoint of the owner” (49.6%) about the impact on companies’ distribution decisions and the exceptionally low share of “experts’ opinion within the framework of consultancy services” (1.1%). Remarkable is that companies comply
their distribution with “the example of the best in the branch” (19.5%), “marketing manager’s competences” (17.1%) and “manager’s viewpoint” (12.8%) which could have a favourable impact on the investments in new channels and searching for new sources of competitive advantages.

Conclusions

Within this paper the review of literature related to multi-channel distribution and the emphasis on the four key drivers for its development give us the ground to make the following conclusions:

• Internet technologies will keep on being crucial for distribution. They will have an impact on designing new distribution channels and modifying the existing ones.
• Updating legislation under conditions of multi-channel distribution will continue to develop in favour of business, consumers and society as a whole.
• Logistic technologies will give impetus to a change in favour of the use of the multi-channel distribution model by companies;
• Cross-channel shoppers will keep their position as key consumers who bear the potential of favourable business change.

The study carried out among enterprises and the analysis of relevant variables allow us to summarize as follows:

1. The prevailing part of companies was oriented to the development of new channels in the last three years.
2. The greatest interest is registered with respect to developing and adding a new channel to the existing distribution ones. Most companies add one channel at a time over a three-year period. One observes less interest in adding more than one channel in the form of various channel configurations.
3. The leading arguments for adding a new channel/channels are the marketing ones and they reflect companies’ marketing goals for attracting new consumers, developing new markets/market segments and increasing their market share.
4. The distribution decisions experience the exceptionally strong influence of owners in a large part of companies which questions the professionalism in developing the channels and company performance in the future.

In conclusion, the development in the sphere of technologies, the improvement of legislative regulation and logistic environment of business and the higher consumer interest in multi-channel distribution will continue to have an impact in favour of the expansion and enhancement of multi-channel distribution. Companies and institutions outside business will continue to cooperate in order to overcome the registered problems (in the field of security, freedom of consumers and their rights) and to lower the risk for the participants in multi-channel transactions.
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Abstract
In today’s world of growing economic, political and cultural interconnectedness education in schools can affect the transformation of the economy and business. Achieving transformation through education and learning can be complex and painstakingly slow process, therefore it is important to look at causal factors which shape the competencies of the 21st century generation.

In this paper we took a closer look at emerging subfield of education – global education. Global education is not a new teaching subject, but an interdisciplinary field which emerged in education, especially in social sciences during the end of the 20th century. The main themes of global education are: globalization, economic and political interconnections, culture diversity, environment and sustainability, social justice and civic education. We show how these themes have become more relevant with the reference to business leadership qualities.

The study examines internal and external factors that contribute to teacher’s motivation in teaching about global issues.

Study design is based on integral theory formulated by Ken Wilber and Sean Esbjörn-Hargens, which examines four complementing dimensions – teacher’s personal and social values as well as the role of institutional framework in their motivation to implement global education. Study sample consists of 135 secondary school teachers who have participated in global education training project. Based on findings from teachers’ survey and a focus group discussion we concluded that the motivation of teachers is positively affected by their personal values, beliefs and attitudes. The social values currently are less supportive for the implementation of global education but they do not seem to have a significant impact on professional activity of the teachers. Legislative and institutional framework plays a neutral role. Current teaching standards and programs for education curricula are compatible with the global development topics and their inclusion in school curricula. The study recommends to support teachers in the implementation of the teaching methods related to global education and to upscale several successful initiatives in schools.

Key words: global education, teachers, leadership, development
JEL code: A20

Introduction
Changing context of the modern world also affects the content of education and the learning process. With intensive contact between cultures and identities, a number of educational directions have been formulated. These directions offer to go beyond traditional disciplinary
boundaries and strengthen competencies that are appropriate to the 21st century – critical, systemic and creative thinking skills, social skills, respect for diversity, as well as personal motivation to engage common collective problem solving (UNESCO, 2014). One of these areas is the global education. Global education is not a new subject, but a cross-cutting dimension in the curriculum mainly in social sciences. Its themes are globalization, political and economic interaction, cultural diversity, the environment and sustainability, human rights, social justice, civic participation. Global education has been the subject of education research but relatively little attention has been paid to the main party involved – the teachers. Therefore, the objective of the study is to find out how teacher’s personal and social values contribute to the global education and what is the role played by institutional factors. Studying teacher’s attitudes is relevant because they are directly involved with shaping of the next generation of organizational leaders. Developing organizational leaders to become conscious leaders of change is a primary strategic level for planetary transformation to higher quality of life, more positive economic and social outcomes. (Anderson, 2013)

Study design was adopted from Ken Wilber and Sean Esbjörn-Hargen’s integrated four-quadrant model that covers personal values, beliefs, behavior, and collective societal norms, attitudes, institutional / regulatory context (Esbjörn-Hargens, 2009). The study is based on the master’s thesis of Inguna Irbīte who conducted the survey of teachers, two focus group discussions, analysis of the regulatory framework (Irbīte, 2014). The study covers 135 teachers from 21 Latvian general educational institutions of all Latvian regions. Surveyed teachers taught different subjects and worked with students of all ages – from primary to secondary school level. The research results are structured in accordance with the integrated approach quadrant model to provide answers to questions about how teacher’s motivation contributes to their personal values, collective public opinion, as well as educational normative and institutional framework. The study shows that the implementation of global education is not only a matter of institutional support but a matter of teachers’ inner motivation and the collective value of the environment in which they work as education professionals.

The Concept and Evolution of Global Education

Global education concept is relatively new. It first became used since the 90ies of the 20th century when the processes of globalization and changes in the national internal development also affected educational philosophy and curriculum. Both the concept of global education and the related concept of “Development Education” (which is sometimes used interchangeably) has several meanings. One of the most widely adopted meanings is contained within the Maastricht Global Education Declaration where global education is seen as education that opens people’s eyes and minds to the realities of the global world and awakens in them the desire for greater justice in the world, equality and human rights for all (Maastricht Global Education Declaration, 2002). European NGO global education network CONCORD offers an explanation – development / global education is an active learning process that allows to develop an understanding of international developments, to explore the causes of global problems and the impact of their personal involvement and informed decision-making. Global education is based on the principles of solidarity, equality, inclusion and co-operation (Concord, 2009). In countries with longer history of global education, several related education concepts are used. For example, in the UK
popular terms is Global Learning and the Education for the Global Citizenship. The latter is defined as a field of education that helps young people to develop core competencies for active involvement in world affairs and to build a fairer and more sustainable world. It is also stressed that the Education for Global Citizenship is best implemented to revitalize the whole school subjects. In Estonia the concept emphasizes the role of the Global Education in expanding personal growth – global education is an active learning process that makes it possible to move from the basic level of understanding of the global causal understanding of personal involvement and informed action (Helin, 2009). Global / development education concept has always been closely associated with such educational areas as education for sustainable development, environmental education, human rights education, intercultural education, civic education. Different national environments or specific areas of the authors interpretations of the terms have been used interchangeably, as mutually overlapping or alternative concepts.

One can notice three main trends in global / development education objectives:

• Global education as a field of education to raise awareness of development issues.
• Global education area is about achieving the changes in behavior and promoting active involvement of the target groups in the learning process.
• Global education helps to strengthen the skills and competences necessary for life in the complex and dynamic world. Consequently, it helps to attain a wider view, leading to the fulfilling life and social change.

In its 2014–2017 curriculum UNESCO identified global citizenship as one of its priorities, because “it plays a crucial role in providing learners with competencies that are essential to life in a dynamic and interdependent world of the 21st Century” (UNESCO, 2014). UNESCO updates a holistic approach to global development issues related to teaching, including the competence as knowledge of global issues and universal values, such as justice, equality, dignity; understanding of the multi-level identities and collective identity potential in excess of the individual cultural, religious, ethnic or other differences, such as the feeling of belonging to a common humanity and respect for diversity; the ability to think critically, creatively and systemically, by adopting different perspectives; social skills such as empathy, the ability to resolve conflicts, communication skills, the ability to network and cooperate with different origin and cultural people; ability to act jointly and to find global solutions to global problems (UNESCO, 2014). In current generation of global education major educational themes are: globalization, global and national and individual interactions, economic, social and environmental sustainability, human rights and social justice, cultural diversity, values and beliefs, conflict and security, etc. The paradigm promoted by global education presents the interconnected world with profound impact on people’s worldviews and behaviors. There is no doubt that organizations are becoming the fields for change both in terms of their business models and management. Senge (1996) has described the leadership in such organization as a “process of creating a domain in which human beings continually deepen their understanding of reality and become more capable of participating in the unfolding of the world… allowing life to unfold through me.”

Implementation of Global Education

There are different approaches to implementing the global education in Europe. In the public sector the main actor is usually Ministry of Foreign Affairs or it’s agencies. Consequently,
the global education can also be one of the sub-policies (directions) of development cooperation policy. Less frequently global education is related to the domains of the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Education. Although the aim of formal education is crucial to ensure the population access to the widest range of population the Ministry of Education is actually not considered to be the most influential actor of implementation in many countries (Krause, 2010). Developments in recent years show that greater attention is paid to the place of global education in school’s curricula and school practice and in the preparation of further education of teachers. However, only in some countries global education appears in national policy documents. The most outstanding positive examples in Europe are Germany, Finland, Sweden. In Finland global education is included not only in teachers’ training but also in professional development programs of school administrators and support staff. Since 2007, the National Centre for teachers’ professional development has included the global theme of teacher training programs. After 2008, implemented curriculum reform programs included in the global education themes (GENE, 2010). In 2009 CONCORD – an international NGO platform for relief and development published a study where it was concluded in most European countries, for which data are available, global education issues are represented in geography (74%), history (44%), the teaching environment (44%), as well as cross-curricular themes (66%). Most frequently discussed issues in the learning process are human rights, climate change, global poverty, cultural diversity, global trade, globalization, conflict, anti-racism and fair trade (Concord, 2009).

Important role is also played by the NGO sector. Currently in Europe, most powerful development / global education NGO networks is the Global Education Network (Global Education Network Europe – GENE), the European Development Education Exchange Project (Development Education Exchange in Europe Project – DEEEP), the Development Education Association (Development Education Association – DEA), etc. some of the NGO networks dealing primarily with global education, for others it is the only one of its direction to development cooperation projects and humanitarian organization, and other activities. In many countries NGO platforms brings together most of the relevant national organizations in this field. A striking example of how a small community of activists can become a broad and influential network of organizations, is a British non-profit confederation Oxfam. In 1942 it was established as charitable movement of Quaker religious organization. At present, Oxfam unites 17 organizations working in 94 countries around the world. Development education is just one of its many working areas. However, Oxfam’s impact should be seen mores than the exception than the rule. The relationship between state and non-governmental sector in the implementation of global education differs from country to country. In countries with earlier global education traditions, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is usually a permanent source of funding for the NGO sector. This funding usually comes from Official Development Assistance (ODA) budget. A different picture exists in most new EU member states, where development cooperation has not been among the top political priorities and therefore the global education has not become an important policy matter or an issue of financial urgency. As a result, the implementation of global education activities has largely an episodic nature, and it depends on the ability to attract external funding on project basis.

In Eastern and Central European countries, including Latvia, global education activities are implemented “from the bottom” – through various non-governmental activities, school initiatives and activities of individual enthusiasts. General public awareness, understanding
and level of support for development cooperation and global education in Latvian is not high. The European Commission's Eurobarometer survey on citizens’ views on international development cooperation and assistance in the development of the year 2014 show that 77% of Latvian respondents believe that it is important to help people in developing countries. Although it seems like a lot, it is the third lowest rate among countries surveyed (Special Eurobarometer 421, 2014). Latvian respondents also believe that the fight against poverty in developing countries should not be one of the main priorities of the EU (52%). Latvian respondents are among those who would not be willing to pay more for products from developing countries (Latvian-27%, the EU average of 49%) or to be personally involved in providing assistance to developing countries (Latvian-10%, the EU average of 35%). The relatively low level of support for the Latvian population can be explained by the lack of colonial history, lack of missionary volunteering and inexperience, as well as the transition period to a market economy in which more people increasingly turned to solving their own personal economic problems. Perhaps for these reasons, development issues still do not occupy an important place in the national political agenda. In addition, the Official Development Assistance to decreased in Latvia. In 2012 and 2013 it was 0.08% of GDP, while in 2014 only 0.07%. This is several times lower than the EU average (0.39%) and does not exceed the new EU member states average (0.1%) (European Council on EU Development Aid Targets, 2015).

In Latvian school environment, global education concept is relatively little known. However, thematically close to it there such education fields as Democracy and Human Rights Education and Environmental Education. In the period after the restoration of independence of Latvian schools became partners in international networks and programs – international Eco school program of UNESCO sustainable network of schools and human rights education program of the World Wildlife Fund for children's environmental school initiatives, Soros Foundation which initiated democracy education programs like Open School, Changes in Education, etc. These projects allowed the schools to push new learning models, modern curriculum and interactive learning methodologies. Support for Environmental Education provided mostly by the companies were given and still give an opportunity to strengthen company and school reputation for corporate social responsibility. Examples include – paper mill Līgatne waste paper collection of contests, Latvian State Forests initiative program Mother Nature, ZAAO, Latvian Plywood, Cemex, Green Belt and many others.

Inclusion of environmental and other sustainability related aspects – saving resources, saving costs help increasing the visibility of the school and ensure it’s positive reputation in wider community. The most active NGOs in the field of global education is the Education Development Centre (EDC), GLEN Latvia, the Association of Education for Sustainable Development, Humana People to People in Latvia, Green freedom etc. Like in most countries also in Latvia Global Education in schools is not a separate subject, but a cross-cutting theme of several subjects. The analysis of teaching standards and programs reveal that most global issues are represented in the content of social sciences, history, geography, biology, politics and law (IAC, 2013). The topics related to global dimension are not only implemented via the classroom, but also through different extra-curricular activities – projects, students’ self-government initiatives, activities for parents and the general public, teacher lessons, camps, debate clubs, students’ scientific research activities etc.
Integral Methodology for Analyzing Global Education Process

So far, the studies on global education have seen teachers mainly as information providers without examining their value orientations and inner motivations. In order to obtain a more comprehensive picture integrated approach based on the integral theory, whose founder is an American philosopher Ken Wilber, was chosen. Integrated approach recommends that any process analysis carried out from four perspectives, or quadrants, which represent four basic dimensions – the interior and exterior of the individual and collective. These are designated as the Upper Left (interior-individual), Upper Right (exterior-individual), Lower Left (interior-collective), and Lower Right (exterior-collective). The quadrants correspond with “I,” “We,” “It” and “Its” perspectives. I perspective includes human internal development – knowledge, values, beliefs, attitudes, interests and feelings. IT perspective analyzes the external observation and empirical action and behavior, for example, shopping habits, leisure activities, civic activities, conduct the profession. WE perspective marks the groups norms, beliefs and values, as well as the relations between them. ITS perspective examines a larger scale of the context variables, such as political, economic and social systems (Esbjörn-Hargens, 2009). Integrated approach in education has been adapted in pedagogy research, such as curriculum development and assessment, and specific curriculum areas such as environmental and sustainability education (Akiyama, 2014). Four-quadrant model is not only descriptive. It also promotes self-reflection by offering a way to teacher must better understand their role in the classroom. Integral teacher must be prepared to self-knowledge and personal growth (Feldman, 2011). From integral point of view, a definition of business is: “an open social system composed of individuals and their relationships, with shared values and purpose who promote experiences that support the development of society” (Cardoso, Ferrer, 2013).

Findings

I perspective

To explore teachers’ individual value perspective, the study applied two of the most widely used frameworks of value research – the model of Salome Schwartz’s theory of value (Schwartz, 2012) and Ronald Inglehart’s material/post material values (Inglehart, 2008). Schwartz’s model has identified 57 values, which are arranged in ten blocs. These are universalism, benevolence, tradition, conformism, security, power, success, hedonism, stimulation, self-determination. Schwartz’s value model questions were included in teachers’ questionnaires, but in the study the values of transcendence blocks were analyzed. Transcendence block measures universalism (understanding, appreciation, tolerance, openness to all human well-being and environmental protection, wisdom, social justice, equality, peace and beauty in the world, unity with nature, environmental protection) and benevolence (human well-being improvement, helpfulness, honesty, forgiveness, loyalty, responsibility) (Schwartz, 2003).

In the implementation of global education teachers are mostly motivated by their personal values, interests, beliefs about the significance of global issues and to some extent also about their sense of self confidence. The most inhibiting factors are the lack of knowledge, compounded by difficulty to navigate the wide range of information, knowledge of foreign languages and information technology literacy gap. Teachers are more interested in global education topics
that primarily affect their daily lives, but have less interest in broader international issues and geographically remote regions. The study found that teachers’ value hierarchy (by Schwartz model) is dominated by transcendence values (universalism, benevolence), which positively affect teachers’ internal motivations to address also global development themes. However, the teachers, just as general Latvian population mostly prefer material values. Personal economic and social insecurity partially hinders teachers’ openness to global themes. Teachers experience more belonging to local territories (region, city), Latvia (93.1%) and Europe (62.5%) but significantly less to the rest of the world (42%). For these reasons the themes connecting local specific issues to the global level agenda, such as migration, the environmental issues are generally more supported by the teachers. Teachers are generally positive in their attitude towards the inclusion of global issues in the curriculum, but their personal motivation in teaching is hindered by the lack of personal confidence in personal competence about the themes. A small proportion of respondents also point to the lack of knowledge of foreign language skills that would enable working better with resources accessible via the information and communication technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schwartz's Value Orientations</th>
<th>Similar to me (%)</th>
<th>Not similar to me (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-transcendence</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universalism</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benevolence</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformity</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>39.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tradition</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-enhancement</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonism</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness to Change</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulation</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-direction</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**IT perspective**

Results of teacher behavior study show that teachers use wide range of teaching methods. Also, teachers’ daily behavior and lifestyle habits is compatible with global education values. Most respondents had purchased local products (84.7%), or purchased an article with Fair Trade logo (79.8%). Significantly less had cut down on their water consumption 11.4% or participated in charity campaign for people outside the country (14.5%). This might be explained by the lack of such similar campaigns in the local society. Among the most taught topics are globalization and global-local interactions – 58.2%, migration – 58.2%, contemporary wars and conflicts – 50%, environment and sustainable development 68%. Significantly less is taught
about relationships between the developed countries and developing countries (23.7%), and international organizations (34.4%).

**WE perspective**

Broader social attitudes towards the global education are split. National sociological polls show public support for universal values, but it is difficult to tell, if these values are actually practiced in people’s lives. Lack of public support (attributed to WE domain) sometimes make teachers feel misunderstood and undervalued. Most teachers admit that among the motivating factors are their own interest and values 77.9%, and the interest of their pupils (68.8%). Less teachers report that their own personal level of knowledge and competence is motivating them (30.3%) and only 9.8% refer to the demand of society and parents. It seems that teacher’s job is relatively autonomous as they have a chance to close the door behind her class and conduct classes with their children about things that they consider to be of value.

**ITS perspective**

Existing educational standards for teaching subjects and curricula are compatible with the goals and content of global education. However, the orientation of students in preparing for exams, and so-called mandatory requirements reduces the time that teachers are willing to spend in order to teach about the global issues. Latvian NGOs offer wide range of study materials about the global education. However, teachers’ awareness about the available materials is not always sufficient. Valuable learning resources are also individual enthusiasts and educators who are involved in non-governmental sector implemented global education projects.

**Conclusions**

1. Global education is important to shaping of tomorrows leaders therefore it was important to investigate the role of the teachers who are involved in global education.
2. Topics addressed by global education allow to better understand challenges of the globalized economy – global labor market changes, challenges of migration and integration policies local and global increase in inequality and other challenges.
3. The study shows that teachers involved in the study have the will, ability and tools to talk about these topics, in order to prepare students to the challenges that await them in private and professional life.
4. In times when school systems are often blamed for the fact that the training content remains unchanged for years and that teachers teach the children of today with yesterday’s methods to life the world of tomorrow, this research shows that there is no shortage of that flexibility to respond to changes include the world’s major global issues into the learning subject content.
5. The study design confirms that further progress can be ensured by balancing the potential of individual (*I, IT* perspectives) and collective growth (*WE* perspective). Results of the study encourages educators to be inspired by positive examples, to realize more missed opportunities and find a positive motivation for the global dimension of the integration of learning content.
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THE MOTIVATION AND BARRIERS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE EUROPEAN FOUNDATION FOR QUALITY MANAGEMENT BUSINESS EXCELLENCE MODEL IN LATVIAN ENTERPRISES

Andzela Veselova, University of Latvia, Latvia

Abstract

Excellent organizations can achieve and sustain outstanding levels of performance that exceed meeting the expectations of their stakeholders. The EFQM Excellence Model allows people to understand the relation between what their organization does and the results it achieves. This paper presents the results of an empirical study conducted in enterprises which are immersed in the implementation process of the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) excellence model. The aim is to find out what kind of factors impacts both positively and negatively the EFQM Business Excellence Model implementation. To achieve the objective, were raised the following tasks: 1) to describe the EFQM model, 2) on the basis of theoretical knowledge, to develop a questionnaire on the factors and their impacts on the EFQM Business Excellence Model use of enterprises, 3) based on the survey results, to draw conclusions and make proposals to reduce the barriers to the model implementation in Latvian enterprises. The research is based on the following hypothesis: The Latvian executives’ choice to use EFQM Business Excellence model to measure the business performance is influenced by many supporting and delaying factors. The methodology consists of a descriptive analysis in order to determine the importance of motivation and barriers. In the research were also used focus groups and interviews with experts. In the focus groups participated 20 representatives of various areas of business. Ten experts were from the Quality area: the President of Latvia’s quality association, evaluators of EFQM model etc.

The survey results show that the most important motivations that drive Latvian firms to implement the EFQM are internal motivations, and that the most important barriers are related to the lack of physical and financial resources and the lack of time. The structure of barriers is made up of more groups: resource barriers, organizational barriers, behavioral and cultural barriers. In the research was noticeable the coincidence of both expert and focus group results, pointing out the fundamental importance of the support of top management to EFQM use in the organization – this factor was evaluated with 4.9 points out of 5. Referring to possible delaying factors, the opinions did differ. Consequently, the lack of support of top management was recognized as the most meaningful delaying factor.

Key words: excellence, barriers, motivation, Excellence model
JEL code: L15

1. Introduction

Previously quality management focused only on quality inspection. Quality inspection deals with counting, grading and sorting to ensure that customers do not receive defective products. Then quality inspections included quality assurance and finally total quality management (TQM). Quality control applies various statistical techniques such as control charts and sampling plans to monitor processes. Quality assurance emphasizes process control to conform to customer
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requirements. The traditional quality management approach was reactive and result-oriented, whereas the modern approach to quality management is broader and now also emphasizes quality at source or process control, at every stage, to prevent any errors that could cause defects. The latter is a proactive process-oriented approach [2].

The place of excellence category can be seen following through evolution of the quality concept: inspection; quality control (emphasis firstly in prevention, and secondly on product and processes); quality assurance (emphasis firstly in the customer and secondly in continuous improvement); total quality; excellence (emphasis on ethics aspects and social commitment). Another describe a so-called evolution of excellence based on a series of phases started form the pre-excellence and leading to today’s excellence 5.0, which is describe as an “innovative integrated development which is fundamentally viewed as a combination of strategic management and change”. [3]

In the global competitive marketplace, the demands of customers have modified the rules of competition and forced organizations to focus on quality. Companies direct their efforts towards creating a competitive advantage that allows them to provide products and services that meet or exceed customer needs. This implies that to survive, organizations must device new management systems based on the principles of Total Quality Management (TQM).[13] The quality awards, specifically the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) and the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM), have been used as a guide to implement the TQM philosophy in both the business and institutional areas (Bou-Llusar, Escrig-Tena, Roca-Puig, & Beltra n- Marti n, 2009; Stading & Vokurka, 2003). Factual research has demonstrated that EFQM and MBNQA contain the largest part of the TQM dimensions, suggesting that these models constitute an appropriate framework to guide the systematic implementation of TQM (Bou–Llusar et al., 2009; Van der Wiele, Dale, & Williams, 2000; Westlund, 2001). [1]

The EFQM model presents a non-prescriptive framework that analyzes the relationships between what an organization does and the results that it is able to attain, assuming that there are different approaches to attaining excellence (Ghobadian, Woo 1996).[9] (this The EFQM, founded in 1988, launched and designed the EFQM Model in 1991. The EFQM model introduces basic principles for effective TQM implementation in any type of organization and is currently being used by over 800 organizations in Europe. The Model can see on Figure 1.

![EFQM Model](image-url)
The arrows emphasize the dynamic nature of the Model, showing learning, creativity and innovation helping to improve the Enablers that in turn lead to improved Results. The beauty of the Model is that it can be applied to any organization, regardless of size, sector or maturity. It is non-prescriptive and takes into account a number of different concepts. It provides a common language that enables members to effectively share their knowledge and experience, both inside and outside their own organization. It ensures that all the management practices used by an organization form a coherent system, which is continually improved, and delivers the intended strategy for the organization. [11]

The EFQM excellence model is grouped into 2 parts and based on 9 criteria, 5 enabler criteria (Leadership; Strategy, People; Partnerships and Resources; and Products, Processes, and Services), and 4 results criteria (People Results, Customer Results, Society Results, and Business Results). The enablers represent the results concentrate on achievements relating to organizational stakeholders (EFQM, 2013) and the way the organization operates. [14] There is a dynamic relationship between the results and the enablers, as excellence in the enablers will be visible in the results. The EFQM approach is applied in 3 ways: 1) the criteria of the model are used for the European Quality Award (EQA); 2) the model is used as a frame of reference for the quality management of organizations. In most of the cases, the decision to use the EFQM is a corporate-level decision in order to improve internal organization and productivity and as a base to improve its own quality management system; 3) the model is used as a self-assessment tool. [7]

To achieve sustained success, an organization needs strong leadership and clear strategic direction. They need to develop and improve their people, partnerships and processes to deliver value-adding products and services to their customers. In the EFQM Excellence Model, these are called the Enablers. If the right Enablers are effectively implemented, an organization will achieve the Results they, and their stakeholders, expect.

A Model based on a measuring system and these 9 criteria allows the organization to discern clearly its strengths and areas in which improvements can be made, and culminates in planned improvement actions. In that case a team of experienced consultants or quality managers collects the information and writes a report which is admitted and scored by EFQM assessors. The assessors use the RADAR Scoring Matrix to allocate points to each of the sub-criterion elements in the model. This matrix is based on the results–approach–deployment–assessment–review (RADAR) logic, which is a variant of the Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA) improvement cycle. The assessors use a rating scale from 0 to 1000 points. The jury of the EQA chooses among all prize-winners the best for the EFQM Award in different categories (EFQM, 2013). If the rating is about 620 points, the organization is a prize-winner, and if the assessors come to a rating higher than 550 points after the site visit, the applicant is a finalist. [8]

2. Research results and discussion

2.1. Theoretical aspects on the motivation and barriers of implementing the EFQM excellence model

The results obtained concerning internal and external reasons that lead companies to implement TQM through the EFQM excellence model.
In order to identify the reasons for an organization deciding to carry out the process of certification, we have conducted a systematic review of the literature following the same procedure as in the case of the motivations of implementing the EFQM excellence model. Theoretical discussion within this study has been inspired by the more scholars. Table 1 shows the results obtained concerning concrete reasons both internally and externally that have been identified in the literature.

### Table 1

| External and internal reasons for EFQM implementation. [6, 5-7 p.] |
|---|---|---|---|
| **External reasons** | **References** | **Reasons** |
| | | Improve competitive position | Customer demand |
| | | Meet national and international market demand | Operate in global markets |
| | | Show effectiveness of management practices | Anticipate future customer demand |
| | | Anticipate market trends | Commercialization advantages |
| | | Required for competing in sector | Supplier pressure |
| | | Competitors pressure | Government pressure |

| Internal reasons | **References** | **Reasons** |
|---|---|---|---|
| | | Optimize necessary resources | Motivate staff |
| | | Improve product/service quality | Base to improve its own quality management system |
| | | Costs reduction | Company survival |

The table contains an overview from academic publications about some important internal and external reasons. These reasons are important to EFQM implementation.

It is a growing interest from companies performing the TQM by implementing excellence models, such as Malcolm Baldrige or EFQM (Stading & Vokurka, 2003); however, studies focused on the barriers for implementing EFQM excellence model are still quite scarce (Heras-Saizarbitoria, Casadesu’s, & Marimone, 2011). This may be due to the fact that, as has been argued in specialist literature (Haversjo, 2000), a global register of companies implementing EFQM does not exist. [12]
To begin with, all works which have focused on the study of barriers for an organization deciding to carry out the implementation process of EFQM will be presented. Table 2 shows the results obtained concerning concrete barriers that have been identified in the literature.

**Table 2**  
**Barriers to implementing the EFQM. [2; 5, 5-7 p.]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to change</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of top management motivation and participation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of top management training</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of employees’ motivation and participation</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of employee training</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of physical and financial resources</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineffective Management team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of time</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of commitment/implication</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of leadership</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Departmental barriers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work overload</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of customer orientation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of clear measurement systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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One aspect that is identified commonly by the studies under consideration is the fact that the implementation success of a quality management program must begin with the commitment and involvement of top management in the objectives, strategies, and priorities of the firm. [3] In addition, the tendency of many firms to focus principally on tangible aspects and targets, leaving in second place other factors such as the participation and training of human resources, can in turn lead to resistance to the changes needed for the implementation of TQM. The fact that many companies are ‘pushed’ into quality management by their competitors can be derived from a lack of commitment and real understanding on the part of upper management or company directors concerning all of the implications of a quality management program.

Some problems encountered by firms during the process of implementation are the lack of organizational resources, not only physical and financial ones. [5, 3-4 p.] With regard to internal obstacles, studies have found that a management team incapable of carrying out coordination and communication tasks amongst the different areas of the value chain of the firm is a barrier which employees perceive as an extremely important one in the implementation process. [4] Another point which stands out is the lack of vertical communication (top-down and bottom-up) derived from fear or the norms of silence, which in turn reduces the learning about quality in the organization and impedes honest feedback concerning how the implementation is being carried out and what are the main points that need improving. To the same extent, the lack of leadership and departmental barriers are aspects which also hinder the implementation of quality management. Moreover, firms are sometimes forced to abandon the process due to the complexity of the model, and problems to understand its language and to assimilate the criteria and principles on which it is based.

2.2. Practical aspects on the motivation and barriers of implementing the EFQM excellence model in Latvian enterprises.

Based on the theoretical part in the article, were explored the EFQM model influencing motivating and barriers. The author created a table with Disadvantage and Contributing factors.
### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Contributing factors</th>
<th>Disadvantages factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Availability of financial resources</td>
<td>Lack of funding for man excellence-driven Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Staff Support</td>
<td>Lack of employees' knowledge and skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Employees Initiative</td>
<td>Lack of employees' support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Management Support</td>
<td>Resistance from employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Management Initiative</td>
<td>Lack of management support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Availability of information resources</td>
<td>Lack of management knowledge about model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Chance to receive the prize</td>
<td>Lack of the company's internal knowledge on the model application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Company's strengths and weaknesses analysis</td>
<td>Costs of purchase of the Excellence Model self-assessment tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Desire to improve the company's operating results</td>
<td>Possible bureaucracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Competitor activity screening as an input to continuous business improvement</td>
<td>Lack of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Partners proposal</td>
<td>Lack of training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Investor initiative</td>
<td>Unawareness of business performance improvement self-assessment methods unforeseen spending of money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Special events (seminars, conf.) dedicated to quality issues</td>
<td>Lack of Management motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Support from Quality associations</td>
<td>Lack of competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Companies examples of positive experiences</td>
<td>Consumer indifference / lack of interest on the company's success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Electronic self-assessment tools</td>
<td>Partners' disinterest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Increasing competitiveness</td>
<td>Investors' disinterest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>The company's image improvement</td>
<td>Lack of positive examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Other factor</td>
<td>Lack of information from Quality society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Other factors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table summarizes the most important factors that may affect the implementation of the EFQM Excellence Model.

The author created a questionnaire, to which answered experts and the focus group. As the experts were professionals of Latvian Quality Association, Latvian Technical University Professor, and EFQM specialists. The expert questionnaire was held in June 2015. The focus group was composed by different business representatives. Was also conducted focus groups and expert opinions comparison.
Can be seen in the figure that management support was considered by experts and focus groups as a major contributing factor (4.9 points out of 5). Differences of one score were observed on several questions. For example, the availability of financial resources was rated as a key factor by the focus group with 4.1 points (out of 5), while the experts rated this factors with 3 points out of 5. The Possibility of receiving prizes was pointed out as a significant factor with a 3.55 rate, by the focus group, but with 2.4 points from 5 by the experts. Other significant differences were observed in such factors, such as the company's image improvement, pointed out as an important factor by the focus group, in comparison to the experts. Another example is the desire to improve the company's performance, which experts rated with 3.09, but to which the focus group did not grant excessive importance – only 3.05 points. The results of Disadvantages factors can be seen in the Figure 3.
Speaking of disadvantages, experts with 3 points from 5 on average noted the lack of funding for excellence-driven Approach initiatives, but the focus group evaluated this factor with 4.05 points, giving more importance to the impact of this factor. As a significant inhibiting factor experts recognized the unawareness of self-assessment methods for the company’s performance improvement. This factor was estimated at 4.3 points, but the focus group rated only with 3 points, which shows differences of opinion. As a key hindering factor, the experts indicated the quality of information from Quality Society – 3.4 points out of 5, but focus group rated this factor with 2.8 points from 5, which shows a low degree perceived impact of this factor.

**Conclusions, proposals, recommendations**

- The author’s research confirms the hypothesis, suggesting that the EFQM Business Excellence Model application in various companies Latvian is affected by various factors.
- In the coincidence between the experts’ and the focus group point of view stranded out one of the main factors with positive effects on the use of the Model: the top management support. This was evaluated with 4.9 points out of 5.
- There was no coincidence of points of view referring to the negative factors: the evaluation of the factors did differ considerably among both groups.
- The main barriers identified from experts side were -the lack of management support, the lack of knowledge management as a model of self-evaluation for the business’ performance improvement, indefiniteness of methods for performance improvement (resulting in unnecessary spending of money), lack of information from quality...
associations. From focus group side, were point out the lack of funding for excellence implementation initiatives, lack of management support, consumer indifference about the company's progress, investor disinterest.

Proposals:

• The Society for Quality EFQM working group, when promoting the use of the EFQM model, should organize seminars for business leaders on the EFQM model focusing on practical use;
• The Society for Quality EFQM working group should promote the EFQM model application possibilities for self-evaluation, so that companies are able to assess their own strengths and weakness areas;
• The company's management, when opting to use the EFQM model, should explain to employees the benefits, in order to motivate the participation in the process;
• The company's management should engage in a self-assessment process, so as to give example to workers, aiming to gain their support to the initiative.
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Abstract

Technologies are playing very important role in nowadays business and people lives. Some global and European level indices were created to be able to capture digitization and ITC related processes. One of such indicator is The Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI, European Union level) that was created in context with digital agenda for Europe in 2020. The other is Network Readiness Index (NRI, global level). Also other indicators exist showing country’s performance compared with other countries. In this paper the authors compares these indicators between Latvia and other EU countries. No previous research exist that analysis both indicators for European Union.

If we take some of the latest indicators in Latvia and compare with previous years, many have improved. This is good. Unfortunately, it turns out that it is not enough. It is revealed that overall Latvia show low performance in mentioned indicators compared with average level of European Union, as well as the other Baltic States. Accordingly in DESI 2015 Latvia has rank 18 (among 28 EU countries), while Lithuanian rank is 11, but Estonian is 7. If we take The Global Information Technology Report 2015, then Latvian rank is 33 (among 143 countries), while Lithuania is 31th and Estonia is 22.

Latvia is the lowest in the EU in Integration of Digital Technology dimension; very low indicators are related to selling on-line and cross-border online sales. Other indicators reveal that internet usage by businesses is very low, for example, companies don’t fully use internet marketing.

There are at least two main cons for country showing low performance. First, these indicators highlight issues that should be improved and identify where more should be done to improve digitization impact on country’s performance.

Second, the author analyzes indicators that are usually compared within different countries and widely published. Thus providing policymakers and business with insights into current market conditions. For country place marketing it is essential to have better results in such indicators as DESI or NRI. This low performance can result in spoiled prestige, while high performance can improve country’s reputation. We all know good examples of country level marketing. For instance, Finland for years is known as country with an excellent education system, because of showing high performance within some indicators that were widely compared with other countries.

Key words: DESI, NRI, digitization, ITC, country marketing

JEL code: F63, M31

Introduction

The information and communication technologies (ICTs) have potential to transform economies, create employment, improve rural area development etc. While there exist a lot
of different indicators related to ICTs but given space limitations this paper is focusing on two benchmarking indices (for more detailed discussion on ICT indicators from different aspects see Taylor, R. D., Zhang B., 2007; Binsfeld J., Whalley J., Pugalis L., 2015). The Network Readiness Index was created to benchmark the ICT readiness and the usage of countries’ economies worldwide. It has become well known and cited indicator. Some researchers have analysed NRI both from theoretical point of view (for instance, Wei-Wen W., Lawrence W. L., 2012 or Alper D., Çiğdem A., Başak D., 2015) and statistical analysis for specific country (for instance, Binsfeld J., Whalley J., Pugalis L., 2015), but no research exists with focus on NRI and DESI for European Union countries. The Digital Economy and Society Index is relatively new, but already widely mentioned and discussed as one of indicators that shows digitisation level of European Union countries. NRI is usually compared only among all world countries, thus it would be useful to create some comparison on EU level as it shows different tendencies.

Latvia is a country with good ICTs potential. In recent years leading ICT companies have often emphasized developed and modern infrastructure. However, today it becomes clear that Latvia doesn’t use its potential enough. On the European Union arena Latvia’s ranks in both indices are quite low. In aggregated indices as well as on many more detailed indicators Latvia is performing worst than the European Union on average. First, this could be important signal that digitisation processes in Latvia are not growing as fast as necessary compared with EU. Second, from country’s place marketing perspective it is important to have higher ranks. Thus it is important to understand main strengths and weaknesses of country based on given indices’ values.

During the discussion also some methodological issues are addressed.

The research is based on secondary statistical data (provided by The World Economic Forum’s and the European Commission) and its analysis. Data for EU countries is analyzed. To the best of the authors’ knowledge no study that looks deeper into NRI and DESI indicators for Latvia and EU28 countries has been performed before. Comparing NRI among EU28 countries gives additional and different conclusions to those that arise when comparing among all countries covered within NRI.

Research results and discussion

The Network Readiness Index (NRI) is published and maintained by The World Economic Forum (WEF) as a part of Global Information Technology Report (GITR). It is composite index that consists of multiple dimensions (see Table 1 for more details). NRI allows identifying the areas of priority to more fully leverage ICTs for development and measures the preparedness of nations of the networked world. NRI 2015 edition covers economies of 143 countries worldwide including all European Union (EU) countries. Most of the data that follows include data only about EU as this is the main focus of this paper.

The Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) is maintained by the European Commission. DESI is a composite index and summarizes indicators on Europe’s digital performance and tracks the evolution of EU member states in digital competitiveness. DESI is available only for EU countries thus making difficult to compare it with non-EU regions. The latest DESI was calculated in 2016 (most of the data available in DESI 2016 contains data for year 2015 or previous years). First time DESI was calculated in 2014, however, it should be noted that
many of index’s indicators were calculated also before and are available online (European Commission, 2015a).

Both indices are tending to measure readiness for digitization; however, methodologies and indicators use are quite different. Author believes that some of NRI index indicators could be biased as are measured based on expert evaluations (local experts in each country). Taking into account that there are so many countries to be evaluated, expert evaluations could be different. ICT sector is very dynamic and fast developing, thus methodology should be adjusted often to include latest trends for measuring ICTs usage and readiness.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index name</th>
<th>The Network Readiness Index</th>
<th>The Digital Economy and Society Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>NRI</td>
<td>DESI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main dimensions</td>
<td>environment, readiness, usage, impact – all 25%</td>
<td>Connectivity (25%), human capital (25%), use of internet (15%), integration of digital technology (20%), digital public services (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total indicator count</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries included</td>
<td>all over the world, 143 (NRI 2015)</td>
<td>EU28 countries (DESI 2016) and candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintained by</td>
<td>the World Economic Forum</td>
<td>the European Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible range of index</td>
<td>1–7</td>
<td>0–0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


By author opinion NRI doesn’t cover all trends right now. NRI has longer history and researchers already have questioned different aspects of NRI methodology. The methodological aspects of NRI are out of scope of this paper as despite critiques and limitations still NRI is one of the benchmarking indices. Both indices include internet usage, speed etc. as one of important factors. This is true was internet can affect development in different ways – allows to overcome information barriers and improve inclusion, can make processes more effective and also generate innovations.

Another difference currently is that DESI contains latest data compared with NRI latest edition.

1. The importance of internationally recognizable indices

Some researchers (for instance, Eglitis J., 2009) have stressed that indices could play important role from country’s marketing perspective, especially those that are maintained and published by internationally recognized authorities. These indices are more often cited and discussed nevertheless the methodology that is behind those indices. International indices do
not only show how country performs compared with other nations, indices that are comparable among different countries also bring additional information:

- for government and policy makers allowing to identify potential problems, weaknesses and strengths; some indices can provide background for legislation and development agendas;
- for companies and citizens providing them with information on how country is performing compared with other countries;
- for investors – high performance can result in additional interest from investors that could transform into new opportunities for economic development and growth.

For instance, Finland is one of the countries that is an example of good country’s marketing regarding to education system. Finland’s education system is often cited in media as amazing success story (Hancock, 2011). Nevertheless, Asian countries like Korea, Japan start to outperform Finland and drawback appear in Finland education system, Finland is still often cited as one of the countries with the best education system in the world.

Estonia is another success story. Active business and public sector cooperation lead to successful ITC sector development and international recognition. Estonia managed to use Skype success story. “Skype remains the most prominent example of the innovative approach that typifies Estonian ICT” (Ericsson, 2012). Estonia has already gained an international reputation for technical expertise coupled with innovations and continues to maintain its positions. In the next sections it would be also shown that Estonia outperforms other Baltic State countries and performs very well in international indices. Some countries even set goals to achieve certain position in international ranking (see Binsfeld N., Whalley J., Pugalis L., 2015).

2. Latvia’s overall results on NRI and DESI indices

The latest available edition of index (DESI 2016 & NRI 2015) provided in Table 2 and Figure 1 & 2 shows that the Nordic countries are the leaders. There is no much difference regarding the position of countries if compared both indices (the largest difference is seen for Denmark – it is 1st in DESI 2016, but NRI shows only 7th rank).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Readiness Index 2015 (2014)</th>
<th>Latvia</th>
<th>Lithuania</th>
<th>Estonia</th>
<th>Top 5 World (non-EU countries underlined)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ranks</td>
<td>33 (39)</td>
<td>16 (19)</td>
<td>31 (31)</td>
<td>15 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>4.75 (4.58)</td>
<td>4.86 (4.78)</td>
<td>5.35 (5.27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Economy and Society Index 2015 (2014)</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>Top 5 World (non-EU countries underlined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranks</td>
<td>– 19 (19)</td>
<td>– 13 (11)</td>
<td>– 7 (8)</td>
<td>Denmark, Netherlands, Sweden, Finland, Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>0.49 (0.46)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.54)</td>
<td>0.59 (0.57)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For both aggregated indices Latvia shows low performance having aggregated values less than EU28 countries on the average. Most of post-soviet countries are having low-performance. Nevertheless, comparing the Baltic State countries, Lithuania slightly outperforms Latvia, while Estonia has much higher results and tries to catch the Nordic leaders. Latvia has improved overall values (DESI from 0.46 to 0.49; NRI from 4.58 to 4.75); nevertheless, Latvia has not improved its DESI rank that suggests that other EU countries are leveraging ITCs faster; however, NRI ranks have improved from 19 to 16.

Source: author’s constructions based on The Global Technology Report 2015.

Fig. 2. **NRI 2015 aggregated values, EU28 countries, 2015**

Difference between best and worst scores is higher for DESI and values are spread more compared with NRI where differences among countries are smaller. If compared with previous available editions (DESI 2015 & NRI 2014), the gap between the best and the worst country has decreased that is more likely a good trend.

Source: author’s constructions based on European Commission, 2016a.

Fig. 1. **DESI 2016 aggregated values, EU28 countries, 2015**

Renate Vidruska
The latest available Digital Score Board (European Commission, 2016c) suggests dividing countries into clusters based on two indicators – overall performance and growth comparing the two latest years available, thus introducing 4 clusters. The author created two scatter plots using standardized values for DESI and NRI (see Figure 3 and Figure 4).

For both indices Latvia falls into cluster of countries who score below the EU average but whose score grew faster than that of the EU as a whole in comparison to the DESI 2015. Latvia is one of the countries that growth faster than EU on average. If ranking countries by NRI progress from 2012 to 2015 Latvia would be in TOP 10 most improved countries (all the world) and number 1 in EU (see Fig. 4 a).

a) Growth = 2015 year value – 2012 year value  
b) Growth = 2015 year value – 2014 year value
Compared DESI and NRI clusters there are some differences in countries positions/clusters, but many commonalities. In both figures Latvia falls into the same cluster – low performance, but with steady (high) growth. Comparing 2012 and 2015 years Latvia have even highest growth compared with all countries.

3. **Detailed analysis on NRI and DESI indicators**

Aggregated indices show overall trends, however, it is very important to look at the composition of each index. Moreover DESI methodological notes (European Commission, 2016d) suggests that country’s positions are quite sensitive to main dimensions weights (changing weights country positions can change a lot). Table 3 and 4 summarizes countries’ performance for NRI and DESI components. Each index has different breakdown by components. The author also calculates average EU values.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Environment subindex</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>5.57 (FI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political and regulatory env.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>5.88 (LU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business and innovation env.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>5.42 (NL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Readiness subindex</strong></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>6.71 (FI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>4.81 ↓</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>6.999 (SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordability</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>5.78 ↓</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>6.68 (AT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>6.53 (FI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. Usage subindex</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>5.91 (SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual usage</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>6.83 (DK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business usage</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>5.90 (SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government usage</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>5.47 (ES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D. Impact subindex</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>5.92 (NL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic impacts</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>6.08 (FI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social impacts</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>6.07 (NL)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


* underlined values indicate that value is above average EU level.
Table 4

DESI 2016 sub-components, Latvia compared with EU28 countries, 2014–2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>LV rank</th>
<th>LV value 2014</th>
<th>LV value 2015</th>
<th>EU28 value 2014</th>
<th>EU28 value 2015</th>
<th>Best score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.81 (DK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.87 (FI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Internet</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.67 (NO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of Digital Technology</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.56 (IE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Public Services</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.87 (DK)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s constructions based on European Commission data, 2016a.

* underlined values indicate that value is above average EU level.

Table 3 shows that in general Latvia performs worse than EU28 average in most of the indicators summarised above. Among 10 sub-dimensions seen in Table 3, only three have values above EU28 average. Most of values have increased compared with previous year excluding two dimensions (Infrastructure and Affordability). Table 4 shows a bit better results as only two (Human Capital and Integration of Digital Technology) of five values are less than EU28.

DESI 2016 reveals that the most worrisome indicators are “Human Capital” and “Integration of Digital Technology”. By NRI 2015 the worst indicators are “Political and regulatory environment”, “Infrastructure”, “Skills”, “Business usage”, “Government usage”, “Economic impacts”.

Integration of Digital Technology (DESI) is covered in DESI and it measures “the digitisation of business and their exploitation of the online sales channel” (European Commission, 2016b). While in this dimension Latvia shows some progress almost in all indicators (not listed here), Latvia is the second worst country in EU28. Other countries are improving their performance much better and their businesses are more opened to ICTs. Only 8.3% of Latvian SMEs are selling online. The number of SMEs selling online cross-border (3.9%) has even reduced. According to growth accounting theories (European Commission, 2016d) is one of the most important drives of growth. There is no disputes that E-commerce is an opportunity and it is not used by Latvian SMEs enough, however, we can also see that “Integration of Digital Technology” component value is on average the lowest value in EU (only 0.33), even the best score owner (Denmark) has only 0.56 points here. Lithuania (8th rank, value 0.44) outperforms Latvia and Estonia (22th rank, value 0.28) here a lot. This is the dimension whose value should increase in the near future.

The most similar indicator within NRI is “Business-to-business internet use” and “Business-to-consumer internet use” (under Business usage component). Latvia has 18th and 8th ranks here; later is much better results compared with DESI. However, the author argues if this indicator is plausible. Based on NRI methodology (World Economic Forum, 2015) this indicator is calculated based on experts’ evaluations answering on question (“In your country, to what extent do businesses use the Internet for selling their goods and services to consumers? [1 = not at all; 7 = to a great extent] | 2013–2014 weighted average”). This could lead to bias as experts from different countries are given evaluations only for their country. Moreover, using European Commission data it can be showed that there is significant differences if compared online selling.
between SMEs and large enterprises. NRI doesn’t cover these differences; while DESI does (data are available for SMEs).

DESI Digital Technology integration is very connected to internet, while NRI contains other aspects of Technology usage within “Business usage” dimension (see Table 5).

**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>LV rank</th>
<th>LV value 2015</th>
<th>EU28 value 2015</th>
<th>Best score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm-level technology absorption</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>5.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity for innovation 1–7 (best)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCT patent applications applications/million pop.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>80.91</td>
<td>312.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT use for business-to-business transactions 1–7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>6.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of staff training 1–7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>5.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet use for business-to-consumer transactions 1–7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s constructions based on World Economy Forum, 2015.

**Human Capital** (DESI) is another worrisome dimension for Latvia where country is positioned towards the worst end. It reveals that Latvia has very low share of ICT specialists and STEM graduates; the number is even decreasing. By indicator “Basic digital skills” Latvia takes only 20th place having value below EU average (49% vs. 55%). This means that users do not possess at least a basic level of digital skills “which measures whether citizens have at least basic skills in at least one of four Digital Competence domains: information, communication content-creation, problem-solving. Human Capital (with Connectivity) is two dimensions that are the most relevant and have higher weights. “Internet users” is part of Human Capital in DESI and the values are satisfactory – 75% of individuals in Latvia are using internet (14th rank). This indicator improves overall dimension score. The similar value is found in NRI.

The important methodological notice here is that DESI 2014 and DESI 2015 do not capture “Basic digital skills” at all; nevertheless, this doesn’t significantly affect the scores or rankings (European Commission, 2016d).

NRI doesn’t cover Human Capital in the same sense; however, Skills are related to Human Capital and are measured mainly by basic education system rather than any ICT specific skills. Latvia has score below average EU28 raking only 17th due to low evaluations for overall quality of education (local experts evaluated very low giving only 3.76 points out of 7 possible; Finland has highest rank having value 5.86) and relatively low secondary education enrolment that was measured in 2012 (97.71% having 17th rank, while Spain where secondary education is compulsory has the highest rank with value 131%). Math and science education for Latvia was evaluated higher – 13th rank (4.88 for Latvia and best score 6.26 for Finland). The author questions if secondary education enrolment is the indicator for ICTs usage. Education of quality indicators are based on local experts’ evaluations and, as already mentioned previously, that could be very biased. It would be better to use other indicators to evaluate overall education system, for instance, taking into account results of kids or education index that is calculated within Human Capital.
Development Report (UNDP, 2015). Quality of educations in Latvia was evaluated by local experts very low giving only 3.76 points out of 7 possible (Finland has highest value having value of 5.86).

**Connectivity (DESI)** dimension values for Latvia are acceptable, but could be better taking into account that connectivity is one of the drives of all other dimensions. Today simple presence of internet connection is no longer sufficient, thus this dimension is measured by internet quality (speed), price (affordability) and usage indicators.

From one point of view, Latvia lacks behind EU level in fixed broadband coverage (24th rank with value 93% coverage) and fixed broadband take-up (FBB) reaching 65% of all households. Price for the cheapest standalone fixed broadband for Latvia is on average level. From another point of view, availability of Next Generation Access and subscriptions to fast BB are very high. NGA coverage reach 91% ranking 8th while EU28 average level is only 71% that is relatively low result. Fast Broad Band subscriptions have increased slightly to 56% from 54% compared with EU28 average level 30% (this result in rank falling from 4th to 8th). However fall in rank shows that other countries take opportunities to improve connectivity more than Latvia does. For instance, Lithuania overtook Latvia and become the leader in NGA development.

Latvia is number 2 in Spectrum that is measured by % of target for spectrum to be harmonised at EU level.

Some reports suggests (Van DIJK Management Consultants, 2015) correlation between Fixed broadband price and take-up, however, the author have not found strong correlation here ($R^2 = 0.32$ on DESI 2014-2016 data, see Figure 5).

![Fixed broadband price and take-up scatter plot, normalized data (1 – best), EU28 countries, 2014–2016](source: author’s constructions based on European Commission data, 2016a.)
For instance, in Estonia fixed bb prices are relatively high (20\textsuperscript{th} rank), but still take-up is quite high (7\textsuperscript{th} rank). Lithuania is number 1 for Fixed BB Price indicator, however, take-up is small (only 60\% giving 24\textsuperscript{th} position). Thus price level is not the only or main reason for low fixed broadband take-up.

NRI also covers very similar aspects in their Infrastructure (only 23\textsuperscript{th} rank) and Affordability (13\textsuperscript{th} rank) dimension, as well as partly in Individual usage dimension. Infrastructure and affordability are measured by multiple indicators. To understand the source of low results, detailed indicators should be examined (see Table 6).

Table 6

| NRI sub-components Affordability, Infrastructure, Individual usage\(^*\) breakdown, EU28, 2014–2015 |
|-------------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Affordability (1–7 best)**                    | Rank | Value | EU28 value | Best         |
| Mobile cellular tariffs PPP ($/minute)           | 13   | 5.78  | 5.61        | 6.69 (AT)    |
| Fixed broadband Internet tariffs (PPP $/month)   | 11   | 0.23  | 0.30        | 0.06 (DK)    |
| Internet and telephony sectors competition index (0–2) | 15   | 28.99 | 28.57       | 14.38 (UK)  |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Infrastructure and digital content (1–7 best)</strong></th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>EU28 value</th>
<th>Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electricity production (kWh/capita)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2958.67</td>
<td>6224.16</td>
<td>17378.24 (SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile network coverage (% pop.)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>99.55</td>
<td>100 (6 countr.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Internet bandwidth (kb/s/user)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>68.07</td>
<td>398.11</td>
<td>6445.76 (LU)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Individual usage</strong></th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>EU28 value</th>
<th>Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile-cellular telephone subscriptions (100 pop.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>228.4</td>
<td>131.00</td>
<td>228.4 (LV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-broadband Internet subscriptions (100 pop.)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>26.78</td>
<td>40.16 (DK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile-broadband subscriptions (100 pop.)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>62.34</td>
<td>61.04</td>
<td>123.47 (FI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households with a personal computer (%)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>77.41</td>
<td>95.17 (NL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households with Internet access (%)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>71.60</td>
<td>94.63 (NL)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


* not all Individual usage indicators are included in the table, only those related to connectivity and infrastructure.

As we see, Latvia has low performance in Mobile network coverage. Latvia have to improve the coverage to cover all population, however, the value already is relatively high (98.8\% coverage) – only 1.2\% of population have no mobile coverage. Thus, even if indicator shows relatively low performance (27\textsuperscript{th} rank) difference with first rank is not high. The same could be
said for “Internet and telephony competition” where Latvia is 24th having value of 1.77, while 17 countries have value 2. From methodological point of view this indicator is not applicable, as too small variance is seen here (even if we look to all countries that NRI covers – 62 of 143 countries have maximum value 2). So, as a result it is seen that Affordability for Latvia is acceptable.

No doubt that Latvia should think about electricity production as it is almost the last country in electricity production in EU. However, it is also questionable if electricity production really fits Infrastructure and digital content dimension from ICT perspective. NGA where Latvia has good performance is not covered at all. Two indicators here show low performance – international internet bandwidth and secure internet servers.

Unfortunately for some reason households with a personal computer are only 71.7% (and thus households with internet access also is the same level).

On other two other DESI dimensions Latvia’s results are quite good; however, both dimensions have smaller weights. The reasons behind this is that basically Connectivity (Infrastructure) and probably also Human Capital are drives for the two following dimensions and strengthen (or weakens) them.

In Internet usage (DESI) Latvia shows good performance, however, this indicator is less important compared with others (the weight of this subindex is only 15%). Author believes that most crucial indicators in this component are banking usage (81% of internet users, 6th rank). It could be noted, that from marketing perspective – 48% of users are shopping online and 73% of them are using social networks; these numbers are increasing. This should be sufficient reason for companies to go online. Latvia has high ranks on new reading online (87%; 5th rank) compared with average EU level – 68%. Overall internet usage and social network is also mentioned in NRI with the same performance.

Digital Public Services (DESI) or eGovernment shows positive tendencies. Latvia was able to increase government services online significantly by increasing eGovernment value from 0.49 to 0.57. Citizens are more often using eGovernment services. The growth was higher than for most EU countries. Similar trends are seen in NRI Government usage – Online Service Index. Latvia has improved its ranking from 19th to 10th.

NRI contains e-participation index under Social impact dimension to assess “the quality, relevance and usefulness of government website sin providing online information and participatory tools and services to their citizens” and raking 10th.

The important consideration is that previous DESI versions contained also eHealth indicator, however, it was removed from DESI 2016 because it was impossible to collect all data (European Commission, 2016d). The author believes that this indicator should and would be included in the future. Taking previously available results for eHealth show that Latvia is performing very bad having all eHealth sub-indicator below EU average level. If eHealth results were taken from Digital Agenda Scoreboard Unfortunately eHealth indicator for Latvia is very low and could importantly decrease value of Digital Public Services if included.

NRI contains also a list of other indicators that are not covered in DESI. Table 7 covers indicators that are related to political and regulatory environment, as well as government ITC promotions.
Table 7

NRI indicators related to government and regulatory environment not covered above,
Latvia and EU28, 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political and regulatory environment</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>EU28 value</th>
<th>Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness of law-making bodies, 1–7 (best)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>5.64 (FI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws relating to ICTs 1–7 (best)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>5.94 (EE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judicial independence, 1–7 (best)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>6.57 (FI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency of legal system in challenging regs, 1–7 (best)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>5.57 (FI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness of law-making bodies, 1–7 (best)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>5.64 (FI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property protection, 1–7 (best)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>6.19 (FI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software piracy rate % software installed</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>39.25</td>
<td>20 (LU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. procedures to enforce a contract</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32.36</td>
<td>21 (IE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. days to enforce a contract</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>576.04</td>
<td>300 (LT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individual usage

| Mobile-cellular telephone subscriptions (100 pop.)                                                   | 1    | 228.4 | 131.00     | 228.4 (LV) |
| Fixed-broadband Internet subscriptions (100 pop.)                                                   | 19   | 23.5  | 26.78      | 40.16 (DK) |
| Mobile-broadband subscriptions (100 pop.)                                                           | 12   | 62.34 | 61.04      | 123.47 (FI) |
| Households with a personal computer (%)                                                             | 20   | 71.7  | 77.41      | 95.17 (NL) |
| Households with Internet access (%)                                                                | 18   | 71.6  | 71.60      | 94.63 (NL) |

Government usage (not covered previously)

| Importance of ICTs to government vision of the future 1–7                                           | 19   | 3.51  | 4.04       | 5.50 (LU) |
| Government success in ICT promotion 1–7                                                             | 17   | 4.12  | 4.32       | 5.85 (LU) |

Business and innovation environment

| Gov. procurement of advanced technology products (1–7)                                               | 18   | 3.22  | 3.47       | 4.62 (LU) |
| No of procedures required to start a business procedures                                            | 7–14 | 4     | 5.14       | 2 (SI)    |
| Time required to start a business days                                                              | 16   | 12.5  | 11.57      | 2.5 (PT)  |

* underlined values indicate that value is above average EU level.

It could be seen that absolute majority of all indicators are below average EU28 level. Political and regulatory environment should be improved, the same as government attitude regarding ITCs – government should be more involved in ICT technology development and progress. No considerable strengths can be seen here.
Conclusions, limitations, future research

1) There is no internationally accepted methodology for measuring digitization of countries and society. NRI and DESI are indices that show how countries are leveraging and using ICTs. Both indices are using different measurements; some measurements are comparable. Author believes that some indicators included in NRI index calculations are based on such experts’ evaluations that could create bias. NRI currently seems to have more methodological issues compared with DESI.

2) Aggregated NRI and DESI scores as well as dimension scores suggest that Latvia is a low performing country that falls behind the average level of other European Union countries. Lithuania outperforms Latvia slightly, while Estonia has much higher results (ranks and values) in aggregate indices and many components. Most of DESI and NRI dimensions are performing worse than EU average level. Lithuania is slightly outperforming Latvia, while Estonia is almost unreachable.

3) From country’s place marketing perspective it is very important to increase country’s results in internationally recognizable indicators such as NRI or DESI; these indicators not only show possible weaknesses for researchers or policy makers, but can be a good opportunity to attract investors. Estonia is a good example how high performance with good country marketing can create ICT opportunities.

4) DESI 2016 reveals that the most worrisome indicators seemed to be “Human Capital” and “Integration of Digital Technology” – usage of internet and social media, as well as digital skills are very low and should be improved. E-commerce and companies’ online presence could be an opportunity that is not used by Latvian SMEs.


6) In Latvia infrastructure (connectivity) is on average level, however, one of the main strengths of Latvia is quite high Next Generation Access level. Latvia has to use this opportunity and continue development of it, while other countries have not outstripped it as, for example, Lithuania did this year become the leader in NGA. The overall number of internet users would increase subscriptions, as well as lower prices. Affordability is acceptable. From infrastructure dimension International internet bandwidth and secure internet servers count should be increased. Connectivity is one of the driving factors for other components.

7) More consistent regulatory environment in information and communications technologies. Government should be more active in developing, procuring and pushing ITC usage.

8) Latvia performs very well in such dimensions as Internet usage and Digital Public Services. Internet usage have increased, more users are online, involved in banking, shopping and social media. Author believes that Internet usage is not crucial dimension. Latvia has shown important progress in Digital Public Services and was able to increase government services online.

9) While in general Latvia is a low performing country and doesn’t show good overall results if only aggregated results are published. Latvia is one of those countries whose growth of indices was higher than EU countries on average.
10) Working with international indices, the methodology of index construction should be clarified. Sometimes expert evaluations are used, that could lead to important biases if many different experts (from different cultures) are evaluation their own country.

11) In the future more detailed analysis is needed. NRI and DESI are only two of composite indicators that are analyzed within this paper. There are other indicators that could show ITCs usage within country. If one wants to dig deeper into one of the dimensions, then additional indicators are available, for instance, Eurostat provides such data. Also NRI and DESI could be analyzed together with some other of well-known indices like GCI and HDI.

12) To be able to give more practical conclusions and suggestions, expert interviews or surveys are needed. This would help to understand why Latvia falls behind in many indicators (for instance, why business does not see internet as opportunity to increase their markets) and exactly what should be done to improve the results.

13) From theoretical point of view, author suggests to conduct a research related to technology acceptance in Latvia compared with other EU or Baltic States countries.

14) The NRI’s and DESI’s main focus is on ICTs usage and leverage of ICTs; this doesn’t cover another part of ICTs – ICTs sector as a whole with such important questions as what part of GDP is created by ICTs sector, what is ICTs share in export etc.
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Abstract

Gender wage gap raises concerns of possible discrimination in the labour market, therefore it is highly discussed topic not only in Latvia, but also in the European Union. We use anonymised micro data from Labour Force Survey to measure the gender wage gap in Latvia and identify the factors behind it. Our results imply that gender wage gap decreased during the economic crisis and increased afterwards thus exhibiting procyclical behaviour. In 2007 men on average earned around 25% more than women. In 2009 the difference shrank to 10% and then rose again to 14% in 2014. Oaxaca-Ransom decomposition results reveal that on average around one fourth of the observed gender wage gap is explained by differences in characteristics while the rest remains unexplained. The most important factor in explaining the gender wage gap is the segregation by sectors, which is partly offset with higher education levels for women (albeit segregation by fields of education is significantly in favour of men). Gender segregation by occupational groups worked in favour of men before the economic crisis but afterwards this factor ceased to be important. Our results imply that with equal characteristics as well as distributions by sectors, occupational groups and fields of education, men would earn approximately 10% more than women. Furthermore, we show that the observed gender wage gap is statistically significant in all deciles of wage distribution. Moreover, gender wage gap seems to be increasing with wage.
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Introduction

Difference between average wage of men and women (gender wage gap) is highly discussed topic not only in Latvia, but also in the European Union. In 2013 the average wage for women in European Union (EU) was 16% lower than the average wage for men (EC, 2013); meanwhile in Latvia, according to Central Statistical Bureau (CSB), the difference was 17%. European Commission (EC, 2013) points out that gender differences in average wage result in significantly lower lifetime earnings for women which in turn raise the poverty risk, particularly once the pension age is reached. Therefore EC highlights the importance of abolition of any form of gender discrimination.

There are however various reasons why wages can differ between various population groups. One obvious reason is the differences in characteristics like average education level or job experience. Other reasons include segregation in different occupations or sectors that can imply different productivity profiles. One of course can argue whether segregation is a form of
discrimination (restricted access) or simply a choice made by individual. The discrimination comes in various forms for example traditional roles in family, limited access to some particular positions or just lower pay for equal amount of work (EC, 2013).

Analysis of the gender wage gaps has been a popular topic in international literature for decades, however in case of Latvia only few papers have addressed the issue. Furthermore, ones that did – looked at the gender wage gap before or during the crisis (see Hazans, 2007 or Gaveika & Skrūzkalne, 2012). We used anonymised micro data from Labour Force Survey (LFS) and chose the research period to be 2007–2014 which allowed us to measure how the gender wage gap changed during the period of economic crisis and afterwards.

Understanding the factors that cause the gender wage gap is the first step towards introduction of policies and strategies that ensure equal opportunities in the labour market. Therefore the aim of this research is to identify the factors that cause gender wage gap in Latvia. In order to do that we employed Oaxaca-Ransom decomposition method and showed how much of the gender wage gap is explained by the differences in observed characteristics and how much remains unexplained.

Decomposition models usually deal with the differences in average wage; however there are models that look at differences along the distribution of wage by employing quantile regression (see methodology in Chernozhukov, Fernandez-Val & Melly, 2009; Fortin, Lemieux & Firpo, 2011 or Melly, 2005). Quantile decomposition methodology provides further insights on how does the wage gap vary amongst high-earners and low-earners. We used quantile decompositions in order to see whether gender wage gap in Latvia changes along the wage distribution.

Paper is structured as follows. First chapter reviews the data and methodology used in the empirical analysis. Second chapter presents the main findings and the final chapter concludes.

**Research results and discussion**

1. **Data and methodology**

   We used anonymised micro data from LFS (obtained from the CSB) to measure the gender wage gap in Latvia and identify the factors behind it. LFS is a large household sample survey and is representative for the general population living in private households. It focuses on economic activity of working age population, but also includes information on family status, education and earnings from the employment at the main job. Therefore, it is well suited for wage gap decomposition analysis. Importantly, according to special agreement with CSB, we obtained earnings as a precise number, rather than interval as commonly reported.

   Research period (2007 to 2014) allows us to measure how gender wage gap has changed during the period of economic crisis and afterwards. In 2007, LFS sample was increased more than twice (to 24 128 households per annum), which is essential in order to obtain enough observations for every sector and occupation. In 2013 and 2014 the sample was widened even more (to 26 676 and 29 588 households respectively).

   Survey sample was narrowed to working age population (18–64). Since LFS contains wage data for employees only, self-employed and company owners were excluded. Moreover, observations with missing wage (or unrealistically low wage), occupation, sector, education level and hours usually worked per week were excluded. The resulting sample consists of 16792–20113 individuals per year, of which 9064–12016 are wage earners.
We use log of net hourly wage as a dependent variable. Since net hourly wage is not directly observable in the data set, it was calculated from net monthly wage, taking into account hours usually worked per week. We also checked the robustness of our results by using the monthly wage as a dependent variable and limiting the sample to the employees that worked at least 30 hours per week. To avoid possible heteroskedasticity, we used robust standard errors to estimate the statistical significance of all coefficients.

In literature wage gaps are usually analysed using Oaxaca-Blinder approach that stems from fundamental papers of Oaxaca (1973) and Blinder (1973). Oaxaca-Blinder model employs a decomposition technique that splits the observed wage gap into two components: one attributable to differences in observed characteristics (endowment effect) and other, so called unexplained part.

When wages of men ($y_m$) and women ($y_f$) are expressed as a function of factors that determine them ($x_{mj}$ & $x_{fj}$), gender wage gap can be written as:

$$\ln(y_m) - \ln(y_f) = x_{mj}\beta_{mj} - x_{fj}\beta_{fj}$$

where ($\beta_{mj}$ & $\beta_{fj}$) are the respective regression coefficients. Splitting the equation 1 into two parts yields:

$$\ln(y_m) - \ln(y_f) = x_{fj}(\beta_{mj} - \beta_{fj}) + \beta_{mj}(\bar{x}_{mj} - \bar{x}_{fj})$$

where $\beta_{mj}(\bar{x}_{mj} - \bar{x}_{fj})$ is part of the observed gender wage gap that is explained by differences in characteristics (endowment effect) and $x_{fj}(\beta_{mj} - \beta_{fj})$ is the unexplained part, which basically shows the wage gap that would be present if men and women shared the same observable characteristics.

Assumption regarding the choice of reference wage equation alters not only the estimates, but also the interpretation of results. If one chooses to use female wage equation as the reference all unexplained wage gap is interpreted as favouritism towards men. In turn choosing the male equation as a reference changes the interpretation of unexplained part to discrimination against women. In order to avoid extreme assumptions Oaxaca & Ransom (1994) advises to use population wage equation (with respective regression coefficients $\beta_{pj}$), as a reference, therefore splitting the gender wage gap into three parts:

$$\ln(y_m) - \ln(y_f) = x_{fj}(\beta_{pj} - \beta_{fj}) + \beta_{mj}(\bar{x}_{mj} - \bar{x}_{fj})$$

where differences in wages ($\ln(y_m) - \ln(y_f)$) is divided into differences in observed characteristics, $x_{fj}(\beta_{pj} - \beta_{fj})$, and the unexplained part which consists of discrimination against women, $\beta_{mj}(\bar{x}_{mj} - \bar{x}_{fj})$, and the favouritism towards men, $x_{fj}(\beta_{mj} - \beta_{fj})$. In this paper we employ Oaxaca-Ransom methodology and report the unexplained part as an aggregation of discrimination and favouritism. Unexplained part however reflects also the differences in unobserved factors that are significant determinants of wage (for example motivation). One might argue that due to the generous maternity leave benefits in Latvia some young women might be less motivated to invest in on-the-job-training than males. As motivation is not observed, differences in wage caused by different motivation levels are reflected in unexplained part.
Results of decomposition analysis depend on the choice of variables included in wage equation (see for example Heckman, Lyons & Todd, 2000), therefore it is important to specify the wage equation as precisely as possible while not losing the economic interpretability. In addition to human capital variables included in wage equations like years of schooling and job experience, authors tend to include sector and occupation variables as well. This is done to capture the gender segregation by sectors and occupations which might result in different productivity profiles. Apart from human capital variables, sector (NACE classification) and occupational groups (ISCO 2-digit classification) we also included field of education, job tenure, current education activity both formal and informal (we indicate informal studies as on-the-job training), years passed since the highest ISCED education level was obtained, origin (ethnicity and citizenship), region (NUTS-3 breakdown), company size as well as dummy variables if person works in a public sector and if person has a supervisory role.

Years that individual spent in schooling is not directly observable. It was calculated from the highest level of education (ISCED) obtained. Data set included 18 ISCED levels in 2014 (and 13 levels in earlier years) starting from no school attendance at all to doctoral degree. Transformation of the education level variable to the years of schooling variable and vice versa is often used in the literature (e.g., Fersterer and Winter-Ebmer, 2003; Strauss and Maisonneuve, 2010). As data set contained information only on highest completed education level, years of schooling for those with unfinished degrees were underestimated. Therefore we increased years of schooling by one if a person was in studies at the time of interview. For a robustness check we use wage-differential model, distinguishing three education levels: basic (ISCED 0–2), secondary (ISCED 3–4) and higher (ISCED 5–6) education. Individuals with secondary education and undefined education field are used as a control group.

Job experience variable was not directly observed in our database. It was calculated as the difference between individuals’ age and years of schooling. As shown in previous studies the results of wage equation for Latvia are robust to alternative experience definitions (see Vilerts, Krasnopjorovs & Brēkis, 2015). To account for possible non-linear effects, we included also squared term of job experience as it is usually done in Mincer-type equations. Job tenure variable is directly observed in our data set. In order to account for a fact that newly hired employees are often underpaid (see Fadeîjeva and Krasnopjorovs, 2015), we included a dummy variable whether a person has changed employer during the last year.

Furthermore we also use quantile decompositions of the wage gap. This method allows the gender wage gap and its’ components to be different along the distribution of wage. We follow Chernozhukov et al. (2009) and Melly (2005) and decompose the gender wage gap in to three parts:

\[
\hat{q}(\bar{\beta}_M, X_M) - \hat{q}(\bar{\beta}_F, X_F) = [\hat{q}(\bar{\beta}_M, X_M) - \hat{q}(\bar{\beta}_{mM}, X_M)] \\
+ [\hat{q}(\bar{\beta}_{mM}, X_M) - \hat{q}(\bar{\beta}_F, X_M)] \\
+ [\hat{q}(\bar{\beta}_F, X_M) - \hat{q}(\bar{\beta}_F, X_F)]
\]  (4)
where first part on the right-hand side is the differences in residuals, second part is the differences in median coefficients and the third part is the endowment effect. Term $\hat{\Delta} \beta_{M,Y,F,X_M}$ represents the distribution that would have prevailed if the coefficients were the same for both genders, but the residuals were distributed as in the female distribution. Term $\hat{\Delta} \beta_{Y,F,M,X_M}$ is the counterfactual wage distribution of men if they had women’s wage equation. Quantile decomposition is useful to understand how the wage gap varies amongst high-earners and low-earners. For example one might argue that the wage gap is the widest at the higher end of the wage distribution, reflecting differences in access to jobs with relatively high wages i.e. glass ceilings (Chiang & Ohtake, 2014) or the opposite – at the lower-end (Christofides, Polycarpou & Vrachimis, 2013).

2. Empirical findings

Our findings show that the gender wage gap in Latvia has been statistically significant in each year from 2007 to 2014. Observed gender wage gap decreased during the economic crisis and then increased slightly afterwards, exhibiting weakly procyclical behaviour. In 2007 men earned approximately 25% more than women. In 2009 the difference shrank to 10% and then rose again to 14% in 2014.

Oaxaca-Ransom decomposition results reveal that on average around one fourth of the observed wage gap is explained by differences in characteristics while remainder remains unexplained. Our results imply that with equal characteristics as well as distribution by sectors, occupations and fields of education, men would earn approximately 10% more than women (see Figure 1).

![Decomposition of the gender wage gap in log points* (2007–2014)](image)

*Difference in % can be calculated as exp(difference in log points)-1.

Source: authors’ calculations based on LFS micro data.

Our results are broadly in line with Christofides et al. (2013), Hazans (2007) and Gaveika & Skrūzkalne (2012) who found that the largest part of the gender wage gap in Latvia remains...
unexplained even when controlling for occupation. Though a large share of the unexplained gender wage gap could relate to the differences in unobserved variables, we cannot exclude that some part of it is caused by discrimination.

In addition Gaveika & Skružkalne (2012) noted that gender wage gap declined during the economic crisis, however as their dataset concluded with year 2009 procyclicality was not observed. However caution must be taken when comparing the results with different papers as decomposition methodologies and the choice of explanatory variables may yield different results.

More attention to the decomposition of the gender wage gap has been paid in the neighbouring Estonia, possibly because Estonia has one of the highest gender wage gaps in Europe (approximately 30%–40%; see, Anspal, 2015; Christofides et al., 2013). Though the observed gender wage gap in Estonia significantly exceeds the one present in Latvia, according to Christofides et al. (2013) unexplained part of the gender wage gaps do not differ significantly. Anspal (2015) points out that Estonia has significant gender segregation by sectors and occupations with significantly higher share of women being employed in occupations with low wages. Therefore compared with other European countries the endowment effect in Estonia explains a rather large part of observed gender wage gap.

Breakdown of the endowment effect in Latvia reveals that differences in the observed characteristics exhibit partially offsetting effects (see Figure 2).

![Graph showing the breakdown of the endowment effect (gender wage gap; log-points; 2007–2014)](image)

*Difference in % can be calculated as exp(difference in log points)-1

Source: authors’ calculations based on LFS micro data.

Fig. 2. **Breakdown of the endowment effect (gender wage gap; log-points*; 2007–2014)**

Education variables are the main factors in favour of women while segregation in better paying sectors is the main factor in favour of men. In 2007, men also benefited from occupational segregation while this factor loosened its role over time. Women are more likely than men to work in small companies where wages tend to be lower than average. This plays a significant, but
small role in explaining the gender wage gap. Similarly gender segregation by region has a
minor effect. Both genders are similar in terms of origin and job experience.

Segregation by sectors explains a part of the gender wage gap with main effect coming
from low wages in female dominant sectors like education, health and social work activities
as well as in accommodation and food services; and above average wages in male dominant
sectors like transportation and storage, IT and construction (See Table 1). Before and during the
economic crisis statistically significant effect in explaining the gender wage gap came from low
wages in trade, the most popular sector amongst employed women.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectors which significantly contributed to gender wage gap in 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: created by authors, based on LFS micro data.

Bold: impact of segregation in occupation on the observed ethnic wage gap is statistically significant with at least
95% confidence level in majority of years from 2007 to 2014.

*Share of males employed in particular sector out of all employed males larger than share of females employed in
particular sector out of all employed females. **The opposite.

The only sectors that showed an offsetting effect in explaining the gender wage gap were
financial intermediation (sector with highest wages and relatively high share of women) and
industry sector (male dominant and below average wages).

Before the crisis gender segregation by occupational groups partially explained why men
have higher wages than women which is in line with Hazans (2007) who found that occupational
segregation explains about 13% of the observed wage gap. We find that the aggregate impact of
segregation by occupational groups decreased over time; however some particular occupational
groups consistently contributed in explaining it (see Table 2).
**Table 2**

Occupational groups which significantly contributed to gender wage gap in 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Above average wage</th>
<th>Below average wage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male*</td>
<td>Science and engineering professionals (21)</td>
<td>Skilled agricultural, forestry and fishery workers (6),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science and engineering associate professionals (31)</td>
<td>Building and related trades workers (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elementary occupations (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female**</td>
<td>Health professionals (22)</td>
<td>Clerical support workers (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teaching professionals (23)</td>
<td>Personal service workers (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business and administration professionals (24)</td>
<td>Sales workers (52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Personal care and protective services workers (53–54)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Share of males employed in particular sector out of all employed males larger than share of females employed in particular sector out of all employed females. **The opposite.

*Source: created by authors, based on LFS micro data.

**Bold:** impact of segregation in occupation on the observed ethnic wage gap is statistically significant with at least 95% confidence level in majority of years from 2007 to 2014.

For instance, gender wage gap may be partly explained with high wages among science and engineering professionals (and associate professionals), which are male-dominant occupational groups; and a lion’s share of women among occupational groups like clerical support, personal service, sales and personal care workers who earn relatively low wages. This impact however, was broadly offset with male segregation into low wage occupations such as agricultural workers, building workers and elementary occupations as well as by high female share among professionals in health, education and business administration.

In Latvia women spend on average a year more in education than men do, therefore the observed wage gap is smaller than it would be if both genders had the same level of schooling. Education and specially higher education has gained a lot of popularity in Latvia, particularly amongst women. According to Central Statistics Bureau of Latvia (CSB) in 2002 approximately 24% of economically active women had attained tertiary education. By 2015 the figure had increased to approximately 44%. In turn the increase in share of men with tertiary education was smaller (from 16% to 23%). These results have a significant implication when addressing the issue of equality in the labour market. Policies that aim to reduce wage gap by increasing female education attainment could close the observed wage gap, however it wouldn’t solve the underlying causes of it.

Our results imply that on average women have obtained their education in fields with relatively low returns, particularly in manufacturing and processing, or education. Therefore the impact of gender segregation by field of education partly offsets the impact of the differences in educational attainment (see figure 3).
As a robustness check instead of years of schooling we used binary variables that indicate highest obtained education level. The results are robust to the choice of the variable that reflects the education attainment. The results are also robust when monthly wage is used as the dependent variable and the sample is limited to those employees who worked at least 30 hours per week. In turn the monthly wage gap is significantly larger than hourly wage gap when this sample restriction is not used, reflecting the differences in hours worked per week.

We further look at the gender wage gap at different points of wage distribution by following methodology proposed by Melly (2005) and Christofides et al. (2013). Our results show that observed gender wage gap is statistically significant in all deciles of wage distribution (see figure 4 for 2014).
The observed wage gap seems to be increasing with wage, showing signs of possible glass ceiling effect. However this statement lacks statistical confirmation as the difference between wage gaps in 5th and 9th deciles are not statistically significant in any year. In turn the increase of the observed wage gap from 1st to 3rd decile is significant in all years from 2007 to 2014. This could be partially caused by relatively high share of minimum wage earners in Latvia. As minimum wage is fixed by law, small gender wage gap at lowest deciles is expected.

Shape of the observed wage gap as well as the endowment effect and unexplained wage gap is fairly similar in all years of analysis. Though the observed wage gap in 2007 and 2008 seem to be increasing with wage as in all other years, it becomes slightly lower in highest deciles. These results are in line with Christofides et al. (2013) who found similar observed wage gap pattern for Latvia in 2006. Starting from 2009 the observed wage gap increased with wage and did not decrease in highest deciles. This finding is in line with Gaveika & Skrūzkalne (2012) who found similar pattern in 2009.

Gender differences in endowments don’t have a significant effect at lowest deciles, but they became significant at highest, therefore rendering the unexplained wage gap substantially larger than the observed wage gap. These results imply that if men in highest deciles shared the same characteristics as women in highest deciles, the wage gap would be even larger than the one actually observed.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

1. The gender wage gap in Latvia has been statistically significant in each year from 2007 to 2014. Observed gender wage gap exhibited weakly procyclical behaviour by decreasing in the economic crisis and then increasing slightly afterwards.

2. Oaxaca-Ransom decomposition results reveal that on average around one fourth of the observed wage gap is explained by differences in characteristics while the rest remains unexplained. Though a large share of the unexplained gender wage gap relates to the differences in unobserved variables, we cannot exclude that some part of it is caused by discrimination.

3. Education variables are the main factors in favour of women while segregation in better paying sectors is the main factor in favour of men. Women are more likely than men to work in small companies where wages tend to be lower than average. This plays a significant, but small role in explaining the gender wage gap. Similarly gender segregation by region has a minor effect. Both genders are similar in terms of origin and job experience. Occupational segregation loosed its role in explaining the gender wage gap over time.

4. In Latvia women spend on average a year more in education than men do, therefore the observed wage gap is smaller than it would be if both genders had the same level of education. However the impact of gender segregation by field of education partly offsets the impact of the differences in education attainment as on average women have obtained their education in fields with relatively low returns (like manufacturing and processing, or education).

5. Gender differences in endowments don’t have a significant effect at lowest deciles, but they become significant at highest, therefore rendering the unexplained wage gap substantially larger than the observed wage gap. These results imply that if men in highest deciles shared
the same characteristics as women in highest deciles, the wage gap would be even larger
than the one actually observed. The existence of possible glass ceiling effect, however,
lacks statistical confirmation.

6. The results are robust to the choice of wage and education variables. However monthly
wage gap is significantly larger than hourly wage gap when the sample is not limited to
those employees who worked at least 30 hours per week, reflecting the differences in hours
worked per week.
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Abstract

The paper presents the results of research on evaluating the positions of the European and Russian universities in the world university ranking, which is based on the use of the neural network methods of clustering. The method of clustering based on the self-organizing Kohonen maps allows to get university ranking with a minimum level of subjectivity. The results of clustering allow to identify five groups of universities with similar characteristics and thus with similar goals and opportunities for development. When the clusters were determined it is possible to define for each cluster the threshold values of indicators, which certain university should reach for entering into the cluster. For example, to get into the leading cluster according to created rules for Moscow state University it is required to increase indicators Papers int co-author / Papers and Acad staff int / Acad staff at only 0.01 points. It is also fruitfully to analyze tendencies of development for each individual cluster. Below is presented a possible interpretation of the most significant results obtained from the evaluation of trends of universities development:

• Dynamic of development of all universities included in the study sample over the period 2004-2012 indicates a steady increase in the number of publications according to Web of Science;
• There is a common trend of reducing the ratio of academic staff to the number of students that, according to the author, due to the increase in the number of students studying in leading universities.
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Introduction

Globalization of the processes of knowledge creation and transfer in the field of education makes competition between universities stronger. Universities should constantly improve their

¹ Corresponding author – e-mail address: m.zaboev@spbu.ru
efficiency to be competitive in the market of educational services and hold positions among other leading universities.

Currently, in many countries for evaluation the quality of activities of the leading universities are widely used various world rankings. At the same time, high places of universities in these rankings are often considered as a matter of national pride and serve as a kind of indicator of the success of the national higher education system and, on the contrary, the low places of universities in these ratings have a negative impact on the prestige of the country and assessment of the competitiveness level of the national universities (Khalin, 2011).

Meanwhile, despite the obvious advantages of the use of the world rankings for performance evaluation of leading universities, they have significant drawbacks. For example:

- High positions of universities in one competent world ranking do not guarantee them high positions in other rankings. For example, in 2015 the first hundred of ARWU\(^2\) rankings contains one Russian university and no universities from China, and at the same time in the top-100 of THE WUR\(^3\) there are twenty Chinese universities and no one universities from Russia;
- Changes in the positions of certain university in one world ranking could significantly (up to the opposite) different from the dynamics in other ratings. For example, from 2014 to 2015 St. Petersburg State University's place in the QS\(^4\) ranking has changed from 233 to 265, but in ARWU ranking position has improved;
- The number of universities, which are presented in top-100 of the best universities in the both rankings: THE WUR and QS in 2015, is equal only to 54, although their total number is 150 universities;
- Methodologies of world rankings are improved and changed frequently, that leads to significant changes in the positions of a number of universities in these rankings (Zaboev et al., 2015).

The purpose of current research is to describe the overall scheme of the method for assessing the global competitiveness of leading universities, based on the use of data mining techniques, in particular, on the use of artificial neural networks and self-organizing Kohonen maps. The main advantage of this approach is to obtain quantitative estimates of the global competitiveness of the leading universities, as well as carrying out their multi-criteria ranking based on objective, quantitative indicators of their activities.

**Research results and discussion**

**1. The main steps of the method, information base, statement of the problem**

The main objectives of the developed method are the following:

- Detection of clusters (groups) of universities on the basis of targets indicators of their activities presented in the database InCites\(^\text{TM}\);

---

\(^2\) ARWU – Academic Ranking of World Universities by the Center for World-Class Universities at Shanghai Jiao Tong University.

\(^3\) THE WUR – Times Higher Education World University Rankings.

\(^4\) QS – Quacquarelli Symonds World University Rankings.
Evaluation of the current location of Russian and European universities among the world's leading universities;

Identification of the targets indicators of universities activities, which is necessary to reach for Russian and European universities to enter the leading clusters.

On the first step of developed method it is necessary to select a list of world rankings, in the context of which it is supposed to assess the global competitiveness of leading universities, and to clarify the information database about the activities of the universities that is used in these ratings. It is reasonable to consider three world rankings: ARWU, THE WUR, QS and as information base of research were selected InCites™ database, Web of Science and Scopus.

On the second step of the method implementation is carried out the analysis of the information base, which aim is to select the quantitative indicators and factors that characterize the global competitiveness of universities for the further use them instead of subjective expert’s estimates. On this step is occurred the justification and implementation of a multi-level procedure of selection the key factors and indicators of performance of the leading universities in the context of enhancing their global competitiveness.

Thereby, as a result of analyzing the methodologies of the world rankings ARWU, THE WUR, QS and database InCites™, which contains about 100 different criteria characterizing the activities of the universities, the following eight key indicators of global competitiveness of leading universities were selected:

1. *Acad staff / Stdnt* – academic staff/ number of students;
2. *Acad staff int / Acad staff* – the share of foreign teachers in the total number of academic staff;
3. *Doctoral degree / Acad staff* – the number of science degrees awarded during the year / Academic staff;
4. *Normalized citation impact – country adj* – the number of citations per one publication, taking into account adjustments for the country;
5. *Papers* – total number of publications according to the database of science citation Web of Science during one year;
6. *Int Papers co-author / Papers* – the share of publications in international collaboration;
7. *Res income / Acad staff* – the volume of revenues from University R&D (in USD) per unit of academic staff;

Seven of these indicators are used for calculating THE WUR rating.

In the present article are used indicators from the database InCites™, which form the basis for developing of the Times Higher Education international rating. Access to this data is performed through the web site interface http://incites.thomsonreuters.com/.

The third step is to fulfill the procedure of clustering, multi-criteria evaluation and ranking in the context of global competitiveness on the base of the selected key factors and indicators of the leading universities. So, based on the selected eight key indicators, using technique of artificial neural networks and self-organizing Kohonen maps, conducted the procedure of clustering of universities, evaluation and multi-criteria ranking. In particular, five clusters were obtained by clustering on these key indicators.
2. The model of clustering the universities based on Kohonen maps

From the entire data set presented by InCites™ database we take into account information on the activities of 692 universities for which data are available for all 8 selected indicators for 2012 and the value of the Total number of publications in the database Web of Science for 2012 (indicator Papers for 2012) exceeds 100. The introduction of a threshold of the publication activity of university employees takes its roots from the requirements of authors of the international rankings to the minimum number of publications.

As a tool for building the models is used Russian analytical platform Deductor. Clustering of universities is fulfilled using the construction of self-organizing Kohonen maps, which are based on the artificial neural networks models. The parameters of the model are determined by a heuristic approach taking into account the recommendations on the selection of optimal neural network architecture and the need of high quality visualization and interpretation of results (Botvin & Zaboev, 2011).

Kohonen map is based on the neural network, which consists of 12×16 hexagonal cells; the nodes of network are represented by artificial neurons. To provide easy analysis and interpretation of results was selected number of clusters equal to five.

Source: author’s construction based on self-organizing Kohonen maps, which use retrospective data from InCites™ database for 2012.

Fig. 1. The result of clustering of universities based on 2012 data

5 Data for 2012 were used to form university rankings of 2014/15 year.
Fig. 1 shows the results of clustering for 2012 data. For each cluster can be given a generalized description.

- **1st cluster** consists of the leading universities. First cluster includes 107 universities, which are characterized by a high rate of publication activity that confirmed by the color gamut of corresponding map (Papers), where the cells corresponding to the 1st cluster are painted in more light tones referring the high values of indicator Papers. Also the universities from the 1st cluster show the high values of the indicator Res income / Acad staff and values higher than average for the remaining 6 selected indicators.

- **2nd cluster** is characterized by the high level of international activity (lighter tones on the maps, which respond to the indicators Stdnt int / Stdnt Acad staff and Acad staff int / Acad staff) with “medium” values of other variables. This cluster includes 83 universities;

- **3rd and 4th clusters** consist of the universities which occupy the “middle” position. These two clusters includes totally 323 universities;

- **In the 0th cluster** enter universities that have positions “below average” – 179 universities.

The more detail analysis of the 1st cluster shows that it contains only one university from the Eastern Europe – The University of Bucharest (it is necessary to highlight that none of selected rankings contains The University of Bucharest in the top-100 for 2015/2016) and the total number of European universities in the 1st cluster is equal to 36. The set of the universities which take part in clustering process includes, for example, 28 German universities: 9 of them belong to the 1st leading cluster and others 19 to the 3rd and 4th clusters. The list of German universities from the 1st cluster is below: Darmstadt University of technologies, Eberhard Karls university of Tubingen, Free university of Berlin, Karlsruhe institute of technologies, Technological university of Dresden, University of Gottingen, University of Kiel, University of Munich, University of Ulm.

Under the conditions of the model presented in the current research two leading Russian universities: Moscow state University and St. Petersburg state University were included in the 4th cluster according to the results of clustering based on the data of 2012.

Concerning universities from the Baltic region countries: Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian, we can find Riga Technical University and Tallinn University of Technology in the 0th cluster and The University of Tartu and Vilnius University – in the 4th cluster.

### 3. Analysis of the dynamic of universities development in different clusters

On the base of cluster analysis it is possible to identify five groups of universities with similar characteristics and thus with similar goals and opportunities for development. Thus it is fruitfully to analyze tendencies of development for each individual cluster. On the Fig. 2 in the form of a diagram presents the coefficients, which are equal to the ratio of average values of indicators in 2018, formed on the basis of linear models, which use retrospective data in the period 2004–2012, to the actual values in 2012 for each cluster. We use a six-year forecasting horizon because of this time period usually considered when medium-term plans of organization development are created.
Below is presented a possible interpretation of the most significant results obtained from the evaluation of trends of universities development:

- There is a significant increase in the share of foreign teachers, not only among universities of the 2nd cluster, focused on international activity, but also among the universities of the 3rd cluster, which occupy middle position. This conclusion can be drawn by analyzing the coefficients of change in the indicator $\frac{\text{Acad staff int}}{\text{Acad staff}}$, typical for the representatives of the 2nd and 3rd clusters, which correspond to dotted and dashed lines on Fig. 2. These coefficients are equal to values significantly greater than one (see the highlighted area on Fig. 2). The described trend may indicate that many universities of the 3rd cluster as a priority goal in their strategic development chose the internationalisation of educational services, which may allow them to enter the group of leading universities;

- Dynamics of development of all universities included in the study sample over the period 2004–2012 indicates a steady increase in the number of publications according to Web of Science. The growth in the number of publications of Moscow state University and St. Petersburg state University significantly below average: this indicator for SPBU for 8 years, almost not changed, and Moscow state University has an average annual growth of less than 3%; thus, in order at least to keep up with the leading universities, need to “run” even faster;

- There is a common trend of reducing the ratio of academic staff to the number of students that, according to the author, due to the increase in the number of students studying in leading universities.
4. **The model of clustering the universities based on Kohonen maps**

When the clusters were determined it is possible to define for each cluster the threshold values of indicators, which certain university should reach to get into the target cluster. As a result we have opportunities to predict on the base of the scenario modeling the positions of the universities in clusters and as a consequence potential university place in the prestigious world rankings.

Criteria for universities to enter in the 1st leading cluster presented on self-organizing map, shown on Fig. 1, can be formed as a result of building a “Decision Trees” on the basis of a widely used algorithm C4.5 for constructing the classification tree, designed by John Ross Quinlan (Meleshkin & Zaboev, 2014).

To formalize the criteria of classifying the universities to a particular cluster was constructed a decision tree containing 35 nodes, on the basis of which is formed 18 rules and 7 of them define the conditions of entering in the 1st cluster and are listed below:

1. it is necessary **very high** value of indicator *Doctoral degree / Acad staff*:
   - Doctoral degree / Acad staff > 0.65;
2. it is necessary the simultaneous fulfillment of the following conditions:
   - Doctoral degree / Acad staff > 0.21;
   - Normalized citation impact – country adj > 1.42;
3. it is necessary the simultaneous fulfillment of the following conditions:
   - Acad staff int / Acad staff > 0.22;
   - Doctoral degree / Acad staff > 0.21;
4. it is necessary the simultaneous fulfillment of the following conditions:
   - Papers int co-author / Papers (share of publications in international collaboration) > 0.39;
   - Normalized citation impact - country adj > 0.89;
   - Acad staff int / Acad staff > 0.19;
5. it is necessary the simultaneous fulfillment of the following conditions:
   - Papers int co-author / Papers (share of publications in international collaboration) > 0.39;
   - Doctoral degree / Acad staff > 0.5;
6. it is necessary the simultaneous fulfillment of the following conditions:
   - Acad staff int / Acad staff > 0.45;
   - Doctoral degree / Acad staff > 0.37;
7. it is necessary the simultaneous fulfillment of the following conditions:
   - Acad staff int / Acad staff > 0.45;
   - Papers > 5363.

The closest threshold values for Moscow State University to enter in the 1st cluster with leading universities are combinations presented in the 3rd and 4th rules. For example, according to the 4th rule for MSU it is required to increase indicators *Papers int co-author / Papers* and *Acad staff int / Acad staff* at only 0.01 points (see values in Table 1) and it must be emphasized that these targets also mentioned in the Development Programme of MSU till 2020. (Development Programme of MSU) The 3rd rule defines the necessity of improving only one indicator *Acad staff int / Acad staff* at 0.04 points.
Table 1
Values of indicators that characterize the global competitiveness of universities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>The name of indicator in InCites™</th>
<th>Values for Moscow State University</th>
<th>Values for St. Petersburg State University</th>
<th>Values for Riga Technical University</th>
<th>Values for the University of Tartu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acad staff / Stdnt</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Acad staff int / Acad staff</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Doctoral degree / Acad staff</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Normalized citation impact – country adj</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Papers</td>
<td>3.625</td>
<td>1 016</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Papers int co-author / Papers</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Res income / Acad staff</td>
<td>124 917</td>
<td>34 867</td>
<td>45 632</td>
<td>123 630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Stdnt int / Stdnt</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculations based on data from InCites™ database for 2012.

The values of SPSU activity indicators for 2012, which are listed in the Table 1, do not allow to enter in the 1st cluster. In this case closest threshold values to enter in the 1st cluster with leading universities is combination presented in the 2nd rule, but it is necessary to double or even more the indicators Doctoral degree / Acad staff and Normalized citation impact – country adj. The same condition is properly for The University of Tartu, but the difference between the actual and targets values is less, than for SPSU. For Riga Technical University with its values of indicators for 2012 it is very hard to pretend to enter in the 1st cluster, the more realistic scenario is to get into the 4th cluster: according to one of created rules it is necessary to improve, first of all, the indicator Normalized citation impact – country adj and try reach the value 0.89.

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

In the research was presented an approach to evaluation of current location of the Russian and European Universities inside the international educational system and to defining the threshold values to get into the leading groups of the universities on the base of self-organizing Kohonen maps.

The main advantages of suggested approach are:

1. The high level of objectivity of the results due to use of quantitative indicators and factors that characterize the global competitiveness of universities instead of subjective expert’s estimates;
2. The use of soft computing, which consists in the construction and training of a neural network of specific form – self-organizing Kohonen map, provides wide opportunities for automation the procedure of data analysis;
3. The simplicity and ease of interpretation of results for analytics.
Application of the described method allows to:

1. Get multicriteria evaluation and ranking of the leading universities in the context of global competitiveness relative to selected world rankings;

   Example: Moscow state University, St. Petersburg state University, The University of Tartu and Vilnius University according to the results of clustering based on the data of 2012 were included in the 4th cluster, which consist of the universities which occupy the “middle” position.

   At the same time Riga Technical University and Tallinn University of Technology are included in the 0-th cluster with universities which have positions “below average”.

2. Select a cluster of universities - world leaders, which with a high probability will have high level of global international competitiveness;

3. Define the threshold values for key factors and indicators of certain universities, which significantly hinder the development of their global competitiveness;

   Example: for Moscow State University to enter in the 1st cluster with leading universities it is required to increase indicators Papers int co-author / Papers and Acad staff int / Acad staff at only 0.01 points.

4. Estimate for the leading Russian and European universities sufficiency or insufficiency of the values of indicators for entry into the cluster universities world leaders.
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Abstract
The European Central Bank announced the Asset Purchase Programme (APP) on January 22, 2015 in order to prevent the Eurozone economy from entering a deflationary spiral and to achieve its main goal – maintain price stability. The purchases of public and private securities started in March 2015 and are intended to be carried out until March 2017 or until inflation path is consistent with inflation target. The programme amounts to € 60 billion of monthly purchases. The aim of this paper is to evaluate macroeconomic effects of the APP on the Eurozone’s output and inflation in the first nine months of implementation. It is necessary to understand whether quantitative easing can be used to stimulate output and inflation when stable conditions prevail in financial markets.
In order to assess the macroeconomic effects of the APP, the author estimates a Bayesian vector autoregression (VAR) with Minnesota – Litterman prior. The model is then used to conduct counterfactual analysis. The counterfactual scenario is based on empirical evidence from Altavilla et al. (2015) which suggests that, on average, the APP lowered the euro area long – term bond yields by about 40 basis points at 10 – year maturity. The author implements this impact on long – term interest rates by constructing a counterfactual path for the long – term interest rate spread. The results from the Bayesian VAR model suggest that the APP has had a positive impact both on output and inflation after the first nine months of implementation. The analysis also indicates that quantitative easing is an effective policy option to boost output and price level in times of low financial stress as the results do not significantly differ from studies which evaluate the effects of quantitative easing in other countries during the financial crisis.

Key words: Asset Purchase Programme, quantitative easing, Eurozone, Eurosystem, Bayesian VAR
JEL code: C54, E47, E58

Introduction
Following the Great Recession, central banks in advanced economies implemented unconventional monetary policy measures such as quantitative easing. The aim of these measures was to safeguard financial stability and ultimately stimulate output and increase inflation sufficiently to meet the inflation target (Stone, Fujita, Ishi (2011) and Bridges, Thomas (2012)). Conventional monetary policy instruments were no longer effective because advanced economies became constrained by the Zero Lower Bound.
In order to prevent the Eurozone economy from entering a deflationary spiral and to achieve its main goal – maintain price stability, the European Central Bank (ECB) announced the Asset Purchase Programme (APP) on January 22, 2015. The purchases of public and private securities started in March 2015 and are intended to be carried out until March 2017 or until inflation path is consistent with inflation target. The programme amounts to € 60 billion of monthly purchases.

The aim of this paper is to evaluate macroeconomic effects of the APP on the Eurozone’s output and inflation in the first nine months of implementation. The evidence currently available focuses on the APP impact on financial markets (see Altavilla, Carboni, Motto (2015)). Contrary to the US and the UK quantitative easing policies which were carried out in times of financial crisis, the APP is implemented in times of low financial stress (Altavilla et al. (2015)). As they point out, the existing literature show that asset purchases exert larger effects on the asset prices when financial stress is high. Thus, the literature which focuses on macroeconomic effects of the US and the UK quantitative easing policies only provide evidence for effectiveness of such policies in times of financial crisis. But it is also crucial to understand whether quantitative easing can be used to stimulate output and inflation when stable conditions prevail in financial markets.

In order to assess the macroeconomic effects of the APP, the author estimates a Bayesian vector autoregression (VAR) with Minnesota – Litterman prior. Bayesian VAR is appropriate model for analysis of quantitative easing shock because it captures complex relationships in a large macroeconomic dataset while imposing minimum amount of theoretical structure. The model is then used to conduct counterfactual analysis. The counterfactual scenario is based on empirical evidence from Altavilla et al. (2015) which suggests that, on average, the APP lowered the euro area long – term bond yields by about 40 basis points at 10 – year maturity. The author implements this impact on long – term interest rates by constructing a counterfactual path for the long – term interest rate spread, assuming that it would be 40 basis points higher from March 2015 to December 2015 without the APP. This approach allows to estimate the effects of the APP on the output and price level through the portfolio balance channel. As Kapetanios, Mumtaz, Stevens and Theodoridis (2012) notes, this is the key transmission channel of quantitative easing, at least in times of financial crisis. This paper extends the literature on macroeconomic effects of the quantitative easing by assessing the effects of asset purchases passed through the portfolio balance channel on the real economy in times of low financial stress.

The counterfactual results from the Bayesian VAR model suggest that the APP has had a positive impact both on output and inflation after the first nine months of implementation. However, the results should be treated with caution because the asset purchases will continue at least until March 2017 and it remains to be seen whether the inflation is on path to meet the ECB target rate.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 1 reviews the literature related to unconventional monetary policy measures in the Eurozone, the UK and other advanced countries. Section 2 describes the Bayesian VAR model, data and the counterfactual assumptions used in analysis of the APP macroeconomic effects. Section 3 presents the empirical evidence from the model and section 4 concludes.
1. Empirical literature on macroeconomic effects of unconventional monetary policy measures

One of the first studies which estimate macroeconomic effects of the non-standard monetary policy instruments adopted by the ECB on the onset of the Great Recession, is by Lenza, Pill and Reichlin (2010). Using a large Bayesian VAR estimated over period before implementation of non-standard monetary instruments from January 1991 to December 2007, they conduct a counterfactual exercise to analyse the impact of contraction in money market spreads caused by the ECB actions. They find that the “enhanced credit support” measures lowered short-term interest rates and thus had a positive impact on credit conditions. The authors also provide evidence that these measures had a positive effect both on output and inflation albeit with a delay of several months.

Baumeister and Benati (2010) using a Bayesian structural VAR with time-varying parameters show impulse response functions of euro area real GDP growth and GDP deflator inflation to a negative long-term bond spread shock. Such shock can be awaited following implementation of quantitative easing policy and the impulse response functions of output and inflation display a powerful positive effect after a compression in long-term bond spread.

Turning to literature covering the effects of the Asset Purchase Programme, Altavilla et al. (2015) evaluate impact of the APP on asset prices by using event study approach. They estimate that the APP announcements lowered the euro area long-term bond yields by 30–50 basis points at 10-year maturity. The authors point out that, despite low financial stress in the euro area markets at the time of announcement, the APP has been effective. It is a promising sign that the programme will also have sizeable macroeconomic effects.

Part of the literature, which studies the macroeconomic effects of quantitative easing in countries which used such policy following the Great Recession, have used findings on the effect on long-term bond yields from event studies to simulate quantitative easing shock in time series models. For example, Kapetanios et al. (2012) employ Bayesian VAR, Time-varying parameter structural VAR and Markov–switching structural VAR to perform counterfactual simulations using evidence from Joyce, Lasaoa, Stevens and Tong (2011) event study that Quantitative Easing in the United Kingdom lowered long-term bond yields by 100 basis points. The average estimate of Kapetanios et al. (2012) from three models is that Quantitative Easing boosted output by approximately 1.5% and inflation by 1.25 percentage points.

Similar strategy is also employed by previously mentioned paper of Baumeister and Benati (2010) to evaluate effectiveness of asset purchases in the US and the UK. To exercise counterfactual simulations, for the UK they use evidence from Meier (2009) that Quantitative Easing lowered long-term interest rates by at least 35–60 basis points. For simulations they take the average estimate of 50 basis points to construct a counterfactual path for long-term bond spread. While for the US authors use evidence from Gagnon, Raskin, Remache and Sack (2010) where they exploit both event study approach and regression model. Both methodologies give similar estimate of the Large-Scale Asset Purchase Programme impact on the US 10-year bond yield. Baumeister and Benati (2010) prefer to use average estimate from the regression model which indicate that 10-year government bond yield spread would be 60 basis points higher without asset purchases. Their counterfactual simulations of real GDP growth and inflation for
both the UK and the US reveal that a compression in long–term bond spread has a large positive effect although only on impact after which the effect quickly dissipates.

A potential caveat of studies which model the impact of quantitative easing through a reduction in long–term bond spread is that they only capture the effects on the economy through the portfolio balance channel. This has prompted that part of the quantitative easing literature concerned with macroeconomic effects, model the shock from either monetary base or central bank balance sheet variable. As Schenkelberg and Watzka (2011) point out, this “agnostic” approach is more reliable because these variables are directly affected by asset purchases.

Schenkelberg and Watzka (2011) provide evidence for the Japanese experience of quantitative easing as Bank of Japan was the first major central bank to implement such unconventional measures. To analyse the effects of quantitative easing, they impose sign restrictions on the impulse response functions. Quantitative easing shock is identified by imposing restrictions on a monetary base component (current account balances held at the Bank of Japan) not to decrease, additionally, they specify stock prices and exchange rate not to decrease. Interestingly, they choose to refrain from imposing restrictions on long–term interest rates because economic theory suggests that asset purchases can cause a rise in long–term bond yields as inflation expectations increase. This is contrary to other studies which model the quantitative easing shock as a reduction in long–term bond spread. The impulse response functions from structural VAR model of Schenkelberg and Watzka (2011) confirm such a view although they find that asset purchases did not affect inflation. However, they provide evidence that quantitative easing in Japan was successful in stimulating output. On the other hand, Gambacorta, Hofmann and Peersman (2012) argue that it is not clear whether Japanese experience with quantitative easing can be generalized. In their paper, they study the macroeconomic effects of central bank balance sheet shock by estimating a panel structural VAR for eight advanced economies: Canada, Eurozone, Japan, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK and the US. To identify unconventional monetary policy shock, they impose similar sign restrictions as Schenkelberg and Watzka (2011) on central bank assets to increase and stock market volatility index VIX not to increase. Gambacorta et al. (2012) are particularly concerned about structural change in parameters following the financial crisis of 2007, so they estimate their model over sample period from January 2008 to June 2011. In this period advanced economies were in a liquidity trap and with short–term interest rates at their lower bounds, unconventional monetary policy measures became the main policy instruments to stabilize macroeconomic conditions. The panel results of their study indicate that central bank balance sheet shock has a significant positive impact on economic activity and inflation. Individual country results also bring evidence to their argument about that Japanese experience with unconventional monetary policy measures cannot be generalized to other advanced countries. The author would add that, as Anderson, Botman and Hunt (2014) argue, it seems that deflation in Japan is more demographic rather than monetary phenomenon.

However, the choice of central bank balance sheet as the policy variable to estimate the macroeconomic effects of the APP could potentially lead to biased results as the number of observations under this policy is limited. Thus, similar approach to Baumeister and Benati (2010) and Kapetanios et al. (2012) is used to assess the macroeconomic effects of the APP. Next section describes the econometric approach used to estimate the impact of the APP on output and inflation.
2. Econometric framework

As the previous section demonstrates, most studies utilize some sort of VAR model to evaluate macroeconomic impact of quantitative easing. In this study, the author employs a large Bayesian VAR in spirit of Lenza et al. (2010) and Kapetanios et al. (2012) to assess the effects on economic activity and price level from quantitative easing shock in the euro area. When Bayesian methods are used to estimate a VAR model, the parameters are treated as random variables and a priori information is used to limit the parameter space. Bayesian shrinkage is appropriate tool to overcome the over – parametrization problem which would occur if a large VAR with many variables would be estimated by traditional methods. Banbura, Giannone, and Reichlin (2010) show that if the data has a collinearity, which is true for the macroeconomic datasets, then relevant sample information is not lost when over – parametrization is resolved by means of Bayesian inference.

The author estimates the following VAR(p) model:

$$y_t = a_0 + \sum_{j=1}^{p} A_j y_{t-j} + \varepsilon_t,$$

where $a_0$ is a vector of constants, $y_t$ for $t = 1, \ldots, T$ is an $m \times 1$ vector of $m$ variables and $\varepsilon_t$ is an $m \times 1$ vector of Gaussian white noise. The model can be compactly rewritten as:

$$Y = XA + E,$$

or

$$y = (I_m \otimes X)\theta + e,$$

where $Y$ and $E$ are $T \times m$ matrices and $X$ is $(x_1, \ldots, x_T)$ is a $T \times (mp + 1)$ matrix for $x_t = (1, y_{t-1}, \ldots y_{t-q})$, $I_m$ is the identity of dimension $m$, $\theta = \text{vec}(A)$ and $e \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \Sigma_{\varepsilon} \otimes I_t)$.

Specifying the prior probability distribution on the parameters is a fundamental step in Bayesian VAR modelling in order to overcome the over – parametrization problem. In this paper, the author follows standard prior specification scheme developed by Litterman (1986). As Doan, Litterman and Sims (1984) argue, most macroeconomic time series are characterised by simple random walk processes, which implies that the prior mean of the first own lag is one while other coefficients shrink towards zero. Thus, the Minnesota – Litterman prior assumes that the prior of

$$\theta \sim \mathcal{N}(\theta_0, \Sigma),$$

where $A_{ij}$ is diagonal matrix $\nu_{ij}I_j$. Assuming that coefficient matrices $A_1, \ldots, A_j$ are normally distributed, the
prior distribution of the coefficients related to lag \( l = 1, \ldots, p \) of variable \( j \) in the equation for variable \( i \) is given by:

\[
E_{ij}^l = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } i = j \\
0, & \text{if } i \neq j 
\end{cases}, \quad v_{ij}^l = \begin{cases} 
\left( \frac{\lambda_1}{l^{\lambda_3}} \right)^2, & \text{if } i = j \\
\left( \frac{\lambda_1 \lambda_2 \sigma_i}{l^{\lambda_3} \sigma_j} \right)^2, & \text{if } i \neq j 
\end{cases}
\]

(2.4.)

where \( \lambda_1 \) is a hyper-parameter which controls the overall tightness. For example, if tight prior with \( \lambda_1 = 0 \) is used, then prior information dominates the sample and the data has no impact on the estimates. On the other hand, if loose prior with \( \lambda_1 = \infty \) is implemented, the data dominate the sample and the estimates converge to the OLS estimates. To make the prior operational and give significant weight on the data in the estimates, the author follows the approach used in Lenza et al. (2010) and Kapetanios et al. (2012). As Lenza et al. (2010) point out, this approach is based on evidence that short-term interest rates, which are set following Taylor-type rules, are well described by linear functions of present and future inflation and economic activity. The author finds the value for the tightness parameter empirically, ensuring that the in-sample fit of the 3-month Euribor equation is equivalent to fit achieved by a smaller VAR estimated by OLS. The author includes first ten variables from the Table 1 in the small VAR. \( \lambda_2 \) is a hyper-parameter which controls the relative cross-variable tightness. Since it is assumed that lags of other variables are less informative, then \( \lambda_2 \leq 1 \). If \( \lambda_2 = 0 \) then model is collapsed into a vector of univariate models. The author sets \( \lambda_2 = 0.5 \) which is the original value used in Litterman (1986).\(^{2}\) Hyper-parameter \( \lambda_3 \) controls the relative tightness of the variance of lags other than the first one. The author sets this parameter equal to 2 as in Koop and Korobilis (2010).\(^{3}\) To complete the specification of the prior, it is assumed that the covariance matrix of the residuals is known, fixed and diagonal: \( \Sigma_e = diag(\sigma_1^2, \ldots, \sigma_p^2) \) and that the prior on constant \( a_0 \) is diffuse. Considering such specification of the prior, the posterior for \( \theta \) has the following form:

\[ \theta \sim N(\bar{\theta}, \bar{V}) \]

where

\[
\bar{\theta} = \bar{V}[V_0^{-1} \theta_0 + (\Sigma_e^{-1} \otimes X)'y] \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{V} = [V_0^{-1} + (\Sigma_e^{-1} \otimes X'X)]^{-1}.
\]

The choice of the Minnesota–Litterman prior to restrict the parameter space is motivated by the evidence that it leads to good forecasting performance from VAR models with large data sets (Banbura et al. 2010). In addition, Minnesota–Litterman prior is conjugate i.e. both prior and posterior come from the same distributional family which allows for analytical estimation of the model instead of simulation-based estimation of the posterior.

2.1. Data

The macroeconomic dataset is comprised of 27 monthly variables covering the euro area real economic activity, price dynamics, monetary aggregates, yield curve and financial sector. Main macroeconomic variables of the US are included to capture global economic conditions. The list of variables is provided in Table 1.

\(^{2}\) Results remain robust after setting \( \lambda_2 = 0.99 \) to ensure that almost no cross-variable shrinkage takes place.

\(^{3}\) Results remain robust after setting \( \lambda_3 = 1 \) to assume a linear decay as in Kadiyala and Karlsson (1997).
As can be observed from Table 1, then variables enter the model in form of log – levels with exception of those variables which are expressed as rates. As Sims, Stock and Watson (1990) demonstrate, such specification allows to capture cointegrating relationships between the variables as well as gives consistent parameter estimates even when unit roots are present. As for the sample period, the author estimates the model with data covering the period from January 1999 to December 2015 i.e. since the creation of the euro area. While it is possible that the APP alters the parameters of the model, currently available evidence from Giannone et al. (2014) speak in favour of parameter stability in the euro area. They employ a very similar Bayesian VAR model for the euro area as this paper and show that model parameters were not significantly affected by the Great Recession, a much greater shock than the APP, and unconventional monetary policy instruments implemented by the ECB at the time. However, the author places an empirical investigation of this matter in his future research agenda. The lag order is set to 13.\textsuperscript{4} Industrial production and 3 – month Euribor are used as proxy for the output and short – term interest rates respectively.

\textsuperscript{4} The results qualitatively do not differ with other lag specifications.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Transformation</th>
<th>Data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Production</td>
<td>Volume index of production for Mining and quarrying; manufacturing; electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply. 2010 = 100.</td>
<td>Log – levels</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HICP</td>
<td>All – items HICP. 2005 = 100.</td>
<td>Log – levels, base year changed to 2010.</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment</td>
<td>Monthly average unemployment rate, %</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer Prices Index</td>
<td>Total output price index for Mining and quarrying; manufacturing; electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply. 2010 = 100.</td>
<td>Log – levels</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Industrial Production</td>
<td>Volume index of production for manufacturing, mining, and electric, and gas utilities. 2012 = 100.</td>
<td>Log – levels, base year changed to 2010.</td>
<td>Federal Reserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US CPI</td>
<td>All – items CPI. 1982 – 1984 = 100.</td>
<td>Log – levels, base year changed to 2010.</td>
<td>Federal Reserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Federal Funds Rate</td>
<td>Effective Federal Funds Rate.</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Federal Reserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euribor 3 months</td>
<td>Money market interest rate.</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euribor 12 months</td>
<td>Money market interest rate.</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Confidence</td>
<td>Consumer confidence indicator</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodity prices</td>
<td>Non – Fuel Price Index, 2005 = 100.</td>
<td>Log – levels, base year changed to 2010.</td>
<td>IMF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil price</td>
<td>Europe Brent Spot Price FOB (Dollars per Barrel)</td>
<td>Log – levels</td>
<td>EIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US/Euro exchange rate</td>
<td>Monthly average value of the euro against US dollar.</td>
<td>Log – levels</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock prices</td>
<td>Dow Jones Euro Stoxx 50 Price Index</td>
<td>Log – levels</td>
<td>ECB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – year bond rate</td>
<td>Par yield curve</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – year bond rate</td>
<td>Par yield curve</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – year bond rate</td>
<td>Par yield curve</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 – year bond rate</td>
<td>Par yield curve</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – year bond rate</td>
<td>Par yield curve</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Outstanding amounts at the end of the period (stocks)</td>
<td>Log – levels</td>
<td>ECB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Outstanding amounts at the end of the period (stocks)</td>
<td>Log – levels</td>
<td>ECB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Outstanding amounts at the end of the period (stocks)</td>
<td>Log – levels</td>
<td>ECB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans to non – financial corporations</td>
<td>Outstanding amounts at the end of the period (stocks), total maturity</td>
<td>Log – levels</td>
<td>ECB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit for consumption</td>
<td>Outstanding amounts at the end of the period (stocks), total maturity</td>
<td>Log – levels</td>
<td>ECB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans for house purchases</td>
<td>Outstanding amounts at the end of the period (stocks), total maturity</td>
<td>Log – levels</td>
<td>ECB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other loans</td>
<td>Outstanding amounts at the end of the period (stocks), total maturity</td>
<td>Log – levels</td>
<td>ECB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long – term interest rate spread</td>
<td>Spread between 10 – year bond rate and 3 – month Euribor</td>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>Author’s calculations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Counterfactual assumptions

In this paper, the author uses similar approach to assess the macroeconomic effects of the APP as Baumeister and Benati (2010) and Kapetanios et al. (2012). The counterfactual scenario is based on empirical evidence from Altavilla et al. (2015) which suggests that the APP lowered the euro area long – term bond yields by 30–50 basis points at 10 – year maturity. The author takes the average estimate of 40 basis points to construct a counterfactual path for the long – term interest rate spread. Figure 1 depicts the actual euro area long – term interest rate spread and the counterfactual path for the period from March to December 2015.
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Source: Author’s calculations.

Fig. 1. **Euro area long – term interest rate spread**

This approach estimates the macroeconomic effects of the APP resulting from the compression in long – term interest rate spread. Thus, only the effects on the real economy through the portfolio balance channel are captured.

The counterfactual analysis is based on the estimated Bayesian VAR model. Given the values of variables included in the model up to time t and conditional value of the long – term interest rate spread at time t, the one – step – ahead forecasts $z_{T+1}$ are obtained. To obtain forecasts at $z_{T+2}$, forecasted values of endogenous variables obtained at previous period and counterfactual value of the long – term interest rate spread at time t+1 is used, and so on. Thus, the forecasted values depend on the previous period forecasts and the counterfactual path for the long – term interest rate spread.

For the policy scenario, the author uses actual level of long – term interest rate spread from March to December 2015 to produce forecasts for the Eurozone output and price level. This is necessary in order to exclude other factors which influence output and price level and are not explained by the model. This approach allows to identify the impact of the APP from other shocks. This can also be written as: $\Psi_{T+h}(x) = \{x_{T+1}, ..., x_{T+h}\}$, where x is long – term interest rate spread.

Under the no policy scenario, the author takes the counterfactual path for long – term interest rate spread as shown in Figure 1, where it is assumed that without the APP, the spread would have been 40 basis points higher from March to December 2015. This can be rewritten as:

$\Psi_{T+h}(x^0) = \{x_{T+1}^0, ..., x_{T+h}^0\}$. 
3. Empirical evidence

In this section of the paper, the author presents the counterfactual results from Bayesian VAR model to quantify the effects of the Asset Purchase Programme on the euro area output and price level.

Figure 2 illustrates the estimated effect of the Asset Purchase Programme on output using the counterfactual scenario for the long – term interest rate spread over the forecast horizon. The results show that the APP has had a significant positive impact on the Eurozone’s output in the first nine months of implementation. The maximum effect occurs in August 2015 when the APP boosted output by 98 basis points. On average, the APP increased output by 55 basis points in the first nine months of execution, which is a sizeable effect considering the stable conditions in the euro area financial markets. In addition, the results are in line with Gambacorta et al. (2012) individual country results for the euro area, where they show that the maximum impulse response of output after a quantitative easing shock occurs approximately after 6 months. Evidence from Kapetanios et al. (2012) also suggests that quantitative easing had its peak impact on output after 6–9 months in the UK when it increased the level of GDP by 1.5%.

The main reason for launching the APP was to counter the fall in price level and maintain price stability in the Eurozone. Thus, the main object of interest for the monetary policy makers in the euro area is the effect of the programme on price level. The results are presented in
Figure 3. The counterfactual results from the Bayesian VAR demonstrate that the APP has been effective in increasing the euro area price level after first nine months of execution. The peak impact on price level occurs in November 2015 when the APP increased price level by 58 basis points. On average, the programme raised price level by 31 basis points. While the effects on price level are undoubtedly smaller than on output, they are still significant. Furthermore, the literature reviewed in Section 1 also suggests that quantitative easing has a less pronounced effect on price level than on output. For example, Kapetanios et al. (2012) demonstrate that the level of GDP in the UK displays more powerful effect than the CPI inflation and that peak effect on inflation of about 1.25 percentage points occurred after a year – 3 to 6 months later than on output. Both panel and individual country results of Gambacorta et al. (2012) also show that output is more affected by quantitative easing shock than price level.

![Graph showing effect of APP on price level](image)

Source: Author’s calculations.

Fig. 3. **Effect of the APP on the euro area price level**

ECB President Mario Draghi in his December 4, 2015 speech argues that the Eurozone’s inflation in 2015 would be negative without the Asset Purchase Programme. To bring evidence to this argument, the author has calculated the inflation rate in no policy scenario by taking actual data for HICP and subtracting the estimated APP effect on price level. The results are illustrated in Figure 4. The results show that without the APP it is indeed likely that the euro area would be in deflation for much of 2015 and the annual rate of inflation in 2015 would be -0.2%.
The counterfactual simulations from the Bayesian VAR performed in this paper demonstrate that the Asset Purchase Programme has been an effective measure to boost output and counter deflation in the euro area from March 2015 to December 2015. The analysis also indicates that quantitative easing is an effective policy option to boost output and price level in times of low financial stress as the results do not significantly differ from studies which evaluate the effects of quantitative easing during the financial crisis. The results confirm that also in times of low financial distress, portfolio balance channel is effective transmission channel of asset purchases made by the central bank.

However, the author shall point out the caveats which need to be kept in mind. First, the counterfactual forecasts from VAR models become less certain as forecast horizon lengthens. Second, the APP will continue at least until March 2017 and it remains to be seen whether the inflation is on path to meet the ECB target rate. In spite of these caveats, this paper presents a credible analysis for evaluating the impact of the APP on the real economy.

Conclusions

This paper evaluates macroeconomic effects of the APP on the Eurozone’s output and inflation in the first nine months of implementation. The author estimates a Bayesian VAR with Minnesota – Litterman prior over the period from January 1999 to December 2015. The model is then used to conduct counterfactual analysis. The counterfactual scenario is based on empirical evidence from Altavilla et al. (2015) which suggests that, on average, the APP lowered the euro area long – term bond yields by about 40 basis points at 10 – year maturity. The author implements this impact on long – term interest rates by constructing a counterfactual path for the long – term interest rate spread.

The main conclusions of this paper are:

1. The counterfactual simulations from the Bayesian VAR demonstrate that the Asset Purchase Programme has been an effective measure to boost output and counter deflation in the euro area from March 2015 to December 2015.
2. The analysis indicates that quantitative easing is an effective policy option to boost output and price level in times of low financial stress as the results do not significantly differ from studies which evaluate the effects of quantitative easing in other countries during the financial crisis.

3. The results confirm that also in times of low financial distress, portfolio balance channel is effective transmission channel of asset purchases made by the central bank.

Future research agenda includes further assessment of the APP impact on the euro area output and price level as well as on other macroeconomic variables. Futhermore, the author plans to use a VAR model with time – varying parameters to investigate for the possible structural change.
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Abstract
Predictive analytics integrates the multitude of methods of analysis, both the historical facts and current data for the compilation of predictions about possible future events. Predictive analytics is used in the variety of areas, such as trade, insurance, medicine, finance, banking, etc. But it is quite a complex set of methods and technologies. In order to use it in practice, firstly, a correct approach to the choice of algorithms and analysis techniques is required, and, secondly, the ability to use the data correctly is required.

This paper is aimed at analysing the approaches to the use of predictive analytics techniques as well as analysing of how predictive analytics is easy to use by an end user. Rate the simplicity and the possibility of using two IBM SPSS Modeler and Microsoft ML Azure software’s tools to create a predictive model and its application by end-users.

The use of cloud technologies and combined models simplifies the process of modelling and the application of ready-models.

The research on the use of the predictive analytics cloud computing technology is performed by means of software documentation study and by practical application of predictive modelling techniques and the applications for business data analysis.
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Introduction
Gartner states that the analytics becomes more strategically important tool for enterprises. In order to more quickly analyse the data that determines the requirements of growing competition, the enterprises attempt to democratize analytics through the use of self-service tools. The main difference between modern and traditional BI-platform lies in the work at the modelling stage, which was previously performed by IT staff and currently by an analyst, as well in the amount of expertise needed for preparation of data for analytics (Gartner group, 2015). According to Gartner, during the past several years, the user demand for BI platform has shifted toward “easy-to-use tools that support a full range of analytic workflow capabilities”. Gartner predicts, that “by 2018, most business users and analysts in organizations will have access to self-service tools to prepare data for analysis as part of the shift to deploying modern BI platforms” (Gartner group, 2016 a). And the fastest growing segment of business analytics market is predictive analytics. According
to the study by Gartner, “by 2020, predictive and prescriptive analytics will attract 40% of enterprises’ net new investment in business intelligence and analytics” (Gartner group, 2016 b). As the business has to process huge amounts of data and to implement the results of the analysis to the business processes “on the fly”, the use of cloud platforms for business intelligence helps to speed up the process of gaining access to data and the results of data analysis.

The purpose of the study is to analyse the process of creating the predictive model and to find out the extent to which the process of creating the predictive model would be simple, convenient and accessible for nontechnical users. This paper describes the process of creating predictive models of customer’s creditworthiness by using two predictive analytics software: IBM SPSS Modeler and Microsoft Azure Machine Learning.

**Formulating the problem**

The model must be created to predict customer’s solvency assessment based on available information on the customers to make a decision to grant a loan. The model is based on historical data that is on the analysis of previous loan experience. The database contains information on the credit history of customers of one of the loan companies. The sample contains 12053 customers’ records. Each customer is characterized by 13 parameters (attribute). They are Gender, Age, Marital status, Number of dependents, Education Level, Institution, Average salary, Market value, Quick sales value, Loan amount, Salary credited to the bank, Due date, Delay count. The data stored in Excel file.

**Predictive model creation**

The process of creating the predictive model consists of the following steps: Data access; Data preparation; Creation of training and test sets; Selection of a modelling algorithm; Training the model; The model testing; Evaluating the model; Deploying the model.

The process of creating the model is considered based on the model creation examples in two environments: IBM SPSS Modeler and Microsoft Azure Machine Learning. IBM SPSS Modeler is a predictive analytics platform that offers the set of data mining tools for predictive models developing. For model creating there was used IBM SPSS Modeler 17.0. Microsoft Azure Machine Learning is a cloud service to perform predictive analytics tasks. The service provides the special development tool for predictive models, which is Azure ML Studio. The Azure ML Studio has web-interface and provides the means to retrieve data, data preparation, data analysis, model building and evaluation ()

To data access IBM SPSS Modeler are offered sources nodes that provide data import stored in a number of formats and sources such as ODBC-compliant relational databases, Excel file, XML file, and other different flat files. “Excel node” was used for access data within this task (Figure 6).

As an input data source in Azure ML Studio there can be used a relational database from Azure SQL Database, non-relational NoSQL sources, OData-services, as well as various texts formats. To connect to the source data in the development environment Azure ML Studio, the modules from the groups “My Dataset” or “Data Input and Output” are used. In this study, the module “My Dataset” is used for connecting to the source of customers’ data converted in csv format file (Figure 8).
Data preparation tasks include checking the completeness of the data set, as the accuracy of the model depends on the sample quality. One of the conditions for constructing the model is an equal number of observations for each variable. It is desirable to exclude observations with missing variables from the analysis.

And one of the main problems in the process of creating the model is the skill to properly select the variables (input attribute values) and, if necessary, even create new variables. Selection of the independent variables is mainly based on the consecutive searching method of features. The objective is to find the best subset of predictors (independent variables) with which the constructed model shows the best result.

The choice of a dependent variable is defined by the purpose of creating the predicting model. The dependent variable can be selected from existing variables list or it can be created. In the considered model, the dependent variable accepts a categorical scale of measurement with two categories: “the reliable borrower” and “the unreliable borrower”. The customers which have not repaid the credits within the prescribed terms (i.e., the customers with bad credit history) have been brought to the group “unreliable borrower”. The customers not having outstanding loans (i.e. the customers with good credit history) were attributed to the group of “reliable borrower”. The presence of credit history the customer of untimely payments is defined by an independent variable “Delay count”. The dependent variable “Reliable borrower” is assigned a value “true” and the customer is appropriated to the group of “reliable borrowers” if value of independent variable “Delay count” is equal to 0. The dependent variable “Reliable borrower” is assigned a value “false” if value of independent variable “Delay count” exceeds 0. And the customer is appropriated to “unreliable borrowers” group.

In IBM SPSS Modeler the dependent variable “Reliable borrower” is created using the “Derive” node. The value of the dependent variable will be predicted to new customers that is not available credit history. Data on the customers can be gathered and stored in different storage data types such as a string and number, integer, real number, date and time, image. The storage data type defines the measurement scales of independent variables.

IBM SPSS Modeler supports the following measurement levels: Default, Continuous, Categorical, Flag, Nominal, Ordinal, Typeless.

- **Default** measurement is used for data whose storage type and values are unknown yet.
- **Continuous** measurement is used for numeric values which data type are integer, real number, or date/time.
- **Categorical** measurement is used for string values with unknown number of values.
- **Flag** measurement is used for data with two distinct values.
- **Nominal** measurement is used for data with two or more distinct values.
- **Ordinal** measurement is used for data with multiple distinct values which can be ordered on importance degree.
- **Typeless** measurement is used for data that do not fit into any one of the supported measurements (IBM Knowledge Center 2016).

The variables both with quantitative, and string types of data have been used for creation of model. The variables list and data measurement level was defined in IBM SPSS Modeler using a “Type node” as shown in the Figure 1.
The Azure Machine Learning service for data preparation and variables selection provides different modules which are united in a module group “Data Transformation”. The “Project Columns” module from this group was used for the selection of variables for data analysis. Pre-clean records from missing values are carried out in the module “Clean Missing Data”. Also, the numerous tools for statistical data analysis are offered in “Statistical Functions” section, that help to understand data structure, allow assessing the strength of the correlation between the variables. For this purpose, IBM SPSS Modeler supports “Data Audit” node and “Statistics” node. For quantitative variables there is calculated such basic descriptive statistics as min, max, mean, median, standard deviation, count, standard error of mean, the share of missing values that can give an idea of the integrity and consistency of data. The calculation results are represented by histograms and tables (Figure 2). Statistical analysis showed that these data were non-normal and skewed.

The training and test sets

The model is based on a sample containing historical data, which is (in this case) about the credit history of customers. The sample is split into two samples: the training set and a test set. Both sets contain observations for which the value of the dependent variable is already known. The model is trained on the training sample only. Observations of the test set are not used in training the model. They are used to verify the adequacy and to evaluate accuracy of the prediction model. The training and tests set are generated by the method of random selection. The sizes of samples depend on the size of original sample, and the ratio of the sets may vary.

The “Partition” node is used to split the data into separate samples in IBM SPSS Modeler. The “Partition” node supports the ability to specify the ratio of the sample sizes. In this paper, the original sample was split into two samples: the training set containing 60% of observations and a test set containing 40%, respectively.
Fig. 2. Descriptive statistical analysis in the “Data Audit” node IBM SPSS Modeler

Azure Machine Learning offers a special module “Split Data” that provides sample splitting into two samples: training dataset and test dataset. In the module there must be specified the data splitting algorithm and ratio of sample sizes.

Modelling Algorithm selection and training

The core of creation the model is the modelling algorithm selection and trains it to find the pattern between a set of input parameters (predictors) and the expected result. Training should takes place using large volumes of data. And it assumes that all samples (subsets) of the data have the same relationship between attributes. Thus, the trained algorithm can then be applied to new data sets.

The predictive model, which gives correct forecasts for the training sample, will then be applied to the test sample. Similar precision results obtained on the training and the test samples are indicative of the fact that the model will work well on the similar data. Should the deviation of results between the training and the test sample be considerable, the model is re-created. Prior to re-creating the model, it is necessary to analyze the data on the presence of outlier observations and remove such cases from the training sample.

IBM SPSS Modeler modeling methods are taken from machine learning, artificial intelligence, and statistics. IBM SPSS Modeler offers three categories of modeling methods: Classification, Association and Segmentation methods. Each category combines various nodes of modeling algorithms. The program offers both separate nodes that contain only one specific modelling algorithm and the nodes comprising multiple different modelling algorithms. They are called as automated modeling nodes. Automatic modeling nodes allow to train each multiple models at the same time by using different modeling methods and to compare the results. In fact, the program selects a number of possible models with different parameters. Moreover, the program will automatically analyze the input data and the possibility of their application to a specific model, and also define the input parameters for each of the models. The advantage
of using this node is that not only experienced analysts can build up an adequate model, as the node itself explores every possible combination of options. Of course, the accuracy of such a model “with the default settings” can give less accurate results than the model with specified parameters for each modelling algorithm (IBM SPSS Modeler 17 Modeling Nodes, 21. p.).

In this study, the automated modeling node “Auto Classifier” was used to create the models too. “Auto Classifier” node offers 14 modelling algorithms with possibility to choose the suitable model type for a given task (Figure 3).

![Model type in the “Auto Classifier” node IBM SPSS Modeler](image)

In Azure Machine Learning, the same machine learning algorithms are supported as in IBM SPSS Modeler, and they are: regression, classification, clustering. Azure Machine Learning offers single modules for each algorithm. Appropriate modules of algorithms provide the possibility to configure key parameters of the selected algorithm (Microsoft Azure documentation, 2016). In the study, two models were created: model by using the decision forest algorithm and model by using the neural network algorithm. For training the selected algorithms is used “Train Model” module (Figure 8).

Evaluating models

IBM SPSS Modeler “Auto Classifier” node provides opportunity to specify the parameters for each type of models, and to define the criteria for evaluating models, and to specify number of the created models to use. Modeler provides the opportunity to evaluate the obtained models on the training set and the test set. And then models can be compared and ranked using by following metrics “Overall accuracy”, “Area under the ROC curve”, “Profit (Cumulative)”,
“Lift (Cumulative)”, “Number of input fields used” (IBM SPSS Modeler 17 Modeling Nodes). In this study, 12 modeling algorithms (machine learning models) were analyzed (Figure 3).

The best overall accuracy was shown by the models created by using the following algorithms: the C5.0, the Neural Net and the Classification and Regression (C & R) (Figure 4). And the best overall accuracy result was provided by C5.0 algorithm based model. At the same time the Neural Net algorithm based model shown the best result in the other metric of “Area under the ROC curve”.

For comparing the models there can be used Gains chart, which shows the ratio of the overall number of customers in a category “Reliable borrower” by targeting a ratio of the total number of customers (Figure 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use?</th>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Build Time (mins)</th>
<th>Max Profit</th>
<th>Max Profit Occurs in</th>
<th>Lift[Top 30]</th>
<th>Overall Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>No. Fields Used</th>
<th>Area Under Curve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>C5.0</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>18 079.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1,973</td>
<td>98.773</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Neural Net</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>18 055.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1,972</td>
<td>98.705</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>C&amp;R Tree</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>16 532,482</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1,951</td>
<td>94.560</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. **Compare models in “Auto Classifier” node**

Fig. 5. **Evaluating models by Gains chart**
By using “Auto Classifier” node, it is possible to use not one separate model for the forecast, but an ensemble model from several models which have shown the best accuracy results. At combining the predictions from several models, it is possible to avoid the restrictions imposed on a separate model and to receive the higher overall accuracy (IBM Knowledge Center 2016).

In this study, a combined model gives better prediction accuracy using a combination of three models: the C5.0, the Neural Net and the Classification and Regression (C&R). Combined model with the best two models testing results (the C5.0, the Neural Net models) and 4 models have shown a worse prediction accuracy. The test results of the separated models showed that single models have less accurate prediction as compared with the combined model of the 3 models. The test results are shown in Table 1.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Correct cases</th>
<th>Wrong cases</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ensemble model of 3 models: the C5.0, the Neural Net and the Classification and Regression (C &amp; R) models</td>
<td>11907</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ensemble model of 2 models: the C5.0, the Neural Net</td>
<td>11893</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ensemble model of 4 models: The C5.0, the Neural Net, the Classification and Regression (C &amp; R), the Chaid models</td>
<td>11895</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single C5 model</td>
<td>11906</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Neural Net model</td>
<td>11888</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, the created predictive model can be used in the analysis of new customers for which the outcome is unknown yet. Results may be displayed or stored in a database table, a spreadsheet or a text file.

Azure Machine Learning service offers the “Score Model” module for testing the trained model by generating predictions (Figure 8). The predicted value format depends on the model and input data. For classification model, the module outputs a predicted value for the class, as well as the probability of the predicted value (Microsoft Azure documentation, 2016).
ML Azure Learning provides the possibility to compare the test results of the two models only. This can be done at the node “Evaluate Model” (Figure 8). As a result, the overall accuracy of predictive ability for each model is calculated and compiled confusion matrix. Confusion matrix contains correctly detected cases (True – True and False – False), and incorrectly detected cases (True – False and False – True) using trained models on a test sample (test dataset) (Figure 7). The test results showed that the model based on “the decision forest” algorithm has the best predictive accuracy.

Fig. 7. Accuracy value and confusion matrix for model based on “the decision forest” algorithm (first column) and model based on “the neural network” algorithm (second column) by results testing
Models built in Azure ML Studio, can be deployed as web service for the use in different applications: web applications, mobile applications, custom desktop applications and Excel applications. The Excel file with the implemented services connection is created automatically. Open application programming interface (API) allows updating the model Azure ML directly from the application. This is important for the model automatic re-training in the case of emerging new data, and it can improve the model quality.

Conclusions

The paper considers the process of creating predictive models in the IBM SPSS Modeler and in the Azure Machine Learning Studio platforms in order to predict the possibility of the customers’ loan repayment.

Predictive analytics is a complex set of methods and technologies, wherein there are combined the data management tools, statistics and mathematical methods as well as artificial intelligence methods. Both platforms offer tools with intuitive visual interface to create a model at all stages of the process of creating models. Nevertheless, for creating a predictive model it is necessary to understand and observe the stages of model building.

One of the preconditions for successful application of predictive modelling technology is knowledge of data mining techniques. Although along with the separate algorithms for creating a model, IBM SPSS Modeler offers a combined node to create ensemble model. The use of the combined node simplifies only the decision on how to choose the best prediction algorithm for a specific task. And in certain cases, the combined model has better predictive ability. But for specifying the parameters of algorithm, being aware of the principles of algorithms operation
is required. So Microsoft ML Azure technology requires the user to be more experienced in machine learning methods.

Using the cloud computing technology simplifies the process of gaining access to the model development tools and application of created models. In addition, a trained prediction model requires retraining after the new data have been accumulated. Azure Machine Learning service provides simplified access to the created model and it simplifies the use of models in applications and retraining it due to implementation thereof as APIs and a web service. Cloud computing could reduce costs associated with the development and maintenance of models.
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